Affidavit #1 of C. Wenezenki-Yolland
Sworn on the 8th day of April, 2021

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO MONEY LAUNDERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Honourable Mr. Austin F. Cullen, Commissioner

AFFIDAVIT

I, Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, of
OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS:

, British Columbia, MAKE

1.

I am a former Associate Deputy Minister within the Ministry of Finance in the Province of
British Columbia and, as such, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters
hereinafter deposed to, save and except where stated to be based on information and
belief, and where so stated, I believe them to be true.

2.

I swear this affidavit to provide evidence to the Commission pursuant to a summons
issued to me under the Public Inquiry Act, S.B.C. 2007, c.9.

Background in BC Public Service
3.

I was first employed by the BC Public Service in 1985 in the Legislative library. I
subsequently worked for a school district for a year and then worked in accounting for BC
Transit for nine years, during which time I earned my accounting designation (Certified
Management Accountant, CMA). I was later awarded a fellowship and my professional
credentials are now FCPA, FCMA.

4.

I returned to the core public service in 1999. Between 1999 and 2013, I held the following
positions:
•
Senior Internal Auditor and Manager of Audit Practices and Audit Operations,
Internal Audit (1999 to 2003)
•
Executive Director of Financial and Administrative Services and Senior/Chief
Financial Officer, Ministry of Finance Pod (2003 to 2004)
•
Assistant Deputy Minister and Executive Financial Officer ("EFO"), Corporate and
Ministry Support Services, Ministry of Finance Pod (2004 to 2006)
•
Comptroller General, Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Finance (2006 to
2010)
•
Associate Deputy Minister, Environmental Assessment Office (2010 to 2011)
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Deputy Minister, Advanced Education Innovation and Technology, Province of
British Columbia (2011 to 2013)
5.

In June 2013, I joined the Ministry of Finance as an Associate Deputy Minister. I remained
in that position until July 2017.

6.

I have been provided by counsel for the Provincial Government with portions of the
electronic calendar I kept during my time as Associate Deputy Minister. I am advised by
counsel for the Provincial Government that my calendar prior to October 2015 is no longer
available, with the exception of the month of December 2013. Attached to this affidavit
and marked Exhibit "A" are true copies of extracts from the calendar that has been
provided to me which are of relevance to the evidence herein.

7.

In 2015, I became the Province's first Chief Records Officer in addition to my duties as
Associate Deputy Minister.

Role as Associate Deputy Minister in the Ministry of Finance
8.

As Associate Deputy Minister in the Ministry of Finance, my program responsibilities
included Internal Audit and Advisory Services ("IMS"), the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch ("GPEB"), the Crown Agency Resource Office, and Tax Appeals. I
also served as the liaison for the Ministry's three Crown Agencies: the BC Lottery
Corporation ("BCLC"), Partnerships BC, and the BC Securities Commission. In 2015, the
Corporate Information and Records Management Office ("CIRMO") was added to my
responsibilities.

9.

As Associate Deputy Minister, my role was to support the individuals who headed each of
my program areas, some of whom were Executive Directors and some of whom were
Assistant Deputy Ministers ("ADMs"). I would communicate government's priorities and
provide strategic advice to the program leads about the policies they wanted to bring
forward. I also supported the Deputy Minister and Minister by ensuring that when
information or proposals were brought forward to the Minister, they were properly
researched, well-supported, and aligned with the Ministry's overall strategic plan. I would
try to anticipate questions the Minister might ask so that the necessary information would
be included in the briefing materials prepared by staff.

10.

My authority with respect to my program responsibilities varied depending on the program.
The Crown Agency Resource Office and Tax Appeals were led by Executive Directors.
For the Crown Agency Resource Office, I was the policy lead. For Tax Appeals, I had
statutory decision-making authority, but the policy lead was either Elan Symes or Heather
Wood.

11.

CIRMO, IAAS, and GPEB were each led by an ADM. For CIRMO, I had statutory
decision-making authority as Chief Records Officer, but the ADM was the policy lead. For
IAAS and GPEB, it was the ADM who had both the responsibility for policy development
and the statutory decision-making authority.
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Responsibility for Gaming
12.

When I joined the Ministry of Finance, the Deputy Minister to whom I reported was Peter
Milburn. Mr. Milburn asked me to take on responsibility for gaming because he perceived
himself to have a conflict of interest due to family connections to horse racing.

13.

In approximately September 2015, Kim Henderson replaced Mr. Milburn as Deputy
Minister. In approximately March 2016, Athana Mentzelopoulos replaced Ms. Henderson. I
had standing bi-weekly meetings with the DMs throughout my tenure.

14.

Michael de Jong was the Minister of Finance throughout my time as Associate Deputy
Minister.

15.

When I joined the Ministry of Finance, the ADM and General Manager of GPEB was Doug
Scott. Mr. Scott left this role in the fall of 2013. As part of the corporate approach to
succession planning, I consulted with the Public Service Agency as to the ADMs who had
been identified as ready for promotion. Based on this consultation and discussion with the
Deputy Minister of Finance and the Deputy to the Premier, I asked John Mazure, with
whom I had worked in the Environmental Assessment Office, to succeed Mr. Scott. Mr.
Mazure became the ADM and General Manager of GPEB for the balance of my tenure.

16.

I did not have day to day involvement in the operation of GPEB. However, the
ADMs/General Managers of GPEB reported directly to me and I received regular briefings
from them.

17.

When I joined the Ministry of Finance, the CEO of BCLC was Michael Graydon. After his
resignation in 2014, Mr. Graydon was succeeded by Jim Lightbody. I was assigned the
Ministry liaison role for each of the Ministry's Crown agencies. In this role, I had regular
contact with the CEOs of BCLC with the support and advice of the ADM of GPEB and the
ADM of Corporate Services.

18.

The CEO of BCLC did not report to me. The BCLC Board and Board Chair did not report
to or through me. Rather, BCLC reported directly to the Minister of Finance through the
Board Chair, which is typical for Crown agencies. In my Ministry liaison role, I conveyed
information to and from BCLC and facilitated meetings, but the Crown Agency
Accountability Framework stipulated that BCLC was accountable directly to the Minister
through the Board Chair. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "B" is a true copy of
a document entitled "Taxpayer Accountability Principles", dated June 2014, which
describes aspects of the BC Government's Crown Agency Accountability Framework. As
indicated in the diagram on the 8th page of that document, the Crown Board reports
directly to the responsible Minister (through their Chair) and does not have a reporting
relationship to the Deputy Minister (or an Associate Deputy Minister where one exists).

19.

BCLC Board minutes and management reports to the Board were not provided to me. I
did not attend and was not privy to the meetings or internal operations of the BCLC Board.
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Orientation to Gaming
20.

Before re-joining the Ministry of Finance in June of 2013, I had no prior involvement or
familiarity with the gaming industry.

21.

A transition binder was provided to me and Minister de Jong which provided a high-level
overview of gaming in the Province. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit "C"
(GPEB4330) is a true copy of the transition binder. The government's anti-money
laundering ("AML") efforts were one of eighteen topics covered in the transition binder.
The Issue Note relating to AML described the outcome of a 2011 review, which I later
came to know as the Kroeker Report. The Issue Note characterized the Kroeker Report as
finding that BCLC and service providers were employing "standard and appropriate antimoney laundering strategies." BCLC and GPEB were described as actively cooperating
on strengthening their AML efforts by implementing recommendations of the Kroeker
Report that focussed on moving the industry away from cash.

22.

My initial orientation to GPEB, the gaming industry, and government's priorities for gaming
was provided by Mr. Scott and Mr. Graydon. In June 2013, I received in-person orientation
briefings presented by Doug Scott on behalf of GPEB and by Michael Graydon on behalf
of BCLC. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "D" (GPEB4336) is a true copy
of the presentation provided by Mr. Scott. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit
"E" (GPEB4332) is a true copy of Mr. Graydon's presentation. AML was one of many
topics covered in these briefings. I also attended the briefings that Mr. Scott and Mr.
Graydon provided to the Minister.

23.

The briefing materials and presentations indicated that money laundering in BC casinos
was one of the Ministry's priorities at that time. The message from Mr. Scott and Mr.
Graydon was that the Province had appropriate AML policies and procedures in place,
had just completed a comprehensive review of these procedures, and was already making
further improvements based on the recommendations of that review. I understood that the
additional efforts underway were focused on developing cash alternatives, as this had
been a key recommendation of the Kroeker report. Mr. Scott and Mr. Graydon did not
suggest that any specific action was required from the Minister or me at that time. They
appeared confident in their strategy.

24.

Mr. Scott's presentation included a discussion of the different roles of the Minister, BCLC,
and GPEB, stating, "The Minister provides oversight and guidance, leaving specific
decision making to BCLC and regulation of the gaming industry, including BCLC, to
GPEB." It further cautioned, "These accountabilities and responsibilities ensure
appropriate segregation of duties necessary to maintain the integrity of the industry." This
advice was consistent with my understanding of the Crown's accountability framework in
that Ministers were not to be interfering in the operation of Crown agencies.

25.

In addition to the above orientation, I requested a legislative overview, undertook some of
my own research, and visited GPEB staff offices, BCLC, and gaming facilities to gain a
better appreciation of the gaming sector.
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26.

When John Mazure became General Manager of GPEB in October 2013, I provided Mr.
Mazure an overview of the Minister's priorities for gaming, including the AML strategy. I
remember Mr. Mazure expressing that he was looking forward to taking on the diversity of
challenges in the portfolio. He would also have been provided with the current Ministry
Service Plan , which set out the Ministry's priorities for each area of responsibility.
Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "F" is a true copy of the Ministry of Finance
Revised 2013/14 -2015/16 Service Plan released June 14, 2013. The section entitled,
"Goal 3: Responsible regulation of gaming opportunities" describes the Ministry's money
laundering prevention strategies at the time Mr. Mazure and I joined the Ministry.

27.

As I had only been in my position for a few months, I encouraged Mr. Mazure to speak
with Doug Scott, other regulators within the Ministry of Finance, and his own staff to
develop a more thorough picture of the Ministry's and GPEB's direction and priorities.
Ordinarily in government, an ADM would be expected to be brought up to speed on a new
program by their staff more so than by their superiors.

28.

As part of my orientation to gaming, I paid a visit to the GPEB staff offices in the Lower
Mainland. It was not a formal meeting, but was rather an informal "meet and greet" visit to
meet the staff and tour the office. During this visit, I spoke with many members of GPEB's
staff. I recall some staff, whom I believe were members of the Investigations Division,
inviting me into an office for a discussion. They gave me a summary explanation of what
their concerns were about suspicious cash in BC casinos . It was a brief, informal
discussion.

29.

As I was new to the portfolio, I had limited context for the information the GPEB
investigators were providing. I understood them to be describing the same suspicious
cash concerns that I had been told about in my initial briefings with Mr. Scott and Mr.
Graydon. I did not understand them to be suggesting that current strategies were not
working, nor do I recall them proposing any particular solutions. Rather, I remember them
conveying concerns about the volume of files, the lack of police response when they
forwarded files to police, and frustration with delays in BCLC forwarding information to
GPEB. I would have discussed these concerns with the ADM/GM after the meeting. I also
raised with the CEO of BCLC the issue of information flow.

BCLC Credit Watch
30.

When I came to the Ministry of Finance, BCLC was under credit watch by the Treasury
Board as a result of multiple years of missed financial targets. "Credit watch" is an informal
term used within government to refer to the need for ongoing and regular visits and
reports back to Treasury Board.

31.

BCLC is classified as a "commercial crown" because its activities are commercial in nature
and generate net income. Commercial crowns can be contrasted with "service delivery"
Crown corporations like Community Living BC, which are not involved in commercial
activity and do not generate net income.
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32.

As part of the budget process, Crown corporations like BCLC provide budget projections,
which include net income, that are rolled up into the overall budget for government.

33.

When I came to the Ministry of Finance, I was advised that BCLC had missed its targets in
multiple years. As a result, BCLC had several outstanding report back requests from
Treasury Board.

34.

BCLC was responsible for its own projections, which would be questioned and challenged
by Treasury Board. I received these projections along with other budget-related briefing
materials because part of my role was to ensure that the Minister was prepared to
respond to questions from Treasury Board. BCLC would sometimes come to government
with options for its projections if the projections were dependent on policy decisions that
required government approval, such as putting gaming on ferries or expansion of the
online gaming platform to other jurisdictions.

Cost-Control Pressures

35.

The government was in a budget restraint mode for the public service. Treasury Board
had directed all ministries to conduct a core review to identify critical programs and find
ways to reduce their staffing costs.

36.

As part of the core review, I defended within the Ministry and with Treasury Board staff the
need to retain and fill GPEB's frontline resources. Treasury Board imposed a cap on hiring
and discretionary expenses, including travel, at this time. The cap on the Ministry of
Finance was lower than the Ministry had requested. As a result of the cap imposed by
Treasury Board, the Ministry put in place a critical hire initiative, which required every hire
to be justified at the Deputy Minister level. Within the Ministry, I advocated for the
protection of GPEB's Full Time Equivalent positions.

37.

The government had also placed a freeze on all out-of-province travel. GPEB had
identified the training of its investigators at the Nevada Institute as a priority. I advocated
with Deputy Minister Milburn for and was granted an exemption allowing GPEB
investigators an annual allocation for out-of-province travel so this training could continue.

38.

Within GPEB there was an effort to ensure there were sufficient resources in front line
areas like audit and investigations. Other areas, such as administration and the policy
division, may have been under-resourced due to these budget constraints.

39.

In some respects, GPEB was in a better position than other programs in the Ministry
because its funding was ring-fenced by a separate vote so that it could not be reallocated
for other Ministry purposes. As a result, GPEB was not subject to the same level of costcontrol pressure as my other departments.
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GPEB's Mandate and the Generation of Revenue
40.

Shortly after gaming came to my portfolio, I identified a need to maintain separation
between the regulatory oversight and financial oversight of BCLC. I did not want the
objectivity of the regulator to be affected by the financial responsibility that would normally
be associated with an ADM's role in relation to a Crown corporation. For this reason, I
deliberately segregated these roles. The Ministry EFO (ADM of Corporate Services) took
the lead on BCLC finances, while the General Manager (ADM of Gaming) took the lead on
all policy and regulatory aspects of gaming. I did this so that Mr. Mazure would not have to
concern himself with BCLC's finances.

41.

From time to time, BCLC proposed new gaming opportunities. GPEB's role included
considering regulatory and control concerns related to these proposals. I recall
discussions about GPEB engaging more proactively on new gaming proposals from
BCLC. The objective was to ensure that any policy and regulatory requirements for new
products or approaches were considered proactively, rather than reactively imposing
regulation after the fact. GPEB did become more actively involved in consultations about
new gaming proposals.

42.

As a regulator, it was important for GPEB to have an awareness of the business of
gaming and the implications of regulations it might impose. The challenge for any modern
regulator is to find the right balance between effectively regulating an industry without
over-regulating in ways that would impose unnecessary administrative burdens or impair
legitimate business. For GPEB, achieving this balance required careful research and
consideration of new initiatives, followed by ongoing monitoring and adaptation.

43.

When I worked in the Environmental Assessment Office, the office would provide the
Minister a broad perspective on major proposals that considered multiple factors including
social, economic, and health implications. In September 2014, Mr. Mazure and I provided
the Minister a briefing note proposing a similar approach in the gaming industry. Attached
to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "G" (GPEB4387) is a true copy of the briefing note in
relation to this proposal that we presented to the Minister. The Minister did not indicate an
interest in pursuing this approach.

44.

I have no reason to believe that the Minister was resistant to measures to address money
laundering because of revenue considerations.

Initial Priorities
45.

One of the key issues identified to me shortly after I joined the Ministry of Finance was a
forthcoming report from the Public Health Officer ("PHO").

46.

Before Mr. Scott's departure, much of my time with him was spent discussing the
upcoming PHO's report on problem gambling. There was concern that this report would
recommend against certain cash alternative strategies that GPEB and BCLC were
implementing in response to the Kroeker report. When it was released, the PHO's report
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did recommend against the presence of ATMs in casinos. This recommendation was at
odds with GPEB's AML strategy. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "H" is a true
copy of the PHO's Report, entitled "Lower the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to
Gambling in British Columbia" which was released on October 1, 2013.
47.

Responding to the PHO report was a significant priority for the Ministry from shortly after I
arrived through to early 2015. Once the report was released, the PHO was speaking
publicly on it. The response required coordination across ministries and between BCLC
and GPEB. It required approaches to both Cabinet and Treasury Board for approval for
and funding of the programs being proposed. This work involved multiple ministerial
briefings with the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Health, and the Minister of
Education.

48.

Much of my time and the ADM's time in 2014 was dedicated to developing the strategy
and response to the PHO Report and coordinating the implementation of that response.
The work culminated in the release in February 2015 of a comprehensive government
response to the PHO Report. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "I" is a true
copy of that response, entitled, "Responsible and Problem Gambling in British Columbia:
A Plan for Public Health and Gambling in British Columbia."

2014 BCLC Crown Review
49.

In 2011, the Provincial Government committed to undertake a review of all major Crown
Corporations. These reviews were conducted by IMS. In October 2013, Minister de Jong
approved a Crown Review of BCLC, which had been identified by IMS as a high priority
for such a review. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "J" (GPEB4345) is a true
copy of the Decision Note approved by Minister de Jong authorizing the Crown Review of
BCLC.

50.

These reviews were intended to be comprehensive, examining the entire organization to
determine whether it was delivering on its mandate, whether it was following the spirit and
intent of government policy, and whether appropriate controls were in place within the
organization.

51.

The review followed the normal Crown review framework. The Minister approved the
terms of reference for the review and broad oversight was provided by an executive level
Crown Review Steering Committee composed of Deputy Ministers and myself as
Associate Deputy Minister responsible for IMS.

52.

The demands of this review were further complicated when Mr. Graydon left BCLC
because a concern arose regarding a potential conflict of interest with his new employer.
IMS was required to prepare a separate report on that issue, which led to multiple
additional briefings with the Minister and a media briefing for which I was responsible.

53.

IMS completed their Crown Review in late 2014. Attached to this affidavit and marked
Exhibit "K" is a true copy of their report. The recommendations included GPEB taking a
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risk-based approach to regulating the gaming industry, which I understood to be
consistent with Mr. Mazure's vision for GPEB.
2014 Increase in Bet Limits
54.

I recall discussions about a proposed bet limit increase in late 2013. Mr. Mazure would
have briefed me on it. I recall that BCLC was anxious to have it in place for Chinese New
Year.

55.

I was not responsible for making decisions about bet limits. l had no authority to make
policy decisions myself with respect to gaming.

56.

I recall that Mr. Mazure had some uncertainty about whether he had decision-making
authority on the issue of bet limits. Mr. Mazure eventually determined that GPEB approval
was not required and that BCLC could make the decision on its own under their "conduct
and management" mandate.

57.

I recall that Mr. Graydon contacted the Minister's office directly about this issue. A true
copy of a letter from Mr. Graydon to Mr. Mazure, on which I was copied, has been marked
in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 544. I understood Mr. Graydon's use of the
phrase "senior-level intervention" in that letter to be a reference to Mr. Graydon's call
directly to the Minister to seek approval for this change.

58.

While I understood why Mr. Graydon may have decided to contact the Minister directly, l
found it disappointing. BCLC had been working with GPEB on this issue, but then decided
to bypass GPEB and go directly to the Minister. Communication between Crown
corporations and the responsible Minister are meant to go through the Board Chair, not
the CEO. This was not representative of the working relationship between Mr. Mazure and
Mr. Graydon, who generally seemed to work well together.

2014 GPEB Review
59.

When John Mazure became the General Manager of GPEB, I encouraged him to speak
with Doug Scott and to other regulators to develop a sense of what he wanted to do as a
regulator. I spoke with Mr. Mazure about my own experience as a regulator and my
perspective on the strengths of different regulatory models. We discussed moving GPEB
towards a standards-based and risk-based approach to regulation, as this was the
direction most modern regulators (and the BC government) were moving.

60.

I recall being advised by Mr. Mazure that he had spoken was Elan Symes, the ADM for
Revenue, who told Mr. Mazure about her experience working with the Ministry of
Finance's Strategic Human Resources unit to undertake an organizational review.

61.

Mr. Mazure made the decision to engage the Strategic Human Resources unit to conduct
a review of GPEB. I was supportive of Mr. Mazure undertaking this effort. A true copy of a
Briefing Note that Mr. Mazure provided to the Minister explaining the rationale for the
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internal review of GPEB has been marked as Exhibit 548 in these Commission
proceedings.
62.

The objective of the review was to position GPEB to become a strong, modern regulator,
making effective, efficient use of all its resources.

63.

I did not understand the request for the review to stem from dysfunction within GPEB. I
understood there were opportunities to improve collaboration within GPEB, which is not
uncommon within government departments, but I do not believe that the review was
intended to address that issue specifically.

Termination of Larry Vander Graaf and Joe Schalk
64.

In September 2014, Strategic Human Resources produced a report of their findings from
the internal review of GPEB. I do not recall whether I was provided with the full report,
which has been marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 546 or with the
summary report, a true copy of which is attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "L"
(GPEB4085). I reviewed whichever of these two reports I was provided.

65.

Mr. Mazure and Strategic Human Resources engaged Tom Steenvoorden to conduct a
separate review in relation to the Investigations Division and Audit and Compliance
Division of GPEB. A true copy of the report summarizing Mr. Steenvoorden's findings has
been marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 547.

66.

Following the internal review, Mr. Mazure and Strategic Human Resources staff briefed
me about Mr. Mazure's intention to move towards a new model for GPEB. The new
structure required fewer senior positions, which Mr. Mazure anticipated would result in
some people being displaced. At the time of the briefing, Mr. Mazure had not yet spoken
with any of these people.

67.

I told Mr. Mazure that my preference was that he try to find placement for these individuals
within GPEB or elsewhere in government. I suggested the possibility of placement in
PSSG for Mr. Vander Graaf and Mr. Schalk because of their skill sets. I also asked Mr.
Mazure to get advice from the Public Service Agency ("PSA") on the implications of the
reorganization for these individuals and how it could best be approached.

68.

Mr. Mazure returned some time later after consulting with the PSA. He advised me that
placement within government was possible for all but two individuals: Mr. Vander Graaf
and Mr. Schalk.

69.

Mr. Mazure had been working directly with Mr. Vander Graaf and Mr. Schalk for
approximately one year at this point. I understood that he was of the opinion that Mr.
Vander Graaf and Mr. Schalk would be resistant to the new regulatory approach he
intended to implement. I was also aware that the internal review had identified significant
concerns about their leadership.
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70.

A true copy of a briefing note provided to me by Mr. Mazure requesting approval to
terminate Mr. Vander Graaf and Mr. Schalk has been marked in these Commission
proceedings as Exhibit 549. I approved the proposed terminations because of the
concerns identified in this document and the lack of confidence and trust expressed by Mr.
Mazure in those two individuals.

71.

It was never suggested to me, and I did not understand, that the termination of Larry
Vander Graaf and Joe Schalk was in any way connected to their raising concerns about
money laundering. My understanding was that the AML strategy was a priority for all of
GPEB.

Anti-Money Laundering Strategy
72.

At the beginning of my tenure as Associate Deputy Minister, I was entirely new to gaming
and was largely dependent for my understanding of the AML issues on the information
provided to me by the General Manager of GPEB and others. I was aware from my initial
briefings regarding the AML strategy that taking action to mitigate the risk of suspicious
cash transactions {"SCTs") and the potential for money laundering was a priority for both
GPEB and BCLC.

73.

When gaming came to the Ministry of Finance, it came with an AML strategy already
under way as a result of the Kroeker Report and the efforts of Mr. Scott and Mr. Graydon
to implement the Report's recommendations.

74.

The strategy included three incremental, overlapping phases. The first focused on
developing cash alternatives, the second on active promotion of cash alternatives and
FINTRAC-based customer due diligence, and the third involved enhanced intervention
from the regulator (GPEB). To the best of my knowledge, the nature of the intervention by
the regulator in phase 3 had not yet been determined when I joined the Ministry of
Finance.

75.

As of 2013, the focus of the AML strategy had been primarily on cash alternatives. I
understood that GPEB and BCLC believed that getting cash out of the system would help
to reduce the number of SCTs and the potential risk of money laundering. It was never my
understanding that cash alternatives were meant to be the answer to the money
laundering risk in and of themselves. I understood that the strategy contemplated using
cash alternatives to reduce the overall level of cash in casinos. Once legitimate cash
players had moved to cash alternative options, the remaining cash could be scrutinized for
risk and additional regulatory measures taken.

76.

I was not advised that cash alternatives were not having an impact. I was told that they
were having an impact in that people were moving away from cash, but that cash
alternatives were only one lever to address the risk and more needed to be done to
address the issue of SCTs.
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77.

I was also advised by Mr. Scott and Mr. Graydon that BCLC was actively developing new
customer due diligence procedures with input from service providers. These new
procedures were to be implemented by February 2014 and were intended to address
FINTRAC's new regulatory requirements. I was advised that both GPEB and BCLC
believed this increased scrutiny of customers would further aid in reducing the risk
associated with SCTs. Depending on the results of the enhanced customer due diligence,
additional steps would be identified and taken as part of Phase 3.

78.

It was not the practice of Doug Scott or John Mazure to provide me with reports of findings
produced by the GPEB Investigations Division. The briefings I received from the ADMs
were at a higher level. Our conversations focussed on larger trends and policy
considerations rather than the details of particular SCTs. I was told about overall numbers
of SCTs, whether they were increasing or decreasing, and the explanations being offered
by BCLC for these trends. I was advised by both GPEB and BCLC that SCTs were an
indicator of risk, but could not be equated directly with money laundering.

79.

My understanding of SCTs evolved as I received more information from the General
Manager, the CEO of BCLC, GPEB staff, and independent sources and reports.

2014 Malysh Associates Report
80.

In approximately early 2014, I recall being advised that FINTRAC did not require casinos
to refuse suspicious cash - only to report the SCT. I consulted the FINTRAC standards
and learned that FINTRAC had stronger regulatory requirements for financial institutions
than for gaming facilities. The standards contained guidance for financial institutions that
recommended a risk-based framework for assessing transactional and business risk
associated with SCTs. These frameworks could lead to a business refusing a transaction
or discontinuing a business relationship with a customer.

81.

Mr. Mazure was, at that time, relatively new to his role as General Manager of GPEB. We
had been discussing whether GPEB ought to take a risk-based approach to regulation as
part of its Phase 3 AML strategy. I recall forwarding to Mr. Mazure the information I found
on the FINTRAC website, as I believed that FINTRAC's guidance for financial institutions
could inform his approach to regulator intervention.

82.

Mr. Mazure decided to commission a report by Malysh Associates Consulting ("the Malysh
Report"), the purpose of which was to consider the customer due diligence practices
employed by financial institutions with respect to cash transactions. After the Malysh
Report was produced in September 2014, I was briefed on the findings by Mr. Mazure. He
subsequently provided me with a copy of the Malysh Report, a true copy of which is
attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "M" (GPEB0709). I believed it provided useful
guidance that could inform the development of Phase 3. Mr. Mazure advised me that
GPEB and BCLC were continuing to research and develop their recommendations for
Phase 3 at this time.
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Rising SCTs
83.

In 2014, stories appeared in the media alleging problems with suspicious cash and money
laundering in BC casinos. I was also aware, through my briefings from Mr. Mazure, that
SCTs were increasing in number. BCLC's explanation for the increase in SCTs was that it
was primarily the result of increased training, enhanced reporting requirements, and
increased international visitors.

84.

BCLC's explanations had some apparent merit, as they had previously been fined by
FINTRAC for underreporting, but had taken active steps to improve their training and
reporting, which would logically lead to a higher number of SCT reports.

85.

However, the reporting of SCTs was one area examined in the Crown Review. IMS
believed that the increase in suspicious transactions could not be fully explained by
improved training and reporting. IMS was of the view that there was, in fact, an increase
in actual suspicious activity. This belief was presented by the IMS auditors to the Crown
Review Steering Committee on which I sat during their work in mid-2014.

86.

This opinion from the IMS auditors was a warning flag for me. BCLC's new customer due
diligence policies had come into effect in February 2014. It had been hoped that these
policies would help to reduce the number of SCTs. The belief expressed by the IMS
auditors that the increase in SCTs was real, rather than the result of better reporting, led
me to be concerned about the adequacy of the current AML measures.

87.

The conclusion of the IMS Crown Review coincided roughly with the release of the
Malysh Report. Although I had increasing concerns that the existing control framework
might not have been adequately addressing the SCT risk, I believed the recommendations
of the Malysh Report were sound and would guide the development of GPEB's strategy.

Development of the Phase 3 Strategy
88.

At the end of 2014 and early 2015, I understood that GPEB and BCLC were gathering
research on industry best practices and identifying potential regulatory solutions. It was
my understanding that the strategies to address AML were to be multifaceted and would
need to evolve and adapt as the context and environment changed. I was regularly
updated by Mr. Mazure on the progress of this work.

89.

Between the Kroeker Report, the Malysh Report, the BCLC Crown Review, the GPEB
AML Working Group, and the Exploring Common Ground workshop, there were a whole
host of ideas being considered in 2014 and the first half of 2015. Some of those ideas
may have been brought to my attention by Mr. Mazure in our briefings, but not all. To my
knowledge, Mr. Mazure did not provide to me the February 6, 2015 Briefing Document
marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 542.

90.

I was supportive of the various regulatory intervention options that Mr. Mazure did bring to
my attention. As I was not the policy lead nor the expert, I was looking to Mr. Mazure and
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his team to synthesize the information from all of these sources and develop the strategies
and actions needed for Phase 3.
91.

I did not tell Mr. Mazure to keep focussing on cash alternatives, nor am I aware of Mr.
Mazure receiving any similar instruction from the OM or the Minister. It was our common
understanding that Phase 3 would involve moving beyond cash alternatives into customer
due diligence and other regulator intervention.

92.

While it was important for Mr. Mazure to keep me and the Minister informed of the strategy
GPEB intended to implement, it was not my expectation that Mr. Mazure would require
either my approval or the Minister's approval to implement the Phase 3 strategy. Both
BCLC and the General Manager of GPEB had the authority to implement changes that fell
within their respective mandates. It may have been necessary for some options to go to
the Minister for approval if they required legislative amendments, additional resourcing, or
a general policy directive. Apart from that, I did not anticipate that ministerial direction
would be required to put Mr. Mazure's strategy into effect once it was developed.

93.

I recall discussion about the possibility of Mr. Mazure issuing a public interest standard.
My understanding was that this would have been a mechanism within the GM's authority
that would not have required ministerial approval. Eventually, GPEB came to the view that
they required a ministerial directive, which would require the Minister's approval. I am
unclear why they came to this conclusion, but I indicated to Mr. Mazure that I would
support him taking this proposal to the Minister.

94.

Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "N" (GPEB4686) is a true copy of the
2015/2016 Mandate letter from Minister de Jong to BCLC Board Chair, Bud Smith, dated
February 5, 2015. In anticipation of GPEB's upcoming Phase 3 strategy, the mandate
letter directed that BCLC was to respond to the AML standards developed by GPEB.

January 2015 Presentation by Brad Desmarais
95.

Toward the end of 2014, I spoke with BCLC CEO Jim Lightbody about organizing a
technical briefing for the Minister of Finance. I raised with Mr. Lightbody my concern about
the escalation in SCTs. I wanted to know more about why this was happening and to
receive a progress report on AML initiatives.

96.

It was not possible to schedule a technical briefing for the Minister because of his
schedule, but GPEB and Brad Desmarais from BCLC delivered presentations in January
2015 to me, the Ministry's Communications team, and some GPEB and BCLC staff.

97.

In response to questions during his presentation, Mr. Desmarais described what he
thought was behind the increase in SCTs. I understood Mr. Desmarais to be suggesting
that some of the suspicious cash entering BC casinos could be explained as the result of
cultural practices. He explained that foreign visitors had a preference for cash and that
they may have been obtaining this cash through a practice known as hawala.
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98.

I had not heard of hawala prior to this presentation, but based on my knowledge of finance
and banking regulations, this explanation was concerning to me. I recall telling Mr.
Desmarais that if his theory was true, BCLC should not be accepting this cash and that
government would not want that business.

99.

After this meeting, I briefed the Minister on the presentations. I told the Minister that I had
told Mr. Desmarais that BCLC should not be accepting this business and that government
would not want it. The Minister seemed to accept my concerns as valid. The Minister was
aware of the concern regarding the continued increase in SCTs. I advised the Minister of
the Phase 3 work that was underway and of GPEB's intent to brief the Minister on this
plan as soon as they were ready.

100. In early 2015, GPEB organized a stakeholder workshop called "Exploring Common
Ground", which was held in June 2015. The workshop brought together GPEB, BCLC,
FINTRAC, service providers, law enforcement, and financial industry experts. I understood
that the aim of the workshop was to consider the recommendations of the Malysh Report
by obtaining input from various stakeholders in order to develop the full Phase 3 strategy.
101. While I fully supported Mr. Mazure's decision to hold the stakeholder workshop, I was
concerned about the amount of time it was taking GPEB to produce concrete actions. In
May 2015, Mr. Mazure prepared a briefing note to update the Minister about the upcoming
workshop. A true copy of an early draft of that briefing note has been marked in these
Commission proceedings as Exhibit 550. Upon reading this draft, I was not satisfied with
the open-ended suggestion that GPEB would develop recommendations for government
following the workshop. I wanted Mr. Mazure to commit to a timeline. Commission Exhibit
550 bears my handwriting on the third page, where I wrote, "Will these be brought forward
for Minister's consideration? If so when."
102. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "O" is a true copy of a revised briefing note
in which Mr. Mazure added clarification that the recommendations would be provided to
the Minister's office by fall 2015.

2015 Spreadsheet and Briefing from Len Meilleur
103. In 2015, I went out of the country on vacation with my family. I left on July 10, 2015 and
returned from vacation on August 27, 2015.
104. Typically, upon return from vacation, I would receive a briefing on what had occurred in
my absence. On this occasion, I was briefed by Len Meilleur, as Mr. Mazure was on
vacation.
105. Instead of the usual briefing following an absence, Mr. Meilleur briefed me on SCTs and a
police investigation that had come to their attention during my absence.
106. Mr. Meilleur shared with me a bar graph and detailed spreadsheets that indicated an
escalation in SCTs, including a significant spike in such transactions in July 2015. He told
me that the RCMP were conducting a money laundering investigation in relation to the
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River Rock Casino. Mr. Meilleur was very circumspect in the information he disclosed to
me about the RCMP investigation, indicating that he had entered into a confidentiality
agreement. I do recall him telling me that the investigation involved concerns about
potential money laundering and may be related to organized crime.
107. I do not recall Mr. Meilleur mentioning any names in relation to the police investigation
during the August 27, 2015 briefing. I do not recall having heard Paul Jin's name before
Mr. Meilleur provided me with the detailed spreadsheet during that briefing. The name did
not stand out to me, as I did not know who he was until much later.
108. I was extremely concerned about both the spike in SCTs, the information included in the
spreadsheet, and the police investigation. I had not previously seen detailed accounts of
individual SCTs of the kind included in the spreadsheet. The conduct described in that
spreadsheet was alarming to me. The fact that the RCMP were investigating suspected
money laundering with potential ties to organized crime in one of BCLC's casinos
concerned me even further. It was clear to me that we needed to accelerate the
preparation of the AML strategies and get any proposals requiring approval before the
Minister as soon as possible.
109. I told Mr. Meilleur that GPEB needed to prioritize the preparation of briefing materials for
the Minister. Mr. Meilleur was hesitant to move forward in Mr. Mazure's absence. I called
Mr. Mazure and asked him to give Mr. Meilleur the green light to start preparing the
briefing package for the Minister right away. Mr. Mazure agreed. Mr. Meilleur
subsequently advised me that Mr. Mazure had directed him to work with me to prepare for
the briefing.
110. During our August 27th briefing, Mr. Meilleur advised me that the Deputy Minister had
already been briefed about the police investigation by John Mazure and that the Deputy
Minister had advised the Minister.
111. I spoke with Deputy Minister Peter Milburn shortly thereafter. Mr. Milburn confirmed that
he and the Minister had been advised of the ongoing police investigation. I told him about
the information shared by Mr. Meilleur, my concerns about it, and about GPEB's intention
to bring an update and options to the Minister as quickly as possible.
112. Mr. Milburn recommended that in bringing a strategy forward, the Minister be presented
with options, not a final plan. The approach would be first to brief the Minister on the
overall strategy and then follow up with any individual decisions that required his approval.
113. I exchanged emails with Mr. Meilleur the following day. Attached to this affidavit and
marked as Exhibit "P" (GPEB4414, pp.1-10) is a true copy of an email exchange between
myself and Mr. Meilleur on August 28, 2015. In these emails, Mr. Meilleur confirms that
Mr. Mazure had already briefed the Deputy Minister about the police investigation and had
issued a letter of expectation to BCLC requesting the implementation of financial industrybased customer due diligence standards with a focus on source of funds. Mr. Meilleur
advised me that his policy team was working on preparing a package of proposed
ministerial directives. He also mentioned the possibility of an external review - an idea
which later on became the MNP Report.
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114. In a phone call that same day, I conveyed to Mr. Meilleur that the information he had
provided me the day before was extremely serious. I understood that GPEB had been
preparing a comprehensive briefing note containing lengthy discussions of all of their
options with multiple decision points. Based on my conversation with Mr. Milburn and my
understanding of the Minister's preferred structure, I asked Mr. Meilleur to turn that draft
briefing note into a more streamlined strategy document that would lay out the AML
history, the recent developments, the steps that GPEB intended to take, and any options
that required a ministerial decision. I also recommended that GPEB begin making
inquiries immediately into the feasibility of an external review of BCLC's customer due
diligence framework in relation to the SCT activity - an option Mr. Meilleur had proposed
during our briefing. The content of our phone conversation is confirmed in the email
exchange described above and marked as Exhibit "P".
115. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "Q" (GPEB4414, pp.11-14) are four
additional pages of text that have been provided to me as part of Document GPEB4414.
These pages do not form part of the email exchange between Mr. Meilleur and me. I do
not recall seeing these pages before and I do not think they were attached to the emails. I
believe these are Mr. Meilleur's own notes and I believe the bullet point on page 3 that
reads, "OADM was concerned back in Jan 2015 at BCLC presentation to GCPE. She
questioned underground banking at casinos. BCLC states it is a cultural issue, VIIPS [sic]
need access to cash," is a reference to the concerns I raised with Mr. Desmarais about
hawala during his presentation in January 2015.
116. One of the options Mr. Meilleur had identified in our briefing on August 27, 2015, was to
have an external firm conduct an independent review of service provider and BCLC
customer due diligence practices. BCLC was insisting that they were following best
practices, but the information Mr. Meilleur had presented to me suggested that very little
suspicious cash was actually being turned away.
117. I wanted to ensure that Mr. Mazure was supportive of engaging in such a review before
presenting it to the Minister. I continued to have concerns about the amount of study being
undertaken by GPEB relative to the amount of concrete action. Attached to this affidavit
and marked Exhibit "R" (GPEB4722) is a true copy of an email exchange between Mr.
Meilleur and me on August 31, 2015 in which I raised this concern.
118. Mr. Mazure determined that he did want to undertake an external review because he felt
that GPEB staff lacked the requisite expertise and he wanted the recommendations to be
seen as objective.
119. Following the briefing from Mr. Meilleur, I attempted to schedule a briefing with the
Minister as soon as possible. This portion of my calendar is not available, but to the best
of my recollection, the earliest briefing available was in late September 2015. I scheduled
the briefing for the first available time.
120. I would have preferred to brief the Minister earlier, but it was not easy to book meetings
with the Minister because of his calendar and the scope of his portfolio. Time was also
needed to pull together the information and I wanted to ensure that Mr. Mazure was back
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from holidays so he could review the material his staff had prepared and be present to
give the briefing.
Relationship between GPEB and BCLC
121. From the beginning of my tenure as Associate Deputy Minister, there was an expectation
from Minister de Jong that GPEB and BCLC would work together to resolve issues. I
understood that the Minister preferred to rely on the experts and did not want to interfere
in the regulatory role of GPEB or the conduct and management role of BCLC and its
Board, but he was open to being consulted on broad policy direction.
122. Minister de Jong delivered a consistent message that GPEB and BCLC should work
together in the best interests of the public.
123. In 2014, when the Malysh Report was being completed, I understood that GPEB and
BCLC were working together on the development of the Phase 3 strategy. That
collaborative practice had been in place under Doug Scott and Michael Graydon. I
understood it was continuing with Mr. Mazure and Mr. Lightbody.
124. Information from the September 2014 Malysh Report was shared with BCLC. BCLC and
GPEB continued to work collaboratively on the AML approach, hosting the "Exploring
Common Ground" workshop in June 2015.
125. The Minister's 2015/2016 Mandate Letter, described above and attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit "S" (GPEB4686), directed GPEB and BCLC to, "jointly develop key principles
that will inform respective roles and responsibilities." This was a recommendation
emanating from the BCLC Crown Review. Mr. Lightbody and Mr. Mazure engaged a
consultant to aid them in responding to this direction throughout 2015. They also brought
in Peter German to provide advice specifically in relation to the role of the Investigations
Division.
126. I was aware there had been friction between BCLC staff and GPEB staff, but Mr.
Lightbody and Mr. Mazure both repeatedly told me they had a good working relationship.
They told me independently that they were capable of resolving the issues with their staff
and of working together both in terms of defining their respective roles and responsibilities
and in developing solutions for areas of overlapping responsibility, such as the AML
strategy.
127. It was both my expectation and, I believe, the Minister's expectation that BCLC would take
what they were learning from the various reports and initiatives and implement appropriate
measures with the guidance of GPEB. This was part of the direction the Minister had
given to BCLC in the 2015/2016 Mandate Letter.
128. I did not believe that BCLC would require a ministerial directive to implement changes of
an operational nature, as they were clearly charged with this responsibility under the
legislation.
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129. However, by the time of the September 2015 briefing to the Minister, I was satisfied,
based on the information provided to me by GPEB, that the enhanced customer due
diligence implemented in February 2014 and the other measures BCLC had taken had not
been sufficient to stem the rise of SCTs or adequately mitigate the risk of money
laundering.
130. One of the AML measures that GPEB wanted introduced was a requirement that service
providers implement a source of funds assessment prior to cash acceptance.
131. During my absence, Mr. Mazure had sent a letter to Jim Lightbody dated August 7, 2015,
a true copy of which is attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "T" (GPEB0762). Mr.
Mazure cited the requirement in the Minister's 2015/16 Mandate Letter for BCLC to
respond to GPEB's AML standards. He requested that BCLC pursue certain objectives,
the first of which was the development and implementation of additional customer due
diligence practices based on financial industry standards with a focus on identifying both
source of wealth and source of funds. I understood this to be a direction that BCLC
implement one of the key recommendations of the Malysh Report.
132. On August 24, 2015, Mr. Lightbody sent a letter to Minister de Jong in response to Mr.
Mazure's August 7, 2015 letter. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "U"
{BCLC0004514) is a true copy of Mr. Lightbody's letter. I understood Mr. Lightbody to be
pushing back on the proposal that BCLC implement practices to identify source of funds in
regard to SCTs. Instead, he proposed the creation of a dedicated law enforcement
gaming unit and further reliance on cash alternatives.
133. While GPEB supported the ideas proposed in Mr. Lightbody's letter, they remained
convinced that a source of funds assessment was a critical component of an effective
AML strategy. I agreed with Mr. Mazure that it was appropriate to seek the Minister's
intervention by way of a directive in relation to this measure.
The September 2015 Ministerial Briefing
134. The strategy for the briefing with the Minister in September was to identify everything that
GPEB was already working on, including the GPEB intelligence unit and the external
review, and to identify options that would require ministerial decision, such as ministerial
directives and either an expansion of GPEB's enforcement role or the creation of a joint
interdiction team with police.
135. The information was pulled together and the briefing with the Minister took place in
September 2015. A true copy of a draft Strategy Document prepared for this briefing has
been marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 552. I cannot say for certain
whether this was the final version that was presented to the Minister during the September
2015 briefing, but Exhibit 552 certainly reflects the substance of what we presented to the
Minister. Mr. Mazure and I were both present for the briefing. The Deputy Minister was
also present, which was either Peter Milburn or Kim Henderson at the time.
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136. The Strategy Document identified the need for "robust Know Your Customer (KYC)
requirements with a focus on source of wealth and funds as being integral to the overall
risk assessment process" and a protocol for refusing suspicious cash transactions. The
Document identified for the Minister the scope of the SCT problem and the recent upward
trend. It advised the Minister that BCLC continued to defend large cash buy-ins as a
"cultural preference of wealthy Asian gamblers rather than a form of money laundering"
and explained why GPEB was not satisfied with this explanation or with BCLC's existing
customer due diligence practices.
137. The Minister was completely supportive of the idea of creating a dedicated policing unit in
addition to a GPEB Intelligence unit. He wanted an interagency solution involving the
RCMP, GPEB and BCLC. The Minister was also supportive of the independent audit of
existing customer due diligence practices, which became the MNP Review.
138. My recollection is that, in addition to the Strategy Document, Mr. Mazure also brought to
the September 2015 briefing a separate document containing options for ministerial
directives. I have reviewed the document that has been marked as Exhibit 553 in these
Commission proceedings and I believe this to be either the Briefing Document containing
the draft ministerial directives presented to the Minister or an earlier draft of that
document.
139. The Minister decided not to issue any directives, but rather to send BCLC a letter of
direction which reflected the language of the recommended directives.
140. I do not know why the Minister chose not to issue a ministerial directive to BCLC. GPEB
had considered different forms of ministerial direction, including directives. I recall that one
of the considerations was the question of whether the Minister would be seen to be
entering into the operation of a Crown corporation and overstepping the role of the Board
if he issued a directive.

Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team
141. Once Minister de Jong endorsed the idea proposed in the September 2015 briefing to
develop a policing unit dedicated to gaming, Mr. Mazure, GPEB, and I devoted a
considerable amount of time to getting the unit approved and operational. Attached to this
affidavit and marked Exhibit "V" (GPEB0785) is a true copy of the briefing note prepared
for the Minister setting out some options for this unit. GPEB's preferred option was a joint
interdiction team between GPEB and the RCMP, which the Minister approved.
142. Minister de Jong told us he wanted a collaborative model, with BCLC, GPEB, and law
enforcement working together to leverage their collective resources. I contacted Deputy
Minister Lori Wanamaker at the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General, who
recommended that GPEB and I work with ADM Clayton Pecknold, the Director of Police
Services. We also needed to work directly with the RCMP. Mr. Meilleur had a good
rapport with RCMP 'E' Division headquarters and became instrumental in facilitating that
relationship.
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143. In approximately October 2015, there was a meeting involving Minister de Jong, Minister
Anton, myself, Ms. Wanamaker, the RCMP, and other staff. The purpose of this meeting
was for everyone to come together to discuss the nature of the problem and the resource
commitment needed to address it.
144. Once the Ministers and RCMP had endorsed the plan, funding needed to be secured and
decisions made about how the unit would be structured and resourced. Further decisions
were required about the role that various parties would play in the unit, including GPEB
and BCLC. These issues were ironed out in a number of agreements and memoranda of
understanding.
145. Minister de Jong was concerned that the funding for this unit not be diverted to other uses,
so fenced funding needed to be put in place.
146. Minister de Jong determined that BCLC would pay for the Province's agreed-upon share
of the costs of the unit. BCLC raised concerns about the cost and the Minister agreed to
an increase in BCLC's cost ratio to account for this new expense. Attached to this affidavit
and marked Exhibit "W' (GPEB4431) is a true copy of a memorandum from the Minister to
me dated January 8, 2016 in which the Minister indicated his intention to request the
increased cost containment ratio ("CCR") from Treasury Board. Attached to this affidavit
and marked Exhibit "X" (GPEB4430) is a true copy of a memorandum from me to Mr.
Lightbody advising him of the Minister's decision.
147. The preparatory work for the establishment of an integrated gaming enforcement unit
culminated in a Ministerial Briefing package presented to the Minister on or about March
14, 2016, a true copy of which is attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "Y"
(GPEB0859). The briefing proposed the creation of a Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation
Team ("JIGIT") within CFSEU consisting of both police officers and GPEB investigators.
148. Minister de Jong approved the creation of JIGIT, which was publicly announced on April
11, 2016.
October 1, 2015 Letter of Direction
149. When the Minister chose to issue a letter of direction rather than a ministerial directive
following the September 2015 briefing, I advised the Minister that I thought it was
important for him to refer in his letter to Mr. Mazure's August 7, 2015 letter. I was
concerned that if the Minister did not explicitly endorse the contents of Mr. Mazure's
August 7th letter in his letter of direction to BCLC, it would undermine the authority of the
General Manager as regulator.
150. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "Z" {GPEB0775) is a true copy of the letter of
direction issued by Minister de Jong to BCLC Chair Bud Smith dated October 1, 2015.
The letter specifically directed BCLC to take the actions set out in the General Manager's
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August 7th letter and to implement a process for evaluating source of wealth and source of
funds prior to cash acceptance.
151. I did not tell Mr. Lightbody that this direction from the Minister meant that BCLC could just
keep doing what they were doing. I do not recall a phone conversation with Mr. Lightbody
in which I told him that the Minister did not mean "all cash transactions". However, if I did
say that, I would only have been clarifying that the Minister did not expect source of funds
to be assessed for all cash entering the casinos regardless of amount.
152. I recall a conversation with the Minister during a briefing by GPEB staff around this time
that involved a discussion of how the source of funds analysis might work. The Minister
indicated that he did not expect that a source of funds inquiry would be required for every
cash buy-in, regardless of amount. GPEB staff explained to the Minister that they were
anticipating BCLC establishing something like a threshold amount over which source of
funds would need to be evaluated. That threshold would be determined on the basis of a
risk assessment. This is what I understood Mr. Mazure and the Minister to be expecting
from BCLC and I would not have told Mr. Lightbody otherwise.
153. I recall a phone call with BCLC Board Chair Bud Smith on October 9, 2015, which is
confirmed in my calendar. I recall trying to speak with Mr. Smith to reinforce the need for
BCLC to enhance their AML practices. Mr. Smith shut down the conversation, telling me,
"I'm not going to wax the poetic on this with you, Cheryl." He told me that he took his
direction from the Minister. I understood Mr. Smith to be indicating that he was not
interested in hearing from me on this issue.
154. In my view, BCLC could not have been labouring under a misapprehension that their
existing source of funds practices were consistent with the expectations of the Minister or
Mr. Mazure given the repeated communication from GPEB and the Minister insisting that
BCLC implement additional practices to evaluate source of wealth and source of funds
prior to cash acceptance.
155. On January 15, 2016, John Mazure sent a letter to Jim Lightbody, a true copy of which is
attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "AA" (GPEB0806). Mr. Mazure expressed his
continuing concern about the prevalence of SCTs and, referencing the October 1, 2015
letter of direction from the Minister, emphasized the expectation that BCLC would
"implement AML best practices with appropriate consideration of evaluating the source of
wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance as well as robust COD policies and
KYC requirements."
156. On January 29, 2016, Minister de Jong issued the 2016/2017 Mandate letter to Board
Chair, Bud Smith. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "BB" (GPEB3903) is a true
copy of that letter. The mandate letter included a direction to BCLC, consistent with the
direction from Mr. Mazure, that they implement AML practices that involved an evaluation
of source of wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance within a risk based
framework.
157. On July 14, 2016, Mr. Mazure sent a letter to Mr. Lightbody, a true copy of which is
attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "CC" (GPEB0885). In response to additional
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cash alternative proposals from BCLC, Mr. Mazure advised that fundamental to the AML
strategy was the need to evaluate the source of funds and make a risk-based assessment
of legitimacy prior to acceptance. He catalogued the many directions provided to BCLC to
date requiring the implementation of a source of funds protocol. Mr. Mazure described
some of the options available to BCLC, including a source of funds questionnaire and a
threshold amount over which unsourced funds could not be accepted.
158. All of these letters were consistent with my understanding of the Minister's expectations of
what BCLC was expected to do.
159. On August 3, 2016, Mr. Lightbody responded by letter to Mr. Mazure, a true copy of which
is attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "DD" (GPEB0899). I understood Mr.
Lightbody to be suggesting in this letter that BCLC already had adequate source of wealth
and source of funds inquiries incorporated into their existing customer due diligence
policies.
160. I recall that GPEB was not satisfied with BCLC's response.
MNP Report
161. In September 2015, GPEB engaged MNP LLP to conduct an evaluation of existing due
diligence practices in BC casinos, with a particular focus on source of funds, source of
wealth, and overall customer due diligence with respect to the handling of cash.
162. With an engagement like the MNP Report, the auditors normally provide information
throughout the process. As a result, GPEB and I had a good sense of what MNP's
findings and recommendations were going to be before the report was released. I recall
attending a meeting with Minister de Jong and Mr. Mazure on April 4, 2016, which is
referenced in my calendar. At that meeting, Mr. Mazure provided an update to the Minister
on the AML strategy. The presentation included a description for the Minister of what was
anticipated from the MNP Report. The Powerpoint presentation given by Mr. Mazure at
this ministerial briefing has been marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit
582. The Minister was advised that MNP would be recommending the rejection of cash
beyond an identifiable threshold where the source of funds could not be determined and
verified. Next steps included consideration of the implementation of a cash threshold.
163. I have reviewed the document that has been marked in these Commission proceedings as
Exhibit 554. It appears to be a draft Briefing Document prepared for the Minister with
regard to possible directives to BCLC regarding the establishment of thresholds for the
acceptance of unsourced cash, as recommended by MNP. The "Date Required" of May
31, 2016 would normally indicate that it was prepared in anticipation of a briefing on that
date. However, the absence of a CLIFF number and a "Date Prepared" on this document
suggest to me that it was likely a draft only. I have no recollection of this document being
provided to me. My calendar confirms that I was on holidays on May 31, 2016. Mr. Mazure
did not ask me to take any such proposal to the Minister at that time.
164. At the conclusion of MNP's work, they held an exit meeting with GPEB and BCLC. Mr.
Lightbody, Mr. Mazure, and I were all in attendance. My calendar suggests that this
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meeting likely took place on July 11, 2016. During this meeting, BCLC pushed back
against MNP, questioning the credibility of the auditors and the data on which they had
relied.
165. GPEB and I were provided with a draft of the MNP Report for review and comment before
it was finalized. I felt that the initial draft of the Report failed to describe much of the AML
efforts put in place since September 2015 and I recall asking that these be incorporated
so as not to leave an incomplete impression. I also provided some feedback regarding the
tone of the report, which included qualitative language that was not adequately supported.
My recommendations were with respect to context and tone only. I did not ask MNP to
revise any of their findings or recommendations.
166. The report was concluded on July 26, 2016. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit
"EE" (BCLC0000225) is a true copy of the MNP Report.
167. The MNP Report included a recommendation that limits be set for the amount of
unsourced or unverified cash (e.g. Report sections 4.2, 5.52, 5.69, and 5.74). The Report
did not recommend that a source of funds determination be made for all cash
transactions. Rather, it recommended the establishment of a threshold over which cash
buy-ins would require source verification. Similarly, I did not understand the Report to
suggest a hard cash cap irrespective of the patron's ability to document the legitimate
source of funds.
168. One concern I did have with the MNP Report was that it appeared to assign roles and
responsibilities to certain parties that were not necessarily consistent with the statutory
division of responsibilities or with the framework that BCLC and GPEB had spent months
developing with the support of a third party. I believe Mr. Mazure had similar concerns.
169. I asked Mr. Mazure and Mr. Lightbody to prepare a response to the MNP Report. It is
standard practice in government upon receipt of a report of this nature for the program
areas involved to coordinate a response to the report's recommendations and create an
action plan.
170. I did not tell Mr. Mazure that GPEB and BCLC needed to agree on the implementation of
the MNP Report's recommendations. I asked him to work with Mr. Lightbody to prepare a
joint response to the MNP Report in keeping with the government's expectation for these
kinds of reports. That did not mean the parties had to accept all recommendations or
come to an agreement on all issues. It was acceptable for responses to reports to include
divergent opinions.
171. Mr. Mazure and Mr. Lightbody prepared a Briefing Document for the Minister to update
him on their work on the response to the MNP Report. A copy of that Briefing Document
has been marked in these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 555. This Briefing
Document was part of the briefing package provided to the Minister during a briefing held
on October 13, 2016.
172. I was aware that BCLC and GPEB had different views on the MNP Report and I expected
that their response would reflect those differing views on certain issues. The request that
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GPEB and BCLC work together on a response to the MNP Report did not prevent either
party presenting their different perspectives to the Minister, which is, in fact, what
happened at the October 13, 2016 briefing.
173. A series of pre-briefings occurred in anticipation of the briefing with the Minister, all of
which are confirmed by my calendar. On October 4, 2016, GPEB provided me with a prebriefing to discuss what they intended to present to the Minister.
174. On October 7, 2016, a pre-briefing was provided to Deputy Minister Mentzelopoulos. At
this briefing, Mr. Mazure alerted the DM that BCLC was challenging the credibility of the
MNP Report. The DM requested that GPEB obtain background information regarding the
credentials of the authors of the MNP Report in order to support the credibility of the
Report during the briefing with the Minister.
175. On October 12, 2016, Mr. Mazure provided a pre-briefing to Minister de Jong. Ms.
Mentzelopoulos and I were also in attendance. Mr. Mazure took the opportunity at this
pre-briefing, in the absence of BCLC, to advise the Minister candidly about his
disagreements and concerns with BCLC.
176. The October 13, 2016 briefing with the Minister was attended by Mr. Mazure, Ms.
Mentzelopoulos, Bud Smith, Jim Lightbody and myself. I believe Mr. Mazure presented to
the Minister the Briefing Document that has been marked in these Commission
proceedings as Exhibit 555.
177. At this meeting, Mr. Mazure advised the Minister of GPEB's view that BCLC needed to
enhance its customer due diligence practices with respect to source of funds
determination prior to cash acceptance. Mr. Smith and Mr. Lightbody did not agree. They
advised the Minister that they disagreed with some of the findings and recommendations
of the MNP Report. They also said that BCLC had already enhanced their AML practices
subsequent to the time period examined by MNP and were now leading the industry in
AML best practices. BCLC told the Minister they had an AML expert working for them,
Robert Kroeker, and had received extremely positive feedback from FINTRAC.
178. I recall becoming frustrated during this meeting. Bud Smith was very forceful in his
assertions that BCLC was doing all that was necessary and I was concerned that the
Minister would be persuaded. The information I had received from Mr. Mazure was that,
although BCLC had implemented additional customer due diligence and source of funds
protocols, these protocols were not always being implemented effectively and
unacceptable levels of unsourced cash were still being accepted.
179. I recall interrupting and pushing back on BCLC's position because I believed there was
still a significant problem to be addressed and I wanted the Minister to support Mr. Mazure
in this regard.
180. I told the Minister that, in my view, BCLC's efforts were not enough. I acknowledged that
BCLC had made significant progress and changes that had resulted in a substantial
reduction in the number of SCTs, but I told the Minister that BCLC needed to do more.
GPEB and MNP had both identified opportunities to further reduce risk. I believed that
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GPEB and BCLC had different risk tolerances for SCTs and the associated money
laundering risks.
181. I do not recall how the Minister responded to the information presented in this briefing. My
general recollection was that there was an expectation leaving this meeting that BCLC
would need to do more and would need to work with GPEB.
182. There was a consistent expectation from the Minister that GPEB and BCLC would work
through their differences and come to him with solutions. My understanding was that he
was prepared to hear differences of opinion but preferred not to have to choose between
two conflicting viewpoints, especially between parties who had expertise on the subject
matter.
183. One of the other Briefing Documents presented to the Minister during the October 13,
2016 briefing was an update on the work that Mr. Lightbody and Mr. Mazure were doing to
lead their teams in better defining their respective roles and responsibilities based on
shared principles. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "FF' (GPEB4449, pp.116131) is a true copy of that Briefing Document, which included the draft agreement they
had been working on. GPEB and BCLC were actively working on resolving their conflicts
and improving their relationship.
184. I recall multiple instances in which Minister de Jong sent disagreeing parties away to
hammer out their differences. In one instance, BCLC was planning to renegotiate their
standard Operating Service Agreement ("OSA") with service providers. They had done
considerable work on what the new OSA would entail, but some of the service providers
were not in agreement with BCLC's direction. At a meeting between the Minister, BCLC,
and the service providers, the Minister heard the competing viewpoints, but rather than
siding with either party, directed the parties to go away and come back with a solution. His
approach with GPEB and BCLC was similar.

Joint Briefing Notes
185. There was a pre-existing practice in place in Gaming before it came to the Ministry of
Finance that BCLC and GPEB would present joint briefing notes on issues where they had
shared accountability. Joint briefings are a normal practice in government for ministerial
briefings where there is more than one body with responsibility.
186. When I first joined the Ministry of Finance, Mr. Scott and Mr. Graydon chose to provide
joint briefing notes on such issues. They did so without any request from me for joint
briefings notes.
187. That practice continued under Minister de Jong. However, this practice did not apply to
very many briefing documents. It did not apply to the September 2015 briefing note, for
example. For briefings on things like mandate letters, there was an expectation of a joint
briefing note. Likewise, for Issues Notes relating to communications issues, it was
important to have both perspectives on a single briefing note to ensure that the Minister's
messaging to the public was consistent.
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188. If GPEB were to provide the Minister with a one-sided perspective, we would inevitably be
asked, "What does BCLC say about this?" The intent of joint briefing notes was to provide
the Minister with both perspectives on an issue to allow for full consideration of viewpoints.
189. It was not my policy that GPEB and BCLC were required to provide joint briefing notes. It
was, rather, both the normal practice in government and the expectation of the Minister
that where an issue touched on an area of overlapping responsibility, a single briefing
package would be provided to the Minister that conveyed all significant information on the
topic that incorporated the perspectives of both parties.
190. I never directed that disagreements between BCLC and GPEB should be downplayed for
the purpose of preparing a joint briefing note. I do not recall hearing concerns that the
practice of joint briefing notes was diluting differences of opinion. When I was told by Mr.
Mazure that GPEB and BCLC had differences of opinion, I directed that both sides set out
their respective positions and rationales so that the Minister could weigh the different
perspectives.
191. If any concern unique to BCLC or GPEB was not adequately expressed in a joint briefing
note, there would usually be an opportunity to raise such issues verbally at telephone and
in-person briefings with me and with the Minister. I always encouraged my staff to speak
freely both to me and to the Minister and Deputy Minister.
192. I had many briefings with the Minister because I had many program responsibilities. As a
general practice, I did not have briefings with the Minister regarding gaming without Mr.
Mazure (or someone acting for him) in attendance. At these briefings, my practice was to
ask Mr. Mazure, as the policy lead, to present the briefing to the Minister. If Mr. Mazure
felt that any concerns had not been adequately reflected in a joint briefing note, he was
always at liberty to convey this information to the Minister at the in-person briefings.
193. Mr. Mazure and I had many briefings with the Minister at which BCLC was not i~
attendance, but the converse was not the case. I had very few meetings between BCLC
and the Minister at which GPEB was not present. I believe the only such meetings would
have related to financial matters, such as the annual visits to Treasury Board. Those
briefings would have been attended by the ADM of Corporate Service rather than the
ADM for GPEB.
2017 Proposed Directive
194. Shortly after the October 13, 2016 briefing, I had discussions with Mr. Mazure about how
to move forward. My recollection is that Mr. Mazure did not believe that he and BCLC
would be able to come to an agreement on the source of funds issue. I shared his view in
light of what had transpired that year.
195. We discussed what GPEB might be able to do on their own and what we might need to
take to the Minister.
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196. I advised the Deputy Minister that GPEB felt they were having trouble getting cooperation
from BCLC and that they were considering options to bring to the Minister.
197. I requested a briefing that would clarify the scope of the Minister's and GM's authority over
BCLC. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "GG" (GPEB5059) is a true copy of
the Briefing Document that I received in response to this request. This document
confirmed the view that the General Manager could not issue directives directly to BCLC
without first obtaining the approval of the Minister.
198. I was surprised by the conclusion in this Briefing Document that the regulatory powers of
the General Manager of GPEB did not extend to BCLC's activities in its conduct and
management of gaming. Most orientations and briefings I had received described GPEB
as the regulator for the gaming industry, including BCLC. See, for instance, page 9 of the
June 2013 orientation briefing presented by Doug Scott, described above and attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit "D" (GPEB4336).
199. My recollection is that following the October 13, 2016 meeting, BCLC did strengthen the
implementation of their protocols resulting in a further decline in SCTs. Nonetheless,
GPEB remained concerned that the numbers were still too high.
200. In December 2016, the Minister issued the 2017/2018 Mandate Letter to Bud Smith,
Board Chair for BCLC. Attached to this affidavit and marked Exhibit "HH" (GPEB4319) is a
true copy of that letter. Once again, the Minister directed BCLC to enhance its AML best
practices "with appropriate consideration of evaluating source of funds prior to cash
acceptance within a risk-based framework."
201. Consistent with this direction, the Ministry's 2017/18 - 2019/20 Service Plan, which was
approved by the Minister in the fall of 2016 and released in February 2017, included as an
explicit strategy that the Ministry would, "Implement initiatives to enhance government's
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Strategy including a risk-based cash acceptance
framework." A true copy of that Service Plan is attached to this affidavit and marked
Exhibit "II". The significance of the inclusion of this strategy in the Service Plan was that
achieving this objective now became a specific accountability for GPEB rather than just a
direction to BCLC.
202. In January 2017, I spoke again with Mr. Mazure about the option of approaching the
Minister with a proposal for a directive that would require BCLC to implement additional
measure to address unsourced cash. Although BCLC had made progress since the
release of the MNP Report, Mr. Mazure remained concerned that there was not consistent
implementation of the source of funds declarations and that, as a result, service providers
were not turning away enough suspicious transactions. I told Mr. Mazure that I would
support him in bringing forward a proposal for a directive and that I wanted to get it before
the Minister as soon as possible.
203. Mr. Mazure expressed concern that BCLC would not be agreeable with the solution he
i.ntended to propose. I directed him to prepare a briefing note that set out the different
viewpoints and rationales of GPEB and BCLC for the Minister's consideration. Attached to
this affidavit and marked Exhibit "JJ" (GPEB5083) is a true copy of an email chain that
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includes emails between myself, Mr. Mazure, and his staff which confirms my direction
that the joint briefing note could incorporate the different perspectives.
204. At the time, GPEB was trying to gain a better understanding of the workings of BCLC's
existing source of cash protocols in order to determine the exact nature of the directive
they would propose to the Minister.
205. Mr. Mazure prepared a Briefing Document, one version of which has been marked in
these Commission proceedings as Exhibit 584 and another version of which has been
marked as Exhibit 556. I believe that, between the two, Exhibit 556 was the later draft,
although I cannot be certain. Exhibit 556 contains on page 7 what I believe to be an
accurate summary of the position taken by BCLC in response to the pressure from GPEB
to implement certain MNP recommendations. In particular, BCLC was expressing
opposition to a requirement that service providers turn away unsourced cash exceeding
certain thresholds.
206. I shared this Briefing Document with Deputy Minister Mentzelopoulos, even though it was
not yet complete. The Deputy Minister's review process took time and I wanted to give her
advance opportunity to consider the issues so that we could take the proposal quickly to
the Minister as soon as it was ready. Ms. Mentzelopoulos was supportive of bringing this
proposal for a directive to the Minister.
207. Before GPEB could finalize their proposal, the Ministry's executives were all advised by
the Deputy Minister that the government would not be pursuing any further policy
initiatives before the upcoming May 2017 provincial election.
208. I recall that Mr. Mazure was very frustrated and upset because this meant there would be
no ministerial approval for a directive in the immediate future.
209. I contacted the Deputy Minister's office to ask whether GPEB could still present their
briefing to the Minister. I was told that the decision not to consider further policy before the
election included GPEB policy.
210. To the best of my knowledge, this was the only time that I was asked by the General
Manager of GPEB to bring a policy proposal to the Minister regarding the regulation of
gaming and was unable to do so.
JIGIT Update
211. In early 2017, I was briefed by GPEB staff and JIGIT on their work. I recall being told
about concerns relating to organized crime in the casinos and concerns about the use of
bank drafts as a potential vehicle for money laundering. Following this meeting, there was
a joint briefing with myself and Mark Sieben, the Deputy Minister of PSSG, where the
same information was shared. The information was concerning to both of us.
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212. As a result of these briefings, I briefed Ms. Mentzelopoulos and arranged for a joint
briefing of both responsible ministers so they could receive the same update.
213. That meeting occurred on March 13, 2017, as confirmed by my calendar. Minister de Jong
and Minister Morris were both in attendance, as were Mr. Sieben, Ms. Mentzelopoulos,
Mr. Mazure, Mr. Pecknold, myself, and GPEB and JIGIT representatives. The intention
was to update the two ministers on JIGIT's progress on this investigation. However, both
ministers requested they not be advised about the investigation or anything confidential
due to the immediacy of the election.
The General Manager's Regulatory Authority
214. The General Manager of GPEB had the statutory authority to issue public interest
standards. My understanding was that he did not require approval from the Minister to
issue a public interest standard.
215. When GPEB met with resistance from BCLC in implementing the customer due diligence
protocols that GPEB believed were necessary, I recall encouraging Mr. Mazure to
consider his statutory authority as General Manager and to determine whether he could
implement these requirements directly.
216. I do not know why Mr. Mazure did not exercise his authority to issue a public interest
standard. I recall asking him whether he was going to implement one, but I do not recall
his response.
217. I remember advising Mr. Mazure that he needed to more fully embrace his role and
authority as General Manager, but I do not know what legal advice he may have received
that may have impacted his understanding of that authority.

Relationship with Mr. Mazure
218. Mr. Mazure clearly felt comfortable expressing disagreement with me from time to time,
but we always maintained a productive and professional relationship and I did my best to
support him in his role. I was putting pressure on Mr. Mazure to produce concrete Phase 3
solutions and I did, at times, express concern about how long it was taking for GPEB to
produce deliverables. However, Mr. Mazure was never on "thin ice" with me during my
tenure as Associate Deputy Minister.
219. I do not recall ever declining to bring to the Minister any policy ideas or concerns that Mr.
Mazure wanted to bring to the Minister's attention. Apart from the spring of 2017 when we
were instructed that no policy would be considered before the election, any time Mr.
Mazure wished to present something to the Minister, I requested a meeting with the
Minister.
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220. Meetings with the Minister were difficult to arrange. The Minister had an extraordinarily
busy calendar, so much so that he was not even conducting the quarterly meetings with
his Crown Corporations required by policy. After Ms. Mentzelopoulos became Deputy
Minister, access to Minister de Jong was further restricted, as she required all proposed
ministerial briefings to be run through her first. When meetings with the Minister could not
be arranged, we sent up a briefing note in writing.
Efforts to Reform the Gaming Control Act
221. One of the challenges for GPEB was that its governing legislation, the Gaming Control
Act, was outdated and in need of revision. This led to uncertainty about roles and
responsibilities and the scope of the General Manager's regulatory authority as it related
to BCLC.
222. I attended at least two ministerial briefings in two different years with staff from GPEB and
the Policy and Legislative Branch at which we tried to obtain the Minister's approval for
getting the Gaming Control Act onto the legislative agenda for a significant update and
modernization.
223. The first such meeting that I attended was in either late 2013 or early 2014. It was also
attended by Suzanne Bell, who was GPEB's Executive Director responsible for corporate
service and policy. During that meeting, I recall being told by the Minister that a change of
that significance to the Gaming Control Act was not a priority at the time, but it might be
possible to make minor changes.
224. GPEB identified the amendment they wished to make a priority, which involved correcting
a gap in GPEB's enforcement powers with respect to registrants. GPEB brought forward a
Briefing Document which was sent up to the Minister requesting a "housekeeping" change
to the Act. Attached to this Affidavit and marked Exhibit "KK" (GPEB4669) is a true copy of
the Briefing Document that went to the Minister. The Minister did not approve the
legislative change being made in a Miscellaneous Amendment Bill as requested, but did
approve the change being made in the next legislative session. The change to the Act
was submitted and enacted in the fall of 2014.
225. I cannot recall the date of the second meeting I attended at which the Minister was asked
to consider putting the Gaming Control Act as a whole onto the legislative calendar. It was
during Mr. Mazure's tenure as ADM following the GPEB reorganization and was attended
by Michele Jaggi-Smith. It would have been in either 2015 or 2016. On this occasion, the
Minister did approve putting the Act onto the legislative calendar.
226. However, when we received the Ministry's legislative calendar, the Gaming Control Act
had been scheduled for approximately four years out. My understanding is that decisions
about the legislative calendar and the government's priorities were managed by ADM
Heather Woods, who reported to the Deputy Minister of Finance, in consultation with
Cabinet Operations. I was not privy to those discussions.
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Termination
227. I was one of several executives terminated following the change in government after the
May 2017 election . I was terminated without cause and was not given a reason for my
termination .
228. I was not interviewed by Peter German during his preparation of the March 31, 2018 "Dirty
Money" Report.
229. At the time I left government, GPEB remained seriously concerned about the amount of
suspicious cash coming into casinos and appeared to have reached an impasse with
BCLC on the source of funds issue.
230. Having said that, I am proud of the work that GPEB did in the four years that I was
Associate Deputy Minister. We strengthened the capacity of GPEB, developed an
intelligence uniUtransactional analysis team, created JIGIT, and brought about significant
changes to BCLC's practices. While these changes did not go as far as we wanted, we did
achieve substantial reductions in the value of suspicious cash coming into casinos and
established a framework that has been built upon since my departure.
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1:00 PM • 2;00 PM

Office Time · Review items in signing book

July 11, 2016
Monday
9:00 AM • ll:30 AM

MFEX ..Securlt/ Concern

11:30 AM · 12:00 PM

Calendar Meeting Weekly - Sarah/Lianna •.security Concern

12:45 PM -1:30 PM

(12:45 pm) Jim Lightbody & Cheryl Wenezenki-Volland . Update Mtg -· securlt/ Conce rn
Securlt/ Concern

1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX

I

MNP debrief .• Securit1 Concern
access)

(call Sarah 250-387 -8499 for

2
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9:00 AIYI • 10:30 AM

Ministry of Finance IMA Presentation to SDSI Eicec:utive •• security concern

1:00 PM • 2:00 PM

CARO • ML Review - ARR, MTICS, SDSI Cheryl, Kate, Erik. Sasha, Darren ••

Security Concern

Security Conce rn

. 2:00 PM • 2!30 PM

CARO • Cheryl and Kate •.

2:30 PM • 3:00 PM

ORMO • Cheryl/Davi~ • Pr&--brief to meeting witl:i D.M FOi •· security con cern

3:00 PM • 4:00 PM

Office Time

4:30 PM • 5:00 PM

DM Update (by phont;!): Cheryl, Stuart ahd Athana •• Athana to phone Cheryl 's Office at ~1~:e~~l~~~ln.mall I

7:30 AM • 8:00 AM

Travel to ·vancouver via Pacific Coastal flight 8P100 Check In 45 mlns prior to departure time -- Arriving
in Vancouver ~t 725 South Terminal

9:30AM • ll:00 AM

GPEB • Pre-brief to Oct 13th Minister:'s m~tlng with BCLC

3:30 PM - 4:00

PM

4:00 PM - 4=30 PM

/Vl"aTC

Bi-Weekly FOJ Update: Cheryl, David and Athana -- _security Concern

Personal Information

All Day

Personal Information

Wenezenki·Yollan9, Cheryl FIN:EX

Security Concern

Weekly: Cheryl Wfalriez~nki-'falland & Athana Mentzelopoulos ••. security Concern

All Day

9:00 AM ·· 9:30 AM

Security Concern

Office Time• Decision summaries ML -- Erik to come up to discuss this morning

1
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~:30 AM - 10:00 AM

David · Cheryl discussi~n Security Concern

10:00 AM .• 10:30 AM

GPEB

10130 AM - 11:00 AM

DM Pra-brlef: Cheryl, John and Athana •· ,Sec urity Concern

11:00 AM • 12:00 PM

PD FORUM STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING •• VlA TC • LQ(;ISTTCS NOT1:D BELOW

l,30 PM • 2:00 PM

:~!)I~~secomm • Pre-brief with John prior to Oct 11th meeting •• security Concern

DMDF presentation to Commit~e - Fo, with David -- ~~~.u.r.I~.?~n:e.r~ .•.•.. • ·1'1,efurl)Y Concern

2:30 PM - 3:00 P.M

C[l(MO - Che~I. David, Sharon, Ken, HB, JIii - Via TC • logistics below

3:00 PM· 3:30 PM

CIRMO 1:1 David's weekly _

3;30 PM • 3:45 PM

Cheryl/Sabine re: Discussion - Succemon Management .• Security Concern

security Concern

..
. .·
~----------~-----. - -·- -~·.\

'

- ·· ..

Information Management Presentations to ~inistry EKecutlves - Executive Comml.ttee M~eting -- ~~:~~~
Securtty Concern
Dial ln: ~0~'!'~e.D!.':!n~n.:.'2 1_I Partidpant
Govarnrnent ~ Moderator: (Lisa Gibbs)

•

Security Concern

9:00 AM • 10:00 AM

Calef!dar Mooting Weekly - Sarah/Lianna --

9:45 AM - 10:00 AM

Quick question -- Cindy to caU Cheryl ·a t

10:00 AM • 10:30 AM

Weekly • Cheryl and .Lianna •· Security Concern

1i:oo AM - ll:00 PM

CARO - W~el<ly ll'!eeting .Cheryl, Sama - ,securttyconcern

1:00 PM - .i:3Q PM

GPEB - Cheryl, John, Michele, Sasha BCLC Accountabilities - security concern

1:30 PM · 2:00 PM

IAAS • 1:1 Chris' weekly •• Secu,ity Concern

·2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

~.~".."!~,'.'.:~~)..~,..,

•Cheryl, 'Richard, Lianna - D~brief fror:n Sept 27th Planning·Session/Sign off Interview ·Questions -security Concern

Wenezenki-Yo!land, Cheryl FIN:EX

2
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3:00 PM· 4:00 'l;'M

4:00 PM • 6:00

PM

Office Time

Long servfce awards Pre reception •- Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, 1040 Moss Street

7:00 PM • 9:30 PM

LSA

9:00 AM • l0:30 Al\'!

Copy:·

11:00 ,t\M • 12:00 PM

Minister: 'Pro-brief •·

1:00 PM -1:30 PM

DMCMH •. T/C :?~vern~ent_Flna~~lal Participant m ~.overn.~~n) I# Security Concem

Advlce/Recommentallons

securlty Concern

Security Concern

•• I

Security Concern

)

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

9fflce Time • Review ML D.eclsion Summaries

2:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Tracy Mandur, Cheryl, Lianna •• Security Concem

3:0.0 PM • 3;30 PM

-CARO·· Cheryl ·and Erik::. ML Decision Summary Review .. .securl;VConcern

4:00 PM • 5:00 PM

(TBC)

Meetlnq with the OIPC • Ministry of Education and Minlstl')' of Finance . . securlty Concern
Security Concern

:,

Victoria BC

8:30 AM • '9:15 AM

GPEB • 1:1.John /Cheryl·· Airport

9:iS AM - !MO AM

Travel to Vancouver via Pacific-Coastal flight 8P104 at 915 -- Reservation :~1°i~"r::'~~. Arriving in
Vancouver at 9:40

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM

Weekly: Cheryl Wenez:enki-Yolland 81 Athan a Mentzelopoulos -- .Security concern

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

MDJ/BCLc· •. Security Concern

4:45 PIVI - 5:15 PM

ORMO 1:1 David's weekly -- Cheryl to call David on his cell.;,,~~~,';,~~'~"

Wenezenki-YoUand, Oieryl ~N:EX

3
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4:45 PM • 5:10 PM

Travel to Victoria via.Pacific Coastal flight 8Pl23 at 445 -· Reservatioi:i
5:10

8:15 AM - 8:40 AM

Travel to· Vancouver via P.i·a fic Coastal at 815 am flight 8Pl02 .. Reservation :~,0:,~r~~~"' Arriving at
840am

9:00 AM • 10:30 AM

Trav~I to

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

.Visit to GPEB Lower Mainland Office

12:00 PM • 12:30 PM

Travel to Surrey

1:00 PM • 2:30 PM

~

Arriving In Victoria at

B!,trna_
by

Securlly Concern

' securtty concern

.

Burnaby

JJGIT Presentation' at Green Timbers oftke5 • Surff;!y •• Securlly concern
Securlly Concern

Pers
onal I

Governm ent
Financial Inform al

3:30 PM · 4;00 PM

CARO • Cheryl/ Personal Information

4:45 PM - 5:10 PM

Travel to Victoria via· Patlfic Coastal flight .8Pi.23 at 445 •• Reservation ;~1

- Cheryl to call

at

°~:~~ra

Arriving at ~10 .

----,----·--- ..·-·---··-

. Q.ctqt1.~flt i.9_;16. '. ·. . . . :_

'..
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9:00 AM • 9:30 AM

Calendar Meeting Weel(ly - Sarah/Uanna

9:30 AM • 10:00 AM

.cIRMO - I

10:00 AM - 12:00 Pll.1

Office Time

1;00 PM • 2,00 PM

T.ixp;iyer Accou11tablllty Principles Discussion with CSCD (Cheryl, Jacquie, Kevin, Melanie, Jim·, Kate, VJ}

Oovemment Financial Information

.,se_c_ur!~.c oncern

•Briefing for Cheryl

David, Steve, Su5iln -' securl1Y concern

__ Securily Concern

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Cher.yl, Deb Fayad, Ellzabeth, Chrlstlne, Roberta Re: Finance Key Stream/Potential HR Executive
Recruitment Services • Secur11y concern

3:30 P.M • 4:00 PM

Cheryl/Drew -- Drew to call Cheryl at

4:00 l'M , 4:30 PM

Cheryl and David pr_e-brief to FOi discussion with DM-on 10/18 -- securl~ c oncern

Wenezenki-Yollarid, Chery1 FIN:EX
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March 9, 20i7 Continued
Thursday ___

----·-·-······_J

Perso

1;00 PM • 1:30 PM

Cheryl and nal

I

Follow up discussion • Executive Performance Succession Management --

Security Concern

Security Conce~;i'" ---

1:30 PM • 3:00 PM

3:00 PM • 3:30 PM

Otticetlme

Cheryl and

Person
al
Inform
ation •

Security

Follow up dlscussfon - ·E xecutive Performance .ind Succession Management .. Concern

Security Concern

3:30 PM • 4:00 PM

Cheryl and

Person
al
ln fo rma -

Follow up discusion = Executive Management and Succession Management

Security
c oncern

Security Concern

Personal

4:00 PM· 4:30 PM

Security Concern

1

Cheryl and ~1:ormat,= 1:1 and FOI pre-brief to meeting with Ath.ina --

M.,uch 10, 2017
FrL~-s:3o AM • 8:45 AM

Division Medi ii scan -- Go'✓ ernment Financial Information.Security Concem

9:00 AM • 10:30 AM

E11ecutivll Submissions

10:30 AM • 11:00 AM

Bi-Weekly FOI Update: Cheryl, David and Athana -·

12:00 PM • 1:00 PM

Cheryl/Athana (bi-weekly and submissloo reviow) ..

1:00 PM • 2:00 PM

Appeals Briefing ••

2:00 PM - 2:30 PM

REVIEW MATERIAL FOR MEETING ON MONDAY

2:30 PM · 3:00 PM

Cheryl to call Chris •·

2:45 PM • 3:00 PM

Cheryl to call David Curtis •·

(Lianna Is moderator)

Security Concern

Security Concem

Security Concern

- -- - - ·- ···-·····-··

. ..

- - -- - -·-····~····-~······
8:30 AM • 8:45 AM

Division Media scan -· Go'✓ ernment Financial Information.Security Concern

9:30 AM • 10:30 AM

Cheryl and Lianna - Weekly meeting ••

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Meeting: Cheryl, Jamie, David and Athana ••

Weneienki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX

4

(Lianna Is moderator)

Security Concem

Security Concern
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1:30 PM • 2:30 PM

QP

2:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Calendar Meeting Weekly - Sarah/Lianna --

3:45 PM - 4:15 PM

Pra meeting with John, Len and Cheryl •.

4:15 PM - 4:30 PM

MDJ/Athana/CWY/John .. Security Concern

4:30 PM • 5:30 PM

MDJ/Minister Monis/CWV/John/M. Sieben/C. Pecknold/L, Meilleur --

"

0

0

•

0

•

0

Security Concern

Security Concern

Security Concern

I..___...... _,___,

.. . . ... -:-.,.---7

.

Ma_rch 14; 2017
1

_Joespay· .· . _·_.·". ·-.. ·· --·-·- . .::.: .,_·_. . , .; ._·/_ .._,.,··_ .-.·:·--·- - ~8:30 AM - 8:45 AM

Division Media scan -- Government Financial lnformation.Se~urily Concern

9:00 A{VI - 10:00 AM

Office Time

10:00 AM · 11:30 AM

QP

11:30 AM • 12:D0 PM

CARO - Weekly meeting Cheryl, Angela •• Security Concern

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

IAAS - 1:1 Chris' weekly -- Security Concem

2:00 PM • 4:00 PM

lMll 7 Training

4:00 PM • 5:00 PM

GPEB . 1:1 John/ Cheryl ••

8:30 AM - 8:45 AM

D1Vi$lon Media scan --

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

CIRMO 1:1 David's weekly -- Security Concern

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Cheryl and Roberta - Bl-Weekly Meeing -- Security Concern

1:30 PM · 2:30 PM

QP

Wenezenki-Yolland, Q,eryt FIN:EX

--'--'------C.- - ·-· i

J

..·.. . ·_'• ___

{Lianna is moderator)

Security Concem

Govemment Financial Information.Security Concern

5

(Lianna is moderator)
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This is Exhibit "B" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021 .

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor

1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Taxpayer Accountability Principles

Executive summary
Provincial public sector organizations in B.C.
will operate under new taxpayer accountability
principles that strengthen accountability,
promote cost control, and ensure the
corporations operate in the best interest of
taxpayers. The new Taxpayer Accountability
Principles will be enshrined into the operation
of provincial public sector entities:
•

cost consciousness

•

accountability

•

appropriate compensation

•

service

•

respect

•

integrity-including a requirement to
establish a strong ethical code of conduct
for all employees and executives.

The Crown corporation reviews and core
reviews conducted to date have identified
opportunities to enhance public sector
governance and increase public sector
accountability to taxpayers. These principles
will be built into the ongoing business of the
public sector entities to ensure the decisions
they make reflect the priorities and values of
government and their shareholders-the
citizens of B.C.
The principles recognize that public sector
organizations have a higher accountability to
the taxpayer-above and beyond the traditional
fiduciary duty to the organization.

Key actions that will flow from the new
principles include:
•

New mandate letter agreed and signed by
all board members.

•

New accountability requirement to evaluate
and report to the minister against the
taxpayer accountability principles.

•

New deputy minister accountability to
develop a strategic engagement plan with
the public sector organizations.

•

Orientations about the taxpayer
accountability principles and expectations
for ministers, public sector boards, DMs,
CEOs and public sector staff.

•

Simplified mandate letters and service
plans that clearly align with the taxpayer
accountability principles and government's
strategic mandate.

Scope and application

The taxpayer accountability principles apply to
all provincial public sector organizations,
including Crown corporations, health
authorities and post-secondary institutions.
Policy is being developed and is imminent for
other public sector organizations and entities
with which the provincial government has a
contractual or service-delivery relationship
such as BC Ferries and Translink, even
though they are and will remain outside the
Government Reporting Entity.

1

Taxpayer Accountability Principles

2

Stronger governance in 8.C .'s public sector
The Government of British Columbia is working to strengthen the economy and create more jobs to
secure the future for its citizens.
This requires constant focus on maintaining a cost-conscious and principled culture, and the efficient
delivery of services that stand the test of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous economy in
an environmentally sustainable manner. The foundation of this work is the government's commitment
to controlling spending and balancing the budget.
In 2011, government announced it would review all Crown corporations to ensure taxpayers are
protected and the interests of British Columbians are well served . These reviews have generated
recommendations that are resulting in more effective governance, greater cost discipline and better
alignment to government's strategic plan in the corporations subjected to the reviews. But these
reviews also have broader lessons, both for other entities and government itself. These lessons,
expressed as principles of public sector governance, will guide governance and operational decisions
of British Columbia's public sector.
Through the implementation of taxpayer accountability principles, leadership teams in government
organizations can support a change to a cost-conscious government that strengthens cost
management capabilities and fosters a principled culture of efficiency and accountability at all levels.
The intention is to align government organizations' decisions and actions with the provision of
government services that achieve the public policy objectives established by government on behalf of
the citizens of British Columbia.

A principled framework for public sector governance
Government created policy guidelines for Crown corporations that, at the time, were considered to be
leading edge in Canada. The Budget Transparency and Accountability Act provides the legislated
accountability for service plans and annual reports in support of this framework.
Over time, the framework, guidelines and the annual Government Letters of Expectation have
become routine in application, cluttered with administrative policy, and lacking in clear and
measurable priorities. The original governance effectiveness has been diluted .
This lack of clear direction to guide principled decisions has led to decisions and direction by some
public sector entities that appear inconsistent with the values of B.C. citizens and the priorities of
government; the desired outcomes are not being delivered in a cost-conscious and principled
manner. In some cases, the public has come to believe that some government entities are acting on
their own behalf and represent the interests of their executive and management team, which
demonstrates a lack of respect for the shareholder: the citizens and taxpayers of British Columbia.
Board members and governors of public sector entities need to understand their role as
representatives of the shareholder and their fiduciary duty to the citizens and taxpayers of the
province.

Taxpayer Accountability Principles

3

Government organizations are not independent of scrutiny or unaccountable for the management of
taxpayer dollars, particularly executive compensation and changes to public services without
adequate consultation. Otherwise, public understanding and satisfaction with the government
services deteriorates, affecting the overall shared trust in government.
Results of recent public sector entity reviews have revealed significant inefficiencies and a lack of
understanding by the organizations with respect to the shared public trust and the shared public
scrutiny between the government and the broader provincial public sector.
The reviews of BC Hydro, Translink, ICBC and Community Living BC focused on areas where there
was a lack of alignment with government's priority of cost containment and service delivery. The
reviews revealed issues of significant growth in management, compensation, operating costs and
challenges in meeting the need for cost-effective service delivery, in spite of the economic downturn.
The reviews recommended that the boards set clear direction to institute a culture of cost
consciousness and financial discipline across the organization.
There needs to be better understanding among provincial public sector entities of their role in
achieving public policy, particularly with respect to providing quality service to customers (B.C.
citizens) at a price that is cost-conscious. Government has taken a number of actions to address
these challenges and revitalize its relationship with public sector entities:
•

Implementing a new executive compensation framework for Crown corporations in July 2012,
which supports a more consistent and rigorous approach to executive compensation in Crown
corporations, aligned with government values.

•

Establishing semi-annual Crown board chair meetings with the Minister of Finance to discuss
government priorities.

•

Holding formally established quarterly meetings between ministers, board chairs, deputy ministers
and CEOs to discuss relevant and current corporation business, including reviewing achievement
of the goals, objectives, performance measures, financial targets and risk assessments identified
in the corporation's service plan.

•

Furthering reviews of government organization compensation to address the need for a
standardized rigorous approach that aligns with the common public sector principles and a
stronger accountability framework for compensation across the public sector.

•

Creating a Deputy Ministers Committee on Crown Corporations with a purpose of ensuring that
the Crown corporations and other identified agencies are aligned with government priorities and
that government's expectations, in its role as shareholder for the Crown corporations, are
effectively and consistently communicated and acted upon.

There is still a need to establish stronger and clearer relationships across the whole public sector.
This is required to promote strategic collaboration and ensure public funds are spent in a more
responsible manner that meets the needs and expectations of their primary shareholder and steward
of public resources: the government on behalf of the citizens of British Columbia.

Taxpayer Accountability Principles
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New taxpayer accountability principles
This government intends to further strengthen accountability, improve the management of public
funds, and revitalize the relationship between government and public sector organizations.
Increased communication with respect to government direction, accountabilities and alignment with
strategic priorities will ensure:
1. Better understanding of the government's mandate, including fiscal responsibility.
2. Actions and decisions that are consistent with government's mandate and priorities.
3. A cultural shift in the broader public sector to drive a principled, cost-conscious approach to
efficient public service delivery.
4. Board members act independently from the organization's executive and have the best
interests of taxpayers and shareholder as their primary consideration.
The executive level of the public service has a key role in building these relationships , setting the tone
and driving a cost-conscious, principled culture from the ministry to the broader provincial public
sector.
All public sector organizations will adopt a common principled culture emphasizing cost
consciousness and public accountability.

Taxpayer Accountability Principles
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Cost consciousness (Efficiency)

Strengthen cost management capabilities and foster a
culture of cost-consciousness at all levels of public sector
organizations. Provide public services and programs as
efficiently and effectively as possible to "bend the cost
curve" and support sustainable public policies and programs
as a lasting legacy for generations to come.

2

Accountability

Transparently manage responsibilities according to a set of
common public sector principles in the best interest of the
citizens of the province. By enhancing organizational
efficiency and effectiveness in the planning, reporting and
decision making, public sector organizations will ensure
actions are aligned with government's strategic mandate.

3

Appropriate Compensation

Comply with a rigorous, standardized approach to
performance management and employee compensation,
which reflects appropriate compensation for work across the
public sector that is consistent with government's taxpayer
accountability principles and respectful of the taxpayer.

4

Service

Maintain a clear focus on positive outcomes for citizens of
British Columbia by delivering cost-efficient, effective, valuefor-money public services and programs.

5

Respect

Engage in equitable, compassionate, respectful and
effective communications that ensure all parties are properly
informed or consulted on actions, decisions and public
communications in a timely manner. Proactively collaborate
in a spirit of partnership that respects the use of taxpayers'
monies.

6

Integrity

Make decisions and take actions that are transparent,
ethical and free from conflict of interest. Require the
establishment of a strong ethical code of conduct for all
employees and executives. Serve the citizens of British
Columbia by respecting the shared public trust and acting in
accordance with the taxpayer accountability principles.

Taxpayer Accountability Principles

6

Implementing the common taxpayer accountability principles
Government will implement these common taxpayer accountability principles across the broader
public sector. Taxpayers expect the agencies they fund with their tax dollars will adhere to the same
standards of fiscal responsibility and transparency as the government they elect.

'.·.·'• '-'= ... ,,
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Government defines the taxpayer accountability principles that will apply to all public
sector organizations. These principles, which will also require an ethical code of conduct,
form the basis of an agreement between the government and public sector boards.

Complete an d ready
for implementation

2

The taxpayer accountability principles form the basis of an orientation about the
government strategic mandate for all ministers, public sector board members, deputy
ministers and CEOs. The orientation will promote understanding of the principles and will
be the signed by the participants. This will be an ongoing process and all new
appointments will receive the strategic mandate orientation.

Principles w ill be
enshrined in
ministe ri al mandate
lette rs in 2014-1 5

3

Government will provide guidance.to public sector entities on standards of conduct, from
which public sector organizations will develop comprehensive codes of conduct that will
apply throughout their organization.

To be completed by

4

All public sector boards will annually receive new mandate letters from their minister
responsible. All board members will sign the mandate letter and the letters will be posted
publicly, enhancing their accountability to government's strategic mandate.

Tra nsitional letters on
the principles 2014-15;
new mandate letters
finalized fo r 2015-16

5

An annual Chair/CEO report le.tter with respect to the organization's performance
concerning the mandate letter expectations to be established as a new accountability
requirement.

Published with 201516 An nual Service
Plan Reports

6

Regular meetings will be required between ministers and board chairs , and deputy
ministers and CEOs that focus on performance against the taxpayer accountability
principles, results and strategic decision making.

Quarterly meetings
each fi scal yea r,
starting 2014-15

7

Ministries, in collaboration with the organization, will develop an evaluation plan with
specific efficiency and performance measures as determinants of the organization's
health and performance, against the taxpayer accountability principles, which could
include annual feedback from government.

First report to be
published with 201516 Ann ual Service
Plan Reports.

8

A new accountability established for deputy ministers to develop a strategic engagement
plan with their public sector entities to work more effectively together and to hold the
entity accountable for the outcomes and measurements identified by the minister
responsible, in consultation with the respective board chair.

Accountability
established for 201415 fiscal year

9

Public sector entities to undertake more comprehensive and appropriate communication,
orientation and training regarding the accountability framework, the taxpayer
accountability principles, roles and expectations for their boards and executive.

Execution expected in
2014-15

10

Institutionalize semi-annual board chair/CEO/OM meetings with members of the
Executive Council.

Two meetings in 201 415.

11

Service plans and process to be streamlined and simplified, resu lting in stronger
accountabilities, efficiency measures and clarified roles, to become a truly useful
document that clearly and simply aligns with the taxpayer accountability principles and
government's mandate, while maintaining reporting requirements of the BTAA.

To be com pleted in

November 201 4

2015-1 6.
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,

Executive
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Minister
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l

l
SUCH Sector
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Board

Advisory
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Corporation
CEO and
Executive

Citizens of B.C.
1

This is Exhibit "C" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

2A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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BRITISH

COI.U.\·IBL\

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE
l.~~u.~;
•

(;:1ming in British <.:ol11mbi:1

.\n <h·t:tYiew

n .ii;N,!m.tm_d_:
•
•

C:ommcn.:inl gaming in B.C. i:- a $2.--:- -billion-a-yl':tr industry, rcsponsihk for rhc <lir(:t.:t
l'tnploym<.·nt of o\'<.'r 111,()0() p(:opk.
PrnYi11<.:i:1l gaming i:- <.' XJK'Ct1.·d t1> g<.'llL'ratl' :ipprnxim:Hd) S 1. 1~~ billion in 11L't ino iml' in 2012 / I.\
\\'irh the prn<.:<.'L'Lls us<.·<.1 by th<.· Provinn· to benefit p1.·npk- :ind comtmmitics acr11ss B.( :.

•

ComparL'll \\'id1 other jurisJictiom, gaming is rc!:1.tin:ly modern re in B.C.. whid1 pwhihits ,·idco
lotter~- TL'rminab (\ ·1;1":;) in bars :111d rc:,t:rnrants, :md limits t hL· numbcr <,f gaming t:1L·ilitics.

•

.\<.:cor<.li1w to

..

1
till' most rc:ccnt nati1111;1l n.:s1:an.:h stmh·
. :

,

B.C. is one of only two prm·inn·s that prohibit ddl'<> lottl'r~- 1cn11in:1ls in h:tr:; anti L't•s1:1.ur:111t:;
(( )11t:tri11 i:,; tlw nthn):

,

B.C. ha s thl' third lmn-,a g:nnbling particip.Ht< >l1 rate :unun~ ( '. an:1di:m pnn·incl's:

,

H.( :. ha,; th1.: third fcw1.·:-t munhl' l' of l'h.:ctronic g:uning m:KhinL'S 1wr capirn. and rhe
fL'\\'t'St number of lucati, 111s whcrL· rhos<.! games <.:an I><.· playl'd; and

,

( )f nil pr11Yil1Cl':,;, B.C. distri!mtt•d thl' most
cnmmun iry org:mizations.

..
1

.

Gaming Facility Type
·--·· -- ·----- -- -- --- ------- -- -·· ·· ·-8
Traditional Casinos

- . - .

-- -· -

Number

.. -:

· Casinos at Horse Race Tracks c
Horse Race Tracks
Community Gaming Centres
,_~?mmercial Bingo '..!al~~ - . ____ ____ __
· Teletheatres

Totals
A

I ndudl'" l'k-c-tTl)11ic rnhk g:1m<.•:- .

II

I n c.Im Il':-

.

.'

~

gun·rntnl'IU

gaming n:n:nm· ro 11011-pmfit

Slot Machines A

Table Games

I' ..·--- --f:~!l :~ :-J

4
:;

1

5

0

0

19

2.473

0

8

0

0

23

0

0

74

13,277

494

. 11.
.
) lllg11 g.11n1ng.

<JIil' C:\Sll11) \\'!ta C01l1111L'rl"J:l

c 11:istings Park :tnd 1:r:tsL'r l)n\\"tb

:1t·l·

Sl't:< •tlll

co mbin:ui11n rncc tnick s and c:1si11os.
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Commercial (i__!lming (conducted and managed by BCLC):

Casinos:

•

ThL-rc art· 17 c:tsin, i~ in opl'r:u-ion, including rwo :tr horsl: race track:- (up to 22 casinos pL·rrnim:d):

•

Cn:-inns ti.:attt1·L· gamin~ r:.ibk:-, pok(.'l' i-:1hks, ,;lot machi1H.::- :mJ dcctronic table gamt·s: and

•

( }nc casino (Tr<.·:\SUl'L' Cm·c Ca:-in<> in PrinCl· ( iL·orgc) abo offors bingo.

Community gaming c1.:ntrcs and bingo halls:
•

2"" bingo hal1:- and cnmtmmity gaming

Cl'llti'l'"

(up rn -ti pL·rmim·d):

1
)

•

l cnmmuni~· gaming ct•ntn•s <,ffer m1diti1>11:1l p:lpL·r based bingo :ind dt·nrnnic hingo, in
additi,,n r, > a ,;ckcti,,n ,,f ,,thn ~nws rh:11 m:iy includt· l,cn, >, :1 \'arict: c,f 1,,rrn·y pr,1dtKt:,;, ,,ff
track h, 1t,;c hL·ttini,!; :lllll ,;)ut machinc:-: :ind

•

8 comt11<.'r(·ial bingo hall,; cifti:r ,, mix of 1rnditio11:1l papt·r bingo and dn·1rc ,nit· bingo.
(1'ott·: lnd mbl in rhis number i., ·1 ·rt•:1,;11n: <:, >\'l' I :asitt1>, which ab•,< 1ff<:r:, liing•>).

Lottery products (as at April 1.;;, 2013):
•

.\7.11 rctaiicrs, including') l 6 in tlw hnspi1:1litl' lll'lwork (h;ir,; :1t1d p11hs):

•

Lotro! l·'.)i.ptl's~. a nm·, t·..nycnit·IH w:iy 10 purdwst· J,-11t•r~ tickt·ts ,,·hik paring for your g-mn•rit·s,
is in pbet· at sdt'Ct gn •l'l'l') stotl'S. II is .,ffrn·d :11 I ilt I < >H·rn·airt·a h u ,d ( ;roup lt>ratinns across
B.<:. with 7(1tl pin p:1ds ~l'lling l.nt10\(:1x, l·:xrrn and l.ntln <1 .l·I'); nnd

,,ri

1>, B< :/-l'>, Exrr:1, Scr:1tch & \\'in, ''l'II< •, ~pores. \cti, >11,
• l.oHcry g:1mcs ind11dt· I .111111.\l:ix, I .nit«>
Poh·r Lotto, pu.l t:1lis :Ulll P,Kilic I lnldT.m pokl'l'.

PlayN<n,v.com
• Pl:ty:\Jow.com offers ll:ttion:11 :11111 p r11,·incial l<1ttl'l'~ ~•.:in\l', II .<>lto\l:t:-., I .otln
Keno, ~ports.\crion, t·l~ing11. l'P:1cilic l Iold'l·m Pokn:

<,/ -t'>, IH :/49, Lxtra) ,

• Pb~ :\Jo,,·.1.·,>tn :1l su <,flt·t:-: onh1ll' c:1sinu g:111ws, i11duding hbt·kj:1ck, ri ,ull'lll' :111d ..,J, 11-<. 1-',( :J .(: :11:-, 1
has pt'l'f-ro•-pt·t•r poker i1; \\'liid1 rt·gisa•n·d onli1w pbyl'l'S in IU :. can phty with odwr" rt·gistcr<.·d
with 1.!lt!l <.:!m·hcc and :\l:111i111h:1 l.01tt·rit·s:
•

ln J:11111:iry 201.\ BCI.I: p:1r11wrnl with i\.laniroh:1 I .111tl'ri,·s lo inrn ,dun· lrm·nwt ;::11:1liling in that
pr< 1,·incl' through tlw 1'1:ly!'-ic >\\ .c, ,m pl:u I« ,rm;

• Pk.yNmu:om ha:. appr••~.imatdy ~:>tl,llOil l'l';ti:-lnnl pbyt·rs (as at ,\pril IS, 21ll.1): and

• To ac..:ct·ss Pla~.-:'\nw, pl.1n·rs 11111:-1 rq:istn ,11· !lH· wt·hsitt·. '!lit· pl·rscmal inr'orn1ation tlit·y 1irm·idt· i::;
\Trifil·d hy a third party 1n confirm idmtuy, :1gt· and n·sitlt·m·y.
• Saf<.·guards indtKk·:
o Spt·nding limit: Pb~ l'I"' C:l!I st·t 1hl'ir <1\\'!l wn·kl~ t1~1nsft·r in limit. up to S1J. 1>1J1J:
o Sl':::siun log: Timl' and :uw,,.1111 S)Wlll is\ isihk 011 t·ach \\Th p:tgl::
o Purchase hisrory: Tid,1·ts p11rch:1st·11 anti :1111011111 sp~·nt f.,r the past 52 \H·t-1-:::: :ind
o

CPEH C:ont\u<.:ts rl'gubr :1udit,; In <.·nsurl' g:1ming is n ,11ducll'd in co1npli:11!n· wil h gaming
ll'gi:,;lnti< ,n, din.•..::ti, t"S, public..: int<.'r<.·:::t st:111d:11·ds, pc 1hil·:-. :ind pre 1n·dures

Horse Racing (licensed and n:gulatcd hy GPEH):
Race tracks and tclctlu•atrcs:

• 1·pm

st·,·t·11 lmr:-l'

ran· tr.u:ks pLTrnittt·d (l\\n maj(lr

lr:1t:ks

and dirl't' st·.tsunal tr:1d,s <.:llITl'lllly in

upcr:lli<>n). h·a:-l'r Down~ and I Ja:;rings racci:our:;l's han: rnsirn,s co -lorntnl \\'ith t]H.'lll, i1:aturi,1g

slnt m:id1incs anJ 1abk· µ,:um·s; and

•

l . p to -10 1<.·k-1·hc.11rL·:- Jll"nnittcd (.2.) ~itcs cmtl'tllly opt·raring: 11 at hotds/pubs, : 0 at casinos or
J':J,\l' ~

oi "
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c11nmn111iry µ;aming <:1: ntr c., and m ·o :ir lwr:-1.: r:icc tr:1cb _,. Tl'IL·rhL•;ttrt·s offer simukas t lmiadc:1~, ~
,1f r:1e1.·:- run .1t ),,cnl. n.1rional :ind i11t1.·nuti,,nal tr:1t.:b.

Ch,tritahlc Gaming (licensed by GPEB):
•

Tn 21 l I l / 12. ( ;Pl ·'.B issued :ilmosr <J,')I)( I liCl'll'-l':-, to cli;;ibk community nrgan iz:11ions ro conduct
:ind 111:in:1g L' ~:1ming L'n·n rs (ttt:kt·r raftlvs, indqwndL·nr bingos. poker. wheel:,; ,,t fortune and social
occasion cusinos); and

•

.\sat .\l:ty 2. 21Jl2, community urg:1niz:1 ti11ns r:dscu an cs1·im:111.·J S.,3.-1- million:: in 21111 / 12 t,1
:,;upport chc.:ir pi:ng·r:un:- ,rnd :-ctYiccs thruugh liccn:-cd _µnming ncm:;.

.Camtdian G,J:tmhling Dig-est 2010/11- Key Findin~s:
.\cc,>rding to thL· C:111:uli:m ( ;:11nbli11~ Diµ,L·st 2H IO / 11, rml>lish<:J .\lard1 .1 l, 21 II 2, I>~- thl' CanaL!i:m
P.1rtn1.·rship for Rcspon:<il,k· ( _;:,.mbling:
•

Total µm·crnm1.•nr opt.-riUt.·J gaming rc,·cm1c g1.•1wr:unl per pcr:-.on ( I 'h ) in B.C. in 201 l9/ 1ti \\':t:-.

SSS I (S2..J. incrcas1.· from 21Hl') /l ll):
•

Thi:-. wa:; :;ignific:rnrlr \mwr rh:in .\lh-na (S7 _; 7 ). ~ask:1tchcwan (SK55) :ind .\l:initoha (S7.'.\'J). Tlw
C:mndi:i.n :n-crngc \\':t:- S:i-P:

•

B.<:. r:1nkcJ 1hird lowL·st in th1.· numhL·r o f dcctn,nic gamin~ machin<::- (I:_ ( ;\[s) p1:r capirn, ar
.~11'7 ..1 tn:tchit1L'S per I 1111,0! Hl adulr:; I CJ-· (( lnt:1riu had th1: lmvcst ar 2.~.'>.:i): thl.' ( :;111:11.li:111 an~r:tgl'
\\:ts :i09.7 I•:(;~1:- j)L'l' 100,tll)(l aLluh:; JC) + :

•

JU :. h:is rlu: :<ccoml highl'sl nurnlwr of c:1~in<1s

•

hiur pn•Yincc:- h:t,·1.· dL·ctronic bingo gam1.·s. British C<1lu111bi:1 h:ts thL· mosr hing,1 uni rs :tr S.ll-1-!;
the lo\\'L'St number was in nnrario ('52). ( )111~- B.C. h:id :<lot machinl's :it bingo farilitiL·:-;

•

B.C. r:tnkcJ third in munhL·r of gaming tahl<:s (-+8(1) , behind Ontario (~06) and .\lhct1:1 (490):

•

B.L had th1.' chird frw1:st m11nhn 1,f n·nuL'S t'c:ituring ck-crron ic g:1111ing t11;1chinL'S: .'H , comparl'd
to 1. cn6 in <Jucb1.'C .1nd l .flT ' in .\lhcrt;I (< )nt:1ri,1 h:1d the lowc:-t ar 27):

•

It(:. is 11t1l' <11 <inly twc l pn ,yi11r1.·s that pruhil 1it Yidn, lottery tc rmin:ib (\ 'I.Ts) in b;ir~ and
r<::;t:n1r:rnts (( )mario is rhl· orlH"r): and

•

B.C :. (<), 129) and ( >nt:iri, > (8 ..=i I~i issu1.·d tlw m, 1s r d1;t ri1ablc gaming l'H'nt lic1.·tt~L·s.

:it

J"7: .\lh1.·n:1 h:1~ ~-1-:
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•

Appendix A - Gaming Facilities in B.C. as of April 15, 2013

CASINOS
City

Facility

Burnaby

Grand Villa Casino

Slot

Table

Machines
·1.000

Games

60

Coquitlam

Boulevard Casino

*972

64

Langley

Cascades Casino

*812

, Kamloops

Lake City Casino

*301

31
6

Lake City Casino

*450

16

Casino of the Rockies

*227

11

Nanaimo

Great Canadian Casinos

*407

6

New Westminster

Starlight Casino

*857

Penticton

Lake City Casino

*307

60
g

Treasure Cove Casino

*540

9

*136

·1 .110

0
108

Fraser Downs Racetrack and Casino

*469

22

Vancouver

Edgewater Casino

*550

57

Vancouver 3

Hastings Racecourse and Casino

596

0

Vernon

*404

0

View Royal

Lake City Casino .. _,..
Great Canadian Casino

*601

13

Totals

Casinos: 17

9,739

472

Kelowna
Cranbrook

1

Prince George
Quesnel

Billy Barker Casino

Richmond

River Rock Casino Resort

Surrey

•
2
3

2

3

____

--

Number of slot machines mcluaes electro111c tablo games.
The host local government is the Ktunnxa Nation Council
Casir.o also offers commercial bingo gaming.
Casir.os are co-located at horse race tracks .

-·
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COMMUNITY GAMING CENTRES
City

•

Facility

Bingo
Seats

Slot Machines

Abbotsford

Chances Abbotsford

*186

Campbell River

Chances Campbell River

Courtenay

Chances Courtenay

"125
*153

Castlegar

Chances Castlegar

*100

Chilliwack

Chances Chilliwack

Dawson Creek

Chances Dawson Creek

*175
*149

Duncan

Chances Cowichan

Fort St. John

Chances Fort St. John

166 ;·

179 .

.

·-

·--

.. . 212
. ..

-

··

175..

Kamloops

Chances Kamloops

288
--~
222
- - -*150
229
--- - - - *178
180
-- - - --*137
445
. ..... . -

Kelowna

Chances Kelowna

*270

Langley

Playtime Gaming Langley

50

100
*125

Maple Ridge

Chances Maple Ridge

Mission

Chances Boardwalk Mission

Newton

Newton Community Gaming Centre

Port Alberni

Chances Rim Rock

*100

P;ince Rupert

Chances Prince Rupert

*100

Squamish Nation

Chances Boardwalk Squamish

A1QO

Terrace

Chances Terrace

100

*75

*100

Williams Lake

Chances Signal Point

Totals

Community Gaming Centres: 19

2,473

···-· ---- -

494
--

--

- .

- --·
- 312

450

115
.- - - -364
--

99
136
. ·- · -270

144
- ·--- - --

320

4,800

Number of slot machines includes electronic table games.

COMMERCIAL BINGO HALLS
City
Facility

Slot Machines

Bingo Seats

189
350
420

Esquimalt

Bingo Bingo Esquimalt

0

Vernon

Fairweather Bingo Hall

Nanaimo

Harbour City Bingo Hall

0
0

Nanaimo

Playtime Bingo Nanaimo

0

Surrey

Nev-It.on Bingo Country

0

Penticton

Penticton Bingo Palace

0

338

Vancouver

Planet Bingo

0

Victoria

Playtime Bingo Victoria

426
485

Prince George

Treasure Cove Casino

0
0

0
(Closed Nov 1, 2012)
Now a Gaming Centre
(Nov 2012)

633

Chilliwack

Chi!liwack Bingo

0

Now a Chances
{Nov 2012)

Totals

Commercial Bingo Halls: 8

0

2,841
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HORSE RACE TRACKS (RACE DAYS 2013)
#
Days

Slots and
ETGs*

2

0

0

81

469

22

69
2

596
0
0

0
0
0

156

1,065

22

Location

Name

Race Type

Princeton

Sunflower Downs

Thoroughbred

Surrey

Fraser Downs Racetrack

Standardbred

Vancouver

Hastings Racecourse

Thoroughbred

Vernon

Kin Park

Thoroughbred

2

Osoyoos

Desert Park

Thoroughbred

Totals

Horse Race Tracks: 5

Tables

"ETGs = Electronic Table Games

TELETHEATRES
Name
Location
.. -·..
..
Campbell River
Elks Lodge #373
··- -- ·-·· . - ..
Chilliwack
Best Western Ra inbow Inn

Location

! Name

Castlegar
Coquitlam

Castlegar
..;· .Chances
Boulevard Casino

Cranbrook

Kamloops

; Chances Kamloops l

-

I----------+--·-· . .

.

Casino of the Rockies

Kelowna

I Chances Kelowna

Nanaimo

f Casino Nanaimo

'

'I

Clancy's Pub

Penticton

Maple Ridge
, New Westminster

l Prince George
I
I

I Prince _R~p~rt _____Chances Prince Rupert

_______Hideaway Pub

Arm
[.....Salmon
.

! Squamish
I

1

• . • ••

Surrey

· -- · ·-

i
[\ternon

~flii'ams Lake

··

Chieftain Hotel
Fraser Downs Racetrack
Kalamalka Hotel

!

! Richmond
i

Sechelt

i Surrey

; Vancouver
Victoria

. Chances Signal __Point ____ _ __ __

[ !otals__.. _ _____ j _Teletheatres: 23

-

- --

-

···

Maple Ridge CGC
Schanks Sports
Grill
1
Treasure Cove
· Casino
River Rock Casino
Gilligan's Pub
Derby Bar an~_ G_ri!I
Hastings
Racecourse
Vacation Inn Hotel

.

7

Tab# 1

.'

Appendix 8

:

•
.
.... ·"

...

.

~

• ("

. •-

,.
.-,..-,;.,.·;:·
'

. Bingo · .
Halls

Community
Gaming
Centres

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

. Casinos

.
B mgo Games

.. T

.

✓

Slot Machines

'
~---------------- · -------------··---···••·· Table Games

✓

✓

Slots

---~- - - . - ···- ·1

. ..

·---i-- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-- ·-

I

- -! ·- - - - · - - - + - - - -

. - - - ---- -

✓

'

----•-·•---·

✓

✓

✓

✓

·- ---i- - --

---+--·--·- ;.

✓

--- · ·- ----····---- - - - - - - -- - - -

___1

Casino-style
games

·- ·· ---

✓

✓

Teletheatres

✓

·- -- . - -- --------+-

- - - -- - ---------.---- -- - -

- - - - -···· ·

------- --

✓

Peer-to -Peer
:
Poker

Live Horse Racing
--

✓

✓

+--Electronic Table Games

--- • 1

·- ·,

- - - -- 1

✓

· Poker Tables

- -· --

Pubs
&Bars

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -~- - ·- - - - .. .. --· -

✓

j_ _ _ _

Licensed
Events

✓

✓

···- ·

✓

. .. . --- ·- -·•· ·-

,-

✓

i

PlayNow
(Internet)

Lottery
Outlets

- -- - ·- ~ -

.:....- --------!...------~---···· ✓

•

Race
Tracks

- - - - -· · -

•- - - -- - ·-·---··-- ••i-- -Lottery Products

CoLocated
Race
Tracks &
Casinos

•

✓

-·- ·-·---------------~-- -------------'

1 Licensed Charitable Gaming

1-----.

. ·- -----·-- ... ·-- ···-

l·.

!

i Independent Bingo
f - - - - - - - -· - - - ; Social Occasion Casinos

I Whacls of Fortune

..

I

: Ticket Raffles

.. L -

..

i

!
- ··- ·- - ··· . ---"---------+---

; Poker

---- -- .. -- - ·- - -- - - - -~ - -- - - - -- - -

---·• ·- · - - -

_

.
- - - -- -

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

.,.

------

i

J__
-

✓

·-- ·--- -

;.

✓

---- ·
✓

G)

~ G)

__ _ ....J. _ _ _ _ -

CD ""[)

~m
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BRITISH
COLL!.\.IBlA

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
ISSUE NOTE
Issue;
• ~1:pat,liio11 of ~·t·~p1 .11bibi!itit•,; and :ntth•>riti(•s in thl' ( ,'amilf~ C.iJl!lml Id.
Bt\C~tQJLll.~

•

To pmddt· tor i111q.;ri1y of ~1mhli11!! in Briri:-h Columbia. dit· ( ;,,111i1(~ {.im!Pil . · Id was draftt·d ·c, 1,:t1$t:rl'
th.IL d1.·ct1. d c,ffit:iab art· h ·pt

,ti

anll ·~ k11g1h frC>m :-pn·i ti,: dcci,;ion-m.1king in dw gamblinµ imlu~try.

• Thl'rc arL' thrn· st:paratt· rub, umkr llit· . \ct. t·ach with t!wir 1i\\"11 tTSJJClll:-ihilitit·s aoJ p, 1\wr:-. Tht
. \ct a,;,;i)!ll~ rt·sr• >nsibilitit·S l1 > tlw :\Iini:-tl' I'. the.' ( ;(.'lll't:tl :--.I:1!1:l~t'I' 1 it" 1lw (. ;aming Poli..:y and
E11torct·tnt·nt Brnnch (( ;pJ]~_;_ and rlw Briri:-h Columbia l.111tt·:-y ( :nrpo1~llion (HCLC).
• The '.\fini,-tcr rt·:-111 ,nsibk- fnr ~:unin~ has ill'rn gin·n limitnl authorit:,· under the .\1:1. The :\linistt·r
pw,·idt·~ 11,·t·rsiiht and guidance \Vhile k:n·ing :;1writic lkcbion m aking 111 tlw lotrt·ry C1 )rp<>rarint1
(B<:J.q and tht· r,·gubri,m of th.: g:1111ing imlu:-try. induuiug H<:J.C, l<> CJ>l·'. B.
•

( ic ,,·t·nmw1 .t. through tht· :-..rinistcr rl'sponsibk. pro •\·idt·s broad poliry dirt·ctinn to rnsurt· Briti:-h
Columbi:1·s s11cial :ind tTO!ll>mic priori tit•,; ior gaming Mt' :1<.·hil·,·c,i.

•

I ~xn·pt ti ir :-pt'cifi.t· approYal rt·t1uin·nw111:-: undn tlw · 1.-1. ( ;oY.:mment is not i:1\"oln:t! in decisions
rt·:;ptTtin~~ g;1 m ing 11pnali1111:;. ~l'ction ~-: I_', 11!° t hl" Id :-pt·citically pn ,bihits (; PFB from rn11d11cti11:!,.
n1anaging or pn.-~"·nting µ;uniuµ .

•

l lmkr P:1rt 111 ,,t tltt· :\t·t ,,ul~- ncu: has tlw :t11thnrit,· l(l prnpnst· lorntio11 s and rdnci tions 11l
gmnin)..'; fodli1i ,·s 111 p11tc-ntial IH ,st Inca! gon·rmnt·nts.

•

Tht' :\l·coum,1hilitit's :1ml n•spnnsihilitit':- for g:1ming ii~ lh t· pr11d11n· a rt• s11·11..:turcd thi:; \\·ay t<J t'l!SlltT
1h:l!

tlw

poknl ial I< ,r :lll

:tclli:d or pt·n-t·i,·t·d r1111:licr of intercsl i:- mi11i111iznl.

i\li11is1er l{~~p,insihlt· f1 ,r ( ;:iming

•

Tht· \lini~ ,,-r's P""·t·rs :rnd dutil·s an· pri111:1rily :-t·t out in tlw f11Iln\\"ing :-u·:inns:
.;

:-:.(, :tutl:oriz1.•:; tl1t· i\ lini~H:r

,1, i,-011.-

writ Ll'!I din·, 1iH·:-

1,,

BC!.<: 1H!

llUtll-rS

of ;.!'-"l1U";\(

p,,li,\':

') ,;_7 t"I.J r1.•tjltin·:- H<:l.<:

lP r1.•c1.·i, l" \\Ti1t,·n :ippr"\';tl of tlw :,.. finistn prior f o t'll lL'riug into
:1grn·m,·nr, with , ,1 lwr juri:-lEcr i, ,n~ <,r :,;upplying glH ,d,; <,r H'l'I il·t·:- tn 1,rhu· j 1risdic1i1111

o

:;."7 (2_1 rt'<JUirt·s \[i11i~t1.·ri:1l :tppr, ,,·al hdi >l'l' impknw111 in'"~ :l 111.·\\· 1ypt· n( lottt-ry sdll'llll':

e

s. !X rniuirt·s Bf :1 .< : 11, H·n ·i,1.· :1 \\Titll·n din•cfi\'t' in
l'.1,ili,ics:

::,

:-. '.2(,

._.

:-. ~~ '. :\: rl'lJllir,·, <. ;p1-:B

n·~(Wl' I to

:1111 liorizt·~ 1h1.· '.\lini,;tt·r 111 i:-~lll' \\"rittL'n tlirlTl in·s
p.:licy; ,ind
ll>

lo

dt·\·d, ,ptnt'lll •1fgamin~

c; Jll-".B 1 ,11 m:illt·t-s of .~t"lll't',11

rn·l•i,·t· \li ni:.;tt-ri:t! :tppn>Y:il lit-fon· is~uing :t dirn·1in· tn

GPEB4330.0001
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o

BCLC.

)

General Manager
•

The General Manager must develop, manage and maintain the government's gaming policy. This is
achieved through the regulatory oversight of the gaming indusrcy, including BCLC, service
providers and charity organizations engaged in gaming.
GPEB is responsible for:
0

Developing and maintaining a strong and comprehensive policy and regulatory
framework for gaming in the province;

o

Establishing industry-wide public interest srand:1rds and managing responsible gambling
initiatives and problem gambling treatment programs;
Regulating the horse rnciog industry;
Conducting financial and personal background checks on all gaming services providers
and gaming workers;
Approving and certifying all gaming equipment used in the province;
Conducting audits of commercial gaming, licensed gaming events and community
organizations' use of gaming proceeds; and
Investigating all complaints and allegations of regulatory \Vrongdoing and assists law
enforcement agencies in criminal investigations in gaming in the province.

o

o
o
o
o

)

British Columbia Lottery CoqJOr:1tion
•

As an agent of the Crown, BCLC conducts, manages and operates all provincial gaming in the
province, including commercial casinos, bingo halls, community gaming centres, lotteries, and online
gambling.

• Tn general, BCLC is a gaming entertainment company that manages all contracts and formal
relationships with gaming facili ty service providers, lottery retailers as well as all gaming agreements
\\>1th other provinces and the federal government.
• BCLC is responsible for enhancing the fmancial performance, integrity, efficiency, and sustainability
of the gaming indusrcy in the province within the policy framework established by the Province of
British Columbia.
• BCLC is also responsible for complying with operating and reporting requirements set o ut by its
Board, government and any applicable laws and regulations.
• BCLC reports to an independent nine-member board of directors. This board is appointed by, and
reports to, the Minister Responsible for Gaming.

Decision required: For Information Only
•

For iofom1ation only. No decision required.

)
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BRITISH
COLUJ\.-IBIA
.\pril .W. '.;i_ll3

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Gaming- Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE
J~SUl':_

•

The C,aming J>11licy and l -:nforcl'11ll'nr Branch (( iJ>l ·'. B) Budµ;L·r nnJ l ·Tl-:s

ija1.;)5gr_~J~IJ.ld:

•

C PE B's con· opci-atin;.; budget for 21 ) 1.,/ I 4, is set at S l 9.5X(> mill ion, an in<."rl-nst· of
LW1.

S1.442 million on-r 20 12/
•

.\ small balann· in c:,pira' fundin~ \\·ill be spent on upgrading ( ;PEB's cnmpun:r datahasl' in
21113 / 14.

l

2012,13
(actual)

Budget
:__Bran_ch_Core Op~ra_tion_
s _ _ _ _ _- i - - - · Responsible Gambling S_t_
ra~~-9~

.:~:I~:~

·- -··

-

13.907

-·------ - - - - - . -_ . __ 13.638 __ _

. ____ ____ 4_:~53

4.506

18.360

18.144

Total Branch Operating Budget

·- . - - . . : Capital Budget

_ ____

-- ·.

0.8851

t t j·-~-g.-~--:--.:-;;-t;_-g_y~ - ---_-_ -- -_-: ~ ----- ~:

2013/14
(budget)

-- -

- --(~)

•

13~~8~-

1

I
!

6.006

19.586

- ._(4)0~021

0.6.87 [

i~:i- - i!-;ff ~

~:z~t~--:_J

~
1~~t}-,>=~:~:~~
~::;~.;,~ ---- -~-:: _, !~:~~] :~~~~i~~~~ _-:
r-------··--1

surpl~~i-~~~~~-lt)_
·- _- ~:: _
·-_ _ _-_ · ·_-_·_· ·_-

Operating Costs

(0.484)

Capltal Costs

0.669

I- -

....·-.... ·1

0.366

;

-_:_~ 1_ ------~~-:~-~-~--

~-1

Staff
Total Branch FTEs
I

156

156

___ ___ _ _ _1_5~

T iii:- 11a· r, ., .. , . i:- ,:h- r ..:..:.: 1lt 11:" .l :"\ l.5\1 hi.,1:,!. :T h:1 t~>!' rht· H,·:--1"N ,:1... ihk .1111..I P!nhi..-m ~ :.rn;l 1li11;.· J" J' ':-!,:":tt ll It::-:- 5;:-a, . wi 11d1
l ; Pl· Ii"~ po11inn 11:" :1111i:1i:-tn widt" l 111 ~f;.;.1.·~ n,Jucu,,n 1t1 I .\ I>.<.: .

T hi:-: :1111, •1 1ttt I'"'- '', :,,u~Iy ·,\ ,1:-- c.,1..·ul.ir,:d
t·••rn:4.: tl~ :- r.1h,·,.: .1..: ~:l. ~I U.

liJ

,·.-.1~

b ..- ~I i.I :!~. It !u!' ht.YI\ :tdj u:= r:..: d r,, mdthl~- \\ ri k .,fb .m,I 111 1:1 11· :1:-:--d:-- :tnd i, r:

·1 lw bu:.l~t·r n.: lkn ~ rhl-.1;nu u11r u f ,::!pit.1! fu11din:,,, r:-.111:-:f1.•rr\·..J frurn ti ll· \ hnisr :~ n (h1:-tic,: J .\( i . t( , l:~1 '.\t.i.
·1!1<· rnn.1i11·.k r nl 1':,· LlJ•it.tl bti,l;r,·: will h · :<j'c·nr in ] :11:; ' 1-1.

1 ,\ \

I
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--BRITJSH

COLU~dBIA.
.\ pri .11 '· 2P 1.1

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Ga.ming Policy nnd Enforcement Bmnch

ISSUE NOTE
_li,s_1~;

•

Rc,·cmu: :-;h:\ring wirh I lost l.ocnl ( ion:1'111llL't1t :-

•

In 21l U / 14-, nn L'Slitn:HcJ 5~2.9 million in g:tming n·nmuL·
th:u bn:-r c:tsinos an<l / or community g:tming cc:ntn·s.

•

Hy thL· ~nd nf 2013/ 1-t-. l(lc;1) gnn·rnm~·nts th:tt hnst g:uning fociliti1.·s \\·ill han· rccL·in-d an
1.·srim:1tnl 59-Hl.:?. mi11i« 111 in gamin~ funds sinn· I 91) 1) .

•

Thirty-om· conununitics host a tul:tl of I 7 casinos and l 9 cnmmuniry gaming- ccntrL·:-.

,,·ill bL· di~t rihmL'Ll to lorn) g(l\l..'1'1ltn1.·nts

Host Local Government Share of Gaming Revenues (all figures in millions)

I
l ------

I

.~~~~~~~--1 .

1999 to 2010
(actual)

2010/11
(actual)

2011/12
(actual)

2012/13
(actual)

$83.1

$84.4

2013/14
(estimate)

.. .. ·····- - ··

'
$607.6

$82.3
-----

_ _ .J.. _ _ _ ___ ___ _• • -

Total
(1999 to 2014estimate)

--

$82.9
·

·-

-

$940.2
. ·-

···- - - --··- · ...

•

Si1Hx _Jul~- I <J'YJ, tllL' Prm·i1H.:1: has pro,·itk-d a ,;han.: 1,f gaming fL•,·cmu: to h ,c.:al gon·1111m·nr:- th:it
hnst g:tming focilitil·s (c.:n:-inus and/ ur community gaming l'.l·mn.::-_) in thdt juri~dicti(ln.

•

I lnsr loc:tl gnn·mmc.·nts c:1n USL' thl· n·n ·nm· for :im· purpo,;e tlut lwndits thL· loc:il community.
Tlwy !ll'l' :·l·t1uirnl '" l'l'Jll>rl :innually ro tlw l'roY inct· on tlw c.·xpl·IHli1tm· oft h1::;t• fund:-.

•

RL·n•nu1.· sharing i:- H"t out in si~'11l'd C.:t>ntr:11:t:- h1.·twl·c.•11 th1.· Pro,·i!Kl' and host local g< 1\'1.•mnwnts.
l 1ndn tlll.'~1.· c11ntr:tcts. th,:n· ar1.· t\vo rt·\TIHt<: ,-haring modcb:
,

<:ommunity c.:;tsin, 1 m, idd: h11st ), 1c1l g< ,n•mfflL'llts n:CL·in· I !l nn CL'IH of thL· 11<:t c1:-i11<,
~aming l'L'\.L'tllll' fn>m commtmit y c:1sino:< :1nd / nt cntnnnmity gaming n·ntrl·:- \\'ithin 1h1.·ir
juri:<Lh:t i, >11.

,- I k:<tin:1ti,1n c.::1:-in, > tu< ,Jd: heist 1.,c:,I gm 1."n1tnl·:11s tL'l'l·in· ,,ne :<i~rh 1,f nd c1si111J gaming
r1.·n·nm· from dest inarion c:isino:- wirhin rhcir jurisdictiun.
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Local Government Share of Provincfal Casino and
Community Gaming Centre (CGC) Revenue to M,uch 31, 2013
Casino or
Community
Gaming Centre

City

Apr 1, 2011 Mar 31 , 2012

Jul 1999 •

Mar 31 , 2011

Apr 1, 2012Mar 31, 2013

Notes

Total to Date

1--------,1---(_CG_C)- -· -·- -·. . _
Abbatsimd

Chances
Abbotsford CGC

Burnaby

Grand V!lla

$1.44C.681.48

S9C4.774.46

$970,854 .55 I

$3.316.310.49

$95 949.356.56

$9.305,898.70

$8.826,05492· :

$ 114,141.810.!8

Opened June

2009.
Previouslyknown

Casino
Campbell River
Bill!;JO Palaec
Campbell River

Campbell River

Campbell River

- -

a~Gateway

N/J\

S59?. .56C 08

NiA

Ch;rnces

I CHsl!tigar CC,C

I

Chilliwack
1---

-

Chances
- - - - # Jl_
i_w~s;~

Coquitlam

: Soulcvard

$2 426.3!4 .72

S68i 490.52

SGc4 .344 .!:8

NIA

5283 428.2~

S452 .049 43

Chances

I
!

Closed Jl :ne
Opened July

$3. 796. 150 22

-· - - - - 2007.
- ----···

!

S73!i .47i.64

Opened July

5496.261.98

Opened
November 2012

S88 .051 .87663

N/A

NIA

!
S486.?.61 98 ;

Si4,C63 981 09

$7 .501 .6:?.7 05

s:. .3~6.?sa -1~• I

2011.

Previously known
as Coqu1tlam

i

Casino
Courtenay

Burnaby Casino.
2007.

Chances
CGC
.
......
Castlegar

.
$592.560.08

$2.CGfl 911! 31

S802,2il1 21

se:is.1 rn !!t-:

S?.773.'.l!iG Di.I

S'i84,409 54

S7:l4.:>l1 49 '

S11.6/2.0 0!l 45

$1,365.120 22

;

· - Casino .....
$:1.fi98 29fi.5C

,__________ Courtenay CGC ...•
Cowichan

Chances

Cowichan CGC
Cranbrook

Casino of the
Rockies

St.118 631

$4,297 ,037.11 ' OpenedMarch
2007.

S14.:) I 5.760.67 ' Ktunaxa First
Nation receives

a share of casino
· revenue from this

!

; destination
casino.
Dawson Creek

Chances
Dawson Creel<.

S839 ,806 111

SC31 ,191.8:i

S5,'(09,73:l 07 ; Previcusly known
; as Bear Mountain

, CGC.

CGC
Chanc:es Fo:1 St.

Fort St . •l::>tm

J_ohn
Kamlaops

cgc

Ch3:1ces
Kam;oops CGC

51 .9:18.185

3;>

\ Kamla~~~-

j Kelowna

Chances

I

KclownaCGC

Kel;;-w~· -· ·

: Langley

..

11

Lake City Casi no
- - - - ---·

. Cas:::ades

SJ•l i.:i00.39

S'1.fii3.343 09

S54 1.918 71

SG:,!J,?.50.98

S3.1 39,355.01

1--1 Langl.:y

I

CGC.
$1 ,92?..004 .1 r,

SI .8 1~:,·39 40

S25.5S 1.925.70

S~.f~•3!:0 .4~~ 3!1 :

$ 1,584 .(]03 05

SI ,'/32 ,7'.°1/l '12

S!J.3028281G

S2i,5C;>.801 21 [

52.036.332.36

S 1.976,902 03

S31.516 035 60

S39,04l.63Hi2 j

$5 ,87:i.236.04

$5. 7!!3,005.43

S50,710.075.09 . Previously known

S:>1 .841.1 ~?11

I
; as Langley

Maole Ridge
I-•

! Mission
N,main10

. C~si_no.

1

I

Previously known
: as Enterprise

Casino

I

Opened
; Se~t~b~r _2007:

l

~ - -·- ·· -··

La:..e City Casino

I

S96:i.GOu.?. 7

Playtime
Gan,!ng CGC
M~ple R:dge

I,CGG

f Cha~~- s ' Boardwalk CGC

S214.107.35

S13:?..254.42

S3H.106.5S ·

Si66.69r;

43.1

51,954.00!l '/1

S645.94ti03

S32,2 13,250 30

S2,350,384 15

Sl?fl.59a

17 1

S620.220 24

S535,95~.94

Sl 924,023.22

Opened October
2006.
Opened October

2010.
$625,-171 Oi'

$3.?.?5.425. 76

S?,4 31, 13i' 39 :

S36.994,771 .84

Opened August

2007.

GPEB4330.0001
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,

Casino or
Community
Gaming Centre

City

Jul 1999 •

Apr 1, 2011 •

Apr 1, 2012 -

Mar 31 . 2011

Mar 31. 2012

Mar 31, 2013

;. - - . -- ·- --- ____ _Jf_9C) - ----- - - - - -- New Westminster
Royal City Star
$31 ,288.316 65

Notes

Total to Dato

-N/A. ··- ···· $31.288.316.65
·- ·--·-·----·----.. ---. ,
Closed

NIA

-- - - - -·- - - ~". Riverboat)
~~~-Nt!W Westminster

-

Roya l Towers
S11.956 ,075 00
Casino
- - - - - - - - - - - - ---¼-------

New Westminster

Starlight Casino

Pe r. ticton

Lai<e City
Casinos Ltd .
Chances R1r.1

Port Albarn i

Rock
- - --

•·- .

Prince George

• Prmce Geor;ie

. Prince Rup ert
Quesn el

Qe_cem_ber 2007
Closed
November 2005.

$11 956.075.00

-. --- - - - - ------- -----

S20.417 827 99

$5.780,23!:: .25

S5, 701 ,451.96

$31 .899.510.21

S21 .033 456.68

S1 .682.935 49

S1 594 .349.90

S24 3l0.742 07

S 1.4 i'3. 742. 72

5449.781.0Q

$426,859.32

S2,350.383.04

N/A

S254,384.44

S2.622.414.80

S29.801 .733.46

.. . -- ··-- ---- --- - - - ·- - - --------------------

- --- . --- . ·-

Chances Good
. T ima Prinr.a
George CGC

$254.3~ 44

. Treasure Cove

S24 552.103 33

.Ni.~

Billy Barker

. _____ __Casino --·---Richmond
River Rock

51.474 ,517.61

$403.647 26

S7.01 8 521 33

.

Opened
So tember 2007.
Closed June
2009
Previously known
as Casino
Hollywood

(changed name
September
_20_Q4't, .

I

- -- - ----- --- --·- - - - - - --

Chances Prince
---'-R"'"'u"'"pe~rt CG~ ...

l.

,,_
.,,.,., ,, I

Cas,no

,-----·· -

N/A

I

$424.801 .14 ,

S2,302,9c6.0:

S519.955 58 [

S500,408.71

SB ,03S.885 62

j

S15,701.188.46

.. l

S93.283.63-U6

S14.803.715.52

S289.537.11

S230.631.03

Casino

S123.7l)8,738.04 : Previously known
! as Richmond
. Casino (changed

.... --___;_ _~u~ -~QQ4L
Squarnis!'l

Surrey
Surrey

Chances
Boardwalk
Sg uamish

Fraser Downs

Terrace

S21,851.497.33

S2.8Ti",9::.0.0S

S2.042.541.00

.. NIA

N.IA

N!A

Newton Cas ino

Newton CGC

I". . ·- NIA
S2.997,750.46

I

S55(l 756.t6

I

$2,042.541 .00

Closed.

S187. 726.50

Opened

.. _

S625 577.44

.i._

- - ·-

$5.821.565.25

S6.0S4.757 33

1

NIA

N!A

-S, .270.554 09

S1 .214.5c:560

S5.339,341 Ra

NiA

S10.530.664 .79

Closed

Edgewater

VanC01.,11er

Grand Casino

S5,1 99.559.00

Vancouver

Hastings

S3~854 .22 1 11 - ~-

.

Holiday inn
Casino
--- . -··
···- .. .

Novemher.201_2

S2. 159.58 1.85 · Opened Janua, y
' 2009.
$45.140.851 96

$33,234,529 38 :

Vanc:ou~ er

Vancouver

Ope,ed Feb ruary

S27.727 158.37

S187.725.50

. ·-'~- ··-- . -

SS73.247.55

Chances

Terrace
-· - - . ··- .. ---~~--- . -- -·

S757.31.3.27

2010

------------·-·

Surrey

S237. ~50.13

S10 530.664.i'9

- -i

S5 199,559.00 : Clos!ld .

. t -·

~

Var.cou·: e r

Mandarln Ce:i:re

S4.500. 768.00

NiA

NIA

$4.590.768 00

Closed .

Vancou-.:er

Rena issance

S2.363.385 00

NlA

N,i,'\

S:i.3'33,865 00

Closed.

S1.2S6.517 .OC

N.'A

N/A

SI .286.517.00

C!oscd.

Casmo
Vancou~er

Royal Dimnond
Casir.o

I

C:

Vernon

Lak~ City Casino

\/ictoia

Mayfair Cas i:io

· · -· -_-

-""7'_ :·~ -:;i-• - -·-· · ··..,. . . - · -· ·--

- · - · ·-

:--18? 53:~~1.:_3~ _

S2.000.rn1l . 15 .

S22.302. 019 53

j

NIA '

S930,335.00

N!A

S930,33G.OO

I
View Royal
WeHs
Wi'iiams La:-:e

Grand Total

View Royal

Casino
Jack a' Ciub,;
. ..... Gaming Hall
Signal Point
CGC

$39.537,961 .52

S.!: 195.788 12

j .. S4,1¼2.775 53 ;

NIA!

!
~
n · ~ · ·I
..,669.9,6.729., -> : s8.,.133.ou3.;:i8 I

C' -

-

.,.~ ·

Closed

• December 2001.

525~27_____ - -· -· ..

$47,877 ..

i

Si 2.462.00
S3.265 070.81

- ------ --- -

S1 .94 , .I 11,.C, !

5579.704.9-3

.. · -~

· •

N!A I

S'iZ.462.00

S579.21 1.79
$84.371.3 14.16

S351.481 ,047.47

Seasonal. Closed
. SeptP.mber 2005 .
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BRITISH
COUJ\lRIA

Ministry of Enerh"1', Mines and Natur.tl Gas
G.1ming Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSCE NOTE
fasuc:

! !nsr I.oc.al Cr>Yt·t·nmt·nt,;

•

Rl·\ -l'llUl' :-li:1ri11~ wirh

•

In 2013 / 1-+, an c·,;timatnl $~~-•) million in g:nning n:n·mw \\ill ht· tbttihutl·d to local gon·rnmt.:tn:<
th:1t lto,;t c:1,;ino,; am.I/ or comn1u?uty g:1m.ing Cl'IHtl':-.

•

Hy till' (•ml .,f ,2(lU/ 1-t lorn! gon-r11111t·nt,; th:n ho:-t g:1ming fod lit it·:- will h:m.: rt·cd,·cd ,Ul
L·:-tim:ltl:tl S9-t1l.2 million in gnming f.mJ,; :;incc 19'19.

•

Thirty -one communi!ic,; ho,-t :1 total of 17 c:1,-inl),; :mJ

. Gaming
. revenues

$607.6

$82.3

$83.1

)l)

community g:1tning

$84.4

$82.9

CL'ntn·s .

$940.2

•

Sinn· _I uh- I 'J'J'J. llw Pro\'inn· ha,; pnwidt·d a ,;hart' o f g;1min~>; l'l'\'t•m1t· ro loc:il gm-crnmt•nt,; th:it
ho,;t g:uning fadlitic,; (ca,;inn,; and/or o,mtnLmity g;uning n·mn·~_) in rlwir iuri~tliction.

•

I Jo,;t local g1Jn·n111w:1t,; t':ltl U:-l· tht· n ·n ·nue tor :m y purpo,;e that bt·ndit,- thl' Inca) c111nmu11ity.
' l11cy an· l'l"l!llin·d ro rqmrt a111111:11ly 1,, 1lH· Pn >Yinn· 1.111 lhl· expt·mliturl' of tlw:-t· fuml -:.

•

Rl·n ·mw :-h:?rini i~ Sl'r ll\lt in :;iµ-nl·d contr:1cr,; bL·t,nT:1 tlw Pm,·i11ce :ltlLl hos r local gu, ernml'nh.
l. ' ndt·r t!1t·st· c11n1racts. tlKl'L' ;ll'l' rw" l'l'\"t•m1t' sh:11i11~ mrnlds:

,

,

C,,mmuniry c1si110 m11dd: ho:--t l:1c1l µ,1n·tJ1tnl'tlt,; rl'CL·iH· 111 pl'r CL'IH 11fthl· tll't c:1,;in<>
~:m1ing l'L'\'l'lllll' from n,111111tmi1y c:i,;irn,,; :md/ :ir t·n1nmut1ity gami11g n·llttl·~ ,vithi11 thl·i r
juri:-dictic ,n.
Dl':--l inati, ,n c .1 :-inu modl'l: h, 1,-t I, ,cal g, ,, L'rtllllL':11:- n·cL·in· , JlK six rh , ,f twr c ,,-inn gaming
within thl·ir juri:-dirtit>n.

rL•\'l'l!lll' from tk~ rinari"n t·:1:-i.11":<

GPEB4330.0001
GPE84330.0020

Local Go,,crnmcnt Share of Provincial Casino and
Community Gaming Centre (CGC) Revenue to March 31, 2013
----7

Casino or
Community
Gaming Centre

City
-

_ _ _ _ , _ _ _ ._,_

Jul 1999Mar 31, 2011

I

Apr 1, 2011 Mar 31 , 2012

Apr 1, 2012 •
Mar 31 , 2013

(CGC)

Total to Date

.. -

•• • - • • H - • - - -

Chances
$1,440,681.48
Abbotsford
1-------- - - - - -+--'-~
~ ~ ~ CGC
~ -1- · · - - - - - -·
Grand Villa
$95,949,856 .56
Burnaby
Cas ino

S904.Ti4 46

Abbotsford

$970 ,854 .55

Notes

--··- - -l... - - - - - -- Opened June

$3,316,310.49

2009.

$9.365.898.70

$8 .826.054.92

S114.141,810 18

NIA

5592.560 .08

Previously known
as Gateway
Bumab Casino .

I

Campbell River

Campbell River
Bingo Palace
Campbell River
Chances CGC

Campbell River
Castlcgar

Chances

C_a~!l_t,gc1~ CGC
Chances

; ChiRiwack

""·"'~~-----· NIA.
$2A26.314.72

I

I 2007,
Closed June

·--- -~ 5687.490 52

Ni~--$283.428.21 --

NIA-r-·- --

NIA _

$684 .344 98

5452.049.43
$4%.261

_

Boulevard
Casino

I - - - - - - -- - - - - -- Counen2y
Chances

S74 .0<i3.!l81 .0!1

I

!)P,

$4 96 ,261 .98

S7.38li,:.!(i!l 48

$8B.9!i1 .876.63

·1

Chances
Cowichan ~ _GC
Casino of the

Cranbrcok

j
1

S2 ,060.91B.31

$2.778.356.08

I

2011 .

Opened
·1
November 2012
Previously k~~1~~ --i
.
as Coquillam

i -.

S802.261 21

S835.116.ml

$3.698,296.50

S784,409 54

S734.271 .49

$4.297,037.11

·- -11
-·

~

$1.365.120 22

$1 .178.631

$14 .215.7!'.i0.67

I

Opened Marcl1
2007. _ __

I

S11 .fl72.00!:•.45 [

I

S735.477.64 : Opened July

I Casino.

Courter.av CGC

Cov.ichan

$7.501 .6;>7 OS

I

!
,i

! 2007._ __ _

Chi!liwack

Coquittam

- - - - --,

Opened Jll ly

$3,798. 1502 2

~

Ktunaxa First

Nalion receives
a share al casino
revenue from this

Rockies

destination

. ..

·------Chances
- ---Dawson Creek
CGC
Chances Foil St.
John CGC
·- - Chances
Karnloops CGC

Fort St. John

·-·- -

Karnloops

----

i

$11 ,03/l.'135 04 j
I

$839,8061ll

S331, rn1 85

~
$5.7fl9,733.07 i Previously

i

S009,606 21

S947.:l0l:i 89

S1.938.165.32 ,

S541 .918.,1

S659.250.!18

S2 l.!l41, 132.11

$ 1.!}22,004.19

$1 .81 3.789 40

S25.S!I I ,!l2S.70

S!>.:ias.421.:m

$ 1,584 .603.0 5

S1,7:l:Uml.72

$9.302,828.16

S;>J!ili.429.!l!l

$4.f,73.31\3.09 , Opened
September 2007_._
$:l.1:l!l,355.01
Previously kncwn
as Enterprise

- 9.G~-

-- + - - - - -

· Ka'llloops

Lake City Cvsino

·· -·· ··- - ·Chances

Kelo\~na

known

as Bear Mountain :
' CCC.

- . - -~

----

Kel!)wna~GC

Kelowna

Lake City Casino

$27.502,801 .21

$2,036,332 36

$1 .976 .902 o:i

S'.l1 ,51fl,035.60

l.angley

Cascades

s :n o41,834.s 2

S5,ll75,;13G 04

$5,793,005 43

S~0.710.076.09

Casinc

~-Previously known
' as Langley
i Casino.

- - ---··· · ··-

Langley

Playtime
GamingCGC

S7./4 ,107.35

$132,254 .42

S129 ,59R 17

S5a!i,959.94 i Opened Octouer

Maple Ridge

Maple Ridge

S317.106.55

S786,696.43

S820.22024

S1 .9!.iG,00&.71

$645,946.03

S625.471 .02

S37..213,250.30

S2,350,304 .15

$2,431 .137.39

$1 .U?.4.023.22 ' Opened Oclober
•. __(._2q1_0.
S3,225,425.76 ; Opened August
1 2007,
S'.16.994 ,771 64

CGC
- ... .... - --Chances
Boardwalk CGC
·-------i---.c.-'--'-'-'-'-''--'-'-~
Nanaiino
Na:iaimo Casino
.

Mssion

( 2008.

- -

_ _

__

GPEB4330.0001
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Casino or
Community

City

Jul 1999 Mar 31, 2011

Gaming Centre
CGC)

New Weslmir.stcr
Royal City Star
- ·· - -·- - - ____ .!.~iv~r!?_o.i~ ....
New Westminster
Royal Towers
Casino
- -------+---=--- - - -New Weslmirn;ter
Starligt-,t Casino

Penticlon
Port Alberni

$31.288.316.65

NIA

NIA

N/A

$20.417.827.99

-

S21.033.456.68

Notes

Total to Date

$31.288.316.65

Closed
Q._ccember 2007. .

----·- ·--------

$11 .956,075.00

Lake City
Casinos Ltd.

Apr 1, 2012Mar31, 2013

NIA

$11.956.075.00

Closed
________ .. _ November 2005.

$5,780.230.26

55.701.45100

S31.899.510.Zt

$1,682.935.49

S1 ,594.349.90

S24.310, 742.07 !

-· - - --~-~~~~----------------------+------------Chances Rim
$1 .473.742.72
$449,781 .00 :
$426.859.32
S2.350,383.04 Oponed

•- - - --- . 1
Prince George

I

Apr1,2011Mar 31, 2012

.

Seplember 2007.

Reck

S254.384.44

Chances Good
Time Prince

Georae CGC
Prince George - -+-~
T=re""a'--sLC
ur'--'e"-Ccc.occ.v_e_

NIA
I

$24 .552.103.33 I

,.

I

NIA

______ ___ -- - --- ...
,.

Closed June

2009.

.. ·- ·-··· ·--- ·-··-

$2.622.414.80

S2.627.265 33

$254,384 .44

-·-- · -

$29.801 ,783.46

Casino

1

!

Hollywood
(changed name

I

- -------+----------·-----1
...
Prince Rupert
Chances Prince
S1.474.517.61
S403.647.26
1

. .... -·- ··-·-· ___ . 13!:!E~i:!~G<::_ . ..
' Quesnel

Ir·

I,

Billy Barker

...$7,0~~1~~~

Casino
...-- -·--· -- - ·---·-- ...... - ... S93.283,834.06
Richmond
River Rock

5424.801.14

_j_. -~--~~~~~~5~~~:~=~--5~~~~~~1
'

S14,803.715.52

$15,701.188.46

··-·- - -· - ·Surrey
Surrey

Newton Casino

Surrey

Newton CGC

Teuace

Vancouver

i

Chances
Boardwalk
_,.2.4.:.iamish ___
Fraser Downs

I

S289.537. 11

S230.631.03

·

S8,038.885621
S123.78!J,73!1.04

j

· as Richmond
Casino (changed
June 2004).
S757.318.27 Opened Feliruary

5237.150.13

?.010.
$21.651.497.83

52,677,900.06

52,997,760.46

NIA

NIA

$2.042.541.00
N/A

NI~

S973.247.55

Chances
Terrace

Gmnd Casino

S5 .199.559.00

Hastings

S3 .854.221 .11

!

5560.756.SG

- -----· - - - + - - - - - - - ·····
Edgewater
S33.234 529.38

Vancouver

S5.821.565.25

__ s_1~~-~~--s_o

$625.577 44

52.159.581.85

1

Ronaissanc:o

..

1r

1

1
·

2012

Opened January

S5.199.559.00 ' Closed.

NIA

..

l-

S1 ,214.566.60

'

S6.339.341 .80 ,
- - - - - - -· . .

l-_

;

S2.363.885.0a I

L~~;r~t

2009.
- -- _
56.084.757.33-+--S-45-.-14-0-.8-5-1-.9-6-i-i~'--"--'-

NIA
·-

54.590.768.00

S2.042,541.00 ' Closed.

________
1 ______

$i .270.554.09 !

Mandarin Gcntre

$27.727.158.37

S167,726.so

Vancouver
Holiday Inn
NIA
S10.530.664. 79
--------+-=Casino
_ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ - - - · -· ___ _

Vancouver

_

r Previously known

I _______ ____ - ··· . -··- - -·- ·---·· -·.

Vanccuver

Vanccuver

September
2004). _.

···- ·- _ . . ·- -S2.302.966.01

Casino

Squarnish

--.

.

Previously known
as Casino

·- .. NIA

NlA

NJ•\

N.'A

NiA

- -·

·-

. -

• - ·1

S10.530,66~.79 .• Closed .
$4.590.768.00

j

Closed.

S2.363.885.00 ···c1osod .

f a~i.lJ.0 •• .. ••. .. •
Ho)'tl! Diamond
•. __ ... _____ Casi.no ..

, V,:mcouver

S1.286.517.00 ' Closed .

NU\

lake Cily Casino

S18,353,461.36

i
I

S2.000,788.15

S22.302.019.58

NIA [:

NIA

$930.336.00

S1 .947.770.07

• I

Victoria

S:'.!30,336.00

Mnyfair Casino

Closed

Decembe; 2001.

I

; ViewRoy.:il
l.
\,'/ells
Williams Lake
_ Grand Total

· 539.537,961 .62

Vie~v-11.oynl

..9~.~Jn.~----·- - ·
Jaclt o' C!ut,s
G_af!1ing Hnll_

~~~,1 Point
.. __ -·

---- ---

54.195.788.12 '

·-· · ··· _____ _;

S72.462.00

·- -5689 ,976,729 731

$47,677.525.27

- --·- ·--··' ·- ·- ·- · -·- ·-··· --·· ··

N!/\ ·

. . . _,_
S3 .265.070.81 ;

S4,1~2.775.53

.

.

!

s5_1_9_1__0~_-_._95__~~--s-5_,_9.~~-~~: L
S83,133.003.58

S12.462.00

Nil\ ;

~~-371~~~~

. . _ . .. .

~~~.48~-~47.47

.. j

Seasonal Closed I
, _Sep_tmnb_er 2CC5 ..

!

._54.42~-~87.56 ; ____ ...

L

I
- ,

J. _

..

I
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ISSUE NOTE

•

Responsible Cambling Progrnms

B.u.:k~ri >utH.l:
•

( ;m•crnmcnr h:1s publidy commi11nl that c11un~dling sn,·ict·s f"r g:imliling \\'ill bL" ,l\·ai.;tbk1'< > t·n·t)'c

•

>Ile whc > 11l:cds them. \\'ith, 1L1t \\'aitli:-rs .

Tlw gnv,:rmm:nt nf It<:. :md

B<:I.<: an: committt·d

lc> t·nsuring rhnr g:tming in

cundtKtt·d with inrcgrir~· :tnd thar ~1ming ('\"l'IHS :ind prnduct:< :m: offered in
rt·sp, 11:;,;ibk mn1111cr.

;t

B.( :. i,;
socially

•

Thl· Pr, n·incl·'s R(.·sponsihlc ( ;:imhlin!,!; Str:negy prnm, >ti::- rt·sponsibk· pr~u:, icL':< ti •r 1host·
\\·h11 chou:-l' 10 g:imhk and :ibn pr, iddt.·:-- :1s:<israt1cL' for those affectnl hy proh!...•m gamhling.

•

Thl' s1ra1,·gy\ thrt'l" g11:d:-- and suppnrting ol:it·ctin·s .m·:
c, ( io:tl 1 • • Crt·a!t' public awan:nt·ss of risks n:--:--oci:itl'd with gambling
,:., ( ;u:11 2 - I )din-r gambling in a way d1ar t·1H:1 >ur:,g,::-- rt·sponsihk ~tmhling and
int< nmcd ch, >in·
, ; ( ;oal ., • - Pre,\ idl· lrl·:1t111cnt :111d suppon r" thnst· :tfft·Ctl·d hy probkm g:tmhlin~

•

Th(.· lh·sp, insibk ( iamhling Srr:Ht·~~~ nfti:rs tlw ti ,1111,\·ing initiarin·s:
,:, . \lkcrtisin,:.>, and Rcspon:-:ibk ( ;:unbling ~l:tlltlart!s for rht• B.C :. g:11ning industr~ .
. \ tll't\\'< ,rk nf ( _;:tmt·~t·n,t• \d\'isnrs prrn·idt·s n·sp11n,ihk g:imhling infor111:1tio11 and
•J

, .,

"l'l'\'in:s to p:nrnn:,; :11 :ill c:1,-inos :ind sonw co11m11:11it~· g:,minµ cent res :1cr, iss lU :.
~ r:111J:1rdizl'd re:-pnn,-ihk and prnhh:m g:11nblin1~ :l\\':trt·ncss n ·s1,11n:c:-- ;111tl progr:1ms
li:l\'t' lilTl1 dl•Ydopnl to cducite all :1gL'o- fr, >In elt·nwnt :1ry sd111cil chi!dt(.'Jl to senior:<.
Tht· (iam__iCJ. an iPad li:isnl nluc:lli<>n progr:1m dl·si?,nt·d :<pecific:111~· f,ir n>lll'g(.' :md
1min-rsity studl·nt:-. In 211 1.2, :1 s,x,111t! \Trsi,,n nf this pr"~ram was nudl· :l\·aibhk t"
high :<chools through"ul till· prndnct'.
. \ tll't\\'lll'k of d inic:11 cout1:<dl11rs located tl1wughnut ;lw pr11,·inct· uft"'i:r s11pport
:--l·n in·:-- for imli\·iduak cuupk::, f:tmilit·:: :tnd gmups.

'.'>

• 1·etl'phc ,1w

:rnd , ml rc:irh

:;t'IYicl':-

help 1, 1 scn·t· pt·• •pk in rem, >te c, 1mnnmiriu;.

GPEB4330.0001
GPEB4330.0024

'l'u impm,·<.· ac<.:t'ssihili ry, an inrcnsin· our -p:nicnr rrcarmL·IH program (Dis<.:m·cr~
Progr:1111), h,1;-; ht·rn t·:,panc.kd ,11 t,,·,) lncat.i, ,n, (rht· Lower r-.IainbnJ and \',mcouv.·r

bland).

,..,

,•

Culrur:ill:· n·k,·ant resource::. programming and trc:unwnt conrimt{' to be dc,·d, ,ptd
and ddiH'l'L'd \\·ith tht· acsi:-rancc o f ::pl'ci:dizcJ :;L·n·icL' prnndcr:-.
\ ,wwly upd:1tcd B.C. Rt•::pon::ihk• and Prohkm <;ambling Program \\'1.·b:-d11.-, whkh
is :l kl'y t1.•:;1>L1t-c1.· f, ,r British ( :olwnbi:111:s :;1.:1:kinµ: inf, ,rrnat i, in ab, iul the program and
its sen·icc~. ,,·:1s hunched in th e ~pri ng , 211 12.

,r

•

( ;111-:ws budget f, ,r the RPC pmgr:1m t; ll'

~I) 1.1 / I ➔ j,; :3(,. 1I

million

B< : l .C., Respnnsihk <;an,1.lJJ.i11..1-::Pn.)~~r:rn2

•

•

( ;:1111t·St"11s1..· is Bl :1,( :'s r1.·,p<>nsihk- gambling pn igram. tit-signed r, > gin ph1~·1.·rs tlw
infom1:1tio11 they llt'l'd t!I pl:1:, n·spnnsihly :rnd rnn1wc1 rht·m 10 :l\': lil:ihlc rcsnmn·s if1'11e\'
fL·d thL·~· lll'L'd hl'lp with rlwir gambling.
( ;:111wSL't1Sl' inch1dL·s a numhL·r , ,t in iria l irl'S 1, > pr, ,m, >tL' n ·sp, m:-ilik- g:1mhli11g:
r:,

St:tffl'll ( ;:urn·Sc1N· l11 ti1r111:11in11 ( :cntn·s in all c;1si11ns :111d sdf scrn · ki,1sks in
L'-Olllllllllli I~ ~~:lllli 11 ~\ CL'll l l'l'S .

o

lnf,1rm:t1ion , J11 rh ,· 1,dds o f winni111~· •>ll all typt',-. ufg:1111L·s is :1Y:1il:lhk in Sl'\'L'f'!ll
langt1:1p;L'!, :111d is \\ idel~ arnil:tlik al l :1:-i nc l', and 1111 llw Cia111l'Sl'n·,,· \\ ,·li~i tc:
\\'\\'W,).!:lllll'Sl'llSl'. t':I .

t,

'~' .\pprnpri:ltl' Rt·sp, ,n~L· ·1r:tining ,r :ill gamin~,. st:1t"L \\ hid1 pr1.·p:1n·:-- I~< ·1.1: staff aml
SL'ITicc

0

pr,,, ilkr,:'

l ' l11pl,

'> 1.·,·s r,, a,,,is:

.\ \'olu111:1l') Sd() :\.dusi, >ll

pb~l'Ts.

(\ 'SJ :) pr11r/:llll in

ClSill<>S,

l'"llllllll llily f'.:llllill,! n ·ntr<.·:--

and bingo h:1lls, a~ \\L'll :is Pia~ i\.ow.cnm.
c

c

.\uronutic1II) L''.cludi11,~ 1wnpll· from Pia~

"l<>\\ .cnm if thl·~ h:n l' self l' \. l l11dcd from
focility -l>asn\ g: unlil ing.
·1 ·cchnnln~•-~ i1111< ,, ;lli11ns tn support t hc \'St -: pro;,.r:1111 (l'..l',. lin ·nn· platt· l'<'l'ngniti, >ll ,
linking II) sr:l!l11L'I'=- 10 tlw \SI ·: d:11:ih:1Sl.').

•

B< :l .( : is inwsring ~ .) .(1 1nillic ,n in its rt·sp, 111:-: ihh: ga111liiing pr ,j,1:1111 Ii ,r .2111 _.. , / 1-1.

•

Bl :u: is \\'<irkin; to i111 pkmn1t pn· t·11mmillllL'll l options !":ir sln1 111:tchinl· pl:n l'I':<

1

1,

its inl'(:Sttnl.'lll in Ill'\\'<. ;an1in,~ \l :u1:1gl'm1.·n1 S~ :-:ll'111.
horh time :ind 111, ,m·y spent pl:iyi11g.
•

part (If
This \\'ill :11!:1w playl'rs I<> ~t'I !i111irs on
:1:-:

In 1..·arly 20 I~ BU ,c'. :iml <. i PLH p:l r l m·rnl \Yil h Ii, l' cnmmunitil':- anu:-s thl' Prn\·ince rn husr
lh•sptln:-ihh· (;a111hling .h\·art'lll'SS '.\l11nth. Thl' lll:ll'llll<.'l' l'\'l'l11 \\:ls :1 major :tnnwd

inkn1:tri,mal cc>nkn·nn· tkd ic:ltnl

•

1

1t1

rl'SJl"nsihk f,a mhlin.~:-

>H'l'lll11l'llt and B< :J ,I: h:l\' l' commit ll'd S~ milli, >ll , >\'l'I' tin· year:< r, 1 suppnrt t hL·
<.·st.1hli~hmcnt ,1f thL· ( :l'!llrl' t, ir <. ;ambling Rt·st"ard1 :ll rill· l ' nin·r:-:ity of British Columbia
(l.' B< ). l · H( : will rl·n·i\ l' ~ 1 111illi, m in Ih1.· first ~ 1.·:1r and S.2:-0,f IIH I in L':tch <1!' t hl: sulis1.·1..1ucn r
yl':lrs. 'J'hi:-: fundi:1g is from f,1rft·itl·d pl'i:t.~' \\·ini1i11gs und,:1· th1.· \ 'SI •: prngr:1111 (\ 'SE
indi,·idu:i ls arc indigihk for j:;ckpot pri:t.t·,-).
( ;l
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•

•

Ti1t· n ·ntrt· \\ ill t.:•> nduct t'L''.'. ,:ard1 "11 t:1c.: :,nt.:i:d :111d behaYi 1 H:1l a~pc-:1 ~ (lfgamhlin;I. 10 lidp
in r·, >rm :1n1.! :1dYnnci: re:-p( insibk :-in1.l pr, ,bkt11 µ,:m1b!inµ prl'n·nric ,n p, .,]ic:: and pn ,gr:irn ming
in B.C, as ,,·d i ns in (lthcr rL·gi, •ns , ,f 1::1t1ad:1 and intt:rn.11 i, inalh-.
l · B<: will u~c the funding r, > c, ,, l'r , ,pc.:rati.,n.d c.: :-pc.:nsl·;,; t', ;r th1.• c1.•1Hrt·, infr:1strucrnr:i.: and
n·s1.·arch cc.:ntn: sr:iff

D,:·c i~i,.l ll r,·quirL·,:: F n r l.n!'11rm.ni,m Only

•
•

L· B<: i., in th<.: pmcl'SS , ,f hiring :1 dirl·crur l•, lc:,d tht· <:1.:ntrc.:. Thi: n1.·,,· centre is l.'~:pl·ctc.:d co
lK· llJX:r:uional in f,111. 20 l.1.
B( J .(: is i.n th1.· procl·ss , ii l:nmd1ing n ti >lie >w .. ur four.. ,·,.:nr ]ongitllllin:1.l stu1.ly , ,f !ht.: \ '~I ·'.
prc>gr:im.

•

BCJ .C h:1,: suhmitr1.•d nn npplic:iri, >11 to r1.·nc,,· irs l .cn.:I -~ :1ccr1.•1.fo:1ti<>11 from till'\\', ,r!J
I., >ttl'ry .\s,:, ,ci:tri1,n (\\ ·1.. \ 1, which t'L' C< ,gnizcs 1.·xcdknc1.' in r1.·spunsih k gambling
progr:1mmi11g. Rc:;ulr~ :ll'L' expcc.:ll·tl in b r1.· _lul~·.,-'t·arl~· \ugusr, 21 I1-L B< '.I .C fir:;r :ichitn-d
ac-crt·d iw tinn in 2ll IO.
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1\-tinistry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

111 >1',-l' Rac.:ing

Back!..?round:
( ;i.:neral
•

Britii;]1 <:, 1lumhi:1 ',; h, >l'~l' rncing indn,;tr~· cnmrihutl's S.1:11 I million 1 tn till· prn,·incc..•'s
l'Cun, Hny and prn,·idc..·s more..· rh :111 ' ,-lllO pc..•t1pk with appn ,xinrnrcl>· .),(1111 J full tinw
l'lllliY:l <:IH jt1hs.

•

l lorsc rncing in JU:. is rq.~ulatcd under thl' ( ;aming ( :ontn ,I \ct by tlw ( ;aming l'<>licy and
I'. nfore<..•nwnr Hranch (CPU~)- \s p:nr ot irs :1c..-ri,·iric..·:-:, (iJlLH c..k-n·l,,p:-- fair .1nd :1ppr"pri:l!v
rub, :ind puliv ic..·s 111 help c..·n:--urc..· th,: h, •r~c..· r:tcin~~ indu,;tr>· i, c()ndu,·rc..·d :ind m:111:1µyd t':1 irll'
:mc..l with intn~rit\'
•'
..

•

Those..: who \\'c,rk in or proYidc..: :-:c..·n·icl'S t,, the..· hnr:.c..· r:tring illlhistr~· 11111st lw rcgis tl'rl.'d with
and licc..·nsec..l In (; Pl :.B l'l, cnsurl' rhc..·y tnl·c..·t high srand:1rds oi hi lllc..·,ty, i1rn:gri1y, and fin:tnci.,l
rc..:spc ,nsihilir:·.

•

Thcl'l' :in: 1,,,, l·•>ll"1ll'l'.: ia l I,, ,r,;l· mn: tracks (I fas ring:- RacL·c, ,ursc, in \ ·:111coun:r. anJ h-:1sn

l )nwns Rac..:ctrack, in Su1-rcy) :ind thrn· commuuiry c..·n·nt rr-:icks (in \'l·rncin, Princeton and
( )S()~ ' (ll

>:-),

o .\II arc..- th,mmghhred tracks c..· :-;cc..·pt h-:1sc..·r Downs. wh ich is :<t:1nd:1rdbrL·tl.
Thl· lwo u>mnwrc.:i:11 \J::tcks han· rnsinos co -loc:1tnl in thl'm h·asc..-r Downs fc..·:1tl1JT::-!ot 1u:id1im·:-o and table: ~atnl':-, :inc..l I !:isling:- li::1lurt·s slot n1.1d1inc..·s only.

•

'l\n·nry thn·l· rdcd1catrcs in JU :. prl'Sl'llt sirnuka:-1 satl'Ilitc hro:1dc:1sls o f hnrst· r:1cc..-s nlll al
lnc:1., t1;1 ti: 1nal. anti imc..:rn:1tiun:1l trad,s . Tdc..·thc..•arn· B< : 01wrar1.:,-; 2 1 H:k1he:1tn·s, and the..( ircat ( :anadi,u. <;amin~ Curpor:itillll 11pnat1:s tlH.' 1L'ic..·tl1L·:1trc..· :tt c..·:1d1 of l·r:i:-l'I' D11wm: .ind
lbs1in?,S-

•

l n l"l'L"c..•111 ~ c..·:ir-; w:1,~c..-ring :11 r.1cl' tr:1ck:- :rnd tc..·IL·thc..•:\lrt·=- in British ( :olnmhi:1 h:1s rangnl from
51(111rnillin11111 :s1:--n millin11 :llll' ll', dh.

•

Tilt· IU :. imlust r> is h ....-:n·ily d..:pl.'l1c..k11t

simulcast rc..·,·cmtL'S. I11t·11ml· fr()lll sirnuka-< t
wagnin~ :ict·11ur11s ti,r more..· t li:in <J~ )WI' n·tH ,i f tht· monc..·~ usc..:c..l tn ::upporl b1 •r~c..· rncing ir!
the..· pr, n·inn·: nnl~- c..·ight pl'r tTnt i:- tlll' rc:-ult of lin· racing.
011
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lnJi.NtT R1.·,·irnlizarion
•

In responsL' to declining horse 1·:tcing rl'n·nucs

O\'t:r

the b:-.t <lc:c::idl'. inJu:;tt·~- organizations

n:t1uestcd that tht· Pnn-irn.: t· raki.: stq1s to hdp sr:1b ili7:c and rt·,·ir:ilizt• racing in H.C.
•

Till' Prn,·inct, cn::tteJ rht: B.C. I lnrsc Racing Industry .\lanagtt11t·nt C:ommittct· in r\on·mbcr

2U(l<J. Tht· cnmmitn::t·. which i1H.:ludl's kading horst· rac.:ing industry and liusin1.•,.;s cxpt·m. is
m:111d:1tt·d t, i pri 1Yidl' srr:Hl'~ic direeti, m. dl'cision m:1ki11~~ rind bt1si1wss k adership to guidt•
the indu::11·,·. in its t'ft~>rt tn ht-come fln:111cialh. st:tl>k ,uh! sustain:1hlc.
•

:-;inn: thl' (~q mmitru: ht·~;nn irs fonnal im·•>h·1·11w1u in.J:111u:1ry 2 0111. it h:1s impkmenrcd a

nwnher uf changes I h:11 h :1 \ ·l· str,·ngllil·nnl hor"l' raci11:-'. in IU :. Jr has :ib,, g:1incd :1 ck:irer
undnsranding nf thL· challl.'ngcs fac.:ing tht: industry. and id1:miticd next stL·p, Ji >r tht\
c, 1111inued Je,·ciopml'lll , if dfcctl\T lmsint·ss pr:1L:llcl·s. \.( >t:1blr. the in1 r< ,ducti, >tl : ,f :1
m:1 rkl·tin!!, fond in :2ll I 1 h:1s re:--ultcd i1 in crc:1scd :1ttn1d,111cl· .ind \\':\;';l'ring nt Ii\ 1.· rai.:ing
1.' \' t'lll~.

•

·1 lw committee h:is I<•rll:-.l·d, >11 nl·:11 in,,. :1 s11stai11:1l>k :111d tr:1nsp:1rn1t ln1s:m·ss 111< ,tld 1ha1
bl·!ldlls lht· cnt irl' industn . '!'ht m:1in an·as t:1r.t :l'll'd f<>r impmn·ml'tll h:1,·t· hn·n
go,·Prn:1nn•. c11st t>fficil·nril•,; in npn:\ l i, ,ns. m ·,,· rn l'll ll t· init i:Hin·s and imprn\' ing phy1.·r
interest and p:irt1cip:1ti"11 i11 It<:. ltt,rsl· r:1ci11g :ind \\':tt'.l'l"ing . T11 hdp di-in· its :wlidt·ics nm! .

tkcisi11ns. the (2c,mmitt,T n,1 1sull s :1,.;-:,11·i:1ti,,11s. 1111ners, lr:1i1wrs. l1e't11rs. tr:1ck l'll1pliiyn·s.

t!H.· lr:ick npt•r:1t1 ,r and 1>1lwr inH·n•,: t<-d st:1k1·li,1ltkr,; d1r11ugli,111t dw pri,,·i11n·.

•

.\11-:-nL1rn·~ wagl'ring nn Jin· ral·i n;\ al

ilil· I\\ ... I.<>\\ l"l'

\binbnd ra<.T tr:1d,s slin,1 n! si~~11ilil:an1

incre:tses in 2012 (up ~7.<, 1wr n·111 , >n·r 201 I ). t ln• r:t!I r, ·n·mll" tn·rnb n>111i11111· l<> 1h·dint\

and g,in:nlllll'l\T :-uppnrt i-. s1 ill nn·clnl tn s1ahili:r.1· tl w i11 dusn _1 :md build, 111 pr- •~•.ress m:1tk·
to d:11e.
ri l l ' t>ri ,,·inn.";; lit1:1nci:il ;;11pp11rt i:-: l",.:li1n:1tnl :II $IO 111illin11 (n:L11nl to
rc.:n·rn11:::: from 1."a:-i111 )~ ni lnc11nl nt l las1in,t\~ and 1-"tasL·r 1)01,ns).

•

( ;oing forward,

•

'l 'Jw I lo1~t• )being lndustr~· :\l:111:l)',l"llW!ll ( :, ,111mit1n· i:-: prcp;1ring :1 l"l'J'' ,rr ,,11 1lw lws: C:l:-l'
f11r 111:1king hor:-l' r:1cin, •. su,-1ai11:tl1l1· in llriii:-:h < :ll]u111l,i:1. .\ c11n:s11l1 :1t i1111 dr:11"1 ,, f tli l· rqmrl
\\':l :- rckased to industry ,-1:;kd,.,]tl.-rs 011 .\pril I ~. ~Ill 1. ·1lw C:rnnmiltlT i., :-dwdu\·d 1,,
n:k-:l~l' it~ lti1:1! ll'pnrl follo\\'ing l he t:011sul1 :11i, ,n:-:, it I sw111rn·r .2fl U.

Ill'!
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Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE

•

.\Jministrncinn I if thl' ( ;aming ( irant Prngrnm by the \linistr>· of 1-:nergy. ~fines and '.\atural
Cas (L\l:\C) am] tht: \Iinistry of C11mmunity. ~!1' irt and Culturnl DL'\Tloptm·m (< :s<:D).

•

In 20 L2/ 15, the ( iaming Policy and F.nforcl'mL'llt Branch (CPEB) di:mihutl:d ~1.1.3 tnillinn to
apprm:im:1t1.:ly 53110 non-profit organizntinm. h111Js ,vt·rc <lisrributcd to organiz:itions within
the following six Sl'Ctors: human and soci:ll :-t·n·iccs, public safoty, at:t and cuiturl', :--pun,
cnYironmem. au<l Parl'nt .\dyisory Cnuncils (P:\Cs) and Di:-trict Parent .- \c.h-isory Councils
(DP.\Cs).

•

Dl'ci:--ions rL·garJing digibility and grant apprt ,,·al an.: IhL· n.:spt insihility t ,f CS( :I) and han been
sinct· .\pril 21l1 I. <:SCD n.·n·in:s the budget :dl1>cation for the ~rants. (Pn·dously rl11:st· function:- :111d the administr;tti,in of the pr, ,gram •·· \H.'Tl' tlJL• rc:--p,,nsibility of GPl ·'.B.) ( ;pJ -:B continues
to hl· n:spon:-;ihk for the admi11isrr:11ion of the progr:itn, including fin:111ci:d o,·<.:rsigh1, audit. IT
st·n·icl·s, :111J co1vor:11t· :mpport. (. ;rant:; srnff and :1dministr:ttion n:m:1in with C.; Pl ;.It

•

.-\ml·mlmcnts to tlw Caming (:qnttol .\ct :i ml rcgubtion \H'l'l' inrrodun·d in .\pril 2012 to rn:ict
thi:-- sharcll t'l':--ponsihility. Thl' :tnll'ndtnt·nts, including one that ,.;tipul:Hc:, that the communiry
1!:11ni11t1. '.,~• rant prol>r:1m
rc1)01"ts t<1 tw• >. \ssi:;rant l kputr. \lini:--tl'r:; (.' \D\ls), were indmkd in the
,._
2012/ I.~ hudgct bi!I. I : \I:\(; h:1:; kgisb it·d autl1t •rity 1, > tli:--trihutt· tlw grants based 011 a set, if
critl't-i:1.. Existing kgislat-ion tloL·s not prohibit tlw crit1.-ria from b,:ing t.·stabli:;lwtl outside dw
mini:--try. CS< :n aml I ·'. .\ I:\(; (.'()t >pt·ra t e throughout thl· gt:\111 eligibility proct:ss .

-~
•

.\ puhlic rc,·il'\\' (an111 lllllt:t•d in July 20 I I hy PrcmiL·r < :h1i;;1y Clark aml c1 inducted h~i11tkpe1\\knt :l(kisor Skip "1'ripktt) of th1: cnmmunit ~ ;~a min~ gr:111! progr:t:n l'X:t:ninl'd the rok
of gun·mme:11 in allm·ating g:1ming rl·n·1111c t, > B.( :. t'. otnmtrnitic::. Input was sought ant'.
l'l'Cein·tl fn,m ch,ltitic:--, communiiy llll'tnht'ts, indu:--try rL·prL-:--l·nt;1tin·s and ],,cal gmTnltrn.:nt.
:\l r. Triplet, prm·itkd :1 final rt-pt •n. including n·comlllL'lltht i1Jn~. i-o gon·rn1m·111 011 ( kt. 1 I.
:;o I I.

•

( )n lanu:in 11. '211 I J. Prl'mier ( :hrist\· ( :lark ;11111, >1111Ct·d th:tt the J>rO\·incc had incn·asnl ~:11ni1w
grat;ts by Sl S million to :1 total o(S I 35 million, lwginning in the ~tll 1/ I 2 fisc:ll year. .\t ; hc s:11~~l'
timt.:, tii11di11g \,·as n ·in:;t:ttl·tl for dig:hk adult art:-- and spot'ts 1 ,rg:.niz:tti•ms, cm·ironme11;:1l
1,>T<>up:- anJ :rnim:11 ,n.- lfan: :ii~encil·s.

•

( ;]>J-:B i:; a ,·it:il link in the admi11istr:1ti,m of tilt' conum1nity gaming grant progr:1111. I )diH·n· of
the.· grants tak<.:s pbcl' in many stagl':;, from th<.: :tlljudic:1tio11 :ind prnt.:t'.Ssing t>f applit.::llio!l:- tti tht·
dq,o:-it ot funds by computt·r. The funds thcmsdn•:,; :tl'l' rontl·d frnm BC:I .C Yi:1 :1 cu:--tomizetl

GPEB4330.0001
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computcrizc:d joL1rnal ,·ouchcr s~·stem. Thc cmin: process is lab,mr inkmin· :111d rcqum':-- the
p:micuhr c~pt·rtise of V}I rious smff kams. \!1Jte spccifically:

., · (;Pl]~ pto\·idt·s thL· p;r:1nt program's application, p.1ynwnt and r(•rorring function s:
,. Tht· gaming µ.ranr prn;,:.·r:un is inrL·µrntL'd into C;p 1-'Jl's computvr dar:1h:1:--L'

s:.stL·m,

( ;amin~ ( lnli!ll' :,.;L'lYiCt.:S ((;( )~):

,, c:,;cn's s us miihnn fun<lin~ allutllll'nt llC>\W from the: 11( ' l.urtl'I'\' Corp11 r:lli1>n\

n·H·llt1L's to< ;pJ -:irs hn:tncl.'. DiYisio11, \\'hich di s1rilrntL's Ila: gran ts 10 c.:t1mmuniry
organizations thro u~h ( ;< )~;

,- (; Pl •:B's 1-'in:,n,L' Di,·ision was tL'C< 1gnizl'd as I.win.~~ s1wci:1l1~ <.·t1uippnl n, distrihutL'
$(> 18K in gaming funds f(lr rnnlricultLil':.li:,m g1·:111t:- 1111 bv!wli <,( thl' \linistcr , >f ~ta IL";
,

(; Pl J\ crL'arnl :111d mainrnins rht· g-,\mi11~>: gr:111r:-- WL'h p:1,t~c:,;:

,

(jPEH 's .\m!i1 Division audits gr:rnts admini:-t\.·rL·d I,~· (;jll:.I',. :ua\. undLT:--t:1mling thl:
program a~ it d1 >l':<. i;-; unk1L1d~ pc •~ilic ,nnl t,, d,, :--, ,: and

,, ( iJ>l·'.B's lnw:-tigarion~ Di\'ision d<.':1!:- with crirnin:il :tcti,·il\ afti.•c ti11g the grants
prngr:1m. :i.nd sim1larh-, i:i uni{1ud 1: plac{·d 10 d,, ~, >.
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Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE

•

.\ nti .\font•~- L:rnndering

Background:
•

·111c \finisrr~· remains com mined tn managing g;1ming :ictiYitil•~ rn prort.•ct tlw public in tl'rt·st

and t•n:-ut<: puhlic s:ifoty. Ir i~ working with thl' g:uning indust:-y to pn·,-cnt crin1inal
tn kgitimiZL' illegal proCl'L'd~ of crime in g-.uning fncilitit•:; in the prndnct·.
•

attL·mprs

B< :1 J: ha:; a comprchL·n~in· anti-mnncy laumkring program in pbct• an<l i:; committ1:tl co
c,mtinuom: improYCl11L'nt and c1 ><>pL·r.ition with ( _; PFB and ntht·r stakd1okkrs.

•

brg<.' nlhl!lH.'~ of mnnL'Y· including lnnk:;, cnuld hL' targeted by
niminab . .\11 gaming iodustr~· stakd10kkrs i11ch1di11g BCl.C. sn,·in· pmYitkrs and c;pf-:H
remain ,·igihrnt to tht·:-c attt·tnpts anJ. in co-operation with the RC'.\! P and local poliL:c,
con ti1111e tc) rl·pott and dL·tcr thes<.' acti,·itit•s.

•

J·acilit~· b:i.sc<l gaming gt·m.:ratL·d S 1.6 billion in gross rcn.·nnc (net win) in I:y I'2/ 13. It
remains primarily a <.::ish based business in B.C.; limn·, L'l', ( ;p1~B and BC:L< : ha,·i· takl·n
signilic:tllt mcasurcs to reduce this rdi;H1Cl' 011 cash.

•

In '.?O I l. tlw Prm·incc c111mnissi111ll'<l a rc,·il'\\' to l'X:1mi1w current :mti moncy Ln111t.lcrin~
practiel'S in H.C gaming fadlitk-:-:. 'l'hl' tl·,·icw intL·mlcd tu dL tl·rmit1l' what anti tnonl·~·
l:tumkri11~ policit·s, practict·s a11d stratcgin, :m: in pbcc :it B.C_'s ~amin~ facilitil's and
idrnrilit·d opportunirit·s to stn:ngtht·n thl· t•):is ring anti -mom•y hrnndL•ring n.:~itm·.

:\II organization:; tlrnt

111,111:ig-1:

0

•

•

•

Thl' n.Tit..'\\' found that HU.<: and it~ opcr:m>r~, with •>\"t•r:-:ight :u1d guitl.1ncc frum (,J>EB.
l'lllplo~· st:indanl :ind apprnpriatt- anti-molll'Y l:mndcring stratL·gics. :\111witbt:111di11g these
11w.1::urt·s. the n·YiL'\\' made r<.·commend.Hiom t,, hoth BU .C and ( ;pJ J~ for oppurtuniries t o
lltrtl1l'?' strengthen :111t·i-tncllH"~· l:i11mkring cfti,rt s.
I\, >th (; l>J-:B and B< :1 .(:.in C(>1>pl'r:llir.,n \\·itl1 gat11ing sc:Yit:I.' pn,, iJl·r,;, lu\-l' lk-\'dl>pL·d and
impktnl'll!l'd new ml'astu·L·s that a<lJrcs:; rhi.: recnmmcndatillllS "fthL· rcpt>rt, with :1 focus on
mo,·in!.',, rhc imlustn. aw:l\. from a reliance <lll c1sh.
1:.·,ampk:-: of initi:uin:-: indmk:
( ;re:itn ccm\Tnience in :-l'lring up J>;ttru11 ( ;:,ming 1:11!1<.l (J>(; I·) :\ccount~ fo :· pb~-crs

u
'..J

1-:::..: pamkd b11y--in options (sw:h a~ u:;L• nf :1 Lk-hit card ) tn pr11\'iLk :tltL·rn:ili\ L'S w ca:, h .
l>ur--ins
KeYi:-t•d p()licil'!i and p tllCl·dme:; for is~tl:l!l(l'
C:binu chCl!lll'S

or
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•

.\ number ofpt,!icy chan?,L'S h:wc hL•t:n m:1dc, such as prm·iding more common electronic
lkposit npti<>tb aihl alln\\'ing player:- tn tr:insfrt· \·crificJ \Vin;-; nr rhL· amount of their ori~inal

bu:,·-in back t, 1 imn tb,:ir b:111k :Kcoun;. C:ish--frel' hu:-·-in options ar,· now a\ :1 ilabk for larp,c
rn!Ul: 1-ransactions. which prm·iJL· an aJdL·J com·cnicncc ior pbyl·rs whik- alignin~ with :rnli mrnlL':" blnKk·:ing ])l•st practices.
ch:inµL'S lwlp tti L'1H.'Ouraie rl~l' l1Sl' 11f c 1sh fnT :iltt:rn:11in:,, fo r l:trgt· \·:1h:c tr:ms:11.:tions
\\'hilc deterring rriminal acri,·ities :1ntl L·nh:1111:inr~ pl:1rcr SL'curity.

•

·111l'Sl'

•

The ~I inisnf s :21 l !.1 / I,i • 211 l 5/ l (i SL·n icL' Plan ha,; a pcrf.,rrn:1nc.:L· mc.1smt· i11tcr1<.kd ro
furrlwr shift tlw in-Instr\" from cash t1~111s:Kti1111s 1, i L'h:ctronic m<:t!HJd:- for funds :1cc.:css
within casinos.

•

In thL' t1pcomi:1g :l':lr, !W I .C will he :1na l\'si11;1 t11l' factors 1h:11 contrilmll: In hi~h rnrrl·nc>
k\·cls at c1.:n:-,i11 g:1111i11g l:1L:ili1il·s and will In· L' ); pl .. 1i ng oppo nunitil'S 1'11 itK.l'llt playl'rs ro \ISL·
altcmatiYc:- to cash.

•

"llll\Tl' i:- nn~oin;; d i:tlngut· wit \1 tht· p, 1lin· 111· j11risdic1in11 :md thl' Pro\·incial and J-'l'lkral

rlH" ~,.,unin~•. husint·s~. \\·here thr
risks lie as \\Tll :1s kl·epintt tlll'lll ahrt•:1s1 ut' plans 10 lkter :ind dl'!L'C t an>· ni111i11:1\ conduc t
:issllcialL'd to /!<lll lit1~; in thl· pr11vi11n·.
RC\lP in ord\:r

I<> l'!l:<tll'L'

t ho,;L· ,tgl'ncin, lwrn-r lmders1 :111d

Fl :--:TRAC pcnalt~:
•

On June 15, 2.t)(tl, Ht :1.1; n·u·i\l·tl :1 nut in· of \·ioblion frllm IT\fflt\< . ad\ islll)!_ ::,(i<J_')} :i!l in

.\dminisrrntin· \111n l'l:1r: l\·n:1lti,·s (.\.\I Ps_) \\ llllld bl· lnil'd against thl· \'I >rp11r:lti, lll for I, ms
Yiolations of tbl' Pn 1cn ·d:,; of ( :rime (\)1 •tW\ I ~n1mkri11g) and ·1'nn,rist l·inancing .\er. 'J'lw
adrninistr:itin: p enal! , i11d 1alnl Yiol:itions l'l·l:1l nl to d<:l:1y:- iu tili ni: report s and ckric:11
l'l't< >t:-.

,ip]w:tl of thl' pl·t1:dt:- k-Yil·d Ii~ l·l~'J'R .\< : in thl·
Tnronro rc:gistr> <,f Ilw l :l'dt•1-;tl ( :ourt on a m1111lwr 11f gr< >tmds.

•

On Oct< ibl•f 2'). :!Oltl, BU .( . fikd

•

In September 2111 I. lht· l k parttt!l'nt of Justin·. acting 011 lwh:1lt' nf Fl'.\:' ( R \( :, proYidcd
BCl J: with a di~,d, >~un· p:1ck:1gl· and detl-rtn inl'd Ih:1I I :i2, ,f Ilil· alk-gnl \ il 1la1 i, in~ were nnl
vio!ation:,; :inti rt·dlln·d the admini:-tratin: l\1Cllld,iry pL·11:1lty h:, $'7 (,,il(,t l.

•

No c.fatl' ha:; ht:L'll

:il'l

:111

..

ti 1r tlw lwarirn• .
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Ministry ofEncrl-..''Y, 1\fincs and Natural Gas
Gaming Policy .u1d Enforcement Branch

ISSUE NOTE

•

1-ir:-r \.atinn,; and ( ;:,ming in Briti:-d1 ( :oh1mhi;1

Bnl'.kgrnund:

•

~h:1ring gaming lTH'lllll' i:; a h ·~- b:;11c f,ir hr~t '\:1ti11ns. \"arirn.1:- 1-'ir;;t :\:1tion:; L1Jn~ h:t\T writt(·n
111 thL· Prt·tniL'I' with tlwir ci 1nt·L·J'll:-. :;pL·cificd!y:

c,
c,
'--'

•

hr:-r :\:ttion:; d1.•:-irL' fnr the l1ro\·incc tn ~hart· gaming n.:H·nuc dirL·clly ,,·ith tbL·m;
Pn 1Yi11e1.•':; duty r" n ,n:;ulr with Fir:;r '\;,1tinn:- wl:t·r1..' ,~1ming i:1ciliriL•:; an· n:-l"c:HL·d on land
th:ir may infringe npnn .\h01igin:1l tide :111d ri,:hr::: :tntl
.\ltthority f11r gaming on 1-"ir:-r :\arions bmk

11,,:;t loc:1I g"n·rnmL·t11,; (111.( ,) ren·i1T Ill pt·rt:l'IH ot' 11w no.:t rl' H'll\tt·:- from thL' ca::ino 11 r ~;:1111i11g

c11mtm1ni ty c1..·111 re tlwy h", t. Four i:ir::t :\:1tiun:; h"~t ,\;ltning focili ti1.·:: < ll1 1h1:ir bnd:
I. 1,tun:l>::l :\:1tion ( ::,sino 11f tlw R11ckic:: (( :r:1nlm u ,k) is 11w1wd and opcr:1tcd hy SI ·'. \I Rc:;on

dw l,wnn:-::1 \::1:inn, till· ::;,un:-on ( :rL·1.· First· \:atio11 :ind till'
\l11jik:111i:1g 1-'ir:-t \.:1 ti11n. In tisc:tl 2lli t _i l2. th~·~ rccl'in·d s1..:; miilinn in 111.C p:1ynwnts.

I.imitL'd P:1rtnL·r::hip.
...,

( :o\\·id1:rn Triiw:;

c.;, ,mpri~L·d o f

< :Ji:mn·s

<:, J\\·ich:1 11 c<1111muni1~- g:1min~~n ·nrn· n )1.111r;111 ; . In fi:;cal

.~IJ 11 /

12.

1hL·y rL·n·i\ t.·d S7~( lk in 111.( ; paymcnrs.

, I.

St.Jtt:trni,-_h \::11ion <:h:1m:t.·:: :-;lJ1t:1mi:d1 l·nmmu11it)· r,:tmin;.: ct.·ntrt.· 1::-t.1u:1rni:-h) . In li~t.·:il
2011 / 12, d1L·~ rL-ct.·i,·nl :--2.,nt..:. in I [].(; p:1y1nrn1 :-.
111 :1ddi1io11, HI :l.C : plan:; to rt·lrn::lll' \·t.·rnnn',; h,inn·arl11.·r Billi,'." I lalI I<• :1 :-ill' ,,n .\dams l.akt·
lndi:111 lhnd (.\I.I H; land 1w:,t ~:ilm, ,n .\rm and n·llL·n·l<•p ir int{1 :t L·, ,m1mmi1y ;.::1111ing rt.·nT rt·.
BC I .( :·s tn:1rket pl:1n· :1.~scs,;11~l·nt indicirc:; tlwre i:: ,km:tnd f, ,r :1 r, ,mmuni1~- g:tming CL'llln· in
this :trl':t . Th,: \].J l, i:- cunt.·1111:,- lioldin:: c11tnmunit \" c11nsuk1rin11,; wirh h:tnd nwtnht-r~. a~
l'l'ljllirnl h~ liw l ;;tin ing ( :1111:n ,I \.:1.

•

t · 11likL· .\ lbt·rla. ::;;1:;.,a1d1t·w.111, \l:mi t(llia. ( ln!:irin ,iml '\l'w Brun:-\\·ick.

B< : dnl',; 11, >t dir1.·crl~- ~h:1r1.•

g:;m ing n·n·nut.•,; \\'irh l·irs r \::t1i11t1~ •

Tiw pr, 1\·i11cial g< 1\Trnnw1H d, ,_,,; ,;h:t rc n·, 1.·1111t· dirn·rlr with I·ir:;t \:ari, >11:- , fr, ,rn rl':-< ,un-c

d1.·\ dCJptnL'llb

on (

:n >\\"11 land :-<uch ;t:; 111ini11~•.. lnr1.•:;1r~

and oil :1mi ~•,a:;.

GPEB4330.0001
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•

Tht· (,',,mi ll~ C.· ,ll!llll fd (C< :.\ ) l'l'~Juin·,-; th :H B<:J .( . 1m1., t hl· ,;:11istit·t! th.it the I IJ,{; h:1,-; l'll!1SUll'l'd ·
wirl: l':1ch pntt' nriall)· :iffrnL·d Ioctl .•- ~1,,·ernml'nr. including 1-ir:; t \::iri1111s. The ( ;<: .\ limir,;
Cllt1sultati1111 ,,·ith l ·ir,1 ~a iio11s r" adYi,-inµ. llwm ,,f rl1t· g:m1i1:~ pn,pns :tl. :ind ~cl'kin;.~tl1t·ir
I.'< ,mm~·n ~ st ,kl) 111 rd:11 i, ,11 Ii I Ill fr.i:-tl'lll'l·un· ,., r I" ,li,:ing Ct ,st:< and traffic .ind hi,:.diwa)· 1;~l' .

•

In :l 2<1!1:'> C:lSL' inY11h-ing tht· deYL•lr,r1m:nr (lt' the Rin·r RCJck ( :a:;!111> 111 Richmnnd. B< : Oil ( :n ,wll
hnd,:, tlw ~upn·mc ( '. oun o f B1iti:d1 Cnh1111hia found tha t lwc1ust· ll< :].( : is :tn ,lgl'llt nf tht• ( :r111.,·n.

1

ilw t,rn\'inu.: h.1d :1 du11 I< >,:,,nsult wh ich ,,·:1, tri.~.:,·red when it c,1111,·mp!:itl'll tn, >, in1,-!. and
txpanding ii:- c:1si11., to< :n •\\·n bnds which it k1tl'\\ ,,·er,: :-:uli1,·c1 1,, tlw .\lt1stjlll :1m d:1ims. Tlit·
courts ruk·d in l,11 I >li r I ,r tht· ,\l11 , ,1ul';\\l1 Indi:111 lbnd r, ,r f:,i!un· t• l c, >11:-lllt ' )I\ rill' Ri\'l't' !{, ,ck
(_'.:billo rdqcttic>ll. ·1IH· l'r.,\'11\L't' ptt1ridvd linam·i:11 r1,1:1pl'll~:irin11 l \l t!w .\h1st1Ul':ll11 l11di.111 Band.
0

•

i:i rst \.:1ti, ,n:-: h:I\ l ' t11:1tk illllllitil'S :d 11 >lLI t"<1alili:d1111; •. c 1,i n, ,,, < •! 1 I ·ir,,t ~:1ti, >1,~bnd:-.

< :itin,,:
I:!. 11)~2. m:1111'
First ~:11ion ,; :1sst·1·1 di:tt B< . d111", 11,,1 ha,·,· 1··,d11si, L' 111ri~1.li:-ri,lll n\1·r ,i•.:1111in;.: :1cri, it·it's in tlw
prn,·111<.'~·.

:-:omL'

"1.•.xisring:1h,1rigin:\l:111,l 1n·:1t.' ri.t~hr,." :1flirnw.! h~ ~1·1·riun ·;:.;; I) 111 tlw

(.r,11.1 !i//iti,w .

•

<.:/,'uJ,. ilw Pr, ,, inn· i,, dckg:1tnl 1, > t·•,ndurt ,tnd nianagt· all g:11nin 1~.
borli on and o:·f hr:;1 :\.:,tinn, rl':-l'I'\ , · hnd,.

•

In

l "nJt·r tlw

C1:i;11i1://i < 11•./.· oj

1u:., rh1.· ("1wih:,: ( .Oli/ /}1;.

rr<H'inn-. :llld tlil' p r, I\

111 n .1I

f,·/ (l ;, . \1 pr,i\ idt·s 1hc ll'gi,dati,

l'

fr:1111 ,'\\C)fk

r,,r gaming in

g< l\'l'l'llllll' lll li:is '" >k iur-i:,dict ion 1; >r 1:. 1111 i11,•. :111d rq ...11!:111!111

Ill IU :. Tiu.: l'r<ff llln <lt-k:.•,:1 t1·s

!·\(

th<.:

()r g:1mi11g

·1.<· t•, c, ,11d11d, 111:111:1;•.c :1111.I <,p, r:11 :· ,·, •1111lll'n:ial gaming. I\ itl1

tlw exn·pti, >ll I if I:, ,rs,· r:icin~:-

•

.\II municipal µ,11,·1·r11111l'llts h:n 1· tl1t· :-:111H "PP"rt11111t~ '" par!1ciparc in t :trninl-~ h,1 ,;t•d n n B( :1.c·,.
mMkt:tplan· as.,t•:-::-:1111·lll".

•

In \ion·mlwr 20 I:2. ( ; r:1:id ( :hil'I _I, •t· I !;ill, a~ < :hair (If t hl' i-:~. t'l'lll i, l . ;-;1,·,·:-i 11~: < :, 11111 n irtte for tht·
Briti,;h Culumhi:1 J-ir-_t '\.,1t !t1!l:-. ( ;:nnin;.~ lni1i:11 i1 ,._ \\T11lc l'n·rni1·r < :l.1rk :111\-ising nfhis un:;ucn·ss ful
and rqx·at(·d :11lnnpt :- 1,, t·r g:1l-,'.t' g1 ,, nn1 th'll i in :1 di:-:n1:,si1 ,n 1q•,;1nlin;•. <::11ning r1·n ·1mt· :-:h:irin~~- I k
1.k:-:i:ribt:d th1.' group':-. inl'l'11ti.,n s '" sl'I up :1 hr:-1 :\:11io11:,; ( ;;11ning ( :11m111issi(}n t<> n·g uh1ll' 1-'ir:;1
~arions g:miing rtpn.11inns in )H :. lndq11·n1b11 1-irsi l\:1ti, ,n" gamin; •. 1n:1~ r:1kl' thl' fo rm of :111
ind1.·1wmk-nrly "j'l'l':ll<'d hrs t i\ :11 i" n c:1si:t1> on n '.,t·r\'l' !:ttHI, ch:tlkn;:ing 1h1.· aull1ori1~ of B< :u :'s
juri:-:dicti11n or :1 1-ir:-t \. at i«n-<1\\·11nl g:1111hli11g ,n·h:-:ill' '.<trch ;1,; 11p,-r:1tl'd l>1 tlw \\ 'hitt' Bear 1:ir,-r
1\ation ia S:\:.btchn, :111 (.~!ll 2) :111d 1h,· k:1l 11 1:1w:'1:k .,f the \)11li;: \\ k hr., r l\ation in (}ud)t•r ( I <J 1.IS).

• ·n)l• Bri1i,;h ( :(1111111!,i:1 hr:;; i\a1in11,- ( ;atnill~; (11iti;1tiH· may puhlich

p11in 1 llltl tlwi :· p11sirio11 1h:11
gamin~ rt·n·nut· i,; 1101 ,; liarl'd \\·ith I:ir,;t :\arions and the Pro\ i111·1· h:t~ 1101 h (,-11,ric1lly foltillnl tlwir
dur~ tor, ,n~uh \\-ht·rL· 1-:ami11g foril itit·s h:1, t· hcl'II rl'-1<1c1tnl.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
1\pril 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
CROWN CORPORATION NOTE
Name:
•

British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)

Mandate:
BCLC is a Crown Corporation with the authority and responsibility provided by the Province of
British Columbia to, on its behalf, conduct, manage and operate lo ttery, casino, bingo and c-gami ng
in BC under the C11i11iJ1a! Co& r?fCanada and the Gamliig Control A ct o f BC (2002).

-

'/.:.

-~

The Ivlinister of Energy, :tvfuies 'and -: a~al Gas is responsible for gaming; providing direction to
BCLC on behalf of Government through a Board of Directors appointed by Government. BCLC
operates its commercial gaming business in accordance with the legislative, regulatory and p~
framework established by Government and is regulated by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch (GPEB). GPEB is responsible fo r standards, regis tration, licensing, audit and compliance
and enforcement, as well as BC's responsible gambling policy and strategy. BCLC complies with
written directives fro m the Minister ancl the \ ssistant Deputy t finisrer/ Gcnernl tfanager of Gl'EB .

L·..::

i.

BCLC's products arc sold through contracted priva te-sector retailers and sen·ice provider~
approximately 3,800 lottery locations, 17 casinos, 19 community gaming centres and 7 commercial
bingo halls. Lottery, eCasino, ePoker and eBingo products are sold through the Play Now.comegaming site directly to over 240,000 registered players in BC. BCLC also contracts with Manitoba
Liquor and Gaming to provide PJayNow.com in Manitoba.
Lottery retailers earn an industry-standard commission rate. Eighteen private sector service
providers at casino, community gaming and bingo facilities earn a percentage of sales revenue for
providing gaming facilities and day-to-day operational services. BCLC owns all gaming equipment,
including lottery an<l bingo terminals and slot machines.
The consolidated financia l statements of BCLC include a wholly mvned subsidiary, BC Lottotcch
Tntcmational Inc., which has as its sole business the purchase o f capital assets for I3 CLC. The
financial statements, management and oversight of Lottotcch is consolidated within RCJ.C
operations. BCLC remits its entire net income to Government after minor dis tributions ro the
federal government.
The approvals are in place to set up a subsidiary o r
set up.

~Ga1:un- ;,Jr0\, eYer the le~ ! structure is n.9r y<:_t G:,.~

---
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BCLC has t:mpln\'l'cs who \vork frum offiC<.:s in I,amluops nn<l \':incoun:r. as ,veil as fidu staff who
work in g:tmin)'.; facilities aml with lnttcry rctailL·rs and scr,:ic1: pr,,viders in communitfrs throughout
the prnvincl'. The K:unloops nfticc is i-hc pritn:1r:, locatilln nf information r<:chnology. finance and
:tllministr:il'ion foncrions. Camin;; npcrnti,·,ns. sccurity. rn:irkcting and cnmmunications function,
arc prim:Hily lm::11n! ir. \ ',1nt'. ou,·cr. HCJ .C inrcgtat1.·s r1.·spunsibl<: g:1ming and pb:·cr sccurit:· i11111 th1.·
<lcsi.~n and d1.•Yd Jpm<.:nt , 1f 111.•,,· l!flmcs and sc:Yiccs. mar kc rs :mJ .H.!Ycrtisl'S gaml's, m:1n:1gc" thl:
tcclrnolngy rn·ct·ssa:-y to run rlw gaming business, :11,tl n\'l:tSt'L'S contractcd rd:iik·r anJ :-cr,..icc
prm·id1.•r opcrati()n:- to l~n.,urt· µ;:1mint1: intcgrin·, sccurin·. o >tnpli:111ce and perform:111cc .
1

r·

!i

($ mi11ions)

i

•i••

Revenues
l .otten·
l'(;:,ming
C:i~\n~> & C:omtn~1ni1~

'

---

201-t/ts
I 201s/16
.. . - - , - - - .
Current
Current
Po recast
Forecast

2~13/14
Current
Forecast
....
I .(l:2'i
l.(>7X

I •0-1:=iI
l l·t
1,7 I(~

2ll03

. ~.~~~?..

lllll

<i:1111it1L'.

Tot.\l Revenues
\lim.1~ Prizes
Net Revenues
Expenses

(ii :\

r

2,151

I .ottt·n-

~•!l?it~1l E.-...pcndit11tcs
Debt
Dividends

:

2,212i

12(11
l,7-l9i

~,94~
M1:i1
_ ,.....J
~,275;

1'70
. I

1'7j

I Ti

./.!-~

I

·arr
, ,1

81 ·

9~6:

1,0101

-1:·

c(;ami11g
Lasino &CCJmnn1ni1, ( ;:unin:•
·-·- - ----- .
,.
Total Expl:!•s':~
Net Income
I.ottt'rr
(•(;:,ming
( ::1sino & ( :omm11ni1y ( ;:1111ing
otal Net Income

(/i' '

1,11631

.qi
I

.p
1,03

I

i

r

?.T

::!~.)

-i2
85.)

~2

6(

8(>f

888

1,172;

1,202:

i:~I
I .1j

110

i

2112.

IJ <i:2!

1.19'. ~

2S9

'! t23

11

225
I ·)) I

,---'
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Issues:

60Day
o

Paragon Gaming and PavCo have negotiated a i\Iastcr Development Agreement for the relocation
of Edgewater Casino to BC Place lands as approved by the City of Vancouver in _r\pril 2011. It is
anticipated that negotiations will extend over the next 30 to 90 days. In the next 60 days, Edgewater
Casino will re-negotiate its lease with the City of Vancouver.

90Day
G

o

BCLC has a proposal to relocate Vemon's Fairweather Bingo Hall to a site on Adams I .ake Indian
B:md land near Salmon Arm and redevelop it into a community gaming centre (CG C). BCLC's
marketplace assessment indicates there is demand for a community gaming centre in this area. Over
the next 90 days, the Host Local GO\·ernmcnt, the 1\dams Lake Indian Band, will co ntinue
consulting with band members and neighbouring governments, as required by the Gam{!!g !,;!!!!.!!!!!._
./Let.
The Senate is currently discussing Bill C-290, a bill proposing amendments to the Criminal Code to
allow for single event sports betting. There is no definitive timing for any decision on this bill, but it
continues to be discussed in the senate. If th e bill passes, BCLC \Vould begin offering single event
betting options.

Appointment Status:
The BCLC Board of Directors is at its full complement of nine members.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
April 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ISSUE NOTE

Issue:
•

BCLC Corporate Governance

Background:
•

Corporate governance refers to clearly defined processes with respect to the selection and composition of
the Board and Senior Management and the division of responsibilities, decision making and accountability
among the Board, Senior Management and our Shareholder to ensure BCLC's short- and long-term success
is consistent with our mandate and mission.

•

Governance Framework
As a Crown agent, BCLC complies with Government disclosure requirements for public accountability and
transparency detailed in Best Practices Guidelines-BC Governance and Disclosure Guidelines for
Governing Boards of Public Sector Organizations and the Board Resourcing and Development Office's
Section 3. More at ,v,vw.bclc.com/cm/aboutbclc/corporategovernance.htm

•

The scope of our formal governance framework includes our:
•
o

o

o

Corporate mandate, vision and mission;
Principles and guidelines for our Board of Directors, Chairman, Standing Committees,
President and Chief Executive Officer;
Processes for strategic and succession planning;
Procedures for Board performance evaluations; and
Government's Letter of Expectations outlining our commitment to deliver on
performance expectations for the benefit of B.C.

Board of Directors
Per the Gaming Control Act and appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, the BCLC Board
comprises nine non-management members selected for exper6se. Currently, there are seven men and two
women on BCLC's Board. \'Xfhilc BCLC's senior management attend all Board mcc6ngs, auto nomy is
main.t..'1.llled bf in-camera sessions at the end of meeting·. Employees are able to provide recommendations
or direction ro the BCLC Board bv communication through BCLC's E xecutive.-.,:,
l
~

~')

'-

t -.- #;,:/ '<. _L l.~'-- ~

-=--.>t,... L1. ...._Crl

t

C'L~ , • ""';.

-{- " ... ·

(".-;,...

--C>......_

The Board p rovides stewardship and ethical leadership for long-term success for the shareholder-the
Government of B.C.-and ensures ou r governance framework aligns BCLC business practices with CrO\vn
principles.
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•

Overall Board duties arc:

•

( h-cr:-i)!hr ()f nu .c lrnlll;l):';l' tncnt tcspon:--ililc fnr Jay -ro -«.h~· upcr:irirm::;
.\~~isring man:,gl·mcnt \Vith husirws:-; :ind sctTit.:l' plan:-. priorities and c,ipiral and opL·rational
budgets:
P, >lic~· i uidnncl' fur human rcsnurc~:s, compt,n~:Hinn. st.1kcholJL·r communi cation~ nm! ri:;J..

•

Ri~k n;:mlurion str:1tq~ics: :1nd

•

Fx:ih1ati 11g :1nn11;1l fin:i nd:tl tt:~uh:,; and pl'rf,rm:11:cc n·r~u:,; <,bjL·cti\' t', .

•
•

mnrn1geml:nt:

•

Board l\kmbcrs

<:hairmnn:
John \kLt·rnon , \ ':mcou,·L·r: Pn:siJing Din.:ctr1r ,.f ll':ttk-tsliip and 1wrf1>rn1:111n·. :tnd li:1i:--oll hl't\\'lTll tlw
He uml and thL· ~linistL·r rv :,; p, 111sibk fc ,r B< :I ,( '. .
\"ice Ch:1ir:
.\rthur \\'illm:,;, \"ancoun.•r

I)in:ctors:
•
•
•
•
•

Trudi Brown, \ 'iuori:1
David\\·. {iillcspil' , l,:u11l,u,p,-.
Cind\' c;rnl.ll'l'. \' :11ll'!III\ l'I'
\loray KL·ith, Dl'lia
D. Neil i\kD01mdl, i'\, ,rth \':111n ,u,·n

•
•

;\licb:icl Riley, :-;urn:\
)kd :,;mirh, l,:1ml»o1 ,~;

Per the Cndt· nf ( :, ,nduc, and
in the best inrercst:,; , ,f IH :1.<:.

•

t :, ,11flic t

, ,I° lm,·n •,;1 ( ; uiddinl•:--, I >ircct, •rs an wi1 h prntk·nt skill and diligL·nrc

Board Committees
Th«.: Bo:ud assigns :-pl·t·il°ll·

1·,,111millLT'- 1,, fol til n ·sp"n:,;ihilitil·:-- and C:01111nitkl' ( ha ir~ H'p,,rr pnti,nn:111ce
:ind fl'(:on:mL·nd:ui1111:- 1, > thl' B11:ml. The ( ·1i:1irtn:in t1 t" tk· B«>:tn.l and Bl :I.<:\ Pn·~:idl·11I & Cl ·'. O :tl"l" l' '.\
offido mcmh.:rs of all c.,l\\11\it t l'l·:,;. J>ka:--l' SL't· nL·x t pagl'.
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Board CommittCL'S

fir;~;,~i~1

[AUDIT COMMITTEE·- -- -Li~,s~s with a~dit~r~-of BCLC
operations; presents approved fina~·; i~I . - .
statements and quarterly reports to the Board; reviews financial information submitted
to Government and the public: and oversees information systems. risk management
and internal controls.
CHAIR: Michael Riley
_MEMBERS: David W. GiUesp~; Moray_~~it~;- -~eil M~~~nn~!l;~~h~ Wiil1'.1s:

I

-!

?.·

GOVERNANCE AND
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBIL!TY
COMMITTEE

Aligns governance focus to optimize overall performance: advances scope of corporate
social responsibility: evaluates Board effectiveness; and plans succession for future
Board composition.
CHAIR: David W. Gillespie
MEMBERS: Trudi Brown; Bud Smith; Moray Keith

HUMAN RESOURC[S
AND COMPENSATiON
COMMITTEE

Aligns strategies. practices and succession with future goals; evaluates performance
and compensation of the President & CEO; reviews employee compensation, benefits.
resource allocation and training to drive performance
CHAIR: D. Neil McDonnell
MEMBERS: Cindy Grauer: John Mclernon; Bud Smith

BCLC SENIOR
MANAGEMENT
AND EXECUTIVES

PRESIDENT & CEO:
VICE-PRESIDENTS:
Peter Charlton
Brad Desmarais
Susan Dolinski
Rhonda Garvey
Kevin Gass
Lynette Hughes
Jim Lightbody
Jervis Rodrigues
Marsha Walden

B.C. LOTTOTECH
INTERNATIONAL INC.
(Lottotech)

This wholly owned subsidiary leases BCLC capital assets which are budgeted and
approved by our Board of Directors and included in our financial statemf,nts. Lottotech
Officers are BCLc·s President & CEO and Vice-Presidents.

Michaei Graydon
Human Resources
Corporate Security and Compliance
Communications and Public Affairs
eGaming
Lottery Gaming
Business Technology
Casino and Community Gaming
Finance and Corporate Services
Strategy. Transformation and Social Responsibility

GPE84330.0001
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
April 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

BCLC Projected Revenue and Net Income to Government

Background:
•

BCLC expects to meet ~ts 2012/13 budget and deliver $1 .128 billion in net income to
government. It is projecting $2.732 billion in revenue. Audited .financial statements will be
made available in the annual report, which will be made public in June 2013.

•

In its latest Service Plan (2013 / 14-2015/16), BCLC is forecasting $3.6 billion in net income
the pro~rince with au average annual increase of about three per cent over the next three
years: from S1.128 billion in 2012/13 to Sl .237 billion in 2015/16.
to

Total expenditures, a.re expected to increase by $91.5 million or 5.7 per cent 0\-er the threeyear pcrio<l. Total expenditures for Fiscal 2013/14 are projected at $1.6 billion.

•
•

Capital budgets, which are primarily driven by the acquisition of gambling equipment to
support revenue generation and infrastructure investment, are forecast to remain comparable
over the three year planning period.
Income to government will be sustained through optimizing business operatjons, strategic
cos t management and providing gambling facili ties and products that reflect player demand.

•

Financial Information (high level):
Projected net income by gaming channel, pet latest Service Plan (2013/14-2015/16)
Casino and community gaming centres (CGC)
•

Over the three-year planning period, casino and CGC net income before taxes is project·cd
to increase by S41. 7 million, or 4. 7 per cent. This growth will come from enhancing existing
properties, creating more entertainment value for players, marketing efforts and the
relocation and re~ovation of a few key properties.
Lottery
•

Over the three-year planning period, lo ttery net income before taxes is expected to increase
by $ l5.9 million, or 5.5 per cent. Growth will come from the introduction of new products
and product enhancements, upgrades to the "look and feel" of the lottery network, the
build-out of Lotto Express and the revitalization of product offerings in the hospitality
network.
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cGaming
•

:t•r the th1:l'l·-yc:1r planning period, c( iaming m·r income he furl' t:t~l'S will incrl:ase b~ 52:-\.K

( )1

million , or :-12 .., pl:r o:nl. ( ,ruwth will cntnl' fr()m the dcn:lopmt'llt of c:tsino gamt·s on
l'b: :\ow.com. thl· introduct:, >11 , ,f multi -jurisdicti, ,n:il lii.ngo, and 11<:\\. sp, ,rrs betting g :11m·, .
cC :1ming ha:- ai,-11 p:1l'ilk'fl.•d with :-l:rni11,h:1 I .ortcrics to pro,·idl' rhun with :111 unlinl'
g-,unbling site fnr whi ch BC! .C 1\'Cl·in•, a t'l.·c !~11' the SL'tYict:s pw,·idcd.

Current

2015/16
Current

Forcl'.:\St

.Forecast

~914/15

_?013/14
Current
Fnn·ca~t

($ millions)
Revenues

1.1)2)

I .ollcr\'

·

1.()65

l_il-l :-ij

I,<,·::--;

I,'/ I I ~

1~<,:
1,741,

2,81).'\

2,869__ _

~_,,94

<,-IS;

2,ts~!
! ~•, I

_,_,.

l'(inming
le :asino &Com1m1ni1r ( ;:uni1w

!,~;ta~ Expense;_-

I

ltll)

c(iaming
{
::1sino & Communitr. ( i:u ui:1:1..•1
1- - - - -- otal Revenues
:-linu~ Prizt·s
--···
.
Net Revenues
Expenses
Lottcn·

II IiI

(,5 7

2,212,
I

6<15
~127-:

.-·1

.,.,.

·,· /-I

..,

98(i

1,010

Net Jnconw
).otn:n·
c<;amint?

.p .

'.

( ::1siuo & ( :01111nuni11 t i:miin~ .

rfot,\I ]'ict J~1~0nll" •
Capit~~ ?~l~~-t!<litmcs

}\(1';'1

·1,172'

l,21P 1

J}()

... .
I ...)!

Debt
Dividends

:i.:?

wJ
I , l(i.~i

·uJ

:!fl~
I, I 1> :~

1,237i

11~:t
,,,1. ')') :

--·

Dl·t.·ision ri~quired: For l nformatinn Only
•

BC:I.C's iin:1liz(.'d and audih·d

nt·I rl'H"IIIIL',

i:1\"1>llll' and c:1pi1;il e>-pl'nditun: fig ure~

:ll'l'

t·.xp~nc<l ro lie n:p,,rrn! 1" g<>n·mt111.: nt I,~ _I tt!ll' 2itl 3. Tht-y \\ ill :1l,11 Ii,· pulilidy :t\'ailahk
with tht· rckasl' 111 till' :•.111 J / P \nm d K,·1'111'1 , sd1nlulnl fur lat(.' .1llll\'.
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BRITISH
C OLUMBIA
April 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE NOTE

Issue:
•

Business Optimization

Background:
• BCf .C has been success ful at continuing to increase its net income over the last se,:cral years;
howe,rer, the growth rate has been substa ntially less than earlier ma.rket build-out years.
•

To develop a new strategy for grmvth and profitability, BCLC initia ted a busines s
op timizatio n re,·iew in Janum.r 2012. The intent is to complete a comprehensive assessment
of BCLC's existing business and operating models to identify major opportunities for
improvement and/ or validate existing models, with the ultimate goal of sustaining and
growing revenue fo r government responsibly.

•

The initial assessment has indicated there may be incremental revenue and cost saving
opportunities in the range of S300 million to be developed over BCLC's five-year planning
horizon. BCLC is currently completing its due diligence re,;ew of these opportunities.
BCLC has identified the following business optimization projects - all are currently in
various srages of evaluation:

Multi-Channel Player
o

BCLC has identified the opportunity to refresh its existing customer strategy and move
towards best practices in enterprise customer management. This project will evaluate the
gaps in BCLC's current customer strategy and determine how to move forward in order to
optimize growth opportunities across its multiple channels.

Lottery, Casino/Community Gaming and cGaming Business Models
•

Lottery
o BCLC's lottery retail and technology model has remained essentially unchanged over
tl1e last 27 years. BCLC's retail technology is approaching its cod of life, so before
mO\-ing for\\'ar<l with replacement, B LC is rc,·iewing its model. 1\ s a first step, in
O ctober 20 [_, BCLC issued an RFP for a consulting firm to assess how we can
tran:form our lottery busine ·s to keep pace with best practices, key consumer trends
and changing demographics.
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B( l.C i~: rn·il.!wing ii~ l.!Xi~ting ca~im, businc;:,; mn<ld. The rc,·ie\\· incl udl's an
L'!-:a!nin:11i,111 n f nik ,; and accnunr:1bili1 i,•,; :1:1d :1 ddi11irit111 of lullll'L' capabilitit·~ antl
n impL·tuKic~ fl'I.JUirL·d ro run a ~llCL't.:S:-!ul t.: lltL·rtaitHnL' nt bu;:i nl':-s. This :1 ~,: l•s:: rn u1 t
will :lbo lwlp B< ] ,< : iLkn tit,· and prinritizl' oppon11nitiL'S f,n int.:rc1si,1g !'(•,·emit· frn 11
L"xis ing :lllll m:,,· :.;, ,u1Tes in the sh, ,rt and :nL·dium rt·rn1. ' 1·11 d:1 It'. B< :1 .( : hn,: hdd
w, ,rk~h(\p, \\'i rh ib ,:nyict· pn " ·i,k r,; I,, :2,arhL-r rl1L·ir input , in h, ,w \\'l' can dri,·t·
:1ddl1 ion,d , ·.il u l' :1nd l'l'\ L'lllll' r, •I' Ii: >th p:1rt it·., .
•

d;aming
-~ In '21H)..J., Bc:J.c .: inttlll!lll'l'll 111:n·\. o,,·.c,,rn, ,vliid1 initi:llly <>ffl'l'<..'d pritn:ll'iiy tr:1ditirn1.1 l
l<>ttc.:r~· rrndw:1 :-, b ut in '. 1.1) I(I\\':!,; ('llh:tnn·d r,, in . .- ludl' r:i-:n , : ~\:1t1w,: , Pb~ :\n\\'.L'O!H
compL' l l '>' dirt'l'lh ,, i1h thn11•::1111 b nf \111n·,:•.ula tnl and ilh-,'.:d ~::i111hli11;.•. \\·ch,it,·:-.
In .\priL ?1)12, thL· , ,o,·,.-r:111w111, .,f 1-i.< :. :i nd \bni1nli:1 si_,,_nl'd ;1 1m·t11or:indum i:f
11mkr"1:1mh11p, !(I irnroidun· lnlL·rnt·1 g:1mlili11;: in \1;1nit,1h:1 1hro ,u.:~h llw
l'byi'..: (>\\'.l;, ,m pbtt; ,rm . l'l:n :\, '" .c1 un in \Lini1, 1li;1 l:nind1t·d in _lanuar.1 :.\l I !.1. I · lllll-'1'
thi:- :1t·n111gt·11w111, Be :1 .<:pr,,, ilk,; tlw g:11nhltn;~ pl.ti f1,rm :111d till' rt'lJllir,·d
npt·rn tio11:1l s11ppnr1 :111d rcn·i, ,-r o 11111w11,;:1ti, ,n rim 111;:h :l s1:1rtup ti:l', :111 :111m1:1I
m:1illl'en:111l'C li'l', and:, s h;IIT ',r l'l'\'l'l111(' [',l'lll'J'atn! ],\' ;\ l·.111 i1, ,h:1 I .i,111• •I' and ( i:irning
C:orpnnitinn . Thi,: i11i 1ia1i1 ,. i;: t·111 ird~ ,-l'lf 1·u11ding :itld \\ di , ipc-r:111· :It :1 s m:1II pr, ilir.
,) Tht· i\lani 1,il>:111ppurtu11 i1: \\ ill hdp ddinl' illl· ..p rimal ln1si11css m,,dd and :;1rucllr:T
l11 ])l·:;t :-upp, irl till' ;•.ri 1,,·rl1 of tlt t· H11si11c;::- 1, > Hus int·s, (1-\.'.H) d ;;11ni11;•. li u~i ,.t•~,-.
whik d:-i, i11g m:1:,i11 111111 , aim· t', ,r Bf :1.<: :ind tht· Pnn·inn·. If I',( :I ,( : 1,; :-ucn •,::;fu l i11
1

i111rm lucin~: rhi,: IH:;:i n,·s, 111-•dd 1,1 1,lhl'q!11\·l·rnnw11t p,:111l,li1 1;: 11r;::miz:1ti1111s, tlw

u

1·e1 1.1 t'!I \\·ill hl' ;~r,·:1ll'r. Tltc prin1:i r: lw11l'li1 111 B< :J.< · i-_ :111 i11t·r1•:iSL'd pla_
1l·r l,:1:-t' fo r
p:ikn g:11m•,;, :111 , 'l'I'' ,n 11:1i1~ t,, n·P •\Tr dn d11p111,·111 :·, >'-t s " ·i1 h p:irt ici p:11 ing
~ 11\ ' t.' l'l1!lh'lll partnn, and:: l,>I!.~'. tl"l'tll upp,1rt1111i1~ t,1 dt·,,:lnp Ill'\\' snurn·s n f
IT\'l'illll' bt•\ '1>1\d B.<:. Ill ll'dl'\"S.
H<:L< ; np n: ltl'" thi,- li1w .,f hu siiwss 1hn)ll,'. th a \\·li,,11~ n\\' lll' d s .1hsidi:11'\. Tlil·
liusinl':-~ r:11 i, ,n:1h· i', ,r d1L· suhsic.li:tr~ j._ 111, ,pt ;rni;,,t· t: 1, , sq~n·~~:U l' rl'pnrt in.~•., n·dw·l'
ri,;k. and :,chit·\<· , ,pnaii, ,n: t! l'ffit-il·nci,·s.
1

Speed to Market
•

( lnt· , ,f B( :1.c·:; n ,rp, ,r,ltt· g, 1:1 b i,: 1, i !-'Y• " '. 1w1 inc, ,111-· :111d inn·sl in Ihl' I, 111,•.
,iur

li usin<.•s,; In· gl'ltin;i

!<1

111:tl'kL·I l:;,1t·r. In nrcln

t11 :Kt.:d<.·ntt:.: l:11 111dll's nf 11 .:ij, ,r iuit:.11 i,

pre •itT l i~

t1i 111t·:1,:u n ·

lt·rn 1 lw:ilt h

of

1his g":11. B< :1.c · svt lhl' t:irgL"I

t·, hy 2:~ pt·r n·111 "' <'1' dn· m·, I thrr,· li st·:d rvars. ·1 hi,;
n,:1d111:1p i11 ,,rdn t•, :1chiL·\·l' 1liis ta:·gt•f wir!J1Jut

l•• dl'u·l, 'I" an irnpll'11K1Hation

::-:ini ticing tlw q11:il it ~ , ,r pr•" lm·;, .\ :~·n·in·s ddin·n.:d.
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Business Intelligence and Analytics

•

To sustain success, BCLC needs to have the capacity co determine, in almost real time, what
is happening with consumers and the business - including what is driving reYenue, p.reclict 1·• ~.
wh:ic \vill h:i ppen next and understand what steps to take in order to optimize operations :1nd L / ~
plan for fumre growth. This project has identified the need to transform raw data into useful /~ .._,
information that can help drive strategic initiatives and decision making.

Accelerating Transformation and Optimizing Operations
•

Finance & Corporate Services
o BCLC is transforming its Finance and Cotporate Services to enable faster, stronger
and more strategic support for BCLC operations. This includes developing a new
organizational sttucture that streamlines functions and delivers greater value to the
organization. T he org:mizational structure has been determined and restructuring /
will begin o,·er tl1e next se,·eral montl1s.

•

Customer Support Centre
o BCLC is c,·olving its Customer Support Centre to provide best-in-class support fo r
our players. BCLC issued an Rf-P co identify a partner who will help with our
growth and expansion to support ne,v jurisdictions and BCLC operations.
Negotiations co nrinuc ,vith the successful Canadian vendor.

•

Change Management
o BCLC is implementing a change management framework that will help support the
fu ture changes that will be coming in the organ~ation as a result of Business
Optimiza tio n. The framework co\'ers key areas such as project manageme~
communications and human resources.

Business Technology
o

BCLC is optimizing and mo<lerrming its delivery of technology to become more nimble,
robust and secure. BCI C's business is highly technology-dependent and consumer
expectations are incensifying our business technology needs.

Decision required:
o

foor information only. No decision required.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
April 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE NOTE

Issue:
•

The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) Gaming Facility Market Oveiview,
Relocations and Renovations

Background:
•

BCLC regularly assesses the marketplace to identify existing gaming facilities that need to be
upgraded or relocated to better meet market demand. These assessments consider the broad
entertainment landscape in the province and/ or specific regions or communities and are
used by BCLC as a basis for any future gaming facility relocations and renovations.

•

BCLC conducts and manages three types of gaming facilities: casinos, community gaming
centres and commercial bingo halls. BCLC's primary strategies are to:
o Develop casino properties sized to fit the market that provide outstanding gaming
entertainment and other amenities;
o Position gaming facilities as outstanding entertainment for adults in B.C.;
o Counter the declining bingo trend by transforming appropriate bingo halls in key
m.'ltket locations into community gaming centres, and offering more gaming
cutcrrainmcnt and food/beverage options in upgradc<l or new facili ties.

Current I\farket O,eITiew:
• Vancouver: In March 2013 J>aragon Gaming and PavCo completed negotiations and signed
a t -l astcr Development Agreement for the relocation of Edgewater Casino to BC Place lands
as apprm·ed hr the City ofVancouver in April 2011. Paragon is now developing project
, plans to prepare its Dc,-clopment Perm.it Application for the City of Vancouver.
North Vancouver: In 2007, BCLC authorized Playcime Community Gaming to explore the
N orth Shore m:ukct for a potential location for a community gaming centre. Discussions
were held with the Squamish First Nation regarding possible sites, but in December 2012 the
Nation advised BCLC it could not pursue gaming facility plans at this time. Playtime is now
looking for other suitable locations on the North Shore.

Pagc- 1 of~
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•

Surrey: In 2P 12. HC).( : and ( ;an.:w:,y Cn.,inlls , ubmirnxl plan:- I~ 11' :, full Sl'tYici.:
ca~in.. / hntd / c, >ll frtTllCl" Cl' !ltl"l' to th<.: ( :it:: of :,O:ur.-~·y. 'lhL' ~outh ~lllTL' \ 1:n1crtait1lllt': ll
Cnmpic:-: indudnl ,\ (>0, 1.11)0 squan· ri1nt cn:-ino, 2',0!ifl squ:,rl' fqtit 1.:<>11\'l't1tir>t1 l'L'llll'l', n ,h11w
theatre, t"L'$ t :tttr:1nr,. lo ungl'S and a .J.-st:u, .20t l r< >1 >Ill hotl'I. '.,urrt'Y C:ii\· ( :, iun nl rciectl'd tl 11:
pn,posal on _l:in::an· 19, ~ti 13. Pbns tn c,1>11n-r; !In· \.nnon Bing11 t'.1cil i1_1 I<> .1 Ch.mcl·::
comtnunity gamin,.~ ccmrt' -· appniH·d Ii,· ~urrt·1· ( :i1_1· C·, >t11h:il in 21H l') ar,· p r,,c1.:1.:ding.

•

l.v1aplc Ridge: C:onsrntcri1111 is umkrwa:· 11!1 t ht· th'\\ ( J 1:1nn·:-- I'< 1mn111ni1~ g:11111ng Cl'Jltrl· ia
\la pie lfrlge, which is 1:trgctl'd :, > 11pc11 in fall .?.OU. ·1lw Distrll' I , it" .\ Ltpk Rid,..~t· :tpprnYt·d
tht· pr•>jcct in 2110:-S . . \ t,·mpor:tn en1nmuni1 y ? :111111l/ '. t "\' 1Hr•; h :1~

h'l't l

n1w r:H ill,t! o ut

,if

tlw

fnrnwr 11:uwy Bin~~,, Jill':-- sinn· < kr11hc r. ~O1II.

•

Salmon Ann: I\< :J .C

l·d :1 pr<>p11s:1l t" r.- l, 11·a tL' \"crn1111 \ l·ai1"\\l':1? ih·r Hingu I !ail
to a :-ire <1n .\J:itn,-; Lt kl· lndi,rn Band ( \I .In) !:in d 11t·:1r :-::dmnn \m t :111d l'l'lk\ dnp it into a
.:ommunity gaming n·n1a· ( :C ;c :1. Bl :l .<·•,_ m:1rk,•1pl:H·c :1~st•s,-;111t·111 111-lic:ttl·s thL·rt· is tk•mnnd
f<•t :1 <.:ommuniH. '!•;1111i11t•
..
. ccn1n · in this :tr,·:1. The.\! .I Bis u11-r;.•111h. h11l.li11:•' ' c, 1mm11nirr.
(1>\lSU!t::tion,-; \\'ith li:111d 111t·111lwrs. :1s n•<jt:i rnl h~ the ( ;;1niing ( :,,111n>l .\l'I .
!1:; ,; appn,,

~

Deci,;ion rt·tiHin:d: F,,:- l11f-,, ·:n:1: ;,m

()11i y

60Day
•

Paragon (i:uuin,: and l'a\ <:<, h:tn· c, 1mplt-1nl 11q.1,,1 i:11 i,>ns and h:n t· si~•.1wd a :-1:\,;rcr

I k\·etnpmcnt ,\gn·u11n1l f,,r :lw rd, 1c:t1i•>J1 •>f I :.,lg,·,\·:11,·r ( ·:1si11< >I<, B< : t>J:1n· bud,- a,;
:ippro\'c<.\ hy tht· ( :i1~ .. r \ ':111nmn-r in \p1il ~~II! I. ( >, l"l' thl'

th~ s. l':1r:1;:1111 ,,·ill bt·gin
den.·lopin~ proj,Tt pbti-; In prep:1tl' it~ l>l',·t·lopn1t·111 P,·rmir applir:tt j.,n f11r t!H· < :i1 y of
\' :111c< >m ·t·r. ln 111:: 1w·,r (1l I d:n·s. I:_d~~l"\\":1ll'r < ::1,-;in, 1 ,, ill rt· 11L·r•.•,t i:th· i1s busi:w:-s 1wnnit· with
the ( :itr (If\ 'ann 111Yt·r.
Ill" :,; (,ii

90 D,ty
•

BCI.C ha:; a prop>ls:11 I•• rdur:1h' \"t•m,,11',; 1:ainn·,11hn Bing,, I !:ti; tu a ~i te on .\dams Lakl'

lndi:111 Band land m·.ir :--:11111011 \m1 and n·dn·dop it i111" :1 (ommu 11i1y g:1mi11,•, n ·ntn·
(C( ;c). ( h·cr th<.· lll':\t :m d:l\'::;, th<.· I Inst 1.11ml ( ;l>\'\'rilllll'lll, the \clam,; I .•,kt· Indian B:md

,, ill conducr comP111111t _: cunsul(:1ti, ,ns \\ ttl1 l,:m, 1 flh·l;i:in,;, :ts r<.·«111 1rnl liy tl11· ( ;:1ming
C1J nlrnl .\n.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
May 7, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

Edgewater Casino Relocation

Background:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Vancounr's Edgewater Casino_is required to re-locate as the lease on its temporary location
at the Plaza o f ario ns , ·ilJ expire. While it was set to expire in Febmary 2013, a lease
extensio n has bt:en nego tia ted Lmtil D ecember 31, 2015. It is proposed that the Edgewater
Casino ,vill relocate from the Plaza of ations to a site adjacent to 13C Place Stadium.
Edgewater Casino opened in 2005 an<l was the relocation of two table game only casinos.
The Plaza of Nations location has always been temporary due to the City of Vancouver's
community development plans.
In 2009, the B. C. Pavilion Corporation (PavCo) conducted a competitive bid process to
select a developer for the lands adjacent to BC Place. Paragon, the majority shareholder in
Edgewater Casino ULC, was the successful proponent Paragon proposed a development
't .(. .
which included hotels, restaurants and a casino.
In 20 I l, the Ci Ly of Vancouver completed its requirements under the Gaming Control Ad and (
J(j.
1,, { - .
gave its approval to BCLC for the relocation of Edgewater to BC Place lands. While the
initial proposal was to expand the casino, the City limited the gaming that could be operatcc fl~ JJ: ~/]
at the new site to the existing complement at E dgewater (600 slor machines and 75 tabJc
~- / /t'7 b
games).
lo March 2013, Paragon Gaming and PavCo completed negotiations and signed a Master
Development 1\greement for the relocation of Edgewater Casino to BC Place lands. Paragon
is developing project plans to prepare its Development Pennit Application for the City of
\ ancouvcr. This information will be communicated once final discussions t'lke place.
Edgewater casino provides significant net income to government - $58.2M in 2011 / 12
(S52.4M to the Province and S5.8l\-I in host local government [I-ILG] funding to the City of
Vancouver). Ir is anticipated the redeYcloped E dgewater Casino will open in January 2016,
,vith a projected in cremental increase of S20-25M in income to government in the first full
,· • CcL/
year of opera tion in 2016/1 7.
,---. 1,.;- • • Ii
'l-l._,_ 1.:,;-.l--

-,'f /~

J(i,
l

Development details

•

In support of thc casino rede\·clopment, Edgewater will be subject to :i.n accelerated
development commission.
C ''

n ( c·

f

.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

·l.11e funds will only lw prodded en I •:d~c,vatl'r once consm1ction h:1s bq~un and
con,:truction cn~1,: in exce~,: of the m.:crut·J fu:1tls hnn! been incurred.
\'\'hik this agrcl.'nwnt wil l :1ccdcr:m: tlw rec, >\'er~· of eli~ihll: facilin· de,·clnpmcnt costs
incurred h~· I:.dgL'\\':ltl'f. ir d(les not rcsult in grt·:ttt•r cnmpcnsarion <>n·t tht· tcm1 of tlw
<>pl:rati,,nal :--L•n·ict·:-- :1grt•t'mt·nt.
If BC!.('. is un:1hk r" :1ccekr:lti.' :1cccss ,,, facilir :• dLTdopmcnt c"mt11i!''>l1> ll'> . the l •:dge,\·:itl'r
C:isino rcloc:11io11 c:11mnr pr<>el't'J :tnd ~~◄ >\t'l'lltlrt'lll will be L1nahk tu :ll'h!\'\'\: tl1c fut1.ll'L' net
µ:a ming int.:f't•:1~c fr, ini the redcn·lopnwm , ,f S2tl .. S.~S\I annu:tlh-. .\ddiri, 111:ilh·, if the
n.:l< >GHion d, >l'S nnt pr< >t"l·cd, the cxi,tin~ l'l'\','llllt' sf rl':ttn fn >111 1:.dgt·w:11 l't' is al risk ol1Cl' rl1t·
h::1st· t·xpin ·~ , ,n I k·ccmlwr :, I, 20 I.:;.

TlK· SL·run· J>r, ,,·idn ( :,1m111issi, >n li :1s lwl'n in pl:in· sin ct· I'Yri ,ind :di, ►\\ s St·1Yict• pm,·idl•rs
(If n.c. gaming n :11tn•,; :ind rn,inn~ ,, l \':ll't\ li:Kh a j1l'l'Ct·nt:l,!,l' I ,r till' rn 1.' lll!l", thl•\' /!,l' l1l'l':ttl'
1,, hl'lp fund unpn >\'t•ml·n l ~ for rhl'ir f:rcility.
This co!npl'tl:--ati(ln , lrw:lun: i:s 1.aprurnl in tl11.· I :a,;in() I lpvr:11in1 1: rl ~t·n·in·:-. \grn·mcnr.
\\'hich nrt· typi,nll~ I() ur 2!) ~ t':H l'1J!ll r:tl·ts. I1 :rls,, lkt'i1ws r ht· l'l'ljllil'l'lllt·tlts 111r er minµ; tht.·
thrn· per Cl'nt facili1~ dt·\T lnptm·nr t·1,mmi!',:i11n and t\\<> pt·r l'l.'111 ;1cn ·l 1·r:11nl faci lity
dcn:l•>pmcnt c< ,111111issi< ,n, nn int.Tl'nwnul c, ,rnmis,:i, ,n 1,, i1ll·1.·111 tht· Iitnd) dl'\ t·I, ipmcm nf
t b1: pr, ijt•ct.
Thi:; i:- n highly t lh·1·tiY,' husinl'ss m, >lkl in B.( :. , 1\·,·r :i(,"" , ,( rnTnuc.· .:•.t·n vratnl lH' casino
g~lmbling i:-- rcruml'd In tlw pro,·inn· l'<>lnp:u·t·d tn :1linut .15' in \J1 1dwc ( lrllari<, and i\oya
:-:cori:t.
1

11

l):::,.:isinr1
•

fL'l_i\1jrL( !:

r~, '.

i! ..·1,r! ·n ·ni1·t ~ ~ ilh
1

.\ pruminl'nt pr"tl·sr ~•.ro ,up, ·\ ·:111c, 1U\'l'I' tlf >l \' t·g:1~ '_ , ipp< 10-<•,; ,l•.,1mi11:.•. c , p.1nsi< 111 in the ( :iry
of \':tnCtJll\'lT and h:ts 111:llk :1 pl'titi, >ll !< 1 thl' B( .: :-;uprt'!Hl' { :, llll'I r, II' judil·i:rl 1'<.' \ in,· of rht·
( :ity r ,f \':mc<nn n's :1ppn ,yal t ,f rlw r<.·l, •l·:tti,111 , ,r tlil· 1:.dgew :Lll'l' ( :asin, ,. Tliis stn ,ng.
o rg:1nizcd oppo,iri'lll is likd\' (II C:ll!Sl' runhn t11l'di:1 :ind public S(l'llti11~ .
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
April 30, 20'13

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

PlayNow.com

Background:
•

The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) launched PlayNow.com in 2004,
becoming the second jurisdiction in Canada to offer online gambling. Atlantic Lottery
Corporation was the first in 2004. Two other jurisdictions offer online gambling websites,
Lato-Quebec (2010) and Manitoba Lotteries (2013).

•

In 2010, BCLC added casino games, and in 2011 added peer-to-peer poker in partnership
with Loto-Que~ec. In 201 2, BCLC add~d a new sports bet~g pl~tform.

~ /-k ._

c( ~.

•

PlayNow.com 1s an account-based website. Players must register m order to play, and the
perso nal information they provide is verified by a third party to confirm identity, age and
residency.

. ~ L ) '--'
/ .__,,f<i..~( 1 -c ft:..:(

0

PlayNO\v.com features comprehensive player protection safeguards, including:

{;f'-t:'.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
e

. IC. )
'1 ·

The site is restricted to B.C. residents \vho are 19 years of age and older
Accounts require user names and arc password protected
There is a player pre-set deposit limit with a 24-hour restriction on increase requests
All information is secure and transactions arc monitored
Players can clearly see how long they've played and how much they've wagered
Players can view their purchase history (tickets purchased and amounts spent)
Information is posted on the odds of winning for eve1y game
Each time players log on, a "geo-location" check verifies they are in B.C. (players arc
required to be in the province to purchase from Play Now.com)
Easy access to the voluntary self-exclusion program
}Jlayer privacy: i\frets or exceeds all statutory requirements

i\11 lottery and casino games, gaming equipment and vendors used for PlayNow.com arc
certified and/ or approved by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB). GPEB
conducts regular audits to ensure gaming is conducted in compliance with gaming legislation,
directives, public interest standards, policies and procedures.

l'age1o[2

1 ,•
Il ~-.vr,;V""'-)
l

.r,C,' r
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•

ln .\ pril. .::1, 12. IH :. ,, nJ .\lnnir, >ha :signed :t ml·:11< >r:mdum , >f un,kr,; tanding t,, inrrndun·
lnkn-.ct g.1mhli11g i11 \hnitoh:, through thl· Pb~·:--:u\\·.c1J!ll pla tform . Pby~o\\·.co111 in
.\:anir.,li:i l:u111t:11vd m _l:urnar:, . '.;Ill} Thi~ initi:iriYt' i:- .:nrir~·ly self tundin;, nml ,\·ill "1wr:ir1· :ir
n ~·11:1!1 prntir.

•

Th is " PP1,r rn 11i, 1 ,,·i ll hl'lp Lkfow r!1c , 1pt imn1 hu:-m1.:;;~ m11dd :111d ,; rrurrnrc r" hl•,;t ,;1 pp11•·1
r!i,· ;~r,,wth ,,r' c( ::1!11:ng. ·1hl· prim:1n· licrn.:tit t•, I-\( :1J · i~ an incrc:1sc•d pi.P: L·r h:l~l' f, 1r p• ,kL r
_ti:11:1cs :111d :111 npp• ,:-1 cinit> t rJ rec, 1\ er tit·'- d, >pnwnr L'< ,,;r,; \Yith p:1 rt iciparinµ: ~• >Y,:rnm.:n:
p:trllll'r~.

•

Pl.t:, ~n w.c, ,min \l.11 1i t, ,li:1 h,,s rhl'
pl:ic1.: a,; in IU :.

•

B( :! .<:\

ctll'l'l'tit :-c·n

:•:lllll' L·,

,rnpn:liL·nsi, L· pL11 er pr, >t <·,: t i, ,11 ,;a fq2,u:1rd,; i:1

l<.' l' pbn i11dic:1rcs Pl:1 1,·'\.;, ,,, .r,,11,·s net incc1nw l,l't', ,rL· l:IXL'~ \\'ill innL·:1-c·

h_1 :32S.~ mill i, lll,, ,r ~\.:,. _; pL'I' ,L·11 1. b_\ .~11 I :i , I(, . ( ;I'<>\, d1 \\ ill c, ,r m · fr.,m rlw '-·11nrinuing
"J><.·ra1i, ,n:di1.:11i11n, •I th<.· o,;in, ,: p, ,kl' r p• ,rt J, ,Ii,,,; _d, v i111rndtic lin 11 , ,f nn dti 1u n,;d1cti1,11:il
\iin;:• i, Ill'\\' sp111b ill' \ ring ga:m·~ :11:d '-' L·lisi,, · , >pl i111ii':1ti, ,11 >I' :il l 1111 enwt pl:it (11r111s.

t,

•

To kL'L'P p:tCl' \\'it h ll·dm,,l<>g\ -;1:tntl:trd,; a;1L: USL'l' ,·:•:pl'ct:11 i, >1 1:-, i1( :J .< : is 111ak111~•.
t·nh:mn·mcnts 1,, 1lw t>J:i, :\,1w.cr,m i11t l·rl'.1n· 1,, 1,p11111i;,e lhl' \\L•i1:,tlL' 1,,r de\'i1·,•,; lik1• t:1hkr:and sm:1rtphom·,;.

•

BCI.< : i:-- :1bll L·xplo1ri11g nppnrtunit:v, l•> pr.. , idl· l'!:t\ "' '" x11tn 1.i 111lin p1ri, dic ti11n~ in

( :anatla.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
i\pril 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) Program and Lawsuits

Background:
•
•

•

o

..
•

o

o

o

VSE. is a voluntary program, a personal commitment and one tool that may assist people to
control their gambling.
Individuals choose a period between si., months and three years to self-exclude from
gambling facilities or PlayNow.com. t\ family member or friend cannot enroll an individual
in VSE.
Enrolment cannot be revoked. BCLC will remove participants from related marketing
mailing lists during the VSE period. In addition, individuals who self-exclude from gambling
facilities become ineligible for a }JlayNow.com account. If they have a PlayNow.com
account, it is suspended for the duration of their self-exclusion.
Gaming staff and security at gambling facilities receive mandatory training eveiy two years to
assist patrons who may display signs of distress. As appropriate, patrons arc provided
relevant information and/ or \TSE enrolment.
BCLC has offered the VSE program since 1999 and all Canadian jurisdictions offer selfexclusion programs.
At enrolment, individuals arc asked if they would like a facilitated referral to a problem
gambling counselor, which Government provides free of charge throughout the province
through GPEB's Responsible and Problem Gambling program.
BCLC takes a number of steps to help monitor for self-excluded people including license
plate recognition and visual monitoring by trained security and surveillance staff. BCLC
provides training to service provider staff and audits service provider compliance with
standards, policies and procedures relating to the operation of the \TSE program.
In 2012/13 BCLC installed TD scanners in all casinos and gaming centres to aid in the
detection of minors. Service providers are expected to ask for JD from anyone who appears
under 25. ID is scanned to vetify age and then cross checked with BCLC's security database
to determine whether the individual is enrolled in VSE.
As an additio nal J etcrrcn t, since April 1, 2009, VSE individuals are ineligible for jackpot
pnzcs.
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Legal Action Summary
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BCLC maintains that the program meets or exceeds statutory requirements and relevant
industry practice and that it has complied with the Responsible Gambling Standards set out
by GPEB. BCLC asserts that the VSE program is managed competently.

Class Action re: prize disentitlement:
• Beginning l\fay 5, 20 I4, five days han: been set aside for a BC Supreme Court trial into the
common issues in the class action l:\\vsuit against BCLC regarding BCLC's V E jackpot
<lisentitlement rule and the amendment to the Gaming Control Act in July 2010.
• Hamidreza Haghdusc and Michael Lee a.re d1e representative claimants for the class action
/
lawsuit, certified by BC Supreme Coun in January 2013. The class membership is confined /
to VSE enrollees who were disentitled from claiming a jackpot prize. Claimnnts are seeking
the equ.iYalent to the prize · to which they \Vere discntitlcd.
• Haghdust is a VSE participant and alleges that since November 2007 he routinely entered
gambling facilities and gambled and on just one occasion was asked to leave. BCLC records
indicate he was identified and escorted out of gambling facilities 18 times. He was disentitled
to two jackpots totalling $35,028. Lee ,vas disentitled to $42,484 and had been previously
identified and escorted out of a gambling facility .
Cases claiming BCLC negligence in operating VSE:
• Joyce Ross sued BCLC, Gateway Casinos and Orangeville Raceway, an affiliate of Great
Canada (Fraser Downs), for restitution of $78,000 in gambling losses. She alleged tl1at BCLC
and the defendant service providers were negligent in operating the VSE program, and
alleges she gained access to casino gambling several tinlcs as a VSE enrollee.
o
The case was heard in BC Supreme Court in October 2012. Judgement is i:esen·ed and a
decisio n could be ddin rcc.l at any tin1e.
• Four other VSE participants, Carol Barton,James Stanword1, Ivlichelle Fels and fvlaria
Martin, commenced similar lawsuits against BCLC and various gaming service providers.
BCLC anticipates tl1at these will be case-managed and heard together. No dates are set.

Decision required:
o

For information only. No decision required.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA
April 30, 2013

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE NOTE
Issue:
•

Single-event sports betting: Bill C-290 - An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Sports
Betting).

Background:
•

On September 28, 2011, the NDP MP for Windsor, Ontario,Joe Comartin, re-introduced
his private member's bill (titled Bill C-290) amending the Criminal Code by eliminating s.
207 (4)(b), which makes wagering on a single sports event illegal.

•

Bill C-290 is currently at Third Reading in the Senate. It is on tl1e Order Pap~r and could be
voted on at any time.

•

Curremlr, it's illegal for Canadians jurisdictions to offer single-event sports betting; sports
.
1
bets must be parlayed, m eaning players must wager on a minimum of t:\vo differen t events . ..,,-- Lv /
The player wins if both events arc correct. This leads to the vast majoring of sports betting
in Canada being dc;>ne through unlicensed, unregulated offshore websites.

•

Passing of th e biJJ would make single-event sports betting legal in Canada, which would help
mkc that money away from illegal, offshore gaming sites and book makers and keep the
funds in the province to benefit British Columbians.

c

This would be an important enhancement for regulated sports betting in Canada, and would
allow BCLC to compete with offshore sites. This is someiliing players ,vant, and BCLC
would be able to offer it ilirough a safe, secure site were the proceeds are kept in B.C.

•

B.C. has suppo rted a change in legislation for several years. In April 2010, l\liniscer Coleman,
wrore a letter to the i\·l inister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, Rob Nicholson,
urging him to consider amendments to ilie Code.

o

Minister Coleman was invited to appear before the Committee hearing on Bill C-290. H e
was unable to attend and requested the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch provide a
written submission. GPE B prm--idcd a fom1al written submission in November 2012. .-

•

Minister Coleman provided additional information on single event sports betting in April
2013 at Senator Runciman's request. Senator Runciman is the Senate sponsor of Bill C-290.

o

To date, all Canadian gaming jut-isdictions have indicated ilieir support for Bill C-290
although some jurisdictions may choose not to offer single event betting should it become
legal.
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This is Exhibit "D" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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• BC's commercial gaming is a $2.7-billion industry which
employs over 10,000 people
• A net income of approximately $1.128 billion in 2012/13
benefitted people and communities across BC
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Gaming in British Columbia - An Overview
ll~J11llll•L1::::F.Tinli~'"i°1111111t:111...-.1-.~1ilrn.T,,._IC-.,Jli1Cwc
,,

Gaming Facility Type

·-·

r..,.".._- ""

Number

Slot Machines A

~ - ..

,-

Table Games

15

8,647

446

Casinos at Horse Race Tracks c

2

1,065

22

Horse Race Tracks

5

0

0

19

2,484

0

7

0

0

Teletheatres

23

0

0

Totals

71

12,196

468

Traditional Casinos 8

Community Gaming Centres
Commercial Bingo Halls

11 Includes

Electronic Table Games
Includes one Casino with Commercial bingo gaming
c Hastings Park and Fraser Downs are combination race tracks and casinos
8
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Lottery products
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(as at April 1s, 2013)

• There are 3,731 retailers, including 916 in -the
hospitality network (bars and pubs)
• Lotto! Express is offered at 100 Overwaitea Food
Group locations across B.C. and will soon be
expanding to liquor stores
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PlayNow.com

•
•
•
•
•

PlayNow.com offers national and provincial lottery games, online
casino games, and peer-to-peer poker games
BCLC partners with MB to host internet gaming via the
PlayNow.com platform
PlayNow.com has approximately 250,000 players registered
PlayNow.com players must register, and a third party confirms
identity, age and residency
Safeguards include
o Spending limit: Players can set their own weekly transfer-in limit, up to

$9,999

o Session log: Time and amount spent is visible on each web page
o Purchase history: Tickets purchased and amount spent for the past 52
weeks
o Regular compliance audits conducted by GPEB
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Race tracks and teletheatres
•

Up to seven horse race tracks permitted (two major tracks and three seasonal
tracks currently in operation)

•

Fraser Downs and Hastings racecourses have casinos co-located with them,
featuring slot machines and table games

•

Up to 40 teletheatres permitted {23 sites currently operating: 11 at hotels/pubs,
10 at casinos or community gaming centres and two at horse race tracks)

•

Teletheatres offer simulcast broadcasts of races run at local, national and
international tracks

Licencing
•

In 2011/12, GPEB issued almost 9,900 licenses to eligible community organizations
to conduct and manage gaming events

•

Community organizations raised an estimated $33.4 million in 2011/12 to support
their programs
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Separation of Responsibilities and Authorities (Gaming Control Act)

•

The Gaming Control Act provides for integrity of gambling in British Columbia

•

There are three separate roles under the Act
o Minister
o General Manager of the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
o British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)

•

The Minister provides oversight and guidance, leaving specific decision making
to BCLC and regulation of the gaming industry, including BCLC, to GPEB

•

BCLC is responsible for conducting, managing or presenting gaming

•

These accountabilities and responsibilities ensure appropriate segregation of
duties necessary to maintain the integrity of the industry
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Sepa ration of Responsibilities and Authorities

{Gaming Control Act)

General Manager (GPEB)
•

The Genera l Manager must develop, manage and maintain the government's gaming
pol icy and provide regulatory oversight of the gaming industry, including BCLC, service
providers and charity organizations engaged in gaming

•

GPEB is responsible for:
o Developing and maintaining a strong and comprehensive policy and regulatory framework for
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

gaming in BC
Establishing industry-wide public interest standards, and managing both responsible gambling
initiatives and problem gambling treatment programs
Regulating the horse racing industry
Conducting financial and personal background checks on all gaming services providers and
gaming workers
Approving and certifying all gaming equipment used in the province
Issuing licenses and grants
Conducting audits of commercial gaming, licensed gaming events and community
organizations' use of gaming proceeds
Investigating all complaints and allegations of regulatory wrongdoing and assists law
enforcement agencies in criminal investigations in gaming in the province
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GPEB Budget and FTEs

-~~~~~~~ag~t~ ~nd:E~p-~-ridjt-~~e=s··~~:~ ~ji1 ~~j;:a}~
~FI{~~tri~;1J;.;f;~f[P:· ~ ··
•

•

GPEB's core operating
budget for 2013/14, is set
at $19.586 million, an
increase of $1.442 million
over 2012/13 1
A small balance in capital
funding will be spent on
upgrading GPEB's
computer database in
2013/14

Reference
1 Th is increase Is t he resu lt of a $1.SM budget lift fo r th e
Responsible and Problem Gambling Program less $58K,
w hich was GPEB' s portion of a mi nistry-w ide budget
reduct ion in EMNG.
2Thls amount previously was ca lculated to be $0.122. It
has been adjusted to Include w rite-offs and non-IT
asset s and Is now co rrectly stated as $0.216.
3
The budget reflects the amount o f capital fu nding
transferred from the M inistry of Justice (JAG) to EMNG.
4The remainder of the capital budget will be spent in
2013/14.

Budget

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

(actual)

(actual)

(budget)

13.907

13.638

13.580

Responsible Gambling Strategy

4.453

4.506

6.006

Total Branch Operating Budget

18.360

18.144

19.586

0.885

0.687 3

0.021 4

13.249

12.309

-

5.595

5.469

-

Total Operating Expenditures

18.844

17.778

-

Capital Expenditures

0.216 2

0.666

-

(0.484)

0.366

-

0.669

.021

-

Branch Core Operations

Capital Budget

Expen ditures
Branch Core Operations
Responsible Gambling Strategy

Variance - surplus/(deficit)
Operating Costs
Capital Costs

Staff
Total Branch FTEs
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•

The government of BC and BCLC ensure that gaming in BC is conducted
with integrity and that gaming events and products are offered in a
socially responsible manner

•

GPEB's budget for the RPG program for 2013/14 is $6.0 million

•

The strategy has three goals and supporting objectives

o Goal 1- Create public awareness of risks associated with gambling
o Goal 2 - Deliver gambling in a way that encourages responsible
gambling and informed choice
o Goal 3 - Provide treatment and support to those affected by problem
gambling
•

Government has publicly committed to counselling services for gambling
being available to everyone who needs them, without waitlists
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The Responsible Gambling Strategy offers the following initiatives
o A 24 hour helpline is available for those in need, at 1-888-795-6111
o Advertising and Responsible Gambling Standards for the BC gaming industry
o GameSense Advisors providing responsible gambling information and services
to patrons at all casinos and some community gaming centres
o Responsible and problem gambling awareness education for all ages
o The GamlQ, an iPad-based education program, designed specifically for
college and university students. In 2012, a second version of this program was
made available to high schools
o Clinical counsellors located throughout the province offer support services for
individuals, couples, families and groups
o Telephone and outreach services serve people in remote communities
o An intensive out-patient treatment program (Discovery Program) in the Lower
Mainland and on Vancouver Island
o Culturally relevant resources, programming and treatment are developed and
delivered by specialized service providers
o A BC Responsible and Problem Gambling Program website for British
Columbians seeking information about the program and its services
12
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Responsible Gambling Programs
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The Centre for Gambling Research at UBC
•

Government and BCLC have committed $2 million over five years to support the
establishment of the Centre for Gambling Research at the University of British
Columbia (UBC)

•

UBC w ill receive $1 million in t he fi rst year and $250,000 in each of the subsequent
yea rs. This f unding is from fo rfeited· prize w innings under the Voluntary Self
Exclusion program (VSE individuals are ineligible for j ackpot prizes)

•

The centre will conduct research on the social and behavioral aspects of gambling,
to inform and advance responsible and problem gambling prevention policy and
programming in BC, as well as in other regions of Canada and internationally

•

UBC will use the funding to cover operational expenses for the centre,
infrastructure and research centre staff

•

UBC is hiring a director to lead the centre, which is expect ed to be operational in
fall, 2013
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•

British Columbia's horse racing industry contributes $350 million 1 to the
province's economy and provides more than 7,400 people with
approximately 3,600 full-time equivalent jobs

•

Horse racing in BC is regulated under the Gaming Cont rol Act. GPEB
develops fair and appropriate rules and policy

•

Those who work in or provide services to the horse racing industry must be
registered with and licensed by GPEB

•

There are two commercial horse race tracks (Hastings Racecourse, in
Vancouver, and Fraser Downs Racetrack, in Surrey} and three community
event tracks {in Vernon, Princeton and Osoyoos}
o All are t horoughbred tracks except Fraser Downs, which is standardbred
o The two commercial tracks have casinos co-located in them - Fraser Downs features slot
machines and table games, and Hastings features slot machines only
G)

1 Dollar

~

amount estimated in 2008, the most recent estimate available.
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Horse Racing
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•

Twenty-three teletheatres in BC present simulcast satellite broadcasts of
horse races run at local, national, and international tracks

•

Teletheatre BC operates 21 teletheatres, and the Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation operates the teletheatre at each of Fraser Downs and
Hastings

•

In recent years, wagering at race tracks and teletheatres in BC has ranged
from $160 million to $180 million annually

•

The BC industry is heavily dependent on simulcast revenues. Income from
simulcast wagering accounts for more than 92 per cent of the money used
to support horse racing in the province; only eight per cent is the result of
live racing
15
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Industry Revitalization
•

Horse racing revenues have declined. To stabilize and revitalize racing in BC, the Province
created the BC Horse Racing Industry Management Committee

•

The committee provides strategic direction, decision-making and business leadership to
guide the industry's effort to become financially stable and sustainable

•

The committee has implemented a number of changes; the introduction of a marketing fund
in 2011 has resulted in increased attendance and wagering at live racing event

•

The committee is focused on creating a sustainable and transparent business model that
benefits the entire industry. Areas targeted for improvement are:
o governance
o cost efficiencies in operations
o new revenue initiatives and improving player interest and participation in BC horse
racing and wagering

•

A draft report was released to the industry in May 2013 and consultation is currently
underway in advance of the final report

G)

~

•

Going forward, the Province's financial support is estimated at $10 million
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•

In 2012/13, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) distributed $135
million to approximately 5,300 non-profit organizations. Funds were distributed to
six sectors: human and social services, public safety, art and culture, sport,
environment, and Parent Advisory Councils (PACs) and District Parent Advisory
Councils (DPACs)

•

The Gaming Grant Program is administered by the Ministry of Finance (FIN) and
the Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development (CSCD)

•

Decisions regarding eligibility and grant approval are the responsibility of CSCD and
have been since April 2011. CSCD receives the budget allocation for the grants

•

GPEB is responsible for the administration of the program, including financial
oversight, audit, IT services, and corporate support. Grants staff and administration
remain with GPEB
17
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Amendments to the Gaming Control Act and regulation were introduced

in April 2012 to enact the shared responsibility. GPEB has legislated
authority to distribute the grants based on a set of criteria. CSCD and
GPEB cooperate throughout the grant eligibility process
•

A public review of the community gaming grant program examined the
role of government in allocating gaming revenue to BC communities. Input
was sought and received from charities, community members, industry
representatives and local government. The final report, with
recommendations, was provided to government on Oct. 31, 2011

•

On January 11, 2012, Premier Christy Clark announced that the Province
had increased gaming grants by $15 million to a total of $135 million,
beginning in the 2011/12 fiscal year. At the same time, funding was
reinstated for eligible adult arts and sports organizations, environmental
groups and animal welfare agencies
G)
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•

In 2013/14, an estimated $82.9 million in gaming revenue will be distributed to
local governments hosting casinos and/or community gaming centres

•

By the end of 2013/14, local governments that host gaming facilities will have
received an estimated $940.2 million in gaming funds since 1999

•

31 communities host a total of 17 casinos and 19 community gaming centres

•

Since July 1999, the Province has provided a share of gaming revenue to local
governments that host gaming facilities (casinos and/or community gaming
centres) in their jurisdictions

•

Host local governments can use the revenue for any purpose that benefits the
local community. They are required to report annually to the Province on the
expenditure of these funds
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Revenue sharing is set out in signed contracts between the Province and
host local governments. Under these contracts, there are two revenue
sharing models
o Community casino model: host local governments receive 10 per cent
of the net casino gaming revenue from community casinos and/or
community gaming centres within their jurisdiction
o Destination casino model : host local governments receive one-sixth of
net casino gaming revenue from destination casinos within their
jurisdiction
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•

Facility-based ga ming gene rat ed $1 .6 billion in gross revenue
(net win) in FY 12/13. It re mains primarily a cash-based
busi ness in BC; however, GPEB and BCLC have taken
signifi cant measures to reduce t his reliance on cash

•

In 2011, the Province commissioned a review t o examine
current anti-money laundering practices in BC gaming
facilities. The review determined what anti-money laundering
policies, practices and strategies are in place at BC gaming
facilities, and identified opportunities to strengthen the
existing anti-money laundering regime
G)
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• GPEB and BCLC, in cooperation with gaming service
providers, have set a new AML strategy and implemented
new measures addressing the recommendations of the
review. There is a focus on moving the industry away from
a reliance on cash
• GPEB completed a performance progress report on May 29,
2013, which set out the next steps in the strategy
1

• The Ministry s 2013/14 - 2015/16 Service Plan has a
performance measure intended to further shift the industry
from cash transactions to electronic methods for funds
access within casinos
22
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Ministry of Finance

First Nations ancl Gaming in British Columbia

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
Transition Materials - June 13, 2013

Background
•

Sharing gaming revenue is a key issue for First Nations. Various First Nations leaders
have written to the Premier with their concerns
o
o
o

First Nations desire for a direct share in gaming revenue
Province's duty to consult with First Nations where gaming facilities are re-located on land that may
infringe upon Aboriginal title and rights
Authority for gaming on First Nations lands

First Nations Revenue
•

•
•

Host local governments (HLG} receive 10 percent of the net revenues from the
casino or gaming community centre they host. Three First Nations host gaming
facilities on their land (Ktunaxa, Cowichan, Squamish), and a fourth site will be
added on Adams Lake Indian Band land near Salmon Arm
Unlike Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and New Brunswick, BC does not
directly share gaming revenues with First Nations
The provincial government does share revenue directly with First Nations, from
resource developments on Crown land such as mining, forestry and oil and gas
23
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Ministry of Finance
Gaming Polley and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)

First Nations ancl Gaming in British Columbia

Transition Materials - June 13, 2013

Province's Duty to Consult

•

The Gaming Control Regulation requires BCLC to be satisfied that the HLG has
consulted with each potentially affected local government, including First Nations.
It limits consultation with First Nations to advising them of the gaming proposal,
and seeking their comments solely in relation to infrastructure or policing costs
and traffic and highway use

•

In a 2005 case involving the development of the River Rock Casino in Richmond,
BC on Crown lands, the Supreme Court of British Columbia found that because
BCLC is an agent of the Crown, the Province had a duty to consult on issues related
to potential land claims. The Province provided financial compensation to the
Musqueam Indian Band

•

GPEB has asked BCLC to consider the need for consultation in its p_lans to move or
construct gaming facilities. BCLC is considering advice provided through the
Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation, but has not yet determined a

course of action
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Ministry of Finance

First Nations and Gaming in British Columbia

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
Transition Materials - June 13, 2013

Gaming on First Nations Lands

•

Citing "existing aboriginal and t reaty rights," affirmed by section 35(1) of
the Constit ution Act, 1982, many First Nations assert that BC does not
have excl usive jurisdiction over gaming activities in the province

•

Under the Criminal Code of Canada, the Province is delegated the
authority to conduct and manage all gaming, both on and off First Nations
reserve lands

•

In BC, the Gaming Control Act (GCA) provides the legislative framework for
gaming in the province, and the provincial government has _sole
jurisdiction for gaming and regulation of gaming in BC. The Province
delegates BCLC the authority to conduct, manage and operate commercial
gaming, with the exception of horse racing
25
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This is Exhibit "E" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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BC C conducts7manages and opera, es ~oI ery,
cas~no7bingo and e-gaming on behah or th e
Provi

G> Ou r produc ·s are so~d throug

contracted private~

sector reta~lers a.nd service prov·de_ s.

e 3,800 loi iery locat~ons, 7 casinos, · 9 cornrn uni y
gaming centres and 7 commercial bingo al s.
• ApproYfrnatel J 9 O TEs work in o ices in
Vancou er and " an1~oops and ~n t e ·e1 .
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Governme t Ex ectations
• Operate gambling in a manner with in social policy framework
set out by Government, and in a manner consistent with the
Province~s Responsible Gambling Strategy.

e

Operate within the legislative, regulatory and policy framewor~-<
set out by the Minister of Finance or the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch.

E> Enhance th e corporation 's anti-money laundering compliance
programs including measures to move the industry away from
cash and other strategies in the Province's Anti-Money 'f. ,
Laundering Action Plan.
/

e
e

t

.
1

Optimize the corporation's financial performance.
Optimize the security, integrity and efficiency of the corporation
through modernization of infrastructure, process, and
technology.
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2012/ 13 Ne· income $1,127.6 Billion
Casino $829. M
ottery $ 80.4 M
eGaming $ 17 .5 M

0

201 2/"13 direct e)(penses, garning support costs and operating
expenses were under budget by $20.4 M and continue to be under
budget this year.

0

20i i /12-2012/13 Year over Year Revenue Growth:
otter\J

2.5 %

eGaming

12 %
0.1 %

Casino
G>

Net income May YTD is $4 M greater than budget at $·184.4 M against
a budget of $180.4 M.
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Business Landsca e
• Continued investn1ent in business has generated
incremental growth (Lotto E)(press, eGaming) . Current

investments will continue to take time to transIa·e into
revenu e grovv h.

e

Major build-outs of casinos and community gaming
centres are nearing completion - Edgewater remains
a significant opportu nity.
------...,._

e Legacy systems are being replaced at a cost of
approximately $135 million over the next 3_years.

;·

f

r,

I

r • Strategic focus on broadening ti e customer base ;itl, I
~/>( /
"------ ~-~g_a.gi ng a. you nger demographic (i 9-35) due to
· _ _ /
Tffif€-t:tu reliance on an aging customer demographic.
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BCLC recognized as an inte rnati onal eadeu in
innova .ion, responsib~e gamblin g, and busine s
performance by jurisdictions arou d th vvorl ..
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• ~ ; 10, the W or!d
nery Association recogni ed / r:t.- - . ,
LC as having the best responsible gan1bilng
/--V~__/
prog ram in tine world a d in 2012/13 the _BC ':1111 / . . .
GamE)S~JJ.seJJ.~nd was-a.do.pted b~ Manitoba_and / [ ) · ~ .,, ···
Sas~aJch~wan 10 promote respons b gam bl nga '
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0 Social license & reputation management b ing driven
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Benchmarki g Comparison
e 2010/ 1i Net Win Per Capita ($)
BCLC

447

Canada Average

399

OLG

363

LQ

339

• 2010/ 11 Operating Costs Ratio(%)
OLG

64.4

Svenska

46.3

LQ

4 5.1

BCLC

41.5

e BCLC and Treasury Board have agreed on a cost ratio
target of 42.5% o-f Net Win.
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On rack to Achieve

ervice Pia Tar ets

consolidated corporate operations
$ millions

Revenue
Prizes
Net Win
Direct Expenses
Gaming Support Costs
Operating Costs
Amortization and Other
Total Costs
Net Income Before Taxes
Taxes
Net Income

Capital Expenditures

2012/13
ACTUA

2013/14

2014/15

BU DGET

TARGET

015/16
TARGET

2,731.9

$ 2,803.0

$ 2,868.7

$ 2,940.1

624.4

649.6

645.2

2,059.5

2,135.9

2,082 .3

2,157.8

2,212.2

2,275.1

630.3

650.7

637.2

664.3

681 .4

699.5

29.0

34.1

29.4

38.6

39.3

40.0

132.9

135.9

133.7

139.4

141.9

144.2

73.0

90.2

57.6

75.5

78.5

84.1

865.2

910.9

857.9

917.8

941.1

967.8

1,194.3

1,225.0

1.224.4

1,240.0

1,271.1

1,307.3

86.9

100.0

96.8

68.0

69.1

$ 1;107.4

$ 1,125.0

1,1 27.6

$ 1,172.0

$ 1 202.0

74.4

116.2

2011/12
ACTUAL

2012/13
BUDGET

$ 2,701 .4

$ 2,760.3

641 .9

$

$

96.6

120.0

656.

1 0.0

665.0

70.
$ 1,237.0

.10.0
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On Track to Achieve Service Plan Targets
2013/14 TOTAL EXPENDITURES: 1.631 BILLION
D:Coct Co:;tt;
40.7%

2013/14 OPERATING COSTS: $139.4 MILLIO

G - g
Support

Financi~J

0.6

Co:;tr;

2.d

T:i:xe:;

42'
Amortiz.:rt,' on
&Other-

H% .. .
Opsr®ng
Co::tc
8.6

. , ..

Bu]d:ng:..

Equ;pment & Goods
8.lri,

....

., • '

Emp4oyes Co::1:.
& Profa:;:;ioru.l Fee::

69.59'

,lt!!1ssting &
Communic:l!.ion:;

21.0-,{,
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lncrementa! Revenue OpportuniUes (next 5 years)
Strategic Market Review - Near-Term Growth Outlook
Incremental Win ($Million)
Source of Growth
New Facilities
Relocated/Repositioned Facilities
Or anic Growth
Total
*

Low
$33.3
$41.1
$47. 7
$122.1

Hi h
$65.2
$71.7
$102.8
$239.8

* Organic Growth is achieved through business analytics, marketing initiatives, and strategic adjustments to existing business

10
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Revenue Initiatives

PlayNow in
New Channels

Implement capabilities of PlayNow to
Casino/CGC. Enables infrastructure for a
multichannel player strategy. Planning
underway, multi-year project.

$47 M

PlayNow.com
Device
Compatibility
Upgrade

Capability to purchase lottery tickets and make
sports bets on regardless of device being used
(mobile, tablet, etc.). Go live: June 24, 2013.

$10 M

GIVlS (Gaming
Managemen1
System)

Infrastructure upgrade
C sin /CGC's will
provide marketing, respo sible gambli g and
analytics that will increase rev nue.
Implementation underway.

$120M

New/ Upgraded

Casino: Boul evard Repositioning - June 20 13
CGC: Maple Ridge - Opening November 2013
CGC: Salmon Arm - Openi ng Aug ust 2014
Casino: Edgewater - Open ing 2016

Casinos/CGC's

11 .

on .e

lly o era

n

$1.5 M
$22 M
$60 M
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Initiative
•

•

•

>

•

... -..c....r "'-...;,t,.

Lotto Express

Ability to purchase lottery tickets at grocery
check-outs, implemen ed in Save-On/
Over aitea stores. Expa1 ding to 195
Liquor Distribution tores, s· arting in
second quarter 2013/14.

$54 M

Lotto 6/49

New Locto 6/49 w ill include a guaranteed
$1 million prize every draw, increasing the
base jackpot to $5 million, improving the
overall odds of winning and increasing the
price point to $3. Launch : Fall 2013.

$15 IVI

Garne Change

once fu lly operatio nal

12
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Revenue Initiatives
Initiative
Business
Optimization

Multi-year project to build upon existing
transformation initiatives by identifying
major opportunities for revenue growth or
business efficiency, or validating current
model. Includes Lottery, Casino and
eGaming optimization, Multi-Channel
strategy and Speed to Market assessment.

$200 - $300 M*

eGaming
B to B

Part nering w ith other gaming j urisdictions
to offer our PlayNow pl at form. Live with
Manit oba lotteries - January 2013.
Currently negotiating vvith Alberta.

TBD

*lifetime
G)
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Management Initiatives

G The 20i 3/14 advertising 8t marketing budget was red uced by
$400K from the 20i 2/ i 3 budget.
0

Discretionary costs including employee travel , employee relations
and professional 'fees were reduced by $1.4 M in the 2013/ i 4
budget vs . 201 2/i 3 budget.

0

A ll management and executive salaries remain frozen.

<:> BC C spends approximately $i 93 M with 1200 suppliers annually.
BCLC is focused on competitive bid processes and contract
renegotiations to generate an estimated $10 M in savings or added
value annually.
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Striking the Right Balance: Balancing Revenue &
Investment with Cost Management
e

Significant opportunities to drive Revenue

0

Significant investment required to execute on revenue opportunities,
as well as investing in:
-

Modernizing legacy systems

-

Support Divisions:
°
0
0

°
0

°

0

Finance: Accelerate Transformation
Business Technology: Resourcing
Strategy: Responsible Gambling
Communications & Public Affairs: Reputation Management Strategy
Human Resources: Human Resources Information System (HRIS)
Corporate Security & Compliance: Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Investment must be balanced against cost management strategies
-

Effi ciency and effectiveness reviews of operations

-

Enhancing delivery and operating models

-

Redeploying resources to meet greatest business need
G)
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pon ibility/

Annually, BCLC 's budget for responsible gambling is $3.5 iVi in addition to the
Province's budget of $5 .9 million.

E> BCLC and the Province are investing an additional $2 M with University oJ
British Colurnbia to develop an independent gambl ing rese arch centre. The
centre is funded from the Jackpot Disentitlement Ru e which requires BCLC
to disentitle individuals from jackpots they win whi le enrolled in the Voluntary
Se lf Excl usion program .

e Th e centre ,Nill conduct research on the social and beh avioral aspects of
gambling including examining new treatment tech nologies, evaluating
programs and expl oring potential improvements that can lower risk to
gamblers.
.,,1
l~l \: , C:v--t'<:,_cl:-7. ~ '.,,j 1,.-;T.
l ~~
- ·1•·~ ~

1C.,.I..-}'-

._,...__;.,J.J

tel

E> BCLC and th e Province contract the Responsible Gambl ing Counci l to
independently review and accreditation all gaming -facilities in BC. To date, 17
facil ities have received " G Check" accreditation. BCLC '1Vil l .invest
approximately $5 1\/l over three years for accreditation o-f all 6 facilities.
16
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Social

esponsibility/Public A airs

• World Lottery Association esponsible Gambling
4 re-certification (quality standard) - expected
Sun1mer 2013.

e

level

BCLC con ducts responsible gambling awareness in
communities across British Columbia and hosts an
internationally recog nized conference in Vancouver to
share best practices.

fl ·

• BCLC is developing a strategic plan to enhance social
license to ope_rate give~ the rise of social interest
/h
g;.oups opposing gambling (Vancouver Not Vegas,
/.
e [C.).
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30 Days
__ ~
th
0
Bill C290 regarding Single Event Sports Betting - On June 18 , BCLC joins other provincial
-jurisdictions at the Canadian Gaming Summit in Montreal to urge ti e Senate to pass t11e Bill.
_The Province of BC has already formally expressed its support for the Bill.
,,.
(:)

Upgrade of PlayNow.com for device compatibility (tablet/mobile use).:;- June 4th .
Boulevard Casino re-positioning- June 25 th .
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Michael Graydon, CEO of BCLC, will be announced-asJhe co-chair of the 20i4 Grey Cup
Committee - end of June.
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Edgewater Casino Relocation - Paragon will announce a development partner and an 1
')
updated MDA with PavCo - end -of June.
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BCLC Kam loops Customer Support Centre a errra · te--se vice -delivery project. --
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World Lottery Association Level 4 Re-Certification.
~, 1 ~:~ ;~ ___ /_._L(:'
1 1
Province of Alberta - potential announcement re: partnership with BCLC on PlayNow.com.
Z
\

Announcement of appointment of Director of UBC Gambling Research Centre.

_
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i J '- !~/ _':· (

Decisi<;m on Joyce Ross I gal~tion regarding BCLC duty of care for Voluntary Self__
Exclusion program .
,
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Expanding eGaming business development to United States too; : { ;_
'1
PlayNow.com.
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BCLC Business Optimization Program - recommendations wil l be
brought ·forward to government in the ne,d i 2 months to propose
changes to BCLC's operating models in Lottery, Casino and eGaming to
optimize and increase revenue to the Provin9e ffLBC.
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This is Exhibit "F" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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For more information on the British Columbia
Ministry of Finance,
see Ministry Contact Information on Page 19 or contact:
Ministry of Finance
PO BOX 9417
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VICTORIA, BC
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or visit our website at
www.gov.bc.ca/fin
Published by the Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Finance

Message from the Minister and
Accountability Statement

British Columbia has worked hard to exercise fiscal discipline, with a
record to back it up. Eleven years of fiscal prudence have put us in a good
position to manage the challenges of global economic uncertainty. Our
triple-A credit rating and affordable debt-to-GDP ratio have strengthened
our international reputation as a safe harbour, bringing new investment into
all regions of the province-supporting job creation and revenues that
sustain B.C. families.
The B.C. government is determined to protect and preserve our province's
triple-A credit rating. B.C.'s triple-A credit rating saves taxpayers millions
of dollars a year in the government's cost of borrowing. Every dollar we
don't pay in interest is one we can invest in public services or reduce our
borrowing. An ongoing commitment to balancing the budget by not spending more than taxpayers
send us can help us preserve our triple-A status. This is essential to protect future generations from the
high costs of government debt. B.C. remains one of only two provinces in Canada with a triple-A
credit rating from both Standard and Poor's and Moody's-the highest rating possible.
We are required under current law to return to balanced budgets in 2013/14, and we will do so
responsibly. This prudence helps us maintain a triple-A credit rating, and support priority programs
ensuring British Columbians generally have one of the lowest overall tax burdens in Canada. The .
turbulent global economy and declining natural resource revenues are not something we can control,
but we can control our spending. Continued spending discipline will be necessary as we maintain
balanced budgets in the years to come.
As committed, the PST was re-implemented April 1, 2013, with all permanent exemptions. For
businesses, the new legislation is clearer and easier to administer than the original legislation, helping
simplify business compliance and reduce costs.
Significant progress has been made between government and unions under the Cooperative Gains
Mandate. The mandate provides the opportunity for employers and unions to find creative solutions to
negotiate modest wage increases funded from savings within existing budgets, not adding costs to
taxpayers and ratepayers, and not sacrificing services. Currently, almost three-quarters of the people
working in the B.C. public sector now have tentative or ratified agreements settled under the 2012
Cooperative Gains Mandate.
New this year to the Finance portfolio is the British Columbia Lottery Corporation. Commercial
gaming in B.C. is a $2.7-billion-a-year industry, providing an estimated 37,000 direct and indirect
jobs for British Columbians. The Province receives more than $1.1 billion annually in gaming
revenue to support healthcare, local governments and thousands of community organizations. Since
2001, the Province has provided more than $1.5 billion in gaming grants to community organizations
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and of all provinces, B.C. distributed the most government gaming revenue to non-profit community
organizations.
I want to thank the incredibly dedicated and professional staff at the Ministry of Finance. I am proud
to work with them every day and I appreciate their ongoing commitment to serving British
Columbians.
The A1inistry of Finance Revised 2013114- 2015/16 Service Plan was prepared under my direction in
accordance with the Budget Transparency and Accountability Act. I am accountable for the basis on
which this plan has been prepared and for achieving specific objectives in this plan.

Honourable Michael de Jong
Minister of Finance
June 14, 2013
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Purpose of the Ministry
The Ministry of Finance plays a
key role in establishing,
implementing and reviewing
government's economic, fiscal ,
financial management and
taxation policies.

SI O tTrusted financial and
economic leadership for
a prosperous province

The Ministry is responsible for
delivering fair, efficient and
effective tax administration, and revenue and treasury management that fund government programs,
services and infrastructure essential to citizens in British Columbia.
The Ministry is also responsible for:
•

Government's economic forecasting, fiscal planning, budgeting and reporting;

•

Government's economic, fiscal and taxation policy;

•

Tax and non-tax revenue administration and loan administration and collection;

•

Oversight of financial , procurement and administrative governance for the broader public service
(ministries, crown agencies and the schools, universities, colleges and hospitals (SUCH) sector);

•

Banking, accounting, and risk and debt management services for government;

•

Policy development for the financial, corporate and real estate sectors in British Columbia;

•

Gaming policy and enforcement; and

•

Regulation of the financial services and real estate sectors, and administration of the B.C. credit
union deposit insurance fund.

Also, the Minister of Finance is accountable for the B.C. Public Service Agency (see pages 24-31),
Public Sector Employers' Council (see pages 32-33), B.C. Securities Commission, B.C. Lottery
Corporation, Pacific Carbon Trust and Partnerships B.C. 1•
Ministry clients include the citizens of British Columbia, Treasury Board, Cabinet, ministries, Crown
corporations, boards and commissions, agencies, businesses, investors and financial sector agencies.
The Ministry publishes several reports - please see page 20 for links to these publications.

1

For more information refer to: www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/ (Public Service Agency);
http ://www.fin .gov.bc.ca/psec/ (Public Sector Employers ' Council); www.bcsc.bc.ca/ (B.C. Securities Commission);
www.bclc.com (B.C. Lottery Corporation); www.pacificcarbontrust.com/ (Pacific Carbon Trust);
www.partnersh ipsbc.ca/index.php (Partnerships B.C.).
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Strategic Context
The Economy
The Economic Forecast Council expects British Columbia's real GDP will grow by 1.6 per cent in
2013 and 2.5 per cent in 2014. Risks to British Columbia's economic outlook include the following:
further slowing of domestic economic activity; renewed weakness in the US economy; the ongoing
European sovereign debt crisis threatening the stability of global financial markets; exchange rate
volatility; and slower than anticipated economic growth in Asia dampening demand for BC's exports.
Fiscal Responsibility
B.C. has been more resilient than other jurisdictions in meeting the challenges of global economic
uncertainty. While declining natural gas revenues have had a significant impact, measures have been
implemented to mitigate these declining revenues in order to balance the 2013/14 budget. These
include reductions in discretionary spending across government, including savings in operations such
as travel and discretionary spending, freezing salaries for public sector management, continuing the
public service hiring freeze, and the sale of surplus properties and assets. Surplus properties and assets
are those no longer in use, not required for future use, and assets where there is no strategic benefit for
the Province to own. These measures send a strong signal to international bond rating agencies which
continue to reward the Province with a triple-A credit rating.
Government Priorities
The government has identified job creation, families, and a commitment to transparency and open
government as major priorities over the next several years. The Ministry of Finance is committed to
contributing to each of these priorities.
• The Ministry supports job creation by contribution to the B. C. Jobs Plan, through tax
initiatives, fiscal responsibility, and deregulation to foster an environment that encourages
business success.
• The Ministry supports B.C. families by overseeing prudent fiscal management of all
government funds. These efforts aid in maintaining low tax rates for individuals and families
living and working in British Columbia and contribute to decreasing the province's debt load
to lessen the burden for future generations.
• The Ministry suppo1is open government by driving greater transparency and fiscal
accountability through proactively releasing data and information to the public.
Return to a Provincial Sales Tax
During the summer of 2011, British Columbians had the opportunity to participate in a province-wide
referendum on the harmonized sales tax (HST). On August 26, 2011, Elections B.C. announced that
British Columbians had voted in favour of eliminating the HST and returning to the provincial sales
tax (PST) plus federal goods and services tax (GST) system.
Following the referendum results, government committed to make the transition back to the PST/GST
system as quickly as responsibly possible. The Provincial Sales Tax Act received Royal Assent on
May 31, 2012, and the PST was re-implemented on April 1, 2013, with all permanent exemptions.
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The government also introduced common-sense improvements that will make administration of the
sales tax easier for businesses. The new PST was implemented under a more modern and streamlined
Act (the Provincial Sales Tax Act or PSTA) that is, for technical taxation legislation, clearer, easier to
understand and comply with, easier to administer and which better reflects modern technology and
business practices.
The ministry's focus is now on the first-year administration of the re-implemented PST, including
assisting businesses through the transition by answering PST application and remittance questions,
registration and monitoring payments.

Gaming
The increasing complexity of gaming poses new regulatory and enforcement challenges. For example,
the introduction of casino-style games offered over the internet, as well as gaming on mobile devices,
mark a significant milestone in the evolution of the gaming industry, requiring regulatory and
enforcement practices to evolve along with the industry.
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Goals, Objectives, Strategies and
Performance Measures
Goal 1: Sound and transparent management of government
finances
Confidence in British Columbia's economy is important for attracting investment and creating jobs,
and is supported by a sound and sustainable fiscal environment. Responsible fiscal policies ensure that
the government can maintain and enhance the delivery of key public services and that the costs of
public services are not passed on to future generations. Public confidence is further enhanced by open
accountability that demonstrates the appropriate management of government finances.

Objective 1.1:

Effective management of government's fiscal plan

The government's ability to achieve a sustainable fiscal environment relies on the development and
maintenance of a prudent and resilient fiscal plan. The Ministry plays a critical role in overseeing the
fiscal plan and works closely with the federal government, provincial ministries and other public
sector partners to ensure that government's annual and three-year revenue, and operating and capital
expenditure targets are met.

Strategies
•
•
•

Continuously monitor revenues, spending and debt set out in the fiscal plan 2 , and take
corrective action as required to meet targets.
Ensure effective cash management to minimize borrowing requirements and debt service
costs.
Manage government's capital plan, including strategic investments in infrastructure across the
province.

Performance Measure 1:
Performance Measure

Provincial credit rating
2012/13
Forecast

2013/14
Target

2014/15
Target

2015/16
Target

Aaa

Aaa

Aaa

Aaa

Provincial credit rating

Data Source: Moody's Investor Service (Credit Rating Agency).

2

For more information refer to : http://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/ .
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Discussion
This measure is the provincial credit rating determined by Moody's Investors Service, a recognized
and independent credit rating agency. This credit rating influences the interest rate that the Province is
charged when it borrows in either the domestic and international capital markets. Credit ratings are
provided in descending alphabetical order from A to C - highest to lowest. Triple-A (Aaa) is the
highest possible rating and it is provided only to those public and private sector organizations that are
assessed as borrowers with excellent financial security and pose low risk for investor loss.
Organizations with a triple-A credit rating are generally offered the lowest interest rates when
borrowing.
In determining the Province's credit rating, rating agencies evaluate debt as a percentage of gross
domestic product (GDP) and interest owing as a percentage of gross receipts. Agencies also consider
the government's track record in meeting its fiscal targets, its transparency in budgeting and reporting,
the economic outlook, and business and consumer confidence in the economy. With government's
continued focus on prudent fiscal management, it anticipates maintaining its triple-A credit rating.

Performance Measure 2:
Performance Measure

Budget deficit / surplus

Budget deficit/ surplus
2012113
Preliminary Actual

2013/14
Target

2014115
Target

2015/16
Target

As set out in
As set out in
As set out in
government fiscal government fiscal government fiscal
plan
plan
plan

$1.146 B
deficit

Data Source: British Columbia Budget and Fiscal Plan.

Discussion
This measure reflects the Ministry of Finance's overall success in implementing the government's
fiscal plan. Specifically, the government will return to a balanced budget in 2013/14.

Objective 1.2:

Accountable, efficient and transparent financial and program
management across government

The Ministry supports accountability and transparency through the public release of financial and
program information and a variety of governance frameworks that apply to ministries and the broader
public sector. The successful implementation of effective governance frameworks supports increased
value for use of public funds and contributes to public confidence in government. To facilitate the
application of these frameworks, the Ministry supports government with tools and training to build
necessary capacity.
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Strategies
Provide governance and oversight to:
► Ensure all government entities (e.g. ministries, Crown agencies, etc.) are publicly
accountable for their programs, services and fiscal management.
► Ensure appropriate financial and program management, systems and guidance are in
place for the broader public service.
Use risk-based approaches to effectively manage government's resources.
Undertake strategic reviews of government business processes to identify opportunities to
maximize efficiency.
Meet statutory reporting requirements and comply with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP). 3

Perfm·mance Measure 3, 4 and 5:

Annual Release Dates for Budget and Public
Accounts, and Audit Opinion

2012/13
Forecast

2013/14
Target

2014/15
Target

2015/16

February 19,
2013

By legislated due
date

By legislated due
date

By legislated due
date

Completion date of the Public
Accounts1

On or
Before June 30,
2013

On or
before June 30,
2014

On or
before June 30,
2015

On or
before June 30,
2016

Audit opinion

Public Accounts
in compliance
with GAAP

Public Accounts
in compliance
GAAP

Public Accounts
in compliance
with GAAP

Public Accounts
in compliance
with GAAP

Performance Measure

Release date of the Budget

Target

Data Source: Release of the Public Accounts.
The legislated due date for the release of the Public Accounts is August 31 st for the previous fiscal year.

1

3

The government of British Columbia adheres to generally accepted accounting principles for senior Canadian
governments as identified by the Public Sector Accounting Board.
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Discussion
The first two measures capture the timeliness of government budgeting and financial reporting.
Timely release of financial information is critical for effective use of the information and helps instill
public confidence in government's ability to manage its resources. The Budget Transparency and
Accountability Act requires the release of the Province's budget by the third Tuesday of February in
the immediately preceding fiscal year and the Province's financial statements (Public Accounts) by
August 31 following each fiscal year end.
The third measure is an indication of government's transparency in accounting for its finances. In
preparing the Public Accounts, the Ministry strives to provide an open, accurate and fair
representation of the government's financial position in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP). To validate this position, government seeks an independent audit
opinion that offers an objective assessment of its financial reporting.

Goal 2: A strong, competitive and vibrant economy
Objective 2.1:

A fair and competitive tax and regulatory environment

A tax system that is perceived by British Columbians to be fair increases their confidence in
government. Furthermore, the Province's ability to develop a strong and vibrant economy depends on
a tax and regulatory environment that is both nationally and internationally competitive. Jurisdictions
with competitive tax regimes and regulatory frameworks are successful in attracting and retaining
personal and business investment. This success in tum enhances economic development and generates
stable revenues to support critical government services such as health care and education.

Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to improve the fairness, competitiveness and sustainability of the provincial tax
system.
Ensure financial and corporate regulatory frameworks are efficient and effective, and protect
the public interest.
Commit to net zero regulatory gain through 2015.
Support the Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training in implementing a Regulatory
Reporting Act to mandate annual reporting on regulatory reform.
Advance B.C.'s interests with the federal and other provincial governments on federalprovincial fiscal relations.
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Performance Measure 6, 7 and 8:

Provincial Income Tax Ranking

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015116

Forecast

Target

Target

Target

Provincial ranking of corporate
income tax rates

In the lowest four

Remain in the
lowest four

Remain in the
lowest four

Remain in the
lowest four

Provincial ranking of personal income
tax rates for the bottom tax bracket

In the lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Provincial ranking of personal income
tax rates for the second-from-bottom
tax bracket

In the lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Performance Measure

Data Source: Published legislation and budgets from all 10 provinces.

Discussion
The measure of the provincial ranking of corporate income tax rates compares the general corporate
income tax rate in British Columbia, as of March 31 each year, to those of other provinces in Canada.
The targets reflect government's commitment to maintaining a competitive tax environment that
fosters economic growth by encouraging business investment and promoting a business-friendly
environment.
The two measures of the provincial ranking of personal income tax rates provide a comparison of
British Columbia's personal income tax rates for the bottom two tax brackets, as of March 31 each
year, with those of the other nine provinces. These targets demonstrate government's commitment to
maintaining low tax rates for individuals and families living and working in British Columbia.

Objective 2.2:

Responsive, effective and fair revenue, tax and benefit
administration that funds provincial programs and services

The Ministry manages revenue in relation to statutes it directly administers, as well as statutes
4
administered by other ministries. These revenues support the provision of important government
programs and services such as health care, education, social services and transportation infrastructure
for British Columbians.
The Ministry is committed to identifying and collecting amounts owed to government in a manner
that is fair and respectful to citizens and taxpayers.

4

See Appendix C: Legislation Administered by the Ministry.
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Strategies
Administer the transition from HST to a PST and OST tax system.
Simplify and streamline tax and other revenue legislation.
Focus compliance activities on areas with the highest risk of non-compliance.
Explore further opportunities for applying technological solutions to improve compliance and
enforcement activities.
Improve collaboration across jurisdictions to help ensure tax revenue owed to the Province is
identified and received in a timely manner.
Improve practices used to collect outstanding amounts owed to government.
Continue to consolidate government revenue management.

Performance Measure 9:

Performance
Measure

Per cent of amounts owed to
government paid or collected 1

Per Cent of Amounts Owed to Government Paid or
Collected
2012113
Forecast

2013/14
Target

2014/15
Target

2015/16
Target

94.45%

Maintain

Maintain

Maintain

Data Source: Ministry of Finance business information systems
This measure includes all amounts owed lo government and administered by the Ministry of Finance. Amounts owed lo government
include revenue identified during the fiscal year and overdue accounts from the current and previous fiscal years. These amounts may
be billed by the Ministry, self-assessed by individuals and businesses, or identified by the Ministry through audit and compliance
activities. Since the transition to HST (July 1, 2010), which was administered by the Canada Revenue Agency, this measure currently
does not include provincial sales tax. With the reinstatement of the PST on April 1, 2013, this measure will include the PST and
performance will be baselined in 2013/14, with future targets revised as appropriate.
1

Discussion
This measure reports on the success of the Ministry in collecting all amounts under its administration
owed to government in a specific fiscal year. This measure includes amounts owed to government
where the Ministry is responsible for both revenue and debt collection functions. It excludes revenue
and debt collections for personal and corporate income tax, and HST collected by the Canada
Revenue Agency on behalf of the Province. As a result, this measure reflects approximately 40 per
cent of revenue overseen by the Ministry.
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Goal 3: Responsible regulation of gaming opportunities
Objective 3.1 British Colombians continue to have confidence in the management
of gaming
Strategies
•

•

Ensure that all gaming in the province, including gaming conducted over the Internet, is
subject to a high level ofrigour and scrutiny. This includes ensuring appropriate people and
companies are involved in the gaming industry, conducting regular audits of all commercial
gaming venues, and investigating allegations of wrongdoing to ensure the integrity of gaming
and use of proceeds.
As part of a broader enforcement strategy, work with the British Columbia Lottery
Corporation and the gaming industry to move away from cash-based play in order to prevent
money laundering activity at casinos.

Performance Measure 10: Enhanced access to funds in gaming facilities
Performance Measure

Enhance access to funds in gaming
facilities

2011/12
Baseline

Two options

2012/13
Target

2013/14
Target

2014/15
Target

Introduce
three new
options

Introduce
three new
options

Introduce
one new
option

2015/16
Target

Introduce one
new option

Data Source: Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.

Discussion
This new measure tracks the strategy of providing a suite of options to access funds in gaming
facilities. The strategy is paii of the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch's continuing diligence
concerning money laundering in B.C. casinos. Developing options that result in the increased use of
electronic methods to access funds in casinos, enables an increased vigilance of large cash amounts
carried into casinos.
Transition from cash transactions to electronic methods to access funds in casinos supports the goal of
moving the gaming industry away from its current state as a cash dependent industry. It diminishes
opportunities for criminal attempts to legitimize illegal proceeds of crime in gaming facilities in the
province.
Casino patrons currently have the option of using the Patron Gaming Fund or an Automated Teller
Machine to access funds. In 2012/13, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch will add three new
strategies: the ability to access debit at the cash cage; the use of a cheque hold process; and the use of
preapproved cheques. In 2013/l 4, casino patrons will be able to access funds inside a casino through
internet transfer, U.S. funds transfer and foreign funds transfer.
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Resource Summary
2012/13
Restated
Estimates1

Core Business Area

2013114
Estimates2

201.5116
Plan

2014115
Plan

Operating Expenses ($000)

Treasury Board Staff .......................... 6,738

6.709

6,709

6,709

Office of the Comptroller General... ..... 5,931

5,931

5,931

5,931

Treasury .........................................

1

1

1

1

Gross

154,899

205,762

204,622

193,514

Recoveries2

(87,558)

(139,696)

(140,056)

(128,948)

Net. .................................................. 67,341

66,066

64,566

64,566

Policy and Legislation .......................

5,015

4,975

4,975

4,975

Public Sector Employers' Council
Secretariat

16,640

16,640

16,640

16,640

Internal Audit and Advisory Services ... 2,407

2,407

2,407

2,407

Executive and Support Services .......... 13,136

12,150

12,155

12,157

Gaming Policy and Enforcement. ........

18,377

19,819

19,819

19,819

Public Service Agency .......................

51,163

50,807

50,807

50,807

Benefits ...........................................

1

1

1

1

Revenue Division
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2012113
Restated
Estimates1

Core Business Area

2013114

2015116
Plan

2014/15
Plan

Estimates2

Insurance and Risk Management
Account
Gross

53,622

53,622

53,622

53,622

Recoveries 3

(49,431)

(49,431)

(49,431)

(49,431)

Net. .................................................

4,191

4,191

4,191

4,191

Provincial Home Acquisition Wind Up
special account4 .............•..•....•.....•.•

10

10

10

10

190,951

189,707

188,212

188,214

Total

Ministry Capital Expenditures {Consolidated Revenue Fund) ($000)

Executive and Support Services .......... 9,655

7,995

765

64

Gaming Policy and Enforcement... ......

23

0

0

0

2

0

8,018

767

64

750

Public Service Agency ....................... 0
Total

.....- ......... 10,405

Other Financing Transactions ($000)

Reconstruction Loan Portfolio
Receipts ........................................... (16,500)

(17,000)

(16,000)

(15,000)

Disbursements .................................. 500

400

400

400

Net Cash (Requirements) .................... (16,000)

(16,600)

(15,600)

(14,600)

(90,000)

(90,000)

(90,000)

Student Aid BC Loan Program
Receipts ........................................... (90,000)
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2012/13

Core Business Area

Restated
Estimates 1

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Estimates2

Plan

Plan

Disbursements ............... ................... 247,000

230,000

230,000

230,000

Net Cash (Requirements) .................... 157,000

140,000

140,000

140,000

Receipts ............... ............................ (12,171)

(12,043)

(12,043)

(12,043)

Disbursements ......... ... .....................

2,866

2,643

2,643

2,643

Net Cash (Requirements) ...................

(9,305)

(9,400)

(9,400)

(9,400)

Receipts ........................................... (47,000)

(52,000)

(58,000)

(63,000)

Disbursements .................................. 113,000

110,000

115,000

125,000

Net Cash (Requirements) .................... 66,000

58,000

57,000

62,000

Receipts ........................................... ·(20)

(18)

(18)

(18)

Net Cash (Requirements) ...................

(18)

(18)

(18)

International Fuel Tax Agreement
Motor Fuel Tax Act

Land Tax Deferment Act... ............... ...

Provincial Home Acquisition Wind Up
special account

(20) .

1 For

comparative purposes, amounts shown for 2012/13 have been restated to be consistent with the presentation of the 2013/14
Estimates.
2
Further information on program funding and vote recoveries is available in the Estimates and Supplement to the Estimates.
(http://www.bcbudqet.qov.bc.ca/)
3 These

recoveries represent amounts paid into the Insurance and Risk Management special account in respect of agreements or
arrangements with participants, and amounts required to be paid into the account under regulations.

4 This

account is established under the Special Appropriation and Control Act effective April 1, 2004, for the purpose of providing for
expenditures for the winding up of the loan and financial assistance programs under the Home Conversion and Leasehold Loan Act,
Home Mortgage Assistance Act, Home Purchase Assistance Act, Homeowner Interest Assistance Act and Provincial Home accounts
and guarantee claims paid under the mortgage assistance programs.
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Appendices
Ministry Contact Information
Ministry Central Office
PO Box 9417 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9Vl
Phone: 250 387-3184
Fax: 250 387-1655

Minister's Office
Honourable Michael de Jong
PO Box 9048 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2
Phone: 250 387-3751
Fax: 250 387-5594

Media Queries
Phone: 250 356-9872
Fax: 250 356-2822

Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Victoria - Head Office
3rd Fl, 910 Government Street
Victoria B.C.
Ph: 250-387-5311
Fax:250-356-8149

Burnaby - Audit, Investigation and Racing
Audit: #220 - 4370 Dominion Street
Burnaby. 13.C.
Investigations and Racing: #408 - 4603 Kingsway Awnuc. Burnaby. B.C.
Ph: 604 660-02-t-SFax: 604 660-2030
Kelowna - Regional Office
#200 - 1517 Water Street, Kelowna, B.C.
Ph: 250 861-7363
Fax:250-861-7362

Prince George - Regional Office
#211 - 1577 7th Avenue. Prince George. B.C.
Pb: 250-612-4 l 22
Fax: 250-612-4130
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Hyperlinks to Additional Information
Reports and Publications
•

Budget and Fiscal Plan, Estimates, Public Accounts, Quarterly Reports, and Financial and
Economic Review: www.fin.gov .bc.ca/pubs.htm

•

For more information and other Ministry Service Plans and Annual Service Plan Reports, please
visit: http://www.bcbudget.gov. bc.ca/default.htm

•

For other reports and publications of the British Columbia Ministry of Finance, please visit:
www .fin .gov .bc.ca/pubs.htm

The Minister of Finance is also the Minister responsible for the following Crown corporations,
Boards, Commissions and Advisory Committees:

Crown Corporations:
•

Partnerships B.C.: www.partnershipsbc.ca/

•

Pacific Carbon Trust Inc: www.pacificcarbontrust.com/

•

B.C. Lottery Corporation: www.bclc.com

•

B.C. Securities Commission: www.bcsc.bc.ca/

Boards and Commissions
•

Financial Institutions Commission: www.fic.gov .bc.ca/

•

Financial Services Tribunal: www.fst.gov.bc.ca/

•

Insurance Council of British Columbia: www.insurancecouncilofbc.com/PublicWeb/Home.html

•

Public Sector Employers' Council: http://www.fin.gov .bc.ca/psec/

•

Real Estate Council of British Columbia: www.recbc.ca/

Advisory Committees:
•

Accounting Policy Advisory Committee:
www.fin.gov .bc.ca/brdo/boardView.asp?boardNum=l 91095

Gaming Policy and Enforcement: www.gam ing.gov.bc .ca
Problem Gambling Help Line:
For help in recognizing the warning signs of problem gambling and to get information on free
programs, services and resources available to assist problem gamblers and their families:
Call 1-888-795-6111 or visit www.bcresponsiblegambling.ca (confidential, free service available 24
hours/7 days, in multiple languages).
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Legislation Administered by the Ministry
The Minister of Finance is charged with the administration of the following enactments, presented
alphabetically.

Auditor General Act
Balanced Budget and 1vfinisterial Accountability Act
Bonding Act
British Columbia Railway Finance Act
Budget Transparency and Accountability Act
Business Corporations Act
Carbon Tax Act
Constitution Act ss. 25-27
Consumption Tax Rebate and Transition Act
Cooperative Association Act
Credit Union Incorporation Act
Creditor Assistance Act
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Belt Tax, Act
Finance Statutes Amendment Act, 2011 s.142
Financial Administration Act
Financial Information Act
Financial Institutions Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of the Corporate
Registry)
Gaming Control Act (except part 6)
Home Owner Grant Act
Hotel Room Tax Act
Income Tax Act
Income Trust Liability Act
Indian Self Government Enabling Act
Insurance (Captive Company) Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of the
Corporate Registry)
Insurance Act
Insurance Premium Tax Act
International Business Activity Act
International Interests in Mobile Equipment (Aircraft equipment) Act
Land Tax Deferment Act
Logging Tax Act
Manufactured Home Act
Minishy of Consumer and Corporate Affairs Act ss. 3 and 4(a)
Miscellaneous Registrations Act, 1992
Mortgage Brokers Act
Motor Fuel Ta,-x: Act
Jvfutual Fire Insurance Companies Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of
the Corporate Registry)
New Housing Transition Tax and Rebate Act
Partnership Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of the Corporate Registry)
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Pension Agreement Act
Pension Benefits Standards Act
Pension Fund Societies Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of the
Corporate Registry)
Personal Property Security Act (except as it relates to the establishment and operation of the Personal
Property Registry)
Petroleum and Natural Gas Act ss. 74-77
Ports Property Tax
Probate Fee Act
Property Transfer Tax Act
Provincial Sales Tax Act
Public Service Act
Public Sector Employers Act
Public Sector Pension Plans Act
Public Service Benefit Plans Act
Public Service Labour Relations Act
Real Estate Development Marketing Act
Real Estate Services Act
Repairers Lien Act
Sechelt Indian Government District Home Owner Grant Act
Securities (Forged Transfer) Act
Securities Act
Securities Transfer Act
Social Service Tax Act
Society Act (except as it relates to the establishment and incorporation of the Corporate Registry)
South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Act Part 7.1
Special Accounts Appropriation and Control except ss. 4, 5, 7-9, 9.2-9.6 and 10(2)(a) and (b)
Taxation (Rural Area) Act
Tobacco Tax Act
Unclaimed Property Act
Warehouse Lien Act
Warehouse Receipt Act
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The Minister of Finance is charged with the administration of the following enactments in areas
related to revenue management processes only.

Forest Act
Forest and Range Practices Act
Forest Practices Code of BrWsh Columbia Act
Forest Stand lvfanagement Fund Act
Homeowner Protection Act
Medicare Protection Act
Mineral Land Tax Act
Mineral Tax Act
Mines Act
Minist,y of Forests and Range Act
Oil and Gas Activities Act
Oil and Gas Commission Act
Petroleum and Natural Gas Act
Range Act
School Act
Wildfire Act
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BC

Service Agency

Purpose of the Agency
The BC Public Service Agency provides human resource leadership, expertise, services and programs
that contribute to better business performance of ministries and government as a whole.

Strategic Context
The BC Public Service is the largest corporate workforce in the province, serving over 280
communities across British Columbia. From frontline workers to accountants and architects,
researchers and analysts, information technology professionals and others, there is virtually no area of
expertise unrepresented. Public servants provide a wide range of services to British Columbians such
as health care, public safety, education, and environmental management, to name a few.
The BC Public Service Agency supports the work that these public servants do by providing human
resources services (such as hiring, payroll, labour relations and learning) to the BC Public Service. In
doing so, it helps ensure that the BC Public Service continues to have the right people to do that work.
Some internal and external factors impacting the BC Public Service Agency's work toward this goal
are:

External Factors
•

Canada is cmTently in a period of fiscal restraint where public sector spending is being
reduced as federal and provincial governments work to bring deficits under control. The
reduction in public sector spending makes finding ways to deliver the services in a more
effective manner even more of a priority. In response, the BC Public Service has adopted
Lean, a proven process improvement methodology, to guide us in reviewing our business
processes in order to eliminate steps that don't benefit our customers.

•

Changing demographics, such as an aging and increasingly diverse population, continue to
influence employers in many ways. One such example is the financial pressure an aging
workforce is putting on benefit plans. Conference Board of Canada research has shown that
benefits costs are increasing 10% each year, and make up an increasing percentage of the total
cost of employment.

•

While the current global economic influences are easing the demand for labour in the short
term, the labour market is expected to remain tight in the long term. Skilled employees expect
an engaging work environment, good career growth, learning and development opportunities
and competitive salaries and benefits. So for employers to retain and attract the skilled labour
they require it remains important to continue refining human resource strategies to ensure they
can offer employees an appealing work environment.
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Internal Factors
•

5
6

The 2012 Corporate Human Resource Plan,5 Being the Best, lays out a plan for building a
better BC Public Service and transforming our organizational culture to create an employment
experience that is not only engaging, but enables us to offer the citizen's of British Columbia
our very best. The three areas of focus within the plan are:
o

Lean Thinking - applying a proven business improvement approach in the BC Public
Service that will help us find new efficiencies, put employee ideas and leadership into
action and broaden our repertoire of solutions.

o

Diversity Strategy - embracing the diversity of our organization enables us to better
meet citizens' expectations of accessing government services in diverse ways. A
corporate diversity strategy, Reflecting Our Communities6, expands upon what
diversity is, why it is a priority, what the B.C. Public Service has accomplished to date,
and the plan for ensuring all our policies and procedures reflect the diverse
communities we serve.

o

Health and Workplace Safety Strategy - providing education, activities and programs
to reduce health risk factors and keep employees healthy, safe and productive at work.

•

The B.C. Public Service Agency has recently completed a significant transformation of its
service delivery model for how human resource services are delivered across the B.C. Public
Service. This transformation included implementation of new technologies as well as changes
to the B.C. Public Service Agency's organizational structure. The purpose of the
transformation was to improve effectiveness and reduce the overall costs of Human Resource
services while supporting the goals of Being the Best. Now that this transformation is
complete, the focus has shifted to continuous improvement of the Human Resource service
delivery model.

•

To ensure the most efficient use of our valuable human resources, the BC Public Service is
implementing ways of sharing these resources across ministries in order to reduce costs and
maintain critical services for the citizens of
British Columbia.

For more information, refer to: http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/down/BeingtheBest.pdf
For more information, refer to: http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/down/Diversity Strategy.pdf
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Goals, Objectives, Strategies
Measures
Goal 1: Provide high quality and innovative workforce
solutions that enable the BC Public Service to deliver
services expected and needed by British Colum bians.
Objective 1.1:

Modernized, responsive and flexible management of human
resources.

Objective 1.2:

Strategically aligned resources, investments and data in the
delivery of human resource services.

Objective 1.3:

Focused and purposeful investment in human resources.

Objective 1.4:

The goals of the Corporate Human Resource Plan for the BC
Public Service, Being the Best, are realized.

Strategies
•

Continue refining the delivery of human resource services to align with leading practices,
reduce HR transactional costs, improve service quality and redirect funding to specialized
services.

•

Lead the implementation of Lean, a process improvement methodology, across the BC Public
Service through the Lean Program Management office.

•

Continue supporting implementation of the corporate diversity strategy, Reflecting our
Communities, through further integration of diversity into BC Public Service Human Resource
practices, to ensure the BC Public Service better reflects and is more responsive to the needs
of citizens and communities.

•

Invest in technologies to automate the capture and transfer of critical employee data to
improve the efficiency and integrity of data management.

•

Support the open government initiative by exploring opportunities to improve access to
reliable and consistent Human Resource information, to meet the needs of the BC Public
Service, and to respond to the needs of citizens.

•

Continue implementing a Health and Productivity Strategy that takes a proactive and
preventative approach in supp01iing a healthy and productive workforce and avoiding Public
Service benefit cost increases due to illness and disability.

•

Continue developing Being the Best, the Corporate Human Resource Plan for the BC Public
Service, based on feedback and results.
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Performance Measure 1: Absences related to illness and injury days per Full Time
Equivalent (FTE 7')
Performance Measure

Absences related to illness and
injury per FTE

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Baseline

Forecast

Target

Target

Target

8.7 days

8.65 days

8.6 days

8.4 days

8.3 days

Data Source: BC Public Service Agency

Discussion
Aging workforces, changes in demographics, and the rising prevalence of chronic disease in the
population are challenges faced by all employers in BC. The BC Public Service recognizes that
employees who optimize their health are more productive and engaged, and therefore better equipped
to provide the best possible customer service to the public.
This measure identifies the number of days lost due to illness or injury. At 8.7 days, the BC Public
Service compares favourably against the Canadian provincial public sector average of 10.2 days and
the federal public sector at 12.5 days 8 . The lower rate for the BC Public Service reflects our focus on
health promotion and prevention services, at-work supports for employees with illnesses or injuries,
and timely rehabilitation and return to work for employees who are off work due to an illness or
mJury.
This measure is long term in nature as it takes time to see meaningful results from programs such as
health promotion and prevention services. The BC Public Service is committed to a continued
emphasis on earlier interventions and services, which is expected to have a long term positive impact
on employee health outcomes.

Performance Measure 2 and 3: Workforce utilization
Performance Measure

Reduction in FTE utilization

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Baseline

Preliminary
Actual

Target

Target

Target

27,228

27,326

26,066

25,805

25,805

Data Source: BC Public Service Agency
Performance Measure

Auxiliaries as a percentage of the
workforce

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Baseline

Forecast

Target

Target

Target

7.6%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Data Source: BC Public Service Agency

7

One FTE is defined as an employee who works 1820 hours a year. This could be one full time employee, or more than
one part-time employee who collectively work 1820 hours. One employee who works overtime would proportionately
increase the FTE calculation.
8
Source of comparative information is "Work absences in 2011 ." Perspectives on Labour and Income. Statistics Canada,
April 20, 2012. page 8. (www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-00 l -x/20 l 2002/article/11650-eng.pdf)
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Discussion
The targeted decline in FTE utilization reflects the continued budgetary requirement for government
to prioritize key government services and programs and achieve savings and improved effectiveness
in their delivery. It is expected that the projected decrease for the next three years will be achieved
through normal annual voluntary exits, including retirements, which are expected to continue at
consistent rates over the next few years.
The hiring of auxiliaries is intended to fill short-term business needs, either for an interim, cyclical or
seasonal basis. Monitoring the proportion of auxiliaries in the workforce helps to ensure hiring levels
support BC Public Service FTE utilization targets.
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Resource Summary Table
2012/13 9
Estimates

Core Business Area

2013/14
Estimates

2014/15
Plan

2015/16
Plan

Operating Expenses ($000)
Public Service Agency 10
Benefits
TOTAL

51 ,163

50,807

50,807

50,807

1

1

1

1

51,164

50,808

50,808

50,808

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

Capital Plan ($000)
Public Service Agency .....................................................
Total .....................................

9 For comparative

..................

purposes, amounts shown for 2012/13 have been restated to be consistent with the presentation of the 2013/14

Estimates.
Further information on program funding and vote recoveries is available in the Estimates and Supplement to the Estimates.
(http://www.bcbudget.qov.bc.ca/)

10
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Appendices
B.C. Public Service Agency Contact
Information
Public Service Agency
810 Blanshard Street
V8W2H2
PO BOX 9404 Stn Prov Gov't
V8W 9Vl
Victoria BC

Phone: 250 952-6296
For more information on the B.C. Public Service Agency, please visit our website at:
http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/
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Legislation Administered by
Public Service Act
Public Service Benefit Plan Act
Public Service Labour Relations Act
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The Public Sector Employers' Council and
Employer Associations
Public Sector Employers' Council

The Public Sector Employers' Council (PSEC) supports government in setting and coordinating
strategic directions in labour relations for the broad public sector and is the government partner in the
four British Columbia public sector pension plans 11 . PSEC is also active in the area of public sector
pension plan management.
PSEC's authority related to labour relations is contained in the Public Sector Employers Act 12 . This
authority includes administering and managing the development and implementation of labour
relations policies and practices in the British Columbia public sector. In addition, PSEC supports the
Minister of Finance - the Minister responsible for PSEC - in directing employers to create
compensation plans for both excluded and executive employees that include compensation, vvages,
benefits and perquisites.
13

PSEC's authority related to pension plans is based on the Public Sector Pension Plans Act and joint
trust agreements. It includes representing government in its role as a partner in the plans, working
with other partners involved in the plans to ensure the sustainability of the plans, monitoring
government's risk exposure and providing policy advice to both government and public sector
employers.
Current PSEC strategies to support government's management of public sector labour relations and
fulfill its role with respect to the four public sector pension plans include:
•
•
•
•

Developing and maintaining negotiating and executive compensation frameworks that
incorporate government's fiscal , policy and program directions.
Working with other plan partners and plan boards to accomplish the objectives of the Public
Sector Pensions Framework.
Continuing to improve the quality and reliability of data that support negotiations, and
excluded and executive compensation.
Continuing to expand strategic labour relations and pension capacity in the provincial
government.

11

The four pens ion plans contained in the act are: Co ll ege Pension Plan . Municipal Pension Plan . Public Service Pension Plan .
Teachers' Pension Plan . For more intonnation see PensionsBC.ca.
12
For more inform ation reter to: http ://www.bclaws.ca/EPLi braries/bclaws_ new/document/lD/freeside/00_96384_0 I.
13

For more information reter to: http://www.bclaws.ca/E PLibraries/bclaws new/documen t/lD/freeside/00 99044 0 I .
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Employer Associations
The employer associations funded by the Public Sector Employers' Council include: the British
Columbia Public School Employers' Association (BCPSEA) 14, the Community Social Services
Employers' Association (CSSEA) 15 , the Health Employers' Association of British Columbia
(HEABC) 16, and the Post Secondary Employers' Association (PSEA) 17 • The Crown Corporation
Employers' Association (CCEA) 18 is funded by contributions from its members.
The mandates and purposes of these associations are found in sections 6 and 7 of the Public Sector
Employers Act.
Their governance structures are as follows:
• BCPSEA has a board of up to 15 members. Nine of these members are school trustees who are
elected to the board annually; up to four are appointed by the provincial government; and two nonvoting members are appointed, one each, by the British Columbia Association of School Business
Officials and the British Columbia School Superintendents Association.
• CCEA has a board of up to 11 directors. Eight of its members are elected or appointed from among
member employers; two are appointed by the provincial government; and the Chair is elected from
Chief Executive Officers of member employers.
• CSSEA has a board of up to 11 directors. Up to seven of these directors are appointed by
representatives of social service agencies; one is appointed by Community Living British Columbia;
and up to three are appointed by the provincial government.
• HEABC has an 11-person board. Six of its members are appointed from the health authorities; two
by the provincial government; and one each from proprietary care providers, affiliated care
providers and denominational care providers.
• PSEA has a 10-person board. Six of its members are elected annually from member employers; two
are appointed by the provincial government; and two non-voting members are the Chair and Vicechair of the PSEA's Standing Committee on Human Resource Practices.

Forecast Employer Association Expenditures 19
Forecast Expenditures ($000)
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

25,390

24.758

25,270

25,130

14

www.bcpsea.bc.ca
www.cssea. bc.ca
16
www.heabc.bc.ca
17
www.psea.bc.ca
18
http://cceabc.com/
15

19

Ex pendi tures are tota l fo recast ex penditure of emp loyer associatio ns in cluded in the go vernm ent reporting entity and are fun ded
through trans lers fro m government. membership clues. and other sou rces.
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British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021 .

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Gaming Expansion in British Columbia

ISSUE:
The availability of gaming has been steadily expanding in the province over the
last 10 years. If expansion continues, there are likely to be calls from community
organizations and local governments to increase their share of gaming revenue. There
may also be an increase in problem gambling prevalence if prevention and treatment
services do not keep pace with expansion.
A decision is requested about whether the Minister would like the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) to develop a comprehensive gaming expansion strategy
that considers multiple factors including economic, social, and health.

Recommendation: It is recommended that GPEB develop a gaming expansion
strategy in consultation with stakeholders.
BACKGROUND:
Gaming Expansion and Availability
•

In 1999, the government of the day announced its intention to end gaming
expansion, and committed to:
o

A maximum of 22 casinos and 41 bingo halls permitted in the province;

o

A maximum of 300 slot machines and 30 table games per casino; and

o

Prohibition of VL Ts (slot machines outside of casinos).

•

When the government changed in 2001, the moratorium on slot machines and table
games was lifted, but the policy to prohibit VLTs was maintained. Under the
definition of a gaming facility in the Gaming Control Act, the British Columbia Lottery
Corporation (BCLC) can only operate slot machines in purpose-built casinos and
community gaming centres and online. 1

e

No formal policy was established to limit the number of gaming facilities permitted,
and the government took the position that BCLC, as the provincial gaming operator,
should have responsibility for determining market capacity. BCLC has never
expanded the number of gaming facilities beyond the limit of 22 casinos and 41
bingo halls or community gaming centres that was set in 1999.

1

BC and Ontario are the only two provinces in Canada that do not offer VLTs. Some provinces that
began offering VLTs in the 1990s have since implemented policies to reduce the availability of VL Ts
(Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec).
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In October 2005 a Ministerial Directive was issued to BCLC, giving the Corporation
the discretion to locate and relocate gaming facilities for business reasons and to
substantially change the type or extent of lottery schemes in gaming facilities in
order to best meet market demand. 2 (See Appendix A for a copy of the directive.)

e

Although the number of casinos in the province has remained relatively constant for
more than a decade, gaming has expanded through community gaming centres, a
significant increase in slot machines, and the introduction of online gaming. The
table below shows the number of gaming facilities in BC since 1999.

Year
2014
2013/14
2012/13
2011/12

Casinos
18 (2 at racetracks and 1
pilot)
17 (2 at racetracks)
17 (2 at racetracks)
17 (2 at racetracks)

Community
Gaming
Centres

Racetrack
Gaming
Centres

Bingo Halls

19

-

6

19
19
17

-

6
7
10

17 (2 at racetracks)
17 (2 at racetracks)
17 (2 at racetracks)

16
15
14

2006/07
2005/06

15
16
18

12
6
5

2
1
1

2004/05
2003/04
2002/03
2001/02

18
19
19
18 ( 12 with slot machines)

4

1
1

2000/01

18 ( 1O with slot machines)

-

1999/00

17 (9 with slot machines)

-

-

2010/11

2009/10
2008/09
2007/08

-

-

11
13
13
15

20
24
27
32
33
37
Information
unavailable
Information
unavailable

•

In 2004, government authorized BCLC to begin converting many bingo halls to
community gaming centres. Community gaming centres are equivalent to bingo
halls because they offer both bingo games and EGMs, which are slot machines and
electronic table games. Community gaming centres are essentially casinos without
live table games.

e

The introduction of community gaming centres has contributed to a significant
increase in the number of EGMs. There has been an increase from 3,304 EGMs in
2002 to 12,710 in 2013. The figure below shows the increase in EGMs over the last
decade - a 385 per cent increase.

2

The Minister has the authority to rescind or revise this directive.
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Number of EGMs in BC since 2002
(includes both Casinos and Community Gaming Centres}
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e

EGMs, including slot machines, generate the greatest amount of revenue and are
among the most popular games played both in gaming facilities and online.
However, EGMs are known to be higher risk than other gambling activities because
of game features such as the speed of play and the illusion of control, which makes
them particularly risky for problem gamblers.

e

In 2004, the government approved the implementation of regulated, online
gambling, and BCLC launched its PlayNow.com website that year. The website
offers a range of games, including lottery games, SportsAction, eBingo, poker, table
games, and slot machines that can be played on mobile devices.

e

PlayNow.com continues to evolve as technology and market demand changes, and
the online gaming platform represents an area of business growth for BCLC. BCLC
has also expanded PfayNow.com to Manitoba and linked to online poker players in
Quebec.

111

In addition to gaming facilities and online gaming, BCLC also offers provincial and
national lotteries such as LottoMax, Lotto 6/49, and Scratch & Win tickets, which are
sold through a network of nearly 4,000 lottery retailers.

Gaming Revenue
•

In 2013/14, commercial gaming, excluding horse racing, generated $2.8 billion in
revenue. After prize payouts and expenses, BCLC delivered $1.174 billion in net
revenue to the Province. The figure below shows the distribution of provincial
government gaming revenue.
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Gaming Revenue Distribution 2013/14 (in millions}
Federal Lottery
Payment, $9.2M

Community
Organizations,
$135.0M
Host Local

Local Economic
Development,
$9.4M
Horse Racing,
$8.9M
GPEB Operations,
$12.7M

Account,
$147.2M

GPEB
Responsible &
Problem
Gambling
Program, $6.2M

Total Gaming Revenue Distributed: $1.174

•

Host local governments receive 10 per cent of revenue from gaming facilities
located in their communities. This totalled $87.3 million in 2013/14.

•

The Province currently provides $135 million in community gaming grants, but this
amount has fluctuated over the past decade. In 2005/06, government committed
to maintaining base-level funding for grant programs at $137.1 million and to
provide annual increases based on inflation. Funding for grants reached a high of
$156 million in 2008/09, but was reduced to $113 million the following year .3 It was
subsequently increased to $135 million in 2010/11.

•

Expansion of gaming opportunities in the province has resulted in consistently
increased gaming revenue over the last ten years. Gaming revenue to the Province
has increased from $727.6 million in 2003/04 to $1.174 billion in 2013/14.

Responsible and Problem Gambling Program
•

GPEB's Responsible and Problem Gambling Program provides British Columbians
with free problem gambling prevention, outreach, crisis-counselling, and treatment
services. Services include public education in schools and communities, staff in
casinos that provide support to players, the Problem Gambling Help Line, and
counselling and treatment services.

•

The government has publically committed that counselling and treatment services
for problem gambling will be available to everyone who needs them without
waitlists.

3

The total amount distributed through the gaming grant programs was $160 million in 2009/10 due to
funding that was added for special one-time grants to cover several other programs that saw funding cut
backs that year such as BC Arts Council programs.
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"

2013/14 to cover the deficit and bring the program budget to its current level of
$6 million.

•

BC commits the lowest ratio of net revenue to responsible and problem gambling
services in Canada at just over half of one per cent (0.53 per cent). The figure
below shows this ratio in BC over the last decade. BC also commits the second
lowest per capita funding to responsible and problem gambling services in Canada
at $1.50. The national average is $3.32.
Ratio of Net Gaming Revenue to Responsible & Problem Gambling
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BCLC also allocates $3.5 million to responsible gambling initiatives. This funding is
allocated to responsible gambling advertising, equipment, maintenance, and
insurance costs at the responsible gambling kiosks in casinos, the licence plate
recognition program, staff training, and staffing costs for BCLC headquarters staff.
(BCLC's funding for responsible gambling is not included in the figure above
showing the percentage ratio of net gaming revenue to responsible and problem
gambling budget.)
Recent Expansion of Gaming through New Lottery Schemes
"'

Under the Gaming Control Act, the Minister has authority to issue written directives
to BCLC regarding matters of general policy. Additionally, BCLC must seek the
approval of the Minister before entering into the business of supplying operational
services related to gaming to anyone or before implementing a new type of lottery
scheme.

•

There are a number of new gambling offerings that have either recently been
approved for implementation or are currently under consideration: {See Appendix B
for more detail on each initiative.)
o

Sports Novelty Betting on PlayNow.com (approved);
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o

Gaming Pilot on BC Ferries (under consideration);

o

Gaming at Vancouver International Airport (under consideration);

o

Single Sports Betting (vote scheduled in the Senate for September 17, 2014);
and

o

50/50 Raffle on P/ayNow.com in Collaboration with Canucks for Kids
Foundation (under consideration).

In addition to new gambling offerings, government has recently made a
decision to allow minors in pubs and bars until 10pm when food service is available.
Five hundred and ten locations have been approved for the Family Foodservice
Licence. Most of these establishments have self-service vending machines that sell
pull tabs and other lottery products. Signage has been added to all of these
machines to indicate that it is illegal to sell gaming products to minors; however,
minors are now exposed to a wider scope of gaming activities.

Recent Expansion of Gaming through New and Expanded Gaming Facilities
•

As a result of the Ministerial Directive from October 2005, BCLC has discretion to
expand the number of gaming facilities in the province and to determine the size of
these facilities and the number of games available. BCLC must seek approval from
the host local government for the location or relocation of a gaming facility.

•

There has recently been a number of gaming facility expansions and relocations
approved by BCLC and host local governments. These include:

•

o

Chances Fort St John - In August 2014, the Chances Fort St. John
community gaming centre began offering a limited number of table games,
effectively converting the community gaming centre to a casino.

o

Vernon Fairweather Bingo Hall - BCLC has approved the relocation of
Vernon's Fairweather Bingo Hall to a site on Adams Lake Indian Band land near
Salmon Arm and the redevelopment of the bingo hall into a community gaming
centre. The new centre is planned to open in May 2015.

o

Kamloops Casino- In August 2014, Kamloops City Council approved the
relocation of the Lake City Casino. The current location has 301 slot machines
and 6 table games. The new location will have up to 600 slot machines and
20 table games.

BCLC has indicated that it plans to explore the expansion of new and existing
facilities to host local governments following the municipal elections in
October 2014.
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In addition to the location and relocation of facilities, BCLC has discretion to
determine the distribution of lottery products. For example, in May 2012, BCLC
began offering Lotto Express in Overwaitea Food Group stores. Lotto Express
allows customers to use the PIN pad at cash registers to purchase Lotto 6/49,
Lotto Max and Extra quick pick tickets. It is now available in 100 Overwaitea
locations, 22 Buy-Low Food locations, and all 194 BC Liquor Stores.

DISCUSSION:
•

The government has a 'social license' and public support to operate gaming
because it uses revenue generated from gambling to support community
organizations, local governments, and public services. Additionally, it invests in
responsible and problem gambling programs, ensuring that individuals who may
have gambling problems are able to receive the help they need.

•

Gaming in BC has been steadily expanding over the last decade. The implications
of continued expansion are likely to be:
o

Significant pressure from community organizations and members of the public
to increase the amount of funding allocated to community organizations. Many
community organizations have been highly vocal about the need to increase the
proportion of gaming revenue for community gaming grants.

o

Pressure from host local governments to increase the proportion of gaming
revenue returned to the local government.

o

Pressure from First Nations to improve access to gaming revenue and
opportunities to operate gaming facilities. Some casinos and community
gaming centres are on First Nations land, and the Band receives 10 per cent of
revenue generated from facilities similar to all host local governments.
However, although some Bands have applied to BCLC to open and operate
new gaming facilities, there are currently no facilities operated by First Nations.
Applications have not been accepted by BCLC because of its assessment of
market demand.

o

An increase in the prevalence of problem gambling. Although BC's problem
gambling prevalence rate has declined slightly according to the 2013 Problem
Gambling Prevalence Study, BC still has the second highest problem gambling
prevalence rate in Canada and there are still 125,000 individuals who are
considered problem gamblers. If gaming continues to expand and services for
problem gambling prevention, outreach, and treatment do not keep pace, there
may be an increase in problem gambling. Problem gambling disproportionately
affects some vulnerable populations, including low income individuals,
Aboriginal people, and people with mental health and substance use issues.
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ISSUES:

Although the number of casinos has not increased over the last 10 years, gaming in
the province has expanded through the establishment of community gaming
centres, a significant increase in the number of EGMs, and the implementation of
online gambling.
Government appears to be supportive of continued gaming expansion, and is
currently considering establishing slot machines outside of casinos (BC Ferries and
YVR), which would represent a significant shift in policy.
If expansion continues, there are likely to be calls from community organizations,
local governments, and First Nations to increase their share of gaming revenue.
There may also be an increase in problem gambling prevalence if prevention and
treatment services do not keep pace with expansion.
There is currently no strategy or framework in place to guide decisions about
gaming expansion and ensure a deliberate and planned approach is taken that
carefully weighs the economic, social, health, heritage, and environmental impacts.

OPTIONS:
Option 1: Direct GPEB to Develop a Gaming Expansion Strategy
GPEB would engage with stakeholders, such as BCLC and the Ministries of Health,
Education, and Community Sport and Cultural Development, to develop a gaming
expansion strategy.
Implications:
•

Ensures that decisions about gaming expansion are made in a deliberate, planned,
and coordinated way, taking into consideration a wide range of perspectives.

eo

Addresses one of the recommendations made in the Provincial Health Officer's
Report on Gambling.

Option 2: Continue to expand gambling through decisions on a case-by-case
basis
Implications:
•

There is no planned approach to gaming expansion.

•

Limits government's ability to make decisions considering a wide range of
perspectives.

RECOMMENDATION: Option 1
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APPENDIX A: Ministerial Directive to BCLC- October
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Important Information (clisdairner anti copyright information)
Volume CXLV, No. 42

October 20, 2005

The British Columbia Gazette
Pubtished by Authority

DIRECTIVE TO BRJTISH COLUMBIA LOTTERY CORPORATION
Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General, directive to the British Columbia Lottery Corporation,
section 6, Gaming Control Act.
Th.is directive, issued pl.lrsuant to se.ction 18 of the Gaming Control Act, authorizes the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation jn its dis.;:retion to:
(a) Locate ,md relocate gaming facilities for business reasons, in accordance with provincial policy, the

Gaming Control Act, and the Gaming Control Regulation, as they may be ameuded from time to time;
and
(b) Substantially change the type or extent of lortery schemes in gaming facilities in order to best meet
marketplace demand, in accordance with provincial policy, the Gaming Control Act, snd the Gmnfog
Control Regulation, as they may be amended from time co time.
Dated this October 6, 2005. - John Les, Minister of Pubiic Safety and Solicitor Genera!. [oc20]
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APPENDIX B: New Gambling Offerings
e1

Sports Novelty Betting - the Minister recently approved a proposal from BCLC to
offer a range of novelty bets on PlayNow.com. Novelty bets are entertainment style
wagers that are not based on the outcome of a sporting event, race, fight, or athletic
contest. An example of this type of bet is 'Will Josh Gordon continue to play for the
Cleveland Browns after his suspension is lifted?'

"'

Gaming Pilot on BC Ferries - In February 2014, the Minister of Transportation
and Infrastructure announced that the Province would be pursuing a gaming pilot on
one of BC Ferries' major routes. Additional revenues would be directed to reduce
pressure on future fare increases. BCLC and BC Ferries have recently completed a
review to assess the viability of this proposal and provided a report to GPEB and
the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. The proposal is currently being
reviewed by GPEB and Ministry of Transportation staff.

•

Gaming at Vancouver International Airport- In June 2014, GPEB was asked to
assess the possibility of placing slot machines in the Vancouver International
Airport. This proposal is currently under consideration by the Minister.

e1

"'

Single Sports Betting - A federal Private Member's Bill S-290, An Act to amend
the Criminal Code (sports betting) is scheduled to be voted on in the Senate on
September 17, 2014. The proposal is to amend the Code to authorize provinces to
conduct lottery schemes involving a bet on a single sporting event. Currently, the
Code only permits betting on a multiple of sporting events. BC has support this
change for several years, and has communicated this support to the federal
government. BCLC considers single sports betting to be a significant revenue
opportunity, and if these Criminal Code amendments are made, BCLC will put
forward a proposal seeking Ministerial approval to offer this type of scheme
50/50 Raffle on PlayNow.com in Collaboration with Canucks for Kids
Foundation (CFKF)- In August 2014, BCLC submitted a proposal to GPEB to
seek Ministerial approval to enter into an agreement with CFKF to licence the CFKF
name to offer a 50/50 raffle on PlayNow.com during Canucks games. Revenue
from the raffle would be distributed as follows: 50 per cent as prize, 40 per cent to
CFKF as a licencing fee, and 10 per cent to BCLC. Players would be required to
establish a PlayNow.com account in order to participate in the raffle, and BCLC
anticipates that 75 per cent of those who buy a 50/50 ticket will play other games on
the website, thus generating new revenue for BCLC.
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This Provincial Health Officer's annual
report examines gambling in BC using a
comprehensive public health approach. A
public health approach considers preventive
interventions, health promotion, health
protection, and assessment and surveillance,
and addresses issues related to quality of
life for all members of the community.
In applying such an approach, this report
acknowledges and incorporates the
health, social, and economic dimensions
of gambling. It reviews the history of
gambling in Canada and BC, describes
current gambling policies and programs
in BC, and examines evidence-based
strategies to minimize the negative effects
of gambling while optimizing the potential
benefits.
In 1985, provincial governments in Canada
obtained the exclusive right to conduct
and manage legalized gambling. Like other
provinces, BC has used this authority
to greatly expand the scope and scale of
gambling over time. This has included
expansion of the availability of casinos and
electronic gaming machines (EGMs), and
the launch and subsequent expansion of the
provincial gambling website PlayNow.com.
Since the economic benefits of gambling are
often easier to measure and compare than
negative social impacts it is understandable
that a bias toward increasing tl1e availability
of gambling over time could emerge in
policy decisions.
By 2003, government revenue from gaming
in Canada had exceeded revenue from
both alcohol and tobacco combined. In

BC, net government revenue from gaming
has increased substantially over time, from
approximately $510 million in 2002/2003 to
$889 million in 2010/2011. In 2011/2012,
BC received 2.70 per cent of its total
provincial revenue from gaming, which was
more than the Canadian provincial average
of 2.30 per cent; however, BC earned slightly
less revenue per capita age 18 and up than
the Canadian provincial average in the same
year ($552 compared to $557).
Despite these moderate to high levels of
revenue from gaming, in 2011/2012, BC
distributed the smallest amount of gaming
revenue to responsible gaming and problem
gambling initiatives among reporting
provinces-including percentage of gaming
revenue (0.51 per cent compared to the
average of 1.45 per cent)-and the smallest
amount per capita age 18 and up ($1.50
compared to the average of $3.59). While
total revenue from gaming has increased in
BC, overall gambling participation in BC has
decreased. This suggests that more revenue is
being drawn from fewer individual gamblers.
According to the 2007 British Columbia
Problem Gambling Prevalence Study,
the majority of British Columbians have
participated in gambling, and most gambled
for the first time by the age of 20. While
most people reported that they gamble for
fun or to socialize, many also reported that
they participate for monetary gain. Males
and adults age 5 5 and up were more likely
to gamble frequently. Lottery games and slot
machines were the most popular gambling
activities reported.
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Executive Summary

Although the majority of gamblers engage
in legalized gambling as a harmless form
of entertainment, a small minority will
experience severe and persistent problems
related to their gambling. Among
British Columbians surveyed in 2007,
approximately 27 per cent were nongamblers, 60 per cent were non-problem
gamblers, and another 9 per cent were low-risk
gamblers. A combined total of 4.6 per cent
(representing approximately 159,000 people
in BC) were moderate-risk and problem
gamblers. Hospitalization discharge data
for individuals with a problem gambling
diagnosis show that overall, males account
for 65 per cent of problem gambling cases.
The age range with the highest prevalence
counts for these cases varies by sex (35 to
44 years for males and 45 to 54 for females).
Currently, the estimated prevalence rate
for problem gambling in the BC adult
population is relatively low; however, it has
been increasing and needs to be carefully
monitored. Between 2002 and 2007, the
percentage of problem gamblers increased
125 per cent, from 0.4 per cent of the
population age 18 and up, to 0.9 per cent.
This is likely related to the introduction of
new and expanded gambling opportunities
in BC. Recent policy changes have led to
expanded access to games that evidence
shows are higher risk, or more problematic;
for example, the number of EGMs per
100,000 population age 18 and up increased
by over 200 per cent from 2002/2003
to 2011/2012. From a public health
perspective, expanding access to more
problematic forms of gambling such as
EGMs is counterproductive.
Hospitalization discharge data for BC
indicate that hospitalized individuals with
a problem gambling diagnosis suffer from a
serious burden of mental health problems.
Problem gambling cases are significantly
more likely than non-cases to be hospitalized
with conditions related to mental illness or
problematic substance use, as well as other
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health conditions. Administrative data for
2010/2011 health care costs show that, on
average, problem gamblers incur more than
four times the medical-related expenses
than patients who are not diagnosed with
this condition (an average excess medical
cost of $6,862 per problem gambler per
year). Additionally, problem gambling has
implications for families and communities;
for example, overall, people with lower
incomes spend a higher proportion of
household income on gambling.
In both BC and Canada, the most common
responses to mitigate gambling harms, as
with other potentially harmful behaviours,
have focused on individual education,
corporate social responsibility, and treatment
services. However, evidence shows that
education campaigns and social responsibility
messaging alone are not effective at reducing
the harms and costs associated with harmful
behaviours. Nevertheless, the BC government
deserves recognition for implementing
various problem gambling prevention and
treatment programs (such as the Voluntary
Self-Exclusion Program, the Discovery
Program, and the Problem Gambling Help
Line). This report presents estimated levels of
effectiveness of problem gambling prevention
initiatives, and identifies opportunities for
adding or revising programs in BC, since
some of the programs and policies in BC
are not supported by evidence, while other
policies that have demonstrated "moderate" or
"moderately high" effectiveness are not yet used.
This report concludes with 17
recommendations related to the public
health themes of preventive interventions,
health promotion, health protection, and
assessment and surveillance. They identify
specific actions that can be taken in BC to
build individual resilience and community
capacity, decrease risks to the most vulnerable
populations, and improve the responsiveness
of the system to emerging problems, with the
overall goal of balancing the known negative
impacts of gambling with its potential benefits.

Chapter 1

Introduction
This Provincial Health Officer's annual
report examines gambling policy in BC from
a public health perspective and provides
recommendations for reducing the harms
associated with problem gambling. This
report discusses social and economic impacts
of gambling and the history of gambling
policy in Canada and BC, introduces a
comprehensive public health framework
for understanding gambling, and explores
gambling trends in Canada and BC.
Exploration of these trends includes a review
of indicators related to gambling, problem
gambling, and revenue from gaming for
Canada and BC." This report then reviews
best practices for preventing and treating
problem gambling, and uses this information
to assess responsible and problem gambling
initiatives in BC. The final chapter discusses
the key findings of this review and offers
recommendations for policies, programs, and
research in BC with the goal of reducing the
harms and costs associated with gambling.

Why a Report about Gambling?
In 1985, the federal government gave
provincial governments in Canada exclusive
rights to conduct and manage legalized
gambling in their jurisdictions. This is
similar to the approach used to manage
beverage alcohol sales. Provinces have
used this exclusive authority to expand
the availability of gambling. In fact, by
2003, government revenue from gaming

had exceeded revenue from both alcohol
and tobacco combined. 1 While this
arrangement has its benefits, including
raising government revenue and minimizing
the role of organized crime in gambling, it
also creates a potential conflict of interest
where the needs for revenue generation and
economic development may compete with
responsibilities for health and safety.
Although the majority of gamblers engage
in legalized gambling as a harmless form
of entertainment, a small minority will
experience severe and persistent problems
related to their gambling, such as
bankruptcy, job loss, marital breakdown,
and even suicide. The costs of problem
gambling fall primarily on individuals and
their families. As a result, justifying public
policy responses to address this issue may
be more difficult than is the case with social
problems where costs are predominantly
public. However, the BC government states
that one of its primary goals with regard to
gambling is to "deliver gambling in a manner
that encourages responsible gambling and
informed choice." 2

Having exclusive
rights to conduct
and manage legalized
gambling has benefits
for provinces, but also
creates a potential
conflict of interest
where the needs for
revenue generation and
economic development
may compete with
responsibilities for health
.~ )
and safety.

Research demonstrates that government
policies can have strong influences, both
positive and negative, on gamblingrelated harms and costs. More specifically,
government policies related to the supply
and accessibility of gambling impact rates of
problem gambling, because when new forms
of gambling are introduced, the prevalence of

• In general, this report uses the term "gambling" to refer to individual behaviours (e.g., responsible and problem gambling), and
"gaming" to refer to industry (e.g., gaming venues, gaming revenue); however, these terms are often used interchangeably in the
literature, and this report follows the usage of the sources cited.
Lower the Stakes: APublic Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia
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both gambling and problem gambling typically
increases, at least initially. 3.4· 5·6 Evidence also
shows that certain forms of gambling
(e.g., electronic gaming machines and
Internet gambling) may be more conducive
to problem gambling than other forms
(e.g., bingo and lottery tickets), making
expansion of some forms of gambling an
added risk for the population.7
Utilizing a public health perspective enables
the examination of the health, social, and
economic dimensions of problem gambling,
and the pursuit of strategies that balance the
potential negative effects of gambling with
the potential benefits. This approach will be
discussed further in Chapter 3.

According to the 2007 British Columbia
Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, the
majority of British Columbians (73 per cent)
bet or spent money on at least one gambling

2

activity during the preceding 12 months.
Most people in BC gambled for the first time
when they were relatively young, with
38 per cent of respondents reporting
gambling for the first time before their 19'h
birthday, and another 20 per cent starting
by age 20.

As shown in Figure 1.1, in 2007, British
Columbians age 55-64 and 65 and up were
the most likely to gamble on a weekly basis.
Males gambled more frequently, with
33 per cent reporting gambling weekly
compared to 26 per cent of females. 8 Among
those who gambled in BC, the majority did
not travel far: 67 per cent travelled 5 km or
less to participate in their favourite gambling
activity. Lottery games were the favourite
gambling activity in BC (32 per cent),
followed by slot machines (9 per cent). Most
people reported that they gambled "because it's
fon" (58 per cent), or to "socialize with friends
or family'' (53 per cent); however, many people
also reported participating "to win money"
(38 per cent).
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Evaluation of public attitudes about
gambling in BC showed that many British
Columbians believe that legalized gambling
has a bad or very bad effect on society
(43 per cent combined) or think it has an
equally good and bad effect (45 per cent).
Only 10 per cent believe that legalized
gambling has a good or very good effect
on society. More than one in ten people
surveyed (13 per cent) reported that
gambling is a serious problem in their
community, while 55 per cent indicated it
is not a serious problem, 24 per cent were
neutral, and 8 per cent were undecided. 8

The two most frequently used terms to
describe potentially harmful gambling
behaviour are "problem gambling" and
"pathological gambling." "Problem gambling"
is the term most commonly used throughout

this report, as per the Canadian Problem
Gambling Index. "Moderate-risk." or "moderate
problem gambling" is often included in the
category of problem gambling (for more
information, see sidebar "Problem" and

"Pathological" Gambling).
Figure 1.2 shows that approximately
70 per cent of British Columbians surveyed
are considered non-problem gamblers or lowrisk gamblers, and just over one-quarter do not
gamble at all. Those experiencing the greatest
problems associated with gambling are those at
the top of the triangle, representing a relatively
small number of individuals (0.9 per cent for
problem gamblers, 3.7 per cent for moderaterisk gamblers).
According to the BC Problem Gambling
Prevalence Study, the age groups with the
highest estimate of total problem gambling
are 25-34 (6.8 per cent) and 18-24
(6.3 per cent), while all other age categories
are under 4.5 per cent. In addition, men are
more likely to be problem gamblers than

Figure 1.2

Problem Gamblers, 0.9%
(Approx. 31,100 People)

Moderate-Risk Gamblers, 3.7%
(Approx. 127,800 People}

Low-Risk Gamblers, 8.7%
(Approx. 300,500 People}

Non-Problem Gamblers, 59.6%
(Approx. 2,058,600 People}

"'Non-Gamblers, 27.1%
(Approx. 936,000 People)

/
Note: Rates ofgambling participation may not accountfor gambling that occurred
Canadian Problem Gambling Index. Population numbers are.awroxlmate and
Source: Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2010. Can'adian Gtlmbling f)Jgest 2Qil8-20fJ?;Jihi;I BC:Stats'. 2&,fl'<iptil9il9ii
by Age and Sex (Total BC PapulalicnAged 18-JIO+J;clted 2013 Jun 21. Availab1¢from:
·· ·
·· · ·
·· •
http://www.bcstats.gov.bcca/Statistics8y5ubject/Demography/Popu!ationEstimates~spx
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women (5.5 per cent compared to
3.7 per cent). Among males, those aged
18-34 have the highest level of problem
gambling at 10.5 per cent, while female
levels do not differ markedly across age
groups. Unemployed British Columbians
have the highest rate of problem
gambling, at 9 .6 per cent (moderate-risk
and severe problem gambling), while
education and household income levels
do not appear to have a relationship with
problem gambling levels. 8
The BC Problem Gambling Prevalence
Study also reported that while 38 per cent
of British Columbians believe there are
problem gambling services available in their
community, 46 per cent believe there are
not, and 16 per cent do not know. However,
71 per cent of British Columbians say they
would be likely to use the problem gambling
services provided by the BC government if
they ever experienced problems related to
gambling (23 per cent said they would be
unlikely to use the services). 8

Understanding Pathological
Gambling as an Addiction
Research has not yet revealed exactly what
makes some individuals develop problems
with gambling, while others can gamble
without any issues. The American Psychiatric
Association's Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual ofMental Disorders (DSM)h recently
reclassified pathological gambling from an
impulse control disorder to an addictive
disorder, reflecting the fact that it shares
characteristics with drug addiction, including
the likelihood of multiple unsuccessful
attempts to quit, interference with major
areas of life (e.g., family, employment),
and withdrawal symptoms. As with
substance use,9 gambling behaviour
occurs on a spectrum. 1°For most
people, gambling behaviour is

b

4

not problematic, but for some, the behaviour
can result in significant harms.
The differences in brain activity and
neurotransmitters between non-problem
gamblers and problem gamblers are still
being explored. However, evidence appears to
support increased levels of neurotransmitters
that create arousal and lower levels of
neurotransmitters related to impulse control
in those with gambling control issues. 11
As discussed later in this report, problem
gambling and pathological gambling are
often associated with other mental health
issues. Substance dependence and mental
illness share a biological basis, 12 which may
provide an explanation as to why problem
gambling and pathological gambling are often
associated with other mental health issues.

Sources of Data
Data for this report are drawn from a
number of sources. The majority of data on
gambling activities, government revenue,
and responses to problem gambling come
from the Canadian Gambling Digest.
This digest is published annually by the
Responsible Gambling Council for the
Canadian Partnership for Responsible
Gambling, and is available at
www.cprg.ca/digest.cfm. BC Ministry of
Health administrative datasets provided
relevant health information, such as medical
costs, and mental health and hospitalization
data. These datasets included Discharge
Abstract Database hospital data, Medical
Services Plan data for physician billing,
PharmaNet drug dispensing and claims
records, registration and premium billing
information, and Client Registry. Other
significant sources included the BC Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch (gambling
and problem gambling prevalence data)
and the BC Lottery Corporation (financial
reports and gambling prevention information,
including data from the Voluntary SelfExclusion Program).

The most recent editions of the DSM are commonly referred to as DSM-IV (2004) and DSM-5 (2013).
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"Problem" and "Pathological" Gambling
111e terms "problem gambling" and "pathological gambling" are often used interchangeably, but some
sources distinguish between the two. 33 For example, the "problem gambling group" in the Canadian
Problem Gambling Index (CPGI) "is equivalent to the DSM-IV's diagnostic criteria for pathological
gambling." 10 Terms such as "compulsive," "disordered," "high-risk," and "severe problem gambling" may
also be used to refer to problem and/or pathological gambling.
The CPGI is used to research problem gambling in the general population and defines _problem gambling
as "gambling behaviour that creates negative consequences for the gambler, others in his or her social
network, or the community" (see sidebar Canadian Problem Gambling Index Levels in Chapter 4). 10
According to the fourth edition of the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
ofMental Disorders (DSM-IV), pathological gambling is "persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling
behaviour that disrupts personal, family or vocational pursuits," which cannot be better explained by a
manic episode. 33•34 The fifth edition (DSM-5), published in 2013, changed the diagnosis from ''pathological
gambling" to "gambling disorder." This diagnosis, which formerly required a person to meet at least five of
l O diagnostic criteria, now requires that at least four of the following nine (revised) criteria be met within a
12-month period. 35•36
L

Is often preoccupied with gambling (e.g., preoccupied with reliving past gambling experiences,
handicapping or planning the next venture, or thinking of ways to get money with which to gamble).

2.

Needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money in order to achieve the desired excitement.

3.

Repeated, unsuccessful efforts to control, cut back, or stop gambling.

4.

Restless or irritable when attempting to cut down or stop gambling (withdrawal symptoms).

5.

Gambles when feeling distressed.

6. After losing money gambling, often returns another day to get even ("chasing" one's losses).
7.

Lies to family members, therapist, or others to conceal the extent of involvement with gambling.

8. Has jeopardized or lost a significant relationship, job, education, or career opportunity because of
gambling.
9.

Relies on others to provide money to relieve a desperate financial situation caused by gambling.35

Since the American Psychiatric Association first recognized "pathological gambling" as a legitimate
diagnosis in 1980, at least 25 screening instruments have been developed to identify problem and
pathological gambling behaviours.36 In addition to the American Psychiatric Association diagnostic criteria
provided above, instruments include the CPGI, the Gamblers Anonymous "20 questions" self-screening
tool, and the South Oaks Gambling Screen.
The South Oaks Gambling Screen is a three-page questionnaire that has been widely used to evaluate
pathological gambling addiction. It was developed in the United States based on the DSM. 64•65 However,
because of the tool's limitations (e.g., the possibility of bias), it has become less frequently used in
Canada. 66•67

5
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Gambling in Canada and BC
Gambling in Canada has been characterized
as a "national pastime," with the majority
of the adult population engaging in some
form of legalized gambling on at least an
occasional basis. 13 Government and charity
revenue from all forms of gambling in
Canada are approximately $15 billion per
year.'· 14 There are several major forms of
gambling conducted in Canada, including
• Casino-based table gambling and
electronic gaming machines (EGMs) such
as slot machines.
• Non-casino EGMs, including slot
machines at racetracks and community
gaming centres, and video lottery
terminals (VLTs) in bars and pubs.d· 15
•

Provincial, regional, and national lotteries
and sweepstakes.

•

Charity and community-run games
(mainly bingo, raffles, and pull-tab
tickets).

analyses difficult to apply. For this reason,
Canadian researchers Williams, Rehm, and
Stevens7 argue that it is more appropriate
to investigate the social and economic
impacts of gambling, because this allows for
the systematic comparison of the positive
and negative aspects of both the social
and economic impacts of gambling. The
comprehensive impact analyses envisioned by
Williams et al. are seen as an improvement
over traditional cost-benefit analyses of
gambling, because analyzing impacts does
not require social (non-monetary) impacts
to be converted into monetary terms. This
type of conversion can lead to serious overor under-estimations of value depending on
the perspective and approach taken by those
conducting the analysis. 7
After conducting a comprehensive review
of the published and grey literature on the
potential impacts of gambling, Williams
et al.7 concluded that the most consistent
economic impacts across all forms of
gambling are
..

• Wagering on horse racing.
•

Internet-based gaming of various types.

Social and Economic Impacts of
Gambling
Gambling involves a host of social (nonmonetary) and economic (monetary)
effects, which makes traditional cost-benefit

.
''

Ill

• Increased government revenue.
•

Increased public services.

•

Increased regulatory costs.

'

'

Ill

,

., ,

'' ,

• Impacts on non-gambling businesses that
are either positive (e.g., increase in business
in adjacent hotels and restaurants) or
negative (e.g., increase in competition for
spending on entertainment).

•

•• ••
' • •,

'

, ,
,

' Revenue reported is after prizes have been paid but before operating expenses have been deducted.
d According to BC's Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch, the only difference between slot machines and VLTs is location.
The term "slot machine" refers to machines in traditional gaming facilities like casinos, while "VLT" refers to machines in other
locations, such as bars and pubs. VLTs are not permitted in bars and pubs in BC.
LoLVer the Stakes: APublic Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia
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Williams et al. use a social and economic
impact framework to catalogue the usual
impacts of different forms of gambling.
These impacts range from large and
positive ( +4) to large and negative (-4).
However, as shown in Table 2.1, gamblingrelated impacts have been assessed only as
high as +3 and as low as -2, with casino
gambling and EGMs usually producing
both the highest government revenue and
the highest social costs.
The variability in observed social and
economic impacts shown in Table 2.1
is based largely on the influence of
numerous contextual factors associated
with gambling. These include
" The magnitude of the change in gambling
availability. For example, one additional
gaming facility in a large city with existing
casinos would have less of an impact than
the first gaming establishment in a small
community.
The most consistent social impacts across all
forms of gambling are
" Increased problem gambling and
associated harms (e.g., bankruptcy,
divorce, suicide).
" Increased crime!·7
" Increased socio-economic inequality
(e.g., among people who gamble,
those with lower incomes spend higher
proportions of their income on gambling
than those with higher incomes and
therefore may have less to spend on
other goods and services; this is discussed
further in Chapter 3). 7
" More negative attitudes toward gambling.

" The length of time that gambling has
been legally available in the jurisdiction
prior to the introduction of additional
or new forms of gambling. Many of
the negative social impacts of gambling
are most apparent in populations with
limited prior exposure to gambling.
" The type and extent of gaming facilities
in nearby communities, since new
gaming opportunities will likely attract
visitors from other jurisdictions if such
opportunities are not available elsewhere.
" The type of game that is being introduced,
as impacts vary by gaming type.
" Whether gaming revenue comes
predominantly from the community or
from visitors.

' Introduction of legal gambling may reduce rates of illegal gambling, but can also increase crime due to more problem gamblers
in a population, which may elevate rates of property crimes committed to support problem gambling. Gambling may also create
more opportunities for citizens to engage in illegal activities (e.g., passing counterfeit money, money laundering, cheating-atplay), and contribute to rates of alcohol-related offences due to increased opportunities to consume alcohol at gaming facilities.
Introduction of gaming venues also increases the number of visitors to an area, which may result in more crime.
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Table2.1
Summary of the Usual Effects of Gambling, by Game Type
Casino
Gambling

EGMs

Lotteries

Internet
Gambling

Horse
Racing

+2 to +3

+2to+3

+2 to +3

+1

+1

Public Services

+2

+2

+2

Oto+l

Oto +1

Regulatory Costs

+1

+1

+ 1 to +2

+1

+1

Infrastructure Value

+1

0

0

0

+1

Infrastructure Costs

+1

0

0

0

+1

Business Starts/
Business Revenue

-1 to +2

-1

-1

0

Oto+l

Business Failures

Oto+l

+1

+1

0

0

Personal Income

Oto+2

0

0

0

0

Property Values

Oto+l

0

0

0

0

Casino
Gambling

EGMs

Lotteries

Internet
Gambling

Horse
Racing

Problem Gambling and
Related Indices

+ 1 to +2

+ 1 to +2

Oto+l

+1 to +2

+1

Crime

+1 to +2

+1

-1 to 0

+1

Oto +1

Employment

Oto+2

-1 to 0

0

0

+1

Socio-Economic Inequality

+1

+1

+1

0

+1

Leisure Activity

0

0

+1

0

0

Public Attitudes

-2 to -1

-2

+1

-2 to -1

-1

Quality of Life/Public Health/
Social Capital

-1 to+ 1

-1 to 0

0

0

0

Economic Impacts

Government Revenue

Social Impacts

Note: EGMs = electronic gaming machines. Possible impacts range from -4 to +4.
Source: Williams R, Rehm J, Stevens R. 2011 . The Social and Economic Impacts of Gambling (p. 64).

• The strength of policies and educational
programs to address the potential
negative effects of gambling.
• The socio-economic status of the community, as new revenue in areas with low
socio-economic status is likely to have a
larger impact on the local general economy.
• Whether the impacts are being examined
at a community-specific level, or whether
regional impacts are also taken into

account. Community-specific impacts
are much more likely to be positive, but
region-wide benefits are rarer.
• Time period included in evaluation of
impacts. For example, some impacts will
take longer to appear than others, and
therefore might not be included in a
short-term evaluation.
• How gaming revenue is ultimately
distributed in the community.7
Lo1·m rhe Stakes: APublic Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia
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The social and economic effects of gambling
also vary according to where gaming
facilities are located and, in particular, who
is participating in the gaming. According to
Faludi and Rutsey, 16

There is great advantage to placing legal
gaming in a tourist destination. The
economic function ofcasinos becomes a more
dubious proposition, however, when the
primary market is the local population. In
such cases, the transfer ofincome and assets
benefits the local casino at the expense of
local residents. It is one thing to redistribute
income to a local economy fi·om outside
sources, and quite another to redistribute
income within a local, urban economy.
The former promotes business and public
revenue generation which will be put to
other productive uses. The latter simply
redistributes and rearranges revenue and
income, sometimes disproportionately,
without expanding the local economic base.
To summarize, while the social and
economic effects of gambling are variable
and dependent on a variety of factors, "in
most jurisdictions, in most time periods, the
impacts of gambling are mixed, with a range
of mild positive economic impacts offset by a
range of mild ... negative social impacts." 7CP· 66l
The monetary benefits from gambling
are often easier to measure and compare
than the negative social effects; thus, it is
understandable that a bias toward increasing
the availability of gambling over time could
emerge in policy decisions.

The monetary benefits from gambling are often easier
to measure and compare than the negative social effects;
thus, it is understandable that a bias toward increasing
the availability of gambling over time could emerge in
policy decisions.

1

Canada's first Criminal Code outlawed all
forms of gambling in 1892, during a time
when the activity was largely considered
a moral vice and a threat to the capitalist
work ethic. 17 Canada legalized gambling
for charitable purposes in 1900 with
amendments to the Criminal Code. 18 The
federal government made other minor
changes to gambling policy over the next
several decades, mainly to accommodate
requests to expand regulated forms of smallscale gambling for charitable purposes.
These included legalizing lottery schemesf:i 9
in 1906, legalizing on-track horse betting
in 1910, and allowing agricultural fairs to
conduct games of chance at annual fairs and
exhibitions in 1925. 20
Although there were calls to expand legalized
gaming (mainly lotteries) in the 1950s
and 1960s, it was not until 1969 that the
Criminal Code was amended to give federal
and provincial governments the legal right to
conduct large-scale lotteries and sweepstakes.
The 1969 amendments can be attributed to
actions by the Government of Quebec and
the City of Montreal based on the need for
significant non-tax revenues to pay for the
deficits associated with the 1967 World's
Fair and anticipated deficits from the 1976
Olympics. 18 The 1969 federal policy changes
effectively transformed Canadian policy on
gambling from an approach based largely
on federal prohibition to an approach based
on provincial operation and regulation of
gambling. 18 Although there have been other
significant changes to federal gambling
policy since the late 1960s-induding
giving provinces exclusive legal control over
gambling, and legalizing computer, video,
and slot machine gaming devices (both
in the mid- l 980s)-the 1969 Criminal
Code amendments are widely regarded as

The Criminal Code definition of"lottery scheme" is "a game or any proposal, scheme, plan, means, device, contrivance or
operation ... whether or not it involves betting, pool selling or a pool system of betting." This definition specifically excludes certain
games and activities, such as three-card monte, punch boards, and coin tables; bookmaking, pool selling, or making or recording
bets on a race, fight, single sport event or athletic contest; computerized and video gaming and slot machines; and dice games.
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•

1992

one of the most important policy changes
facilitating the substantial increase in
gambling over the last 40 years. 21
Besides shifting from prohibition to
regulation and from federal to provincial
control, the evolution of gambling in
Canada has also been characterized by two
other major themes. 21 First, there has been
a continued escalation of new gambling
products, with an emphasis on fast-paced,
non-skill-based electronic games such
as slot machines. Second, gamblingrelated policies, including decisions on
the expansion of gambling types and
gambling availability, have been debated by
stakeholders with competing interests and
perspectives, and varying levels of decisionmaking authority.
The continued growth of the gaming
industry in Canada over the past 15 years
can be attributed mostly to the expansion
of casino facilities and especially EGMs
(i.e., slot machines and VLTs), both
inside and outside casinos. 22 Following
the expansion of legalized gambling across
Canada in the 1980s, government revenue
from gaming has increased significantly:
there has been a five-fold increase in revenue
between 1992 and 2010, from $2.7 billion
to $13.7 billion. Gaming revenue currently
accounts for 2.3 per cent of all revenue
across the provinces. 14 •23

2010

History of Gambling Policy in BC
Gambling in BC has evolved and grown
considerably since the 1969 Criminal Code
amendments. For more information on the
history provided in this section, see Appendix
A - Timeline of Gambling in Canada with a
Focus on BC. The evolution of gambling in
BC has been determined largely by interactions
between four stakeholders:
1. The provincial government, which has
been both the main proponent of gambling
expansion and the biggest recipient of
increased revenue.
2. Municipal governments, which have at
times opposed the expansion of gambling
due to concerns about potential negative
social and economic effects at the local
level.
3. Private gambling operators, who have
lobbied for the expansion of gambling over
time.
4. Ad hoc and permanent coalitions of
charitable organizations, many of which
rely on gambling as a primary source
of revenue.S• 18 Such organizations have
at various times been in conflict with
the provincial government over the
management of gambling and the allocation
of revenue.

While not all charitable organizations in BC support or accept gambling as a revenue stream, a considerable number do:
90 per cent of the 818 non-profit organizations that submitted briefs to a 1992 BC government gaming review were in favour of
"maintaining or enhancing charitable gambling."
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More recent stakeholders include nongovernmental organizations and academic
researchers.
1he history of gambling policy in BC can be
divided into three major periods: (1) early
lotteries and the expansion of charitable
gambling (1970-1986); (2) provincial
efforts to restructure gambling (1987-1999);
and (3) creation and implementation of
the provincial Gaming Control Act (2000present).

Early Lotteries and the Expansion of
Charity Gambling (1970-1986)
Following the 1969 changes to the Criminal
Code, BC's first major foray into provincially
operated gambling schemes occurred in
1974, when it joined with the provinces
of Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan
to form the Western Canada Lottery
Foundation (WCLF).h At approximately
the same time, BC passed the Lottery Act,
which set out the regulatory framework for
conducting lotteries and created the BC
Lottery Branch to oversee its implementation
in the province. Initially, lottery revenue
was to be used for cultural and recreational
purposes, but in 1976, the Act was amended
to allow gaming proceeds to be used for
other purposes as well. In 1985, the BC
government decided to withdraw from
the WCLF and formed the BC Lottery
Corporation (BCLC). 20
During this early lottery period, tickets
were sold mainly by charities, which earned
commissions on sales. This practice ended
in the late 1970s, and the lost revenue from
commission sales created long-standing
animosity from the non-profit sector toward
the WCLF and subsequently the BCLC. 21
From 1970 until 1984, small-scale charity
casino gambling occurred on a limited basis
in BC under fairly strict rules of operation.
For example, charity casinos could not
operate from permanent facilities and bets
were limited to $2.00 or less. 20 After a time,
charities began hiring commercial firms to
manage their casino operations and this
eventually led to growth in the number
of private companies providing these
services. During this period, 35 per cent of
the revenue from casinos was reserved for
charities, and 2 per cent of revenue went to
the government as licensing fees. 20
Over time, regulations around charity
casinos were gradually relaxed and this
led to significant growth in the sector.

h
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By 1986, there were 32 private casino
companies operating in BC, and the growth
in the casino business had outstripped the
province's ability to properly regulate the
sector. At this point, new restrictive rules
were introduced (e.g., reduced hours of
operation, reduced bet limits, limits to the
number of charity casinos), which lowered
the number of commercial casino operators
to 12 in 1987. At the same time, a new
revenue distribution formula increased the
charity share to 50 per cent and government
licensing fees rose to 5 and then 10 per cent
of the total revenue. 20
In addition to lotteries and casinos, the other
major types of games to expand in the 1970s
and 1980s in BC were charity bingos and
raffles. As was the case with charity casinos,
the expansion of bingo gaming led to the
emergence of commercial bingo facilities and
operators such that by 1987 there were over
60 permanent bingo halls in the province,
some of which could seat up to 1,000
people. 20 Overall, religious organizations and
other charities were the main recipients of
revenue from bingo operations during this
time period.
There was tension between charity casino
growth and regulation, and growing conflict
over the portions of revenue the government,
commercial operators, and charities
took from temporary casino and bingo
operations. This tension and related conflicts
set the tone for future relations between
these stakeholders, with disagreements
erupting periodically over the management
of gambling and the allocation of proceeds.

Provincial Efforts to Restructure
Gambling in BC (1987-1999)
In April 1987, the BC government
announced the creation of the BC
Gaming Commission, whose mandate
would be to regulate charity casinos,
bingo, and certain ticket lotteries. The
Commission was instructed to undertake a
comprehensive review of gaming policy in
BC and to report back to the government

with recommendations. After extensive
stakeholder consultations, the Commission
released its report in January 1988 with the
following major recommendations:
" Charity gaming in BC should be
reorganized to "bring unity to the gaming
structure."
., The provincial government should
develop comprehensive legislation to
better manage gambling, but in the
interim it should create a Lotteries
Advisory Committee to help better
coordinate the various forms of gambling
operating in the province.
• The freeze on new charity casino locations
should remain, but the freeze on charities
allowed to participate in casinos should
be lifted.
" There should be no increase in hours of
operation or betting limits (set at $5 at
the time) at charity casinos.
• Slot machines should not be allowed in
charity casinos.
• The development of major destinationstyle permanent casinos in large urban
centres could bring welcome economic
growth and should be studied further. 24

In 1992, a second major gaming review,
known as the "Lord/Streifel Review,"
consulted stakeholders on topics such as
the potential impacts on charitable gaming
of expanding electronic gambling and
introducing VLTs. Key findings included the
following:
" The numerous groups consulted called for
the creation of comprehensive legislation
to govern the operation of gambling in
BC.
" Concerns were raised about the ability
of charitable organizations to maintain
revenue, and there were related calls for
mechanisms to protect charitable gaming
revenue from government encroachment.
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Opposition to continued expansion of
gambling was raised by several religious
organizations and individuals, with the
rise in problem gambling being the most
prominent concern.

Recommendations from this report26
included the following:

The gaming industry called for further
expansion, including expanded hours
of operation, higher bet limits, and the
introduction of new forms of gambling
(e.g., VLTs and slot machines).

" The 1987 freeze on charity casinos should
be lifted and an increase in charity casinos
should be explored, including discussions
with First Nations groups.

,. The BC Gaming Commission and the
BCLC indicated their support for the
expansion of gaming, including the
introduction ofVLTs in the province. 25

Overall, this review supported the policy of
allocating the majority of current gaming
revenue to charities, and affirmed the view
that religious and charitable organizations
should also be beneficiaries of some portion
of additional revenue if and when new forms
of gambling were introduced. The report also
put the issue of problem gambling on the
policy agenda for the first time. However,
the BC government initially resisted calls for
allocating resources to deal with problem
gambling, and currently allocates the
smallest proportion of gaming revenue per
capita to problem gambling of all reporting
provinces in Canada. 18
A third major formal review of gambling
policy in BC occurred in 1994, after the
province received a proposal from private
interests to open a major destination-style
casino in Vancouver named the Seaport
Centre. 20 The review of the Seaport Centre
proposal led to the release of the third
major report on gambling in six years.

In 1994, an estimated 10,000
unauthorized video lottery
terminals were operating in BC.

.,

For-profit, Las Vegas-style casinos should
not be permitted in BC.

" Electronic bingo should be expanded into
bingo halls to enhance charitable gaming
revenue.
• 4,600 to 5,000 VLTs should be
introduced into adult-only venues. The
machines would be owned and operated
by the BCLC as a way to combat the
estimated 10,000 unauthorized and illegal
("grey") machines already operating in the
province.
" The province should work with the
First Nations Summiti to explore how
Aboriginal groups could participate in
the new gambling policy of controlled
expansion.
• All new government gaming revenue
should be dedicated to socially beneficial
purposes.
• New, comprehensive gaming legislation
should be introduced in the province. 26

This report reaffirmed the importance
of gambling as a funding source for
charitable and religious organizations
and acknowledged the growing interest
in gambling from First Nations groups.
However, the report failed to account for the
growing resistance to expanding access to
gambling (particularly EGMs) by municipal
governments, which eventually used zoning
restrictions and bylaws to keep VLTs from
being introduced in the province. 18 As
of August 2012, there were still no VLT
machines operating legally in BC.

; The First Nations Summit is an organization composed of many Tribal Councils and First Nations in BC, and was designed to
address issues related to treaties and other concerns.
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A major shift in gambling policy in BC
occurred in early 1997, when the province
appointed the Lottery Advisory Committee
to implement the province's new gambling
initiatives. While the new initiatives made
repeated references to the protection of
non-profit interests, it was clear from the
beginning that the main financial beneficiary
would be the provincial government. After
several months of consultation with nonprofit organizations across BC, in October
1997 the government passed the Gaming
Proceeds Distribution Regulation. This
initiative
" Entrenched the revenue-sharing formula
between the province and charities with
respect to revenue from bingo and casino
gambling, including electronic gambling
(i.e., electronic bingo and slot machines).
" Guaranteed revenue to charities based
on revenue generated in fiscal year
1995/1996 plus 5 per cent (this was to
allay fears of charitable organizations that
the new destination gambling ventures
would shift revenue away from charities
to other gaming revenue recipients).
• Prescribed a formula by which the
balance of net revenue would be
transferred to the provincial consolidated
revenue fund, with the proceeds to
charities to be distributed through the
Provincial Charity Trust.
• Did not provide for the sharing of
revenue from destination casinos among
charitable organizations. 18

While the Gaming Proceeds Distribution
Regulation attempted to finally address the
ongoing conflict bet\veen the government
and charity gaming interests over revenue
allocation, shortly after its release, five of
six commissioners on the BC Gaming
Commission resigned, claiming that their
authority to regulate charity gambling
and set policy had been taken over by the
government's Lottery Advisory Committee. 18
A court decision handed down in January
1998 lent credence to the complaints

from charity interests about government
encroachment into the sector. In December
1997, the Nanaimo Community Bingo
Association (NCBA), a small group of
licensed charities, filed a petition in the
BC Supreme Court opposing the Gaming
Proceeds Distribution Regulation. The Court
eventually ruled in favour of the NCBA,
finding that the provincial government had
no authority to appropriate shares of gaming
revenue intended for charitable or religious
organizations. 18
Immediately after this decision, the
government called for another review of
provincial gaming policy, known at the
Rhodes Review. 27 The outcome of this
review was an interim gambling framework.
The interim framework, which was actively
opposed by several coalitions of non-profit
organizations, assigned responsibility for
the conduct and management of casino
gambling to BCLC, with the BC Gaming
Commission providing direct charity access
to revenue from BCLC casino operations.
The framework effectively set up a more
centralized "community chest" model of
revenue distribution, where government
assumed responsibility for the operation
of gambling (in this case bingo and casino
operations) and then distributed a portion
of revenue to charities through provincial
foundations (see sidebar "Community Chest"

Model ofRevenue Distribution).
Some members of the non-profit sector
had been opposed to this centralized model

''Community Chest" Model of Revenue Distribution
The community chest model is a form of revenue distribution in
which a government-run agency collects all gaming revenue and
then allocates revenue to non-profit organizations. This model
allows the allocating organization more control over how funds
are distributed and allows the non-profit sector to regain some
of the revenue that was lost when province-run gambling was
expanded. Prior to the introduction of this method, charities
would reserve a portion of profit from gambling facilities and pay
licensing fees to the provincial government. 18
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of allocation since the mid-1980s, due
to concerns that it would lead to direct
government control and operation of all
gambling in the province; that revenue
distribution would become political, and
therefore susceptible to partisan politics
and organizations lobbying government for
a share of the funding; and that it would
eventually reduce the ability of nonprofit agencies to allocate gaming revenue
based on local priorities and community
needs. 18 The Rhodes Review also called for
the development of a White Paper to be
distributed for public commentary, and for a
draft Gaming Act to be developed. 27
The White Paper, entitled Report on
Gaming Legislation and Regulation in
British Columbia, was released in 1999. 28
It summarized the range of issues that had
become impediments to the provincial
government's intended program of
gambling expansion and offered a series of
recommendations for public comment. The
principal recommendations included the
following:
•

BCLC should discontinue all bingo
operations and turn them back over to
charities. Charities should have exclusive
domain over bingo gambling, which
should be licensed by the BC Gaming
Commission.

" Charitable bingo gambling should
include electronic bingo machines.
• The proposed Gaming Act should clearly
define the government's guarantee of
revenue to charities, and that this revenue
should include bingo revenue retained
by charities plus an amount transferred
directly to charities equal to one-third
of government net revenue from casino
gambling operations.
The BC non-profit sector was guardedly
supportive of both the Rhodes Review's
interim gaming framework and the related
White Paper for a number of reasons,
including the fact that it effectively absolved
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them from all casino operations while
guaranteeing them access to substantial funds
from the province's casino earnings. On
the other hand, non-profit groups that had
traditionally benefitted from bingo licensing
and that operated their own bingo operations
remained opposed to the community chest
model, fearful that it might be embraced for
the distribution of all bingo revenue.
In June 1999, the two largest organizations
representing charitable bingo interests signed
identical Memoranda of Agreement with
the BC government, affirming that licensed
charities would be the sole beneficiaries of
both paper and electronic birigo revenue.
More importantly, these memoranda also
stated that the community chest model
would not be applied to bingo operations in
the province, thereby addressing the major
remaining opposition to the government's
plans to restructure BC's gaming operations.
Creation and Implementation of the
Gaming Control Act (2000-present}

In July 2000, the Gaming Control Act was
introduced, incorporating recommendations
from the Rhodes Review and White Paper
and proposing the creation of a new Gaming
Control Authority as an independent agency
to oversee major gaming policy decisions.
Assurances were again given to the charitable
gaming sector and also to municipalities
that their interests would be represented
in future decisions about gambling. '!be
Act was eventually implemented in 2002.
Key provisions of the Gaming Control Act
included a funding guarantee to charities
and a lucrative revenue-sharing arrangement
with host municipalities. 'lbese provisions
effectively addressed the major impediments
to the government's plans for the expansion
of gambling operations in BC and opened
the door to a new era where open conflict
over gambling policy largely ceased.
'!be community chest model of revenue
distribution still governs gambling in BC
under the authority of the Gaming Control
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Act. The charitable sector and municipal
governments appropriate the vast majority
of revenue from bingo operations, while at
the same time the province shares agreedupon portions of government revenue
from lotteries, casinos, EGMs, and, more
recently, Internet gambling. Generally,
this arrangement is beneficial to these
stakeholders. BC transferred the most per
capita gaming revenue to charities and local
governments of all Canadian provinces in
2010/2011 ($135 million to charities and
$82 million to local governments). 14 On the
other hand, from 2002/2003 to 2011/2012,
charity-operated gaming revenue from
bingo fell from over $7 million to just over
$4 million. 29 ·30 This may be due to factors
such as increased competition (e.g., from
expanded casino gambling, Internet
gambling, and the introduction of slot
machines at community gaming centres)
and the general decline in gambling
participation in BC shown in provincial
prevalence survey results. 1431

.

As depicted in Figure 2.1, the amount
of net government revenue from gaming
allocated to the provincial government
increased from approximately
$510 million in 2002/2003 to
$889 million in 2010/2011. This
represents a change in allocation to
government from 76 to 80 per cent.
In the same time period, revenue from
gaming distributed to charities increased
from $125 million to $135 million, which
represents a decrease in the proportion
of total gaming revenue allocated, from
19 to 12 per cent. Allocations to local
government have increased from
$38 million to $82 million, representing
a small increase from 6 to 7 per cent of
total government revenue from gaming.
While this increase is small, BC still
transfers the highest amount of gaming
revenue to municipal governments
compared to other reporting provinces
(Manitoba, Ontario, and Prince
Edward Island).i· 14
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Figure 2.2

Allocation of Net Government Revenue from Gaming, BC, 2010/2011

Local Governments
$82.3

D

Federal Government
$8.9

Problem Gambling
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■

Provincial Government
$873.3

Responsible Gaming
$1.7

Millions

Note: This figure does not include revenue that charities and municipalities gain directly from gaming {e.g., bingo operations). Net gaming revenue is
revenue after prizes and expenses are paid.
Source: canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2012. Canadian Gambling Dlgest2010-2011. Prepared by Public Health Planning and

Surveillance and the Office of the Provincial Health Officer, Ministry of Health, June 2013.

Figure 2.2 gives a more detailed breakdown
of the allocation of total government
revenue from gaming in 2010/2011. Of
the $889 million received by the provincial
government (see Figure 2.1), $5.3 million
was distributed to problem gambling programs,
$1.7 million was distributed to responsible
gaming programs, and $8.9 million was
transferred to the federal government.

Summary
The contentious nature of policy-making
is evident when examining the major
changes to gambling policy in BC during
the last five decades. Gambling policy
conflict in BC has centred mainly on
disagreements over the allocation of revenue
between charities-historically, the main
beneficiaries of gaming proceeds-and

the government, which has substantially
increased its revenue from gaming over time.
In agreeing to share set portions of gaming
revenue with non-profit groups and local
governments, the provincial government
brokered a truce that has lasted until the
present day in BC. The first three provincial
policy reviews (initiated in 1987, 1992, and
1994) reaffirmed the primacy of charities as
recipients of gaming revenue. However, the
provincial government eventually succeeded
in creating a centralized system of control
to manage gambling (i.e., the community
chest model). This approach has ensured
that the provincial government received the
largest majority of new revenue as gambling
availability has expanded over time. The next
chapter presents a public health perspective
for understanding and evaluating impacts of
gambling, and identifies public health issues
related to gambling.

In other provinces (e.g., Alberta), funds are transferred to municipalities from crown corporations rather than from provincial
governments.

i
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In the past few decades, there has been
a tremendous expansion in commercial
gaming in BC, in Canada, and around the
world. Gambling is now a global corporate
industry with tremendous financial and
marketing power. Governments have been
active partners in this expansion due to
gambling's revenue-generating potential,
influence on local and regional economies,
and traditional association with the
charitable sector. The result is that gambling
is now a significant public health issue,
with substantial health, social, and financial
impacts on BC communities.

I

Attempts to mitigate harms related to
gambling must aim for a middle ground
between prohibition and promotion. In
his discussion about drug and alcohol
prohibition, Marks 37 explains that potential
harms associated with these substances are,
paradoxically, maximized with both heavy
prohibition and heavy promotion. A middle
ground can be reached with "controlled
availability," which reduces supply, demand,
and subsequent related harms. The same
logic can be applied to gambling. Canada
and BC have moved away from the heavy
prohibition that was seen at the beginning of
the 20"' century, toward the other end of the

As with other potentially harmful behaviours
and their related health outcomes
(e.g., obesity), the most common responses
to mitigating gambling-related harms in
both BC and Canada have focused on
individual education, corporate social
responsibility, and treatment services. Yet
evidence shows that education campaigns
and social responsibility messaging alone
are not effective at reducing the harms and
costs associated with harmful behaviours.
Efforts to develop treatment services need to
be balanced with efforts to develop public
health responses, including the creation
and implementation of public policies
that promote health, minimize harm, and
prevent problem gambling. This requires
a comprehensive strategy based on sound
public health principles and experience. 32
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spectrum, which involves heavy, unregulated,
and unconstrained promotion. Figure 3.1
provides an adapted graphic representation
of this paradox of prohibition. Public
health policy and regulation for responsible
gambling practices is the regulatory
framework for gambling that minimizes
potential social and economic harms. 38
A public health perspective acknowledges
the health, social, and economic dimensions
of gambling, and pursues strategies
that minimize the negative effects while
recognizing the potential benefits. This

approach considers a range of gambling
behaviours and problems at points along
a health-related continuum rather than
focusing solely on a specific problem such
as pathological gambling. It addresses issues
related to quality of life for all members
of the community and gives attention to
strategies that reduce any harm or adverse
consequences from gambling behaviour.
This approach also reflects the elements in a
comprehensive public health framework, as
shown in Figure 3.2, particularly preventive
interventions, health promotion, health
protection, and assessment and surveillance. 39

Figure3.1

Epidemic Problem
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Prohibition

Public Health Policy
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Source: Adapted from Marks 11990. "The Paradox of Prohibition.• !n Controlle'd Aval/ab;//fj/:Wisdonicr Q;iaitJr?,

2011. Public Health Perspectives for Regulating Psychoactive Substa!lces." Prepared by the .Qflke ofth<>Pro\!l~clalHea~
·
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June 2013.
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Figure 3.2

Comprehensive Public Health Framework for BC
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---Source: Ministry of Health. 2013. Promote, Protect, Prevent: Our Health Begins Here-BC's Guiding Framework for Public Health. 37 Reproduced with permission
from the BC Ministry of Health.

Preventive Interventions
Preventive interventions such as
immunization, counselling, screening, and
early detection are among the mainstays of
public health. Despite increased awareness
of the desirability of preventing problem
gambling, empirical knowledge related
to the subject is scarce. Virtually none
of the few existing gambling prevention
programs have been rigorously evaluated.
Nonetheless, there is reason to conclude that
prevention programs aimed at minimizing
problem gambling will be most effective
if conceptually driven from research
on resilience during adolescence. 40 This
focus on building resilience, involving
problem-solving skills, social and emotional
competence, autonomy, and a sense of
purpose, appears to be relevant to a wide
range of problem and risk-taking behavioms.40

Based on available evidence, problem
gambling prevention initiatives should
• Be developed to meet the needs of specific
groups (e.g., youth, seniors, Aboriginal
peoples, ethno-cultural groups) .
• Be integrated into substance use and other
risky behaviour prevention programs.
• Provide effective awareness and education
programs for adults (e.g., parents,
teachers, other adults involved with
youth) to improve knowledge about
youth gambling risks and problems.
• Include self-help materials developed from
harm reduction strategies. These resources
should reflect responsible gambling
techniques, along with guidelines for
gambling abstinence, to be paired with
help line interventions and referrals.
• Include outcome evaluation
components.41

lo1·m rhe Stakes: APublic Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia
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The Ottawa Charter (1986) defines health
promotion as
Combining
interventions to work
at both the individual
and population-wide
levels provides the best
outcomes for achieving
population health goals.

... the process ofenabling people to increase
control over, and to improve, their health.
To reach a state ofcomplete physical, mental
and social well-being, an individual or
group must be able to identify and to realize
aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change
or cope with the environment. Health is
therefore seen as a resource for everyday life,
not the objective ofliving. 42
Health promotion involves building
capacity, knowledge, and resilience within
communities, groups, and individuals by
addressing the social determinants of health
and creating environments in which the
healthy choice is the easier choice. This
may include changing the social norms
that ultimately shape behaviour within the
community-in this case, social norms and
behaviours related to gambling. Community
involvement is important for health
promotion, and it has become apparent
that community involvement in decisionmaking about gambling is critical. Working
with a combination of interventions at both
the individual and population-wide levels
provides the best outcomes for achieving
population health goals. 42

Health Promotion Case Study: New Zealand
Following years of rapidly increasing gambling consumption, New Zealand's Gambling Act recognized
gambling as a public health issue in 2003. New Zealand's approach focuses primarily on harm minimization,
health promotion, and political determinants. Harm minimization seeks to reduce "hazardous" gambling
consumption through strategies such as educating consumers and reducing access to mote harmful
gambling environments. Health promotion activities include empowering and developing the capacity
of neighbourhoods and communities to address local issues related to gambling, as well as to influence
local gambling environments. Political determinants involve increasing accountability by identifying
and challenging the conflicts of interest that characterize many government relationships with gambling
enterprises and gambling profits. 32
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Health Protection

Assessment and Surveillance

Health protection involves developing
and implementing strategies that protect
people through legislation, regulation,
inspection, and, if need be, enforcement and
prosecution. Health protection recognizes
that many of the determinants of health lie
outside the individual's sphere of control.
For example, there is growing awareness
that corporate investment into sophisticated
electronic technologies has increased the
potential for products such as electronic
gaming machines (EGMs) to attract
and engage players. 43 Also, community
environments and levels of social capital
(e.g., access to help from family/friends,
whether individuals like living in their
community, etc.) have significant influence
on the level of harm associated with gambling
activity. 44 So, just as health protection through
policy and regulation plays an important
role in areas of health such as water or food
safety, it also has an important role to play
in gambling safety. Legislation and policies
must recognize the potential for harm and
seek to minimize risks to individuals or
communities from gambling.

The public health framework element
of assessment and surveillance involves
monitoring population health status in order
to detect, assess, and respond to outbreaks
of disease or other health-related issues, and
to help determine the effectiveness of public
health programs and services. The design and
implementation of a surveillance system for
gambling could encounter several challenges
and issues. These may include the question
of how to establish an effective and reliable
data collection process capable of illustrating
both short- and long-term trends, as well as
how to establish a long-term commitment
to collect and analyze these data.45 Such a
system is necessary if governments hope to
promote policies designed to maximize the
economic and social benefits of legalized
gambling while minimizing the economic
and social costs.

Health Protection Case
Studies: Australia and Nova
Scotia
Australia
The state of Victoria, Australia,
addresses gambling-related
harms by restricting the number
of electronic gaming machines
(EGMs), especially in lowincome communities. 32
Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia has "pioneered" the
use of EGM loyalty cards to track
gambling patterns and identify
problem gambling. 32

Current data systems related to gambling
do not provide the data needed for a
comprehensive public health approach to
gambling in BC. There is a need to expand
data collection and research beyond the
historical focus on problem and pathological
gambling to include other sources of harm
that may stem from the continued expansion
of legalized gambling in the province.

Major Public Health Issues
Related to Gambling
Consideration of public health issues goes
beyond examination of individuals and their
personal health, to matters that affect groups
of people who share common characteristics,
geography, or interests. The growth of
legalized gambling suggests a range of public
health issues that should be considered
in efforts to reduce potential harms from
gambling.

Lm-✓er the Stakes: APublic Health Approach to

Gambling in British Columbia
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1. Problem gambling trends and

expansion of gambling
Currently, the estimated lifetime prevalence
rates for problem and pathological gambling
in the general adult population in both
Canada and the United States are relatively
low. However, a significant number of
studies associated with the introduction of
new gambling opportunities demonstrate
an increase in problem and pathological
gambling. 46 This suggests a need to
carefully monitor trends in order to guide
policy related to health promotion, health
protection, and prevention initiatives.

2. Youth and underage gambling
Youth is a developmental stage associated
with experimentation, novelty, and
sensation-seeking. 47,4 8 Wider access to, and
positive social attitudes about, gambling
may contribute to the high prevalence
of gambling activity observed among
youth. 36.49 Research suggests that problem
and pathological gambling among youth
is two to three times higher than in the
general adult population. 49 This is cause for
concern and invites innovative approaches to
prevention, promotion, and protection.

on gambling than do higher-income
households. 7·34 Wayland 51 reports that, when
considered as a percentage of household
income, average spending on gambling
by lower-income households in Canada is
three times higher than spending by higherincome households. Freund and Morris 52
cite lotteries as among the greatest gamblingrelated contributors to income inequality
in the United States. Mikesell 53 has noted
that increases in unemployment rates in the
United States correspond with increased
lottery sales, suggesting that the small
chance of winning the lottery becomes more
appealing to people in times of recession.
Such linkages between gambling and
socio-economic inequality have important
implications for individual and community
health and well-being. Not only are lower
incomes in industrialized countries associated
with lower life expectancy, 54 but gambling
has been linked to additional public health
issues such as stress-related physical ailments,
problematic substance use, mental illness,
criminal behaviours (including spousal
violence, and child abuse and neglect), and
suicide. 34 •36

4. Impacts of gambling on quality oflife
3. Impacts of gambling on socioeconomic and health inequity
There is increasing understanding of how
vulnerability is associated with health
outcomes and health equity, and this is an
important concern. Promoting health equity
and reducing health disparities requires
universal initiatives and strategies, but
with added scale or intensity for specific
population groups experiencing increased
vulnerability.
Numerous studies have demonstrated links
between gambling and socio-economic
inequality.7•50•51 For example, according
to Reith, 50 rates of problem gambling are
higher among those from "lower-income and
ethnic minority groups and communities,
as well as recent migrants and young males."
Additionally, lower-income households
spend a higher proportion of their income
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When jurisdictions face decisions about
new or expanded gaming facilities, there is
often extensive, heated community debate
regarding the social costs and economic
benefits. One of the most common effects
of gambling expansion is an increase in
negative attitudes toward gambling by the
public.7 Ideally, a community gambling
assessment is shaped by consideration of
local community needs, community values,
strategic plans, and high-quality research
findings on potential community impacts.
Active participation of citizens, involvement
of key stakeholder groups, and transparent
decision-making are characteristics of a
successful community process. The outcome
of this process should preserve or enhance
the overall quality of community life.
Ongoing monitoring and impact analysis is
necessary to evaluate the decision over time
and to mal<e appropriate adjustments.
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Social attitudes are an important component
of any discussion about gambling as a public
health issue. In their final report, The Social
and Economic Impacts of Gambling, Williams
et al.7 note that gambling is a "value-laden
activity" about which people tend to have
strong opinions, whether positive or negative.
Positive attitudes toward gambling are often
based on the view that it has economic
benefits and represents a voluntary form of
taxation or government revenue collection.
Negative attitudes generally focus on concerns
about the social consequences of problem
gambling. Their research also indicates
that attitudes differ based on sex, age, and
gambling involvement. Males, younger
people, and heavier gamblers are more likely
to report positive attitudes toward gambling
than females, older adults, and casual
gamblers or non-gamblers. While some people
consider gan1bling to be "immoral," Williams
et al.7 found that it is more often seen as a
matter of personal choice.
Elected officials often have more positive
attitudes toward gambling because it is
a source of revenue, while community
members in general tend to have more
negative views. As a result, "government
gambling policy is often out of step with
[public] opinion." 7 Williams et al.7 also point

out that "direct and/or extended exposure
to gambling has tended to increase negative
public attitudes," with notable exceptions
such as communities or regions where the
benefits of gambling are seen to outweigh
the harms (such as in casinos that generate
revenue for Aboriginal communities, or
"destination gambling" areas like those in the
state of Nevada).

The recent expansion in gambling has
likely resulted in both positive and negative
health, social, and financial impacts in BC.
A comprehensive public health approach
acknowledges the multiple dimensions of
gambling and emphasizes reducing harms
while realizing potential benefits. This
approach includes elements that focus
on prevention, health promotion, health
protection, and assessment and surveillance.
A public health approach tackles issues
such as gambling expansion and underage
gambling, and attempts to address the
socio-economic and health inequalities and
challenges in quality of life that gambling
brings, while acknowledging differing social
opinions about gambling. The next chapter
presents gambling-related ttends, and
quantifies some of the health, social, and
financial impacts of gambling in BC.
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National Trends in Gambling
Prevalence and Problem
Gambling
No population-level trend data exist to
assess the prevalence of gambling among
Canadian citizens, including problem
gambling, at the national level. The first
and only national gambling prevalence
survey took place in 2002 when the
Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI)
was included in the annual Canadian
Community Health Survey (CCHS) . Data
from the CCHS suggest that the majority
(76 per cent) of Canadians age 15 and up
engaged in at least one gambling activity in
the previous year. The most common forms of
gambling activities were lotteries (65 per cent),
instant-win tickets (33 per cent), and casinos
(22 per cent). This survey also confirmed
that gambling is a relatively common form
of recreation in Canada, with almost
40 per cent of the population gambling one
or more times per week. 13

Gambling Index Levels). Typically, the rates
for moderate-risk and problem gamblers are
combined and reported as the prevalence
of problem gambling. Using the CPGI,
the CCHS found that the national rate of
problem gambling in 2002 was an estimated
2.6 per cent of the population (2.0 per cent
moderate-risk and 0.6 per cent problem
gamblers).k,I3 Analyses of the CCHS data
indicate that the highest levels of problem
gambling emerged in jurisdictions with
high concentrations of electronic gaming
machines (EGMs) in the community in
combination with permanent casinos. This
led the authors of one study to conclude
that "the rapid and prolific expansion of new
forms of legalized gambling in many regions
of the country may be associated with
considerable public health cost." 4

The Problem Gambling Severity Index, part
of the CPGI, assesses problem gambling
based on questions about gambling
involvement, problem gambling behaviour,
and adverse consequences (e.g., disruption
of personal, family, or professional life).
It classifies individuals as non-gamblers,
non-problem gamblers, low-risk gamblers,
moderate-risk gamblers, and problem
gamblers (see sidebar Canadian Problem

The confidence intervals for CPGI measures of problem gambling are fairly large, which makes it difficult to determine true
problem gambling prevalence.

k
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National Trends in Gambling
Availability and Revenue
The overall trend in gambling policy is
toward increasing types and numbers of
games available over time. 55 For example,
between 2002/2003 and 2010/2011,
the total number of games of all types in
Canada increased 35 per cent, from 78,512
to 106,040. 14•31 The increase in the general
availability of gambling has led to large
increases in government revenue from
gaming, as shown in Figure 4.1. These data
indicate that net revenue from governmentrun gambling in Canada increased five-fold
over the last two decades from about
$2 .7 billion in 1992 to $13 .7 billion in
2010. The trend shown in Figure 4.1
suggests that the sector may have reached
maturity around 2007, with little or no
growth in revenue since that time. This
plateauing of revenue parallels experiences
in other jurisdictions that have experienced
rapid expansion of gambling over the last
several decades. 6

While government revenue from gaming has
increased substantially over the last several
decades, the proportion of revenue earned
from the various types of games has changed
over time. Figure 4 .2 shows a breakdown of
net revenue from government-run gambling.
This figure shows that revenue from casinos
(including casino-based EGMs) now accounts
for the largest share of proceeds from
gambling, having overtaken lotteries in 1999.
In 2010, revenue from casinos represented
34 per cent of all government gambling
revenue, lotteries accounted for
approximately 26 per cent, slot machines
outside of casinos provided 21 per cent, and
video lottery terminals (VLTs) accounted for
19 per cent. In Canada from 2005 to 2010,
revenue from lotteries, casinos, and slot
machines outside of casinos increased, while
revenue from VLTs declined (Figure 4.2).
The decline in VLT revenue is due mainly
to a small number of jurisdictions reducing
the availability of this form of gambling in
recent years.22

Figure4.1
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Since an estimated 93 per cent of
government revenue from casinos in Canada
is derived from slot machines (after prizes
and expenses are deducted), 29 approximately
two-thirds of total government revenue
from gambling in Canada now comes
from EGMs. This is significant because, as
identified earlier, the benefits and costs of
gambling vary according to the type of game.
A recent review of the literature on the social
and economic impacts of gambling states
that continuous forms of gambling (e.g.,
EGMs and casino table games) and forms of
gambling with 24-hour access (e.g., Internet
gambling) have greater potential to increase
the prevalence of problem gambling.7
Recent data from an evaluation of BC's
Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) Program
also suggest that casino tables, EGMs, and
Internet gambling are the most problematic

1

forms of gambling. An evaluation of the
VSE Program between 2006 and 20 I 0
indicated that 83 per cent of the 169 VSE
survey participants had a problem with slot
machines. Additionally, 61 per cent said they
had a problem with casino card games, and
33 per cent said they had a problem with
Internet gambling. By comparison,
17 per cent of the VSE participants said they
had a problem with horse betting, 16 per cent
with Lotto, and only 6 per cent with bingo. 56
The weight of evidence suggests that EGMs
are the most problematic form of gaming
for a variety of reasons, including the speed
of play and inducements included in the
EGM experience (e.g., alerting the player of
"near misses" 1). 6
All provincial governments in Canada
earn substantial revenue from gaming, but

A"near miss" on an EGM is an outcome that is dose to winning (e.g., having two out of three winning symbols).
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the amount per capita varies by province.
Figure 4.3 shows gaming revenue per
capita age 18 and up for nine provinces in
2011/2012. With gaming revenue of $552
per capita, BC is slightly below the average
of $557. BC's gaming revenue per capita is
substantially lower than the amounts reported
by other western provinces, but higher than
the amounts reported by all provinces east of
Manitoba.
Figure 4.4 illustrates that despite BC's
moderate to high levels of revenue from
gaming, BC spends the lowest amount of
its gaming revenue on problem gambling
among provinces for which data were
available ($1.50 per capita age 18 and up).
This is less than half the average of $3.59.
Figure 4.5 compares the percentage of
provincial revenue derived from gaming for
nine Canadian provinces for 2011/2012,
and shows a similar pattern to Figures 4.3
and 4.4. It shows that at 2.70 per cent, BC
derives a greater proportion of provincial
revenue from gaming than the average for all
reporting provinces (2.30 per cent).
Figure4.3
Gaming Revenue per Capita, Age 18+, by Province, Canada, 2011 /2012
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Figure4.4
Gaming Revenue Distributed to Problem Gambling
per Capita, Age 18+, by Province, Canada, 2011 /2012
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Figure 4.5
Percentage of Total Provincial Revenue Derived from Gaming and Percentage of Gaming
Revenue Distributed to Problem Gambling, by Province, Canada, 2011 /2012
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Figure 4.5 also shows that despite the
relatively large proportion of provincial
revenue derived from gaming, BC
distributed only 0.51 per cent of
gaming revenue to problem gambling in
2011/2012-well below the average of
1.44 per cent, and the lowest percentage of
all reporting provinces.
While the major forms of gaming operate
in almost all provincial jurisdictions in
Canada, the mix of games varies both
across jurisdictions and over time, due to

differences in policies related to gambling
access and other factors. Table 4.1 provides
information on the availability of games
across Canada in 2011/2012, based on the
number of games per capita age 18 and up.
As shown here, BC has less than the average
number of EGMs per 100,000 population
age 18 and up; more than the average
numbers for gaming tables at casinos and
for lottery ticket terminals; and by far the
highest number of electronic bingo units
per 100,000 population age 18 and up, of all
jurisdictions.

Number of Games per 100,000 Population, Age 18+,
by Province, Canada, 2011/2012

Game

Avg.

BC

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC

NB

NS

PE

NL

EGMs

502.6

317.3

654.7

837.9

935.0

223.1

272.2

407.3

475.2

442.7

460.8

Gaming Tables
at Casinos

8.1

14.0

16.5

10.6

13.3

7.3

3.4

3.9

5.5

6.9

0.0

Lottery Ticket
Terminals

133.9

156.9

88.6

103.8

94.5

86.1

134.3

145.4

142.8

153.6

232.9

Electronic
Bingo Units

23.6

113.0

5i .8

0.0

62.3

8.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Note: The age at which it is legal to gamble varies across provinces and gaming activities. For example, one must be 18 to gamble at
casinos in Alberta, Manitoba, and Quebec, while in all other provinces the minimum age is 19. EGMs = electronic gaming machines.
EGMs include slot machines and video lottery terminals.
Source: Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2013. Canadian Gambling Digest, 2011-2012.
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Table4.2

5.8

2.9

33.3

27.1

0.4

Internet
Gaming

0.5

1.3

0.5

0.0

0.6

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

42.1

0.8

Note: Revenue is after prizes are paid and before expenses are deducted. In some cases, the percentages listed are estimates based on
residuals from other categories. EGMs = electronic gaming machines. EGM revenue in BC includes proceeds from electronic gaming
tables at casinos. EGMs include slot machines and video lottery terminals.
Source: Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2012. Canadian Gambling Digest 2010-2011. Further analysis done by the
Centre for Addictions Research of BC.

Table 4.2 shows the total governmentoperated gaming revenue derived from
major gaming types in 2010/2011. This
illustrates that BC derives proportionally
less revenue from EGMs than the average
among provinces shown, and somewhat
less from lottery tickets as well. BC derives
proportionally much more revenue than the
average from gaming tables at casinos, as well
as slightly more than the average from bingo
and Internet gaming.
Government policies influence the nature
and extent of gaming. As shown in Table 4.3,
policies regarding the availability and/or
placement of casinos, EGMs, and Internet
gaming vary by province. For example,
" Newfoundland and Labrador does not
have permanent casinos.
., EGMs are concentrated in the prairie
provinces (Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Manitoba), which correlates with higherthan-average government revenue from

gaming in these provinces (see Tables 4.1
and 4.2).
" BC and Ontario do not have VLTs, while
VLTs are placed in licensed premises in all
other provinces.
• Slot machines are available in community
gaming centres in BC.
• A variety of games are available on BC's
PlayNow.com website, including casino
table games (see sidebar PlayNow.com).
National trends examined in this section
show a substantial increase over the last two
decades in revenue from gambling overall, and
from casinos, casino-based EGMs, and slot
machines in particular. Compared to other
jurisdictions in Canada, BC earns a moderate
to high level of revenue from gaming, but
spends less than half the average amount (per
capita age 18 and up) of other jurisdictions
on problem gambling. The next section looks
more closely at trends in BC since 2002/2003.
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Table4.3

Slots at Casinos

X

VLTs in Bars, Lounges, etc.

X

X

X

X

X

X

VLTs at Racetracks
EGMs per 100,000 Population,
Age18+

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

475.2

442.7

460.8

X

317.3

654.7

223.1

Lottery Tickets

X

Bingo

X

Casino Slots

X

X

Casino Table Games

X

X

Player-Banked Poker

X

X

Sports Betting

X

Video Poker

X

Percentage of Revenue from
Internet Gaming

1.3

X

0.0

0.0

0.8

Note: EGMs = electronic gaming machines. VLTs = video lottery terminals. A "-"indicates that data were unavailable. Ontario recently closed several gaming centres along its border
with the United States, but is planning to open new casinos in at least five cities. For more information, visit www.modernolg.ca.
Source: Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2013. Canadian Gambling Digest 2011-2012.
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PlayNow.com

PlayNow.com is a BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) website that was launched
in 2004. It is promoted as "BC's own online gaming website" and the first
provincially-operated gambling website in North America. PlayNow.com offers
casino, poker, bingo, and sports and lottery games, including slot machines,
blackjack, craps, roulette, and more.

PlayNow.com promises to provide a safe, secure online gaming environment
for BC residents age 19 and up. According to the website, all of the
revenue generated through PlayNow.com stays in BC to support provincial,
community, and charitable programs. The website provides the toll-free
number for the Problem Gambling Help Line, and encourages players to
"keep it fun" by using their GameSense. 57

In January 2013, BCLC announced an expansion of the PlayNow.com website
into Manitoba. 58
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Trends in the Availability of
Gambling in BC
The availability of different types of gambling
has shifted substantially in BC over the last
decade, as shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
From 2002/2003 to 2011/2012, the number
of EGMs per 100,000 population increased
by approximately 210 per cent, and the
number of casino gaming tables
per 100,000 population increased by about
16 per cent. Decreases were also evident
during this time: the number of lottery
ticket outlets per 100,000 population

decreased by almost 20 per cent, and the
number of permanent casinos per 100,000
population decreased by almost 17 per cent.
Meanwhile, from 2003/2004 to 2011/2012,
the number of full-time bingo halls per
100,000 population decreased by 30 per cent.
These changes are directly influenced by
government policies on availability. For
example, the large increase in EGMs in BC
in 2005/2006 and again after 2007/2008
resulted at least partially from the decision
to place slot machines in community
gaming centres in 2005, and to expand this
availability in 2007. In 2011/2012 there
were 11,830 EGMs operating in BC. 29

Figure4.6
Lottery and Electronic Gaming Machines per 100,000 Population,
Age 18+, BC, 2002/2003 to 2011 /2012
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June 2013.
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Figure4.7
I

Casino and Bingo Facilities per 100,000 Population, Age 18+, BC,
2002/2003 to 2011 /2012
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1he marketing ofnew technologies has impacted
gambling in BC. 1here is a clear trend towards more
EGMs in BC, and fewer traditional bingo facilities.
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Prevalence of Gambling and
Problem Gambling in BC
The prevalence of gambling in BC has been
assessed through both self-reported measures
(provincial surveys) and administrative datasets.
The BC government conducted provincial
surveys in 2002 and 2007 to assess the nature
and extent of gambling in the province, using
the Canadian Problem Gambling Index
(CPGI) . As shown in Figure 4.8, these survey
data indicate that the overall rate of past year
participation in gambling declined between
2002 and 2007 from 85 per cent to 73 per cent.
Bingo, charity raffles (e.g., hospital lotteries) 8
and lotteries declined the most, while
participation in cards and Internet gambling
increased, and participation in non-casino
EGMs remained the same.

proportions of gamblers assessed at each
CPGI level in BC between the survey years
(see sidebar Canadian Problem Gambling
Index Levels).m As demonstrated in Figure 4.9,
between 2002 and 2007, the proportion of
non-gamblers in BC increased substantially,
from 15.0 to 27.1 per cent of the population
age 18 and up. Non-problem gamblers age 18
and up decreased from 69.3 to 59.6 per cent,
low-risk gamblers decreased from 11. l to
8.7 per cent, and the percentage of
moderate-risk gamblers decreased from
4.2 to 3.7 per cent. However, the
percentage of problem gamblers more than
doubled, increasing from 0.4 to 0.9 per cent.
Based on BC Stats population estimates for
2002 and 2007, this represents an increase
in the approximate number of problem
gamblers in BC from nearly 13,000 to more
than 31,000 in only five years. 59

Based on the two provincial surveys in 2002
and 2007, there were also changes in the

While a formal trend analysis is not possible
with only two data points, these data suggest

Figure4.8
Percentage of Population Reporting Past Year Gambling Participation,
Age 18+, by Type, BC, 2002 and 2007
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The term "problem gambler" typically includes those who have moderate and more severe gambling problems.

m
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that substantial numbers of non-problem
and low-risk gamblers in BC are gravitating
toward non-gambling, while moderate-risk
gamblers may be gravitating toward problem
gambling. Although it is hard to determine
conclusively, the tripling of EGMs in BC
since 2002/2003 (see Figure 4.6) may explain
some of the observed increase in problem
gambling, since this form of gambling is
associated with higher rates of problem
gambling. 6·56
The Growing Number of
Problem Gamblers in BC
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Figure4.9
Problem Gambling Prevalence, Age 18+, by Canadian Problem Gambling
Index Level, BC, 2002 and 2007
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Canadian Problem Gambling Index Levels
The Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI), launched in 2001, was developed
to provide a "more meaningful measure of problem gambling for use in general
population surveys, one that reflected a more holistic view of gambling and placed
it in a more social context." The CPGI asks a series of questions about gambling
involvement (e.g., frequency, spending levels), problem gambling behaviours
(e.g., gambling-related health or financial problems, difficulty stopping), and correlates
of problem gambling (e.g., substance use, depression).
CPGI scores are based on the number of "sometimes," "most of the time," and "almost
always" responses given to nine behavioural indicators for problem gambling. Based
on the resulting score (up to a maximum of27}, respondents are assigned to one of the
following five categories:

• Non-gamblers (score: O) - have not gambled at all in the past 12 months.
" Non-problem gamblers (score: 0) - are unlikely to have experienced any adverse
consequences from gambling.

• Low-risk gamblers (score: 1 to 2.5) - are unlikely to have experienced adverse
consequences from gambling, but will have responded "sometimes" or "most of the
time" to at least one indicator of problem gambling behaviour.

" Moderate-risk gamblers (score: 3 to 7.5) - may or may not have experienced
adverse consequences from gambling, but will have responded "most of the time"
to more than one and/or responded "always" to at least one indicator of problem
gambling behaviour.

" Problem gamblers (score: 8 to 27) - "have experienced adverse consequences from
their gambling, and may have lost control of their behavior. Involvement in gambling
can be at any level, but is likely to be heavy:' 10

40

Impact of Problem Gambling Hospitalizations

identified (incidence) when admitted to hospital,
usually for another condition.

Problem gambling can also be assessed through
hospitalization discharge data. These data
only show the more severe problem gambling
cases, and will not reflect the large number
of cases that did not involve hospitalization,
or cases without problem gambling noted on
the hospital discharge abstract summary. As
shown in Figure 4.10, the crude incidence
rate is fairly stable, while the total prevalence
and the crude prevalence rate have increased.
This suggests that some of the previously
unidentified prevalent cases are gradually being

Hospitalization discharge data for BC also
indicate that problem gambling admissions
in BC in 2010/2011 varied by age and sex.
As shown in Figure 4 .11, overall, males have
hospitalization counts that are nearly double
the female counts, and males make up
65 per cent of problem gambling cases
counted during 2010/2011 (compared to
35 per cent for females). These data also
show that male counts for problem gambling
admissions peak at 35 to 44 years old, while
female counts peal<: at 45 to 54 years old.

Chapter4:Gambling-Related Trends

Figure4.10
Hospital Problem Gambling Cases, Annual Incidence and Prevalence
Counts and Rates, Age 15+, BC, 2001 /2002 to 2010/2011
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Figure4.11
Hospitalized Problem Gambling Cases, Age 15+,
Prevalence Cases by Age and Sex, BC, 2010/2011
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Trends in Gaming Revenue
in BC
As shown in Figure 4.12, total revenue
from gaming for the BC government
increased substantially between 2002/2003
and 2011/2012. In the same time period,
government revenue from gaming increased
56 per cent, from $353 to $552 per capita
age 18 and up; however, this revenue has
remained relatively stable in BC since
reaching $543 per capita in 2006/2007.
While overall revenue has increased,
gambling participation has decreased,
with both a decrease in average gambling

participation and an increase in the
percentage of non-gamblers (see Figures 4.8
and 4.9). This suggests chat the increase in
revenue since 2002/2003 is coming from
fewer individual gamblers in BC.
Trend analysis of BC government revenue
from gaming between 2002/2003 and
2010/2011 (Figure 4.13) indicates that
the percentage of revenue from casinos
(approximately 70 per cent of which is from
casino-based EGMs) has increased slightly
for a few years, but has remained relatively
stable since 2005/2006. The percentage of
government revenue from non-casino EGMs
and Internet gaming has increased, while

Figure4.12
Gaming Revenue per Capita, Age 18+, and Total Gaming Revenue,
BC, 2002/2003 to 2011 /2012
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gambling on the province's PlayNow.com
website in 2010. In addition, according to
reports released by the Canadian Partnership
for Responsible Gambling, the percentage of
casino revenue from slot machines increased
steadily over the last nine years in BC, from
59 per cent in 2002/2003 to 72 per cent in
2010/2011 (after prizes are paid and before
expenses are deducted). 14 •31 Factoring in
the revenue from casino-based EGMs, the
percentage of total gaming revenue earned from
all slot machines in BC was approximately
55 per cent in 2011/2012, 29 confirming
that the majority of BC government gaming
revenue now comes from EGMs.

the percentage of government revenue from
lotteries and bingo has decreased.
The variation over time apparent in Figure 4.13
may be related to a number of different
factors, including changes in government
policy. For example, the growth in revenue
from non-casino EGMs is likely a reflection
of the decision to place slot machines in
community gaming centres beginning in
2005 and to expand their numbers further
after 2007. The growth in revenue from
Internet gaming likely stems, at least in
part, from decisions to expand its availability,
including the launch of web-based, casino-type

The majority of BC
government gaming
revenue now comes
fromEGMs.

Figure4.13
Percentage of Government-Operated Gaming Revenue
from Major Gaming Sectors, BC, 2002/2003 to 2010/2011
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The Proportion of Government
Gaming Revenue Attributable to
Problem Gambling
The proportion of gaming revenue that
comes from both moderate-risk and problem
gamblers should be considered in the
development of gambling policy in BC and
Canada. 1be prevalence of moderate-risk and
problem gambling in the general population
of BC in 2007 was an estimated 4.6 per
cent of the population age 18 and up, as
shown in Figure 4.9 (approximately 159,000
people"). Research from Canada and
elsewhere indicates that problem gamblers
likely account for a disproportionate share
of gaming revenue. Table 4.4 compares
the prevalence of problem gamblers (using
different screening instruments) to the
estimated proportion of revenue derived
from problem gamblers in several Canadian
and international jurisdictions. This table
also provides a ratio of the proportion of
revenue over the prevalence of problem
gamblers, which demonstrates the level of
disproportion between prevalence of problem
gamblers and the proportion of revenue
derived from them. While higher ratios
might be attributable to lower estimated
prevalence rates (e.g., the United States and
the DSM-IV), the consistently high ratio for
these jurisdictions demonstrates that a large
portion of gaming revenue is derived from a
small portion of the population that includes
people who may be experiencing challenges
with addictive gambling behaviour.
]be revenue derived from problem gamblers
is important to policy for several reasons:
• It has a direct relationship
associated with gambling.

to

" It has the potential to affect decisions
about gambling regulations, such as those
designed to reduce high levels of spending
by individual gamblers (e.g., setting low
bet limits).
Although the proportion of revenue derived
from problem gamblers is an important
public policy issue, accurately estimating
it is difficult for a number of reasons. For
example:
" A bias in some screening instruments may
lead to an overestimate of the prevalence
of problem gambling (e.g., the South
Oaks Gambling Screen - see sidebar
"Problem" and "Pathological" Gambling in
Chapter 1).
" The sampling limitations inherent in
telephone-based population surveys,
which may lead to an under-sampling of
problem gamblers and an underestimate of
problem gambling prevalence in BC. Both
face-to-face and self-administered surveys
have been found to produce more valid
results than telephone surveys for sensitive
behaviours such as problem gambling. 61
• Gamblers do not always disclose their
true gambling patterns (e.g., winnings and
losses). Studies in Australia, New Zealand,
and the United States have demonstrated
sizeable differences between the amounts
gamblers claimed to have spent and
the amounts reported as revenue by
government and industry. 62
As a result of these factors, when selfreported spending on gambling is aggregated
across the population, it often does not
equate with actual revenue from gaming. 63

the harms

" It has the potential to weaken incentives
for government action to address problem
gambling, since such efforts could
substantially reduce revenue.

While estimates of the proportion of revenue
derived from problem gamblers vary based
on the methods used and when and where
the data were collected, several conclusions
can be drawn from available research. First,
it is clear that the proportion of revenue

2007 estimate ofBC population age 18 and up (3,453,948) xpercentage of the population age 18 and up that are moderaterisk or problem gamblers (0.046) =158,882 moderate-risk and problem gamblers in BC. Population estimate age 18 and up was
obtained from the BC Stats website.59

0
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Table4.4

British Columbia 62

4.6%(CPGI)

26%

5.2%(CPGI)

31%

6.0

4.8% (CPGI)

36%

7.5

Canada {Provincial Average) 62,53

4.2%(CPGI)

(using weighted data;
otherwise 23%)

United States (4 States) and
Canada (3 Provinces) 69

N/A (SOGS)

(ranging from
23% to 41 %)

NIA

0.5% (DSM-IV)

15%

30

4.9% (SOGS)

33%

6.7

32%

United States68

Australia 105

30%

N/A (CPGI)
6

Australia

New Zea!and 60

7.6

60%

(for electronic gaming
machine players only)

{41 % for severe problem EGM
gamblers, 19% for moderate
EGM gamblers)

1.3% (SOGS)

19%

NIA

14.6

Note: Ratio calculated as proportion of revenue over prevalence of problem gamblers. Canada (Provincial Average) excludes Newfoundland and Labrador, for which data were not
available. CPGI = Canadian Problem Gambling Index; SOGS = South Oaks Gambling Screen; DSM-IV= Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. Problem
gambling is defined as meeting three or more of the DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling in the past year (United States), having a SOGS score of three or more in the past six
months (New Zealand), or having a CPGI or SOGS score of three or higher in the past year (all other jurisdictions).
Source: Adapted from Williams R, Wood R. 2004. The proportion of gaming revenue derived from problem gamblers: Examining the issues in a Canadian context. Analyses ofSocial
Issues and Public Po/icy.62
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derived from problem gamblers is much
higher than the prevalence of problem
gamblers. As shown in Table 4.4, the ratio
for the proportion of revenue derived
from problem gamblers compared to the
prevalence of problem gamblers varies from
a high of 30 68 to a low of 5. 7. 62 Second, the
proportion of revenue derived from problem
gamblers varies substantially based on game
type. 6·62 ·63 More specifically, the proportion of
revenue from problem gamblers is generally
lower for lotteries, instant-win tickets,
bingo, and raffies, while it is generally
higher for EGMs. Finally, findings from
several studies6·62 ·63•69 ·70· 105 indicate that the
proportion of revenue differs based on the
severity of the gambling problem, with
more severe problem gamblers accounting
for much more revenue than moderate
problem gamblers (e.g., 41 per cent versus
19 per cent in the case of the 2010 Australian
Productivity Commission study). 6 This
inequity persists even though in all the study
populations there were several times more
moderate problem gamblers than severe
problem or pathological gamblers.
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Gambling-Related Harms and
Costs
Unlike the case of gambling-related revenue,
BC does not regularly assemble data on the
social and economic harms and costs of
gambling. This is partly a methodological
issue because, unlike other social issues like
problem drinking, accepted methods of
comprehensively assessing gambling-related
social costs have not yet been developed. 71
For example, in the case of problem
drinking, alcohol-attributable fractions are
used to assign portions of certain health and
social harms from alcohol (e.g., cancer, liver
cirrhosis, crime), so that the total harms
and costs of risky drinking can be estimated
across all types of known harm. 72
Further, as discussed in the section on the
social and economic impacts of gambling
earlier in this report, many of the costs
associated with gambling are non-monetary,
and attempts to transform them into
monetary terms can lead to serious
under- or over-estimates, depending on
the assumptions made. While the lack of
accepted methodology for assessing the
harms from gambling makes it difficult
to compare the direct costs and benefits
of gambling, evidence of health, social,
and economic harms and costs should be
considered.
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Economic Costs
A crude estimate of the excess health care
costs associated with problem gambling
can be made through an examination of
related Ministry of Health administrative
datasets. Using this information, a total of
257 unique cases of problem gambling were
identified within the BC medical system
between 2000/2001 and 2010/2011. 73 The
average incidence was 26 cases per year. As
discussed earlier regarding the assessment
of problem gambling prevalence through
hospitalization discharge data, these numbers
refer only to hospitalized patients, and thus,
are likely a substantial underrepresentation
of true prevalence. Figure 4.14 compares
the 2010/2011 average annual per capita
health care costs of problem gambling
cases with the average per capita costs for
0

all patients who were not diagnosed with
problem gambling. It was estimated that, on
average, problem gamblers incur more than
four times the medical-related expenses than
patients who are not diagnosed with this
condition. This translates into an average
excess medical cost of $6,862 per problem
gambler per year in BC. The medical costs of
patients with a problem gambling diagnosis
are particularly disproportionate for hospital
and PharmaCare costs.
Factoring this estimated excess cost with
the total estimate of problem gamblers in the
province in 2011 (based on the 2007 CPGI
prevalence estimate shown in Figure 4.9
of 0. 9 per cent of the population age 18
and up), the total excess health care cost is
estimated at $230 million for 2011 .P This
is just over 1 per cent of the 2010/2011

Figure 4.14
Age-Standardized Health Care Costs per Capita, Age 15+,
with and without Hospitalized Problem Gambling Diagnosis, BC, 2010/2011
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provincial health budget. It is also equivalent
to approximately 21 per cent of net
government gaming revenue for that fiscal
year ($1.106 billion). It is unlikely that all
problem gamblers share the same health
conditions and concerns as those who have
presented to the medical system, and other
factors may also reduce or contribute to these
costs. Therefore, this estimate is not a perfect
measure of the excess costs of problem
gamblers to the medical system, but it does
provide a general sense of the magnitude of
related costs.

Social and Health-Related Harms

Analyses of individuals hospitalized
with a diagnosis of problem gambling
indicate that these cases suffer from a
serious burden of mental health problems.
Among the cases shown in Figure 4.15, of
individuals hospitalized with a problem
gambling diagnosis, the most common
primary diagnosis by far was mood
disorders (F30-39) at 119 cases (46 per cent),
followed by neurotic, stress-related and
somatoform disorders (F40-48) at

Figure4.15
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35 cases (14 per cent), and schizophrenia,
schizotypal and delusional disorders
(F20-29) at 32 cases (12 per cent). Twenty
cases (8 per cent) had a primary diagnosis
of pathological gambling (F63.0).
As shown in Figure 4.16, age-standardized
hospital co-morbidity rates and rate ratios
demonstrate that problem gambling cases
are significantly more likely than noncases in the population to be hospitalized
with conditions related to mental illness or
problematic substance use, as well as other
health conditions. These data corroborate

the findings in Figure 4.15 that individuals
diagnosed with gambling problems suffer
from a considerable mental health burden.
For a more detailed representation of the
co-morbidity rates and rate ratios depicted in
Figure 4 .16, see Appendix B.
Research also shows that gambling can result
in many negative personal consequences,
including unemployment, crime, mental
illness, and marital breakdown. In addition
to these consequences to individuals and
families, these elements can have a negative
impact on Canada's social structure. 62

Figure4.16
Age-Standardized Co-Morbidity Rate Ratios (Rate of Co-Morbidity of
Persons with a Problem Gambling Diagnosis, Over the Rate of Co-Morbidity of
Persons without a Problem Gambling Diagnosis), Age 15+, BC, 2006/2007 - 2010/2011
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In their review of literature regarding the
impacts of gambling, Williams et al.7 found
that those who were heavily involved in
gambling (who are often problem gamblers)
were more likely to have low satisfaction
with life and poorer mental health than
those not heavily involved in gambling.
Further, the researchers note that nongamblers report higher levels of happiness
than gamblers.
Research also highlights that problem
gamblers often have partners and/or
children, which can lead to negative
impacts that extend beyond problem
gamblers themselves. 7 About one in
seven British Columbians (14.3 per cent)
who participated in a 2007 BC Problem
Gambling Prevalence Study reported that
they had experienced problems as a result
of someone else's gambling. Interestingly,
problem gamblers were more likely than
non-problem gamblers to report that they
had experienced problems as a result of
someone else's gambling. 8
At a community level, gambling can have
positive or negative implications. Positive
benefits may include an enhanced tourist
industry and increased profit for related
businesses, while negative impacts may
include greater reliance on local gambling,

50

and related reductions in profits for other
(non-gambling-related) businesses. A
casino introduced in Windsor, Ontario,
was designed to attract nearby American
consumers in the 1990s, but changes in
border and passport requirements, a higher
Canadian dollar, and new casinos on the
American side of the border in Detroit
negatively impacted the revenue seen from
the casino. 74 The economic changes in the
last l O years have also resulted in layoffs.
While many local business owners claim
that the casino has diverted money toward
gambling and away from other businesses,
the municipal government maintains that
the casino has resulted in a positive impact
on the community, reducing the potentially
larger negative impacts of the recession. 75
Subsequently, in 1996, Niagara Falls,
Ontario, opened a casino designed to attract
additional tourists from the United States.
The casino also attracted local residents,
resulting in increased local spending on
gambling. These funds were diverted
from other forms of entertainment in the
community, and the positive gains seen
by increased tourism were offset by this
diversion of local spending. In addition,
self-reports of gambling-related problems,
along with reports of friends and family
with gambling-related problems, increased
significantly after the casino opened. 76
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Game availability, gaming revenue, and the
number of people gambling have all increased
substantially in recent years in Canada.
Yet in BC, fewer people are gambling. BC
receives more than the national average
in gaming revenue, yet spends the lowest
amount of gaming revenue per capita age
18 and up on problem gambling compared
to other provinces examined. Evidence also
shows that while gambling participation is
declining, gaming revenue has increased,
meaning that more revenue appears to be
coming from fewer gamblers. This may be
attributable to the increase in EGMs in BC,

an especially problematic gaming type, which
has increased by 210 per cent over the last
nine years. Self-reported problem gambling
appears to be on the rise in BC; a trend that
the limited data available suggest may be
reflected in hospital admissions. The impacts
of this increase in problem gambling are
both economic and social. Economic impacts
include the high medical costs attributed
to problem gamblers. Social costs include
a high incidence of co-morbidity with
mental illness, along with divorce, crime,
unemployment, and other difficulties. The
next chapter presents promising practices for
preventing and treating problem gambling,
and describes related responses and initiatives
in BC and Canada.
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Chapter 5

Promising Practices for
Reducing Gambling-Related
Harms and Costs
Promising Practices for
Preventing and Treating
Problem Gambling
Research about how to prevent and treat
problem gambling is ongoing; however,
several best or promising practices have
become evident.

Best Practices to Prevent Problem Gambling

1.

2. Recognize that effective prevention involves decreased revenue
and may cause some inconvenience to non-problem gamblers.
3.

Employ and coordinate a wide array of educational and
policy initiatives (see Table 5.1 for a comprehensive menu).

4.

Decrease the general availability of gambling.

Preventing Problem Gambling

Numerous promising practices for reducing
the incidence of problem .gambling have
been identified through research and
practice. The sidebar Best Practices to Prevent
Problem Gambling provides an overview of
best practices derived from related research.
Table 5.1 presents a list of problem gambling
prevention initiatives, including assessments
of their general effectiveness. As shown in
this table, BC currently uses many problem
gambling prevention initiatives. The table
also shows opportunities for adding or
revising prevention initiatives in BC, since
some of the programs and policies in BC
are not supported by evidence, while other
policies that have demonstrated "moderate"
or "moderately high'' effectiveness are not yet
used in BC.

Strive for optimal design and evaluation of new problem
gambling prevention initiatives.

5. Eliminate, reduce, and/or constrain higher-risk forms of
gambling (e.g., electronic gaming machines and Internet
gambling).
6. Eliminate reward and/or loyalty cards or use them to collect
information to help foster responsible gambling and identify
problem gamblers.
7.

Restrict who is eligible to gamble (e.g., raise the legal
gambling age).

8.

Restrict the use of tobacco and alcohol while gambling.

9.

Restrict access to money while gambling (e.g., remove or
limit the number of ATM machines in casinos).

10. Impart responsible gambling knowledge, attitudes, and skills
to gamblers.
11. Keep prevention initiatives in place for a sustained period. 77
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Table 5.1

Childhood (upstream) interventions to address risk/protective factors

X

Information/awareness campaigns

X

X

On-site information/counselling centres

X

X

Statistical instruction*

X

X

School-based prevention programs

X

POLICY INITIATIVES

..

I

I I

-

xtt

xt

X

Restricting the location of gambling venues
Limiting the number of gambling formats
Restricting gambling to dedicated gambling venues

?

Xt

Restricting the number of gambling venues
Restricting more harmful types of gambling

X

?

X

?

?1

Limiting gambling venue hours of operation

Restrictions on who can gamble
X

Increasing legal age for gambling
Self-exclusion programs

X

?

Restricting venue entry to non-residents
Prohibition of youth gambling

X

X

?

Restricting venue entry to higher socio-economic classes

?

Restrictions on or modifications of how gambling is provided

-

X

Modifying electronic gaming machine parameters**
Restricting concurrent use of alcohol and tobacco

X

X

Mandatory player pre-commitment***

X

Automated or mandated interventions for moderate-risk gamblers
Government provision of gambling

X

Restricting advertising

X

Operator-imposed maximum loss limits

X

X
X
?

Eliminating reward/loyalty cards or changing their parameters

?

Restricting access to money

?

Increasing the cost of gambling

?

Problem gambling training for employees of gambling venues

X

Gambling venue design

X

?
?

• Statistica l instruction is designed to increase knowledge of the probabilities involved in gambling.
- Modifications may include decreasing maximum bet and win size, reducing spee d of play, reducing frequency of play, not conveying near misses, reducing number of betting lines, eliminating bill acceptors,

reducing the interactive nature of electronic gaming machines, presenting responsible gambling pop-up messages between plays, and removing any integrated seating on machines.
••• Playe r pre-commitment is when, prior to playing, a player sets limits on time, frequency, or money to spend on gambling.
t If the reductions in availability a nd time a re substantial.
t t BC and Ontario are the only two provi nces that do not have video lottery terminals; however, BC does have substa ntia l an d increasing numbers of slot machines, electronic casino tables, electronic Keno,
electronic bingo machin es, and Inte rnet-based gambling.
ttt Smoking is prohibited in all casinos and community gaming centres in BC.
Note: "?" indicates insufficient evidence of effectiveness to identify as a best practice.
Source: Williams R, West 8, Simpson R. 2012. Prevention of Problem Gambling: A Comprehensive Review of the Evidence and Identified Best Practices. BC data compiled by the Centre for Addictions Research of BC, 2013.
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The Australian Productivity Commission
proposes that since problem gamblers
account for a large share of gambling
revenue, gambling regulations should
prioritize harm reduction for these players
over any potential inconvenience to
recreational players. Therefore, proponents
of higher-risk forms of gambling should
be responsible for proving that such forms
do not cause harm to problem gamblers.
Additionally, evidence-based policy decisions
should not focus on whether reducing bet
limits will inconvenience non-problem
gamblers, but whether higher betting limits
are safer for all players. 78

Treating Problem Gamblers
Research into effective problem gambling
treatment is still evolving. According to
multiple review articles, the strongest
evidence of effectiveness exists for
psychological and cognitive behavioural
interventions, many of which have been
adapted from alcohol and drug treatment
programs. 79 •80•81 •82 These include cognitive
behavioural therapy, psychoanalytical
and psychodynamic treatments, and
motivational interviewing.81 •82 •83 Other
treatment modalities that have more limited
evidence of effectiveness include selfhelp treatments, 84 pharmacotherapies, 85 •86
Internet-based therapies for youth, 87 brief
interventions (most effective for moderaterisk gamblers), Gamblers Anonymous,
family-based therapy, 82 and mindfulnessbased treatment. 88
One issue consistently raised in the literature
on treatment for problem gambling is the
difficulty in engaging problem gamblers
in treatment even when free, publiclyfunded treatment is available. 89 Data from
BC highlight this difficulty. In 2011, there
were an estimated 171,515 moderate-risk
and problem gamblers in BC. q However, in
2010/2011, only 2,034 individuals received
counselling for problem gambling through

provincial programming. This means that
just over 1 per cent of all problem gamblers
in the province received specialized treatment
through the publicly-funded treatment system. 14
The problem of identifying and engaging
problem gamblers in treatment mirrors a
similar problem in the realm of problematic
substance use, where only a small proportion
of those who presumably could benefit from
treatment actually seek out and engage with
treatment services. It also highlights the
importance of certain promising practices
for the treatment of problem gambling,
such as training staff in gambling venues
to recognize and proactively assist problem
gamblers. Research from Europe shows
that training staff to identify patrons who
may be experiencing difficulty with their
gambling, and encouraging and requiring
staff to intervene when such identifications
are made, can lead to increases in successful
referrals to treatment and reductions in
problem gambling over time. 77 Another
recommended approach to increase
identification and engagement of problem
gamblers is to use data collected from loyalty
or reward card programs to track patterns
of gambling at the individual level and
intervene when potentially problematic
patterns of play are detected.77

Overview of Canada's Response
to Problem Gambling
Government efforts to address problem
gambling take four major forms: (1) awareness and education initiatives to prevent
new cases of problem gambling; (2) research
programs to improve understanding of
the causes and consequences of problem
gambling; (3) policy interventions designed
to prevent problem gambling and make
gambling safer for the population; and
(4) treatment programs to assist those already
experiencing gambling problems.

2011 estimate of BC population age 18 and up (3,728,596) xpercentage of the population age 18 and up that are moderate-risk
or problem gamblers (0.046) = 171,515 moderate-risk and problem gamblers in BC. Population estimate age 18 and up was
obtained from the BC Stats website. 59
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Funding for Problem Gambling Programs
in Canada, 2011 /2012

Responsible Gaming and
Problem Gambling Initiatives
in BC

Treatment
Prevention

In 1993, the Canadian Public Health
Association passed a resolution calling for
a national assessment of gambling-related
harms and costs. In the same year, New
Brunswick and Alberta introduced the first
publicly-funded problem gambling treatment
programs in Canada. By 2002/2003, all
provincial governments offered some form
of publicly-funded treatment, and total
government spending to address problem
gambling had grown to $3.31 million across
Canada. This represented an average of
0.87 per cent of gross government revenue
from gaming in that year. 31
Between 2002/2003 and 2011/2012,
spending to address the harms from
gambling grew dramatically across Canada,
from $3.31 million to $113.2 million. While
this is a large dollar amount, it represents
only a small increase in the percentage, from
0.87 per cent in 2002/2003 to 1.45 per cent
of total government revenue from gaming
in 2011/2012. 29 During this time period,
treatment programs to address problem
gambling were augmented with a variety of
responsible gambling initiatives designed
to prevent new cases of problem gambling,
including public awareness campaigns,
educational initiatives, and voluntary selfexclusion programs. In 2011/2012, total
expenditures to treat problem gambling
were $84.2 million across Canada, while
total expenditures for responsible gaming
initiatives to prevent problem gambling were
$29.0 million. 29
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According to the Canadian Partnership for
Responsible Gambling (CPRG), "problem
gambling" initiatives generally refer to those
funded by government health ministries and
departments, while "responsible gaming"
initiatives generally include those initiated by
the government gaming industry
(e.g., Crown corporations), such as selfexclusion programs, casino staff training and
on-site information materials. 14 The CPRG
notes that there may be overlap between
these two categories. This is the case in
BC, where the provincial government's
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
oversees both responsible gaming initiatives
(e.g., BC's Responsible Gambling Strategy)
and problem gambling services (e.g., BC's
Problem Gambling Program and all publiclyfunded treatment programs) under the
umbrella of the BC Responsible and Problem
Gambling Program. 90 •91
"Ihe BC government first introduced its
Responsible Gambling Strategy in 2003.
The main goals of the current strategy, BC's
Responsible Gambling Strategy and 1hree
Year Plan (2011/12-2013/14), are to create
public awareness of the risks associated
with gambling, to deliver gambling in a
manner that encourages responsible gaming
and informed choice, and to provide free
treatment and support to those impacted
by problem gambling. 90 This strategy
encourages gaming facilities and their local
host governments to "seek opportunities to
enhance responsible gambling programs."
'Ibis strategy also involves the BC Lottery
Corporation (BCLC), which is responsible
for "retail, internet, and facilities-based
responsible gambling programs." 90 These
programs-typically integrated into BCLC's
gambling promotion and marketing effortsinclude GameSense, as well as the province's
Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) Program,
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which allows gamblers to exclude themselves
from casinos, community gaming centres,
and the PlayNow.com website.
Trends in total distributions to both problem
gambling and responsible gaming initiatives
are presented in Figure 5.1. These data
show that total distributions to prevent
and address problem gambling jumped
from previous years up to $7.43 million in

2008/2009; however, some of this increase
likely results from beginning to incorporate
distributions to marketing and promotion
in the number reported (since responsible
gaming messaging is incorporated into related
advertising). Since that time, there has been
a small increase in distributions to problem
gambling and a small decrease in distributions
to responsible gaming, to $5.60 million and
$1.88 million, respectively, in 2011/2012. 29

Figure 5.1
Distributions to Problem Gambling and Responsible Gaming Programs,
BC, 2002/2003 to 2011 /2012
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Note: Numbers for responsible gaming (awareness programs) should be interpreted with caution, as distributions 2008/2009 and later reflect
incorporation of funding for marketing and promotion that lndudes responsible gaming messaging. "Problem gambling• initiatives generally refer to
those funded by government health ministries and departments, while ·responsible gaming· initiatives generally include those initiated by the
government gaming industry. However, BC has some overlap between these initiatives, where the provincial government's Gaming Policy and

Enforcement Branch oversees both responsible gaming Initiatives and problem gambling services under the umbrella of the BC Responsible and Problem
Gambling Program. A•-• indicates that data were unavailable for that year.
Source: Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling. 2004-2013. Canadian Gambling Digest 2002-2003to2011-2012. Data compiled by the Centre for
Addictions Research ofBC, 2013; prepared by Public Health Planning and Surveillance and the Office of the Provincial Health Officer, Ministry of Health,
June 2013.
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As shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, BC
consistently spent less than the Canadian
provincial average on problem gambling
from 2002/2003 to 2011/2012. This holds
true for the percentage of gaming revenue
distributed to problem gambling programs,
which has averaged 0.50 per cent for BC,
compared to the Canadian provincial average
of 1.25 per cent (see Figure 5.2). It is also
true with regard to per capita expenditures
for those age 18 and up, which averaged
$1.30 for BC, but $3.33 for Canada,
between 2002/2003 and 2011/2012 (see
Figure 5.3) .
British Columbia's Problem Gambling
Prevention Initiatives

As shown earlier in Table 5 .1, the BC
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
and the BCLC have implemented a number

of initiatives designed to prevent problem
gambling, some of which are identified in the
literature as promising practices. BC funds
educational prevention initiatives, including
childhood (upstream) interventions such
as the Children First Regional Initiative
and StrongStart BC, which help to enhance
protective factors and reduce risk factorsr, 92
that can predispose certain people to addictive
behaviours such as problem gambling. While
these programs are not directly connected
to problem gambling prevention efforts,
they likely contribute to efforts to prevent
problem gambling across the population by
enhancing protective factors and mitigating
risk factors for children growing up in BC.
These types of upstream interventions are
rated as moderately high in effectiveness
for preventing problem gambling and
other social problems (e.g., problematic
substance use) based on a recent review of

Figure 5.2
Percentage of Government Gaming Revenue Distributed to Problem Gambling
Programs, BC and Canadian Provincial Average, 2002/2003 to 2011/2012
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Risk factors for problem gambling are circumstances or conditions that make it more likely that a person will eventually become
a problem gambler, and can include poor coping strategies, problems at school, and having peers or family members with
gambling problems. Protective factors that can mitigate risk include school connectedness and family cohesion.
r
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Figure 5.3
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the literature. 77 Other educational initiatives
funded by the province include problem
gambling public information and awareness
campaigns; on-site prevention staff and
responsible gaming information centres
in gambling venues; and information
campaigns that provide, among other things,
statistical instruction for gamblers.' All of
these initiatives are rated as moderate or
moderately low in effectiveness. 77

Gam_iQ

Gam_iQ is a free program delivered to students in BC
through the BC Responsible and Problem Gambling Program.
The stated goals of the Gam_iQ program are to
" Promote informed choices about gambling by educating
students about the risks involved.
" Correct common myths about gambling.

The province also delivers a series of problem
gambling prevention programs, including
programming for elementary, middle school,
high school, and post-secondary (college
and university) students. For example, the
Gam_iQ program (see sidebar Gam_iQ)
provides students with information about
responsible and problem gambling. 95 Schoolbased educational programs of this type have
not been identified as a best or promising
practice due to limited evaluation research.
While evaluation data are collected on
Gam_iQ and similar programs in BC, reports
on these data have not yet been produced. 96

" Provide tips on how to gamble responsibly, if choosing
to gamble (for post-secondary students only).
" Describe the signs of problem gambling.
" Inform students of the resources and services available
in BC for gambling-related problems. 93•94

'Statistical instruction is designed to increase knowledge of the probabilities involved in gambling.
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The VSE Program has been in place in
BC since 1999, with the number of new
registrants fluctuating between 4,000 and
5,500 per year since 2007/2008. The BCLC
recently completed a review of best practices
for voluntary self-exclusion programs97 and
also implemented an assessment of its VSE
Program. 56 These reviews recommended
several changes to the program, some
of which have been implemented. For
example, in 2010, the province changed
the operation of the VSE Program so that
it could withhold jackpots won by program
registrants. Since its inception, the holdback
program has withheld at least $1.21 million,
which is being used to fund gambling-related
research projects as determined by the BCLC
and the Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch. The provincial government currently
has plans to implement a third (and more
extensive) problem gambling prevalence
survey in 2013/2014. The government also
recently announced a $2 million grant to the
Department of Psychology at the University
of British Columbia to create the BC

The University of British Columbia's Centre for Gambling
Research
The University of British Columbia (UBC) is establishing
a new Centre for Gambling Research, intended to increase
understanding of and help to reduce problem gambling
behaviours. The Centre will be housed in the UBC Department
of Psychology, and will "study the social and behavioural aspects
of gambling, provide evidence-based support for improved
gaming policy and programs, and strengthen training for
prevention professionals." 100
Funding of $2 million for the Centre was provided by BCLC
and the provincial government, and was announced in February
2013. The Centre is expected to open in late 2013, and will be
independent ofBCLC and the gaming industry. 100

Centre for Gambling Research (see sidebar

7he University ofBritish Columbia's Centre
for Gambling Research). Other promising
practices include assessing the risk of new
games,'·98 prohibiting the use of tobacco
in gambling venues, 0 •99 and government
provisioning of most forms of gambling
(bingo and horse racing are the exceptions).
As shown in Table 5 .1, the effectiveness of
these policies and programs for preventing
problem gambling ranges from moderately
high for the video lottery terminal and
smoking bans,V to moderate for government
provisioning of gambling, to moderately low
for voluntary self-exclusion programs. 77
Other problem gambling prevention policies
implemented by the province include the
policy of restricting several forms of gambling
to dedicated gaming facilities (i.e., casinos,
community gaming centres), prohibition
of youth gambling, a government-imposed
maximum loss limit of $10,000 per week on
the Playnow.com website, problem gambling
identification and response training for staff
in gaming facilities, and adjustments to venue
design to reduce risk. Venue restrictions can
include requiring that clocks be prominently
displayed throughout the venue. 1his is
significant because problem gan1bling is
associated with "difficulties in limiting time
and/or money spent on gambling," 101 so
clocks in venues can help prevent gamblers
from "losing track of time." These policies
and programs range in estimated effectiveness
from moderate to moderately low (see Table 5.1).
The province's PfayNow.com website provides
access to all major forms of gambling (poker,
slot machines, bingo, and lotteries); while tl1e
site has age-verification protocols in place to
restrict who can gamble, the availability of
Internet gambling 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, means that some of the benefits of
restricting gambling to dedicated facilities

' BCLC has assessed various games to determine level of risk associated with game design using the GAM-GaRD protocol (an
addiction risk assessment tool). As of June 2012, over 40 proposed new games had been assessed using the protocol in BC; the
majority of these (29) were assessed as low- or moderate-risk, and 11 were assessed as high-risk.
"Research suggests that although smokers are no more likely to gamble than non-smokers, smokers who do gamble spend
more than twice the amount spent by non-smokers. Smoking bans in gaming venues may therefore interrupt problem gambling
behaviour, and/or serve as a disincentive for smokers to visit gaming venues.
vThe effectiveness of smoking bans is only shown to be moderately high when the ban prohibits concurrent smoking and drinking.
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-and limiting their hours of operation may be
compromised.
Figure 5.4 provides more data on problem
gambling prevention initiatives and capacity
in BC from 2002/2003 to 2010/2011.
Several trends are apparent in this figure.
First, distributions to responsible gaming
have increased significantly over time from
$250,000 in 2003/2004 to $1.69 million

in 2010/2011. This increase should be
interpreted with caution, as distributions
in 2008/2009 and beyond incorporate
funding for marketing and promotion
that includes responsible gaming
messaging. Distributions to problem
gambling awareness have also increased,
from $1.29 million in 2003/2004 to
$2. 53 million in 2010/2011. Second,
the number of prevention presentations
(community-based presentations and
training sessions intended to raise awareness
of problem gambling and promote
responsible gaming behaviours) has
fluctuated over time from a low of 610 in
2002/2003 to a high of 1,900 in 2008/2009.
These include presentations to students in
various age groups, as well as programming
delivered to parents, older adults, Aboriginal
peoples, and other groups. 102 These
increases have followed the trend of the
number of registrants in the VSE Program,

FigureS.4
Distributions to Prevention Initiatives, and Number of Prevention
Presentations and New Program Registrations, BC, 2002/2003 to 2010/2011
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GameSense
GameSense, BCLC's responsible gambling program, provides
information and education on both responsible play ("keeping
it fun") and the risks associated with gambling. GameSense
includes a website, television and movie theatre advertising,
interactive on-site responsible gaming terminals, trained
GameSense Advisors who provide information and support, and
a variety of other tools and resources. 103 For more information,
visit the GameSense website at www.GameSense.bclc.com.

showing that there has been an increase in
both distributions to problem gambling
programs, and in their utilization.
Ihe provincial government has also placed
34 GameSense Info Centres (interactive
on-site terminals providing information and
resources to help gamblers make responsible
and informed gambling decisions) in major
gambling venues throughout the province.
This includes 17 in bingo facilities (selfservice terminals), and 17 in casinos (staffed

by GameSense Advisors up to 35 hours per
week). 14 Further development and evaluation
of the GameSense program, including player
awareness of GameSense, is part of BC's

Responsible Gambling Strategy and 7hree Year
Plan (201 J/12-2013/14). 90
British Columbia's Problem Gambling

Treatment Initiatives
Ihe provincial government has offered free
publicly-funded treatment for problem
gambling since the mid-1990s. Types of
treatment available include the Discovery
program and Feedback Informed Treatment
(FIT). The Discovery program is an
intensive 2.5- or 5-day treatment program
that provides counselling and life-skills
training for problem gamblers (see sidebar
7he Discovery Program). FIT is a method of
treatment that allows patients to provide
feedback to the practitioner, who can then
modify the treatment as appropriate to
target the patient's specific needs; as a result,
multiple approaches may be incorporated
into a single patient's treatment. 104 FIT and

The Discovery Program
Launched in 2008/2009, the Discovery program helps problem gamblers develop the knowledge and skills
needed to address their gambling-related issues. Discovery is an intensive clinical treatment program that runs
several times a year in selected locations, with day, evening, and weekend sessions. Participants learn about problem
gambling triggers and issues, stress management, financial management, communication skills, and life skills.
The Discove1y program also provides intensive group therapy, couples therapy, and relapse prevention counselling. 102
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Discovery treatments are based on a harmreduction approach (e.g., they do not require
participants to abstain from gambling while
undergoing treatment) and offer intensive
day treatment for individuals, couples, and
families, as well as group treatment options.
In 2011/2012, 2,071 clients received a
total of 8,288 clinical sessions through
these programs, and 1,272 clients attended
group counselling (326 of these through the
Discovery program). Participation in the
FIT treatment model was initially capped at
20 sessions, but this session limit has now
been removed so clients can attend as many
sessions as they require. The effectiveness of
FIT treatment is evaluated by the client at
every session and, if progress is not reported,
the client is referred to another practitioner
or type of treatment. No formal outcome
evaluations of either FIT or the Discovery
program have been completed to date, but
a longitudinal treatment outcome study for
FIT clients is planned for 2013/2014. 2 •96
Figure 5.5 shows trends in treatmentrelated indicators in BC over the last

decade. As has been shown for other
jurisdictions in Canada and elsewhere,
only a very small percentage of
problem gamblers who could benefit
from assistance actually engage in the
treatment services provided by the
province. These data also show variability
in the level of engagement and service
provision over time. For example, the
number of calls to the Help Line (see
sidebar Problem Gambling Help Line)
peaked at nearly 6,000 in 2005/2006,
then decreased substantially over the
next four years, then increased again to
just over 4,000 in 2010/2011. Referrals
from the Help Line into counselling
programs also peaked in 2005 /2006;
however, 2005/2006 also shows the
lowest ratio of referrals leading to
admission into treatment programs .
While the number of referrals remained
relatively stable from 2006/2007 to
2010/2011, there was improvement
in the ratio of referrals leading to
admission into treatment programs
(from 35 to 74 per cent) during those
four years.

Figure 5.5
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Problem Gambling Treatment Need and Utilization, BC, 2002/2003 to 2010/2011
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Problem Gambling Help Line
Part of BC's Problem Gambling Strategy
is the toll-free Problem Gambling Help
Line (1-888-795-6111), available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, to BC residents
of all ages. The Help Line provides
confidential information and referrals to
free counselling and other services for those
who need it. Service is available in multiple
languages. For more information, visit
www.BCResponsibleGambling.ca and
dick on the "BC Problem Gambling Help
Line" icon.

As discussed in this chapter, a variety of
approaches may be taken to reduce the
harms associated with gambling. Despite
limited evaluation of many programs
to date, BC and other jurisdictions are
looking to promising practices identified
in the literature for guidance, and pilottesting programs and initiatives to both
promote responsible gaming behaviours and
prevent and respond to problem gambling.
This includes efforts to raise awareness of
and educate the public about responsible
gaming and problem gambling; research
to improve understanding of problem
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gambling; development of policies that make
gaming safer for individuals, families, and
communities; and providing tools, resources,
and treatment programs to identify and
assist those already experiencing gambling
problems. Maintenance and enhancement
of this array of initiatives requires regular
evaluation, as well as sufficient, dedicated,
and ongoing funding. Such support will
help to ensure that BC's revenue from
gaming is acquired in the healthiest manner
possible, and do not come at the expense
of vulnerable populations. The final chapter
discusses the findings presented in this
PHO report and provides recommendations
to help balance the positive and negative
impacts of gambling in BC.

Provincial governments in Canada obtained
the exclusive right to manage and conduct
legalized gambling in 1985, and all
jurisdictions (including BC) have used this
authority to greatly expand the scope and
scale of gambling over time. This has led
to two major effects: a substantial increase
in government revenue from gaming, and
an increase in the prevalence of gamblingrelated problems, the most significant of
which is problem gambling.7 Several policyrelated factors influence outcomes related
to increased access to gambling, including
the magnitude of the increase, the types of
games being introduced or expanded, and
the effectiveness of policies and programs
for preventing and treating gambling-related
harms.
1be history of gambling policy in BC shows
that legalized gambling has evolved under
government leadership from a small-scale
enterprise providing revenue to religious,
charity, and other non-profit organizations,
to a popular form of entertainment with
a majority of proceeds directed into
general government revenue. 111e formal
implementation of the community chest
model of gambling management in 2002,
along with the expansion of gambling
availability in BC, has led to a significant
increase in government revenue over time.
Revenue from gaming increased substantially
in BC between 2002/2003 and 2010/2011,
even though overall participation in gambling
declined from 85 per cent to 73 per cent,
from 2002 to 2007. This means that BC
is earning more revenue per gambler-an

outcome verified by a substantial increase in
gaming revenue per capita (age 18 and up)
since 2002/2003.
Recent trends in gaming availability show
that the BC government has expanded
access to several forms of gaming associated
with higher rates of problem gambling
(e.g., slot machines and Internet gambling);
meanwhile, less risky forms of gaming (e.g.,
lottery tickets and bingo) appear to be on
the decline. As a result of these shifts in
gambling patterns, revenue from casinoand non-casino-based slot machines now
accounts for a majority (approximately
55 per cent) of government revenue from
gaming in BC. Although BC has assessed
risk potential for some new game offerings,
no report describing the overall distribution
of low-risk, moderate-risk, and high-risk
games has been published by the BC Lottery
Corporation. This information would be
useful for assessing the extent to which
government is providing gambling in a way
that fosters low-risk play.
To its credit, BC has implemented a number
of best or promising practice interventions
including the Voluntary Self-Exclusion
Program, and prohibiting the use of tobacco
in gaming venues. Following the view that
the decision to participate in gambling is
a personal choice and individual gamblers
are responsible for their gambling-related
behaviours, BC emphasizes educational
programs designed to promote responsible
gaming, despite the fact that a recent review
of published literature suggests that the
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effectiveness of such programs is moderate
to moderately low. 77 This Provincial Health
Officer's report also verifies that the recent
policy decisions that have resulted in
expanded gaming opportunities appear to be
increasing rather than decreasing gamblingrelated risk in BC. Evidence suggests
better outcomes are experienced by those
jurisdictions that balance harm minimization
concerns with revenue generation potential,
and that long-term, stable commitment to
comprehensive programs is needed to achieve
effective prevention. 77 Despite this, BC
continues to allocate the smallest percentage
of gaming revenue to its responsible gaming
and problem gambling programs compared
to the Canadian provincial average. All of
this suggests a shift away from a traditionally
lower-risk approach to gambling compared
to some other provinces in Canada.
The Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch and the Responsible and Problem
Gambling Program both deserve credit
for their development and delivery of
treatment programs for problem gamblers.
Nonetheless, these programs currently meet
the needs of only a small fraction of people
with moderate or severe gambling problems.
Additionally, neither Feedback Informed
Treatment (FIT) nor the Discovery treatment
program have had independent, third-party
evaluations to determine outcomes and
effectiveness. Finally, brief interventions
have been shown to be highly cost-effective
for treating addictive behaviours. This
evidence-based modality could potentially
be used to prevent the comparatively large
number of moderate-risk gamblers in BC
from becoming problem gamblers, and could
therefore help round out the complement
of treatment programs offered in BC.
Overall, mandating a percentage of revenue
to evidence-based programs and initiatives
would ensure a more stable response to
problem gambling in the province.
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By applying a public health perspective
to the examination of gambling in BC,
this report has shown that gambling is
a public health issue, with substantial
health, social, and economic impacts on
citizens and communities in BC. 111is
issue requires a public health response in
which public policies and programming
recognize the potential benefits of gambling
while minimizing potential harms to
British Columbians. 111is response should
involve public health engagement through
intersectoral collaboration and partnerships,
with overarching goals of improved health
and reduced health inequity. It is in this
context of a public health framework that the
following 17 recommendations are offered.

Preventive Interventions
Preventive interventions include screening,
early detection, counselling, and other
activities to prevent harms from arising or
worsening.
111e recommendation to prevent unnecessary
harms and costs to British Columbians due
to problem gambling is as follows:

1. 111e 2003 PHO report An Ounce
ofPrevention recommended the
development and implementation of an
evidence-based curriculum running from
school entry to graduation as part of a
comprehensive school health promotion
process. It is recommended that the
Ministries of Education, Finance, and
Health work together to develop a
consistent, province-wide approach
to enhancing risk avoidance related to
gambling among children and youth,
with a special emphasis on youth in
grades 10 to 12.
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Health Promotion

6.

Health promotion involves building capacity,
knowledge, and resilience in individuals,
groups, and communities through addressing
the social determinants of health and
creating environments in which the healthy
choice is the easy choice.

Health Protection

Recommendations to support health
promotion related to gambling are as
follows:
2.

Place signage on all electronic gaming
machines in service in British Columbia
conveying the risk-rating of that
machine, so consumers can make
informed point-of-play choices about
the games they choose to play.

3.

Improve the capacity of BC Lottery
Corporation staff to actively identify
and respond to problem gamblers in its
venues, including community gaming
centres. This could include using
information from loyalty card programs
to identify problem gamblers, giving
training on proper and safe ways for
facility staff to intervene, and providing
incentives and performance monitoring
to encourage staff members to
proactively identify problem gamblers.

4.

5.

Implement a pilot project to test the
efficacy of using brief interventions
and motivational enhancement
therapy within the Feedback Informed
Treatment and Discovery treatment
programs to treat low- and moderaterisk gamblers, and cognitive behavioural
therapy to treat moderate- and high-risk
gamblers. This includes conducting and
publishing formal outcome evaluations
of these programs.
Integrate and formally link problem
gambling screening and treatment in
the larger mental health and substance
use treatment systems managed by the
regional health authorities in BC.

Review all policies related to processing
applications for changing gaming
availability to ensure appropriate
community engagement and selfdetermination.

Health protection requires development
and implementation of strategies that
protect people through legislation,
regulation, inspection, and enforcement.
Health protection recognizes that many
of the determinants of health lie outside
an individual's sphere of control, and that
legislation and policies must recognize the
potential for harm and seek to minimize risks
to individuals and communities.
Recommendations to protect the health of
British Columbians, including both nongamblers and gamblers, are as follows:
7.

Meaningfully involve public health
stakeholders in decisions regarding the
availability of gaming in BC. This could
involve creating an advisory committee
on gaming that must be consulted
regarding all future decisions on the
expansion of gaming or changes in
gaming policy.

8.

Require assessment of risk potential,
including the percentage of revenue
that will be generated from problem
gamblers, before approving any expansion
of gaming or introducing new gambling
products.

9.

Make all future decisions on the
expansion of gaming or introduction
of new gambling products contingent
upon reducing the overall percentage of
revenue derived from problem gamblers.

10. Reduce the availability of high-risk
electronic gaming machines (EGMs)
and high-risk gambling offerings on the
PlayNow.com website. This could involve
replacing high-risk EGMs with lowerrisk variants or reducing the overall
number of EGMs in service.
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11. Restrict or reduce access to alcohol in
gaming facilities. TI1is could involve
reducing the physical availability of
alcohol (e.g., reducing hours of service)
and reducing the economic availability
(e.g., raising prices).
12. Restrict or reduce access to money in
gaming facilities. This could involve
mandating player pre-commitment, and
prohibiting automated teller machines
(ATMs).

13. Allocate at least 1.5 per cent of gaming
revenue to responsible and problem
gambling initiatives, with set amounts
earmarked for prevention, health
promotion, and treatment initiatives
that meet evidence criteria. This includes
monitoring programs and implementing
policies that increase the effectiveness
of responsible and problem gambling
programs.

Assessment and Surveillance
Assessment and surveillance involves
monitoring population health status in
order to detect, assess, and respond to
health-related issues, as well as contributing
to determining the effectiveness of public
health programs and services. The design and
implementation of systems to monitor and
assess gambling must take into account the
challenges and issues discussed in this report,
including the current shortage of data and
research needed for a comprehensive public
health approach to problem gambling in BC.
Recommendations to support effective
assessment and surveillance of gaming in BC
are as follows:

14. Develop and implement a
comprehensive monitoring system
to routinely and systematically track
the economic and social impacts of
gambling. At a minimum, this would
need to include impacts on the health
and quality oflife of the population
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as a whole and on that of vulnerable
populations, with attention to health
equity concerns.
15. Collect and monitor data to assist local
governments and communities to make
evidence-based decisions about hosting
and/or expanding gaming facilities.
This includes (but is not limited to)
establishing reliable estimates of the
potential revenue derived from local
citizens' gambling compared to tourists'
gambling, and determination of an
optimal blend of gaming revenue derived
from local residents and tourists.

16. Engage public health and gambling
researchers in developing an evidencebased strategy for BC, funded by the
holdbacks from the Voluntary SelfExclusion Program. The newly created
Centre for Gambling Research at
the University of British Columbia
could provide expert counsel to the
government on gambling-related matters
and help promote the emergence of a
comprehensive, public health-informed
approach to gambling policy in BC.
17. Establish and maintain a stable source of
funding to support ongoing gamblingrelated research and evaluation in BC.

While the BC government deserves
recognition for implementing various
problem gambling prevention and treatment
programs, its decision to expand access
to more problematic forms of gambling
in recent years is counterproductive from
a public health perspective. The available
evidence suggests that this expansion of
gaming availability has resulted in increased
prevalence of problem gambling in BC.
Leading Canadian scholars on gambling
have suggested that " ... the very legitimacy
of government-sponsored gambling and
its continued expansion hinges on the
assumption that a large proportion of
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revenue from gaming does not come from an
addicted and highly vulnerable segment of
the population." 62 As shown in this report,
on a per capita basis, problem gamblers
likely account for a greater and increasing
proportion of revenue than do other types
of gamblers, and revenue from gaming in
BC has increased over time. Therefore,
current policies of gaming expansion are
taking more from a vulnerable population
(problem gamblers) and directing those
funds into general revenue to provide
products and services for those who are less
vulnerable (the general population). This
practice conflicts with the stated objective of
the province's gambling strategy to provide
gambling in a way that encourages safe play.
While gambling will always involve a risk
of harm, such harm could be substantially
reduced if the government of BC adopted
some or all of the recommendations made
in this report. Prevention will require
building resilience and preventing new
cases of problem and pathological gambling
from arising. Health promotion involves
transparency in informing people about the

relative risk of various forms of gambling and
providing appropriate and adequate services
to support people who get into trouble with
gambling. Health protection initiatives
should focus on restricting the availability of
harmful forms of gambling and restricting
or limiting the use of alcohol and access to
money in gaming facilities.
The province should allocate a higher and
more consistent percentage of gaming
revenue to its related promotion, prevention,
and treatment interventions, and should
focus on embedding evidence-based and
promising practices in these services.
Reducing the harms from gambling will
require the implementation of policies and
programs that will significantly decrease
the proportion of revenue that comes from
problem gamblers. This means that some
minor inconveniences to non-problem
gamblers may have to be tolerated, and
that government revenue from gaming
may decline. Overall, adopting these
recommendations will help to balance the
known negative impacts with the potential
benefits of gambling.
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Appendix A

Timeline of Gambling in Canada with a Focus on BC
This timeline was compiled by the principal author from multiple sources.20 •2 1, 106 , 107 •108

1892:

The federal Criminal Code incorporates
pre-existing gambling restrictions enacted by
Parliament in 1886 and 1892, 108 and declares
a complete ban on all gambling activities in
Canada.

1900:

The Criminal Code is amended to permit
charitable gaming such as bingo and raffles.

1906:

The Criminal Code is amended to legalize
"lottery schemes."

1910:

The Criminal Code is amended to allow ontrack betting on horse races.

1925:

Temporary gambling events at agricultural
fairs and exhibitions are allowed.

1954: A joint committee of the House of Commons
and Senate holds public hearings on lotteries,
with the final report arguing against allowing
large-scale lottery schemes. Several private
members' bills during the 1960s try to legalize
lotteries but fail.
1969:

Increasing revenue from gaming leads BC
to change the provincial Lottery Act to allow
revenue to be used for "other purposes."

1980:

Canada's first year-round charity casino opens
in Calgary, Alberta.

1982:

Canada's first "pick your own numbers"
nationwide lottery, Lotto 6/49, debuts. The
Great Casino Supply Company incorporates
in BC to serve the growing demand for charity
casino management and services.

1984: A "bingo industry" begins to emerge in BC,
facilitating the expansion of community and
charity bingo gaming. By 1987 there are
63 bingo halls across the province.
1985:

Provincial governments are given exclusive
control over all forms ?f gambling, including
games conducted via computer, video lottery
terminals (VLTs), and slot machines. 107 •108
Betting on horse races via telephone is also
permitted. 108 BC leaves the Western Canada
Lottery Foundation, passes the BC Lottery
Corporation Act, and forms the BC Lottery
Corporation (BCLC) to conduct and manage
government gambling operations in the
province.

1986:

BC introduces pull-tab tickets in adult
settings. Lotto BC, the first BC-only online
game, launches. Licensing fees for charity
casinos in BC increase to 5 per cent.

The Criminal Code is amended to remove
criminal sanctions against lottery schemes,
thus allowing for both federal and provincial
government-run ticket lotteries and
sweepstakes. 108

1970: An Order-in-Council is passed by the BC
Legislature that authorizes the government
to conduct lottery and non-permanent
casino games for charitable purposes. A small
amount (2 per cent) of proceeds from charity
gaming goes to the government in the form of
licensing fees.
1974:

1976:

The first national lottery is held to raise money
for the Olympic Games in Montreal, Quebec.
BC passes the provincial Lottery Act and joins
with Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan to
form the Western Canada Lottery Foundation
(later known as the Western Canada Lottery
Corporation). Government revenue from
early lottery games is dedicated to be used for
"cultural or recreational purposes" only.

1987: The BC Gaming Commission is created
to provide guidance on gambling policy in
BC. The BC Attorney General asks the BC
Gaming Commission and the BC Ministry
of Tourism, Recreation and Culture to
evaluate the feasibility of creating permanent,
destination-style casino facilities in the
province.
1988:

The BC Gaming Commission issues a report
calling for the creation of a comprehensive
Gaming Act to rationalize the management
of gambling in BC. The report also suggests
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report, which, among other things, calls for
the introduction of 4,600-5,000 VLTs in the
province. The VLT option was never exercised
and, as of August 2012, BC still did not have
any VLT machines. The report also includes,
for the first time, official reference to First
Nations casinos and calls for an outright ban
of commercial "Vegas-like casinos" in BC. The
first Keno draw (a 5-minute-style game) is
held in BC. By 2010/2011, there were 3,888
electronic Keno venues in BC.

that a major destination-style casino in an
urban setting is viable. Starship Bingo, a
touch-screen electronic bingo system, debuts
in Vancouver, BC. The BCLC becomes the
first lottery jurisdiction in Canada to offer an
online sports lottery, Punto.

1989:

Canada's first year-round commercial (noncharity) casino opens in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

1990:

New Brunswick is the first province to
introduce VLTs, allowing the machines
to be placed in licensed and non-licensed
establishments such as corner stores, bowling
alleys, and taxi stands.

1997:

BCLC is given responsibility to conduct and
manage all slot machines in the province.
Slot machines are introduced into charity
casinos operating in BC. Some municipal
governments, including Vancouver, vote to
ban slot machines in gaming facilities within
their jurisdictions.

1998:

BCLC assumes responsibility for table games
in casinos, making the corporation responsible
for all casino gambling in the province.

1991- All provinces except Ontario and BC
1993: introduce VLTs. In some provinces,
the machines are restricted to licensed
establishments.

1993: The Canadian Public Health Association
(CPHA) passes a resolution calling for a
national assessment of the harms and costs
of gambling. The provincial governments of
Alberta and New Brunswick develop the first
government-funded treatment programs for
treating problem gambling. The BC Gaming
Review Committee, which was created by
the Attorney General and the Minister of
Government Services to conduct a gaming
policy review in BC, releases an interim report
that (1) calls for some form of comprehensive
gambling legislation; (2) expresses concern
about the ability of charities to maintain their
revenue from gaming activities; (3) voices
concern from some religious organizations
and individuals about the expansion of
gambling and the rise in problem gambling;
(4) acknowledges the desire of the gaming
industry for further expansion of gaming
options, increased bet limits, and expanded
hours of operation of gaming facilities; and
(5) supports the introduction of VLTs and slot
machines in the province.

1999: The CPHA passes a resolution asking
governments to monitor the effects of
EGMs such as VLTs. British Columbia's first
destination casino-the Royal City Star, a
riverboat casino-opens in New Westminster.
The BCLC breaks the $1 billion sales mark.
The Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) Program
begins operating in BC. The program has
the authority to fine self-excluders found in
gaming facilities up to $5,000, though as of
2012, the penalty had never been applied.

2002:

The first and only national gambling
prevalence survey to date is implemented as
part of the Canadian Community Health
Survey. Past year national prevalence of
gambling participation is estimated at
76 per cent, and the rate of problem gambling
is an estimated 2.6 per cent. The Gaming;
Control Act comes into force in BC, the first
three-year Responsible Gambling Strategy
is launched, and the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch is created.

2004:

BCLC introduces PlayNow.com, a gambling
website offering online play and purchase of
select lottery products.

2005:

BCLC introduces at least 250 slot machines in
community bingo halls, renaming the facilities

1994: A proposal is delivered by a major private
casino operator to create the first permanent
destination casino in BC, the Seaport Centre
in Vancouver. The casino is not pursued.

1995: Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan are the
first provinces to limit the number of VLTs.
The BC Gaming Commission releases its final
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"community gaming centres" to better reflect
their services. By 2011 there were a total of
1,848 slot machines in 16 community gaming
centres across BC.

2006:

'Ihe second three-year Responsible Gambling
Strategy is launched in BC.

2007:

BCLC and Gateway Casinos and
Entertainment Inc. announce the official
opening of British Columbia's most recent
major destination casino-The Starlight-in New Westminster. lbis brings the total
number of permanent casinos in the province
to 17. Onsite problem gambling support
centres are placed in seven casinos in BC, with
all 17 casinos in the province having them by
March 2008.

2009:

BCLC launches GameSense, a revitalization of
the corporation's responsible gaming resource.
1he third three-year Responsible Gambling
Strategy is launched in BC.

2010:

BCLC becomes the first government
gambling authority in North America to
offer legal, regulated online casino games

on its PlayNow.com website. The Gaming
Control Act is amended to allow the BCLC
to withhold jackpot winnings from patrons
who have enrolled in the VSE Program. All
withheld VSE winnings are earmarked to fund
gambling-related research in BC.

2011:

Revenue from gaming in BC exceeds
$2 billion for the first time. Independent
evaluations and reviews of BC's VSE Program
are published by the BC Centre for Social
Responsibility and the Responsible Gambling
Council Centre for the Advancement of Best
Practices.

2012:

The BCLC and the government of BC
give a $2 million grant to the University of
British Columbia to create the BC Centre for
Gambling Research. The Centre is expected to
open in late 2013, and will be housed in the
Department of Psychology. The Centre will
focus on studying the social and behavioural
aspects of gambling, providing evidence-based
support for improved gambling policy and
programs, and strengthening training for
prevention professionals.
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Detailed Data for Figure 4.16
The following four figures provide additional details of Figure 4.16, presented in Chapter 4 of chis report.

Figure 4.16a
Age-Standardized Co-Morbidity Rates
and Rate Ratios (126.0 to 46.4) for Persons with and without
a Problem Gambling Diagnosis, Age 15+, BC, 2006/2007 - 2010/2011
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otherwise specified) on the discharge abstract. at any level of diagnosis. For 2001/2002 - 2010/2011, N=257, which consists of 234 prevalent cases
and 18 deceased and five former BC residents.
Source: Population Health Surveillance and Epidemiology, Ministry of Health, August 23, 2012.

Figure 4.16b
Age-Standardized Co-Morbidity Rates
and Rate Ratios (46.1 to 17 .1) for Persons with and without a
Problem Gambling Diagnosis, Age 15+, BC, 2006/2007 - 2010/2011
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diagnostic code of F63.0 (pathological gambling. compulsive gambling) or V2.6 (problems related to lifestyle-gambling and betting, not
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Source: Population Health Surveillance and Epidemiology, Ministry of Health, August 23, 2012.
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AppendixB- DetailedData for Figure 4.16

Figure 4.16c
Age-Standardized Co-Morbidity Rates
and Rate Ratios (10.2 to 2.9) for Persons with and without a Problem Gambling
Diagnosis, Age 15+, BC, 2006/2007 - 2010/2011
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Figure 4.16d
Age-Standardized Co-Morbidity Rates
and Rate Ratios (2.6 to 2.0) for Persons with and without a Problem Gambling
Diagnosis, Age 1 S+, BC, 2006/2007 - 2010/2011
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For more than a decade, government and the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
have progressively implemented initiatives to ensure that gambling is delivered in the most
responsible way possible in our province. These initiatives reflect best practices in the gambling
industry. BC is seen as a leader among gambling jurisdictions in the quality of its responsible
and problem gambling services. There are, however, opportunities to do more to minimize harm
at the population level through policy and at the individual level through prevention and
treatment programs. This document provides government's plan for promoting responsible
gambling and addressing the public health risks associated with problem gambling, including
details about existing services and new initiatives.
The action items contained in government's Plan for Public Health and Gambling are the
product of collaborative work undertaken by a cross-ministry working group with representation
from the Ministries of Finance, Health, and Education and BCLC. This working group was
established following the release of a report in October 2013 by the Provincial Health Officer
(PHO) entitled Lower the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia.
The working group was tasked with creating a plan for responsible and problem gambling in
British Columbia, taking into consideration the PHO Report recommendations, the findings from
2014 Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, research on online gambling, and other relevant
research and policy related to gaming, health, and education.
The PHO Report made 17 recommendations to address problem gambling from a public health
perspective. The recommendations focus on prevention, health promotion, protection, and
research to minimize harm and prevent problem gambling. The 2014 Problem Gambling
Prevalence Study found that there has been a 28 per cent reduction in the problem gambling
prevalence rate in British Columbia from 4.6 per cent of the population in 2008 to 3.3 per cent in
2014. Online gambling is a growing part of the gambling industry, and represents a significant
area of business growth for BCLC. However, it was not addressed in detail in either the PHO
Report or the Prevalence Study. The government and BCLC consider this an area that warrants
further research. This will help ensure that responsible gambling initiatives online are evidencebased and meet the same standards as those offered in gaming facilities.
In the area of prevention among youth and young adults, the government's Responsible &
Problem Gambling program has standardized, age-appropriate responsible gambling
presentation materials for students in grades 6 to 12 and post-secondary students. These
materials are designed to meet learning objectives in the current education .curriculum for a
variety of subject areas. The program has already implemented a number of best practice
mitigation strategies for preventing problem gambling. These include practices such as tailoring
services to meet the needs of specific age groups and cultural groups and effectively providing
awareness and education about youth problem gambling to parents, teachers, healthcare
workers, and other allied professionals. However, research on prevention and education
suggests that there is a need to frame problem gambling as one of several types of potentially
risky behaviours for youth, and approach problem gambling prevention from a resiliency building
approach rather than a problem avoidance approach. Changes will be made to the Responsible
& Problem Gambling program to incorporate a greater focus on problem solving and critical
thinking in order to ensure that programs are as effective as possible for students and are
designed around the most up-to-date and relevant research available. In addition, the Ministries
of Finance, Health, and Education will work together to increase awareness among educators
and allied professionals about the need for youth education to prevent problem gambling and
promote related education materials.
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The government and BCLC have already implemented initiatives that are aimed at empowering
individuals with the information and tools they need to make healthy choices about gambling;
however, even further responsible gambling measures will be put in place. BCLC plans to
implement new money and time budgeting tools for players in gaming facilities that have an
Encore rewards membership, make improvements to staff training, and launch customized
responsible gambling messaging for PlayNow.com account holders and Encore members. The
government already contracts staff in every casino as GameSense Advisors to provide players
with information about responsible gambling and support players who may need to access
problem gambling services. The government plans to implement a GameSense Advisor
presence in Community Gaming Centres.
With respect to treatment for problem gamblers, the Responsible & Problem Gambling program
offers free, province-wide counselling and treatment services for problem gamblers and their
families. There are no waitlists for these services, and the program is a global leader in the use
of Feedback Informed Treatment, which is a recognized best practice that was identified in the
PHO Report. The government's treatment program has proven client outcomes that exceed
international norms and demonstrate effective value for the money that is invested. In addition,
the government recognizes the importance of continuity of care for individuals who face
multiple, inter-related problems. For that reason, the Ministries of Finance and Health will work
together to explore problem gambling screening and collaborative care planning for clients with
co-occurring issues.
The government and BCLC take the risks of gambling seriously and are committed to delivering
gambling in the most socially responsible way possible. Going forward, the Ministries of
Finance and Health and BCLC will maintain a working group to share and analyze best practice
research and provide advice to government on gambling policy. Additionally, the government
will create a standardized package of information for municipalities that host or are considering
hosting gaming facilities to offer them more information about the public health impacts of
gambling and assist them in making decisions about gambling expansion in their communities.
With respect to research, the government and BCLC have committed $2 million over five years
to support the establishment of the Centre for Gambling Research at the University of British
Columbia (UBC), and the Centre officially opened on November 12, 2014. UBC has received $1
million in the first year and will receive $250,000 in each of the subsequent four years. BCLC
and GPEB also plan to undertake research to determine the impacts of reducing higher risk
features of Electronic Gaming Machines and undertake research to better understand online
gambling participation and problem gambling among online players in British Columbia.
The Ministries of Finance, Health, and Education and BCLC are committed to working
collectively to implement the 21 action items outlined in this plan.
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INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade, government and the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
have progressively implemented initiatives to ensure that gambling is delivered in the most
responsible way possible in our province. This is achieved through a wide range of prevention
initiatives in schools, communities and gaming facilities, tools and support to help individuals
make healthy choices about gambling, and counselling and treatment services for the small
number of people who develop problems with gambling. Both government and BCLC are
delivering high-quality responsible and problem gambling services and achieving excellent value
for the investment that is made. There are, however, always opportunities to review programs
and services in order to make improvements, assess and address emerging issues, and
implement findings from new research.
In October 2013, the Provincial Health Officer (PHO), Dr. Perry Kendall, issued a report entitled
Lower the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to Gambling in British Columbia (PHO Report on
Gambling). The PHO has a mandate to report to British Columbians and the Minister of Health
on the health of the population and recommend actions that improve health and wellness in the
province. Dr. Kendall's report provided 17 recommendations to the Ministries of Health,
Finance, and Education aimed at addressing problem gambling from a population health
perspective. This perspective seeks to balance individual-level education and treatment
services for problem gamblers with population-level public health responses, including the
creation and implementation of gambling policy that promotes health, minimizes harm, and
prevents problem gambling.
Initially in response to the PHO Report, a cross-ministry working group was created in May 2014
with representation from all three ministries and BCLC. The working group was tasked with
considering the PHO recommendations as well findings from the 2014 BC Problem Gambling
Prevalence Study, other relevant research related to gambling, including online gambling, and
government policies related to the delivery of services in the education, health, and gaming
sectors. The group provided a unique opportunity to raise awareness across government about
the benefits of gambling as well as the associated risks, to share information and best practices,
and to build relationships among professionals working in gambling, public health, and
education policy.
This document provides government's plan for addressing the public health risks associated
with gambling, and reiterates government's commitment to delivering gambling entertainment
opportunities in our province in a socially responsible way. BCLC was an integral member of
the working group, and provided input and advice on many of the action items contained in this
document. Like government, BCLC is committed to ensuring that gambling is conducted
responsibly, and has agreed to work closely with government to implement action items that
involve the corporation.

GAMBLING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Many British Columbians participate in gambling activities, such as lotteries, horse racing, slot
machines, table games, online gambling, and community-based raffles and gaming events.
Overall, approximately 73 per cent of the adult population in the province participates in
gambling activities at least once in the past year. 1
The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is responsible for ensuring that gambling
activities in British Columbia are conducted fairly, securely, and responsibly. The regulatory
framework for gaming is provided by the provincial Gaming Control Act and Gaming Control
1

R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd., 2014
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Regulation. GPEB regulates all gaming in the province and ensures the integrity of industry
companies, people, and equipment. GPEB provides regulatory oversight of BCLC, which is the
Crown Corporation responsible for conducting and managing gaming in British Columbia.
GPEB also licences all community groups and organizations that conduct community raffles and
other gaming events for charitable purposes. Additionally, GPEB is responsible for gambling
policy and the Responsible and Problem Gambling Program, which delivers prevention and
treatment services to citizens.

Availability of Provincially-Regulated Gambling
BCLC works with contracted service providers and retailers to provide commercial gambling
activities offered in the province. The most commonly played games are provincial and national
lotteries, such as LottoMax, Lotto 6/49, and Scratch & Win, which are sold through a network of
nearly 4,000 lottery retailers in convenience stores, grocery stores, mall kiosks, and bars and
pubs. Across the province, there are 17 casinos in operation, including two at horse racetracks.
Casinos typically feature gaming tables, poker tables, slot machines, and electronic table
games. There are seven bingo halls that host bingo exclusively, and 18 community gaming
centres that offer bingo as well as slot machines, Keno, and lottery products. Two major
racetracks and two seasonal racetracks are in operation as well as 23 teletheatres, which offer
simulcast broadcasts of races run at local, national, and international tracks.
In 2004, BCLC began offering regulated online gambling by launching its website P/ayNow.com.
The website is the only legal, regulated, online gambling site in BC, and is one of only three in
Canada. The site now offers national and provincial lottery games, Keno, Bingo, table games,
slots, sports betting, and poker. To access games on P/ayNow.com, players must register on
the website, and identity, age, and residency are verified by a third party. Online gaming
currently represents approximately two per cent of BCLC's net income, but continues to grow
each year. Unique in Canada, BCLC also hosts Manitoba Liquor and Lottery Commission's
online gambling customers on the PlayNow.com platform.
In addition to commercial gambling offered through BCLC, many non-profit organizations and
community groups hold gaming events to raise money for charitable purposes. These types of
activities include events such as large province-wide ticket raffles, 50/50 draws at sporting
events, and community bingos and poker tournaments. In 2013/14, GPEB issued 10, 120
licenses to eligible organizations to conduct licensed charitable gaming events.

Gaming Revenue and Benefits
In 2013/14, commercial gaming in British Columbia, excluding horse racing, generated $2.8
billion in gross revenue. After prize payouts and expenses, commercial gaming generated
$1.174 billion in net income for the province. The majority of this revenue is used to fund
essential provincial government programs and services, such as healthcare, education, justice,
and other social services. Additionally, 10 per cent of net income from gaming facilities, such
as casinos, is directed to host local governments and is used to fund municipal government
services and infrastructure. Local communities also benefit from community gaming grants,
which are provided to organizations with a focus on arts and culture, sport, environment, public
safety, human and social services, and Parent Advisory Councils (PACs). In 2013/14, the
provincial government distributed $135 million in community gaming grants to approximately
5,000 community organizations.

RESPONSIBLE AND PROBLEM GAMBLING
The significant revenue that is generated from gambling activities and the subsequent benefit
this revenue provides to the province must be balanced with the need to protect vulnerable
people who face problems with excessive gambling. For the majority of people who participate
in gambling, it is an enjoyable form of entertainment; however, for some people it can be
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problematic and for a small number of people, gambling can become a serious problem with
severe consequences for themselves, their families, and their communities.

Problem Gambling as a Mental Disorder
In 1980, the American Psychological Association established pathological gambling as a
diagnosable mental disorder, and it was included in the third addition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-Ill) as an impulse control disorder. The DSM
offers common language and standard criteria for the classification of mental disorders, and is
widely used by mental health and addiction professionals across North America as a key
reference for diagnosing patients.
The fifth addition of DSM, released in May 2013, reclassified pathological gambling from an
impulse control disorder to a non-substance addictive disorder, which explicitly recognizes
problem gambling as a medical issue and solidifies the need for clinical treatment of the
disorder in serious cases.

Problem Gambling Prevalence
GPEB commissioned the most recent provincial Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, which
measures the prevalence of problem gambling in the adult population. The findings of the study
show that moderate to severe problem gambling has declined in British Columbia by 28 percent
from 4.6 per cent of the adult population in 2008 to 3.3 per cent in 2014. This means that there
are currently about 125,000 British Columbians who face moderate to severe problems with
gambling.
Problem gambling prevalence is declining in most gambling jurisdictions. This may be, at least
in part, because the industry as a whole has significantly improved its approach to responsible
and problem gambling over the last decade. British Columbia is seen as a leader among
gambling jurisdictions in the services and programming it delivers.
Other key findings of the 2014 Problem Gambling Prevalence Study include:
► Young adults between the ages of 18 and 24 are at significantly higher risk for problem
gambling than other adult age groups;
► Problem gamblers are significantly more likely to have South Asian or Aboriginal, Inuit,
or Metis origins than other ethnic origins;
► Low income levels are correlated with problem gambling behaviour;
► Problem gamblers are significantly more likely to experience other mental health issues
than the general population; and
► Problem gamblers are significantly more likely to gamble at casinos, in private games,
on sporting events, bingo, and online.

Responsible and Problem Gambling Initiatives
The provincial government and BCLC are committed to ensuring that gaming activities and
products are offered in a socially responsible way, and both GPEB and BCLC deliver
responsible and problem gambling programs.
GPEB's Responsible & Problem Gambling Program provides British Columbians with free
information and resources to support informed choices and healthy behaviours with respect to
gambling participation as well as high-quality, free treatment services for people who need help
to address problem gambling. The program delivers:
►

The Problem Gambling Help Line - operates 24-hours a day, seven days a week to
provide British Columbians with free information, crisis-counselling, and referral services
in several languages.
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Staff in Casinos - the province contracts staff who work in casinos to deliver BCLC's
GameSense programming to players and staff. These staff act as 'GameSense
Advisors' to help players make healthy decisions about gambling, build an
understanding of how gambling works, and offer strategies to keep gambling fun and
safe. They also provide support and information to people who may need access to
problem gambling services.
Counselling Services - are delivered free of charge to individuals and families seeking
help with problem gambling. Access to these services is available through the Problem
Gambling Help Line.
Public Education - is delivered in schools, communities, and online through the BC
Responsible Gambling website: www.bcresponsibleqamblinq.ca

BCLC's responsible gambling initiatives are complementary to those provided by GPEB and are
focused on customers, where and when they play, providing information and tools necessary for
players to make informed decisions. Key initiatives include:
►

►

►

GameSense programming - is the umbrella under which BCLC provides responsible
gambling information to players. This information is available online, at all lottery retail
outlets, and at interactive GameSense Info Centres in casinos and self-serve interactive
kiosks in community gaming centres.
GameSense Info Centres - are in place in all casinos, and self-serve interactive kiosks
are in place in community gaming centres. The centres are located on or near the
gaming floor and offer a variety of resources and strategies intended to keep gambling
fun.
Voluntary Self-Exclusion Program - is available to individuals who want to exclude
themselves from gambling activities in order to help them control their gambling
behaviour. At the time of enrollment, individuals can choose the time period of their
exclusion, ranging from six months to three years, and they can choose the type of
gambling activities for their exclusion, including facilities with slot machines, commercial
bingo halls, or P/ayNow.com. They are also ineligible to be paid for any jackpot prize
they may win while enrolled in the program. At the time of enrollment, BCLC provides
materials to help individuals access resources to support them in addressing their
gambling problem.

In addition, GPEB and BCLC partner to deliver Responsible Gambling Awareness Weeks. In
2014, the awareness campaign took place in six communities in all regions of the province. The
objective of the campaign is to raise awareness of responsible gambling practices and to
connect people to community services and supports. The weeks feature events such as an
educational kiosk that travels to community centres, malls, schools, seniors' centres and other
locations and workshops and presentations to healthcare workers, community groups, parents,
and students. BCLC also hosts the New Horizons Conference in Responsible Gambling that
brings together academics, government, industry, and treatment providers to share research,
information, and best practices about risk mitigation and service delivery for players.
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PROBLEM GAMBLING PREVENTION FOR YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS
Research has shown that most adult problem gamblers began gambling, on average, at age 10.
In BC, the average age to start gambling is 13, and by age 18, 56 per cent of youth have
gambled. 2 Because gambling is quite popular in our society, many teenagers try different
gambling activities, including card games, poker, dice, scratch cards, and sports betting.
The 2014 British Columbia Problem Gambling Prevalence Study found that although young
adults between 18 and 24 are the least likely age demographic to gamble, those that do are at
significantly higher risk for problem gambling than other adults. 3 Additionally, gambling service
providers are taking advantage of the popularity of computer gaming and adapting internet
gambling offerings to make them more appealing to a wider audience, particularly young adults.
There is a need to ensure that young people have learning opportunities to understand the
nature of gambling and build skills to make healthy choices about gambling participation in
youth and as young adults when more gambling options become available to them.

Problem Gambling Education and Prevention Services
The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling prevention program is based on a harmreduction approach. The program currently has standardized, age-appropriate, presentation
packages for students in grades 6 to 12 and post-secondary students. 4 These interactive
presentations are delivered by prevention specialists, who are contracted to deliver
presentations free of charge in schools and communities across British Columbia. The
presentation packages are designed to meet prescribed learning outcomes under the current
education curriculum in a number of subject areas. Teachers and school administrators invite
prevention specialists into classrooms to deliver presentations. There has been varying interest
from schools and school districts, but those that have received presentations have provided
positive feedback that the program is engaging for students and meets learning objectives.
Prevention specialists also deliver presentations to community organizations and allied
professionals, such as school counsellors, social workers, and mental health professionals,
which is an identified best practice for preventing problem gambling. In 2013/2014, 21
prevention specialists delivered 3,744 presentations to 128,630 BC residents across the
province. Further, prevention materials are designed to meet the needs of specific groups,
which is another best practice identified by the PHO Report. For example, the Responsible and
Problem Gambling Program delivers culturally relevant gambling awareness programs for
Aboriginal, Asian, and South Asian populations and prevention materials are available in
numerous languages. Prevention initiatives are also tailored to meet the needs of a range of
different age groups from elementary students to older adults.
To raise awareness about the risks associated with gambling among post-secondary students,
prevention specialists along with trained student volunteers deliver an engaging program called
Gam_iQ. Students visit an interactive Gam_iQ booth, which is set up in a high traffic area on
campus usually for two to three days. At the booth, students can take a short, 5-question quiz
using an iPad application that teaches and reinforces responsible gambling messages.
Participants receive take-away information and are eligible to receive various student incentives
including a gift certificate to the campus bookstore or cafeteria and a different give-away each
day.

2

3
4

DECODE, 2008
R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd., 2014
BC Responsible and Problem Gambling Program at http://www.bcresponsibleqamblinq.ca/prevention/
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There are, however, opportunities for improvements to the current approach to problem
gambling prevention services based on the most up-to-date evidence on prevention and
education related to risk-taking behaviour among youth. Prevention research has demonstrated
that changes in behaviour and attitudes are not generally based on a single event 5 , and
therefore education materials should be integrated more fully into everyday instruction in a
variety of subject areas rather than single presentations.
The PHO Report also points out the need to ensure that prevention initiatives are integrated
with education around other risky behaviours, such as substance use. Applying an approach
whereby problem gambling is framed as one of many types of risky behaviour allows instructors
to teach problem gambling issues from the perspective of building resilience in adolescence.
Building resilience, as described in the PHO Report, involves developing problem solving-skills,
social and emotional competence, autonomy, and a sense of purpose. Students who develop
these types of skills show more resilience under stressful situations and resist the use of
unhealthy coping mechanisms that can lead to dependence.

ACTIONS:
► The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling program will link with the University of
Victoria 's Centre for Addictions Research and other researchers to work towards linking
problem gambling education with broader issues of substance use, including preventing
and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental health and social and
personal responsibility.
►

Within available resources, the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is
shifting its prevention services to incorporate a greater focus on problem solving and
critical thinking to ensure programs are as effective as possible for students.

Promotion and Awareness
There is presently a lack of awareness that problem gambling is an issue among youth. In
addition to making improvements to current prevention materials, there is a need to increase
awareness of problem gambling among teachers, administrators, parents, and the public.
The Ministry of Education is responsible for setting provincial curriculum, which all public
schools must follow. Schools and individual teachers are responsible for determining the way in
which the curriculum is taught and the resources they use. The education curriculum for
Kindergarten to grade 9 (K-9) is currently being renewed, and a draft has been released for
public consultation. The Ministry of Education is committed to developing the new curriculum in
collaboration with educators, and curriculum development teams have been established to
develop the curriculum for each subject area. The draft renewed curriculum focuses on building
core competencies, skills, and knowledge while ensuring greater flexibility to meet the needs
and interests of students. A review of the curriculum for grades 10 to 12 is currently underway
and will have a similar focus.
The draft renewed curriculum for K-9 Physical and Health Education includes broad language
for curricular competencies related to risky behaviour, which opens up a range of potential
topics that may be taught. The draft renewed curriculum attempts to allow students to develop
a general decision making framework tied to their personal identity, values, and goals. The
approach that the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is taking to problem
gambling education aligns well with the renewed curriculum because it focuses on building
competencies in problem solving, making informed and responsible decisions, and accessing
information on available resources and services.
5

Dickson, Derevensky & Gupta, 2002
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The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to increase awareness
about problem gambling among youth and seek out a number of opportunities to build
awareness of the need for education in this area. This will be done through information to
Parent Advisory Councils (PACs), teacher and administrator professional development
opportunities, and education resource networks. One resource network available for teachers
to find new teaching materials is the Healthy Schools BC website 6 •
Healthy Schools BC, a key initiative of the Province's Healthy Families BC strategy, builds the
capacity of the health and education sectors to effectively implement healthy schools initiatives
using a Comprehensive School Health approach, and involves a partnership between the
Ministries of Health and Education, the Directorate of Agencies for School Health (DASH BC)7,
health authorities, education partners, and other key stakeholders. The Healthy Schools BC
website includes links to learning resources that have been approved by the Healthy Schools
BC management committee, and also provides a forum for sharing ideas and experiences
among health and education professionals through a monthly newsletter, Healthy Schools
stories map, and news updates section.

ACTIONS:
► The Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as well
as current research related to youth gambling with the Physical and Health Education
curriculum development teams and other relevant specialist associations such as school
counsellors.

6
7

►

Links to responsible gambling education materials will be added to the new Physical and
Health Education curriculum as well as to the Healthy Schools BC website and promoted
in the Healthy Schools BC newsletter.

►

The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to increase
awareness about the need for problem gambling education and its links with broader
issues of risk-taking behaviour and promote related education materials.

Healthy Schools BC at www.healthyschoolsbc.ca
Directorate Agencies for School Health at www.dashbc.ca
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PROMOTING HEALTHY CHOICES
Responsible gambling involves accompanying gambling entertainment opportunities with the
appropriate education, information, and tools to support players in making healthy choices about
the way they spend their time and money. It also involves ensuring that people who may
experience problem gambling have information and support to connect them with services that
can help them address their problem. GPEB and BCLC already have in place many responsible
gambling initiatives to support players. For example, BCLC is seen as a leader among gaming
operators around the world in its responsible gambling programming . In 2013/14, BCLC
received re-certification at Level 4 of the World Lottery Association Responsible Gambling
framework, and was asked to contribute case studies in research and player education to be
referenced by other gaming jurisdictions. Level 4 certification is considered a 'continuous
improvement' category, and is the highest level an organization can achieve. To attain this
level, BCLC has been required to provide evidence of program evaluation, gap identification,
and commitment of resources to strengthen areas for improvement.
There are, however, opportunities to continue to expand responsible gambling initiatives and
supports to players. This is particularly true in the area of new gambling offerings and business
growth for BCLC, such as online gambling , and in areas of high-risk gambling offerings such as
Electronic Gaming Machines (EGMs).

Communication to Players
GameSense Info Centres are in place in every casino and self-serve interactive kiosks are in
place in every community gaming centre in the province to provide players with the opportunity
to receive the information they need to make informed decisions about how they spend their
time and money. The Centres are located on or near the gaming floor, and are thus highly
visible in gaming facilities. They are also staffed by GPEB-contracted employees to provide
information and support to players.
The Info Centres include interactive, touch-screen resources that are designed to demonstrate
to players how games work, explain the difference between chance and skill based games,
provide information about the odds of winning, dispel commonly held myths about gambling,
and provide tips for responsible play. They include an independently developed slot machine
tutorial that animates the workings of an EGM, introduces concepts like "near misses" and
demonstrates a random number generator. In addition, many casinos also incorporate a
GameSense demonstration slot machine that opens up and allows patrons to see electron ic
components of the machine.
GameSense Info Centres often host a wide variety of entertaining and engaging educational
activities using prizes and giveaways designed to generate awareness and conversation about
responsible gambling. Last year, BCLC conducted nearly 60 individual promotional activities at
casinos and community gaming centres across the province. New activities are continuously
being developed that cover a full range of games and services, tackle gambling myths, and
encourage responsible play.
However, because not everyone who plays EGMs in gaming facilities chooses to visit the
GameSense Info Centre, BCLC is exploring opportunities to provide EGM players in gaming
facilities with point-of-play information. The PHO Report on Gambling recommended adding
risk-rating signage on all EGMs. However, research on point-of-sale warnings on other highrisk products, such as tobacco and alcohol, suggests that signage on EGMs is likely to be
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ineffective for problem gamblers. 8 Additionally, it is not possible to distinguish different ratings
for different types of EGM games because all EGMs are classified as high-risk gambling
offerings. Instead, BCLC will focus on point-of-play messaging that explains the odds of
winning. This type of information is intended to help increase informed decision making and
correct erroneous beliefs about EGMs. 9

ACTIONS:
► BCLC is working with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada on constructive approaches
to communicating 'odds ' and 'return to player' on Electronic Gaming Machine screens to
dispel myths about control and ability to win.

Tools to Support Player Self-Monitoring
Offering supports, such as money and time pre-commitment tools, provides players with a
convenient and easy way to self-manage their play online and in casinos. Financial precommitment has been a part of PlayNow.com since its launch in 2004. All players are required
to self-select a maximum weekly transfer-in limit between $1 and $9,999. Within the week, the
system will only allow the player to transfer-in up to the total amount selected. Players can
decrease their weekly transfer-in limit at any time; however, increasing their limit will only take
effect 24-hours from the time the request is submitted. Additionally, people's 'play history' is
visible on the screen at all times, so they can view how much money and time they have spent.
These same financial and time management tools have not been available to players in casinos
and community gaming centres. With the implementation of BCLC's new Gaming Management
System, BCLC will have the capacity to offer such tools to players who are Encore Rewards
members. Between 20 and 30 per cent of players hold an Encore Rewards card to earn points
when they play slot machines and table games in casinos and to access exclusive promotions
and contests.

ACTIONS:
► Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and money budgeting tools to its Encore
Rewards members. Similarly, enhanced tools have been developed for implementation
on PlayNow.com.
In addition to money management tools, current BCLC policy prohibits Automated Teller
Machines (ATMs) from the gaming floor and restricts their visibility from the gaming floor in all
casinos and community gaming centres. Gaming facilities do not grant credit to patrons, and
maximum withdrawal limits on ATMs depend on personal financial institutions.
The PHO Report on Gambling recommended further reducing access to money in gaming
facilities. Although the working group fully considered this recommendation, the concern with
restricting electronic access to money through ATMs is that it would be contradictory to antimoney laundering strategies in gaming facilities. GPEB, BCLC, and gaming service providers
are working to prevent criminal attempts to legitimize illegal proceeds of crime through gaming
facilities. A number of steps are being taken to reduce the amount of cash that is brought into
facilities and encourage the use of traceable, non-cash alternatives. In order to discourage
patrons from arriving at BCLC gaming facilities with large amounts of cash, the opportunity for
accessing cash at the facility through ATMs or electronic fund transfers must be made available.

8
9

Stockwell, June 2008; Kim et. al., 2014
Lucar, Wiebe, & Philander, 2013
Williams, West, & Simpson, 2012
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Training for Gaming Facility Staff
BCLC requires all gaming facility staff that interact directly with players to successfully complete
BCLC's Appropriate Response Training (ART) program. The initial program was developed by
the Responsible Gambling Council (RGC), which is an independent non-profit organization
dedicated to problem gambling prevention. Frontline staff complete an online course that
provides information about signs of problem gambling and available resources, while
management and supervisory staff receive more in-depth classroom training that focuses on
how to interact with patrons exhibiting problem gambling behaviours or seeking assistance for a
gambling problem. Training must be completed within 90 days of receipt of GPEB registration
as a gaming worker, and a refresher course must be taken every three years.
The RGC and the Responsible Gambling Sub-Committee of the lnterprovincial Lottery
Corporation (ILC) have recently released new standards for casino gaming worker responsible
gambling training. RGC's standards are incorporated into their RG Check program, a
responsible gambling certification program developed for gaming facilities. All BCLC gaming
facilities except one new facility 10 have completed comprehensive RG Check audits and are
fully certified. The new facility has been audited, and BCLC is awaiting the final report. ILC's
standards have been developed to assist Canadian jurisdictions in developing their gaming
worker training programs with the potential for cross-jurisdictional collaboration in developing
training materials and delivery mechanisms in the future.

ACTIONS:
► BCLC has conducted its third review of the Appropriate Response Training program for
gaming facility staff, and in 2015, will be incorporating new approaches to problem
gambling identification and response as recommended by the Responsible Gambling
Council.

Staff Training Regard ing Alcohol and Gambling
Casinos and community gaming centres are adult-only entertainment facilities where there is a
general expectation from patrons that alcohol is available. In order to enhance the consumer
experience, BCLC and gaming service providers are making efforts to offer a broader range of
entertainment options, such as music events and first-class dining, rather than strictly gambling.
The availability of alcohol in gaming facilities is consistent with availability in other adultentertainment facilities. In spring 2014, the provincial government implemented minimum drink
pricing based on serving size. This pricing applies to all establishments that serve liquor, and is
designed to encourage responsible consumption and public safety.
Similar to all other liquor establishments, staff that serve alcohol at casinos and community
gaming centres must have completed the Serving It Right course as required by the province's
Liquor Control and Licensing Branch. The course educates licensees, managers, and servers
about the legal responsibilities when serving alcohol, signs of intoxication, and effective
techniques to prevent problems related to over-service. Servers must refuse service to anyone
who is intoxicated and ensure they leave the premise safely. Casinos and community gaming
centres have a significantly higher security presence than other adult-oriented entertainment
facilities, and for this and other reasons, alcohol consumption is typically lower and there are
fewer alcohol-related incidents than what is found in bars, pubs, and nightclubs. For example,
Edgewater Casino in Vancouver reported in 2013 that only one in five patrons actually
purchased alcohol. However, the consumption of alcohol affects impulse control and risktaking behaviour that can impact patrons' decisions about game play. For that reason,

°Chances Maple Ridge
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government and BCLC recognize the need to ensure that all gaming facility staff understand the
relationship between alcohol consumption and potentially problematic gambling behaviour.
ACTIONS:
► In implementing changes to the Appropriate Response Training program, BCLC will
incorporate mandatory staff training about the cognitive effects of alcohol and the
resulting increase in impulse behaviour. This will help all casino staff recognize signs of
intoxication and problematic play so they may notify management staff, security staff, or
GameSense Advisors to intervene when required.

Interaction with Players in Gaming Facilities
When gaming facility staff identify patrons who are exhibiting problem gambling behaviour, they
are trained to notify senior management or GameSense Advisors. Management staff and
GameSense Advisors approach patrons who may be experiencing distress to offer them
support, information, and referrals to problem gambling services and resources. The number of
interactions with GameSense Advisors has been increasing by approximately 25 to 30 per cent
each year since 2009. In 2013, there were 54,000 interactions between GameSense Advisors
and gaming facility patrons.
GameSense Advisors are currently available in all 17 casinos, but are not in place in the 18
community gaming centres. BCLC has undertaken efforts to address this service gap, and in
2013, BCLC piloted the GameSense Education Outreach initiative. This initiative involved 10
contractors who were trained to conduct player-focused educational activities that promoted
responsible gambling. They traveled to all community gaming centres across the province, and
complete 156 shifts with the goal of increasing visibility and usage of GameSense self-serve
centers and resources among players.
ACTIONS:
► GPEB and BCLC plan to implement a GameSense Advisor presence in community
gaming centres.
Telephone Customer Service Interaction with Players
BCLC engaged a consultant to conduct a review to assess how problem gambling behaviour
and call history could be proactively used to offer players responsible gambling support and
resources. Customer support agents are frontline employees who deal with a wide spectrum of
player interactions, ranging from account services and complaints to questions about products
or games. Based on initial results from this review, it has become clear that BCLC could utilize
customer support to assist players who may be experiencing a problem with gambling. When
individuals call to make a complaint, the caller history is recorded. Sometimes ongoing
complaints can be a sign that individuals are displaying problem gambling behaviours.
Customer support agents have been trained to offer responsible and problem gambling
resources only if callers request them. Customer support staff will now be trained to use call
history and verbal cues garnered during live phone calls to identify individuals who may be
experiencing issues with their gambling to conduct appropriate supportive engagements,
including potential referrals to treatment.
ACTIONS:
►
BCLC is implementing a new Appropriate Response Training course that is specific to
customer telephone support. It includes training on how to assess and respond to
callers who may be experiencing difficulty with their gambling, details on available
resources, procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalation guidelines. The
course is mandatory for all customer support staff within 60 days of hire and
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recertifica tion will be required annually. A new element of the ART program is new "re d
flag behavior" protocols.
The customer support team relies on a catalogue of online reference documents
(knowledge articles) to quickly find information relevant to whatever issues a caller
raises during a call. New articles containing specific responsible gambling information
and links have been written to correspond with new procedures in the Appropriate
Response Training course and are being made available for agents to use.

Supporting Online Players
Online gambling is an emerging part of the gambling industry that is complex and developing
quickly. It is estimated that British Columbians wager over $125 million each year on off-shore
unregulated sites such as PokerStars, Bodog, PartyPoker, and Bet365. 11 GPEB is not able to
regulate these offshore sites. BCLC's PlayNow.com website offers players a secure, regulated
site to participate in casino, lottery, bingo, and sports betting offerings online. PlayNow.com
. represents a significant area of business growth for BCLC. Since the website was launched in
2004, gross revenue has increased from $300,000 to $91 million in 2013, and the number of
registered players has increased from 30,000 to over 265,000.
PlayNow.com includes a number of responsible gambling initiatives including mandatory precommitment, information on time and purchase history, and easy access to GameSense
information and BCLC's Voluntary Self-Exclusion program. However, BCLC does not presently
monitor individual player activity on PlayNow.com and cannot identify potentially distressed
players the way staff in gaming facilities are able to do through observation.
To explore opportunities for communicating more relevant information to players, BCLC has
engaged researchers from the International Gaming Institute of the University of Nevada Las
Vegas. They have evaluated BCLC's ability to identify different sub-groups of players based on
factors such as frequency or amount of play and to provide customized responsible gambling
messaging.

ACTIO NS:
► BCLC will implement customized responsible gambling messaging to PlayNow.com
account holders as well as BCLC Encore members. This initiative will provide
individuals who may be displaying signs of problem gambling with messaging about
available support and resources.

11

►

BCLC will engage an international team of researchers in a longitudinal research project
to evaluate the impact of customized messaging on player behaviour.

►

BCLC has also worked with the Responsible Gambling Council in developing and
implementing their new Responsible Gambling Check accreditation program for online
gaming. In anticipation of being the first online gambling platform to officially participate
in this program, BCLC has initiated a number of changes in its approach to online
responsible gambling, including better documentation of processes, policy reviews, and
customer support training. The Responsible Gambling Council is auditing PlayNow.com.

►

GPEB will update its Responsible Gambling Standards to include online gambling on
PlayNow.com. These standards must be followed by BCLC and all gaming service
providers in British Columbia.

lpsos Reid . 2013
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PROBLEM GAMBLING SUPPORT AND TREATMENT SERVICES
Current Problem Gambling Treatment
GPEB's Responsible & Problem Gambling program offers free, confidential counselling and
treatment services to individuals seeking help with gambling addiction as well as couples and
family members who may need help. Any British Columbian can access these services
regardless of age, language, or location, and ending gambling participation is not a condition to
receive treatment services. The program is offered province-wide and counsellors can provide
outreach services to remote communities or telephone services when travel is not possible. All
services are free of charge, and there are no waitlists.
In addition to individual, couple and, family therapy, an intensive day treatment program called
the Discovery Program is available to existing clients. Discovery is a free, multi-day group
treatment program that runs between two and five days and builds skills useful in recovery,
increasing self-awareness about relationships with gambling, and visions for moving forward, all
done in a group setting where experiences and perspectives about gambling issues can be
shared. Discovery is offered throughout the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island.
Individuals from outside of these areas can access the program, but must make their own travel
arrangements. However, in cases of financial need, subsidies may be available to assist with
costs.
Brief interventions and motivational enhancement therapy, as recommended in the PHO Report
on Gambling, are both used in the existing treatment program. These include psychoeducational workshops offered through the Discovery program, relapse prevention groups and
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) groups, as well as individual, couples, and family
counselling.
The Responsible & Problem Gambling program is a global leader in the use of Feedback
Informed Treatment (FIT) to assess the effectiveness of the problem gambling services offered.
In this approach, counsellors regularly check in with clients to make sure that they are getting
what they need from services. The use of this tracking method is new to the field of counselling,
and British Columbia is a global leader in this recognized best practice. Together, counsellors
and clients monitor progress using web-based software called MyOutcomes to track outcomes
related to clinical services. Outcomes include engagement rate, effectiveness rate, and client
satisfaction. All clients participate in MyOutcomes tracking, and of these, 73.8 per cent have
experienced clinically significant improvement in their well-being as a result of counselling. A
good completion rate is typically considered to be 65 per cent, and GPEB's program is therefore
achieving excellent client outcomes and value for the funding that is invested in this
program_ 1213
12

Miller, S., email communication January 27, 2014 (Dr. S. Miller is one of the developers of the FIT
approach and has provided the provincial Responsible and Problem Gambling program with interpretation
of the MyOutcomes data).
13
The provincial Responsible and Problem Gambling clinical programs have also proven to be effective in
contributing to client change based on measuring the "corrected effect size." This statistical measure
reveals how much RPGP treatment actually contributed to client change, versus clients improving due to
chance, placebo, or unrelated events. MyOutcomes data on corrected effect size show that the
counselling program is above average in comparison to other counselling programs. RPGP's current
corrected effect size for clients who have completed treatment is achieving clinically significant, effective
outcomes. The current corrected effect size is 0.5 (cumulative data since March 2012). The expected
industry norm for average counselling effectiveness is a corrected effect size of 0.
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Additionally, the Responsible & Problem Gambling Program has currently contracted with an
independent research company to conduct a longitudinal outcome study of clients who have
completed counselling. Outcome measures will be tracked pre and post treatment, including at
6 months and 1 year after completing counselling.

Treatment and Outreach Services to Assist Aboriginal People
The 2014 Problem Gambling Prevalence Study found that individuals of Aboriginal origins were
significantly more likely than other cultural groups to experience problem gambling.
Approximately 5.5 per cent of Aboriginal people are classified as moderate or severe problem
gamblers compared to approximately 3.3 per cent of the overall adult population in BC.
In 2012, GPEB's Responsible and Problem Gambling Program created a dedicated Aboriginal
Services Coordinator position to ensure that problem gambling prevention and treatment
services are culturally sensitive and tailored to meet the needs of Aboriginal people. The
program also has seven Aboriginal service providers who deliver prevention, outreach, and
treatment services to Aboriginal people. Service providers travel to northern and rural
communities to build relationships with communities and connect with individuals who may be
experiencing problem gambling. Once a face-to-face relationship has been established, the
Responsible and Problem Gambling Program offers problem gambling counselling in person
and/or by telephone to ensure that people in rural and remote communities are able to access
these services.
The Responsible and Problem Gambling Program is partnering with the Evergreen Council on
Problem Gambling, a non-profit organization in Washington State that provides services to
problem gamblers and their families, to deliver an International Indigenous Conference on
Problem Gambling in October 2015. The conference will be designed to raise awareness about
healthy lifestyle choices including best practices about prevention, support, and treatment
services for those acutely affected by problem gambling. The conference will be targeted for
Indigenous community leaders, organizations, and professionals who assist people with
problem gambling and will be delivered with a broad health promotion focus.

Linking Problem Gambling Treatment with the Broader Health System
People struggling with gambling dependence often also face other simultaneous dependencies
on drugs or alcohol, sex, food, gaming, shopping, or the internet. Lorains, Cowlishaw, and
Thomas (2011) undertook a review of peer-reviewed and unpublished research from 1998 to
2010 regarding comorbid disorders in problem gamblers. Their review found that approximately
60 per cent of individuals with a gambling problem are addicted to nicotine, 57.5 per cent are
addicted to other substances including drugs and alcohol, and almost 38 per cent suffer from a
mood disorder. 14 Substance use can lower a person's inhibitions and judgment to set and
maintain gambling limits. The presence of multiple dependencies may result in increased
frequency and magnitude of consequences, which can further increase the person's shame and
guilt around their behaviours. Similarly, the 2014 Problem Gambling Prevalence Study found
that problem gamblers are significantly more likely than non-problem gamblers to experience a
mental health issue, such as a mood disorder or an anxiety disorder or have contemplated or
attempted suicide. The study also found that problem gamblers are significantly more likely than
non-problem gamblers to experience substance use issues and to gamble while using alcohol
or drugs.
Currently, mental health and substance use services offered across regional health authorities
provides both assessment and screening for problematic gambling by clinicians within their
14

Lorains, Cowlishaw & Thomas, 2011
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broader clinical assessment processes. Upon the results of a clinical assessment where
problematic gambling has been identified, clinicians will work with their clients to link to
associated gambling resources available through GPEB's Responsible & Problem Gambling
Program. Mental health and substance use clinicians will refer clients to these available
services at the client's discretion. Clients may choose to access the available services, or
continue to receive treatment through their current mental health and substance use clinician.
GPEB and the Ministry of Health recognize the importance of continuity of care for individuals
who face inter-related problems. While problematic gambling screening and assessment are
currently available in the broader mental health and substance use treatment system, a more
formal collaborative approach for persons with concurrent or comorbid issues may require
additional efforts and focus. It is thus, the intention of the Ministries of Finance and Health to
address the broader discussion of improving continuity of care for clients by further linkages
between programs.

ACTIONS:
► The Ministry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explore
problematic gambling screening and collaborative care planning for clients with cooccurring issues with the goal of improving the overall continuity of care.
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RESPONSIBLE AND PROBLEM GAMBLING POLICY AND RESEARCH
When decisions are made about gambling expansion or the types of gambling offerings
available, consideration is given to impacts on problem gamblers. Both the government and
BCLC take risks associated with gambling seriously and are committed to ensuring that
gambling in British Columbia is offered in a socially responsible way. There are opportunities,
however, to improve the availability of information that is provided to decision makers both at
the provincial and community level. This can be done by sharing best practices among
provincial and municipal governments and among program areas and by supporting problem
gambling research.

Government Gaming Policy
GPEB and BCLC have the mandate to determine how gambling is delivered in the province.
BCLC is required to seek Ministerial approval to introduce new types of gambling offerings. For
example, the government approved the introduction of PlayNow.com as well as new games
offered on the website. With approval from host local governments, BCLC has discretion to
locate and relocate gaming facilities and determine their size in order to meet market demand.
The cross-ministry working group established to consider the PHO recommendations and other
relevant research on gambling has helped build a partnership between public health and
gambling policy staff, and has emphasized the value of a public health perspective in decision
making on gambling policy. There is a need for ongoing collaboration among stakeholders to
share and analyze best practice research related to responsible and problem gambling and to
create a deliberate and integrated approach to the safe delivery of gambling in British Columbia.

ACTIONS:
► The Ministries of Health and Finance, with BCLC, will be responsible for maintaining a
working group with stakeholders and the Ministry of Education as required, to continue
dialogue regarding policy and legislative decisions that involve the expansion of
gambling in the province, issues related to the public health risks of gambling, and
alignment of policies and practices. The working group will act as an advisory
committee for government decision makers. It will have a mandate to ensure that
gambling policy is informed by reliable research and best practices, creating a fulsome
understanding of the social and economic implications of gambling.

Informed Decision Making for Communities
The Gaming Control Act requires municipal approval for decisions about relocation or expansion
of casinos and community gaming centres. The establishment of a new gaming facility or the
expansion of an existing facility is initiated by BCLC.
BCLC's first step is to conduct a market analysis, which involves assessment to determine
whether the gaming revenue potential for a particular market area will support a new gaming
facility or the expansion of an existing facility. BCLC must ask the host local government for
written approval before locating or relocating a facility. The service provider is responsible for
submitting to BCLC a preliminary business plan that details how the market potential will be
realized. This plan includes a description of the proposed facility, its proposed location, and
how it will be marketed and financed.
Under the Gaming Control Act, host local governments must ensure an opportunity for public
input and must consult with potentially affected neighbouring communities before a decision is
made to approve the proposal. This process may be done through a public hearing, but each
municipality sets is own process for consultation. Municipal governments may request
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information from the service provider and from BCLC, such as revenue, roles and
responsibilities, safety and security, and responsible gambling programs. BCLC provides
information to potential host local governments on a case-by-case basis at the request of the
municipality. There is currently no standard information provided to municipalities to ensure that
they receive a fulsome understanding of the benefits and risks involved with expanding
gambling in their communities.
Additionally, decisions about the availability of alcohol in gaming facilities are made by the
Liquor Control & Licensing Branch in consultation with municipalities. The availability of alcohol
at casinos and community gaming centres is restricted to the licenced area. Many casinos and
community gaming centres have liquor-primary licences, which permit the availability of alcohol
on the gaming floor, while others have food-primary licences, which require that alcohol only be
served within the dining area. Because the consumption of alcohol affects impulse control and
risk-taking behaviour, it is important that decisions about the availability of alcohol in gaming
facilities are made with an understanding of the risks as well as factors that can mitigate those
risks. Factors that can diminish patrons' risk of intoxication include the availability of high quality
food at affordable prices, less expensive non-alcoholic beverages, the size of the licensed area,
hours of service, and maximum serving sizes available.

ACTIONS:
►

The provincial government will develop a standardized package of information outlining
the public health risks of gambling. It will be offered to municipalities to assist decision
makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure that they have a full
understanding of the risks and benefits of expanding gambling in their communities. The
package will include information about problem gambling prevalence, availability of
alcohol, high-risk games, and revenue generated from problem gamblers.

Centre for Gambling Research at the University of British Columbia
With respect to new research on problem gambling, the government and BCLC have committed
$2 million over five years to support the establishment of the Centre for Gambling Research at
the University of British Columbia (UBC). The Centre officially opened on November 12, 2014.
UBC has received $1 million in the first year and will receive $250,000 in each of the
subsequent four years. UBC is also expected to explore and obtain other funding sources and
grants for the Centre. The Centre is being led by Dr. Luke Clark, who is a cognitive
neuroscientist and renowned expert on problem gambling and dependence.
The Centre will independently determine the type of research it will undertake, and will operate
with complete academic independence from the government, BCLC, and the gambling industry.
The Centre, however, plans to establish a cross-disciplinary advisory committee to provide input
on research topics and alignment with the needs of policy makers and program developers.
The government and BCLC would like to see the Centre fully established and operating before
making ongoing funding commitments to research.

ACTIONS:
►

The Government and BCLC will consider long-term funding of the Centre for Gambling
Research at UBC in 2017.

Other Research Supported by BCLC
BCLC funds a wide-range of research on an as-needed basis, and has maintained a robust
responsible gambling research program, which has been cited by the World Lottery Association
(WLA) as a "best practice" standard. The WLA's independent panel has requested that BCLC
prepare a case study on the research program as a reference for other WLA members.
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Research is generally conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of current programs,
determine player receptivity to new responsible gambling programming concepts, inform
opportunities for new responsible gambling initiatives, and to assess player and public
awareness of responsible gambling programming. This research may be undertaken internally
by BCLC's research department using a proprietary panel of gambling participants,
commissioned to independent researchers, or co-sponsored by a third party or by two or more
Canadian gaming jurisdictions to address areas of common concern. Examples of research
projects that have been undertaken in recent years include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A longitudinal study of the VSE program (November 2011) and follow up study currently
underway;
A study on youth and gambling to inform the development of programming around youth
gambling at both GPEB and BCLC;
Market Insights Monitor used to track BCLC key performance indicators, including player
awareness of responsible gambling;
Appropriate Response Training (ART) evaluation;
A joint initiative with other Canadian gambling jurisdictions on linking self-exclusion
programs to treatment; and
A joint initiative with other Canadian gambling jurisdictions on how to provide essential
information to slot players, such as odds of winning and return to player.

Going forward, research on EGMs and on online gambling is a priority for GPEB and BCLC
because EGMs are a particularly high-risk gambling offering and online gambling is a relatively
new gambling offering.

High-Risk Gambling Offerings
EGMs (slot machines) are available in casinos and community gaming centres throughout
British Columbia. The PHO Report on Gambling identifies that there has been a 200 per cent
increase in the number of slot machines in the province since 2003. EGMs are known to be
higher risk than other gambling activities because of game features such as the speed of play
and the illusion of control. While EGMs generate the greatest amount of revenue, they also
pose risks to people who are at-risk for problem gambling.
British Columbia is one of only two provinces in Canada that does not allow Video Lottery
Terminals (VLTs), which are EGMs outside of gaming facilities such as pubs and bars. In
British Columbia, EGMs are only permitted in gaming facilities where trained staff are able to
monitor players and potentially identify problem gambling. This also facilitates an effective VSE
program because self-excluded players can be restricted from gambling by prohibiting their
access to gaming facilities. In jurisdictions where VL Ts are available in pubs, bars, and other
establishments, it is not possible to restrict people's exposure or access to these high-risk forms
of gambling.
Some provinces that offer VLTs are re-examining their policies. For example, after extensive
research , the Government of Nova Scotia has reduced the number of VL Ts in its province by
1,000 since 2005 and continues to have a moratorium on the addition of any new VL Ts. 15
Similarly, New Brunswick has reduced the number of VL T sites in the province by 50 per cent
and the number of VLT machines by nearly 25 per cent 16 , and Prince Edward Island has
reduced the number of VLT sites by 50 per cent and the number of VL Ts by 20 per cent. 17
15

Government of Nova Scotia. 2011
New Brunswick Lotteries and Gaming Corporation , 2012
17
Government of Prince Edward Island, 2008

16
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In British Columbia when new games are introduced in gaming facilities or online, BCLC uses
an assessment tool called GAM-GaRD to generate a risk profile of the game. GAM-GaRD
works by examining three types of characteristics of the game:
•

•

•

Structural features, which reinforce play and satisfy gamblers' interest in the game.
These include design features of the game such as the speed of play, "near win"
opportunities, illusion of control features, jackpot size, and graphic, lighting and sound
effects.
Situational characteristics, which persuade or entice people to play the game. These
include such features as the availability and accessibility of the game, advertising, and
sensory factors.
Responsible gambling features, which mitigate the risks involved with playing the game.
These can include such features as the use of pop-up warnings and spending limits.

GAM-GaRD generates a numerical score for each game tested with a maximum possible score
of 47.5. A GAM-GaRD score of less than 20 is considered a low-risk game, a score between 20
and 30 is medium-risk, and a score above 30 is high-risk. One of the most significant
contributing features to a high-risk score is speed of play. Games like lottery draws and ticket
raffles typically have low-risk scores, while all EGMs score as high-risk.
Slot machines are among the most popular games played both in gaming facilities and online.
The game design features that make EGMs enjoyable for non-problem gamblers can also be
problematic for those who are at risk of problem gambling. Therefore, a balance must be struck
between delivering entertainment while also protecting vulnerable individuals. GPEB and BCLC
are interested in undertaking research to better understand the impacts of EGM design features
on player behaviour both in terms of interest in the games and problematic play.

ACTIONS:
► In addition to increasing responsible gambling features, GPEB and BCLC will undertake
research to determine the impacts of reducing or minimizing higher risk features of
Electronic Gaming Machines.
Re search on Online Gambling
The 2014 Problem Gambling Prevalence Study found that problem gamblers are more likely to
participate in online gambling than non-problem gamblers. This finding is consistent with much
of the literature related to online gambling. 18 However, there is little research to understand
whether this is a causal relationship, and some research even suggests that participation in
online gambling may be negatively related to problem gambling severity. 19 Philander & MacKay
(2014) suggest that this may be because lower-denomination games are more widely available
online than in casinos, which means smaller wagers are possible and players are better able to
manage the amount of money they spend on gambling. As well, the convenience of being at
home may actually help limit the length of gambling sessions since there are many alternative
non-gambling activities at home unlike at gaming facilities. Legalized online gambling allows for
regulation and improved player security as well as links to responsible and problem gambling
information and services.
Both government and BCLC are committed to ensuring that responsible gambling initiatives
online are evidential based. In addition to keeping apprised of national and international
18

Griffiths & Barnes, 2006; McBride & Derevensky, 2009; Wood & Williams, 2011; and Gainsbury,
Russell, Wood, Hing & Blaszczynski, 2014
19
Philander & MacKay, 2014
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research on internet gambling , government and BCLC recognize a need for research to better
estimate and understand online gambling participation among British Columbians and problem
gambling among online players. This research should include P/ayNow.com and other
unregulated online gambling websites that British Columbians use.

ACTION:
►

GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to estimate online gambling prevalence and
problem gambling prevalence among online players in British Columbia.
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CONCLUSION
British Columbia is seen as a leader in the delivery and effectiveness of many of its programs
and services related to responsible and problem gambling. For example, as described under
the Promoting Healthy Choices section, treatment services offered through GPEB's
Responsible & Problem Gambling program have proven to have excellent client outcomes that
exceed international norms. This program is an example of high-quality service and excellent
value for the money that is invested. Additionally, as explained in the section on problem
gambling prevention in youth and young adults, the Responsible & Problem Gambling program
is currently shifting the focus of its prevention strategies and initiatives to ensure they meet the
most up-to-date evidence on prevention and education related to risk-taking behaviour among
youth. Similarly, BCLC is seen as a leader among gaming operators in its responsible gambling
program, GameSense. As described in the Promoting Healthy Choices section, BCLC has
achieved the World Lottery Association's highest responsible gambling certification. All casinos
and community gaming centres have been certified through the Responsible Gambling
Council's RG Check program, and PlayNow.com is expected to be the first online gambling
platform to be certified by the Canadian Responsible Gambling Council's RG Check program.
Moving forward, the government and BCLC are committed to ongoing improvements in the
areas of problem gambling prevention, responsible gambling support to players, treatment
services to problem gamblers, and research. The cross-ministry working group established to
consider the PHO Report's recommendations and other relevant research and policy has
created a unique opportunity to raise awareness across government about the benefits as well
as the negative effects of gambling and to build relationships among professionals working in
gambling, public health, and education policy. Moving forward, the Ministries of Finance, Health,
and Education are committed to working collectively with BCLC to implement the action items in
this plan, and ensure that gambling is offered to British Columbians in a way that is safe and
responsible by mitigating harmful impacts to individuals and communities.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Problem Gambling Prevention for Youth and Young Adults
1. The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling program will link with the University of
Victoria's Centre for Addictions Research and other researchers to work towards linking
problem gambling education with broader issues of substance use, including preventing
and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental health and social and
personal responsibility.
2. Within available resources, the provincial Responsible and Problem Gambling Program
is shifting its prevention services to incorporate a greater focus on problem solving and
critical thinking and prioritizing the need to ensure programs as effective as possible for
students.

3. The Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as well
as current research related to youth gambling with the Physical and Health Education
curriculum development teams and other relevant specialist associations such as school
counsellors.

4. Links to responsible gambling education materials will be added to the new Physical and
Health Education curriculum as well as to the Healthy Schools BC website and promoted
in the Healthy Schools BC newsletter.

5. The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to raise awareness
about the need for problem gambling education and its links with broader issues of risktaking behaviour, and promote related education materials.

Promoting Healthy Choices
6. BCLC is working with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada on constructive approaches
to communicating 'odds' and 'return to player' on Electronic Gaming Machine screens to
dispel myths about control and ability to win.

7. Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and money budgeting tools to its Encore
Rewards members. Similarly, enhanced tools have been developed for implementation
on PlayNow.com.
8. BCLC has conducted its third review of the Appropriate Response Training program for
gaming facility staff, and in 2015, will be incorporating new approaches to problem
gambling identification and response as recommended by the Responsible Gambling
Council.
9. BCLC will incorporate mandatory staff training about the cognitive effects of alcohol and
the resulting increase in impulse behaviour.
10. GPEB and BCLC plan to implement a GameSense Advisor presence in community
gaming centres.
11. BCLC is implementing a new Appropriate Response Training course that is specific to
customer telephone support. It includes training on how to assess and respond to
callers who may be experiencing difficulty with their gambling, details on available
resources, procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalation guidelines.
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12. BCLC will implement customized responsible gambling messaging to PlayNow.com
account holders as well as BCLC Encore members.
13. BCLC will engage an international team of researchers in a longitudinal research project
to evaluate the impact of customized messaging on player behaviour.
14. BCLC has worked with the Responsible Gambling Council in developing and
implementing their new Responsible Gambling Check accreditation program for online
gaming. In anticipation of being the first online gambling platform to officially participate
in this program, BCLC has initiated a number of changes in its approach to online
responsible gambling, including better documentation of processes, policy reviews, and
customer support training. The Responsible Gambling Council is auditing PlayNow.com.
15. GPEB will update its Responsible Gambling Standards to include online gambling on
P/ayNow.com. These standards must be followed by BCLC and all gaming service
providers in British Columbia.

Problem Gambling Support and Treatment Services
16. The Ministry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explore
problematic gambling screening and collaborative care planning for clients with cooccurring issues with the goal of improving the overall continuity of care.
Responsible and Problem Gambling Policy and Research
17. The Ministries of Health and Finance, with BCLC, will be responsible for maintaining a
working group with stakeholders and the Ministry of Education, to continue a dialogue
regarding policy and legislative decisions that involve expansion of gambling, issues
related to the public health risks of gambling, and alignment of policies and practices.
18. The provincial government will develop a standardized package of information outlining
the public health risks of gambling. It will be offered to municipalities to assist decision
makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure that they have a full
understanding of the risks and benefits of expanding gambling in their communities. The
package will include information about problem gambling prevalence, availability of
alcohol, high-risk games, and revenue generated from problem gamblers.
19. Government and BCLC will consider long-term funding of the Centre for Gambling
Research at the University of British Columbia in 2017.
20. GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to determine the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Electronic Gaming Machines.
21. GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to estimate online gambling prevalence and
problem gambling prevalence among online players in British Columbia.
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Briefing Document

DATE PREPARED:

October 4, 2013

TITLE:

Review of British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ISSUE:

To determine if Internal Audit and Advisory Services should proceed with a
review of British Columbia Lottery Corporation.

BACKGROUND:
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is a provincial Crown corporation that
is responsible for operating and managing lottery, casino, commercial, bingo,
community gaming and online gambling in a socially responsible manner on behalf of
the Province. BCLC must balance the need for revenue generation with a commitment
to social responsibility and integrity. The corporation is regulated by the Ministry of
Finance's Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.
There are many gaming products managed by BCLC such as lottery tickets, online
casinos and slot machines in gaming centres. Most of its products are offered through
BCLC's distribution network, which comprises of more than 3,800 lottery retailers, 17
casinos, 19 community gaming centres and 7 commercial bingo halls. While casinos
and community gaming centres in British Columbia are privately owned and operatedi
BCLC owns the equipment and sets the policies and procedures for these facilities. In
addition some products are available directly through BCLC's PlayNow.com website.
As part of its mandate, BCLC delivers net income to the Province which benefits local
and provincial priorities, including health care, education, families, charities and
community projects. In 2012/13, BCLC provided $1.2 billion for the benefit of British
Columbians. BCLC's continued contribution to government revenues is critical to the
success of the Province's fiscal plan.
DISCUSSION:
A review of BCLC would assess the growth of gaming related products and determine
that the risks associated with these products are addressed by BCLC, in particular,
online gaming. The ever -increasing use of internet on smart phones and other devices
has created an opportunity for BCLC to target new markets for gaming. These
opportunities present new risks including integrity of games, personal information and
responsible gaming by its customers.

IMS would assess the effectiveness of initiatives implemented by BCLC to ensure
gaming is offered in a socially responsible fashion in the Province of British Columbia.
IMS would also evaluate BCLC's current $1 00M transformation project as well as other
eGaming initiatives and agreements with other jurisdictions.

(
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The review of BCLC would assess other key areas such as financial performance to
ensure the organization is in line with government directions and priorities, including:
•

Operating and administration costs;

•

Employee compensation; and

•

Cost mitigation strategies.

An alternative option to a review of BCLC could be to have IMS perform a review of
another crown corporation or agency such as WorkSafeBC. This review would include
examining financial performance, governance and information technology practices of
the organization.
A crown review would be expected to begin fieldwork in November 2013 with on-going
communication, and regular updates provided to an Executive Steering Committee of
deputy ministers, chaired by the Deputy Minister, Corporate Initiative, Office of the
Premier. The review team would be comprised primarily of staff from IMS with other
government resources as needed.
It is expected that the draft report summarizing the results of the review will be issued in
April 2014 to the Executive Steering Committee for their review and comment.
As with other crowns, IMS would develop briefings to the minister as well as the
Planning and Priorities Committee and work with Government Communications and
Public Engagement to prepare the media release package.
If a crown review is not desired at this time, !AAS could review ministry program areas
and provide recommendations to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
program areas. IMS would work collaboratively with ministries to identify areas where
savings could be realized as well as supporting their core review process.
OPTIONS:
1.

Conduct a review of BCLC.
►

BCLC is considered the highest priority as it is one of the largest crown
corporations in British Columbia with a net income in 2013 of $1.2 billion.
BCLC's continued contribution to government revenues is key to the
Province's fiscal plan.

►

BCLC's expansion into online gaming provides an opportunity for significant
growth and ensuring risks are addressed appropriately would contribute to its
success.
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2.

3.

Conduct a review of an alternate crown corporation or agency such as
WorkSafeBC.
►

WorkSafeBC has a significant impact on British Columbians through worker
compensation premiums charged to businesses as well as claim costs paid to
individuals ($1.158 and $2.25B, respectively).

►

As WorkSafeBC is self-sustaining, there is no direct impact on the provincial
fiscal plan. However, the long term economic well-being of British Columbia
could be challenged due to rising premiums and claim costs.

Do not conduct a review of a crown corporation or agency at this time and
focus Internal Audit resources on ministry program areas.
►

This activity would contribute to ensuring government is providing its services
in the most efficient and effective manner.

►

It does not meet the mandate identified in the October 3, 2011, Speech from
the Throne to perform reviews of British Columbia Crown corporations and
other agencies.

RECOMMENDATION:
Option 1: Conduct a review of BCLC.

~ N O T APPROVED
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Date
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Abbreviations
AML

Anti-Money Laundering

B2B

Business-to-Business

BC

British Columbia

BCLC

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

BCM

Business Continuity Management

BCP

Business Continuity Plan

BT

Business Technology Division

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CGC

Community Gaming Centre

CIO

Chief Information Officer

Compensation Policy

Crown Corporation Executive
Compensation Policy
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Disaster Recovery Plan
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Analysis Centre of Canada
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Gaming Control Act
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Government's Letter of Expectations

GMS

Gaming Management System

GPEB

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

GSA

GameSense Advisor

HLG

Host Local Government

HR

Human Resources

IAAS

Internal Audit and Advisory Services
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ICBC

Insurance Corporation of British
Columbia

IPS

Information Privacy and Security

IT

Information Technology

OSA

Operational Service Agreement

PG

Problem Gambling

PHO

Provincial Health Officer

PSEC

Public Sector Employer's Council

RG

Responsible Gambling

VLT

Video Lottery Terminal

VP

Vice President

VSE

Voluntary Self-Exclusion
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Executive Summary
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is a Crown
corporation reporting to the Minister of Finance. It provides gaming
entertainment for its patrons and generates net win of
approximately $2.1 billion annually with over 75% of the adult
population participating in some form of gaming, including the
purchase of a lottery ticket, in the past year. One of BCLC's key
measures of success is net win, which is total gaming revenue after
prizes are paid. Since fiscal 2008/09 net win has been relatively
stable with little growth.
BCLC's head office is in Kamloops, with a corporate office in
Vancouver, and employs approximately 900 people. In addition to
the three gaming divisions (lottery, gaming facilities and eGaming),
BCLC also has corporate activities that include marketing and
distribution, finance, human resources and information
technology (IT). These activities are integral in supporting gaming
operations, as well as meeting BCLC's responsibilities as an
employer and Crown corporation.
As part of government's commitment to review Crown corporations,
Internal Audit and Advisory Services (IMS) conducted a review of
BCLC to ensure it is being well managed and adhering to
government's mandate. IMS, working with a Deputy Ministers'
Committee, evaluated BCLC's gaming and financial operations,
organizational governance, forecasting, cost mitigation and IT.
Lotteries

Lottery products include lotto draw games, instant win games and
social games, sold through approximately 3,800 lottery retail
locations. Net win from lotteries has remained stable and accounts
for 21 % of BCLC's total net win.
Overall, BCLC has strong oversight tools to manage lottery
operations and continues to educate and monitor lottery retailers for
compliance with prize payout best practices. The Lottery Division
faces a number of challenges over the coming years to address its
aging technology, as well as its concern about a declining customer
base due to an aging demographic and a younger generation less
interested in playing lottery games. A lottery optimization project
was initiated to provide a long-term business strategy and plan to
address these issues. The project is currently on hold due to other
corporate priorities.
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BCLC has expanded its retail network to include Signature stores,
with the concept to enhance the player experience and attract the
younger generation. Given the significantly higher capital
investment than typical for a kiosk, and with no business case or
formal evaluation criteria, it is difficult to determine if these stores
are achieving their objectives. Results to date indicate minimal
growth in sales over what it replaced.
Both BCLC and the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) conduct oversight of lottery retailers to help ensure that
they meet their contractual and legal requirements. The primary
emphasis of oversight is on prize payout procedures which are
typically tested through secret shopper programs conducted by
both BCLC and GPEB. Over the last two years, BCLC reported
compliance of nearly 90%.
Gaming Facilities

Gaming facilities include 17 casinos, seven commercial bingo halls
and 18 community gaming centres (which offer slot machines and
bingo) all run by service providers. Net win from gaming facilities
grew significantly until fiscal 2008/09 as more facilities were opened
and since that time has stabilized. Currently, 76% of BCLC's net
win is generated in gaming facilities with Host Local Governments
receiving a 10% commission of the net gaming revenue of gaming
facilities in their jurisdictions.
BCLC's relationship with service providers is similar to that of a
franchisee in that franchisees are granted the right to provide
services with controls regarding service standards. Service
providers own or lease the gaming facility and are required to
provide staff, as well as ensure the physical security of the building
and equipment.
BCLC has a 10 year operational service agreement with each
gaming facility service provider. These agreements currently lack
performance standards, such as revenue targets or responsible
gambling requirements, which would improve operational
management and oversight and allow BCLC to better monitor the
service providers' performance.
Gaming facilities received operating and facility commissions
amounting to approximately $630 million in fiscal 2013/14.
Depending on the mix of games offered, the operating commissions
typically range from 25% to 40% of net win. Facility commissions
ranging from 3% to 5% of net win are also paid on eligible
expenditures, to assist in capital investments by the service
providers, in order to provide higher quality facilities and thereby
increase player visits. These project based commissions are
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payable upon substantial completion; however, this practice is not
consistently followed and has resulted in gaming facilities receiving
commissions at earlier stages. It has been nearly 20 years since
the commission structure in British Columbia (BC) was created and
BCLC is currently unable to clearly demonstrate the effectiveness
of the commission structure.
Currently, BCLC does not have a clear set of criteria to differentiate
between a conversion, relocation and a new gaming facility. When
establishing a new facility, BCLC should ensure that a competitive
process is used in keeping with the spirit and intent of government
procurement policy.
BCLC is undergoing the implementation of a new gaming
management system to replace its legacy casino applications at 35
gaming facilities across the province. The project is expected to be
completed by March 2015 at a total cost of $119 million and is
generally progressing in scope, on schedule and under budget.
However, current revenue projections suggest that estimated
benefits will be approximately 32% lower from an initial $515 million
(over the first 10 years) to $352 million, indicating a weakness in
project planning that overstated the revenue projections.
eGaming

eGaming products consist of online lottery games, sports betting,
bingo and other casino games. Over the last five years, eGaming
net win grew from $14.7 million to $58.9 million and accounts for
3% of BCLC's total net win. To date, BCLC has not been able to
accurately forecast its eGaming revenue growth, with actual net win
consistently lower than its forecasted targets.
BCLC is the only legally authorized provider of online gaming, in
BC, which is delivered through its web-based platform
PlayNow.com. Games offered are certified to technical standards
established by GPEB, and validated by a qualified third party
laboratory.
Many online gaming sites are unregulated and players on these
sites are at risk of fraud, cheating or other illegal acts. In 2012, BC
residents spent an estimated $125 million on unregulated online
gaming sites.
BCLC commenced a Business-to-Business arrangement for other
jurisdictions where BCLC provides the gaming platform,
PlayNow.com, and operational support for a fee. Initial estimates
for the Business-to-Business service predicted a level of profitability
that has yet to be attained.
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Responsible
Gambling

Responsible gambling commences with the provision of tools and
information necessary for gamblers to make informed choices.
Problem gambling develops when gambling becomes uncontrolled
and the gambler develops behavioral issues which can negatively
impact their lives, family, friends and place of employment.
The lowest standard prevalence rates of problem gambling tend to
occur in Europe, with intermediate rates in North America and
Australia, and the highest rates in Asia. In Canada, somewhat
higher than average prevalence rates have occurred in New
Brunswick, Alberta and BC. Problem gambling prevalence studies
were done in BC in 2007 and most recently in 2014, in a
forthcoming report, which show a 28% decrease in problem
gamblers, from 4.6% to 3.3% of the total population during that
period.
BCLC is responsible for retail, internet and facilities-based
responsible gambling programs, while GPEB is responsible for
provision of problem gambling services (including counselling and
treatment), responsible gambling initiatives and managing gambling
research.
BCLC has a GameSense program providing responsible play
information and the risks associated with gambling to players.
BCLC also manages a Voluntary Self-Exclusion program where a
person elects to exclude themselves, for a set period of time, from
gambling activity (other than lotteries). Once made, this
commitment cannot be revoked. The effectiveness of the Voluntary
Self-Exclusion program has been challenged in court which found
that the casinos' policies, surveillance and security systems were
appropriate and reasonable.

Gaming
Protection

BCLC is responsible for ensuring service provider and retailer
compliance with legislation. This involves training, conducting
compliance reviews and investigating issues related to federal and
provincial regulations with lottery retailers and gaming operators.
GPEB routinely audits BCLC gaming operations. In most cases,
audits appropriately identified areas requiring improved controls,
although some audit areas and findings were based on BCLC's
policy and procedures, as opposed to a GPEB standard. Despite
continued improvement in retailer compliance, there was no
evidence of a plan to rationalize the number of inspections using a
risk based approach.
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BCLC is required by federal legislation to report any suspicious
transactions, as well as transactions greater than $10,000, on
behalf of service providers, including patron information. BCLC has
implemented a number of anti-money laundering initiatives,
including the increased use of electronic banking methods and
proactively banning known criminals. In order to streamline
reporting and better facilitate expanded federal requirements,
BCLC is also implementing a new anti-money laundering IT
system.
Regulatory
Oversight

Gaming regulation and enforcement is important in ensuring the
integrity of gaming. GPEB, reporting to the Minister of Finance, is
the regulatory body overseeing the activities of BCLC in supporting
the integrity of gaming, and investigating allegations of wrongdoing.
The work that BCLC and GPEB perform in managing and
regulating the gaming industry in BC promotes fairness and game
integrity. Better understanding and agreement of roles and
responsibilities between BCLC and GPEB should increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of both organizations.
The need for improved clarity of the roles has been identified by
government, and BCLC has been directed to work with GPEB to
jointly develop key principles that will inform their respective roles
and responsibilities.
While GPEB has gaming standards, some of them are not
sufficiently detailed and, in some areas, GPEB's work is not
consistently risk based. Having robust policies, standards and
procedures will allow GPEB to operate more efficiently and
effectively.
BCLC conducts reviews of its service providers and lottery retailers
to ensure service standards are met and, while not replacing the
work of the regulator, GPEB could place reliance on the controls
and audit work undertaken by BCLC to ensure the best use of
limited resources.

Governance and
Performance

BCLC receives its direction from government through a
Government's Letter of Expectations, and BCLC's Service Plan has
been consistently aligned with government's priorities. While the
board fulfills its responsibilities by providing strategic direction for
BCLC, there are opportunities for the board and executive to
improve their communication, decision-making and oversight of the
organization.
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BCLC reports its performance using measures in each of its four
corporate goals: Player, People, Public and Profit. Divisions within
BCLC prepare a business plan aligned with these corporate goals;
however, they do not include any performance measures in their
plans to demonstrate performance over time and contribution to the
achievement of the corporate goals.
Information
Technology

BCLC is heavily reliant on IT to help sustain and grow its business
and has invested more than $197 million on IT-related capital
projects over the past five years. The Business Technology
Division effectively supports BCLC's lines of business and their IT
requirements and has made a number of organizational changes to
improve IT services and better align with BCLC business strategies.
Opportunities still exist to enhance the maturity of some of the
business processes; in particular, disaster recovery planning.
BCLC has an organization-wide privacy and information security
function and has recently implemented a number of initiatives to
enhance the security and privacy roles within BCLC. These can be
further strengthened by enhancing incident tracking, data
classification and data ownership, as well as by implementing the
envisioned security and privacy requirements for service providers.
BCLC has reasonable security controls and procedures in place to
ensure confidentiality and integrity of gaming systems and related
data. Various automated tools are also used to monitor the IT
environment for security issues.

Financial
Management

Over the last few years, BCLC operating expenses have increased
faster than net win, primarily as a result of increased salary and
benefit costs. In order to reduce operating costs and meet financial
targets, BCLC plans to reduce operating costs by $20 million in
fiscal 2014/15. At the mid-way point of the 2014/15 fiscal year,
BCLC reports that it is on track to achieve its cost saving targets.
Government directed BCLC to manage their cost of operations to
not exceed a cost ratio of 42.5% of total net win. Using one overall
ratio creates the risk that cost containment is not prioritized as net
win grows. A combination of measures such as divisional cost
ratios, limiting expense types by ratios or fixed amounts could
provide more effective cost containment results.
BCLC uses a project portfolio management approach to manage
current or proposed projects and ensure their alignment with
organizational objectives. The project portfolio management
framework is not standardized across the organization, leading to
inconsistent project management practices within divisions. In
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addition, BCLC compares the actual project cost against the final
approved budget rather than the original baseline budget. This
does not always provide an accurate financial assessment of the
project as the final approved budget may encompass multiple
changes.
BCLC prepares business cases for executive approval for major
organizational or capital projects, including new IT systems.
However, BCLC has not established clear criteria for determining
when a project requires a business case. BCLC acknowledges
deficiencies in its current business case process and is introducing
new templates.
BCLC spends approximately $230 million annually on goods and
services using three types of procurement methods: competitive
bid, direct award and corporate purchasing cards for low dollar
value purchases. BCLC used competitive processes for 88% of its
purchases, with direct awards and corporate purchase cards
accounting for the remaining 12%.
BCLC's procurement policies and procedures generally align with
government's procurement policy and provincial trade agreements.
However, some of BCLC's procurement practices could be
improved by enhancing documentation practices and more clearly
demonstrating value for money in procurement.
BCLC spent approximately $25 million on marketing, advertising
and promotions in fiscal 2013/14. While individual campaigns in
some areas are assessed for their impact, overall BCLC cannot
clearly demonstrate the return on its marketing and advertising
expenditures.
Staffing and
Compensation

Over the last five years, the total number of Full Time Equivalents
has increased by 25% to 919 with total compensation increasing by
43% to $93.1 million in the same period. These increases are
attributed by BCLC to initiatives such as implementing
recommendations from the 2007 Ombudsman's report and merit
increases in pay. BCLC's compensation was found to be generally
comparable with other Crown corporations.
BCLC, in following the new Crown Corporation Executive
Compensation Policy eliminated perquisites and allowances and
the bonus program. For executives, the changes made complied
with this new policy. However, for some of the non-executive
employees, the changes were more generous and contrary to the
intent of the policy.
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BCLC completed a staff restructuring in March 2014 as part of a
larger $20 million cost saving initiative. As a result of the larger
than expected number of employees taking advantage of the early
retirement and severance packages being offered, as well as
involuntary terminations, the cost of the initiative was approximately
$25 million. With better internal planning and coordination, BCLC
could have minimized the costs and staffing impact of this
restructuring exercise.

*

*

*

We would like to thank the management and staff of BCLC, GPEB,
as well as the other stakeholders who participated in and
contributed to this review, for their cooperation and assistance.

Chris D. Brown, CA, CIA
Assistant Deputy Minister
Internal Audit & Advisory Services
Ministry of Finance
December 4, 2014
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Introduction
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is a Crown
corporation reporting to the Minister of Finance. It provides gaming
entertainment for its patrons and revenue for the Province of British
Columbia, through its lottery, gaming facilities and eGaming
divisions.
British Columbia (BC) started selling lottery products in 1974 after
joining the three other western provinces in a partnership called the
Western Canada Lottery Foundation. In 1985, the government
established its own lottery corporation. In 1997, the government
gave BCLC the responsibility to conduct and manage slot machines
and, the following year, BCLC assumed responsibility for all casino
gaming. In 2004, BCLC introduced eGaming through an internet
lottery site called PlayNow.com.
Governed by the Gaming Control Act (GCA), BCLC operates under
the legislative, regulatory and policy framework established by the
Province of British Columbia. Within this framework, BCLC has
been directed to conduct and manage gaming in a socially
responsible manner for the benefit of all British Columbians. The
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is the regulatory
body overseeing the activities of BCLC in supporting the integrity of
gaming, and reports to the Minister of Finance.
Gaming
Operations

BCLC gaming operations includes lottery, gaming facilities
(casinos, community gaming centers (CGC) and bingo halls) and
eGaming. It generates approximately $2.1 billion in annual net win,
with over 75% of the adult population participating in some form of
gaming, including the purchase of a lottery ticket, in the past year.
Net win, which is the total gaming revenue after prizes have been
paid, has been relatively stable since 2008/09. More than half of
this is used to support social programs, health care and education.
BCLC oversees lottery retailers and gaming facility service
providers while directly delivering eGaming. Each of these
business lines is managed through separate divisions in BCLC.
Lottery products include lotto draw games, instant win games and
social games, sold through approximately 3,800 lottery retail
locations. Gaming facilities include 17 casinos (two with
racetracks), seven commercial bingo halls and 18 CGCs (which
offer slot machines and bingo) all run by service providers.
eGaming products consist of online lottery games, sports betting,
bingo and other casino games, such as slots and poker, delivered
through PlayNow.com.
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Protection of
Public and
Gaming Industry

In 2003, government established its Responsible Gambling
Strategy to promote responsible gambling (RG) and effectively
address problem gambling (PG). BCLC believes players and the
public need to have information to make informed choices about
gaming. They have developed a program for RG education, called
GameSense, so players can learn about how games work, their
odds of winning, when to stop and how to recognize PG.
BCLC's Corporate Security & Compliance division protects the
reputation, physical security and information of BCLC and ensures
regulatory compliance through audits and training of lottery retailers
and gaming operators. The division is also directed by government
to take a leadership role in anti-money laundering (AML) initiatives.
Gaming regulation and enforcement is important in ensuring the
integrity of gaming. GPEB has regulatory oversight of BCLC's
operations, the province's horseracing industry and licensed gaming
events. GPEB is responsible for regulating gaming in BC, ensuring
the integrity of gaming industry companies, people and equipment,
and investigating allegations of wrongdoing.

BCLC
Operations

BCLC's head office is in Kamloops, with a corporate office in
Vancouver, and employs approximately 900 people. In addition to
the three gaming divisions (lottery, gaming facilities and eGaming),
BCLC also has corporate activities that include marketing and
distribution, finance, human resources (HR), and information
technology (IT). These activities are integral in supporting gaming
operations, as well as meeting BCLC's responsibilities as an
employer and Crown corporation.
The following chart shows BCLC's board and executive structure.

Lottery Gaming

Casino & Community
Gaming

eGaming

Social Responsibility &
Communications

Corporate Security &
Compliance

Finance & Corporate
Services (CFO)

Business Technology
(CIO)

Human Resources
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Purpose and Objectives
This review examined BCLC's governance framework, operations,
planning and forecasting, and financial performance.
The review evaluated and, as appropriate, made recommendations
relating to the following:
1.

The effectiveness of BCLC's governance framework,
including strategic direction and alignment with government
priorities.

2.

BCLC's operations, including agreements and relationships
with its service providers and lottery retailers and with
GPEB.

3.

BCLC's financial performance, including:
a) operating costs, administrative costs, and employee
compensation and incentive programs;
b) forecasts, to help plan, budget and manage costs;
c) cost mitigation strategies, including the identification of
potential operating efficiencies;
d) revenue generation and profit margins;
e) capital asset management and utilization; in particular,
IT; and
f)

progress and expenditures on BCLC's Gaming
Management System (GMS) project.

4.

The growth of gaming related products for lotteries, gaming
facilities and eGaming in a socially responsible manner.

5.

Examination of other matters that arose over the course of
the review deemed appropriate by the review team.
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Approach
Internal Audit and Advisory Services (IMS) conducted a broad
review of BCLC, working with an Executive Steering Committee.
The approach included:
0

conducting interviews with key management and staff across
BCLC and related stakeholders;

e

reviewing and analyzing legislation and policies;

o

researching comparable information from other relevant
organizations and other jurisdictions;
reviewing and analyzing financial reports and variance
reports; and
reviewing and analyzing key operations, processes and IT
systems.

During the course of the review, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
of BCLC resigned. As a result, the Minister of Finance requested
that IMS conduct a separate review to determine whether the CEO
had been in a potential conflict of interest.
While IMS found that the former CEO had been in a conflict of
interest during the two months prior to the time he left BCLC, no
evidence was found that he or his new employer benefited from the
conflict.
A copy of the full report can be found on the government's website
at: http://www.newsroom.gov.bc.ca/2014/07/report-on-resignationof-former-bc-lottery-corporation-ceo.html
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Overall Conclusion
Gaming operations have been effective in generating a steady
revenue stream for the province; however, there are opportunities
for improvement. BCLC needs a plan to address challenges in the
lottery division with aging equipment and IT systems, and a
declining customer base. BCLC should review the effectiveness of
the service provider commission structure, as well as institute
performance standards that would allow for better monitoring of the
service providers.
The protection of the public and the gaming industry appears
effective, promoting Responsible Gambling, fairness and game
integrity. However, better understanding and agreement of roles
and responsibilities between BCLC and GPEB would increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of both organizations. While BCLC
conducts reviews of its service providers and lottery retailers, this
does not replace the work of the regulator. GPEB could improve by
having more robust policies and standards, and taking a risk based
approach.
Overall BCLC's operations are aligned with government's priorities
although there are opportunities for the board and executive to
improve their communication, decision-making and oversight of the
organization. BCLC could also improve the rigour in strategic and
business planning to ensure that initiatives such as staff
restructuring as well as capital and operating projects, receive the
scrutiny required. In keeping with government's cost containment
priority, BCLC should demonstrate greater value for money in
procurement and develop a comprehensive framework of cost
containment measures, such as divisional cost ratios, limiting
expense types by ratios or fixed amounts, to provide more effective
results.
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1.0

Gaming Operations

1.1

Overview of Gaming Revenue
Of the $2.1 billion BCLC generated in net win in fiscal 2013/14,
46% was paid to service providers for commissions and fees, and
BCLC operations. local governments that host casinos or CGCs
received a percentage (4%) of net win generated by facilities in
their community. These funds can be used for any purpose that
benefits that community. The remaining 50% ($1.1 billion) was
primarily used to support social programs, healthcare and
education.
BCLC's fiscal 2013/2014 net win was distributed as follows:

BClC Net Win (Millions)
Host Local
Governments,__
$86.9 (4%)
·

Other,
_...-$48.5 (2%)

Charities and _-:;:i
community
organizations,
$135.0 (6%)

Source: Data from BCLC Annual Service Plan Report 2013/14
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Jurisdictional
Comparison

As shown in the following chart, BC was above the national per
capita average revenue of $524 in fiscal 2012/13. Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba significantly exceeded the national
average in part because they permit video lottery terminals (VL Ts).
A VLT refers to a slot-type machine used in licensed premises
outside of traditional gaming facilities. BC and Ontario currently do
not permit the use of VL Ts.

Fiscal 2012/13 Gaming Revenue per Capita (18+)
$1,000
_,.Average
total
gaming
revenue

$900
$800
$700

~ $600

8

$500

Iii VLT

revenue

$400
$300
$200

lllAII other
gaming
revenue

$100

$BC

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC

NB

NS

PE

NL

Province
Source: Data from Canadian Gambling Digest 2012/13
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Net Win

One of BCLC's key measures of success is net win, which is total
gaming revenue after prizes are paid. In fiscal 2013/14, 76% of
BCLC's net win was generated in gaming facilities. The following
graph shows that net win from gaming facilities grew significantly
until fiscal 2008/09 as more facilities were opened. Since that time,
net win has stabilized. Net win from lotteries has remained stable
and, in fiscal 2013/14, accounted for 21 % of BCLC's total net win.
Net win from eGaming has grown; however, early projections have
not been realized. In fiscal 2013/14, eGaming accounted for 3% of
BCLC's total net win.
Operational Division Net Win
$2,000
$1,800
"'"'-Gaming
Facilities

$1,600
$1,400
~ $1,200
0

~ $1,000 ·+·--,~fi"'---------·····-·--··--··-·---------------- ~-Lottery
~

c:

$800
$600 +-·--·-------·-··-··---

-1~•~•~--...."-•~~~~,,.,~-·

$400 .i.
$200
$-

10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14
Fiscal Year

Source: Data from BCLC
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1.2

Lotteries
BCLC has a wide variety of lottery products including:
•

Lotto draw games: Lotto 6/49, BC/49, Extra, Lotto Max and
Poker Lotto;
Instant win games: Scratch and Win, pull tabs, Set for Life;
and
Social games: Keno, Sports Action, Pacific Hold'em and
BC 50/50.

These lottery products generate over $1 billion in sales each year.
Some lotto games are national (Lotto 6/49, Lotto Max) and
coordinated by the lnterprovincial Lottery Corporation of which
BCLC is a member.
Overall, BCLC has strong oversight tools to manage lottery
operations and continues to educate and monitor lottery retailers for
compliance with prize payout best practices. BCLC faces a number
of challenges over the coming years to address its aging eciuipment
and IT systems, as well as its concern about a declining customer
base due to an aging demographic and a younger generation less
interested in playing lottery games.
Provincial
Comparisons

The lottery market across Canada is considered mature with
revenues remaining relatively flat over the past five years.
However, BC is faring better than other provinces, growing slightly
while other provinces have declined.
The table below shows that BC has a lottery outlet for every 973
adults and generates the third highest lottery revenue per capita
across Canada.

People/lottery
outlet
Lottery revenue/
capita (18+):

973

1,148

986

1,082

1,087

769

701

740

673

450

$135

$ 130

$114

$109

$139

$129

$ 119

$ 119

$124

$ 215

Source: Data from Canadian Gambling Digest 2012/13
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Locations

BCLC delivers its lottery products to customers through a network
of approximately 3,800 locations across the province:
1.

Retail outlets such as gas stations, convenience, grocery
and drug stores (71 %);

2.

Hospitality such as bars and pubs (24%); and

3.

Kiosks and stores leased and maintained by BCLC but
operated by independent contractors (5%).

Retailers receive a standard commission of 5% and, depending on
the volume of sales, may receive performance triggered incentive
bonuses.
In 2012, BCLC opened its first Lotto signature store, and opened a
second store in 2014. The concept of these stores is to enhance
the player experience and attract the younger generation.
Signature stores require a significantly higher capital investment
than typical under the kiosk network. There was no business case
done to establish the need for these stores and, without formal
evaluation criteria, it is difficult to determine if these stores are
achieving their objectives. Analysis of the 2012 store results to
date indicates minimal growth in sales over what it replaced.
With the addition of stores, BCLC's kiosk program now has a
broader range of leasing, set-up and maintenance costs. BCLC
has no formal guidelines on the extent of the targeted costs or
revenue per outlet. This creates the risk that the increased cost of
new outlets will outstrip the related benefit.

Recommendation
<1 )

New Retailers

BCLC should establish critical success factors for its
lottery retailers in order to evaluate performance and report
on results.

Retailers must be registered with BCLC before they are authorized
to sell lottery products. Once registered, all employees selling
lottery are expected to take online training within 60 days of being
hired.
After BCLC performs a background check of a potential lottery
retailer, GPEB conducts a criminal record check before approving
the registration. BCLC and GPEB use separate databases in
managing registrations which creates inefficiencies.
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Retailer registration lasts for three years after which retailers must
renew it by undergoing another criminal record check. The
registration and renewal process appears excessive when
compared with the lack of significant issues being identified and the
GCA requirement of a five year renewal period.
Retailer
Oversight

Both BCLC and GPEB conduct oversight of lottery retailers to help
ensure that they meet their contractual and legal requirements.
The primary emphasis of oversight is on prize payout procedures
which are typically tested through secret shopper programs
conducted by both BCLC and GPEB.
In 2007, the BC Ombudsman conducted a review of BCLC's prize
payout procedures, and issued a report containing
recommendations to strengthen its practices and improve the
integrity with which lottery is conducted and managed in the
province. In general, BCLC has addressed the concerns raised in
the Ombudsman's report and continues to educate and monitor
lottery retailers for compliance with prize payout best practices.
Over the six years since the Ombudsman report, retailers have
shown continued improvement in following the prescribed prize
payout procedures. Over the last two years, compliance reported
by BCLC was nearly 90%.
Every retailer selling lottery products has a check-a-ticket terminal
so that lottery customers can self-check their tickets to learn the
results. When the retailer validates a customer's ticket, the lottery
monitor displays whether that ticket is a winner, what amount was
won, and plays a jingle.
For prize claims over $1,000, BCLC creates a winner's record. For
wins over $3,000, BCLC takes steps to establish that the person
claiming the win is the legitimate owner of the ticket before paying
out the prize.
Lottery retail employees are not permitted to purchase lottery
products at their place of work. Retailers are required to keep
BCLC informed of all employees selling lottery products; not only to
track whether employees have taken the required training, but also
to enable BCLC to monitor retailer wins.
Other oversight includes testing whether retailers are selling lottery
products to minors. GPEB uses minors to attempt to purchase
lottery products from retailers. In a recent test, 40% of the retailers
sold lottery products to a minor. In these instances, GPEB issued a
warning or a violation ticket of $288.
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Complaint
Handling

BCLC has both a retailer and a consumer complaint hotline where
they document customer concerns. The retailer hotline helps
retailers resolve equipment issues, report product theft and major
wins. Similarly, the consumer complaint hotline addresses
concerns raised by players. Calls are logged, and if necessary,
assigned to the appropriate department for follow-up and
resolution.

IT Environment

BCLC uses several systems to support lottery operations. The
Lottery Central System is the key application used to sell and
redeem lottery products. Other lottery systems are also used to
provide customer relationship management, payment processing
and financial services.
Overall, key security controls and procedures are in place to ensure
confidentiality and integrity of the lottery systems and related data.
Various automated tools are also used to monitor the Lottery IT
environment for security issues.
Lottery systems have periodically been reviewed by BCLC Internal
Audit, as well as by independent parties such as GPEB and
external auditors. Opportunities to enhance the system controls
have been identified over time and have been addressed by BCLC.
The Lottery Central System and other lottery supporting
applications represent the majority of BCLC legacy systems.
Although the lottery operations are primarily supported by aging
systems, the related technology is stable with minimal unscheduled
system downtime in the past three years.

Looking Ahead

Given the age of the core lottery systems, BCLC faces issues
associated with a lack of flexibility to accommodate new business
requirements and in some cases, progressively higher upgrade
costs. BCLC owns all lottery terminals and these are expected to
reach the end of their useful life within the next three to five years.
BCLC recognizes the issues associated with aging technology and
initiated a Lottery Optimization project to provide a long-term
business strategy for lottery operations, including a plan for the
replacement of legacy systems. The Lottery Optimization project is
currently on hold due to other corporate priorities.
These issues, combined with concerns over a declining player
base, indicate that significant challenges exist in going forward.
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1.3

Gaming Facilities
BCLC is currently responsible for 42 gaming facilities comprised of
17 casinos offering table games and slot machines, 18 CGCs and
seven commercial bingo halls. Across BC, gaming facilities host
more than 870 table games and 12,500 slot machines.
BCLC owns all gaming products and equipment used in gaming
facilities including slot machines, table games, shufflers, cards,
chips, etc. All gaming supplies and equipment used in gaming are
pre-approved by GPEB and maintained by BCLC in accordance
with the GCA and regulations.

Types of Player

Encore Rewards is BCLC's player loyalty program, collecting data
primarily through slot machine use for projection and analysis of the
player base. In fiscal 2013/14, an estimated 12.3% of BCLC's
gaming facility patrons were active Encore members.
BCLC categorizes its estimated 2.1 million gaming patrons into four
segments - casual, light, moderate and core, depending on the
average number of visits per year. BCLC estimates that more than
$60 million in net win is generated by 45 high net-worth players.
BCLC is focussing on growing casual and light player segments in
order to increase the number of player visits through marketing
campaigns and promoting gaming facilities as entertainment
destinations. The following table shows segmented player data
acquired through the approximately 260,000 Encore members,
extrapolated by BCLC to the entire gaming population for fiscal
2013/14.
Player Segment:

Average visits per year

% of Players
% of Gaming Facility Revenue

Casual

Light

Moderate

Core

2

12

52

104

75.8%

18.2%

3.8%

2.2%

2.0%

6.0%

16.4%

75.6%

Source: Data from BCLC.
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Gaming Mix

BC gaming facilities offer a variety of games including slot
machines, table games, bingo and poker. The following graph
demonstrates the change in contribution of each game type to the
division's net win since fiscal 2005/06. The overall net win trend
demonstrates a small growth in slots and table games over time,
and a steady decrease in bingo due to a declining player base.

Change in Net Win Contribution by Game Type
from 2005/06 to 2013/14
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Source: Win By Game Type from BCLC's 5 year Pro-forma statements

Service Provider
Oversight

BCLC's relationship with service providers is similar to that of a
franchisee, in that franchisees are granted the right to provide
services with controls regarding service standards. Service
providers own or lease the gaming facility and are required to
provide staff as well as ensure the physical security of the building
and equipment.
BCLC facilitates regular planning sessions with individual service
providers in order to align business strategies and share business
and marketing plans.
BCLC enters into Operational Service Agreements (OSA) with
service providers to establish operational services at their gaming
facility.
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OSAs are typically for 10 years with an option to extend the
agreement in 10 year increments, with BCLC approval. If a service
provider does not fulfil their agreement, BCLC can appoint itself or
a third party to operate the facility until a solution is found. There
have not been any instances where a renewal was denied or a
replacement operator was appointed.
BCLC monitors the performance of gaming facilities through
financial and compliance measures, as well as on-site relationship
management, but does not have performance standards, such as
requiring revenue targets or RG goals, in their OSAs.
BCLC recognises that the existing OSAs do not facilitate effective
operational management of gaming facilities and, in 2014, BCLC
established a cross-functional working group to improve them.
BCLC is also in the early stages of developing risk management
agreements to monitor the financial viability of service providers.
As OSAs are renewed, risk management agreements are expected
to be implemented to help address BCLC's risk in the event that
service providers encounter financial difficulty.

Recommendation
<2l

Operating
Commissions

BCLC should ensure that agreements with service
providers include comprehensive performance standards.

In 1997, government introduced the service provider payment and
operating framework, currently administered by BCLC. Service
provider operating commissions are based on the types of games
offered and include:
•

25% of slot machine and electronic games net win;

•

40% of the casino games net win, less 1% to reimburse
BCLC for gaming equipment and gaming supplies; and
60% of bingo revenue (after prizes are paid) on the first
$20,000; 40% of the next $60,000; and 25% on revenue
over $80,000 per week.

Facility
Development
Commissions

In addition to operating commissions, service providers can also
earn commissions of 3 to 5% of net win for capital projects and
ongoing site development. This is intended to encourage capital
investment that results in higher quality facilities which attract a
broader player base. Eligible expenditures include land, building
and improvements. Non-gaming related expenses such as
planning submission costs, staff facilities and equipment are
excluded.
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OSAs outline the commission entitlement, and are generally
consistent across similar-type facilities. Two agreements reviewed
have alternate development commission structures, but still result
in a similar net distribution as the other service providers.
Project-based commissions are payable to the service provider
upon substantial completion of the project up to the lesser of the
amount earned, or the cost of the project. BCLC has not
consistently followed its policy in the administration of these
commissions. For example:
@

BCLC released commissions to service providers on receipt
of individual expenses rather than on substantial completion
of the whole project; and
one gaming facility received commissions in advance of
earning them.

In a separate instance, a gaming facility was permitted to accrue
commissions on a project at an earlier stage than usual. The
service provider will receive these commissions when construction
begins, rather than upon substantial completion. BCLC advises
that this was necessary to assist in the financing of high
construction costs unique to the project.
While the intent of these commissions is to increase clientele and
encourage an improved return, BCLC has not conducted a
comprehensive analysis to determine how effective they have
been.
Industry reports suggest that gaming industry profits exceed other
hospitality industries in Canada. BC is the only province delivering
gaming exclusively through contracted service providers, making
the comparison to other provinces a challenge. It has been nearly
20 years since the commission structure in BC was created and
BCLC, at this time, is unable to clearly demonstrate the
effectiveness of the commission structure.

Recommendation
<3)

Gaming
Equipment and
Inventory

BCLC and the Ministry of Finance should conduct a review
of service provider commissions for gaming facilities to
ensure an appropriate and effective structure.

BCLC owns more than 12,500 slot machines which have proven to
be very profitable, with a full return on investment to BCLC after an
average of four months of use and an expected lifespan of eight
years.
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BCLC slot machine inventory is comprised of 79 different platforms
from eight unique vendors. A platform is the internal mechanism of
a slot machine with a unique combination of hardware, software
and operating system.
Having a large quantity of platforms has resulted in increased
inventory, training and maintenance costs. BCLC has not explored
potential cost containment opportunities available through the
reduction of vendors and platforms.
BCLC's inventory management system is unable to track current
parts levels at gaming facilities. In fiscal 2013/14, BCLC wrote off
obsolete slot machine parts inventory at BCLC and gaming facilities
of approximately $3.9 million.

Recommendations

Locations

<4l

BCLC should explore potential cost containment
opportunities available through the reduction of vendors
and platforms.

(51

BCLC should evaluate options to improve inventory
management systems.

Historically, the Province of BC contracted with service providers to
operate charitable gaming facilities. In 1998, BCLC assumed
responsibility for these contracts.
Since 2003, the number of gaming facilities has decreased by nine,
primarily through the conversion and consolidation of bingo halls to
CGCs. The following graph illustrates the number of facilities by
type over the past 11 years.
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BCLC has considered the changes in gaming facilities to be
conversions or relocations and has given existing service providers
the first right of refusal. Given that all but one of the changes have
been within the same player area, and due to the relationship
between service providers and their players, this generally appears
reasonable.
Currently, BCLC does not have a clear set of criteria to differentiate
between a conversion, a relocation and a new gaming facility.
When establishing a new facility, BCLC should ensure that a
competitive process is used in keeping with the spirit and intent of
government procurement policy.

Recommendation
(6)

Host Local
Government

BCLC should develop a clear set of criteria for gaming
facility procurement.

Before establishing a facility in an area, BCLC uses a
comprehensive process to ensure compliance with the legislation
including Host Local Government (HLG) consultations and service
provider business planning. HLG casino and gaming approval
processes vary across the province, with some local governments
having strict caps on the quantity of games.
Through an agreement between a HLG and the Province of BC,
HLGs are provided with a 10% commission of the net gaming
revenue of the gaming facilities in their jurisdictions. Net gaming
revenue is the net win of the hosted facility less BCLC's
proportionate costs and service provider commissions.
Distributions to HLGs across BC over the past five years were
approximately $418 million. In 2014, 31 of BC's local governments
received gaming commissions totalling $86.9 million, ranging from
$223,000 to $17.3 million.

IT Environment

BCLC has multiple systems that manage casino operations, some
of which are legacy systems with limited vendor support. This
situation prompted BCLC to conduct an external benchmarking
initiative in 2008 to determine whether these casino systems would
continue to meet industry standards and support BCLC's future
business needs. The assessment concluded that the legacy
systems were at their end of life due to their increasing
maintenance costs, inability to expand their product portfolio and a
lack of vendor support.
In late 2009, BCLC conducted a joint competitive process with
Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation to select a new gaming
management system (GMS) for both organizations. The system
selected is expected to provide increased functionality and a better
gaming experience for BCLC customers.
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BCLC is currently in the last fiscal year of the GMS implementation
project which will replace the legacy casino systems in 35 gaming
facilities in the province. As most of the major sites have already
been converted, approximately 84% of the electronic gaming
machines are now operating in the GMS environment.
Overall, reasonable security controls and procedures are in place to
ensure data confidentiality and integrity of the casino systems,
including the transition to the new GMS system.
Casino applications, including GMS have been periodically
reviewed by BCLC's Internal Audit and Information Privacy and
Security (IPS) departments, as well as by independent third parties
such as GPEB, and external auditors. The GMS and related
systems are stable with minimal unscheduled system downtime
since its implementation.
GMS Project
Management

The GMS project is a multi-year initiative that began in May 2012
and is scheduled to be completed by March 2015.
The transition to GMS involves replacing the software and
infrastructure that operates slot machines and monitors table
games at 35 gaming facilities across the province.
Overall, the GMS implementation has followed reasonable steps to
support an effective implementation and meet time and budget
commitments. The project is generally progressing in scope, on
schedule and under budget. However, current revenue projections
suggest that initially estimated benefits will be approximately 32%
lower from an initial $515 million (over the first 10 years) to
$352 million.

GMS Benefits

The GMS business case identified increased revenue from new
marketing and business intelligence capabilities that intended to
increase annual revenues in casino operations by $64 million when
fully implemented and utilized. In September 2012, BCLC revised
its business case to reflect more current assumptions. Among
these assumptions was incorporating the impact of the delayed rollout of the campaign and marketing components on the
implementation.
In December 2013, BCLC reassessed these key revenue
assumptions and concluded that they were overstated. The impact
of delayed implementation of project milestones, along with the
changes to key assumptions, has reduced the projected benefits by
$163 million from the initial business case projection. This
reduction is due to a decrease in revenue assumptions of
$106 million, indicating a weakness in project planning, with the
remaining $57 million a result of a delay in implementing campaign
and marketing components.
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BCLC established a formal risk management process in order to
identify, monitor and mitigate GMS project risks. These risks were
regularly reassessed for their likelihood and impact and newly
emerging risks were added to the risk register, when identified.
The risk register formed part of the monthly project meetings and
BCLC Internal Audit maintained oversight of risk management
decisions through attendance at these meetings. GPEB added
oversight by visiting converted gaming facilities to solicit feedback
and otherwise keep informed about potential implementation
concerns.
Timelines, Scope
and Budget

The GMS project is divided into two phases of implementation.
Phase 1 delivers system infrastructure upgrades with the core
operational capabilities. Phase 2 includes campaign and marketing
management software, as well as enhanced RG features which will
allow players to manage their own accounts and set personal limits
for spending and time on device.
While the initial rollout of the project started later than planned,
BCLC reconfigured the overall project implementation schedule to
finish on time. To date, there have been no significant scope
reductions that would impact the strategic objectives of the project.
The total implementation cost of the GMS project is budgeted at
$124 million (plus a $16 million contingency fund). The project is
estimated to finish at $119 million. Savings are as a result of
efficiencies achieved in infrastructure costs through better server
utilization, as well as efficiencies gained from reduced professional
and contractor fees.
After some of the initial site conversions, BCLC implementation
teams assessed the lessons learned in an effort to improve
subsequent implementations. A final post-implementation review of
the project is planned at the completion of the project, but it is
unclear whether a detailed benefits realization will form part of this
review.

Recommendation
<7>

BCLC should conduct a comprehensive postimplementation review of the GMS project that includes
benefits realization.
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1.4

eGaming
BCLC is the only legally authorized provider of online gaming in
BC, which is delivered through its web-based platform
PlayNow.com. In delivering eGaming, BCLC partners with
developers and network-hosting contractors. The software
suppliers are compensated through fixed or variable fees, or a
combination of the two.
Many online gaming sites are unregulated and players on these
sites are at risk of fraud, cheating or other illegal acts. In 2012, BC
residents spent an estimated $125 million on unregulated online
gaming sites.
Games offered on PlayNow.com are certified to technical standards
established by GPEB and validated by a qualified third party
laboratory. Regulating the market helps ensure that games are
played fairly, paid out as promised, and that gaming is not used for
money laundering and other illegal purposes. It also restricts
underage gamblers, ensures people with gambling problems have
access to tools that limit their deposits, bets, overall play, or
exclude themselves entirely.
To access PlayNow.com, players must be BC residents 19 years of
age, or older. Players must be registered with PlayNow.com, and
be physically located in BC at the time of play. This is in contrast to
other regulated gaming activities (lottery, gaming facilities) where
players do not have to be a BC resident.
In July 2010, the system was temporarily shut down when BCLC
determined that 134 player accounts were not properly protected.
The problem was resolved and the Privacy Commissioner
concluded that BCLC had taken reasonable steps in response to
the breach.
Today, PlayNow.com has a selection of nearly 100 games including
free games (played without wagering) for Casino and Poker, as well
as offering Keno, Lottery, Sports and Bingo products.

Performance

Over the last five years, eGaming net win grew from $14.7 million
to $58.9 million. After the first full year of operation, fiscal 2005/06,
PlayNow.com had nearly 30,000 registered users, and by the end
of 2013/14 had over 293,000 accounts. eGaming's growth is
attributed to continued expansion of its casino and poker portfolios,
and enhancements to sports betting and mobile gaming.
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To date, BCLC has not been able to accurately forecast its
eGaming revenue growth with actual net win consistently lower
than its forecasted targets, as shown in the graph below:
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In fiscal 2013/14, the eGaming division adopted a zero-based budget
methodology which, along with their experience over the last few
years, is intended to produce more accurate revenue forecasts. In
fiscal 2013/14, the majority of eGaming revenues came from casino
games (48%), and Lotto (20%).
BCLC commenced a Business-to-Business (82B) arrangement for
other jurisdictions where BCLC provides the gaming platform,
PlayNow.com, and operational support for a fee. Initial estimates for
the 828 service predicted a level of profitability that has yet to be
attained.
IT Environment

In delivering the current suite of games available, BCLC
collaborates with several third party entities to support specific
aspects of eGaming services. Some of the services include virtual
slot games, ePoker system services and eSports games for odds
setting, settlement and monitoring.
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Overall, reasonable security controls and procedures are in place to
ensure data integrity and confidentiality of the eGaming systems
and related data. As a result of this review, BCLC is implementing
additional controls for eGaming systems, which are expected to be
completed by March 2015.
eGaming applications have been subject to periodic reviews
conducted by BCLC Internal Audit and IPS, as well as by
independent parties such as GPEB and external auditors.
Opportunities to enhance the system controls were identified over
time and have generally been addressed by BCLC.
As required by the GCA, any new gaming systems (or existing ones
subject to changes) must receive a Certificate of Technical Integrity
from GPEB before being permitted to operate in the live
environment. eGaming technology has been reasonably stable
with minimal unscheduled downtime during the past three years.
Looking Ahead

BCLC has identified a number of opportunities within eGaming that
includes expanding betting options and increasing the accessibility
of products.
Novelty betting (a bet which includes a selection for a novelty
and/or non-sport/non-racing event such as a song contest, election
results, etc.) has recently received approval and once implemented,
will be added to the list of betting options.
Currently, federal legislation requires sports betting to be on a
minimum of two sporting events. BCLC estimates that this
requirement amounts to approximately $20 million a year in lost
revenue. There is currently a federal bill seeking to change this law
and allow single event sport betting.
BCLC plans to pilot sports betting through PlayNow.com at select
gaming facilities at the end of 2014, in an effort to attract a broader
player base and drive revenue growth. This initiative will be
assessed by BCLC for potential broader implementation.
To improve the accessibility of gaming products, BCLC also plans
to develop a new mobile lottery application that will offer more
attractive features than currently available.
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2.0

Protection of Public and Gaming Industry

2.1

Responsible Gambling
The RG team at BCLC is responsible for education, compliance
and program development. Gaming divisions are expected to
consider RG implications in the development of their products.
RG commences with the provision of tools and information
necessary for gamblers to make informed choices. Combining RG
education, information about the games, and the risks associated
with gambling allows adults to make educated decisions about their
play.
PG develops when gambling becomes uncontrolled and the
gambler develops behavioral issues which can negatively impact
their lives, family, friends and place of employment. There are free,
confidential, province-wide counselling and treatment services
available through GPEB for problem gamblers and their families
who seek help.
In October 2013, the Provincial Health Officer's (PHO) annual
report "Lower the Stakes - A Public Health Approach to Gambling
in British Columbia" was released. The report examined gambling
trends in BC from a public health perspective and included 17
recommendations directed at the Ministries of Finance, Health, and
Education to address PG from a public health perspective.
A cross-ministry working group, with representation from BCLC, is
developing the government's Plan for Public Health and Gambling.
Development of the plan is considering the PHO recommendations,
findings from a forthcoming 2014 BC Problem Gambling
Prevalence Study, other relevant research, and government
policies related to the delivery of services in the education, health,
and gaming sectors.

Roles and
Responsibilities

The Government's Letter of Expectations (GLE) directs BCLC to
"Operate the gaming business within the social policy framework
established by Government. .. ". This framework is not described in
legislation, nor formally documented. It consists of a combination
of legislation (e.g., GCA, Canada's Criminal Code), and Minister's
or GPEB directives and strategies (e.g., BC's Responsible
Gambling Strategy), that pertain to RG and PG.
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GPEB, with input from BCLC, developed BC's Responsible
Gambling Strategy which outlines key responsibilities:
•

BCLC is responsible for the conduct and management of
gaming in BC, which includes retail, internet and facilitiesbased RG programs.
GPEB is responsible for provision of PG services (including
counselling and treatment), RG initiatives and managing
gambling research.

The strategy includes a three-year plan which details goals and
initiatives, and assigns responsibilities. However, the plan expired
at the end of fiscal 2013/14 and is currently being updated.
Corporate
Culture

A RG culture is important to BCLC and, as such, it has a number of
initiatives to promote RG, for example:
•

developing and implementing RG programming;

•

funding research on the social and behavioural aspects of
gambling;
managing operations for staffed and self-serve GameSense
Information Centres; and

•

managing a voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program.

Corporate Social Responsibility Assessments are expected to be
done on all new products prior to market release. In 2014, two
products went to market without having these assessments
completed, creating the risk that RG standards were not complied
with. In these instances, BCLC determined retroactively that these
products met the requirements.
Game Sense

GameSense is a BCLC program combining responsible play
information with information about the risks associated with
gambling.
GameSense is available at all gaming facilities and lottery retailers,
and online. The key objective is to provide people with the tools
that they need to make informed choices on how to play
responsibly. GameSense makes information available to players,
including the odds of different games, the difference between
games of chance and skill, commonly held myths about gambling,
and tips for playing responsibly.
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GameSense Advisors (GSA) staff the centres in casinos to provide
personalized education on responsible play strategies. In fiscal
2013/14, GSAs recorded 54,656 interactions with players about
RG. This represents an increase of 24% over the previous year,
and BCLC advises that this was due to an increased awareness of
the program.
Voluntary SelfExclusion

In 1998, BCLC implemented its VSE program, where a person
voluntarily elects to exclude themselves from gambling activity
(other than lotteries). They may self-exclude for a period of six
months to three years and, once made, this commitment cannot be
revoked. Over the last three years, there has been an average of
between 8,000 and 8,500 individuals enrolled in the VSE program
at any one time.
To assist individuals that have signed up for the VSE program,
BCLC and its service providers in gaming facilities use tools to
identify the self-excluded individuals such as license plate
scanning, facial recognition software and randomly checking
identification as players enter facilities or while playing, should they
manage to enter a venue and begin playing.
The VSE program does not provide a guarantee that a selfexcluded individual will be identified and removed from a gaming
facility. During 2013, staff at gaming facilities detected 5,876
violations with the majority of violations occurring in the five lower
mainland casinos.
The effectiveness of the VSE program has been challenged in court
and it was found that the casinos' policies, surveillance and security
systems were appropriate and reasonable.
In 2010, the provincial legislature made changes to the GCA that
allowed BCLC to withhold jackpots from VSE program participants.
This has subsequently been upheld by the courts. Withheld
jackpots are used to fund research into PG behaviours.
The VSE program has demonstrated some inconsistency in its
implementation between gaming facilities and eGaming. When a
player completes the VSE registration at a gaming facility, they are
prohibited from entering all facilities and their PlayNow.com
account is suspended for the self-exclusion period.
However, if the VSE registration is initiated through PlayNow.com,
the individual is still permitted to enter a gaming facility, gamble and
collect their winnings.
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Recommendation
(8l

Prevalence of
Problem
Gambling

BCLC should ensure a consistent approach to
administering the VSE program across gaming facilities
and eGaming.

Between 1975 and 2012, there were over 200 studies done around
the world that involved jurisdiction-wide adult prevalence surveys of
PG. These results were standardized in 2012 in a report for the
Ontario Gambling Research Centre, enabling comparisons
between jurisdictions, as well as within the same jurisdiction over
time.
According to this report, the lowest standardized prevalence rates
of PG tend to occur in Europe, with intermediate rates in North
America and Australia, and the highest rates in Asia.
In Canada, Quebec and Prince Edward Island have consistently
low rates, while somewhat higher than average rates have occurred
in Alberta, New Brunswick and BC.
In BC, PG prevalence studies were done in 2007 and most recently
in 2014 in a forthcoming report. As described in the following table,
the results of these two studies show that the prevalence of
problem gamblers, as a percentage of the total population, has
decreased by 28% from 2007 to 2014.

Year

Moderate Problem
Gambling
Prevalence

Severe Problem
Gambling
Prevalence

Total Prevalence
of Problem
Gamblers

2007

3.7%

0.9%

4.6%

2014

2.6%

0.7%

3.3%

Source: 2007 and 2014 BC Problem Gambling Prevalence Studies

Social
Responsibility
Metrics

BCLC determines the effectiveness of its RG efforts by tracking
indicators in three areas: Player, People, Public. BCLC released its
first separate Social Responsibility Report in 2013/14. Current
performance measures include the following:
•

employees who understand what social responsibility means
to BCLC;

•

number of stakeholder engagement sessions; and

•

achieving re-certification at Level 4 of the World Lottery
Association (WLA) Responsible Gambling framework. (This
is the highest level of WLA certification).
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These performance measures are somewhat limited and on their
own are not sufficient to assess and demonstrate the effectiveness
of the social responsibility program. More performance measures
that are outcome based (e.g., prevalence rate) would be better
indicators of program effectiveness.

Recommendation
(9)

BCLC should develop outcome based performance
measures for responsible gambling.
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2.2

Gaming Protection
BCLC is responsible for ensuring service provider and retailer
compliance with the GCA, the federal Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, and the related reporting
requirements. This involves training, monitoring and investigating
issues related to federal and provincial regulations with lottery
retailers and gaming operators.

BCLC
Compliance
Investigations

BCLC conducts compliance reviews and investigations of its
service providers and lottery retailers. This work includes:
$

confirming compliance with BCLC policies and procedures,
reviewing controls, and investigating customer complaints
and criminal events in all gaming operations;
supporting, training and ensuring BCLC and service provider
compliance with provincial and federal legislated reporting;
supporting the casino security information system that
manages incident reporting; and

•

overseeing the VSE program in gaming facilities.

Provincial legislation requires that BCLC and service providers
report to GPEB any incident or activity that may be criminal, and/or
contrary to the GCA. In fiscal 2013/14, BCLC and service providers
reported approximately 17,000 incidents of which most were
classified in three categories:

GPEB Audits
and Investigations

1.

banned patrons;

2.

potential criminal event; or

3.

assistance to GPEB, police or other agencies.

GPEB routinely audits BCLC gaming operations as part of its role in
ensuring the integrity of gaming in BC. Gaming facilities, eGaming
and lottery retailers receive regular compliance reviews to ensure
that gaming in the province is conducted in accordance with
gaming legislation, directives, policies, and procedures.
In most cases, GPEB's casino and eGaming audits appropriately
identified areas requiring improved controls, although some audit
areas and findings were based on BCLC's policies and procedures,
as opposed to a GPEB standard.
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Lottery retailer inspections included interviews regarding theft and
fraud, and concerns about sales to minors. Despite continued
improvement in retailer compliance, there was no evidence of a
plan to rationalize the number of inspections based on a lower risk
factor.
GPEB Investigators have Special Provincial Constable status which
permits them greater access to law enforcement resources. GPEB
reviews incident files received from various sources, including
service providers, retailers, BCLC, police and the public.
Approximately 40% of incidents are related to violations of the VSE
program. Of the non-VSE incidents, 36% of files were retained for
evidence in related police or intelligence files, more than 30% could
not be resolved due to insufficient information, and 1.1 % of the
cases investigated by GPEB resulted in a charge under the
Criminal Code or GCA.
Anti-Money
Laundering

Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC) is a federal independent agency established to operate
within the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act. Fl NT RAC is responsible to aid in the detection of
money laundering and terrorist activity in the Canadian financial
system, including BC gaming facilities.
FINTRAC requires BCLC to report any suspicious transactions as
well as individual or cumulative financial transactions greater than
$10,000 on behalf of service providers, including information
regarding patron identity and their source of wealth, or the origin of
their funds.
In fiscal 2013/14, BCLC reported approximately 86,000 large cash
transactions and 1,000 unusual or suspicious financial transactions
to FINTRAC. This is a significant increase over reports filed prior to
a 2009 FINTRAC compliance review, although this represents a
small percentage of the total number of reports filed in BC. BCLC
advised this increase is primarily a result of improvements made in
processes, systems and training as well as increased play.
In February 2014, FINTRAC expanded "Know Your Client"
monitoring requirements. Transactions thought to be suspicious,
such as proceeds of crime, terrorist financing, or money laundering
require additional collection of data, increased monitoring, client
risk analysis and further examination of clients' business
relationships.
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In order to streamline reporting and better facilitate the new
requirements, BCLC is implementing a new AML IT system in
2015. Expected results include increased capacity and improved
accuracy, reporting and identification of high-risk persons, and
patterns of activity using data analytics.
Government's 2014/15 Letter of Expectations requires that BCLC
deliver enhanced AML programs, including continued
implementation of measures to move the industry away from cash.
BCLC's current AML initiatives include options such as:
411

expanded data sources for background checks;

411

proactively banning known criminals or associates;

e

internet banking transfers through Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts offered at five lower mainland casinos;

e

debit machines at the cash cage;

•

convenience cheques (up to $10,000) for the return of buy-in
funds; and
Public Automated Teller Machine (ATM), and global cash
and credit card advances.

BCLC reported that there were $1.2 billion in non-cash transactions
in fiscal 2012/13 and $1.5 billion in fiscal 2013/14. Of the total
amounts brought into and/or played in BC gaming facilities each
year, non-cash play represents approximately 20%.
Amount Played*

Total Non-Cash

Total Cash

2012/13

$6.37 billion

$1.2 billion

$5.17 billion

2013/14

$6.66 billion

$1.5 billion

$5.16 billion

Year

*Amount played is amounts collected at tables and deposited into slot machines and does
not necessarily represent wagers.

Source: Data provided by BCLC

Efforts which have been implemented by GPEB and BCLC to
improve AML monitoring have included:
e

ongoing work and information sharing with jurisdictional law
enforcement agencies; and
a cross-agency AML task force to identify and address
criminal activity in gaming facilities.
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2.3

Regulatory Oversight
GPEB regulates gaming in BC, including the operations of BCLC,
which conducts and manages gaming in the province.
While there is room for improvement in the clarity of roles and
responsibilities between the two, the work that BCLC and GPEB
perform in managing and regulating the gaming industry in BC
promotes fairness and game integrity. Better understanding and
agreement of roles and responsibilities between BCLC and GPEB
should increase the efficiency and effectiveness of both
organizations.

Legislation

Legislation applicable to gaming in BC includes: the GCA; Gaming
Control Regulation; and Canada's Criminal Code.
The GCA requires:
1.

GPEB to be responsible for the overall integrity of gaming
and horse racing.

2.

BCLC to be responsible for the conduct and management of
gaming and may develop, undertake, organize, conduct,
manage and operate provincial gaming on behalf of the
government.

In general, the working relationship between BCLC and GPEB is
strong, but has experienced its challenges; particularly in the
execution of roles and responsibilities under the GCA.
Roles and
Responsibilities

The need for improved clarity of the roles has been identified by
government, and BCLC has been directed to work with GPEB to
jointly develop key principles that will inform their respective roles
and responsibilities.
BCLC provides gaming through the use of contracted services, with
the exception of online gaming which is provided directly. The
gaming facility contractors are similar to franchisees with
established areas in which to provide gaming, while BCLC
oversees their service delivery.
BCLC ensures its service providers and lottery retailers are meeting
the customer service standards currently defined, as well as
ensuring that any standards set by the regulator are met. Audits
conducted by BCLC on its service providers represent sound
business practice and good contract and performance
management, but does not replace the work of the regulator.
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Prior to forwarding incidents on to GPEB, BCLC typically performs
investigations in a number of areas including potential criminal
incidents, suspicious financial transactions and customer service
issues. BCLC's stated intent is to ensure the reported incident is
criminal in nature and appropriate to report to GPEB. BCLC's
"preliminary" investigations can lead to delays in providing GPEB
with appropriate information.
As the regulator, GPEB's responsibility is to ensure the integrity of
gaming through clear and comprehensive standards, with
appropriate audit and investigation work to ensure compliance.
While GPEB has gaming standards, some of them are not
sufficiently detailed and, at times, GPEB uses BCLC's policies and
procedures as standards to which they audit. Having robust
policies, standards and procedures will allow GPEB to operate
more efficiently and effectively through the following:
e

establishing the appropriate level of acceptable risk to
ensure the integrity of gaming; and
providing consistency in decision making and activities
undertaken by GPEB including the appropriate level of
review of BCLC and their contracted service providers.

Ultimately, policy, standards and procedures provide a framework
to promote the integrity of gaming and avoid the potential for
misunderstanding between the regulator and BCLC.
Comprehensive audit and investigation practices ensure that
appropriate objectives and acceptable levels of risk are determined
in advance. They also ensure that there is coordination of work
and standards between all parties.
In its role as regulator, GPEB performs audits of BCLC and its
service providers, confirming gaming activities meet the standards
expected. In some areas, GPEB's work is not consistently risk
based. Where appropriate, GPEB could place reliance on the
controls and audit work undertaken by BCLC, to ensure the best
use of limited resources.
Under the GCA, GPEB is the only authority designated to conduct
investigations related to gaming and, as such, should have an
agreement with BCLC over what types of incidents should be
clarified before reporting them to GPEB.
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Recommendations
(10> GPEB

should develop comprehensive policies and
standards to support the integrity of gaming.

( 11 > GPEB

should implement a risk based approach to direct its
activities in assessing compliance with gaming policies
and standards.
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3.0

Internal Operations

3.1

Governance and Performance
BCLC receives its direction from government through a GLE and
BCLC's Service Plan has been consistently aligned with
government's priorities.
BCLC's board has provision for nine members, but currently
consists of seven. BCLC is working with the Board Resourcing and
Development Office in recruiting the two additional directors.
Turnover of board members at BCLC is reasonable, allowing for
new perspectives while retaining some experienced directors to
ensure continuity.
A BCLC board self-evaluation completed in 2012 noted that the
board was performing well, but identified a lack of IT experience.
The current recruitment process intends to address this gap.
The board fulfills its responsibilities by providing strategic direction
for BCLC, and ensures that risks are reviewed and discussed
quarterly. However, there are opportunities to improve their
decision-making and monitoring of BCLC.
BCLC conducts strategic planning that is informed by a market
scan on opportunities and threats, as well as board direction. This
results in a 3-year Annual Service Plan tabled in the Legislature.

Board
Operations

BCLC's board meets six to eight times a year to oversee the
corporate decisions of BCLC's management. Prior to each
meeting, members receive a detailed package of materials for
discussion at the meeting.
The packages sent to board members are extensive, including
management reports, financial dashboards, divisional and project
updates and other presentation materials. However, the material
often lacked executive summaries of the key issues. Such
summaries would help focus attention on key issues for discussion
or decision by the board.
BCLC's board minutes are well documented and appropriately
record the topics discussed and decisions made. Decisions made
in-camera (closed board meetings) are documented in the regular
minutes of the board, but there are no minutes or materials
available from the in-camera portion of the meeting. To strengthen
the continuity of information, minutes of in-camera sessions should
be maintained.
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The board believes it has a good working relationship with
management and that management informs the board about major
issues through reports, presentations, advice and
recommendations. However, there have been instances where the
board has not had sufficient, appropriate or timely information on
which to base decisions or monitor the operations of BCLC such as
the staff restructuring in fiscal 2013/14 and the introduction of
Signature stores. As a result, the board has not always had the
opportunity to challenge management on its actions or proposed
actions.

Recommendation
(12> BCLC's

board and executive should ensure that sufficient,
appropriate and timely information is communicated and
that strategies are appropriately challenged.

(13l

Performance
Measurement

Government should reinforce the roles and responsibilities
for board members and executive within Crown
corporations.

BCLC reports its performance using measures in each of its four
corporate goals: Player, People, Public and Profit. There are 11
high-level measures, including player satisfaction, net win per
capita and employee engagement.
Each business unit prepares a business plan aligned with these
corporate goals; however, they do not include any performance
measures or targets in their plans to demonstrate how each unit
contributes to the achievement of these corporate goals.
While there is an executive dashboard and some of the business
units have key performance indicators, these are limited and not
sufficient to assess performance at the divisional level. Each
business unit should have clear performance measures with targets
that define areas of emphasis, measure the results achieved and
align with BCLC corporate goals.

Recommendation
(1 4)

BCLC should establish performance measures linked to
corporate goals for each business unit.
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3.2

Information Technology
BCLC places a strong reliance on IT to help sustain and grow its
business. Beginning in fiscal 2009/10, BCLC started to make more
significant technology investments, concentrating on new initiatives
to increase revenues, such as online gaming and the new Casino
gaming management system. In the past five years, BCLC has
invested over $197 million (44% of BCLC's total capital spending)
on IT-related capital projects.
The IT function in BCLC is largely represented by the Business
Technology (BT) Division. BT is responsible for the technology and
systems that support BCLC's operations, including enterprise
architecture and the IT landscape related to gambling and back
office systems. In fiscal 2014/15, BT had budgeted operating costs
of $36 million (21 % of BCLC's total budgeted operating costs) and
budgeted staff of 183 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs).
While the BT Division effectively supports BCLC's lines of business
and their IT requirements, opportunities exist for BT to enhance the
maturity of some of its business processes.

IT Governance

BT's various departments report to a Chief Information Officer
(CIO) who has a direct reporting relationship to BCLC's CEO. The
CIO has the appropriate authority, accountability and reporting
relationship to lead the IT function.
Despite the sound leadership structure currently established within
BT Division, no formal IT steering committee is in place with
representation from key functional areas across BCLC to provide a
senior oversight role over IT operations. The roles of an IT steering
committee would include the assessment of BT performance,
monitoring of IT Strategic Plan initiatives, as well as integration of
IT projects across the organization.
BT's annual IT strategic planning process defines how BT will
contribute to, and support, BCLC's strategic objectives. The IT
Strategic Plan is appropriately driven by BCLC's strategic business
priorities and considers an analysis of IT trends. However,
attention is required to address aspects of the strategic planning
process and related initiatives, as follows:
a)

BT strategies are not being consistently monitored and reported.
These activities were supposed to be performed using a
Balanced Scored Card, which has not been implemented.

b)

BT's envisioned three-year resource plan to address the
training and development needs for BT has yet to be created.

c)

Plans for the decommissioning and replacement of key legacy
systems need to be developed.
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Recommendations

Business
Continuity
Management

(15l

BCLC should establish an IT Steering Committee with
representation from key functional areas across the
organization.

<16l

BCLC should develop plans for the decommissioning and
replacement of key legacy systems that are expected to be
retired.

Since 2012, BCLC has undergone a number of initiatives to
strengthen its Business Continuity Management (BCM) program,
including the establishment of BCM policies, development of a 5year roadmap to improve BCLC's response to business disruption,
and implementation of emergency safety plans for the Vancouver
and Kamloops office. While these initiatives have enhanced
BCLC's state of preparedness, the BCM program is not yet fully
mature as key aspects still need to be addressed, including the
following:
a)

Business Continuity Plans (BCP) are an important element
of the BCM program. Such plans are designed to minimize
the impact of potential disruptions on key business areas. At
the time of this review, BCPs were not in place for the
business units. BCLC was conducting business impact
assessments for some key areas which will support the .
development of the related BCPs.

b)

Disaster Recovery Plans (DRP) are also part of the BCM
program. They are designed to ensure that IT processes
and controls are in place to recover the IT systems of an
organization in the event of a disruption. While BCLC has
tested the recovery of some systems after a planned
disruption in service, BCLC does not have formal DRPs for
all of its critical systems. Without such plans, BCLC may still
be able to recover its systems from a significant incident
through ad-hoc recovery procedures and IT redundancy, but
this is unlikely to occur within the desired recovery time.

Recommendation
<17)

BCLC should ensure that BCP and DRP plans are
developed, implemented and periodically tested.
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Information
Security and
Privacy

BCLC has established an organization-wide information security
function, which is under the responsibility of the IPS department. In
early 2013, BCLC strengthened this function by integrating it with
Information Privacy, Freedom of Information and Records
Management.
IPS collaborates with other BCLC program areas and external
parties as needed, to conduct information security reviews and
privacy assessments on BCLC's information assets, coordinate
response to security incidents, and monitor compliance with
information security policies and legislation.
Under the new structure, IPS has implemented a number of
initiatives to enhance the security and privacy roles within BCLC.
Opportunities still exist for IPS to further strengthen related aspects,
including incident and user account management, data
classification and data ownership. As described below, a few
initiatives are already in progress to address some of the internal
control gaps identified.
IPS has an appropriate reporting relationship with its senior
management. However, an information and privacy steering
committee, with representation from key functional areas, is not in
place. BCLC could benefit from establishing such a committee,
which would provide governance oversight of the IPS functions and
allow for formal participation from business units to collaborate on
related topics.
As part of its initiative to strengthen security and privacy, IPS has
drafted new service provider requirements that are currently under
review and planned to be incorporated into the new OSAs.
IPS coordinates the response, investigation and reporting of
information security incidents. While a formal process is in place to
identify and handle security incidents within BCLC, there is a need
to enhance its related policy, as well as incident tracking and
reporting capabilities to ensure that information security events are
properly reported, recorded and classified.
The review of access to BCLC core systems is coordinated by IPS
on a regular basis. It requires the business owners responsible for
the systems to ensure that the permissions assigned to the user
accounts remain appropriate. IPS is strengthening its user account
management practices, with outstanding initiatives expected to be
completed in 2015.
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BCLC's information security policy provides a summary description
of the data classification levels (public, internal and confidential).
However, BCLC corporate data is not currently classified. This
situation undermines BCLC efforts to apply an appropriate level of
information security controls, which should be based on the
classification (e.g., criticality and sensitivity) of its corporate data.
Part of IPS's strategic priorities includes the development and
implementation of an organization-wide data classification
framework, including the requirements for data protection according
to data criticality and sensitivity.
Data ownership is not fully inventoried and assigned across the
organization. BCLC acknowledges the importance of creating an
organization-wide data ownership inventory in order to clearly
define the responsibility, ownership and accountability related to its
corporate data. At this time, BCLC is focusing on key systems with
implementation scheduled for March 2015.

Recommendations
<18)

BCLC should enhance its tracking and reporting of
information security incidents, and communicate incident
management policies to BCLC staff.

(19)

BCLC should ensure that security and privacy
requirements for the protection of player information are
implemented and followed by service providers.

(20)

BCLC should ensure that corporate data is classified and
that data ownership is fully inventoried.
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3.3

Financial Management
Over the last few years, BCLC operating expenses have increased
faster than net win, primarily as a result of increased salary and
benefit costs. These costs are attributed by BCLC to initiatives
such as implementing recommendations from the 2007
Ombudsman's report. The graph below compares growth of
operating costs, which includes salaries and benefits, against net
win since fiscal 2007/08.
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In order to reduce operating costs and meet financial targets, BCLC
plans to reduce operating costs by $20 million in fiscal 2014/15. It
is planned that this will be achieved, in part, by reducing salary and
benefit costs by $6.6 million and advertising costs by $6.2 million.
(These planned reductions are included in the projected figures
contained in the graph above). At the mid-way point of the 2014/15
fiscal year, BCLC reports that it is on track to achieve its cost
saving targets.
Over the past five years, BCLC's short-term net income forecasts
and actual results were consistently lower than the long-term
forecasts made for the same period in earlier years. Such
significant reductions to forecasts can impact government's ability
to deliver a balanced budget. BCLC has acknowledged that longterm forecasting requires more rigour and is taking steps to
implement improvements.
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Comprehensive
Cost Ratio

Government directed BCLC to manage their cost of operations to
not exceed a cost to net win ratio of 42.5% in fiscal 2013/14. This
comprehensive cost ratio is calculated by dividing total costs
(before taxes) by total net win. This means that during periods of
net win growth, BCLC is able to incur $42.50 of additional costs for
every $100 of additional net win earned, regardless of whether
these additional costs are attributed to the increase.
Using one overall cost containment ratio creates the risk that cost
containment is not prioritized as net win grows. A combination of
measures such as divisional cost ratios, limiting expense types by
ratios or fixed amounts could provide more effective cost
containment results.

Recommendation
!21 > BCLC and the Ministry of Finance should develop a

comprehensive cost containment framework.
Project Portfolio
Management

Project portfolio management is a set of processes and business
practices used to collectively manage current or proposed projects
and ensure their alignment with organizational objectives. BCLC
has enhanced the project portfolio management process in the IT
division by implementing new procedures, basic project analytics
and reports. Although progress has been made, the review
identified the following areas for improvement:
a)

BCLC's project portfolio management framework is not
standardized across the organization, leading to inconsistent
project management practices within divisions.

b)

Performance indicators are not universally used to report out
on the status of projects (e.g., percentage of projects on
budget and on time, percentage of projects that meet/exceed
project benefits).

c)

In order to determine whether a project is on budget, BCLC
compares the actual project cost against the "final approved
budget". This approach does not always provide an
accurate assessment since the "final approved budget" may
encompass multiple changes to the original baseline budget
that was approved for the project.

Recommendations
<22> BCLC

should standardize its project portfolio management
framework including key performance indicators.

<2 3)

BCLC should monitor project budget variance by
comparing actual project cost to the baseline budget.
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Business Cases

Business cases assist organizations in assessing the merits and
critical assumptions of projects or initiatives, and allow for a robust
assessment of the expected costs and benefits.
BCLC prepares business cases for executive approval for major
organizational or capital projects, including new IT systems.
However, BCLC has not established clear criteria for determining
when a project (operational or capital) requires a business case.
Some projects which did not have business cases prepared would
have benefited from additional analysis, oversight and
accountability.
In addition, BCLC's business case template does not clearly
demonstrate how benefits will be measured and monitored. Where
information was included, the analysis was not always sufficiently
rigorous, and for the GMS project, resulted in benefits being
significantly overstated. This makes assessing whether the project
achieved its goals difficult, if not impossible.
BCLC acknowledges these areas for improvement in its current
business case template and is introducing new templates in fiscal
2014/15.

Recommendation
(24)

Procurement

BCLC should ensure that the business case process is
sufficiently rigorous to allow for fully informed decision
making and accountability.

BCLC spent approximately $233 million on goods and services in
fiscal 2013/14 and used three types of procurement methods:
competitive bid, direct award and corporate purchasing cards for
low dollar value purchases. BCLC used competitive processes for
88% of its purchases, with direct awards and corporate purchase
cards accounting for the remaining 12%.
BCLC's procurement policies and procedures generally align with
government's procurement policy and provincial trade agreements.
However, some of BCLC's procurement practices could be
improved by enhancing documentation practices and more clearly
demonstrating value for money in procurement.
In fiscal 2013/14, BCLC direct awarded over $27 million, of which
$12 million did not require a justification. Of the remaining
$15 million, 13 contracts were sampled; seven of which
($1.2 million total value) did not have appropriately documented
justification. There were also two contracts where the vendor
delivered service prior to there being a signed contract between
BCLC and the vendor.
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BCLC's competitive bid process generally assesses business and
technical solutions before considering pricing. This approach may
result in getting higher quality goods or services without
demonstrating value for money. This may be appropriate for
specialized purchases, but may be less suitable in cases where
goods and services are widely available.
A sample of contracts found that required documentation was not
always retained by BCLC. For example, bid files for a significant
procurement project had been inadvertently destroyed. In addition,
a large number of contract files sampled did not have key
documentation such as conflict of interest forms, reference checks,
and post-contract evaluations. This is contrary to BCLC's policies
and procedures.
BCLC issues corporate purchasing cards to some employees for
low value purchases. Approximately 30% of purchasing card
transactions sampled were either without sufficient documentation
or were not in compliance with policy. To address this issue, BCLC
updated its purchasing card policy which now requires the
completion of a purchasing expenditure form stating the business
expense rationale and identifying the attendees for business
expenses, such as meetings.

Recommendation
<25> BCLC

should ensure its procurement practices support the
achievement of value for money.

Advertising and
Marketing

BCLC spent approximately $25 million on marketing, advertising
and promotions in fiscal 2013/14; 50% was spent on lottery, 21%
for gaming facilities and 19% for eGaming. The remaining 10%
was utilized for other advertising and marketing in areas such as
social responsibility. All BCLC advertising must comply with GPEB
advertising and marketing and RG standards to help ensure
gaming activities are carried out in a socially responsible manner.
For lottery, sales are strongly linked to the size of jackpots and
therefore BCLC increases its marketing efforts to attract the
"jackpot chasers"; customers who typically purchase more tickets
when the jackpot is larger. Gaming facility marketing initiatives
include game promotions, Encore reward offers, and locationdirected advertising. The eGaming marketing focuses on media
and digital advertising plus a variety of contests and promotions run
throughout the year with the intention to acquire new players while
retaining existing ones.
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While individual campaigns in some areas are assessed for their
impact, overall BCLC cannot clearly demonstrate the return on its
overall marketing and advertising expenditures.

Recommendation
(26 )

BCLC should be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of its
overall marketing expenditures.
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3.4

Staffing & Compensation
Over the last five years ending in fiscal 2013/14, the total number of
FTEs at BCLC has increased by 25% to 919 with total
compensation increasing by 43% to $93.1 million in the same
period. These increases are attributed by BCLC to initiatives such
as implementing recommendations from the 2007 Ombudsman's
report and merit increases in pay. While BCLC tracks FTE data by
division, it was not able to provide a breakdown between
management and non-management staff over the five year period
due to limitations in its HR systems.
BCLC's compensation was found to be generally comparable with
other Crown corporations. The graph below compares CEO, Chief
Financial Officer and Vice President (VP) positions.
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1

1
As BCLC's CEO departed in January 2014, the base salary of $300,000 with total compensation
capped at $465,000 was used.

2

(1) Breakdown of VP, HR of ICBC (Total Compensation for 2013 was $292,025) is not available. Total
Compensation was obtained from ICBC's Statements and Schedules of Financial Information,
December 31, 2013.
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Crown
Corporation
Executive
Compensation
Policy

In July 2012, the Public Sector Employer's Council (PSEC) issued
the Crown Corporation Executive Compensation Policy
(Compensation Policy) which included the following directives:
a)

salary freeze for executives;

b)

elimination of bonuses and implementation of salary
holdbacks for executives; and

c)

elimination of perquisites and allowances.

BCLC, along with other Crown corporations, are required to comply
with PSEC directives. As a result of this new compensation policy,
BCLC eliminated perquisites and allowances and the employee
bonus program. Approval was granted for both management and
executive to transition to a salary holdback program effective
April 1, 2013 and April 1, 2014 respectively. Professional and
administrative employees changed to straight salary effective
ApriL 1, 2014.
For executive, the changes made complied with PSEC's policy.
However, for some of the non-executive employees the changes
were more generous, and contrary to the intent of the policy.
Rather than adding each employee's four year average bonus to
the employee's base salary, BCLC used a standard percentage or
their actual, whichever was higher.
Constructive
Dismissal

As a result of BCLC's changes to the compensation policy, four
senior employees claimed constructive dismissal because of the
salary freeze, reduction of potential bonus and elimination of
$12,000 in annual perquisites.
BCLC settled these claims by offering the employees 18 months of
severance by way of salary continuance. This cost BCLC
approximately $1.2 million. The four employees were given
working notice of up to nine months in addition to 18 months of
severance. Working notice would normally be a reduction to the
amount of severance paid. The intent of PSEC's policy changes
was that working notice would be used to transition to the new
policy and that no severance would be paid.
In September 2014, PSEC issued additional guidance for Executive
and Excluded compensation, to provide clarity on working notice
and severance payments.
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Bonuses

BCLC used a corporate financial threshold to trigger the overall
eligibility for employee bonuses. In the last five years, the trigger
has ranged between 92% and 95% of budgeted net income, as
illustrated in the graph below. As a result BCLC employees were
eligible to receive bonuses even when BCLC did not meet its
budgeted net income.
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1
In fiscal 2012, the financial trigger changed from net income to net income before taxes.

Once eligible, employees could receive bonuses based on
corporate and individual performance. Corporate performance
consists of net income before tax and net win. Individual
performance requires at least two individual job-related goals. In
the past five years performance targets may not have been
sufficiently challenging as more than 95% of staff received a bonus
each year.
Effective in fiscal 2014/15, with the new compensation policy,
bonuses are no longer paid and only management and executive
staff are eligible for holdbacks. Additional non-financial
performance measures combined with a more challenging financial
trigger would help to ensure that the holdback program is
sufficiently rigorous.

Recommendation
<27 l

BCLC should develop more challenging and
comprehensive holdback measures.
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Other Incentives

Other incentives available to employees include signing and
retention bonuses, employee referral bonuses and recognition
awards:
I>

BCLC pays signing and retention bonuses to attract new
employees or retain key staff. In fiscal 2013/14, BCLC paid
out $17,000 as signing and retention bonuses.
BCLC pays a referral bonus of $500 or $1,000 to employees
for referring a successful candidate on a BCLC job posting.
These rewards apply to any BCLC position and are not
targeted at critical roles. In fiscal 2013/14, $14,500 was paid
in referral bonuses.
In addition to meeting and team building expenses, BCLC
spent approximately $217,000 in fiscal 2013/14, on an
employee recognition program that consists of giving cash,
gift cards and merchandise to employees.

2013/14
Restructuring

BCLC completed a restructuring exercise in March 2014 as part of
a strategy to reduce fiscal 2014/15 operating costs by $20 million.
The plan anticipated the elimination of 68 positions, saving
approximately $6.6 million. As part of the restructuring exercise,
BCLC offered early retirement and severance packages to
employees, aged 50 and older, to reduce the impact of involuntary
terminations.
The restructuring resulted in 142 employees leaving BCLC and cost
approximately $25 million, consisting of $11.6 million in severance
payments and $13.5 million in pension and other costs. During this
restructuring, all senior manager-level employees and above
received 18 months' severance regardless of their length of service
with BCLC. Pension costs were significantly higher than initially
forecast and then increased further because of higher than
expected voluntary exits.
These restructuring costs were recognized in fiscal 2013/14 and
caused BCLC to exceed the Treasury Board directive to manage
operating costs within 42.5% of net win. With better internal
planning and coordination, BCLC could have minimized the costs
and staffing impact of this restructuring exercise.

Recommendation
(28)

BCLC should improve planning and oversight over staffing
and compensation initiatives.
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Appendix 1 - Summary of Recommendations
1

BCLC should establish critical success factors for its lottery retailers in
order to evaluate performance and report on results.

2

BCLC should ensure that agreements with service providers include
comprehensive performance standards.

3

BCLC and the Ministry of Finance should conduct a review of service
provider commissions for gaming facilities to ensure an appropriate and
effective structure.

4

BCLC should explore potential cost containment opportunities available
through the reduction of vendors and platforms.

5

BCLC should evaluate options

6

BCLC should develop a clear set of criteria for gaming facility
procurement.

7

BCLC should conduct a comprehensive post-implementation review of the
GMS project that includes benefits realization.

8

BCLC should ensure a consistent approach to administering the VSE
program across gaming facilities and eGaming.

9

BCLC should develop outcome based performance measures for
responsible gambling.

10

GPEB should develop comprehensive policies and standards to support
the integrity of gaming.

11

GPEB should implement a risk based approach to direct its activities in
assessing compliance with gaming policies and standards.

12

BCLC's board and executive should ensure that sufficient, appropriate and
timely information is communicated and that strategies are appropriately
challenged.

13

Government should reinforce the roles and responsibilities for board
members and executive within Crown corporations.

14

BCLC should establish performance measures linked to corporate goals
for each business unit.

15

BCLC should establish an IT Steering Committee with representation from
key functional areas across the organization.

16

BCLC should develop plans for the decommissioning and replacement of
key legacy systems that are expected to be retired.

17

BCLC should ensure that BCP and DRP plans are developed, implemented
and periodically tested.

to improve inventory management systems.
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18

BCLC should enhance its tracking and reporting of information security
incidents, and communicate incident management policies to BCLC staff.

19

BCLC should ensure that security and privacy requirements for the
protection of player information are implemented and followed by service
providers.

20

BCLC should ensure that corporate data is classified and that data
ownership is fully inventoried.

21

BCLC and the Ministry of Finance should develop a comprehensive cost
containment framework.

22

BCLC should standardize its project portfolio management framework
including key performance indicators.

23

BCLC should monitor project budget variance by comparing actual project
cost to the baseline budget.

24

BCLC should ensure that the business case process is sufficiently
rigorous to allow for fully informed decision making and accountability.

25

BCLC should ensure its procurement practices support the achievement of
value for money.

26

BCLC should be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of its overall
marketing expenditures.

27

BCLC should develop more challenging and comprehensive holdback
measures.

28

BCLC should improve planning and oversight over staffing and
compensation initiatives.
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The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) Review is a comprehensive business and organ izational review aimed at aligning
and integrating programs and staff to ensure gambling continues to be conducted responsibly and with integrity for the benefit of
British Columbians. Through a methodical collection and analysis of information, the project has been divided into 3 phases:
research into the current state of GPEB, Executive Team strategic planning to define the future state of GPEB, and analysis of the
information to generate key issues and corresponding recommendations.
The current state phase generated a comprehensive, 360 degree snapshot of GPEB. This phase of the Review involved conducting 13
GPEB employee sessions, and interviews with each GPEB Executive Team member, various executives of BC Lottery Corporation, and
key executive stakeholders with the Ministries of Finance and Community, Sport and Cultural Development. The overall findings
from the current state phase of the project highlight an organization that is performing work satisfactorily for the most part, but has
a broad spectrum of performance ranging from high performing to gravely concerning.
The second phase of the Review established a new vision, mission, values, desired culture, and business goals for the future state of
GPEB. The Executive Team provided this input into a new business plan that will serve as a road map for staff in the coming years.
Analysis of information gathered from the first and second phases of the Review confirmed 20 key issues that currently exist within
GPEB. They are separated into four quadrants as follows:
Maintain (Keep)
1.

Responsible and Problem Gambling Program

2.

Personnel Registration program

3.

Certification program

4.

Reglonalized service delivery structure

s.

Horse Racing program

Establish (Start)
16.

Operationalize Enterprise Risk Management and Quality
Assurance within divisions

17. Clarity of Community Gaming Grants program roles
between GPEB and CSCD

18. ADM's Office resources
19. Gaming Control Act and Regulations review
20.

Modernization of organization name

Improve

Extinguish (stop)

6.

strategic policy competence and capacity

13.

Focus on lottery compliance

7.

Investigations and Regional Operations effectiveness and

14.

Paid parking and mileage

stakeholder relationships

15. Working group structure for key strategic priorities and

8.

Decrease adversity and manage political relationships

risks

throughout GPE8 (SCLC, Ministry of Finance, MLAs)

9.

Resourcing for public facing and administrative support
services

10. Technology systems

I

11. Corporate registration program
12.

Audit and Compliance program effectiveness and
stakeholder relationships

Recommendations were developed for each of the 20 issues and themes and are presented in detail in this report.
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To support the recommendations, three organizational structure options have been developed:
1.

Maintain the status quo

2.

Restructure to a three-division model

3.

i.

Compliance and Enforcement Division

ii.

Responsible and Problem Gambling and Grants Division

iii.

Policy and Corporate Services Division

Restructure to a four-division model
i.

Licensing, Registration and Certification Division

ii.

Compliance and Enforcement Division (includes audit, inspections, investigations)

iii.

Responsible and Problem Gambling and Grants Division

iv.

Policy and Corporate Services Division

Common to options 2 and 3 are the recommendations to create an Executive Coordinator position to exclusively support the ADM in
identifying and managing strategic issues, a temporary Senior Executive Advisor, Grants position to oversee the transition of the
grants program to a new division, and a focus on Strategic Policy Development and Strategic Projects.
Overall, GPEB has an opportunity through this review to modernize, integrate, and streamline ways of delivering its programs and
services. Selecting and implementing an appropriate organizational structure to support the delivery of programs and services is the
first step towards becoming a high performing organization.
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This report summarizes the findings of the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) Review, including themes, key issues,
options and recommendations to enhance the overall performance of the organization.
The GPEB Review was conducted in response to a culmination of internal and external pressures, trends and events that the
organization has been facing or expects to be addressing in the near future. The project presents an opportunity to conduct a
comprehensive review of the organization in its entirety, evaluating core business at GPEB and how it is being delivered. Central to
the GPEB Review is the desire to become better aligned and integrated within the organization, with key gambling industry
stakeholders, and with the future direction of gambling in BC.
The vision for the GPEB Review is that when completed, GPEB's programs and services are aligned and integrated to ensure gaming
continues to be conducted responsibly and with integrity for the benefit of British Columbians.
The mission of the GPEB Review is to develop recommendations for optimal program delivery and implementation based on an
understanding of the organization's current and desired future states. In essence, the purpose of the review answers the question,
"How should gambling programs and services be best aligned, integrated and delivered to ensure gaming continues to be conducted
responsibly and with integrity for the benefit of British Columbians?" Through a methodical collection and analysis of information,
the project has been divided into 3 phases:

Phase 2: Future

1.

Phase 1: Current State
o

reviewing current work occurring within each of GPEB's divisions

o

interviewing key stakeholders including BC Lottery Corporation executives, Ministry of Finance executives, the
former GPEB ADM, and the ADM of Culture, Arts, Gaming Grants and Sport.

2.

Phase 2: Future state
o

designing a new vision and mission with GPEB's current Executive Team

o

developing new business goals and focus with GPEB's current Executive Team (resulting in a new Business Plan for
the branch)

o

prioritizing key initiatives, programs, and services for the branch

o

interviewing key stakeholders (noted above in the current state phase) on perspectives on GPEB's future
4
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3.

Phase 3: Strategic analysis of the gap between the current and future states
o

generating key themes and issues GPEB currently faces in reaching the desired future state

o

developing recommendations on effective programs and infrastructure that enables GPEB to achieve its desired
culture and business goals

A fourth phase, Implementation, will begin for the project once the outcomes of this report are considered and the ADM, GPEB
decides what actions will be taken resulting from the review. The implementation phase will include designing a plan for the
accepted GPEB Review recommendations that will need to be implemented resulting from this report.
The review of the organization and its programs has been championed and led by the ADM of GPEB who provided the project vision
and mission. The project has been managed by a third party, the Strategic Human Resources (SHR) Branch of the Ministry of
Finance, who has recently begun providing consultative advice and support to GPEB and can therefore ensure a neutral analysis. As
the review had a significant focus on the compliance and enforcement programs and services provided within the branch, a third
party compliance and enforcement expert also joined the project team to provide regulatory policy and programming advice.
Supporting the project throughout each phase was the Ministry of Finance's Performance Management and Corporate Priorities
Branch, led by Donna Selbee, who developed a communication plan and provided communications support to the ADM and GCPE.
(See Appendix A for a brief overview of the communications plan for the project.)

GPEB HISTORY

GPEB's beginnings provide organizational context for why the GPEB Review project is timely. GPEB began as the Gaming
Commission (GC) and Horse Racing Commission. The GC drafted policies and standards for how legal gaming was to be run (i.e.
charity-run casino nights and bingo halls). The GC issued licences and inspected all events and audited a charity's eligibility for the
licences and how the funds raised were spent. In 1996, the Gaming Audit and Investigation Office (GAIO) was created to investigate
criminal and regulatory matters occurring in gaming facilities, conduct forensic audits, and register gaming workers and product
suppliers. The Gaming Commission also continued to exist, and continued to be responsible for inspections of events, auditing
charities, drafting of policies and standards, and issuing licences. The introduction of slot machines to the province in 1999 resulted
in a shift in focus for the GC towards inspecting bingo and auditing charities, and leaving enforcement activities within casinos to BC
lottery Corporation (BCLC), which previously was only involved in sales of lottery tickets. The inspections role began to phase out at
this time in favour of auditors at the GC.
In 2002, GAIO, the GC and the Horse Racing Commission merged to form GPEB. The Gaming Control Act was introduced. For the
first time, compliance and enforcement was divided into separate work units (Investigations, Audit and Compliance, licensing, for
example). In 2007, a lottery retailer scandal originating in Ontario turned attention on BC's lack of controls, resulting in an
investigation into GPEB by the Office of the Ombudsman. One of GPEB's responses to this issue was the dedication of resources
towards lottery compliance and enforcement, including creation of the lottery registration work unit, a lottery audit work unit, and a
lottery retailer investigations work unit (each housed in 3 separate divisions).

5
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The 2007 Ombudsman Report also recommended that the functions of internal compliance, quality assurance and risk management
functions be centralized within the branch, and a strategic leadership position reporting to the ADM be created to oversee these
functions. The Executive Director, Internal Compliance and Risk Management role was filled and today is a standalone position that
maintains the branch risk register and various internal compliance programs.
In 2010, the Community Gaming Grant program came into effect, amalgamating the Direct Access Program Grants and the Bingo
Affiliation Grants that had been operating since the late 1990s. Premier Clark responded to complaints about the gaming grants by
dividing the program between two ministries; today grants continue under the Ministry of Community, Sport, and Cultural
Development (responsible for the fund policy and the money itself) and GPEB (responsible for administering the program).
In 2011, the Responsible and Problem Gambling (RPG) Program became a strategic priority for the branch, and was moved from
reporting to the Executive Director, Corporate Services to directly reporting to the ADM. The profile for RPG needed to be raised as
it was viewed that the social licence to operate gambling activities in the province was directly dependent on the ability of RPG to
deliver services. This social responsibility perspective needed to be integrated into all of GPEB's work.
GPEB has been a part of 5 ministries in the past 6 years. Today, GPEB is a division of the Ministry of Finance, reporting to the
Associate Deputy Minister. The current structure of GPEB allocates 156 FTEs of the branch into 8 divisions: Registration and
Certification; Licensing and Grants; Quality Assurance and Risk; Responsible Gambling; Audit and Compliance; Racing; Investigations;
Policy and Corporate Services. The lead position of each of the 8 divisions reports to the Assistant Deputy Minister of GPEB, forming
GPEB's Executive Team. The Executive Team consists of 6 Executive Directors (classified within the Strategic Leadership band), 2
Directors (classified within the Business Leadership band), and the ADM.

PHASE I: CURRENT STATE
The history of GPEB has led the organization to where it is today, the "current state." The GPEB Review began with a comprehensive
look at the current state of the organization, starting with an internal review where staff participated in a variety of information
gathering sessions about the current deliverables and processes occurring at GPEB. Once the employee sessions were completed,
interviews were conducted with each GPEB Executive Team member, various executives of BC Lottery Corporation, and executives
of Ministry of Finance's Corporate Services Division and the Deputy Minister's Office.

METHODOLOGY: LANGDON'S LANGUAGE OF WORK MODEL
In total, 49 employees participated in 12 sessions gathering information about the current state internal to GPEB over May and June,
2014. A 13th session was conducted with the ADM and 8 divisional leaders to capture the executive team's corporate-wide
deliverables and processes.
Langdon's Language of Work model (see Appendix B) was selected as the most appropriate tool to gather information in these
sessions. The Language of Work model was developed by Danny Langdon in the mid-1990's as a method of mapping work and
business processes. It is a neutral model that captures high level deliverables (called 'outputs') in each work unit. It is not intended
to evaluate the performance of the work or process (i.e. how well or how poorly the work is being carried out). The Strategic Human
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Resources Branch within the M inistry of Finance has used this model for over seven years with various client groups in the ministry
with success; as it was a 'tried and tested' model, it was determined this was an appropriate framework and methodology from
which the GPEB Review would benefit.
Staff were invited by their respective Executive Director or Director to participate in their work unit's current state session . The
sessions were a minimum of three hours each. The intent was for factual information to be gathered at the sessions only. The
Language of Work model does not judge or value information provided-it is simply a process documentation tool. Naturally, staff
attended the sessions also prepared to present information about what was working well and what was not working well, in addition
to providing factual information about their work. The issues and any corresponding solutions were recorded as a "parking lot" for
each work unit, but were not the main focus or purpose of the sessions. Following each session, the information generated was
formatted and emailed to employee representatives. It was then their responsibility to share the information to all staff within their
work unit and validate the information. In this way, every staff member of GPEB had the opportunity to participate in the review
and contribute to the information gathering phase of the project. It should also be noted that the Executive Team members
collectively made a decision not to participate in the current state sessions; they were intended for as many 'front line staff as
possible. It was felt that an Executive Director's presence in the session would prevent staff from being entirely forthcoming in their
information provided . This is a typical practice for Language of Work sessions and is not unique to GPEB.
Staff that were viewed as credible experts who could represent their peers well in conveying information about work processes and
deliverables were selected to participate in the sessions. (See Appendix C for criteria and schedule of sessions.) The intention in
using these selection criteria was for staff to support the process, and to ensure everyone perceived that the GPEB Review was fair
and comprehensive.

SUMMARY OF EMPLOYEE CURRENT STATE SESSION OUTPUTS

The process maps developed from each session can be found in a supplementary document to this report, and have been provided
to the ADM. A summary table of all the deliverables (referred to as "outputs" in the LoW model) are in Appendix D.
The employee sessions confirmed the broad range of activities currently underway at GPEB. Many of these processes are a decade
old or built on "workarounds," and would benefit from a refreshed, modern perspective. There is evidence of collaboration and
communication between some divisions and work units that are connected by their client or purpose. For example, the Certification
Unit works with Audit and Compliance Division's charitable audit group with regard to electronic 50/50 systems, Investigations
Division when an investigation involves the technological design of a lottery or casino product/platform, and Registration and
Certification Division's Corporate Registration work unit when registering an organization for the first time also requires certification
expertise. There was no evidence from the sessions to suggest that the regionalized structure (i.e. the offices in Prince George and
Kelowna) is dysfunctional. In fact, it appears there are more benefits to maintaining a geographic dispersion of staff delivering
GPEB's programs and services than not. A regional presence in key communities across the province appears to have enabled GPEB
staff from two divisions (ACD and IROD) to work effectively in partnership with each other. This has resulted in a "one window''
service approach to citizens, service providers, communities, and organizations in the northern and southern regions of the
province. In Burnaby and Victoria, this one window of service from GPEB does not exist. The same citizen or stakeholder group has
7
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multiple GPEB touch points, and receives information that is division-specific. Increasing collaboration across GPEB would result in
greater proactive sharing of information, better service, and less potential for inconsistency.

SUMMARY OF "PARKING LOT" ISSUES
While staff were not discouraged from raising issues currently faced in their work units, this was not the focus of the sessions. The
emphasis remained on capturing neutral facts about the key deliverables. The reason why current state sessions were not focused
around the questions, "what's wrong with the current state of your work unit and how would you resolve it?" is because there is no
guarantee that the way programs are delivered in the current state will stay that way at the end of the GPEB Review. We did not
want staff to spend staff's valuable time generating ideas about how to resolve issues that may be irrelevant in the future. The
reason for including a "future state" phase into the GPEB Review was to undergo a visioning exercise where new opportunities and
priorities were identified, and potentially a new organizational structure to support the delivery of these new priorities. A
commitment was made to staff that if some of the issues generated from their session were relevant at the end of the review, there
would be follow up and their comments would be pursued further. Appendix D contains a table that summarizes the issues brought
forward by the respective employee groups.
The issues raised by staff represent the sentiments internal to the organization only and are reflective of today's current way of
delivering programs and services. They are not all validated by the GPEB Review; that is, they do not reflect the experiences and
opinions of all key stakeholders to GPEB that were interviewed as part of the review.

SWOT ANALYSIS
Another aspect included in the current state analysis of the GPEB Review was a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats) analysis. The Executive Team conducted the SWOT Analysis in May, 2014, to build a foundation on which to develop a new
vision, mission, values, and key business goals for GPEB.
Main themes for GPEB's internal strengths:
•

the people. Staff are knowledgeable and passionate about their work

•

length of time GPEB (formerly GAIO, GC, etc.) has existed as a regulator of gaming in BC

•

culture of being resilient (to change in leadership and ministries)

Main themes for GPEB's internal weaknesses:
•

expected retirements are significant, especially staff in senior and executive leadership positions, licensing and Grants
Division and Investigations and Regional Operations Division. This puts corporate knowledge at risk

•

lack of communication flow within GPEB (need better integration and alignment)

•

relationship with BCLC (not aware of issues proactively, communication not effective in some areas)

•

technology and GOS

•

Gaming Control Act- some areas may be acting outside their authority, legislation is not adaptive to changing environment
8
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Main themes for opportunities external to GPEB:
•

technology (social media a new way to promote programs, expansion of eGaming, smart phones and handheld devices
allow gambling apps). Overall these are opportunities to modernize and refresh the entire organization to deliver in a
different way

•

shifting trends in gambli ng including developments in technology and the eGaming industry w ithin BC. BCLC's
PlayNow.com eGaming platform and the illegal online gaming industry are both progressing in strides and there is a need
for GPEB to modernize itself as a regulator of online gambling activity.

•

new leadership at BCLC is an opportunity to redefine relationship

•

Internal Audit and Advisor Services' crown review of BC Lottery Corporation will evaluate the areas of duplication between
GPEB and BCLC and recommend actions for GPEB once their report is released.

•

ability and speed to deliver programs and services

Main themes for threats to GPEB:
•

illegal gambling websites are not regu lated and therefore unknown. Some may become legal in other provinces and have
impacts in BC

•

technology crosses international borders (for example, competition with Washington state)

•

media attention is negatively biased around our business and organization

•

BCLC (potential to overstep their bounds into regulator's domain, and move ahead of issues w ithout providing time for
GPEB to develop its own research and policy responses to their solutions}

The SWOT analysis confirmed the Executive Team's opinion that technology is the central driver to most of the threats,
opportunities and weaknesses GPEB faces. It reinforces the GPEB Review is an opportunity to address technology in every sense,
across all divisions and programs. The SWOT analysis also affirmed one of GPEB's strengths is its people and the knowledge they
possess to address threats and weaknesses; however, many of these same people represent the aging workforce which was offered
as a main weakness. A significant number of GPEB staff are eligible to retire immediately, presenting a risk to the organization in
loss of knowledge, but also an opportunity to modernize and refresh the organization.

EXECUTIVE STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

The final portion of the current state phase involved individually interviewing GPEB Executive Team members and key st akeholders
from other ministries, BCLC, and the Ministry of Finance in July and August, 2014. The information provided in these interviews
contributed to the overall findings of the review, including key issues and recommendations. The findings of the executive
interviews summarized above were then used to generate follow up questions for each Executive Director at GPEB. Robin Jomha,
Corporate Registration Director, was also interviewed in order to provide a history of GPEB.
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Current State Summary
In summary, the current state phase generated a comprehensive, 360 degree snapshot of GPEB. Information gathered confirms the
anecdotal comments and evidence presented to the ADM, GPEB over the past year about why a review would be necessary and
timely. The overall findings from the current state phase of the project highlight an organization that is performing work
satisfactorily for the most part, with opportunities to work towards becoming a high performing organization that excels at
delivering its business objectives and goals.

PHASE II: FUTURE STATE
Exactly what GPEB needs to do to become a high performing organization was the focus of the second phase of the GPEB Review.
The current state session answered the question, "where is the organization now?" while the second phase of the project answered,
"where do we need to be?" Establishing the future state of GPEB including its vision, mission, values, desired culture, and business
goals was an opportunity for the Executive Team to align and integrate work that had, in the past, been separated by divisions.

METHODOLOGY: ORGANIZATION ALIGNMENT MODEL
In order to design the aspects of GPEB's future state, Tosti's Organization Alignment model (See Appendix E) was used as a
framework for guiding the broad questions and range of discussion that naturally occurs when envisioning possibilities and priorities
for GPEB's future.
The model was selected for the GPEB Review by the Strategic HR Branch because unlike other strategic planning models that only
focus on development of business objectives, goals and strategies, the Organizational Alignment Model places equal emphasis on
the cultural aspects (values, behaviours and actions) of the organization, which are equally key to achieving desired results and the
vision. The third focus of the model is developing the organizational structure, systems, processes, policies, and programs required
to focus the business goals and culture.
Three full-day strategic and future state planning sessions were held in Victoria with the Executive Team, beginning on May 7, 2014.
The first session focused on the highest level of strategic visioning in the literal sense, creating a new vision for GPEB. The second
Executive Team planning session saw the development of GPEB's new priorities and focus, including drafting key goals and actions.
It was agreed that creating new business goals and priorities was required, which would also require the development of new
outcomes-based performance measures for the new goals. Enhancing relationships with key stakeholders, engagement of staff and
succession planning emerged as significant priorities. The third session involved each Executive Director presenting his or her
opinions on the highest risk areas and key priorities that must continue, increase, or start.

BUSINESS GOALS

Inspired by the Executive Team's strategic planning sessions, a new Business Plan for GPEB) has been drafted and includes goals that
will help GPEB achieve its desired future culture and focus of work.
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I GPEB VISION:

THE PUBLIC HAS CONFIDENCE IN B.C. ' S GAMBLING INDUSTRY

The Executive Team developed a new vision for the branch. The Team intentionally created the vision to be an inspiring goal, one
that articulates a future state of dedicated professionals committed to providing excellence in all that GPEB does. Inherent in the
vision development was the concept of serving the public interest first. The Executive Team felt the vision would be achieved if
GPEB served the public interest first and ensured gambling integrity in the province. The phrase, "public interest first," was
repeated several times throughout the executive team planning sessions, which led to the finalizing of the new vision statement.

GPEB MISSION: GAMBLING IS CONDUCTED RESPONSIBLY AND WITH INTEGRITY FOR THE BENEFIT OF
BRITISH COLUMBIANS
GPEB's former vision statement is now its mission statement. The Executive Team made this change as it was felt that the
statement better reflects GPEB's purpose (i.e. what it is in business to do). The mission statement guides GPEB's actions by
providing the framework or context within which GPEB's business goals are formulated.
GPEB's vision and mission are the foundation for GPEB's future state, and the basis for GPEB's culture. Organizational culture
includes the values and behaviours that contribute to the social and psychological environment of an organization. GPEB's culture is
formed by the expectations, experiences, philosophies, and values of its leadership and people. The GPEB Review presents an
opportunity to revisit the values and expectations it has of itself as BC's gambling regulator.
The Executive Team affirmed that many values and attributes that make up GPEB's current culture need to remain as the foundation
for GPEB's future culture, including:
•

BC Public Service values

•

Integrity. Of particular meaning to GPEB is integrity. The term is inherent in its legislation, and the phrase, "integrity in
gaming," is embedded in the culture.

•

Resilience. GPEB can sustain change.

In the future, the following are indicators of GPEB successfully achieving its desired future culture:
•

Putting Our People First: engaged employees are key to a satisfied, high performing organization. We expect leadership
excellence, respect and honesty in every workplace, diversity in ideas, and work-life balance.

•

Innovation: we are modern regulators, taking innovation to the next level, ensuring our legislation, regulations, structure,
systems, and resources support us to proactively respond to issues with innovative solutions.

•

Excellence: we encourage being the best in all of our actions and work, and rewarding excellence throughout the branch.

•

Alignment and integration: GPEB staff are "one winning team" in meeting our annual objectives and goals, realizing that all
our work is important. The entire organization is informed and connected to all parts of the branch, ensuring the public,
service providers, and other stakeholders receive consistent information and service

At the foundation of the business goals, values, mission and vision for GPEB are people and tools. The Executive Team strongly
supports putting "Our People" first, and ensuring training and development, engagement, and investment in staff as a foundational
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element of GPEB's business. The Executive Team also believes strongly that technology tools, and in particular, the IT systems that
support GPEB's business, are paramount to GPEB achieving its desired future state. In subsequent sections of this report, staff
development and IT systems issues and recommendations support the Executive Team's direction.

PHASE Ill: ANALYSIS

·

The gap between GPEB' s current state and desired future state is where all opportunities to align and integrate GPEB programs and
people exist. This is the key phase of the review that identifies the main issues and mitigating solutions recommended to move
GPEB to its future state. The recommendations in this section of the report are based on information gathered from staff and
stakeholders and a critical legal decision in Canada (see ling and Jarvis Analysis, Appendix F), and in the current and future state
phases of the project.
The next section of the report identifies all of the key issues emerging from the GPEB Review. These issues and their corresponding
recommendations support a decision to restructure GPEB to more effectively address the issues and recommendations.

i'PHASE.' 111: KEV ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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The matrix below lists the key issues and themes emerging from the GPEB Review into one of 4 categories. The Performance Matrix
provides a systematic process for identifying issues resulting from a gap between the current state of an organization and its desired
future state. Through the review, 20 main themes and issues were identified as follows:
Maintain (Keep)
1.

Responsible and Problem Gambling Program

2.

Personnel Registration program

3.

Certlflcation program

4.

Reglonallzed service delivery structure

5.

Horse Racing program

Establish (Start)
16.

Operationalize Enterprise Risk Management and Quality
Assurance within divisions

17.

Clarity of Community Gaming Grants program roles
between GPEB and CSCD

18. ADM's Office resources
19.

Gaming Control Act and Regulations review

20.

Modernization of organization name

Focus on lottery compliance

Improve

EKtlngulsh (Stop)

6.

Strategic policy competence and capacity

13.

7.

Investigations and Regional Operations effectiveness and

14.

Paid parking and mileage

stakeholder relationships

1S.

Working group structure for key strategic priorities and

8.

Decrease adversity and manage political relationships

risks

throughout GPEB (BCLC, Ministry of Finance, MLAs)
9.

Resourcing for public facing and administrative support
services

10. Technology systems

11.

Corporate registration program

12. Audit and Compliance program effectiveness and
stakeholder relationships
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Recommendations were developed for each of the themes and issues and are summarized below:

Maintain
'"

The strategic direction of the Responsible and Problem Gambling Program continue to provide services to citizens in both
proactive and clinical programs. Effective partnering with BCLC in the area of social responsibility (i.e. the GameSense program)
should continue.

'"

Some administrative aspects of the program management require change (e.g. information management system to record and

'"

The Personnel Registration program should continue. Explore opportunities for work unit to "lean"/ streamline administrative

report out on program performance and executive support for program educational and awareness campaigns).
processes, provide cross training for administrative positions and ensure resources support the high volume of transactions now
and in the future.
'"

Ensure Certification continues to provide excellent service. Review resourcing to sustain level of service.

'"

GPEB to maintain a presence in regions in BC. Determine if expansion of regionalized structure to other GPEB areas is feasible
and desirable.

'"

Maintain current functions and structure of GPEB's Racing Division, however, as it is primarily a technical compliance operation
it could be encompassed within another compliance-oriented division.

Improve

'"

Develop capacity and capability in strategic policy planning in existing staff and consider dedicating additional resources to
strategic foresight and research.

'"

Look for opportunities to embed issues identification and management within the divisions using divisional level support to
manage policy .

.,

Develop a culture and formalized system of information sharing and build competency in strategic orientation for staff to
understand how emerging issues can become corporate or strategic policy priorities .

.,

Review Investigations' organizational structure, culture, processes and outcomes to develop future focus on compliance and
risk-based enforcement, accountability and transparency .

.,

Develop a new investigations program to enhance intelligence gathering capability, including appropriate
information/intelligence sharing agreements and enhanced collaboration with partner organizations (e.g., BCLC Corporate
Security and Compliance).

'"

Enhance stakeholder relationships and ensure accountability by including performance expectations and measures for each
GPEB Executive Team member.

•

Proactively address building effective relationships with BCLC as an immediate priority .

.,

Improve relationship with Ministry of Finance by clearly communicating to staff the importance of working effectively with the
ministry to support corporate initiatives and outcomes .

.,

Develop a sustainable, long term grants program strategy that includes a transition plan to CSCD for MLA relationship
maintenance, while maintaining relationships in the immediate term .

.,

Integrate administrative support functions to support more than one program area which would include a generalist job profile,
cross training and facilitating a forum for discussing common issues and solutions and improving effectiveness .

.,

Using the information gathered from staff on GOS in the review, build a strong business case to either enhance the system or
identify a new option to support business needs .

.,

Continue investing in training and development for investigative staff in CREG to ensure their knowledge of technology firms,
complex organizational structures, and other industry developments is current .

.,

Research and advocate options for alternative fee schedules in corporate registration .

.,

Develop a new perspective and strategy on how to collaborate with BCLC and KPMG to ensure a comprehensive, value-added
audit program for the province.

'"

Restructure investigations and audit functions to achieve greater efficiencies and outcomes with respect to accountability,
functional lines of reporting and operational effectiveness.
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•

Create a single position to oversee and direct the operations of investigations and audit to increase coordination between the
two functions to enhance effectiveness, efficiency and speed when responding to emerging issues.
Train investigators and inspectors in enforcement approaches consistent with government regulatory compliance.

Extinguish
"

Reduce the volume of lottery audits, limited to the highest risk retailers, and reallocate resources to generalist auditor and

..

Amalgamate auditor roles to include charitable, casino and lottery into one generalist position with consistent classification.

inspector roles.
..

Ensure compliance with corporate and Ministry of Finance parking and mileage policy.

"

Create temporary project teams with full-time resources reporting directly to the ADM to develop and finalize the organization's
strategy for E-Gaming and other strategic initiatives for the branch.

Establish
•

Identification and management of risk become part of each GPEB work unit's culture.

..

Hold each Executive team member accountable for integration of risk management into the new GPEB organization .

.,

Include responsibility for ensuring roll up of risk management data and intelligence from the divisions is incorporated into an
existing position in GPEB which would include liaising with the Ministry of Finance Risk Management Branch and Corporate
Services Division in area of Enterprise Risk Management.

•

Seek clarity and develop a roles and responsibilities document between GPEB and CSCD for the Community Gaming Grant

111

Develop a strategy for transitioning all non-administrative aspects of the Community Gaming Grant program to CSCD in

program.
consultation with CSCD ..
"

Create an executive coordinator role reporting to the ADM to proactively identify emerging issues, manage strategic issues and
risk for the ADM, communicate the ADM's priorities and expectations and serve as a liaison with the Ministry of Finance, BCLC,
and other key stakeholders.

"

Review the Executive Administrative Assistant position and confirm need for a dedicated resource for the ADM GPEB.

"

Build a business case to demonstrate need to conduct a comprehensive legislation and regulatory review, including rationale to
maintain or change GPEB's name.
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A: COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
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•
•
•

ADM hosted Employee Sessio swill be held in Victoria and Branch offices outside of Victoria .
Project Updates will be provided monthly, unless an ADM hosted employee session is held
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Key Project Timelines and ADM hosted Employee Sessions may be adjusted as the project
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B: LANGDON'S LANGUAGE OF WORK MODEL (CURRENT STATE)

Cond i tio n s
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Inputs are both the necessary resources for doing work or the triggers that start all work. Typical resources include various intern al
and external people we need, as well as equipment, funds, or information we utilize. Triggers, as inputs, initiate our work; for
example, a request from a client or customer, boss or co-worker would be an input. The start of a new year, or billing period, could
also be a trigger.

Conditions are the rules, laws, policies and procedures that govern all work. Often, these rules and guidelines are forgotten as work
is started; often people assume others will understand them (and know where to find them). Conditions include the internal policies
and procedures, as well as the external laws and regulations that affect all parts of work. We need to follow conditions to keep us all
out of trouble. Conditions affect inputs, process steps, and feedback.

Process Steps are the procedures or activities we engage in to use the inputs provided, under certain conditions, to produce the
products and services as outputs. This is the aspect of work we most often think of when we describe our work. Process steps begin
with an input trigger, followed by one activity after the other, until the output is produced.

Outputs are the desired products, services, or knowledge that are produced in a work setting. These are the tangible deliverables
that we produce for clients - internal and external.
The principles of behavioral psychology teach us that feedback is important to establish, improve, maintain, correct and reinforce
work performance. Therefore, we need to know what feedback to give while we are working or supervising others. We also need to
know that we have completed our work and it is satisfactory to clients and others.

Consequences are the desirable benefits or "value-add" we try to achieve in work. Consequences are normally defined first, allowing
the appropriate outputs (products, services, knowledge) to be defined. Once defined, they can be produced to achieve the positive
consequences we want. Consequences help everyone understand the positive benefits to be achieved for customers, the
organization and individuals. Consequences normally take the form of profit for the organization and satisfaction for cl ients and
employees.
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C: EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES AND SELECTION CRITERIA FOR LANGUAGE OF WORK (CURRENT STATE)
SESSIONS

In addition to the 12 sessions noted below, the Executive Team also underwent its own session.

Sessions (12)

Employees ( 49)

Investigations and Regional Operations

8

Non-Commercial Audit

4

Commercial Audit

6

Certification

1

Personnel and lottery Registration

5

Grants

3

Responsible and Problem Gambling

5

Horse Racing

5

Corp Services (IT, Policy,

7

Communication, Business Planning)
Corporate Registration

2

licensing

3

Internal Compliance & Risk

1

Management

Employee Representative Selection Criteria
Note: criteria were not shared with employees; it was for GPEB Executive Team members only.
The 'current state' sessions are a fact gathering exercise. The sessions are not intended to collect opinions on what may or may not
be working, or to collect solutions to perceived issues. If these arise at a session they will be documented, but will not be explored
until discussion of future state where they may be relevant.
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Employee representative should meet the following selection criteria.

.

Knowledgeable in all aspects of the work unit they are
representing; would be considered an expert by those they work
with

.

Can speak to the processes, stakeholders, outcomes, external
conditions impacting the work the unit is responsible for

.

examples of questions the employee representative will answer
are:

An expert
0

What governs your work (e.g. legislation, policy, rules)?

0

What times of the year are there increased pressures (e.g.
year-end, seasonally)?

0

What triggers your work (e.g. business/work plan, customer
request)?
What are tangible deliverables produced as a result of the

0

work in your unit?
Positive and engaged

"
"

Is positive and engaged in their work and in the workplace
View the GPEB Review as an opportunity to contribute to positive
change and shape the future of the organization

"

Will bring a solutions-focused approach to the session; will not
default to negativity/complaints

Have respect of peers/colleagues

"
"

Possess credibility with their peers
Perceived to be a fair advocate of the current work of the work
unit

Able and willing

•

Able and willing to commit the time required to adequately
prepare for and participate in the half-day current state session,
and debrief with their colleagues following the session

"

Ability to respond to peers questions regarding the results of the
session, encourage feedback, gather and summarize input, and
provide revisions to/finalize session work

Questions and Answers
How are/were employee representatives selected?

Employees were chosen based on their ability to be a fair advocate of the complete scope of work of their work unit, as well as their
interest in being involved in the GPEB Review.
Given the calibre of GPEB employees, choosing one employee representative per work unit was not an easy task. However, the
bottom line is that every employee will be involved in the Review. If you are not part of the 'current state' session, you will have the
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opportunity to review the information gathered for your work unit at the session, provide comments and validate the information
before it is finalized.

If we are not an employee representative, how will we be involved in the GPEB Review?
All employees will have the opportunity to:
,.

Review the results of the 'current state' session for their work unit to ensure it is accurate and complete before it is
considered final.
o

Employee representatives will review the results of the 'current state' session to answer your questions, and
gather and reflect your feedback.

,.

Provide input regarding specific objectives and actions that will support the vision, mission, values and strategies; moving
our organization from 'current' to 'future' state.
o

Once the Executive Team's work on our 'future state' is complete, it will be shared with employees to ask for your
input on how this 'future state' can be realized. We will be asking for specific actions that will move us from where
we are now to where we need to be to support our ongoing success.
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D: LANGUAGE OF WORK (CURRENT STATE) SESSION SUMMARY
The full version of the Language of Work model documents are provided as a supplementary document to this report. A summary of
the main deliverables are provided below, followed by a summary of issues (i.e. the "parking lot").

Deliverables (Outputs)
Executive

strategic planning, monitoring and reporting performed
budget managed
issued managed
executive communications provided and managed
corporate support provided
human resources management

Commercial Aud it

audit reports on BCLC produced
audit reports produced on physical gaming locations
ad hoc reports produced (note: approx. 6/year?)
5-Year Audit Plan produced
inspections performed
quarterly DAC review report produced
HLG payments to municipalities are verified
annual summary report produced
ACD report produced
Data analyzed; reports generated: accountability communicated to ADM
disseminate business intelligence

Charitable Audit

audit reports produced
education provided
information provided; complaints addressed
data analyzed; reports generated: accountability communicated to ADM
expertise provided internally
administration roles: travel budget managed; reception duties performed,
records managed

Investigations and

investigation logs completed and approved (for those files that conclude here)

Regional Operations

information file generated and concluded
reports of findings produced
reports to Crown Counsel produced
tickets and violations issued
verbal and written warnings issued
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data collected and maintained, information provided (stats, FOi, website)
Responsible and

free clinical services to BC citizens

Problem Gambling

clinical services and education services to indigenous groups provided
prevention services provided to community (i.e. target groups on Responsible
and Problem Gambling)
2-1-1 information referral service provided 24-7 Problem Gambling Helpline"
support and referral services for casino patrons provided in partnership with
BCLC (i.e. GameSense Advisors)
Responsible and Problem Gambling (RPG) policy developed
marketing and promotion for RPG coordinated and administered
data and reporting
budget management
hiring and orientation training for contracted service providers/stakeholders

Grants

grant funding applications processed
reconsiderations approved or denied
audits completed and issues addressed
special one-time grant issued
non-gaming grants issued (Multicultural, BC Arts Council, BC 150, Playground)
education provided (to public, other government entities)

Licensing

licenses issued or denied
reconsiderations processed
non-compliance alerts identified and forwarded to Investigations or Audit and
Compliance Division
information provided to the public
records managed
GERRS reviewed and entered into GOS
reception services provided for the branch

Personnel and Lottery

clearance provided for BCLC board members, BCLC workers, gaming workers,

Registration

GPEB employees
gaming worker registrations renewed
gaming worker tag replaced
lottery retailers registered
lottery retailers registration renewed
site certificates replaced
Gaming Workers Registry and GOS maintained
administrative decisions rendered
21
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CPIC, PSP audits performed
new employees onboarded and granted access
Corporate Registration

registration decisions made (approved or denied), report of findings produced
sanctions made and sanctions registry maintained
corporate registry maintained
Section 73 decisions communicated
respond to requests for information through CLIFF
financial integrity reports produced
site certificates issued and replaced
gaming worker tags issued and replaced
conditions of registration issued
financial collection and reconciliation completed, annual registration fee
invoices completed
budget forecasting and expenditure monitoring completed
BCLC advice on registration requirement of RFP applicants provided
relocations of gaming facilities approved

Certification

gaming equipment and internet games certified
lottery and bingo equipment products certified
technical investigations conducted, investigation supported (including
Investigations Division)
corporate registration investigations support provided
BC's technical standards for gaming equipment maintained and published
revocation of gaming supplies processed
research conducted and specialist consultations/expert opinion provided
electronic 50/50 systems for licensed charitable organizations certified"

Horse Racing

races judged
inspections and investigations completed
rulings, fines and suspensions issued
reconsiderations made
industry participants licensed
requests for data from public/media responded to

Corporate Services

communications (Minister responses, media, web mail, web contact, ADM
correspondence) developed and released
operational and strategic policy services provided
FOIPP administered
internal finances managed
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•

payments made to HLG, HP, DAC

•

branch purchasing and account management completed

•

GPEB Budgets developed and monitored

•

facilities issues and requests managed

•

executive supported and file managed

•

financial planning and management with Branch stakeholders completed
(including BCLC GL reconciliations, capital planning, OCG audit requests)

•

REGIS and GOS maintained

•

websites maintained

•

technical support provided

•

data extracted and reports generated as requested by clients

Parking Lot (Issues and Solutions)
Executive

•

Commercial Aud it

policy capacity across GPEB
BCLC bottleneck in the process for receiving information. Difficult to get info
and/or access (ex. Attending a draw)

•

BCLC tries to subvert the audit process by, for example, having sr executive
involvement after reports are issued.

•

communication challenges between divisions that result in inconsistent
information or understanding

Charitable Audit

•

waiting 3 years for corporate services' policy staff to update guidelines for
electronic 50/S0s-audit staff developed them and are not technically
authorized to use them

•

GOS: doesn't accommodate planning, records, reporting needs. Audit staff can't
identify if a charity has been/currently undergoing an investigation

•

no centralized complaints system (for similar themes from complainants. No
consistency in classifying complaints as non-compliance (audit would resolve
these) or criminal (investigators would resolve these)

Investigations and
Regional Operations

Section 86 reports: reduce
•

eGaming investigations resources and education required

•

AML strategy (limit suspicious currency transactions, update regulations/policy)

•

training approvals

•

more proactive investigations required (minors, retailers with criminal intent)

Respons ible and

•

no system to manage data-REGIS does not meet needs

Problem Gambling

•

no funding for Indigenous program

•

waning awareness of the program to the public, health professionals (who can
refer clients to problem gambling program clinicians). There is a need for
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promotions and education (issues with inability to use budget towards this) in
order for uptake of the program
overworked staff and contracted coordinators
Grants

GOS does not meet grants administration processing needs in every step of the
process for approving and denying grants
administrative overload (need more resources)
special one-time grants and non-gaming grants inserted into workload without
consultation with analysts or GPEB
LEAN exercise last year did not implement everything that needed to be
changed. Was a very negative experience
grant deadlines spike volume of work
grant approvals, reconsiderations, and special one-time grants represent three
levels of approval that the Executive Director has assumed responsibility for
(legislation is silent on this-high risk if it is continued)

Licensing

resourcing capacity for administrative support
need to update licensing Policy and Procedures Manual
GOS: needs upgrading for us to do our work efficiently. It does not automate
GERRs (6000/year must be printed, manually data entered); should be auto
generating license approval letters but staff must manually edit and revise
3 day turnaround time creates high pressure/high volume environment.
(solution: eliminate Class D licenses as they are low risk, increase turnaround
time from 3 days to 5 or more)
Reconsiderations for licenses are t ime-sensitive (Exec Director may need to drop
everything to address some of these)
More information needed (i.e. "why" an application was denied/approved) in
our records and tracking applications.
The licensing approval process has significant duplication throughout process
(notably applications and records)
GERRs
Inconsistent processes between analysts and agents and admin in providing the
public with info, handling complaints.

Personnel and Lottery

number of incomplete applications received for gaming worker tags needs to be

Registration

reduced (many sit in GOS unnoticed)
time it takes to process a GW tag is too long -work unit is short on resources.
Need to design administrative jobs differently for faster/leaner processing times
provisional authorizations (interim before GW tag issued) mean duplicating the
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GW tag process
•

no electronic application process for lottery registrations - GOS cannot do this

•

no electronic payment system for collecting registration fees (this could reduce
process times)

•

BCLC Territory Managers give out wrong info to public on registration -we need
to develop training package for them

•

GOS has a 5 minute lag for entering lottery applications-it times you out of the
system and you lose your data entry work

Corporate Registration

•

growing complexity of corporations' organizational structures makes it difficult
to know how far registration investigations must go to obtain legal, financial,
etc. information from officers and executives

•

travel approval for investigations received last minute or denied for work unit's
core business. Feel as though Ministry of Finance does not enable the business

Certification

need additional resources and contingency plan for Director
•

manual input of every certificate (for equipment, lottery products, software,
etc.) - GOS needs to have this capacity

•

GOS cleanup data required - right now entering data into GOS is an added step

•

BCLC handles complaints about various equipment/products and should be
alerting us of issues before they are dealing with them

Horse Racing

•

working conditions at race tracks unsafe/unsanitary

SUMMARY OF ISSUES ('Parking Lot')
•

not enough resources in finance, admin, communications, planning and policy

•

Baseline code for GOS not developed until this summer (unable to make basic
system changes for staff)

•

Ministry of Finance relationships could be stronger in many areas ( Office of
Associate OM, PMCP, SHR, 1MB, OMO)

•

sharing executive administrative assistant between ADM and two Exec Directors
is splitting the resources too thin and creates risk
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E: TOSTl'S ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT MODEL (FUTURE STATE)

External Environment
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This model describes two interdependent paths for moving from a broad statement of organizational mission and vision to specific results:
Stnite&lc: The left-hand path emphazises what needs to be done: the strategic goals the organization will work toward; the objectives that groups

and individuals must accomplish to carry out those strategies; the activities that must be performed to meet goals and objectives.
Cultural: The right-hand path emphazises how things should be done: the values that will guide people in carrying out the mission and vision; the
practices which reflect those values; the specific, day-to-day behaviors which will represent the values and practices to others as people go about
their work.
Infrastructure: At the center of the model is the infrastructure that supports the strategic and cultural paths to achieving results. Infrastructure
includes the organizational structure, systems, processes, policies, and programs.
Organizational alignment requires compatibility between the strategic and cultural "paths", and consistency within them. Organizations have
traditionally emphazised the strategic path. Most invest considerable effort in defining strategic goals and objectives. Fewer adress the cultural
path with clearly defined statements of values (Tosti and Jackson, 2003).
Source: http://www.ichangeworld.com/docs/icw0A0303.pdf
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F: LING AND JARVIS ANALYSIS AND IMPACTS ON GPEB COMPLIANCE UNITS
Note: This section has been prepared and drafted by Tom Steenvoorden

Powers
While GPEB has a number of units whose mandate includes ensuring compliance of the Gaming Control Act (GCA) it is the inspectors
and investigators as defined by the Act and the General Manager whose powers can result in the need for ling and Jarvis
considerations. Audit, inspections and investigation authorities within the Gaming Control Act are found within Part 9 - Compliance.
GPEB inspectors may conduct inspections and audits for the purposes of; (a) assessing licences, grants under Part 6 of the Act, or
registration; (b) monitoring compliance of licensees, eligible organizations and registrants with the Act; and, (c) monitoring
compliance of the lottery corporation with the Act and regulations.
Inspection and audit powers found within s. 79 GCA allow the inspector to enter and inspect or audit various types of gaming
facilities and ancillary operations. Further, the inspector is authorized to make inquiries and requ ire the production of records or
things for the pur pose of inspecting or auditing. The inspector may remove these records or things. The person in custody of the
records or things is obligated to produce all the records or things that the inspector requires.
The investigative authority of the GPEB investigators found within the Act is simply the enforcement of the Act. Currently GPEB
investigators also hold the appointment of Special Provincial Constable pursuant to the Police Act. The GPEB Special Provincial
Constable appointment provides authority for the appointee to enforce the Criminal Code of Canada and Provincial Statutes of
British Columbia to the extent necessary.
In conducting GCA investigations, Investigators' powers and duties are the same as the inspector as per s. 79 GCA.
Section 86 GCA also provides authority to the general manager (GPEB) to obtain information, records or things on demand for the
purposes of an investigation or an investigative audit from the lottery corporation, a registrant, a licensee and an eligible
organization.
It is the use of information, records or things which have been obtained by way of demand that becomes the challenge when a GPEB
inquiry or investigation moves into an investigation whose purpose is to seek prosecution under the GCA.
In reviewing available literature exploring the Ling and Jarvis decision in the context of regulatory investigations, most of the analysis
has been done within the Ontario Securities context. In their paper titled, " Regulatory Investigations: Applying Jarvis in the
Securities Context" Glen Jennings and Catherine Weiler explore factors that are relevant when determining whether the purpose of
an inquiry has become penal liability. Of notable interest to the GPEB review is the analysis of " challenges for applying Jarvis from
the perspective of Enforcement Staff [which] are : (1) the fact that the same conduct may give rise to administrative and quasicriminal penalties: and (2) the fact that [like GPEB] in securities Enforcement Divisions, regulatory officials often work both sides of
the Rubicon." The document then provides suggested protocols in the case of single team and parallel team investigations.
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Within the WorkSafeBC context investigators obtained evidence that would support the laying of charges under their legislation
utilizing information/evidence which had been obtained by way of demand. While the use of this information was questioned, it
was the lack of use of search warrants and the affording of rights to individuals in jeopardy once the investigators had reasonable
grounds to believe that an offence under their legislation may have been committed.
Any recommendations for change to GPEB's current compliance and enforcement organizational structure and operating procedures
will need to be examined in the light of the Ling and Jarvis decision. Any organizational structure options designed for the ADM's
consideration need to ensure they meet the Ling and Jarvis test.
In conducting the GPEB Branch review the question of combining investigator/ inspector job descriptions was posed. Reportedly,
the concept of investigator and inspectors working within a team environment or at least supporting each other appears to work
well within GPEB regional offices.
Recently the Government of British Columbia conducted an inquiry into the WorkSafeBC regulatory investigation of the 2012 Babine
mill fire. The Babine mill fire report was followed by the WorkSafeBC "Review and Action Plan" which was issued in July 2014. While
the recommendations contained within these reports are directed towards WorkSafeBC a number of the recommendations may
have an effect on other regulatory compliance and enforcement units. The most notable recommendations for compliance and
enforcement units involve the Supreme Court of Canada decisions Ling and Jarvis.
Ling and Jarvis are the two leading cases from the Supreme Court of Canada regarding the admissibility of evidence in a prosecution
that had been gathered by the use of legislative powers of compulsion. Both cases arose under the Income Tax Act of Canada. The
Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA) had both audit and investigation divisions. The audit division conducted audits for the
purposes of ensuring compliance, while the investigation division was responsible for conducting investigations for the purposes of
prosecutions under the Income Tax Act. In both Ling and Jarvis, an auditor, while conducting a compliance audit, had compelled
answers and records using powers granted under the Income Tax Act. At some point during the process, the auditors concluded that
an offence might have been committed and referred the files to the investigation division of CCRA. Further investigations were
conducted and the defendants charged. In both cases, the defendants argued that the information obtained by the auditors was not
admissible in the prosecutions on the grounds that it had been obtained in violation of their charter rights under sections 7 & 8 of
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The court concluded that there was a difference between audit and investigation activities. They stated that, where the
predominant purpose of an inquiry is the determination of penal liability, CCRA officials must relinquish the authority to use their
inspection and requirement powers. Officials "cross the Rubicon" or the "bright line" when the inquiry engages the adversarial
relationship between the taxpayer and the state. The court also stated that the factors could have application to other provincial or
federal government departments or agencies; however, in applying these factors, the particular structure, function, and organization
of the agency must be taken into account1 .

1

WorkSafeBC Review and Action Plan page 42 & 43
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TERMINOLOGIES USED

AML

Anti-money laundering

BMP

Best Management Practices

Cash

Bank notes

COD

Client Due Diligence

co

Compliance Officer

DTI

Deposit-taking Institution

EDD

Enhanced Due Diligence

EFT

Electronic Funds Transfer

FATF

Financial Action Task Force

FinCEN

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

FinTRAC

Financial Transaction and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada

Fx

Foreign exchange

GPEB

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch

IIROC

Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization of Canada

LCTR

Large Cash Transaction Report

MSB

Money Service Business

OSFI

Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions
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PCMLTFA

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist
Financing
Act
and
its
accompanying Regulations

STR

Suspicious Transactions Report
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PEB - AML WORKING GROU
Client Due Diligence in BC Casinos
1.0 INTRODUCTION

i .1

Retainer of
Malysh
Associates
Consulting Inc

Our firm was engaged by the Gaming Policy Enforcement
Branch - AML Working Group to provide research of client due
diligence standards used by financial institutions and other
businesses when accepting cash deposits.

i.2

Terms of
Engagement

We were asked to develop information relating to the
management practices used by deposit-taking institutions,
money service businesses, brokerage firms and gaming
businesses for cash deposit transactions.
Our report summarizes best practices based upon experiences
of businesses that are required to maintain an AML compliance
regime under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist Financing Act and its Regulations.

Additionally, we are to report on other AML compliance issues
that we may encounter during our research to assist GPEB with
conducting a gap analysis of their AML policies.
1.3

Scope of This
Report &
Restriction
on Its Use

This report is not intended for general circulation or publication.
It is not intended to be reproduced or used for any purpose
without our written permission in each specific instance. We do
not assume any responsibility or liability for losses occasioned
by any party as a result of the circulation, publication,
reproduction or use of this report contrary to the provisions of
this paragraph.
This report is based on review of the documents as described in
Section 1.4. In the event that further documents or other
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information becomes available that could impact our findings,
we reserve the right to review such records and reconsider and
amend the findings set out in this report.
1.4

Documents
Referenced

During the course of our research, we referred to various
documents. These documents include:
•

The Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act and its Regulations ("PCMLTFA"), Revised
Federal Statute of Canada

•

FinTRAC Guidelines, 1 through 9, for Casinos, Money
Service Businesses, Foreign Exchange Dealers and other
businesses

•

Action Plan to Review AML Measures at BC Gaming
Facilities, GPEB, August 22, 2011

•

Audit & Compliance Division 5 Year Audit Plan, GPEB,
June 24, 2013

111

Key Regulatory Responsibilities of GPEB and Their
Application to the British Columbia Lottery Corporation,
GPEB, March 25, 2008

111

Roles and Responsibilities of Participants in British
Columbia's Gaming Industry, GPEB, February 22, 2010

•

Summary Review AML Measures at BC Gaming Facilities,
Province of British Columbia, February 2011

°

Follow the Money: Is Canada Making Progress in
Combatting Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing?
Not Really, Report of the Standing Senate Committee on
Banking Trade and Commerce, March 2013

111

Guideline for Detecting and Deterring Money Laundering
& Terrorist Financing, OSFI, March 2008
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•

AML Compliance Guideline, IIROC, October 2010

"

Vulnerabilities of Casinos & Gaming Sector, Asia Pacific
Group, FATF, March 2009

•

Prevention of Money Laundering in Macau Casinos, Jorge
Godinho, Gaming Law Review and Economics, Volume 17
Number 4, 2013

@

e

1.5

Sources of
Information

Remarks of FinCEN Director, Bank Secrecy Conference,
Amelican Gaming Association & UNLV International
Gaming Institute, June 12, 2014
Suspicious Activity Reporting in the Gaming Industry,
FinCEN, March 2012

During the course of om· research, we interviewed people
employed in AML compliance functions at various businesses.
Participation in discussions on industry practices was secured
on a 'no-name basis. Therefore, we generically provide a list of
these confidential sources.

Information Source
GPEB AML Working Group

Description
Executive Directors of Audit,
Investigation, Registration & Risk

BC Lottery Corporation

VP Corporate Security & Compliance,
Manager AML & Operational Analytics
Unit

Deposit Taking Institutions

AML Compliance Officers of Schedule
I and II Banks & AML Compliance
Officers of BC Credit Unions
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Information Source
Gaming Corporations

Description
AML Compliance Officers of
corporations who operate casinos in
Canada and USA

1.6

Research Work
Plan

Money Service Businesses &

AML compliance officers of MSB's in

FX Dealers

Canada and USA

Our work plan consisted of identifying potential sources of
information, conducting interviews, and reviewing research
papers relating to policy, procedures and management practices
for client due diligence and the acceptance of cash.
We compiled written material from open sources and utilized
our network of business contacts to solicit participation in our
survey of AML compliance practices.
Survey questions were developed to generate discussion and
determine the procedures adopted by businesses to manage
client risk.
The high-lites of our research are summarized by participant
categories of deposit taking institutions, money service
businesses, gaming businesses and gaming regulators.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
INFORMATION

2.1

Suppression of

Ml

Since 1988, the Government of Canada has continually
supported international efforts in the suppression of money
laundering and terrorist financing activities. Using the FATF
recommendations, Canada has developed its AML laws and
regulations.
These laws protect the integrity of Canada's financial systems.

2.2

FIU
Responsibility

The AML laws establish a financial intelligence unit, FinTRAC,
to analyze financial transactions.

2.3

Police
Responsiblity

Using FinTRAC's technical analysis, the police will investigate
suspected money laundering cases as well as other criminal
offenses.
Unfortunately, the RCMP Proceeds of Crime Section
responsible for investigating FinTRAC referrals has been
disbanded. The RCMP has re-organized their federal resources
and investigation sections. Money laundering investigations
are now investigated by the Federal Organized Crime Section
and are only a part of the larger criminal enterprise crime
investigations.
FinTRAC referrals are now being sent to the local police agency
where the suspected ML offense(s) have occurred. Usually, the
local investigators do not have experience investigating ML
offenses. According to our source, very little direct money
laundering investigative cases are being undertaken by local
police. However, FinTRAC referral reports are being used to
further other criminal investigations.
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2.4

Businesses &
Compliance
Regimes

Financial sector businesses and other designated businesses,
such as casinos, provide reports of financial transactions to
FinTRAC.
Businesses must maintain an AML compliance regime to deter
ML and to ensure transactions are reported to FinTRAC.
Further, these compliance programs are designed to mitigate
the risks of MF/fF. Businesses are expected to know their
clients and not transact with people or business entities who are
attempting to launder the proceeds of crime.
Businesses do not have the resources or expertise to actually
prove money laundering. They can only observe clients'
behavior to determine whether a transaction is suspicious.
Businesses use "indicators" of client behavior to form their
suspicions. FinTRAC provides examples of these indicators in
their AML Regulation Guidelines.
Businesses are required to report susp1c1ous transactions to
FinTRAC. The STR is filed after the client has left the business
premise. Further, clients must not be informed or "tipped-off"
that the STR is being filed.
But in order to obtain information for the STR which FinTRAC
needs for analysis, businesses usually conduct the financial
transaction in all but the most glaring circumstances.

It is not the role of business to prove money laundering as
"indicators" are not evidence of ML. Their role is to identify
and report suspicious transactions.
It is the role of FinTRAC and the police to examine the matter
further and determine the link to ML/fF activities.
Businesses have legal obligations to not facilitate ML knowingly
or by being willfully blind. If clients are too high a risk, financial
institutions and businesses will exit the client relationship. In
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practice, transactions will be completed until a behavior pattern
is established that exceeds the risk tolerance set by the business.
2.5

Money
Laundering
Issues

The purpose of ML is to disguise the source of funds and
conceal the ownership of funds. The goal is to make "dirty"
money appear "clean". It never really gets clean - it just looks
that way.
In our financial system, extensive records are maintained to
document transactions and financial activity. Being constrained
by the laws that govern the operation of the financial system,
the money launderer must make concessions to the system
while limiting his exposure and vulnerability to detection.
In fact, AML laws are written for the purpose of creating a
paper trail for cash (bank notes) transactions.
From an investigative viewpoint, having verifiable and
traceable monetary instruments is critical to successful ML
prosecutions.
ML risks are assessed based upon the 3 phases of money
laundering; placement, layering, and integration. ML methods
must be understood and considered when formulating risk
mitigation controls.
Examples of ML methods include the use of nominees, front
people and businesses, or structuring transactions to avoid
identification requirements.
The goal of the money laundering method is to avoid creating a
paper trail and identifying the people who launder the
proceeds of crime.
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3.0 DEPOSIT TAKING
INSTITUTIONS

Over the past decade, Canada's financial institutions have
become increasingly more observant in not only complying with
AML legislation but in exceeding the guidelines in order to
protect their hard-won reputation as the conservative,
dependable backbone of Canada's financial system.
We have summarized AML policies and discussed the
management practices generally used by D1Ts to mitigate risks
for cash deposits and EFT' s.

3.1

AML Experience

In countries not as well regulated, some banks have received
large fines for non-compliance; however this has not happened
in Canada.
Knowing the banks are compliant, FinTRAC will look to other
cash handling businesses to ensure the same level of effort is
being applied.
Compliance Departments have grown more quickly than any
other facet of banking and every new product or system must
be first vetted and approved by these new compliance regimes
before integration.
New individual banking clients are identified using
government issued photo identification documents. Usually,
no other formal background verification is conducted.
High net worth, politically exposed, or persons without normal
documentation are carefully vetted through the enhanced
KYC/CDD processes. Background screening is conducted using
databases, such as "Worldcheck", Credit Bureaus and
verification inquiries with other financial institutions used by
the client.
Business clients require a more thorough reviev.' prior to
acceptance.
Often, businesses with even the
connection to drug activity

I
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ndure dose scrutiny of their AML
compliance programs to ensure their client's bone fides are
verified and present an acceptable risk to the DTL
Mandatory on-line AML training and testing all line staff and
management is delivered regularly in order to ensure consistent
application of compliance procedures.
Banks used to allow their clients to deposit large quantities of
cash without questioning its source. Since the enactment of
AML laws, banks routinely conduct KYC/CDD inquiries to deter
Ml/IF activities. This includes asking clients the source of
funds and making a record of the response. See Section 3.3 for
further discussion on DTI practices for accepting cash deposits.
Sophisticated computer systems monitor account activity for
unusual patterns. Anything of a suspicious nature is forwarded
to Compliance or Corporate Security Departments for review
and investigation. The slightest concerns tend to result in the
dosing of accounts as a proactive defense.
Most DTI's have adopted a policy to exit a client relationship if
Bank AML
Compliance Officers will examine the STR narratives, KYC
information and account transaction history in their decisionmaking process.

EFTs from foreign locations are only accepted from banks that
are known to have strong AML processes in place, and a
correspondent banking relationship has been established.
Cheques and other monetary instruments are held until cleared,
verified, or the client is well known and able to cover should
there be a defect in the instrument.
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3.2

AML Compliance
Practices

Federally licensed financial institutions are regulated by OSFL
MIJTF guidelines are issued by OSFI to ensure that financial
entities develop robust systems and practices.
Likewise at the provincial level, credit unions, trust companies,
and other provincially regulated businesses have oversight
agencies that issue guidelines to augment the federal AML
regulations.
The guidelines of the regulatory organizations are a public
record of the commitment of an industry to deter ML/TF
activities.

3.3

Cash Acceptance

In our discussions with AML compliance officers of deposit
taking institutions, we were advised of the following best
practices used to mitigate the risk of cash deposits. We have
focused our discussion on the practices used to manage
individual accounts to draw some comparisons to the gaming
patron.
a) Using a risk based approach, questions are directed to a
potential new client to determine what financial services
they will need and the approximate transaction volumes
to be anticipated. Based on responses, or lack thereof,
decisions are made as to whether to open the account,
ask further questions to make a more accurate
assessment, or decline the business. A risk based
approach enables efforts to be focused on clients,
transactions, and payment methods that pose the
greatest risk for Ml/TF.
b) When cash over CAD $10,000 is tendered, a supervisor
will interview the client to determine the source of funds
and other related questions to ensure the deposit is of
non-criminal origin. Some DTI' s require the client
complete and sign a Source of Funds Declaration, which
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is kept in the client account file. If susp1c1ons arise,
details are reported to the compliance department via a
STR. The client's account is flagged for monitoring
c) Enhanced due diligence is perfonned when account
transactions do not make sense or conform to original
account/client intentions. This includes interviewing the
client, assessing their information, verify information
from independent sources, and increasing the frequency
of account transaction monitoring
d) New client account opening procedures require the
client produce government issued documents that bear
the name and photograph of the individual. Accounts
KYC forms are completed to record client information
relating to various issues, such as resident address,
employment and occupation, sources of income etc.
High net worth clients are vetted for source of wealth
and may be vetted through banker databases. New
immigrants may have their financial information verified
by the bank from the previous resident country.
e) A hierarchy of referral and information sharing capability
from front line staff to supervisors to head office
compliance/security departments is established as part of
the compliance culture. The account manager who
brought the client onboard is responsible for making
decisions to close the account based upon CDD
information obtained from all sources within the DTI and
advice from AML CO' s.
f) A graduated level of AML training is used as not
everyone needs to be trained alike. Frontline staff
require the knowledge to identify large or
unusual/suspicious transactions and report them.
Supervisors and account management personnel must be
familiar with due diligence protocols and have the ability
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to ask '-Juestions without offending the client. Head
Office departments become more specialized in
performing enhanced COD and enter into relationships
with regulators, police or other bank investigative
sections to ensure business is conducted with legitimate
clients handling legitimate funds.
Knowing the source of funds is helpful in that it makes up a
component of the risk matrix evaluation.

story must be verifiable and make economic sense to be
believable.
While there is data that certain nationalities deal in cash more
than others, they still must have the personal resources to
account for it and answer questions relating to the source of
funds to substantiate large cash deposits.
3.4

Electronic Funds
Transfers

International EFT's are risky in that it is difficult to confirm the
source of the funds being ·wired in.
Financial lnstitutions have developed trusted relationships with
certain foreign banks - a correspondent banking relationship and rely on these entities to conduct the same level of due
diligence as done in Canada.
All international EFT's over CAD $10,000 are reported to

FINTRAC.
Banks will monitor EFT activity carefully. Transaction value
thresholds are established to focus attention on higher risk
transactions and to reduce compliance and surveillance costs.
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3.5

Comment

Banks have an advantage over other businesses, such as casinos,
as businesses cannot form these "banking" relationships that are
key to client information sharing.
Businesses can leverage their banking partner's relationships
with other banks to provide a safe harbor for international
EFT's. While the funds may have come from a foreign
jurisdiction, they have come through a trusted correspondent
bank.
A prudent business practice is to only conduct EFT's between
domestic banks.
Banks do not hesitate to interview clients and demand
economic reasons for any transaction. The results of the
inquiries are documented in the client file.
Client risk is assessed based upon a risk matrix for various ML
indicators. Conducting transactions, such as depositing cash, is
only 1 of the ML risks, which may or may not affect the risk
profile of the client.
Transactions are monitored and assessed against the stated
purpose and intent of the client maintaining a bank account.
Banks will close out client accounts if sufficient and appropriate
evidence indicates the risk is too great for the bank to continue
the relationship.
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4.0 BROKERAGE FIRMS

Brokerage firms are unique in that they are heavily regulated by
provincial statutes and by the rules of IIROC. Their rules for
KYC and CDD activities are onerous.
AML compliance is another layer in their management and
practices of KYC programs.

4.1

AML Experience

In general, brokerage firms react to AML risk similar to banks.
Their reputation for honesty and integrity is paramount to
establish client trust.
As such, most firms do not want connections to clients who may
be using their firm to conceal assets derived from MI/TF
activity. A brokerage firm's ML risk is focused on the layering
and integration phases.

4.2

Cash Acceptance

Most brokerage firms do not accept cash for deposit into client
accounts. They do not want the ML/fF risk associated with
cash.
Deposits to client accounts are made using other monetary
instruments. For individual accounts, cheques and EFTs are the
norm.

4.3

Electronic Funds
Transfers

Rules vary for EFTs depending upon the client. Institutional
clients have different rules than corporate and individual
clients. The risk matrix is complex depending upon client net
worth and market-knowledge sophistication.
For individuals, most brokerage firms will accept EFTs from
domestic banks that are drawn on the client's personal bank
account.
There are exceptions for very wealthy clients
depending upon the KYC/CDD inquiries that have been
documented prior to the trade/transaction.
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Each firm establishes its own risk tolerance for payment and
settlement, in concert with their banking partners, to accept or
reject international EFTs. Firms rely on the KYC program to
assess client risk.
4.4

Comment

Brokerage firms are in a unique position. Their rules for KYC
are extensive. Account mangers continually interact with
clients, discuss personal financial affairs and record results of
discussions in the client file.
Their COD is documented to protect the firm and broker(s)
from any transaction liability, such as knowing their client's
knowledge of markets or financial products, investor
sophistication and investment risk tolerance, client's wealth and
source of income, and client investment objectives.
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5.0 MONEY SERVICE
BUSINESSES

MSB' s typically provide two types of services; currency/foreign
exchange and remittance payments. Payment and settlement of
the transaction is conducted either by cash or other monetary
instruments.
In Canada, MSB's are required to maintain an AML compliance
regime under the PCMLTFA. As such, the COD and risk
assessment practices are an integral part of their business
operations.
Note: Currency exchange describes the buying and selling of
bank notes, while Fx describes the buying and selling of foreign
currencies using other monetary instruments (cheques, drafts,
EFT) for payment and settlement.
MSB' s have a bad reputation with banks because in the past,
many engaged in ML. As a result, banks are hesitant to provide
service for any but the very best AML compliant businesses.
Regular auditing of their AML compliance regimes and targeted
questioning of EFT activity is the norm. Such a reputation is
difficult to overcome and this exemplifies the need of the MSB
to have a robust and strict compliance program.
Our discussion is based upon the BMP' s generally followed by
reputable MSB' s.

5.1

Cash Acceptance

MSB's who provide currency exchange services transact almost
exclusively in cash, as cash is the most used instrument of
exchange.
The ML risk is that cash is anonymous. As such, AML
regulations require currency exchange transactions greater than
CAD $3,000 to record client identification. Transactions greater
than CAD $10,000 require a report to FinTRAC.
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Money launderers will avoid transactions ·where they have lo
identify themselves, or they will use nominees, also kno,vn as
smurfs.
The compliance requirements to monitor transactions and risk
assess clients has increased significantly since the February 2014
amendments came into force. Most MSB's had been performing
this type of CDD work prior to the new regulations. KYC
programs were established to satisfy the banks' maintenance
rules for operating their bank accounts.
MSB's generally do not have an issue accepting cash in a
transaction providing the client cooperates with the COD
inquiries and identification rules. lf a client exhibits some 'red
flag' indicators for ML risk, a Suspicious Transaction Report will
be filed with FinTRAC. Some MSBs require the client to
complete and sign a Source of Funds Declaration, which is kept
on the client file.
Once an STR is filed, the client risk profile will be elevated for
enhanced DD. The next time the client transacts, the MSB will
interview the client to determine their ML risk. Judgments will
be made by the AML compliance officer as to whether the MSB
will continue with the client

Some MSB's adopt a business model where they will not accept
cash as payment for Fx. Their risk focus is on the layering and
integration ML phases to assess client risk.

Effective KYC/CDD programs include 3rd party relationships
and nominees to expand and mitigate ML risks, adding an
additional level of complexity to COD processes.
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5.2

Electronic Funds
Transfers

MSB's who focus on being a payments company use EFT's to
settle transactions. EFT services are offered in conjunction with
a Fx transaction.
The CDD practices used to mitigate ML risk center around the
economic purpose of each transaction. KYC interviews are
conducted to obtain stated purposes, values, and frequencies of
transactions. This information is then compared to actual
transaction history. Any changes in behavior will result in
enhanced CDD being conducted. The MSB may ask the client
to produce 3rd party documentation to support the need for
F:x/EFT transactions. Further, the sender or ultimate beneficiary
of the transaction will be identified and verified.
Any remittance transaction greater than CAD $1,000 requires
the identification of the client. International EFT' s greater than
CAD $10,000 require a report to FinTRAC. The information
reported to FinTRAC is extensive as the original sender,
intermediaries and ultimate beneficiaries must be recorded and
reported.

5.3

Comment

Prior to the new February 2014 regulations, client transaction
monitoring was not mandatory. Established MSB's did have
account monitoring firmly established to provide assurances to
their banking partners that they were mitigating Ml/TF risks.
Individual account KYC/CDD practices consist of recording the
identification documents used to verify client identity. Source
of wealth, source of funds inquiries are conducted when
transaction values and frequency of transactions change, thus
elevating the client risk.
The new regulations have increased the compliance
requirements for client risk management. EDD procedures to
maintain higher-risk client accounts will require increased client
interviews and more frequent transaction monitoring.
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Like banks, once a client account relationship is established,
MSBs will conduct all transactions unless the behavior pattern
of the individual is glaringly and suspiciously "indicating" ML.
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6.0 GAMING
BUSINESSES

We surveyed AML compliance officers of casinos in Canada,
Nevada, and Washington State. Some of the Nevada companies
also had casino/resort operations in other countries.
There is a general acknowledgment that AML risk assessments
of "VIP" clients have increased significantly over the last 5
years. The current US ML issue is to conduct CDD for
determining source of wealth and source of funds.
Since September 2013, the Director of FinCEN has publicly
stated that casinos need to do more CDD and track clients
gaming transactions to monitor for ML activities.
In Ontario, casino operations have entered into a contractual
relationship with the Ontario Provincial Police. The Chief
Superintendent in charge reports to the OPP Deputy
Commissioner of Investigations and Organized Crime for
criminal matters and to the Registrar of Alcohol and Gaming
(AGCO) on regulatory matters.
They work closely to devise strategies and policies to combat
ML that are effective and viable from a resourcing perspective
taking into account the unique nature of the industry.
From a practical perspective, a Police Inspector acts as the
Director of the Gaming and Enforcement Branch and police
officers are fully integrated into the AGCO . The Inspector is
responsible for the Casino Enforcement Unit, the Corporate
Investigations Unit, the Internet Gaming Unit and the Gaming
Specialist Unit. The focus of their AML activity centres around
the Casino Enforcement Units who provide 24/7 policing
services to gaming venues. They are first responders to any
criminal activity within each site and deal with any other
offences that affect the integrity of the industry, or its
stakeholders.
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They also perform an intelligence role and share information
quickly via their on-site personnel who are responsible for
interviewing clients referred by the cash cage operators when
large or suspicious cash is presented for deposit.
6.1

Cash Acceptance

Casinos generally do not have an issue with accepting cash from
clients. US-AML COs reported that they do not place limits on
the amount of cash that can be used for buy-in.
Their reasoning is that their KYC/CDD procedures provide the
risk mitigation strategies to identify and confirm the individual
as a legitimate gaming player. They also utilize investigative
resources to research clients that pose higher risk.
Source of funds and source of wealth interviews are becoming
normal procedures as FinCEN is developing policy initiatives to
increase the KYC/CDD activities. But this policy is in its infancy
and will take a few more years to be fully implemented industry
wide.
Casinos in Ontario generally will not allow more than CAD
$10,000 - 15,000 cash/in. These large deposits trigger a COD
interview to learn the source of funds. This interview is usually
conducted by the OPP police officer.
However, there are thresholds that trigger managers and
concierge to identify and interview those clients. The threshold
amount is based upon the risk tolerance for backing bets. Some
casinos have thresholds starting at $10,000 buy-ins while other
set thresholds at $100,000. CDD procedures are focused on
betting patterns and betting amounts.
US AML CO' s reported that compliance resources are focused
on approximately 15% of the total client base for enhanced
CDD. Statistically, the top 15% clients account for the majority
of gaming revenue.
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VIP clients are risk rated based upon the ease with which client
information can be independently verified. In some cases,
private investigators will be hired to conduct verification work,
particularly if the client is not a US resident.
Cash/out policies generally set procedures for how
disbursements are paid. Most casinos follow a policy of using
the same instrument for cash/out as used for cash/in.
Some casinos will set maximums on the amount of cash
returned with the remaining balance by cheque. The casinos
want verifiable and traceable instruments to help law
enforcement in ML investigations.
6.2

Electronic Funds
Transfers

There is not a general consensus on the use of EFT's to fund
player accounts.
Some casinos will allow international EFT' s as well as domestic.
Others will only accept domestic EFT. However, this may
change depending upon future guidelines from FinCEN
relating to CDD and client risk procedures. US-AML Co's
reported that most casinos eventually will adopt a domestic
only EFT to fund player accounts. Corporations who operate
casino/resorts in other jurisdictions (domestic or international)
reported that they will not allow inter-company transfers of
player funds between casinos.

6.3

Best Management
Practices

The industry standards used as BMPs are summarized as
follows:
•

AML compliance officers must be qualified and experienced.
They must have direct reporting to the corporation CEO and
to the corporate audit committee

111

A compliance culture must be developed through all levels
of casino staff. Line staff and managers must work
cooperatively with surveillance and compliance staff
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•

Top 10 - 15% of revenue generating clients receive the most
CDD. All clients in this category are interviewed by trained
staff to determine source of wealth and source of funds.
Client risk is based upon the ability to verify information.

•

KYC/CDD interviews are conducted based upon triggering
thresholds of buy-ins. The threshold is determined by
statistical analysis of buy-in and bets per hand at each casino

•

All clients who are identified either by loyalty reward
programs or concierge services at minimum are background
checked through a commercial database, such as
Worldcheck

111

Information sharing arrangements with local police agencies
are established to identify known criminal gang members
and affiliates. Casinos do not want these associates on their
premises

111

Clients who come from Asia-Pacific countries, especially
PRC, are automatically classed as high-risk and require EDD

•

Player funded accounts are used to prevent loan-sharking.
Players can only pay where they play and with funds on
deposit or funds available through pre-approved credit lines

•

Cash/outs should mirror the cash/in instrument, ie, banknote
to banknote, cheque to cheque, EFT to EFT etc.

•

Client wanting cash/out in cash are limited to 10% of cash/in
or player account balance to a pre-set maximum. The
remainder is paid by cheque or EFT to client's personal
domestic account. This creates a traceable paper trail for
investigation purposes. The returned cancelled cheque is
investigated to verify bank account used to deposit the
cheque
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•

@

6.4

law Enforcement
Partnerships

Do not allow any bank-like transactions, such as transferring
funds direct from off-shore accounts to casino bank accounts
or vice versa, or allowing chip churning to occur without
intervention interview by AML CO
EFTs are conducted from/to accounts held by domestic
financial institutions. The account must be in the name of
the client

CO' s reported that having police partnerships greatly assist with
deterring criminal activities within the gaming industry
including ML.
Some of the areas of police assistance specifically stated include:
•

Sharing of information related to criminal gangs, their
members and affiliates, and to criminal activity directed at
the casino including ML

•

Interdicting 'undesirable' persons and supporting local
security personnel to evict potentially violent persons

11

Providing a level of security for public safety in and around
the casino

•

Investigating and prosecuting criminal offenses directly
related to gaming
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7.0 GPEB

We were asked to comment on any gaps that we encountered
that may assist GPEB in its role as regulator of the gaming
industry.

7.1

We believe that GPEB could greatly enhance its leadership in
AML compliance by creating an AML compliance regime
regulation under the Gaming Control Act/Regulations.
Additionally, a companion Guideline for Deterring and
Detecting Money Laundering should be implemented to
establish the policy expectations of the new regulation.
Alternatively, a Public Interest Directive could be issued to
establish GPEB' s AML program.

AML Guidelines

The intention is to direct gaming industry businesses in their
responsibility to develop and maintain robust AML compliance
programs that meet GPEB's governance and control
expectations.
The Guideline is not to replace the federal guidelines published
by FinTRAC nor create any new requirements under federal
legislation.
They are to establish the "tone at the top" and provide industry
specific policy for AML compliance expectations.
As an example, if GPEB wants specific policy for the
determination of source of funds, the policy expectation can be
specified in the Guideline. Gaming businesses can determine
the procedures required to comply with policy.
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7.2

Intelligence &
Analytical Unit

GPEB currently does not have resources dedicated to criminal
intelligence and crime analysis relating to the gaming industry.
Further, the province does not have dedicated police officers
responsible for gaming related investigations and prosecutions.
GPEB should consider establishing a police-accredited unit to
provide policing services for the gaming industry, including but
not limited to:
e

criminal intelligence and risk analysis

•

investigations and prosecutions

•

liaison with police departments in communities that host
casinos

•

information sharing program between GPEB, the BC police
community, FinTRAC and other law enforcement agencies

e

assist GPEB's Special Provincial Constables with conducting
intelligence inquiries

e

annual reporting to GPEB executive on the overall risks to
gaming

•

subject-matter experts in gaming industry related issues

Private & Confidential
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MALYSH ASSOCIATES CONSULTING

/r~ r

f'\Jp4'{

Per: Jerome Malysh, CPA CGA, CFE
Principal

SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTISE

Jerome Malysh and John Paterson conducted the research for
this report. Our bios are as follows:

John Paterson - in his 25 year professional banking career, he held senior management
positions in Corporate Security and Compliance for HSBC Canada and for CIBC. He was
responsible to develop the banks' AML compliance programs during the formative years
of Canada's Ml/ff legislation. He developed and wrote the AML policies, and trained
employees in AML compliance and risk management. Following retirement from HSBC,
John provides AML consulting services to the financial services industry. Prior to his
banking career1 John was a member of the RCMP in British Columbia specializing in
economic crime investigations and drug enforcement.
Jerome Malysh, CPA CGA CFE- developed his money laundering expertise during his 20
year career in the RCMP Proceeds of Crime Section. Since retirement from the Force in
2000, he has built a risk management consulting practice helping financial service
businesses develop their AML compliance programs. Jerome has provided AML
consulting services to businesses in Canada, USA, Australia and New Zealand.
Representative assignments consist of technical \>\'riting of AML policy and procedures,
developing internal control and audit programs, assessing Ml/fF risks and building
mitigation strategies, training line staff and management in AML compliance, and
conducting statutory reviews of AML compliance regimes. He has provided expert
witness testimony in money laundering in the Supreme Court of British Columbia.
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A Commissioner for taking Oaths
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CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Soliciwr
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BRlTISfI
COLOMBIA
341046
Bud Smith, Chair
Board of Directors
British Colurnbja Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way

Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Dear Mr. Smith
Re:

2015/16 Mandate Letter

British Columbians nave come to expect the high quality products and services delivered by their
pi.:ovincial public sector organizations. The Province is well served by our public sector
organizations. It is the responsibility of the boards and senior management teams of these
organfaations to Jead and manage in the bestinterests oftl1e Province and the taxpayer by
strengthening accountability .and promoting cost control
One of government's core values is respect for the taxpayer's dollar. lt is critical that public
sector organizations .operate as efficiently as possible, in order to .ensure British Columbians are
provided with servi.ces at the lowest cost possible. This requires constant focuson.maintaiJling a
cost-conscious and principled culture through the efficient delivery of services that stand the test
of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous e<:onomy fo im environmentally sustainable
manner. The foundation of1;his work is the government's commitment to controlling spending
and balancing the budget.
The British Columbia Lottery Cmpor~on, (BCLC) is directed to take the following specific
strategic priority actions for 2015/16:
1. BCLC will implement action items th~ pertain to the Corporation as part of government
initiatives in the areas of health prevention, ·protection and research to address problem
gruµbling. These action items and their tirnelines for impkmentation are being developed
by governmentio consultation with BCLC trucing into constderation the Provim::es' 2014
Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, the 2013 Public Health Officer's (PHO) Report,
entitled Lowering the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to Gambling in British
Colum.bia~ as well as ofh.er re~earch on problem gambling in youth and problem gambling
trea~ent pl'.ograms.

. .. /2
Ministry or l'l!lllncc

Office of tile Mini,tcr

M1iling !\cldceats:
PO no., !!048 Sm \lrov Govt
Vkron~ 8C V8W PE2

Tclcphorae; 25<J ,s7-3.75 I
/l~csimilc: 25U 387-551)4

:501 llcltmi!lc S1tcct

J'•rli<imcnt BuilainpJ, Victm+.,
,V1'l>.iitc:
www.gov.lic.cc/fm
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, 2.

The.

wiH

Gaming.P()licy ap4:Enfor.ct!m~zt~,~fa.r:t#JJJGPEB)and BCLC
joi11tly develop key
prj.71:t;iples that win infor.m respecJiy~J.olesandtesponsibilities. These principles will
outline expectations, obligations; and related bµsiness impacts to provide role clarity and
maximize accountability, These princfples will be devised by J11ne 30,2015, and
implemented by December 31, 2015.

3. Optimize the Corporation's financial petformance)in accordance with govemment policy
and directives 1mder the Gaming Co1~trof Act and Treasury Board direction. BCLC will
sustain the organizations net return to the province, by responding to customer and
marketplace demands for products and services and seeking new revenue opportunities
that are consistent with the approved framework. Consistent with previous dir~tion the.
corporation will present Treasury Board with a ~letailed business case for casino

optimization by November 30, 2014, and a detailed business case and risk assessment for
business optimization by February 28, 2015.
4. Atthe conclusion of the Crown Review BCLC, the Corporation will work to address, as
appropriate, the recomipenda:tions made by Internal Audit & Advisory Services.

5. As pa:rtof.t11~ Cqmo:ra~ion's ccnitinµed

mand,a.re,J3()LC '\ViUt1s_efof'orniatiort. provicied by

·will;!i1Wft1~1~:]~?J~~flii~ix~t:~~t:ttk!~~~ii:r!:~~~if11~!:~e;~n:;:c:~cLC
.
Bdr.:C w1Iiid.eotify'imifirn:pieriient
respqnd, Additionally,
strat{:gies .to increase the
use of cash alternatives and measure and demonstrate this progress.

These specific strategic priority actions and the Taxpayer Accountability Principles actions are to

be included and integrated in your 2015/16-'l 7/18 Service (>Ian.
As. part of the commitment lo fiscal responsibility and to ensure the best possible use of
govemment resources, provinciaJpubiic sector organizations now operate under the taxpayer

AccouJJ.tability Principles (attached) announced by PremierChristy Clark in June 2014. Through
the implementation of Taxpayer Accountability Principles, leadership teams in public sector
otganiz.ations are leading a changf;! 10 a cost-conscious public sector that strengthens cost
management capabilities and fosters a principled culture of effi<;iency and accou11tability at
levels. This leadership includes,irnplemeriting your organization's Co~le of Conduct which
c.ontains conflict of interest provisions and post-employment restrictions.

an

BCLC is expected to fully adopt the Taxpayer Accountability Principles - cost cohscio,1sriess
(efficiency), accountability, appropriate compensation, service, .respect and integrity. The
actions, as detailed in the2014 Transition Letter, are to be completely implemented in 2015/16.
For further information on the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, please see,
http://gnv.bc.cu/trownaccmmtabilities.

. ../3
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•3To support the implementation of the Taxpayer ,:\ccountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 20] 5/16 mandate letter and the s..igned letter is posted publkly on your
orgai:,ization's website,
Government is committed to fu!therstrenglhening accountability, improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relationship between govemrnent and public sector organizations.
This strong focus on improved two-way communication is to support and ensure a complete
underst.mding of government dh:ections, expectations, accountabilities and alignment wiJh i,trategic
priorities. As such, itis important that each ofus advise the other in a time!y manner of any issues
that may materially affect the business ofBCLC and/or the interests of government, including
infonnation on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and perfonnance targets.

l Jopk forward to our regular quarterly meetings that focus on strategic priorities, performance
against the Taxpayer Account~bility Principles, results and working together to protect the public
inter¢st at a1l times.

Date:

FEB O5 2015

Signed By:

Bud Smith, Chair

Date

British Columqfa Lottery Corporation

Arthur }L Willms, Vice..Chair
Board of Directors
Briti.sh Columbia lottery Corporation

Date

Christina Anthony, Director

Date

British Columbia :Lottery Corporation

.. ./4
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To support the implementation ofthe 'taxpayer Accountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 2015/16 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted publicly on your
organization's w,ebsire_.
Go\·emrnem is committed to further strengtl1eni11g accountability, improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relationship betv,een government and public sec Lor organizati9ns.
This strongfotus on improved two-v.:ay commurrlcation is to support and ensure a com.pleie
understanding of govemrnent directions, e;,;pectatfons, accountabilities and alignment v.ith srrategic
prio1ities. A.s such, it is jmporwnt tl1at each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issueS
ihat may materially affect the business of BCLC and/or the interests of govemmenti inclm;ling
infmmation on any risks to achieving financial forecasts.and perfonnance targets.

I look forward to our regular qu~rterly meetings that focus on. str<1tegic priorities, performance
agains~ the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working togetherto protect rhe public
interest at all times.

~,m;h~~l: d~· _;:~;~g: Q. C.

H~noutable
ivfinister of Finacitic

Date.:

FEB O5 2015

Signed.By:

Bud Smhh, Chair
British Columbia ;$'U1;.1y Coq>mmion

~-

Date

ms, Vice-Chair
Boci:rd of Directors
British Cnh1rn11ia I.mtery Corporation

Date

.Christina Amhony: Director
British Cohunbia Lottery Corpora1ion

Dare
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To support the implementation of the. Tall:paycr Accountability P,rinciples, please ensu~ all
board members sign this 20 J5/16 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted pi.tb!icly 911 your
.organization's website.
Government iS. c:onimitted to further strenglhening accountability, improving the management of
public funds 11nd r~vltaliz.ing the.relationship between govenunent and public sector. organizations.
This s!rong focus on impro'\/ed two-way communication is t9 support and ensure a complete
understanding of government di~tions, expectations, accountabiltties and alignment with strategic
priorities,
such, itis imporumt that ~chofus advlsethe othefin a timely manner of any issues
that may materially affect the business ofBCLC and/or the intere:its of government, im::luding
information on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and performance targets.

As

[ look forwar<i to our regular quarteriy meetings that focus on-strategic priorities, perfonnance
agai~st the Ta:i:payer Ac<Xluntability Principles, results and working together to ptotect the. public
fnterest at all times.

0!).te:

FEB O5 2015

Signed By:

Bud Smith, Chair
British Columbia. Lottery Corporation

Date

Arthur H. Willms. Vtoe-Cnair
Board of Pireotors
British Columbia Lottery Corporat~on

Date

fe\o
Date

,,6
·

1

'Q.Q \~ .
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Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Director
.British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogm~Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

·Date

__ ./5
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Trudi Brown. Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporntlon

Date

~ \b 1Qol6
Dayid W. Gillespie; Director

.

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Robert Holden, Dil'ector
British Colmnbia Lotte1y Corporation

Date

·Moray Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Gorporation

·Date

Wendy Llsogar-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

GPEB4686.0008

Trudi Brown,.Dire~tor

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Davia W, Gillespie> Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

~~1~ --Rc:ibertHolde.n~

Briti.s.h Coh.1.n1bia Lott~ry Corporation

Morny·Kcith, Director
British Columbia Lotter}' Corporation

Da[e

Wendy Lisogar-C.occhia, Dire.cfor.
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.. .15
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Trudi Brown, Director
. British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

·Robert Holden, 01reclor
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.. f~ya.Qj 16/~t~
~re

British Columbia Lottery Corporation-

Wendy Llsogar•Cocchla, Dltector
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.
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Trudi Brown, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith; Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

ill J_ _pt:.- Cn"'.~~Wendy Lisogar- occl:iia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

•. .15
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cc;

Honourable Christy Clark

Premier
John Dy'!,1e
Deputy Minister to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary

Peter Milbum
Deputy Minister and. Secretary to Treasury Board

Ministry of Finance
Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
.Associate Deputy Minister
Ministry of Finance
Bud Smith,Chair,
ArthurWilms, Board Member

Trudi Brown, Board Member
David Gillespie, Board Member

Robert Hold~n. Board Member
We,ndy Lisogar-Cocchia, Board Member
Moray Keith, Board Member
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Jim Lightbody NChtef Executive Officer.
·J.?#tisb.ColumbiaLottery ·Corporation

Attachment: Taxpayer Accountability Principles
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Accountability

. AJ?Pi~priate

.· .C~µi~nsati<>n .
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Transparently manage respon.sibilitiei; according to a set of common
public sector principles in the best interest of the citizens of the
province. By enhancing organization a! efficiency and effoctiveness in
the planning, reporting .md decision making, public sector otganizatkms
will ensure.actions arealigned with government's strateg1cmandat"'.

Comply 'Ylth a ri,gottnis, ·st$d~i#d apPioa~4 tti. perfotm~ce

.

manag~~~~t;~~- i~ploy.~~ :~inP,en.$~~tii 'wiitch refl¢¢t~· flPP(Opriate·

comp~risittionfci~V(Ol'~ ~pr,osi-th¥ pµhiic'se9to{thati~ CQilsis~i W.ith.
go~mrnenti1rtiriq:i~yei ~CC~\llitaBh~ pnrid1pies ,mid-res~tful of the '

taxpay~r. ·
Service

...... ~. -~:.·... -•

110

· · ·. · ·

··

·

·

Maintain a clear focus on positive ou_tcomes for citizens of British
Columbia by deliveriI1g cost~fficient, effective, value-for-money public
services and programs.

: -:. Respect:

Enga~e 'i#)zj~tabl~;::ctim~~ii:i~ie; resictftit~9 effec~v~ · ·

co~uiii~tia-n,il~f~As4r~aifpaf.QJi~~ pr~i?er.ifiiifonrieci pr . ...

·c~ns.~lted.o!;!,·.a.9#~;'.d~i~?~s aµd p\lbliy.'6q~m:uni~'.ti911_i hia.mn~IY: .
itl~~r; .P~~!!tl1eiy. CP;il~b?-riit~. lll.il spirit of.parfi1{5rship )hat'tespects '. ·
ihe usi·of
tax~yers'
imt>n1es.
, ..
.. ... ,,..

·. · · · . .· . ' .

'

!nfe~rity

Make clecisions and. take actions that are transparent, ethical and free
from conflict ofinteresL Reqµire the establishment of a strong ethical
code ofconduct for all employees ahd executives. Serve the citizens of
British Columbia by respecting the shared public trust and acting in
accordance with the taxpayer accountability principles.

This is Exhibit "O" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
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Ministry of Finance
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
BRIEFING DOCUMENT

To:

Honourable Michael de Jong, Q.C.
Minister of Finance
Date Requested:
Date Required:

Initiated by: John Mazure, ADM
Date Prepared:
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry
Contact:

May 14, 2015
May 15, 2015
May 14, 2015

Len Meilleur
Phone Number:
Executive Director
Email
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch

343865
TITLE:

(X)

June 4 2015 Anti-Money Laundering Workshop
"Exploring Common Ground, Building Solutions"

FOR INFORMATION

Executive Director approval: _ __

ADM approval: _ __

Associate OM approval: ··-·-··-·-·-·
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Briefing Document

DATE PREPARED:
TITLE:

Page 2

May 14, 2015

June 4 2015 Anti-Money Laundering Workshop
"Exploring Common Ground - Building Solutions"

ISSUE:
The Compliance Division of the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch in (GPEB) in
cooperation with the BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is hosting a workshop with subject
matter experts and stakeholders on June 4, 2014, in Vancouver at the BCLC office.
The purpose of the workshop is to bring together individuals with expertise and
background in money-laundering prevention and compliance to identify and explore
collaborative strategies to enhance practices in BC gaming facilities.
This workshop is part of Phase 3 of the 2011 Anti-Money Laundering (AML} Strategy.
BACKGROUND:
•

In 2011, government implemented an AML Strategy that focuses on minimizing
the opportunity for money laundering. Phase 1 of the strategy involved the
development and implementation of cash alternatives (substantially complete)
and Phase 2 involved intervention by service providers to encourage use of cash
alternatives by patrons. Phase 3 involves regulator guidance and where necessary
intervention regarding customer due diligence.

•

As part of Phase 1 and 2 of that strategy a number of improvements have been
made including:

o

Patron gaming fund accounts allowing casino customers to transfer money from
regulated banks and credit unions or add funds to their account via certified
cheques, bank drafts, internet transfers, or verified win cheques;

o

The ability to electronically transfer money into patron gaming fund accounts
through Canadian and U.S. chartered banks;

o

Customer convenience cheques clearly marked as verified win or as a "return of
funds that are not gaming winnings";

o

A "cheque hold" system for high-volume players where players can secure play
against a personal cheque from an approved bank that will not be processed by
a casino until an agreed upon period of time and any winnings or remaining
funds are paid back to the player by casino cheque;

o

Debit withdrawals at the "cash cage"; and

o

ATM withdrawals inside gaming facilities.

Page 6 of 7 FIN-2016-60118
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•

Page 3

BCLC has also enhanced its AML policies and procedures, staff training and
investigation and security and surveillance capacity and is developing new business
intelligence software to identify and monitor high-risk patrons and activities.

DISCUSSION:
•

ff

Under Phase 3 of the AML Strategy, GPEB is investigating options for AML
compliance, customer due diligence and regulatory intervention.
In 2014 GPEB commissioned Malysh Associates Ltd. to research customer due
diligence standards used by financial institutions and other businesses when
accepting cash deposits. The September 2014 report summarizes best practices
based on experiences of businesses required to maintain an AML compliance
regime and other AML compliance issues identified in the research.

e

On June 4, 2015, GPEB in cooperation with BCLC is hosting a workshop of
stakeholders and an invitation has been extended to interested parties including
representatives from the Financial Transaction and Reporting Analysis Centre of
Canada, law enforcement, financial institutions and financial intermediaries, service
providers, and provincial and federal government departments.

•

The goal of the workshop is to identify strength and weaknesses of the current AML
strategy and framework for gaming facilities, increase awareness, and identify and
develop possible options and approaches for enhancing AML policies, procedures
and practices.

•

The findings of the September 2014 Malysh study and the information obtained
from the workshop process will be used by the GPEB to complete Phase 3 of the
AML Strategy. GPEB will develop recommendations which will be brought forward
for the Minister's consideration in order to assist government's strategy in reducing
risk concerning money laundering in casinos. This will include collaborative
strategies intended to heighten awareness, increase compliance where necessary,
reduce risk to the industry and respond to public concern. The recommendations
will be provided to the Minister's office by fall 2015.
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Meilleur, Len FIN:E.X
.·~ From:.

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Mejlleur, Len FlN:EX

Friday, August 28, 2015 10:58 AM
Weriezenki-YoHand, Cheryl F!N:EX
Mazure, John C FlN:EX; Swan, Angela FIN:EX; Yu! Quinn FIN:EX; DeMott, Rachel FIN:EX;
Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX; Horricks, David flN:EX
RE: Confidential Follow Up to Project Exploring Common Ground

Cheryl:
Thanks for the call:

lwHI be following up as peryour request and doing the following:
1. Searching outthe current statlls of the draft Ministerial DirectivE! and Briefing Note, However t!lat Briefing Note
will now morph to a "strategy document." ! will review the .draft, provide feedback and then have it sent to you;
2, Foll.ow up on the status cif BCLC's response to Johl'l' s Aug 7th letter and send you a copy as soon as it arrives;
3. I have advised liache! to ,start a Strategy document in aHgmnent with our Phase 3 of the A.Ml initiative, meaning
regulator intervention;
4. I. will have Pave Boychuk itnined[ately research the costs arrd manner in which we could immediately e11gage a
Tier 1 firm fo.conduct a review ofBCLC'sCDD frarnework in conjunction with the activity being reported. This
would also ·include a review of the SCT's by name, activity, # of SCT's filed and whether action was taken to stop
thi::; ~oncem, I suggest they would also ·recommend ~olutiO:ns based on i11<:lustry s.tandards in both gaming and
finance.

,,-...

This is the Branch priority and I acknowledge that we need to be prepared for the Minister briefing. I appreciate your
having reviewed the material and fully understand your categorization of this being of "extremely serious."

J.E.L. (Len) Meille.ur
~xecutive .Director
Compliance Division
GatningPolicy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Fina11ce

Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BCV8W 1K3
Mailing Address: P.O . .i;,ox 9309 Stn Prov Go'vt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl
Tel:
Fax
E mail:
Website: www.gaming.gov,bc.ca
0

This communic;ition (both the mess;:ige_;inrJ_§Jny att,1chmentsj is inH~nded for use by the pr::rsen or persons fo whom.it is addc~.ft
.ill)Q lilustnot be shared or dissernii1atec! unless autl19rlzed by lalJ!.siLwitflout the.~x1rre~2£&tauthorHy ofthe sende1·. This···
communication may contain pi:iviieged or confidential inforrnatiort If you have received this message in er.ror or are not the named
recipient, pleas.e immedia_tely notify the sender and del<2tethe message from your mailbox aod trash without cor.iying or disclosing
f

--·~ it,

1
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From: Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 9:53 AM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Swan, Angela FIN:EX; Yu, Quinn FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Confidential Follow Up to Project Explorl11g Common Ground
Thanks LE.>n,.1 .have asked tarn my to get us a o:iU. I reviewed the materials provided last nfght and have sorne follow up
questions.

in regard to the review you ,are suggesting- would this be done onder your oversight - perhaps as part of your audit
program?

Thanks
Cheryl

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 8:52 AM

To: Wenezenkf-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Swan, Angela FIN:EX; Yu, Quinn FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Confident1af Follow Up to Project Exploring Common Ground
Che1yl:

MV apologies tile password to the document is - fa under all lowercase.
ln addition I forgot to add the Option of "Cash Alternatives" wl)ith 8C!.C is worki11g on a:nd the notion ofcredit to
customers as discussed.
Len

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 7:37 AM
To: Wenezenki·:Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Cc: M9zure, John C FIN:EX; .Swan, Angela HN:EX; Yu, Quinn FIN:EX
Subject: Confidential Follow Up to Project Exploring Common Ground

Good morning t;:heryl.
I hope yott are feeling better.

With respect to my briefing yesterday here is the doct1ment I provided ln the electronic fdrmat. !l may be easier for you
This document was eornpiletj from lnforriJat\.9.ft.£Ontained in the 51::ction 86 ReP.:g.rt~...W.~...f.1.?.feive from BCLC I
forgot to mention that recently BCLC w~.?....9f ..t~~..C?Pi0.!<?.9L......
~ <?.~.~~~.!.~~-.. ~nt privile~J~.....Jh.~t. .!b~XJ!1g_~.~J
not be sharing those reports with GPEBj
solicitor-client privilege_~~
i
!'.....solicitor-client pr..
°ltis allegeffiictfvfry. Tssus"pe·cf"ari:aTs·contrary to the CrTmfii~l Co9e ofCafoirfa........................,
to referto.

!!~.~~. . .:. . .

~·~!.

ivfiege. .

In brfef GPEB has responded quickly to this developing issue:
1.

ADM J. Mazure upon being briefed of the new information as pertaining to the confidential matter, .immediately
took action. He advi$ed Deputy Milburn and then is·sµed l;l le.tter of e)(pettatiQn to BCLC on fpur activities he
'---../
wished pursued. Most importantly his request includes Customer Due Diligence Standards (COD) constructed

around flnanciai industry standards and Know Your Customer focus regarding source of funds;
2
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Our polic.yteam is workirig on the Ministerial Directive pilckage for the ADM and I shot1ld have sornetl)ing for
you to review by next week.
3. With respect to the other option I provided you yesterday, about an external review. I see the objective of that
review being, a rheasurernent as to whether BCLC's coo regirne ( a outlined in a the copy of their flow chart
which I provided to you in the package} is sufficient to mitigate the risk of both Al\/il anci underground or illicit
money lending. The key to this is a decision tree triggered by the amount oJSCTactivity and a decision tree as
to whether the Gaming Service Provider shoqfd be refusing suspect tash. This review would inform you and
John as to the risks, gaps and provide recommendations form industry professionals as to what must be done t6
redute the activitles as being observed and reported in the SCT's and outfinedin the document I
providetj. GPEB can furnish the' backgro_und and data. This option rnight be of value in adv;:incing governments
extr€me concern about the activity which is being observed and reported in those SCT' s as contained in the
<Jttached document. A~J s.tated that is a one month snapshot. We have additional data and video material. In
addition my staff have been observing some of this activity first hand.
4. Lam _also awaiting information from F!NTRAC on the Canadian landscape; and
5. lam searching out other possibl1; options, for exar'nple as to whe.ther GPEB needs to take-responsib!Hty for
directing AML compliance directly to the Gaming Services Providers. That might be. con1piicated, hut is worthy
of consideration. It may be that we need a brainstorming session with the GPEB executive as well to identify
options.
th
th
I am on vacation from Sept 9 till the 25 and! will he Bsking Angela Swan to be- the lead on this for me. A11gela
recently jojneti us from BCLC and she has excellent ca pa city in examining/recommending rational business
processes that mitigate risks.
2.

Finally, Michel is on vacation till Sept 18th and Quimi Yu is the policy contact working .onthis portfolio.

Regards,

from: Fitzger~ld, Anna FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, August ;2.1, 2015 10:40 AM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Spreadsheet with filter

Hello Len,
Semmy manually treated a s1nnmary for yo(1 in K;eri!s absence. If Ken is thinking of creatrn& a monthly summart .report
Semmy would.be happy to help hfm create the form~1la to run it each month if he 1teeds _any help.

Please note some surnames have .phoneticaUy sirnilar first naines _so we have highlighted those as they are likely the

same iridividuaL
I hope iUs useful.

Regards,
Anna

Anna Fitzgerald CPA, CA, CIA
Director, Compliance
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

_.,.--..\

KnMi your 1/mit; play withfn it.

~H

CONflDENTlf.\LITY NQT!Cf.~-.'l'
3
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"TH!f{D PARTY RULE'' - This communication {both the mes,:;age and any attachments) is lr1tendt•d for use by the. person or
persons to whom it is addressed arid must not pe shared or diS:ieminated ut1less authoi"l1.ed by law o(vJithout the express ,1uthority
qf the sender. This i::ommunltatfoi1 may contain privileged or confidential information. If you hav.e 11eceiv0d this message in error or
are nr,t the named recipient, please immediately notffythe send'=r and delete the message from your m.ailbox and trash without
copying or disclosfng it

From: Wong, Semmy FIN:EX
Sent: Friday,. August 21, 2015 9:55 AM
To: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Spreadsheet with filter

Good morning Anmr.

Semmy Wong
Administrative Assislant
Compliance Division
Gaming Poiicy and Enforcenlet'lt Branch

T:

Know your limit,.piaywithinit.

''"'* CONFIDENTIAUTY NOTICE**''
"l! !HU) PARTY RULE" - Thls co:mmunltation {both the mess,1ge: and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or
persons to· wti.om it is <.1ddressed and mv.st not bEi sh.1red or disseminated unless authorized by.•law or_without the express authority
of the sern;ler. This <;omrnunicatiqn may contain privileged or confidential inform::itio11. If you have rE;\ceiw.id this message in error or•
_are not then._:imcd recipient, please immediately notify the sender and del~te the: messag~from yO,J( rnailbqx and trash without
copying or .disclosing IL

From: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX

Sent: Thursday,.August 20, 2015 3:23 PM
To: Wong, Semmy FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Spreadsheet with filter

From: Fitzg~rald, Anna FIN:EX
.
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 20153:23 PM
Tm Meilleur, Len FIN :EX
Subject: Spreadsheet with filter
Hello Len,.

I attach the spreadsheet with filters added. I have also a·sked Semmy to prepare a quick table identifying total number

and $ value per person. If this is overkill don't hesitate to let me know and we Will discontinue.
Regards,
4
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Anria

Anna Fitzgerald CPA 1 CA, Cl/.\
............... Director, Compliance
Cornpli,mce Divisior1

Gatning Pofo::y and Enforcement BrancJ1
Know your limit, ploy within ii-.

·•·H C:ONFIDENTIAUTY Nonce i• *

"THI.RD PARTY RULE" - This comrnur\it:ation (t)o.th the rncssage ,m(i any attachment;;} ls lnl:ended for use by the person or
person~ to whom it. is addre5sed -and must not be shared.or disseminated unless authorized by law or_withoul the express.authority
of the sender. Thls communication may contain privileged or confidential it1formatiori. If yoli have received this message in error or
are riot the named. redpient, please immediately notify the sender and d(;!ete 1he i11essage from your maill:iQx and trash without
copying or disl':losing it.

H*-THIRD PARTY RU!.E APPUf:S. +-u
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Meiileur, Len FIN:EX
,,.-..., From:

·

Meilleur, Len FIN:EX

,

'Sent:
T9:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Friday, August 28, 2015 7:37 AM

W~nezenki-YoJland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Swan, Angela FIN:EX; Yu, Quinn FIN:EX
Confidential Follow Up to Project Exploring Common Ground
Copy of SCT Laundering Project with filters.xlsx

Goorhnomin~ Cheryl.

J hope you are feeling better.
With respect to my briefing yesterday here is the document I provided in the electronic format. lt may be easier for you
to refar to, This document was compiled fron1 infonnation contained'ih the Section 86 Reports we receive from BCLC I
forgot to merllion that recently BCLC was of the opinion,
they should
not be sharing those reports with GPEB.
This alleged activity is suspect anct is contrary to tbe Criminal Code ofCanada.

In brief GPEB has responded quickly to this developing issue:
ADM J. Mazure upon being briefed 0fthe:new information as pertaining to the confidential matter, immediately
took action. He advised Depllty Milburn .and then issued a letter of expectation to BCLCon fot1r ac.tlviti.es he
wished pursued. Most importantly his request indudes·cqstomer Due Diligence St~ndards (CDD) cohstn1cted
around financialindustry standards and Know Your Customer focus regarding :source of funds.
L O.ur policy team is working
the Ministerial Directive package
the ADM and! should have somelbing for
you to review .by next week.
3. With respect to the other option I provided '\/OU yesterdav, about an external review, i see the objective of that
revie"'( being, a measurenient as tb whethgr 13-CLC's CDD regime ( a qutlinecl in a the copy of their flowchart
Which I provided to you in the package) is sufficient to mitigate the risk of both AM Land underground or illicit
money lending. The key to this is a decision tree triggered by the .amount of SCT activity and a decision tree as
to whether the Gaming Service Provider should be refusing suspect cash. This review wqukl:iriforni you and
John as to the risks, gaps and provide recommendations form industry professionals as to what must be done to
reduce the activities as being observed and reported iJ1 the SCT'5 and outlined in the document I
provided. GPEB can furnish the background and data. This option might be of value in advancing governments
extrerne com:ern about the activity which is being observed and reported in those SCT's as contained in the

l.

on

for

at.tached docuri,ent. As I stated Hiath a one month snapshot. We have additional data and vlrJeo t'naterial. In
addition rny staff have been observing some of this activity first hand.
4. tam als.o awaiting information from flNTRAC on tile Canadian landscape; and
:5. I am searching out other possible options, for exan'lple a$ to whether GPEB needs to take responsibility for
directing AMl. compliance directly to the Gaming Services Providers. That might be complicated, hutis worthy
of consideratio.n. It may be that 1.ve n.eed a brainstorming session with the GPEB e>:etutive as well to identify
optrons.
la_ri1 on vacation from Sept 9 th till the 25 th ahd Iwm he aski11g Angela Swa 11 to be the lead on this for rne. ;.\ngela
receritly joined us from BCLC and she has excellent capacity in exarnining/recornmending rational business

processes that mitigate risks,
,,--.

Finally, Michel is on vacation till Sept 18th and Quinn Yu is the po]icy contact working on this portfolio.
Regards,
1
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Len
From: Fitzgera!d1 Anna FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2015 10:40 AM
To; Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Spreadsheet with filter
Hello Len,
Semrny manually created a summary foryou in Ken's absence. rf Ken is thinking of creating a monthly summary report
Sem1ny wotild br: happy to help hirn create the formuli:l to run it ead1 rnonth if t,e needs any help.
Please note some surnames have phonetlcallysimi!ar first names. so we have highlighted those as they are likely the
same inc!ividua!.

I hope it is usefuL
Regards,

Arma
Anna Fitzgerald CPA; CA, CIA
Director, Cornp!i,Jnce
Compliance pivision

Garning Poli~ and E.nforcement Branch
Know your 1/mit, p/ay within it.

; ..... CONF!DENl:l/,UTV NOTICE+''*
''THIRD I 'ARTY RULE" - This communication (both the mess<1ge antl any .?ttathrnents) is intent:ied.for use by the pers0,n or
per!;Qns to whom .it is ad<:/ressed ,md•n1L1st ·not b{: shared or disseminated unless .authori2ed by law-or.without. the expre,ss authority
of the sender.. This· cornrnunicaHon may contain privileged or confidentlal information. l.f y.ou have received this message in error or
,,re not tht: rm med recipil?r\t, pkiase immediately notify the sender and de let!;! th1} message frtini your rmiilbox and tr-ash without
copying or disclosing it

From: Wong, Semmy FI[\j:EX
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2015 9:55 AM

To: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Spreadsheet with filter

Oood morning Annn,

Semmy Wong
Adniinistralive Assistant
Compliance bi.vision
Gaming Policy and Enforcemenr Branch

T:

{(now your limit, play within it.
2
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,,,.;"' CONFIDfN'riAUTY NOTICE***
"T!HR[) P,\RTY RULE" 0 This cornn1\mication (both the mess13gc~ and ·any at:t~chments) is ln.tencted for use by tb1, person or
_,,.-..,, persons to whom 1t is addressed and must not: be shared or disseminate·d ,:mies, authorized by law or.without the express authority
of the sender. This communic;,,tion may contain privileged or confidenlial information. If you have H!ceived this message in error·ot
are not tf]e riamed recipient, pleuse imrnt~di;,,tefy notify the~ sender arid delet¢ the 111ess.:1(~e fro·m your mailbox i:1ild trash without
copying or disclo$ing it..

From: Fitzgeraid, Anna FIN:EX

Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2015 3:23 PM
To: Wong, Semmy FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Spreadsheet with filter

From: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX

Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2015 3:23 PM
To: Mellleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: Spreadsheet With filter
Hello Len,
f attach the spreadsheetwith filters added. I have also asked Semmy to prepare a quick table identifying total number
and $ value per person. If thi.s is overkHI don't hesitate to let me know and we will discontinue.

Regards,
Anna

.Am10 fitzgerafd CPA, CA, CIA
Director; Compliance
Corriplianc~ Divisioh
Gaming Poiicy .and Enforcement Branch
Know yow· limit ploy wit/1iq it.

-.H coNFJO~NT11.\uTv fmnce ....
"T!-HRD PARTY RULE" - This tommi.micaUon (both th~rrif.5sage and .~ny attachments) is intended for use by thepf.?rson or
persons to whom it is. ad!'.;IJessed and mvstnot be sl\ared or disseminated vnles:s authodi:ed by lawor_without the express authority
of the,sender. This communication may contain privifeged or confidentiai infonnation. If you have received this messag~ in error or
.are not.the named recipi-erH, please immediately notify the sender and ddete the message from your mailbox and trash without
copyin~ or disdosln~ it.

'·**THfRD PARTY RULE APPLIES.*"'~-
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This is Exhibit "Q" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Vic toria BC V8W 2Kl

R2 PII Ongoing investigations/active intelligence

R2 PII Ongoing investigations/
active intelligence
R2 PII Ongoing investigations/active intelligence

R2 PII Ongoing investigations/active
intelligence

GPEB4414.0012

ED Meilleur further speaks with RCMP and says BCLC is the one who reported this and l:1enc~ the
RCMP is now investigating it but cannot share information. Shared what they could to date as
they see the industry as being vulnerable and agreement that it is in best interest to let BCLC
know of concerns identified as previous Supt of Proceeds of Crime Supt. Baxter had in the past.
Issue is not a drop in the hat as BCLC might say. A need to control roles and the RCMP will send
out an email.
7.

ADM confirms he has spoken with OM who said he will probably notify Minister by end of day.
Information to

ED Meilleur is that CEO Lightbody was not aware of BCLC VP making complaint to

RCMP [Unsubstantiated].
th

8. July 24 ED Meilleur continues dialogue with RCMP who says they feel blindsided by all of the
BCLC/GPEB demands for "confirmation" of what they l1ave. RCMP havejust started working this
and again reiterate BC.LC was complainant, and 3 days info their probe "BINGO" serious problem
that coulc:l be linketj to $100's of millions. ED Meilleur informed that others in GPEB/BCLC may
not be at same place about lev.el of concern needed to address this. BCLC wishes to arrange a
call with RCMP executive and VP Desmarais to arrange.
9.

July 2i\ a conference call with RCMP C/Supt. Bourrie, and A/tommr. Rideout, BCLC Lightbody
and Desmarais, GPEB Mazure and Meilleur and some other RCMP members unknown. RCMP
was only able to confirm they have a concern and are con!:>idering their options. RCMP executive
somewhat concern ab9ut how this rolled outto BCLC and then GPEB,

10. July 30th . ED Meilleur/Managers Mulcahy/Mayer meet with RCMP Executive in Surrey.
A/Commr. Rideout, C/Supt's Hackett, Bourrie and Canterra. RCMP understand!:> concern and.
R2 PII Ongoing

pressure as they received information from FINTRAC. They advise that this matter Investigations/Active

R2 PII Ongoing Investigations/Active Intelligence

A request that A/Commr.Intelligence
be kept

apprised of any concern from the Minister's office. A/Commr. Rideout was just in China and is
aware, has been briefed on the exodus of funds and ottier challenges being faced with
transnational organized crime.
11. Aug i". ADM sends out letter t.o BCLC requesting BCLC enhancements. GPEB workirig on
Minister Directive. Minister,briefing on AML scheduled for.Sept 29.

12. 13 August. ED Meilleur at RCMP CFSEU lnteHigence meeting. RCMP has assigned a full-time
analyst to AML. Discussed heeds and products. S/Cst. Ackles provides ED Meilleur with a
spreadsheet outlining SCT's for month of July 2015. ED Meilleur analyzes and is concerned.
Requests a1,.1dits of PGF accounts, unusual transactions and high-limit rooms.
13~ 19 August. ED Meilleurrequests information from FINTRACabout Canadian landscape (stats) on
AML.

14. 24 August. ED Me.illeuradvised by RCMP that R2 PII Ongoing Investigations/Active

No specifics

bLJtR2 PII Ongoing Investigation/ At leastR2 PII Ongoing Investigation/Active
Active Intelligence

Intelligence

15. 26 Aug. Director Dickson advises ED Meilleur RCMP plan to work this R2 PII Ongoing Investigations/ Active Intelligence
R2 PII Ongoing
Investigations/Active
Intelligence

2
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Differences of opinion -what others think - reality versus belief!

•

OADM was concerned back in Jan 2015 at BCLC presentation to GCPE. She questioned
underground banking activity at casinos. BCLCstates it is a cultural isstie, VIIPS need access to
cash.

11

BCLC Polite do not have enough evidence to get a conviction! Police have saiq they have
observed enough to say to us for the first time thatORG crime is using gaming facilities to move
illicit cash

,.

Can't prove it! Well ou"r records prove that the suspicious transactions are evidence of illicit
money lending market or scheme. There is no doubt about that. Supported by 3 independent
players, supported by LCT observations, supported by evidence of i!legc1I gaming houses and
chip discrepancy.

11

We will wait and see if charges are approved! You don't need to wait for a prosecutor to
determine what the facts and intelligence te!ls you.

•

Impact on Revenue! What aboutthe immoral, unethical, social and political concerns. It is
placement of cash by bad people, Think of the court of public opinion,

·•

What if the U.S. _makes linkages and FINCEN, others comment on BC Casinos

•

Our VII P's are here not to gamble but to buy real .estate and do business. Simply put it is bad
money versus th~ good money. It is ab_c:iut one particular gaming facility over the others; the
police have been unable in the past to say you had better get out in front of this. We are there
now.

•

BCLC now banning some high-limit ptayers. A little too fate one might argue but it is suggested
and is having an impact. GSP's confirm that.

•

Recent media Kroeker. No AML occurring rn casinos!

0

We are managing this, it is cultural. They want anonymity, they want to use cash and they want
access to cash? What would an ind_ependent review tell us of that practice and thinking?

e

We cire doing what we need to, reporting to FINTRAC How many SCT's does one need to say,
sever relationship. What is the Industry Standard?

•

Not our problem thatthey are avoiding other countries laws? Is that a moral, ethical and
accountable response?

•

The investigative theory does not support the findings. Police most likely won't be able to
gather the evidence. leading to a conviction! But what is happening in front of our eyes, bag
after bag of cash, $20's. It just doesn't make sense! The smell test!

..

The Canadia.n landscape! Not happening elsewhere.

..

ED Meilleur of opinion when facts are reviewed this belief that the scope of the problem is not
significant simply DEFIES LOGIC! Morale, ethical, political concners as per AG review Keep the
Decks Clean. ED Meilleur expects action .ind has formed opinion.

Additional Options from those in letter of Aug 7

th

•

OADM consider knmediate review by OAG, IAAS or

Tier 1 Accounti_ng Firm with speciality in gaming, Compliance Division wiil continue to monitor STR.s
,3
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This is Exhibit "R" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
.Bu 1-ristar & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Vietorfo. BC V8W 2Kl
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Monday, August 31, 2015 11 :02 AM
Swan, Angela FIN:EX
Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX; Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
FW: GPEB external AML engagement TOR

Angela,
For your follow up with John in my absence when he returns. Dave, you and I can talk about the pros and cons.
Len

From: Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Cc: Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX; Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: RE: GPEB external AML engagement TOR
Len,
This should form part of a discussion with John on his return and would be one of the options. One consideration - of this
whether to undertake more review work is whether it would actually provide any new information beyond that you have
already obtained through some of the work you have already done on AML. Or do we just need to take some of the actions
that have already been identified. What would the best investment of our and BCLC resources? Doing more review or
implementing actions?
I believe we need to also receive BCLC's response to John's letter before we decide on a course of action, at this point I just
want to ensure we have identified all of our options.
Thanks
Cheryl

from: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2015 10:46 AM
To: Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Cc: Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX; Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: FW: GPEB external AML engagement TOR
Good morning Cheryl:
Dave Boychuk has taken the lead on putting together a document which outlines the scope of work we would ask of a firm,
contracted to do an external review.
Please advise if you wish us to pursue this, then Dave will be able to ask for costs and a proposal from possible contractors.
We have an option of either a Tier 1 firm or someone smaller who would be able to do this as well. The difference, in my
opinion, would be stature of the company and the weight behind that.
Thanks to Dave for doing this. I await your direction and we can talk about this tomorrow at the HLG Briefing if you like.
1
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J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9N1
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
This communication (both the message and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or persons to whom it is addressed and
must not be shared or disseminated unless authorized by law or without the expressed authority of the sender. This communication
may contain privileged or confidential information. !f you have received this message in error or are not the named recipient, please
immediately notify the sender and delete the message from your mailbox and trash without copying or disclosing it.
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This is Exhibit "S" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021 .

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street

Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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BRITISH

C0L1JMBIA
341046
Bud Smith, Chair

Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
·
Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Dear Mr. Smith
Re:

2015/16 MandateLetter

British.Columbians have come to expect the high quality products and services delivered by their
provincial public scector organizations. The Province is well served by our public sector
organizations. It is the responsibility of the boards and senior management teams of these
organizations to Jead and manage in the best interests oftl1e Province and the taxpayer by
strengthening accountll.biJity .<111d promoting cost control.
One of government's core values is respect for the taxpayer's dollar. It is critical that public
sector organizations.operate as efficiently as possible, in order to ensure British Columbians are
provided with services at the lowest cost possible. This requires constant focus on.maintairiing a
cost-conscious and principled culture through the efficient delivery of services that stand the test
of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous eyonorny in an environmentally sustainable

manner. The foundation of this work is the government's commitment to controlling spending
and balancing the budget.
The British Columbia Lottery Corpor~on, (BCLC) is directed to take the following specific

strategic priority actions for 2015116:
1. BCLC will implement action items thai pertain to the Corporation as part of government
initiatives in the areas of health _prevention, protection and research io address problem
gru~bling. These action jtems and their timelines for impl~mentation are beiri_g developed
by government in consultation with BCLC talcing int_o consideration the Provinces' 2014
Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, the 2013 Public Health Officer's (PHO) Report,
entitled Lowering the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to Gambling British
Columbia~ as well as other re~earch on problem. gambling in youth and problem gambling
trea(ment pi:ograms.

in

. . ./2
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· 2. The.GaminE.P9Jky and,Epforcl:!m~~.tJ.?~cltXGPEB}and BCLCwiHjoiiltly deve1op key
pJ:i11;t;iples that will infor.m respec{iy~tClles ihdresponsibilities. These principles will
outline expectations, obligations, arid r~lated bllsiness impad!,l to provide role clarity and
maximize accountability, These principles vrill be devised by Jttne 30, 20 I 5, and
implemented by December 31, 2015.

3. Optimize the Corporation's financial performance, irt accordance with government policy
and directives w1de.r the GamingCon,trof Act and Treasury Board direction. BCLC will
sustain the organizations net return to the province, by responding to customer and
marketplace demands for products and services and seeking new revenue opportunities
that are consistent with the approved framework. Consistent with previous direi;:tion the.
corporation will present Tr!!asury Board with a detailed. business case for casino
optimization by November 30, 2014, and a detailed business case and risk assessment for
business optimization by Febmary 28, 2015.
4. At the conclusion of the Crown Review BCLC, the Corporation will work to.address, as
appropriate, the recommendations made by Internal Audit & Advisory Services.

5. As pa:rtoftbe C.o!J?Oration's.¢onlinµed

inang~tt;J3QLC wm use in.formation. PJ.'.OViaed by

·will:~¾~i?/;~mit!,:~?JJt~fJiti~f~fw1lii4entifylin:cfirn:pierileht
;::tx;m~!It;r!:d~!if/1~!:::,e:!n!~c~~CLC .
respc1nd, J\.!'.lditionally, BCLC
strat~gies .to increase the
use of cash· alternatives and measure· and demonstrate this progress.

These specific strategic priority actions and the Taxpayer Accountability Principles actions are to
be included and integrated in your 201.5/J 6 .. 17/l 8 Service rian.
As part of the commitment to fiscal responsibility and to ensure the best possible use of
govemment resources, .provincial pubiic sector organizations now operate under tbe.Ta::rpayer
Accountability Principles (attached) announced by PremierChristy Clark in June 2014. Through
the implementation of Taxpayer Accountability Principles, leadership teams in public sector
otganizations arc leading a chnng~ to a cost-conscious public sector that strengthens cost
management capabilities and fosters a principled culture of efficiency Md accountability at all
levels. This leadership includes,implementing your organization's Cotle of Conduct which
contains conflict of interest provisions and post-employment restrictions.
BCLC is expected to fully adopt the Taxpayer Accountability Princip.les - cost cohscioi1sness
(efficiency), accoun.tability, appropriate compensation, service, respect and integrity. The
actions, as detailed in tb,e 2014 Tr~sition Letter, are to be completely implemented in 2015tr6.
For further information on the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, please see,

http://gnv.bc.ca/t.:rownaccountabi1ities.

·
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To support the implementation Df the Taxpayer ,:\_ccountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 20l5/I6 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted publi¢ly on your
organization's website.
Government is committed to furtherstrenglhening accountability. improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relationship between government and publlc sector organi7.ations.
This strong focus on improved iwo-v-1ay communication is to support and ensure a complete
understanding, of government directions,. expectations, accountabilities and alignment wj_th ~rategic
priorities. As such, itis important that each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issues
that may materially affect the business ofBCLC and/or the interests of govemment, including
infonnation onanyrisksto achieving financial forecasts and perfonnance targets.
I Jo:nk forward to our regular quarterly meetings that focus on strategic priorities, performance
against the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working together to protect the public

interest at an times.

Date:

FEB O5 2015

Signed By:

Bud Smith, Chair

Date

British Co!umpfa Lottery Corporation

Arthur H. Wj]lms, Vice-Chair
Board of Directors

Date

Briti.sh Columbia Lottery Corporation

Christina Anthony, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.. J4
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To support the implcmentatio11 ofthe taxpayer Accountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 2015/16 mandate letter and 1he signed letter is posted publicly on your
organization's website_.
Government is committed to further strengtherung accountability, improving the management of

.pubiic funds and revitalizing me relarionsbip between government and public sector organizations.
This strong focus on improved two-way cornmun:ication is to support and ensure a coinpleJe
understanding of government directions, e;,;pectatfons, accountabilities and aligmnent ,,ith sm1tegic
priorities. A_s such, .it i;:;importantthat each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issues
U1at may materially affect the b\1siness of BCLC and/or the interests of government, including
infonnation on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and perfonnance targets.
I look forward to our regular quart1::rly meetings that focus on str&tegic priorities, performance
agaim~ the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working togetherto protect the public
interest at all times.

Mi{~h~~l:d~·-;:~;1g: Q.C.

1-I~nomable
l\·linister of Finantt

Date.:

FEB O5 2015

Signed.By:

Date

A:

r ~- ij ms, Vice-Chair

Date

Board of Directors
British Cnhm'lhia Lottery t,>rporati0n ·

Christina Amhony 1 Director
British Colmnbia Lottery Corr0raiion

Dare
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To support the implementation of the Ta,cpayer Accountability Principles, please ensu;:c all
board members. sign this 20! 5/16 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted pitblicly on. your
.organization's website.

Government iS. cotflmitted to futther strengthening accountability; improvirig the management of
publiofunds !llld r~vltalizing the.relationship between govenmtent!!nd public sector organizations.
This sirong focus on improved two~way oommtmication is t9 support and ensure a complete
understanding of government dire;ctions, expectaliP!lS:, acco).lntabillties and alignment with strategic
priorities, As such, it is important that each ofus advise the othe;r In a timely manner of !UlY issues
that may materially affect the business ofBCLC and/or the interelltS bf governmel_lt, including
information on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and performance targets.
[ look forwar<l to our regular quarterly meetings that focus onstrru:egic priorities, perfonnam:e
against the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working together t<> ptotect the public
fnter_est at all times.
·

01).te:

FEB O5 2015

Signed By:

Bud Smith., Chair
British Columbia Lottery Co1]Jorntion

Date

Artnur H, Willms, Vioe--Chair
Board of Pireotor.!i
British Cohm1bia Lottery Corporat~ort

Date

tor
Corporation

Date

fe\c;

·,6

·
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Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Director
.British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar..Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

·Date

•.. /5
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Trudi Brown, Director
Bdtish Columbia Lottery Co1·porstion

Date

Dayid W. Gillespie, Director
.
British Columbia Lotte1y Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Dil'ectm'
British Colunibia Lotte1y Corporation

Date

·Moray Keith, Director
Bl'.i1ish Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.. .15
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1.'rndi Brown,Pirector

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Davia W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia. Lottery Corporation

Date

Rqbert Holden, Dire tor
Briti.sh Colu,mbia Lottery Corporation

Moray Keith, Director

Dale

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchi~ Director.

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

.. .f5
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Trudi Brown, Director
. British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

·Robert Holden, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Britiiih Cohimbia Lottery Corporation

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia. Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporatitm

Date

.. ./5
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-........,/

Trudi Brown, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Direi:tor
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith;, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ld ~~•- lr«aL<~-

Wendy Lisogar- occhia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

•. ./5
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cc:

HonourableChristy Clark
.Premier

John Dyl:>1e
Qeputy Minister to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary

Peter Milburn
Deputy Minister and. Secretary to Treasury Board
Ministry of Finance
Cheryl Wenezenki-YoBand
Associate Deputy Minister

Ministry of Finance

Bud Smith,Chair,
Arthur Wilms 1 Board Member

Trudi Bro""1l, Board Member
David Gillespie, Board Member

Robert Holden, Board Member
We,ndy Lisogar-Cocchia, Board Member
Moray Keith. Board Member
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Jim Lightbody NChief Executive Officer
:J?ritish.ColumbiaLottery Corporation

Attachment: Taxpayer Accountability Principles

GPEB4686.0012

Accountability

. A,p.p'i:~priate

._c~µjl'.!~n~atiq:U

Service

Transpii.rently manage respopsibilitie(l according to a s~t of common
public sector principles in the best interest of the citizens of the
province. By enhancing organizational efficiency arid effectiveness in
the planning, reporting imd decisiorimaldng, public sector oi:ganiwtions
\vill ensure.actions arealigned with government's strateg1c.mandate;.
Comply ~th a ri,got't)l.is, ·sui.p.dar_aized apProatl:i td petf'ofuiance .· .
manag~Jri~{\t~J- ~fnploy.e,~ -~~~~ti1i6rt, -~ic:h reft¢¢t~· ~ppropriatecomp~risil~mf°fot'.\\;o,t~:~pr,osii~e£ pµhlic s~toftl'lati~: CQzj~1st~11t With·
gov.errunentis ·titiriaye~ ~cc~uiitaBhity pnndipies .anci-ies~tful of tiie
taxpay~r. .
. . . .. . . . . . . :
. ;

Maintain. a clear focus on positive ou_te9mes for citizens of British
Columbia by delivering cost~fficient, effective, vaJ.uc-for~money public
servi¢es and programs.

Engagtdt{¢gtritahi&:;::ctim~;fo)iate; resictfJ1 an¢ effec~V~ · ·

co~uiii~itidn,~{ifi~t:Sl~lir~~i :pa¢,6p"~~ pr~per.iYihfonne~ ·~r

·c~ns.~Heci.01~:,~~#~µs';:°<l#iil,i~~s $~ p\lbli~~c~~m:uni~'.ti~ri~ foa.fun~IY: ·.
irl~ir'. Prq~Fti~dy-~q~'faoirat~. fo .a spirit of.partn.ershiifth~t-tespectS:
th:e-usi·oftaxp~yers'mt>Q1es.
·
· · · · . . .. ·· . ' - .
, .
.

lnfell:rity

.

Make decisions and. taice actions that are transparent, ethical and free
from corlflict ofinteresL Reqµire the establishment of a strong ethical
code ofconduct for al! employees and executives. Serve the citizens of
British Columbia by respecting the shared public trust and acting in
accordance with the taxpayer accountability principles.

This is Exhibit 'T' to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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BHTrISH
COLUMBIA

Know your limit, play within it.

August 7, 20 l 5

[345004]
Jim Lightbody
.
CEO and President
British Columbia L,ottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC V5M OA6
Dear Mr. Lightbody
Re:

Enhancements to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in B.C. Gaming Facilit[es

Pursuant.to the Ministerial 2015/16 Mandate: Letter to the British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC), and work undertaken to date under the AML Strategy, I am requesting that BCLC
increase its efforts to develop anci promote the use of cash alternatives and implement
enhancements to its due diligence and compliance program as part ofits anti,-mone.y laundering
(AML) regime in gaming facilities.
The.2015/l 6 Mandate Letter established as a specific strategic priority that

"BCLC will use il?f'ormatfon provided by.law enfoiYiemerit to create actions and solutions
to prevent money laundering in BC gaming facilities. GPEB will develop anti-money
laundering standards, to which B.CLC will respond. Additionally, BCLC will identify and
implement strategies to increasf the use of cash alternatives and measure and
demonstrates this progress" ..
The multi-phased AML Strategy, begun in 2012, include.s·:
Phase l - the development and implementation of cash alternatives;
Phase 2 - the promotion of cash alternatives by gaming facility patrons; and
Phase 3 - the consideration of regulatory guidance about potential additional 1neasures for
enhancing AML due diligence.
I Want to acknowledge BCLC's active involvement in delivering the AML Strategy. This
includes leading the development, implementation and promqtion of cash alternatives in gaming
facilities, and participating in recent discussions about exploring opportunities that will enhance
compliance in the area of cash entering gaming facilities, including the recent workshop held on
June4 th with AMLstakeho[ders and experts.

Ministry of Finance

Gaming Policy a.ncf
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy Ministers
Office

Mailing Addross:

location:

,

PO BOX 9311 STN PROV <3OVT
VICTORIABC VBW9N1
Telephone: (250) 387-1301

Third .Floor, 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC

Facsimile: (250) 357;1s1a

Web: WWW'.gaming,gov.bc.ca

GPEB0762.0002

To enhance the AML regime, BCLC is asked to pursue the following activities:
1. Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (COD) policie,s and practices
constructed around financial industry standa.rds and robust Know Yo~n· Customer (kYC)
requirernents, with a focus 011 identifying so.urce of Wealth and fonds as integral components
to client risk assessment. This assessment should be based upon suspicious cui-rency
transaction occurrences.
2. Develop and implement additional cash alternatives; focusing on furthering the transition
from c.ashwbased to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and
explorii1g new Wflj/s to promote existing .and new cash alternatives. These .alternatives
should form part of a broader strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming
facilities, including implementing a performance measurement framework and an evaluation
plan to determin.e service provider pa11icipation.
3. Work with GPEBto devc)lop processes and approaches to cJarify roles and responsibilities
around AMI, intelligence, analy:::;is, audit and compliance activities. This includes
considering information sharing and access to systems that support the AML strategy's
el.ements.
4. Work with GPEB and other stakeholders such as FINTRAC to develop a BCLC public
information and educatiori strategy and action plan for govei'nrnent's review and approval.
The plan should include coordinated messaging about anti-money laundering activities in
gaming facilities, and outline the requirements, roles and responsibilities for identification,
reporting, investigation and enforcement.

I would be happy to discuss any of the above with you further. f recommend that BCLC staff
consult and review with GPEB staff on developing approaches and specific actions to iinplGment
the above activities.
Yours sincerely,

John Mazure
General Manager
Gaming Polley and Enforcement Branch

This is Exhibit "U" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. M AS SEY
Barris1er & So licitor
151 9 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8\XT 2Kl

August 24 , 2015
Office of the Minister & House Leader
Ministry of Finance
PO Box 9048 Stn. Prov. Govt.
9E2
Victoria, BC

vew

Attention: Hon. Michael de Jong
Dear Minister de Jong:
Re: BCLC's Anti Money Laundering (AML) Enhancement Strategy

playing it right

The purpose of this letter is to update you in regards to BCLC's commitment to anti-money laundering and to
provide feedback and recommendations stemming from the General Manager of GPEB, John Mazure's letter to
BCLC on August 7, 2015 titled Re: Enhancements to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in B.C. Gaming
Facilities
Bullet point one (1) on page two (2) of that letter states that BCLC will :

74 Wes t Seymour Street
Kamloops , BC V2C IE2

"Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices constructeq!,~fP..Ym<iio
financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, with a focus on idenlif-,ing31
source of wealth and funds as integral components to client risk assessment. This assessment should be based
upon suspicious currency transaction occurrences."
2940 V1rwa 1Way
Vancouver, BC VS I 0A6

While it is generally easier to identify an individual's source of wealth, identifying the actual sourcerof,cfundsi<per
transaction is far more problematic, especially when the funds are presented as cash. It is financial-irt1€1i.Jstrfa24
standard to ask a customer to declare the source of funds for all transactions (including cash) over CAbcorn
$10,000.00 however little follow up investigation is then conducted. It is also common practice in the financial
industry to terminate a business relationship with a customer after two or three suspicious transaction reports .
(STR)
While BCLC continue to encourage cash alternative options for customers in BC casinos cash is still th preferred
deposit method and it is not uncommon for some individuals to have multiple suspicious transaction reports
(STR) in a calendar year based on their cash buy in's alone.
In the fiscal year 2014/2015 1737 STRs were submitted to FINTRAC from BC Casinos. The total dollar value of
those STRs for that period was approximately $160 million, primarily all of it in cash.
Of those 1737 STR's approximately four hundred and eleven (411) unique individuals were recorded with one
(1) or more STRs,) One hundred and one (101) of those having five (5) or more STRs. Those 101 individuals
accounted for approximately $686 million table drop and in $137 million in net revenue .
BCLC believe that currently no one agency in British Columbia is equipped to identify the actual source of funds.
To do so would require in most cases, law enforcement intervention. Currently BCLC and GPEB lack the
legislative authority, and law enforcement lack the available budget, resources and visibility into gaming .
Recommendation

1.
BCLC would propose that a dedicated law enforcement gaming unit be established by the provincial
government. The Gaming unit would require appropriate legislative authority and full designated police powers,
with a clear mandate to investigate and prosecute all serious gaming related criminal offences.
The primary focus of this unit would be on identifying and eliminating proceeds of crime entering into BC gaming
facilities, as well as identifying and preventing all illegal or "underground" gambling in BC, including "grey market"
or illegal internet gambling.

BCLC0004514

The Gaming unit ideally, wou ld contain experts in Gaming within BC, Proceeds of Crime, Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing as well as personnel with experience and designated authority to conduct surveillance,
execute search warrants, property seizures and forfeiture, and an understanding of Chinese culture and
associated languages.

I

2.
It is essential that government support cash alternative initiatives. Without providing a full suite of noncash_options including facilitating credit to Chinese high limit players BC faces a potential substae al drop in
gaming revenue .
l'f:!t> ~

· 66
Yours truly,

playing it right

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO, BCLC

Cc: Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance

74 Wos t S ymour Street
Kaniloops, BC V2C 1E2
T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

29,l 0 Virtua l Wa y
Vancouver, BC \/SM 0A6
T 604.2 15.0649
F 604.225.642.\

b·J- ccm

BCLC0004514.02

This is Exhibit "V" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Oct. 9, 2015

TITLE:

Enhanced Compliance and Enforcement on Gambling Activities

ISSUE:

Phase 3 of the government's anti-money laundering (AML) strategy centres on
additional measures for enhancing due diligence and regulator guidance and
intervention. The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is focusing
resources on areas of highest risk to gaming integrity. GPEB has identified the
prevalence of large and suspicious cash transactions at lower mainland gaming
facilities as a high risk.
Gambling activities taking place outside of legal gaming facilities that contravene
the Criminal Code of Canada are also a high risk to the integrity of gaming in
B.C. Enforcing provisions of Part VII of the Criminal Code is outside the authority
of GPEB investigators and rests with the police.
Three possible enforcement options are proposed to address the concern of
proceeds of crime and large suspicious cash transactions at B.C. gaming
facilities as well as illegal gambling concerns. The recommended option would
provide strategic enforcement that is targeted, proactive and designed for
maximum deterrence of suspicious cash and other unlawful activities which
detract from the integrity of gaming and revenue generated for the Province.

RECOMMENDATION: Option 2
Introduce a joint interdiction team between BCLC, GPEB and the RCMP to
strategically investigate suspicious cash transaction inside gaming
facilities and unlawful forms of gambling.
BACKGROUND:
• In 2011, government implemented an AML strategy focused on minimizing opportunities for
money laundering. The strategy is led by an internal working group at GPEB. Phase 1 of the
strategy involved the development and implementation of cash alternatives (substantially
complete) and phase 2 involved intervention by service providers to encourage use of cash
alternatives by patrons. Phase 3 focuses on regulator guidance and, where necessary,
intervention regarding customer due diligence (CDD).

• GPEB is aware of a prevalence of large cash transactions, often resulting in suspicious
transaction reports (STR), in B.C. gaming facilities. Based on analysis of the number of
STRs and value of cash, it has been determined that this issue is predominantly
concentrated in lower mainland gaming facilities.
•

Lower mainland gaming facilities experience wealthy foreign patrons who prefer cash and
wager substantial amounts while gambling. The British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC) asserts these patrons use cash rather than cash alternatives due to convenience,
superstition and cultural preferences and not for the purpose of laundering money. Moving
large sums of cash in and out of gaming facilities presents a significant concern to
government and a public safety risk in and near the facility.

• GPEB has been made aware of reports of high stakes illegal gaming houses and other illegal
activities related to gambling taking place in the lower mainland. These activities impact both

GPEB0785.0003
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the integrity of gaming and revenue generated by legal gaming facilities and is believed
support organized crime.
Integrated Illegal Enforcement Team (2003-2009)
• The Integrated Illegal Gaming Enforcement Team (IIGET) was established by a 2003
Memorandum of Understanding {MOU) between the RCMP, the Ministry of Public Safety and
Solicitor General (Police Services) and GPEB. IIGET was created due to a concern about the
enforcement response to illegal gaming in the province.
•

IIGET was directed to investigate illegal gaming activities occurring outside of licensed
gaming facilities such as illegal lotteries, common gaming houses, the distribution of illegal
video lottery terminals, animal fights, bookmaking, and internet gaming. IIGET was not
mandated to focus their attention on large cash transactions in legal gaming facilities.

•

BCLC provided the majority of IIGET funding. The RCMP did not seek a renewal of the IIGET
MOU in 2009 citing exigent funding pressure (BCLC cut their funding), criminal enterprise
activity and/or other operational and investigative priorities. The province determined that the
IIGET's effectiveness was not meeting program objectives.

Role of BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance Division & GPEB Compliance Division
• BCLC's Corporate Security and Compliance division is responsible for corporate security and
compliance related to the conduct and management of legal commercial gaming, including
customer service complaint investigations, information systems security and employee and
service provider compliance.
• BCLC must report specific activity, conduct or incidents to GPEB as per section 86(2) of the
GCA. BCLC investigators have no authority to investigate or to issue violation tickets under
the GCA or the Criminal Code. BCLC only has the authority to monitor incidents that
contravene their policies, procedures and agreements as per section 7(1 )(h) of the GCA and
not take any further action beyond reporting it to GPEB and, if necessary, the appropriate
police agency.
•

BCLC's corporate security division may take actions up to and including the suspension
and/or termination of activities as outlined in the service agreements between BCLC and the
service provide (or individual) when it is related to the conduct and management of gaming.
BCLC's corporate security division would be able to provide assistance to a joint enforcement
team by way of business acumen, business intelligence and data analytics and support as
required.
• GPEB's compliance division carries out strategic enforcement activities under the authority of
the provincial Gaming Control Act (GCA) and Gaming Control Regulation. Section 97(2) of
the GCA outlines specific offences 1 that are enforceable by GPEB through issuing of
violation tickets under the Offence Act.
• The division employs more than 20 employees who have been designated by the general
manager as "investigators" under section 81 of the GCA; all of these investigators have also
received appointments as special provincial constables (SPC), appointed under Section 9 of

1

Commonly enforced GCA offences include unauthorized lottery schemes and sales of lottery tickets; unregistered
gaming service providers, gaming supplies and gaming workers; offences relating to minors; and prohibited person to
remain on or enter into the premises of a gaming facility.

GPE80785.0004
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the Police Act. The SPC status is meant to enhance the role of GPEB investigators so they
can, in limited circumstances, assist the police in connection with Criminal Code offences.
<II

Only the police have the authority to conduct investigations and enforcement actions for
offences such as those found in Part VII (Disorderly Houses, Gaming and Betting) of the
Criminal Code. Consequently, GPEB's role is limited to enforcing relevant sections of the
GCA unless assisting or acting under the direction of the police (any recommended charges
would be submitted to Crown Counsel via the police). There is also occasion where GPEB
may take continuity of minor criminal investigations with the approval of local law
enforcement, such as a minor theft in a gaming premise.

DISCUSSION:
Suspicious cash transaction in B.C. casinos
• Section 86(2) of the Gaming Control Act requires BCLC, registrants and licensees to notify
the general manager immediately about any conduct, activity or incident occurring in
connection with a lottery scheme or horse racing, if it involves an offence under the GCA or
under a provision of the Criminal Code relevant to a lottery scheme or horse racing.
• GPEB's compliance division performed an analysis of STRs of amounts over $50,000
occurring in lower mainland gaming facilities in July 2015. The analysis concluded that while
gaming service providers were fulfilling their statutory reporting requirements under the
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis of Canada (FlNTRAC), there was limited action
being taken with suspicious large cash transactions.
• The July analysis found that, lower mainland gaming facilities reported $14.9 million in
suspicious transactions (buy-ins) made in $20 bills out of a total of $20.7 million. Of that
$20.7 million, five patrons were responsible for nearly half of the amount ($9.8 million).
• Monthly STR totals fluctuate throughout the year; however, July 2015 is currently the highest
total of all 2015 months. From January 1, 2015 to present, STR's recorded total $112 million.
For fiscal year 2014/15, $212 million in STRs have been reported to date.
• GPEB's analysis of the STRs illustrate there is limited refusal of suspicious cash. Front line
gaming facility staff are trained to identify and file STRs but there was little evidence that
transactions were being declined.
• Since July 2015, GPEB has noted that there has been an increase in actions taken by
service providers and BCLC resulting in a decrease in the volume of cash being accepted at
gaming facilities.
Current and Planned Phase 3 AML Strategy Activities
• Phase 3 of the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch's (GPEB) anti-money laundering
(AML) strategy is centered on regulatory guidance and additional measures for enhancing
AML due diligence.
•

Planned or underway phase 3 activities include:
o Consultation with the Department of Finance Canada on regulatory amendments to the
federal Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. GPEB has
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requested that FINTRAC consider requiring service providers to determine source of
funds and source of wealth for inbound currencies in gaming facilities.
An external review by Meyers Norris Penny (MNP LLP) of BCLC reporting processes to
inform GPEB of the effectiveness of current BCLC AML policies and procedures and
provide recommendations for improvement.
Implementation of new and enhanced cash alternatives including the consideration of
delimiting convenience cheques and offering credit to specific patrons.
BCLC will be increasing its efforts to develop and promote the use of cash alternatives
and implement enhancements to its due diligence and compliance and interdiction
programs. This includes capacity to detect and interview customers on their source of
funds and make a determination on whether to accept or deny the cash.
Implementation of a new intelligence unit in GPEB's compliance division to address the
lack of interdiction and enforcement presence in lower mainland gaming facilities.
Meetings have recently occurred with the RCMP Division Intelligence Officer to establish
a new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and as to how to best integrate combined
resources to address gaming integrity.

• GPEB has further requested BCLC implement rigorous customer due diligence policies and
practices constructed around financial industry standards and to focus on knowing their
customer and identifying source of funds as an integral component to client risk assessment.
•

BCLC and its service providers will continue to file reports with the appropriate enforcement
agency such as FINTRAC and GPEB. GPEB will continue to make efforts to liaise and
leverage police authorities to take action where appropriate. However, the decision to take
action on criminal matter remains with the police of jurisdiction.

Illegal Gaming in British Columbia
• Gambling activities that contravene Part VII of the Criminal Code and occur outside of legal
gaming facilities are a high risk to the integrity of gaming in B.C.
•

In the past 5 years, GPEB has referred 47 occurrences of illegal common gaming houses to
police to investigate. Of those, 1O cases are from the lower mainland with the remaining 37
from the rest of B.C. Many of the cases outside of the lower mainland relate to unlicensed
bingo events taking place on First Nations reserves. Numerous steps have been taken by
GPEB to shut these events down with warnings and referrals to the police, however these
gaming events remain low priority for police and there appears to be limited interest by First
Nations to become compliant with gaming laws and regulations when the events take place
on their territory.

• Since 2011, no charges have been laid related to common gaming houses in B.C.
Enforcement authority of the Criminal Code as it relates to gaming in BC
• As the Gaming Control Act does not confer specific authority for GPEB investigators to
enforce the Criminal Code outside of their mandated duties, significant legislative
amendments would be required to enable this function. For an outline of statutory
enforcement authorities of BCLC, GPEB, and the police, see Appendix I.
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• The investigation of suspicious cash transactions occurring in gaming facilities is within
GPEB's compliance division mandate. While crimes associated with money-laundering are
contained in the Criminal Code, in particular Part Xll.2 Proceeds of Crime, GPEB has the
authority to investigate these to a point in time where reasonable grounds determine a
Criminal Code offence is occurring. These investigations may lead to larger more complex
investigations involving organized crime. Once this is determined, the investigation is
forwarded to the police as GPEB does not have the authority, or the capacity, to undertake
further enforcement activities such as surveillance, undercover operations, and technical
installations which require consideration of safety and use of force.
• Section 86(2) of the Gaming Control Act requires the lottery corporation, registrants and
licensees to notify the general manager immediately about any conduct, activity or incident
occurring in connection with a lottery scheme or horse racing, if it involves an offence under
the GCA or under a provision of the Criminal Code relevant to a lottery scheme or horse
racing. Failing to comply with this section of the Act is not an offence and therefore, there are
limited means of recourse in instances of non-compliance.
Gaming enforcement in Canada
• With the exception of Ontario, all Canadian gaming regulators rely on the police of jurisdiction
to investigate illegal gaming under part VII of the Criminal Code.
•

In Ontario, the Investigation and Enforcement Bureau (Alcohol and Gaming Commission of
Ontario, AGCO) is comprised of seconded members of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP)
(currently 160 officers). These OPP members along with approximately 55 GCO/OLG
Inspectors (designated Provincial Offences Officers for the purposes of Ontario's Liquor
Licence Act and the Gaming Control Act) provide enforcement for both liquor and gaming.
The enforcement officers are directly involved in assessing STR activity at the casino and
making a determination on the source of funds. This preventative on-site intervention deters
the amount of illicit activity related to money laundering or loan sharking from occurring.

• Ontario also has an Illegal Gambling Unit (IGU) within the OPP's Organized Crime
Enforcement Bureau which investigates illegal gaming with an emphasis on organized crime.
•

Nationally, FINTRAC creates data trails that are used by law enforcement to identify patterns
and gather evidence of potential money laundering. In 2014/15, FINTRAC data shows that
large cash transaction reports from casinos (all large-cash transactions and disbursements
over $10,000) from B.C. make up 72 per cent of the national total. As concerning is that
suspicious transactions reports from B.C. casinos account for 73 per cent of the national
share. These totals indicate that this issue is primarily a B.C. problem given that BC only
accounts for 24 per cent of casinos nationwide (17 out of 72). 2

OPTIONS:
Option 1:

2

Continue with planned activities for phase 3 AML strategy implementation.
This includes addressing suspicious cash in gaming facilities and referring
unlawful gaming activities occurring outside gaming facilities to the police
to take action {status quo}

Source; 2012/13 Canadian Gambling Digest, Table 1. Venues. Found
http://www.cprg.ca/articles/Canadian%20Gambling%20Digest%202012-13.pdf
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GPEB and BCLC will continue to build on the accomplishments of phases 1 and 2 of the AML
strategy and implement phase 3 as planned.

Implications
• Without any new interventions by BCLC, GPEB and/or government, a high volume of
suspicious cash may continue to be brought into B.C. gaming facilities.
• Illegal gaming activities outside of gaming facilities may remain a low priority for police of
jurisdiction.
• Likely to have a negative impact on gaming revenues.
• Significant impact on resources of BCLC and gaming services providers who will need to
expend revenue on training and oversight as BCLC implements enhancements to its due
diligence and compliance and interdiction program.
• Inability to investigate illegal gaming houses occurring outside of gaming facilities
without police support.
• Employee safety may be put at risk as the implementation of BCLC's compliance and
interdiction program may escalate behavioural issues as it may cause clients to be
upset.

Option 2:

Introduce a joint interdiction team between the Ministry of Finance's GPEB
and the RCMP to strategically investigate suspicious cash transactions
inside gaming facilities and unlawful forms of gambling

A new joint interdiction team would be formally established by a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) and accountable to the Minister of Finance and Minister of Justice. The RCMP would be
responsible for liaising with municipal police forces and other enforcement bodies as
appropriate. The team would provide targeted and proactive enforcement predominately in the
lower mainland to deter large cash transactions and other unlawful activities to ensure the
gaming industry is conducted with integrity and free from criminal activity.
This team would be integrated with GPEB to identify projects, share intelligence and focus on
matters which not only impact gaming integrity but disrupt revenue from legitimate gaming
services providers. This team would consist of trained professionals who could assess and
interdict suspected activities on-site and potentially make referrals to other agencies such as
Civil Forfeiture.
BCLC's role in the team would be limited to monitor incidents that contravene their policies,
procedures and agreements and the requirement under the GCA to inform GPEB where
appropriate. BCLC will offer support to the team with business acumen, business
intelligence and data analytics.
This option is similar to the Ontario integrated regulator and police gaming enforcement model.
Implications
• Significant upfront and long term cost implications. Unknown who will bear these costs
(government or BCLC).
• Will likely require the Ministry of Finance seek requisite approval - from Cabinet and
Treasury Board - for additional funding.
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Will have an immediate impact on criminal organizations who consider using gaming
facilities or patrons as a vehicle to move their illegitimate cash.
It is likely that this new team will have a short-term impact on casino revenues.
The RCMP may not be able to assign FTE positions to a joint team.
The RCMP will be reallocating police offices to this team away from other non-gambling
law enforcement priorities.
May have negative impacts on gaming revenue as patrons may choose to gamble in
other jurisdictions.

Option 3:

Create a new designated gambling enforcement policing Unit under
Section 4 of the Police Act

Under this option, a designated policing and law enforcement Unit would be established under
Section 4 of the Police Act. The Unit would be an independent policing agency with a unique
mandate to tackle illegal gambling and unlawful activities within legalized gaming. The
independent Unit would not report to the General Manager, GPEB.

Implications
• Requires legislative changes to the Gaming Control Act and requirements under the
Police Act.
• Would solely focus on gaming in the Province and may be deemed by the public to be
excessive.
• Significant upfront and long term cost implications. Unknown who will bear these costs
(government or BCLC).
• Will likely require the Ministry of Finance seek requisite approval -from Cabinet and
Treasury Board - for additional funding.
• May have negative impacts on gaming revenue as patrons may choose to gamble in
other jurisdictions.

RECOMMENDATION: Option 2

APPROVED/NOT APPROVED

Honourable Michael de Jong
Minister of Finance

Date
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APPENDIX I - STATUTORY ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY
Enforcement authorities of BCLC, GPEB and Police:

Designation

BCLC

No special
designation

BCLC Policies &
Procedures
• Monitor incidents
that contravene
their policies,
procedures and
agreements
related to the
conduct and
management of
gaming
• BCLC must report
specific activity,
conduct or
incidents to
GPEB (s86(2)

Gaming Control
Act(GCA)
• No authority to
investigate
offences under
the GCAorto
issue violation
tickets
• Provides
assistance and
information as
requested by
GPEB or police

Part VII Criminal
Code of Canada

{CCC)
• No authority to
enforce the CCC
• Provides
assistance and
information as
requested by
GPEB or police

GCA)
Employees
ofGPEB

GM designated
Investigators
under s. 81 of the

• Not applicable

• Authority to
investigate and to
issue violation
tickets in relation
to offences under
theGCA

• Limited authority
to investigate
criminal offences
in order to assist
police or under
the direction of
police

• Not applicable

• Can investigate
and issue violation
tickets in relation
to offenses under
the GCA, although
in practice the
police do not do

• Full jurisdictional
authority to
enforce the CCC

GCA
&
Special Provincial
Constable Status
Police

Police officers
(members of the
provincial police
force, a municipal
police force)

so

• Can make
arrests, issue
appearance
notices,
recommend
charges, etc
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APPENDIX II - Biography of Deputy Commissioner Craig Callens

Deputy Commissioner Craig Callens
Commanding Officer of E Division
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Deputy Commissioner Craig Callens joined the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in September
1985. Over the course of his service he has been assigned to duties ranging from General Duty
to Major Crime and from Federal Drug Enforcement to Criminal Operations throughout British
Columbia.
He was first posted in Prince George, British Columbia and he received his first promotion in
1995 when he became the Detachment Commander of Wells Detachment. He was transferred
to Kamloops Detachment in 1997 and later promoted to Sergeant. In 2002 he was
commissioned to the rank of Inspector as the Operations Officer E Division Drug Enforcement
Branch. Two years later he would serve in the RCMP's largest detachment, Surrey Detachment,
for five years as the Investigative Services Officer as both an Inspector and Superintendent. In
2009 he served as the Lower Mainland District Operations Officer and was promoted to rank of
C/Supt. Then in 2009 he moved to E Division Headquarters to become the Deputy Criminal
Operations Officer (Contract Policing) for the Province of BC.
Prior to his appointment as Commanding Officer of E Division, he served as the Officer in
Charge of Criminal Operations. In 2013, Deputy Commissioner Callens was appointed to the
Order of Merit of the Police Forces.
Deputy Commissioner Callens was born in Ottawa and raised in Saskatchewan. He is the third
of four generations of RCMP members in the Callens family. He is married to RCMP Sergeant
Joanne Callens and is the proud father of a daughter, Constable Courtney Callens, and a son
Taylor.

This is Exhibit "W" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrisier & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Ministry of
Finance

Office of the
Minister

To:

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister and
Chief Records Officer
Ministry of Finance

Re:

BCLC draft Treasury Board Submission

January 8, 2016
347695

1. Having had an opportunity to review the BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) draft Treasury
Board Submission, I note that while BCLC is projecting modest growth in revenue, they
are planning to increase operating and discretionary costs significantly and once again are
requesting an increase to the comprehensive cost ratio (CCR). I also note that this
increase in costs does not reflect a provision for the joint enforcement initiative which has
been discussed with BCLC and identified as a priority in their upcoming Mandate Letter.
2. Consistent with the direction that I have provided to all crown corporations and public
sector organizations, I expect BCLC to demonstrate discipline with respect to cost
control. In this regard, I would expect BCLC to manage all operational costs ,:vithin the
previously approved CCR limits. However, given our collective commitment to
strengthen enforcement activities in response to illegal gaming activity, l am prepared to
take forward to Treasury Board a request to increase the CCR targets for re1ated
enforcement costs.
Please review these matters with BCLC.

Michael de Jong, Q.C.
Minister

This is Exhibit "X" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Ministry of
Finance

To:

Jim Lightbody, CEO
BC Lottery Corporation

Re:

Treasury Board Submission

Office of the
Associate Deputy Minister
and Chief Records Officer

January 8, 2016
347695

Consistent with our past conversations, I am sharing with you the direction received from the
Minister (see attached memo). Specifically the Minister has identified his expectation that
BCLC vvill manage all operational costs within the previously approved limits for CCR with one
notable exception: the Minister is prepared to take forward to Treasury Board a submission that
requests an increase to the CCR for costs related to the joint enforcement initiative.
To accommodate reviews and final sign-offs within the Ministry leading up to the presentation to
Treasury Board on the 141 we would appreciate receiving the revised submission by end of day
on Monday January 11, 2016.

1\

I believe this memo will satisfy your request to receive this info1mation in writing. Should you
want to discuss further, or have any questions please give me a call.

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister
Attachment

This is Exhibit "Y" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

CZ

....,___

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V'6\t/ .t K l
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March 14, 2016

Enforcement Strategy to Combat Illegal Gambling in British Columbia

ISSUE:
There is evidence based on police investigations that the use of legal and illegal gambling by
organized crime for the purpose of laundering money is substantial. There is currently no
dedicated or integrated enforcement response to unlawful activities within gaming facilities or
illegal gambling in BC between the province and RCMP. The Minister of Finance and Minister of
Public Safety requested that the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) and Policing
and Security Branch (PSB) provide a coordinated response to this concern in the fall of 2015.
Based on the direction provided, GPEB, PSB and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
are working to establish a specialized policing component within the Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Unit British Columbia (CFSEU-BC). The Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team
(JIGIT) will be funded by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and will provide a
dedicated, coordinated, multi-jurisdictional investigative and enforcement response to unlawful
activities within BC gaming facilities (emphasis on anti-money laundering strategies) and illegal
gambling in BC (emphasis on organized crime).
BACKGROUND:
• Gambling activities that contravene Part VII of the Criminal Code and occur either inside or
outside of legal gaming facilities are a high risk to the overall integrity of gaming in BC.
GPEB and BCLC report all known illegal gaming activities to the police of jurisdiction;
however due to competing demands on police resources, these investigations often remain
low priority for police.
•

From 2003-2009, the Integrated Illegal Enforcement Team (IIGET) 1 investigated illegal
gaming activities occurring outside of licensed gaming facilities such as illegal lotteries,
common gaming houses, the distribution of illegal video lottery terminals, animal fights,
bookmaking, and internet gaming. IIGET's budget was cut due to exigent funding pressure
on the primary funder, BCLC, and a perceived lack of effectiveness. Since this time,
investigations and enforcement of illegal gambling activities has been conducted by
individual police departments in an ad-hoc manner with assistance from GPEB's compliance
division where requested.

• Over the past year, GPEB has been made aware of reports of high stakes illegal gaming
houses and other illegal activities related to gambling occurring in the lower mainland. These
activities impact both the integrity of gaming and revenue generated by legal gaming facilities
and is believed to support organized crime. GPEB is also aware of a prevalence of large
cash transactions (LCT), often resulting in suspicious transaction reports (STR)2 , in BC
gaming facilities.
1

Signatories to IIGET's establishing Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) were the RCMP, Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General (Police Services Division) and the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
(GPEB). The IIGET Consultative Board included representatives from Police Services Division, GPEB, RCMP, BC
Association of Chiefs of Police, and BCLC (as outlined in the MOU).
2
Suspicious transactions are financial transactions that you have reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the
commission of a money laundering offence. This includes transactions with reasonable grounds to suspect are
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• Both BCLC and GPEB have previously identified concerns to law enforcement about the
potential for organized crime to utilize gaming facilities for the purpose of money laundering
or the movement of proceeds of crime.
•

Nationally, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC)
creates data trails that are used by law enforcement to identify patterns and gather evidence
of potential money laundering. In 2014/15, FINTRAC data shows that large cash transaction
reports from casinos (all large-cash transactions and disbursements over $10,000) from BC
make up 72 per cent of the national total. Suspicious transactions reports from BC casinos
are shown to account for 73 per cent of the national share. This indicates that this issue is
primarily a BC problem given that the province only accounts for 24 per cent of casinos
nationwide (17 out of 72). 3

•

In June 2015, GPEB and BCLC co-hosted an anti-money laundering workshop, Exploring
Common Ground - Building Solutions. Attending organizations, including BCLC, law
enforcement agencies, gaming service providers, private sector, and financial institutions,
supported the creation of a dedicated enforcement unit for both illegal gambling and
suspicious money in BC gaming facilities.

DISCUSSION:
•

Following a meeting between the Minister of Finance and the Attorney General and Minister
of Justice, with representatives from the RCMP, PSB, MoF and GPEB, the Director of Police
Services requested the RCMP prepare a business case for the creation of a new
enforcement team to address GPEB and BCLC concerns of illegal gaming houses and
money laundering in BC's gaming facilities.

• The RCMP submitted a business case for establishing a coordinated enforcement approach
in the form of a Joint Illegal Gaming Investigative Team (JIGIT) within the CFSEU-BC. The
business case was based on the approval of a line item for JIGIT in BCLC's budget
submission by Treasury Board of $1.8 million for the first year and $3.0 million for the
balance of the fiscal planning cycle .. The RCMP recommended a five year lifespan for JIGIT
in order to ensure the broadest range of enforcement and prosecution activities could be
undertaken by the team. As the commitment is five years, the province will need to identify a
funding source for JIGIT in years 4 and 5.. RCMP believes their model will disrupt top-tier
organized crime and gang involvement in illegal gaming, will disrupt future expansion in this
criminal domain, and will help preserve the integrity and reputation of the legal gaming
industry.
Strategic objectives of the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team
• There are two key strategic objectives:
o

Target and disrupt top-tier organized crime and gang involvement in illegal gaming; and

o

Prevent criminal attempts to legalize the proceeds of crime through gaming facilities.

related to the attempted commission of a money laundering offence. "Reasonable grounds to suspect" is determined
by what is reasonable in each industry's circumstances, including normal business practices and systems within the
~ambling industry.
Source; 2012/13 Canadian Gambling Digest, Table 1. Venues. Found
http://www.cprg.ca/articles/Canadian%20Gambling%20Digest%202012-13.pdf
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• A secondary strategic objective for JIGIT is to have a clear public education function with
respect to the identification and reporting of illegal gambling in BC with consideration of its
provincial partners. Ensuring both a positive public perception and media coverage of
investigations will maintain trust and confidence in the initiative as well as raise awareness of
the provincial mandate.
• The strategic objectives will be formalized in the Team's mandate which will be developed
jointly between GPEB, PSB and the RCMP/CFSEU-BC.
CFSEU-BC
• At present there are 14 law enforcement agencies integrated under the umbrella of CFSEUBC. One of the 14 agencies is the Organized Crime Agency of British Columbia (OCABC)
which was established as a Designated Policing and Law Enforcement Unit4 under the
Police Act. When the CFSEU-BC was established in 2004 as an integrated joint forces
operation, OCABC was moved under its purview.
• CFSEU-BC as an agency is strategically located throughout the province; and as such,
would be in a strong position to significantly disrupt organized crime-connected with illegal
gaming given the existing footprint, infrastructure, and support mechanism which is currently
in place. Additional CFSEU-BC in-house specialty support sections cover areas such as
surveillance, analytical teams, uniform enforcement, and forensic video analysis.
o

For example, JIGIT would be able to leverage support from the in-house Asset Forfeiture
Investigation Team (AFIT), which assists CFSEU-BC investigative teams with their asset
seizures in such areas as assembly and completion of material required for the BC Civil
Forfeiture Office or Canada Revenue Agency referrals, as well as matters relating to the
Currency Reading and Tracing System (CRATS) which is software that scans and
records serial numbers of Canadian and American currency to aid in connecting cash to
specific organized crime groups.

o

Having JIGIT physically housed within existing CFSEU-BC headquarters will provide
easier access to CFSEU-BC assets and resources such as equipment and expertise. 5
Furthermore, structuring JIGIT in the lower mainland will allow it to remain focused on
the major risk area and not distracted by regional issues.

Governance
• Through the Ministry of Justice's (now Public Safety and Solicitor General [PSSG]) PSB, the
provincial government provides overall direction respecting police services in the province
and ensures there are adequate and effective levels of policing. Police agencies conduct
investigations at arm's length from government, and government cannot interfere with or
direct police in particular investigations.

4

As a Designated Policing and Law Enforcement Unit, the CSFEU-BC is an independent law enforcement unit with
full police powers.
5
Operational costs expended by specialty support sections within CFSEU-BC are recovered by that Team by way of
charge-back. The use of the support sections are budgeted within an operational plan which is approved by the
Board of Governance prior to embarking on any complex investigation.
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Under the authority of the provincial Police Act, a designated policing and law enforcement
unit such as OCABC which operates within CFSEU-BC requires that the Minister of Public
Safety and Solicitor General establish and appoint a Designated Board to implement
program strategies, priorities and performance management.

• The mandate of the CFSEU-BC/OCABC Designated Board of Governance includes
strategic-level governance and provides a process to make certain that all teams including
JIGIT are targeting top-tier organized crime and gang involvement in illegal gaming in BC.
These Board members, which includes the Director of Police Services, represent various
police agencies and jurisdictions.
•

Within the strategic-level governance, the Board's responsibilities include reviewing and
approving operational plans which are submitted prior to beginning an investigation, and the
setting of unit performance measurements and outcomes. This oversight assists in budget
forecasting and cost containment.

•

Internally in the case of JIGIT, the Chief Officer of CFSEU-BC will utilize existing
accountability mechanisms to monitor, assess, and provide quarterly reporting on the actions
of JIGIT to the Board. CFSEU-BC also provides performance accounts to the RCMP "E"
Division Investigative Services and Organized Crime (ISOC) bi-annual report as well as the
bi-annual BC RCMP Performance Plan. The activities of JIGIT will form an additional
chapter to the current reporting requirements.

• A key difference between the Integrated Road Safety Unit (IRSU) and the proposed JIGIT
models relates to the governance structure. ICBC participates in the Traffic and Road Safety
Enforcement Governance Council which ensures that all terms and conditions of the MOU
are met, IRSU's primary responsibility is focused on pro-active enforcement of road safety
priorities. Their mandate is provincial traffic enforcement and they are not funded for
investigative or criminal responsibilities. In contrast, JIGIT which is funded to conduct criminal
investigations. Unlike IRSU, it would be inappropriate for a government body such as GPEB
or BCLC to sit on a governance body in order to protect the independence of the police
investigations.
Establishment of JIGIT
•

PSB is the provincial branch responsible for managing and providing oversight of the RCMP
provincial contract. In the case of supplemental policing agreements and in its position as
contract holder/manager for the RCMP, PSB acts as the go-between for the parties.

• Three service agreements will establish JIGIT and articulate operational principles, objectives
and goals of the joint team and establishment of metrics;
1.

A Letter of Agreement between BCLC and GPEB will establish funding for JIGIT from
BCLC to GPEB. This agreement will also define the terms and conditions between
BCLC and GPEB;

2.

A Letter of Understanding between GPEB and PSB will outline purpose and intent of
JIGIT, expectations and deliverables, budget, reporting requirements, metrics and
financial terms such as cost and invoicing process, and; this may be preceded by a letter
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from the Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General to the Minister of Finance
confirming the mandate of the RCMP has been confirmed.
3.

A Letter of Understanding between PSB and the RCMP/CFSEU-BC will outline the
mandate and operational requirements of JIGIT, budget, reporting requirements and
performance metrics; this may be preceded by a letter from the Minister of Public Safety
and Solicitor General to the RCMP confirming the mandate of the unit.

• Current information sharing agreements that exist between police and BCLC and the police
and GPEB and decisions regarding these agreements remain with the parties.
Organizational structure of JIGIT
•

f>

Under the proposed RCMP staffing plan, 9 positions will be filled during the first year of
operation (FY 16/17) with the remaining 13 positions filled in FY 17/18. This is in line with the
funding structure provided.
Fully staffed, JIGIT will be comprised of two teams; twenty- two multi-agency law
enforcement positions consisting of two operational teams located at the RCMP "E Division"
Headquarters (CFSEU-BC Green Timbers space, Surrey B.C.). This two-team model allows
for greater flexibility and more efficient administration of cases compared to a single team.
For example, while one team is working on a long-term investigation, the second team would
be able to investigate shorter-term concerns or issues that require a fast response.

• GPEB will provide four (4) investigators to JIGIT to act as subject matter experts. Their
activities will be limited to their current designated enforcement powers under the Police Act.
As such, they will not do independent surveillance or require use of force options. These
investigators will come from within GPEB's current staff compliment. The CFSEU-BC has
requested to be involved in the selection of personnel. Funding for these positions will
remain the responsibility of GPEB and come from existing budgets.
• GPEB's Intelligence unit will work closely with CFSEU-BC's analytical staff. The GPEB
Intelligence unit is currently developing its mandate and will ensure that it reflects the work
they will do with the CFSEU-BC. GPEB's unit will also be trained as to how to collect,
analyze and disseminate information in accordance with policing standards. This is to
ensure that there is no risk to investigations being tainted by way of what is regulatory and
what is criminal. 6
•

6

BCLC will play an active role by continuing to gather and report information to GPEB about
any occurrence where the conduct, activity or incident involves the commission of an offence
under the Criminal Code. GPEB will ensure that BCLC is kept informed when and where
appropriate (GPEB / CFSEU-BC will ensure that BCLC is kept informed on a need-to-know

The integration of GPEB investigators into JIGIT will need to be carefully managed given the recent review resulting
from the inability to lay charges in the Babine sawmill explosions in 2012. The review highlighted the requirement
that investigations into regulatory and criminal matters must remain separate and be conducted accordingly (Babine
Explosion Investigation: Fact Pattern and Recommendations, February 2014). Given the potential for cross-over
between regulatory and criminal matters in gaming enforcement, this will need to be addressed in the service
agreement. The role of GPEB investigators and the authorities they will require will be reviewed by the leadership of
CFSEU-BC, PSB and GPEB's Compliance Division.
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basis). This arrangement does not preclude BCLC from contacting the police of jurisdiction
about criminal matters that are outside of JIGIT's mandate (e.g. theft of a patron's wallet).
•

See Appendix I for Roles and Responsibilities of all parties.

Funding structure of J/GIT
•

Funding for this initiative was included as part of the 2016/17 Budget and Financial Plan
submission presented by BCLC to Treasury Board on January 28, 2016. The Plan included
funding for a joint enforcement initiative; $1.8 million in fiscal 2016/17, and $3.0 million in
each of 2017/18 and 2018/19 ..

•

The current forecast, on a full year, ongoing basis are:
o $1,799,980 in FY 16/17

o
o
o

$2,999,990 in FY 17/18 and 18/19
$3,076,360 in FY 19/20
$3,132,010 in FY 20/21

• See Appendix II for Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team budget.
• All provincial funds committed to the new illegal gambling Team within the CFSEU-BC would
be fenced; no provincial funds allocated to JIGIT would be used for any other purpose. All
funds would be directed towards maintaining investigations as per the three service
agreements that will establish JIGIT. This is preferable to a general funding model in which
revenues are used for a wide-variety of enforcement initiatives.
• Some special investigative costs related to ongoing investigations have been included in the
budget. This includes costs related to wiretap and surveillance and document management
for prosecution of complex investigations. There is no reasonable methodology to predict
these costs, as they are situation specific to each investigation.
•

In special circumstances should a more complex investigation require investigative costs
above and beyond what has been budgeted for, CFSEU-BC would approach all interested
parties to enter into an extraordinary cost-recovery agreement.

Unit evaluation & measures of success
•

•

The RCMP/CFSEU-BC will develop clear performance metrics to assess the effectiveness of
JIGIT in consultation with GPEB. These metrics will be established in the three JIGIT service
agreements.
In addition to traditional metrics (e.g., arrests and seizures), the CFSEU-BC will supplement
these with unique qualitative and quantitative measures that relate to achieving mission
success, impact on society, and demonstrated value for dollar to more fully express the
performance as it relates to these proposed teams. The comprehensive performance
strategy not only captures the key performance metrics related to inputs, activities, and
outputs, but also information on outcomes and impacts.

GPEB0859.0008
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.. The five year model proposed by the RCMP is the most appropriate for establishing and
evaluating impacts on crime disruption in the gaming environment. This is due to the fact
that in the first year of operation, a new unit is typically staffing up, training and establishing
its roles and responsibilities; by enabling four years of guaranteed operations, the unit will be
able to gain expertise and retain staff while conducting longer-term complex investigations.
•

It is proposed that a comprehensive review of JIGIT take place at the end of the second year
of operation to determine whether the fully staffed team is able to deliver on its mandate.
Another review would take place in the fourth year of operation to determine whether JIGIT
should continue to deliver on its mandate after year five.

Communications
•

External, public-facing communications of JIGIT activities, such as media releases and press
conferences, are within CFSEU-BC jurisdiction. The three service agreements may include a
commitment from the RCMP to proactively consult and include provincial partners where
appropriate on communication materials and activities.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE JOINT ILLEGAL GAMING INVESTIGATION TEAM:
The establishment of the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation T earn is anticipated to have wide
ranging implications;

Integrity of Gaming Implications:
•

Disrupt top-tier organized crime and gang involvement in illegal gaming

., Disrupt future expansion in this criminal domain
•

Disrupt criminal organizations who consider using gaming facilities or patrons as a vehicle to
move illegitimate cash

•

Help preserve the integrity and reputation of the legal gaming industry

Cost & Resource Implications:
• Significant upfront and long term cost implications to be borne by BCLC as the primary
funder of the Team
•

Current costs are known and to remain within approved budget

•

Negotiation of extraordinary cost-recovery agreements may be required if there is a complex
investigation that requires special investigative costs above and beyond what has been
budgeted

• JIGIT may have a short-term and/or long-term impact on gaming revenues
•

GPEB will shift 4 investigators away from current responsibilities to be integrated to the team;
this would be consistent with risk-based allocation of resources

GPEB0859.0009
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OPTIONS:
1. Approve the creation of JIGIT
2. Do not approve the creation of JIGIT
RECOMMENDATION -OPTION 1;
APPROVED/NOT APPROVED

Honourable Michael de Jong
Minister of Finance

Date
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• APPENDIX I - Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Roles and Responsibilities
• APPENDIX II - Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Budget
• APPENDIX Ill - Statutory Enforcement Authority of BCLC, GPEB and Police
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APPENDIX I - Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Roles and Responsibilities

CFSEU-BC/JIGIT

RCMP

Governance

Operations

Funding

Other

• Day-to-day operations
will be the responsibility
of the JIGIT Team
Commander who will
report to the Chief
Officer, CFSEU-BC
through the Senior
Management Team.
• The Chief Officer and
Senior Management
Team will ensure that
JIGIT activities and
operations are on
mandate.
• CFSEU-BC/OCABC
Board of Governance
provides operational and
strategic-level
governance.
" CFSEU-BC/OCABC
Board of Governance
includes the
Commanding Officer "E"
Division RCMP and
senior officers.
• Day-to-day reporting and
oversight is through the
Chief Officer, reporting to
the 'E' Division RCMP
Criminal Operations
Officer in Charge of
Investigation Services
and Organized Crime.

.. All operational aspects
including: conducting
investigations, collecting
and analyzing all-source
information and
intelligence, and ensuring
assets and monies
derived from illegal
gaming are identified and
seized appropriately.

• Fund 30% of total cost of
the Team.

.. Provide additional
speciality in-house
support.
.. Provide quarterly
performance and financial
reports to GPEB and PSS
on agreed upon metrics
as outlined in the service
agreement between PSB
and the RCMP/CFSEUBC.
" Proactively work with all
provincial partners on
public communications/
announcements.

Executive Director approval: _ _ __

ADM approval: _ _ __

Associate DM approval: _ _ __

GPEB0859.0011
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PSB

• CFSEU-BC/OCABC
Board of Governance
includes the Director of
Police Services.
• Management and
oversight of the RCMP
provincial contract.

• Lead drafting of the 3
service agreements.
• Act as the primary point of
contact between the
province and the CFSEUBC.

GPEB

• Provide 4 subject matter
experts to the Team.
• Integrate GPEB's
intelligence team with the
CFSEU-BC analytics
team.

• Provide funding and
resources for 4 integrated
GPEB investigators.

BCLC

.. Continue with current role
of gathering and reporting
information to GPEB and
the police about relevant
conduct, activity, or
incidents .
.. AML analytical team will
work with GPEB's
intelligence unit to ensure
that relevant data is
collected, analyzed, and
disseminated.

• Fund 70% of total Cost of
the Team.

• Provide quarterly
performance and financial
reports to BCLC on
agreed upon metrics as
outlined in the service
agreement between
GPEB and BCLC.

GPEB0859.0012
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APPENDIX 11 - Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Budget

Business Case Financial Outlook
Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Business Case
Fiscal Year 2016/17 to 2020/21
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APPENDIX 11 cont.
Business Case Financial Outlook
Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Business Case
Flseal Year 2016/17 to 2020/21
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Appendix Ill - Statutory Enforcement Authority of BCLC, GPEB and Police

Status

GPEB

GCA Investigator and/or
Auditor upon
designation of the
general manager.
Special Provincial
Constable upon

appointment by

Gaming Control Act

GPEB Investigators have
authority to investigate
and to issue violation
tickets in relation to
offences under the GCA

provincial director of
Policing and Security
Branch.

BCLC

Police

FinTRAC

Criminal Code of
Canada

Proceeds of Crime
(Money laundering)
Terrorist Financing
Act

Authority to investigate
and enforce provisions of
the CC, but these would
be restricted to gaming
matters or matters which
impact the integrity of
gaming.
GPEB must notify local
police when doing so.

No authority or
responsibilities

No peace officer status

BCLC has the authority to
investigate matters
related to corporate
operations.
Monitor compliance of
gaming services
providers.
Monitor operation of
provincial gaming or
horse racing and the
associated premises and
facilities.
Right to refuse entry.
Conduct due diligence
investigations in relation
to assisting reporting
requirement of PCMLFTA

Authority to investigate
matters related to
corporate operations.
General non-peace officer
powers of arrest and
protection of property.

Police Officer

Can investigate and issue
violation tickets in relation
to the GCA.

Full jurisdictional
enforcement authority.
Can make arrests, issue
appearance notices,
recommend charges, etc.

Jurisdiction to investigate
and enforce laws related
to money laundering and
proceeds of crime.

NIA

Responsible for receiving
and analyzing information
from reporting entities,
making disclosures to
police on money
laundering offences, and
regulating and auditing
reporting entities.

Financial Intelligence
Unit

N/A

Executive Director approval: _ _ _ __

ADM approval: _ _ _ __

Designated reporting
entity responsible for antimoney laundering regime
at casinos in the
province.

Associate DM approval: _ _ __

This is Exhibit "Z" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

--

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Bud Smith, Chair
Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Street
Kam loops BC V2C l E2
Dear Mr. Smith:
Re:

Anti-Money Laundering Strategy

I want to acknowledge the British Columbia Lottery Corporation's (BCLC) active involvement in
delivering on the Province's anti-money laundering (AML) strategy, and the work that has been done
on the first two phases of that strategy including leading the development, implementation and
promotion of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, and participating in recent discussions about
exploring oppo1tunities to enhance compliance in the area of cash entering gaming facilities. The
purpose of this letter is to provide you with direction on phase three of the AML strategy which
focuses on regulator guidance and intervention.
Despite the introduction and promotion of non-cash alternatives in gaming facilities through
earlier phases of the AML strategy; I am advised that large and suspicious cash transactions
remain prevalent. This situation must be addressed. As such, BCLC is directed to take the
following actions with respect to AML:
I. Ensure that BCLC's AML compliance regime is focused on preserving the integrity and
reputation of British Columbia's gaming industry in the public interest, including those
actions set out in the General Manager's letter of August 7 (enclosed) and any subsequent
actions or standards that may follow;
2. Participate in the development of a coordinated enforcement approach with the Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB), the RCMP and local police to mitigate the risks of
criminal activities in the gaming industry; and
3. Enhance customer due diligence to mitigate the risk of money laundering in British Columbia
gaming facilities through the implementation of AML compliance best practices including
processes for evaluating the source of wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance .

.. ./2
Ministry of Finance

Office of the l\linistcr

Mailing t\ddre:<s:
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5111 Bdkvilk Street
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Parliament Bui!Jing,, Victoria

Telephone: 250 387-3751

wcbsitt·:

Facsimile: 250 387-5594

www.go,·.bc.ca/fin
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These actions are in addition to, and in support of those activities identified in the August 7, 2015,
letter from the General Manager of GPEB to BCLC. I \.Vould like to take this oppmtunity to
acknowledge the response received from CEO and President Jim Lightbody, to the initiatives put
forward in that letter. The diligence and detail provided on how BCLC will implement each activity
is appreciated.
Thank you lbr your continued effort and commitment to protecting the integrity of gaming on behalf
of the people of British Columbia.
Sincerely,

Michael de Jong, Q.C.
Minister
Enclosure:

cc:

Letter dated August 7, 2015, to BCLC from GPEB, Enhancements to AnU-Money
Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities

Jim Lightbody, CEO and President, BCLC
John Mazure, ADM and General Manager, GPEB

GPEB0775.0003

BRITlSH
COLUMBIA

Know your limit, play within it.

August?, 2015
[345004J
Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BCV5M OA6
Dear Mr. Lightbody
Re:

Enhanceinents to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in B.C. Gaming Facilities

Pursuant to the Ministerial 2015/ l 6 Mandate Letter to the British Columbia• Lottery Corporation
(BCLC), and work undertaken to date under the AML Strategy, I .am requesting that BCLC
increase its effotts to develop and pmmote the use of cash alternatives and implement
enhancements to its due diligence and compliance program as part of its anti-money laundering
(AML)regime in gaming facilities.
·
The 201.5/16 Mandate Letter established as a specific strategic priority that:
'"BCLC will use information provided by law enforcement to create actiims and solutions
to prevent money laundering in BC gaming facilities. GPEB will develop anti-money
laundering standard,, to which BCLC will respond. Additionally, BCLC will identify and
iinplement strategies to increase the use of cash alternatives and measure and
demonstmtes 'this progress;'.

The multi-phased AML Strategy, begun in 2012, includes:
Phase I - the development and implementation of cash alternatives;
Phase 2 - the promotion ofcash alternatives by gaming facility patrons; and
Phase 3 - the consideration ofregulatory guidance about potential additional measures for
enhancing A.ML due diligence.
I warit to acknowledge SCLC's active involvement in delivering ~he AML Strategy. This
includes leading the development, implementation and promotion of cash alternatives in gaming
facilities, and participating in recent discussi011s about exploring opportunitiesthatwill enhance
compliance in the area. of cash entering gaming facilities, including the rec~nt workshop held on
June 4th with AML stakeholders and experts.

Ministry of Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy Minisief'.'s
Office

Mailing AddrE>ss:
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VICTORIA BC
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Locationi
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Vlcloria, BC

Telephone: ·(250} 387-1301
Facsimile: (250) 387-1818

Web: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
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To enhance the AML regime; BCLC is asked to pursue the following activities:

1. Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices
constructed around financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC)
requirements, with a focus on identifying source. of wealth and funds as integral components
to cii_ent risk assessment. This assessment should be based upon suspicious currency
transaction occurrences.

2. Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing on forthering the. transition
from cash-based to electronic and t;ith~r forms of transactions, and instruments, and
exploring new ways to promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alteri1atives
should form pa11 of a broader strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming
facilities, including in1plementing a perfonnance measu1'ement framework and an evaluation
plan to determine service provider participation.
3. Work with GPEB to develop processes and approaches to clarify roles ;md responsibilities
around AML intelligence, analysis, audit and compliance activities. This includes
considering information sharing and access to systems that support the AML strategy's
elements.
4. Work with GPEB.and other stakeholders such as FINTRACto develop a BCLC public
information and education strategy and action plan for government's review and approval.
The plan should include coordinated messaging about anti-money laundering activities in
gaming facilities, and outline th¢ requirements, roles and responsibilities for identification,
reporting, investigation and enforcement.

I would be happy to discuss any ofthe above with you further. I recommend that BCLC staff
consult and review with GPE_B staffon developing approaches and specific actions to implement
the above activities.
·
Yours sincerely,

J~
John Mazure
Gener.al Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

This is Exhibit "AA" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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January 15, 2016

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6
Dear Mr. Lightbody

Re: Enhancement to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in B.C. Gaming Facilities
Thank you for your letter of September 16, 2015, regarding the efforts of the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC) to implement the multi-phased Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Strategy.
Thank you for highlighting BCLC's efforts in pursuing the four activities identified in my letter
of August 7, 2015. Again, I wish to acknowledge BCLC's critical role in delivering the AML
Strategy and efforts to date.
For clarity, I have set out my responses with respect to each of the four activities I requested in
my original letter.
1.

Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices constructed
around financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, with a
focus on identifying source of wealth and funds as integral components to client risk assessment.
This assessment should be based upon suspicious currency transaction occurrences.

I appreciate the efforts of the BCLC in tracking and reporting suspicious cash transactions
(SCTs). However, I continue to be concerned by the prevalence of SCTs at British Columbia
casinos. Further to the letter from the Minister of Finance addressed to Mr. Bud Smith on
October 1, 2015, I expect BCLC to implement AML best practices with appropriate
consideration of evaluating the source of wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance a<i
well as robust CDD policies and KYC requirements. These processes and policies should be
based on a sound risk based framework that considers SCTs as one element of the framework. In
addition, I may provide further direction after considering the work being undertaken by MNP
LLP and the resulting report.
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2. Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from cashbased to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new ways to
promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should form part of a broader
strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, including implementing a
performance measurement framework and an evaluation plan to determine service provider
participation.

As I advised in my letter dated September 1, 2015, Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) has provided approval in principle for BCLC to further explore the initiatives proposed
in "Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos". However, further work is required before GPEB can
approve any specific cash alternative initiatives. Specifically, GPEB requires business cases on
each of the proposed cash alternatives. These business cases should include detailed analysis of
how the initiative will further the AML Strategy as well as a detailed risk assessment of the
initiative.
GPEB has assigned a senior policy analyst, Jeff Henderson, to coordinate a review of these
business cases and to work directly with :tvir. Ross Alderson (BCLC) to ensure that the
information that is required for decision making is fulsome and clear. This review may also be
informed, where appropriate, by the work being undertaken by MNP LLI'·
3. Work with GPEB to develop processes and approaches to clarify roles and responsibilities around
AML intelligence, analysis, audit and compliance activities. This includes considering information
sharing and access to systems that support the AML Strategy's elements.

To assist in this process, I have enclosed a matrix with this letter that reflects, at a high level, the
roles and responsibilities of the police, GPEB and the BCLC with respect to the Gaming Control
Act (GCA) and the Criminal Code ofCanada (CCC). Moving forward, GPEB and BCLC need
to ensure their activities are consistent with and adhere to the legislated framework provided. I
expect Mr. Rob Kroeker (BCLC) and Mr. Len Meilleur (GPEB) will work together to ensure
both organizations understand their roles and responsibilities with respect to compliance and
enforcement generally, and in implementing the AML Strategy specifically.
4. Work with GPEB and other stakeholders such as FINTRAC to develop a BCLC public information.and
education strategy and action plan for government's review and approval. The plan should include
coordinated messaging about anti-money laundering activities in gaming facilities, and outline the
requirements, roles and responsibilities for identification, reporting, investigation and enforcement.

I propose that our Communications Officer, Niki Pandachuck work with BCLC's
communication unit to develop an AML public information and education communication
strategy and action plan, incorporating the work on roles and responsibilities noted above. GPEB
will also coordinate with Government Communication and Public Engagement (GCPE) to ensure
all communications are consistent with GCPE requirements and have been approved by GCPE.
I would also like to address the additional issue you raised in your letter concerning reports of
high stakes illegal gaming houses in Richmond. GPEB acknowledges your concern about the
impact of these unlawful activities on both the integrity of gaming and revenue generated
through lawful gaming.

. .• /3
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I would like to assure you that GPEB takes these megal matters seriously. When gaming service
providers or BCLC report matters of concern to GPEB, we work with the appropriate police
agencies where there may be criminal matters related to gaming. GPEB is currently exploring
opportunities to further strengthen our relationship with relevant police agencies. As a result, it
is important that BCLC and its service providers continue to fulfill their obligations under the
CCC and GCA and file reports with GPEB and the appropriate police agencies.
I would be happy to discuss any of the above with you further and look forward to further
collaboration between GPEB and BCLC in delivering the AML Strategy.

JohnMazure
General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

GPEB0806.0004

Table of Responsibilities and Authorities - GPEB, BCLC, Police Agencies and Fin TRAC.

Status

I
;

GPEB

BCLC

GCA Investigator and/or
Auditor upon designation of
the general manager.
Special Provincial Constable
upon appointment by
provincial director of police
services.

No peace officer status

Gaming Control Act
GPEB Investigators have
authority to investigate and
to issue violation tickets in
relation to offences undtr
theGCA
BCLC has the authmity to
investigate matters related lo
corporate operations.
Monitor compliance of
gaming services providers.
Monitor operation of
provincial gaming or horse
racing and the associated
premises and facilitie:;.
Right to refuse entry.

Criminal Code of
Canada

Proceeds ofCrime
(Money Laundering)
Terrorist Financing Act

Authority to investigate and
enforce provisions of the
CC. but these would be
restricted to gaming matters
or matters which impact the
integrity of gaming.
GPEB must notify local
DOlici: when doinf! so.

No authority or
responsibilities

Authority to investigate
matters related io corporate
operations. General nonpeace officer powers of
arrest and protection of
property.

Designated reporting entity
responsible for anti-money
laundering regime at casinos
in the province.

Conduct due diligence
investigations in relation to
assisting reporting
reQuirement of PCMLFTA

Police

FinTRA

IC

Police Officer

Financial Intelligence Unit

Can investigate and issue
violation tickets in relation
totheGCA.

NIA

Full jurisdictional
enforcement authority. Can
make arrests, issue
appearance notices,
recommend charges, etc.

Jurisdiction to investigate
and enforce laws related to
money laundering and
proceeds of crime.

NIA

Responsible for receiving
and analyzing information
from reporting entities,
making disclosures to police
on money luundering
offences, and regulating and
~!Jditing reporting entities.

This is Exhibit "BB" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.
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A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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JAN 2 9 2016
348024
Bud Smith, Chair
Boatd of Directors
British ColumbiaLotte:l'y Corporation ;
2840 Virtu~l Way
Vancouver BC V5M OA6
Dear Mr. Smith:
This Mandate Letter confil'ms y1;mr organization's mandate, provides government's rumual
strategic dit'ection ·and sets out key perfortmmce expectations for the 2016/ 17 fiscal year.
,,,..-_,

On behalf of the province of British Columbia (BC), thank you for your leadership and the
·contributions made by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) over the past year and
congratulations on the effo1is made towards the following achievements:
e Exceeding the·2014/l5 net income target of$l.193B by $61.5M, while contt-ibutingto
the integrity of ~~rrtbling thl·o1.1gh tl).e conduct and management of gambling in a socially
responsible manner;
1
o
Enhancing existing anti-money faundering (AML) program,s to ensure compliance with
new federal AML regulations aud the focus on promoting and e1iliancing cash altei:native
options in B.C.'s gaming facili,ies;
o- Completing three commitmeni that pertain to the Col:Poration in the Plan foi' Pubiic
Health and Gambljng released)n F~brual'y 2015;
~- Taking substantive action on th~ l'ecommendatiohs made by Internal Audit & Advisory
Ser\lices (JAAS).
·

Last yea,t', government established a co)mnon set of principles for the BC public sector
organizations. The intent of the Taxpaye1' Accountability Ptinc~ples (TAP) is to strengthen
accountability and pl'omote cost control. These principles instill a comm.on frame of reference to
inform .decisions and ensure that the, aq~ons taken and services provided ineet public policy
objectives established by government qn behalfof th~ cttizens of BC.
0
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AU public secto.r organizations are expected to understand the responsibility they have to the
citize11s of BC and how it is complime*ary to the fiduciary duty to their organizations.

One of government's core values is resp~t for thetaxpayer,s dollar. It is critical that
public sector organizations·operate ascfficie:htly as possible, in. order to ensure
British Columbians a.re provided with ~ffcctive sei'vices at the lowest cost possible. This
requires constant focus on maintafoinga cost-conscious and principled culture through. the
efficient delivery ofservices that stand ;the test of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous
ecoi1omy in an envfronine.ntally sustain~ble maru1er. The foundation of this work is the
government's commiimentto controlling spending and balancing the budget.
Government prnv1ded the following mandate direction to BCLC under the

Gmm'ng Control Act:

·

The Lottery Co1'poralio11 is respoitsiblefor the conduct and management ofgaming on l;ehalf of
the,govemment.
,
·
To achieve this mandate, BCLC is direyted to take the following strategic actions:
1. BCLC wHl optimize the Corporation's financial perfol'mance _and sustain. net return
to the Province in accordai1ce with government polic:y and directives under the Gaming
Control Act and Treasury Boarq direction, and inaligrunentwith the Taxpayer
Account~Uity Principles by: ;
·a) Respondh1g to customer, and marketplace demands seeking new business
oppcntunities that are consistent with the approved framework.
b) Each quarter, BCLC will provide reports to the Ministry of Fina.nee staff that
pmvide -financial foreca!rts, and dis.cuss and identify issues and 1·is.ks.
o) BCLCr fo c~onstiltation ,vith theMfnistry of Finance, will complete the
deyelopmentof an implementation plan based on the direction provided by
governme1it resulting frqm the comprehensive cost containment and commission
stnich1rereviews, and m'.arket strategy work to address customer an:d marketplace
demands. BCLC will submit the implementation plan for approval by the
Minister of Finance by September 30} 2016.
d) BCLC will provide a reJised com.prel1ensive cost containment ratio framework to
the Ministry and Twaslll:y Board fol' approvat
BCLC willunqertake this strategic ac#on in a manner that contributes to the integrity of
gambling through the conduct and management of gambling fo. a sociaily responsible manner.
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2. BCLGwill substantially compl~te implementation of the recommendations from the
Re11;ew of/he Brilish Colunibi~t Loffe1y Corporation (Dece111ber 2014) by IAAS, by
March 31, 2017. BCLC will pmvide written quarterly progress updates beginning
March 31, 2016, and other i11foh11atfon as tequired, to the Minister of Finmwe.
3. Building on existingprngress, BCLC will subriiit bi-ailm1al prngress teports to the

Minister of Finance and the Geperal Manager of GPEB on the implemen:tation of the
commitments BCLC is l'esponslblefo1· hi the Pla11for P11b/ic Health and Gmnbling
(Febn,ary2015). BCLC wiU also continue to participate with its partners ill the
im1llementation ofall the comi11ifments t1ntil complete.
4. BCLC \Vill provide a quarterly ~-epo~1 to the Minister of Fi~mnce 011 lhe implementation of
the goveri1ment's Anti-Moi10y f-Altlndel'ing (AML) Strategy and mitigation ofrelated
illegal activities. This will inclpde~ but not be Hni:ited to:
a) Activities undertaken t1.1 ehsure the Corporation's compliance 1'egitnds focused
on preservh1g the hitegr~ty and reputation of BC's gaining ind(1shy in U1e ))Ublic
interest;
,
b) Pmiicipation iil the devcilopment of, and provide fonding to suppo1't, mi enhanced
coordinated enforcemeii(appl'oacl1 with the Gaming.Policy and Ellforcemeht
Branch, the RCMP and local police to mitigate the risk of cl'iminal activities it1
the gaming industt·y;
c) The impleinentation of anti-money laundering compliance best practices with
appropriate consideration of evaluati11g the sourceofwe~lth and source of fonds
prior to cash acceptaric~ within ii risk based framework;
d) Prnviding input to the I\1inistry of Ffoance in the development of a public
information and educatipn strategy and action plan for govcmmcnt's review and
app1·oval.
·
To achieve this, several actions as detailedil.1the 2014 TAP Transition Letter, are to continue to
be imJilerfleiited and refined, such as. 011-going ol'icntatioi1, the joint strategic engagement plan,
and the evaluation plan. For detailed hiformation about TAP directives, please refer to the
following link 'foxptt)letAccOl!lltHbimyl1dnciplcs.
In addition; it is expected thatyotu· organization will continue to be diligcn( in ensul'ing

familiarity with and adherence to statutory obligati011s and policies that have broad application

across the public ~ector. Please refot' tq .the following fink fol' a suimnary ofthese
accoimtabilities, f~SO. AccmmftihiHty:Su1h1hu1'y~

GO:vemment is committed to continuing to revitalize the relationship between government and

PSOs. This strong focus on hicreased two-way communication supports and ensures a c01i1mo11

understa11dihg of.government's expectations.
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Timely communication of any issues which may affect the business. of BCLC and/m•. the interests
of government is cdtical to building tr~ist and the effective delivery of public services, includii1g
information on any risks to achievillg f~na·110inl forecasts and performance targets.
Each boal'd 1\1ember is l'eguired to acl:J1pwledge the dil'ection provided fo the Mandate Letter by
signing this letter. The Mandate Lettel'!is to be posted publicly on youi· orga11ization's webs~te
and a copy sig1wd by all board members provided to the ministry and made available to the
public upon request.
·
I look forward to our regular meetings foc:usil~g on strategic 11riodties, pe1'formancc against the
TAP, key results ahd workin~ together to prntect tile public imerest at all tfo1es;

Sincerely,
l·

r

l

Signed by:
.

1/J J
:'

'..

~
B.ucl -Sin11lli :Chait

.

B.ritish Columbia Lottery Corpomtion

Chl'isHna Anthony, Director .
British Cofombia Lottel'y Col'poration

Date

Trndi Brow1i, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corpoi'ation

Date

•• .15
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Timely communication of ~ny issues wllich may affect the b1.1siness ofBCLC aild/or the in1erests
of government is critical to building trnsbmd the effective deiivery of public scrvicesi including
information on ariy risks to achieving firiancial forecasts ~nd perfor.mat1ce targets.
Each board member is t~equired to acknO:wledge the direction ptovided in the Mandate Letter by
signing this !ettei'. The Mandate Letter is to be posted publicly on your orga11ization's website
and a copy sigoed by all boai:d members provided lo the ministry and made available to !he
public upon rcqtiest
'
I look forwiml to our regular meetings fdcushlg on strategic pdorities, perfoi'!mmc:e agait1st the
TAP, key results a11d working together to protect the public interest at aH limes.
·
Sincerely,

Signed by:

Bud Smith, Cbaii•
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

6&/ \.G / l 'o
bate

TmdiBrown, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

.. ./5
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Timely crnrnimnkmlon of nny isl{ncs which nmy al1e-;l lh!.! lm:;i11ess of BG LC andfor the intc1'Qsts

nr government is c!'ilic,1I to b11ildi11g 1n1si and !he cf!cctivc delivery ot public scrviecs, including
infommti011 oi1 m1y dsks to nchiev1ng fin'ancial lbrc.ca!;{s ,ind pe.rformni1ce la1·gcts.
Each hnnrd member is required lt1 u..:;ki1o~vkclgc: lilt: dircctinn provided i1Hhe 1\jfo11di11c Letter by
signing this letter. The Mancfoic Leiter i({ io b,~ posted publicly on your m:ganizalfon' s website
1md ncopy signedhy ,ill btJnrd members :provided to the ministry 1uid made avttilable lo the
public upon request

! lor1!; fru'wimJ t6 our regular mcolings focttsiug on strntcgic priol'ities, performance against !he
TAP, kc:y rcsulis and wo1;king lpgc1licr to pr{itccl the public intei·e.sl at nil time!;.

Btid Smith, Chafr
l31'itish Columbia Lottery CorpL)l'iition

Dale

Christfoa Anthony, Dircclgr
British C{)h\mbin Lottery Cotpt,1'ntion

IJatc

Ti:udi Brown. irt~c.lot'
British. Colm~,b Uoftt;ry Col'poraticin

.. ,/5
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I

I

I
(

Robei· Hol4en,, Dfrect
British Colunj~iaL6Hei:y CQrpptatioh

Ii

·•1

Wendy ·usog~r~Cocchi.a~ birectot

~ritisft Colu1jif;lfo Lofteiy •Corpo:ration

Moray:.Keith,.Dircctor

Date

Bi'ifi~l\Cplun1bi~ LottctyC◊l))otation

Matthew W;;ltsi;,n, Dire.ctor
J3i'ittsl1' Columbia Lottery· CorJ>6i'ati"ol1

l)a.te

Aridi'ev, Bto\~ti;'Direptpr
British ·columbia Lottery· Co11'mraiion:

Date

cc:

Hqnottr~blec Christy ciatk

:Preniier

·

JohnDybl~
De1,>hfy Minister to.thePremie1·~nd Cabihet.Secreta.ry

Kihtl·I<::n:derson
DeputyMinistet

M111i$try.of·Fhmnc:e
l

l

.. ./f/
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Robert Holden, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

bate

2/10/2016

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Director ·
British Columbia Lottery Cotporafion

Date

l\lfo.tthew\Vatson, Director

Date·

British Coluinhi.a Lottel'y Corporation

Andrew Brown~ Director
British Colmnbia Lottery Corporation
cc:

Date

Hqnourable Christy Clark

Premier
John Dyble
Deputy Minist~r to the Premier !i!t:ttl Cabinet Secretary

Kini ijenderso.n
Deputy Minister
Ministry ofl~inance
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Robert Holden, Directo1·
British Coluntbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Usognr-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottei-y Corporation

Date

I

·1

I

Mor
eith, rector
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Matthew Watson, Pirector
B1·.itish Colunibin Lottery Coi·poration

Di!te·

r
Andrew Bro,vn, Directo1·
British_ Colum.bia Lottery Col'porntion
cc:

Date

Honoprable Clu·isty C1a1·k
Pi'eniiet·

j·

JohnDyble
,
DeputyMinister to tllG Premier and Cabinet Secretary
Kim Henderson
Deputy Ministei·
Ministry ofFhmnce

... .16
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Robe1·t Holden, Di~ctol'
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogal·-Cocchia, Director
Bl'itish Columbiq Lottery Corpon1tion

Date

Moray Keith, Dfrectm·
Bdtish Columbia Lottery Corporntion.

Date

Matthew Watson, Directo1•
Br1tisl1 Columbia Lottery Corporation

Andrew Btown, DfrcctQr
British Columbia Lottety Corporation

cc:

Date

Honot1rnble Cluisty Chwk
Premier

JohnDyble
.
Deputy Ministe1· to the Premier aiHI Cabinet Secretary
Kim Henderson.
Deputy Mfalstet
Ministly of Finance
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Robert Holden~ Director
Bdtish Columbii_t Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar•Cocchia} Director
Bl'itisl1 Columbia Lotterr Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Directol'
British Columbia Lottery Corponi:tion

Date

-Matthew Watson, Director
British Columbia Lottety Corporation

Date

,·~

ff.n, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

cc:

Honourable Cluisty Clark
Premier

JohnDyble
Dept1ty Minister to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary

Kim Henderson.
Deputy Minister
Ministly ofFinance
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Cheryl Wenezenki-YoUand
A~sociate Deputy Minister
Minishy of Finance
JolmMazure

Assistant Deputy Minister m1d General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry ofFit1ance
Jim Lightbody
ChiefExecutive Officer and Preside1it
BCLC

Attachment:. Taxpayet: A~cmmtability :Principles
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This is Exhibit "CC" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021 .

-=--=
A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Know your limit1 play within it.

351679

Ju{y 14, 2016
Jim Lightbody, CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC V5M OA6

Peat Mr. Lightbody,
Re: Cash Alternative Proposals and Source of Funds
This letter is in response to the two policy documents proposing cash alternatives that were
submitted to the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) on April 20, 2015 by Ross
Alderson of the B.C. Lottery Corporation (BCLC).
Thank you for sharing these documents and I appreciate the work BCLC has undertaken in
preparihg these :ptoposals. While there is no xequirement for BCLC to seek GPEB approval of
these specific proposals in and of themselves, I appredi:tte the opportunity to review them and.
provide comment ii1 the broader context of government's anti-mortey launderfug (AML) efforts.
Indeed, BCLC has appropriately characterized both proposals as AML initiatives because they
provide alternatives to cash entering or leaving gaming facilities. Fundamental to the succ.ess.of
these initiatives and B.C. 's AML Strategy as a whole, however,is the need to evaluate the source
of funds and make a l'isk-based determination of their legitimacy prior to acceptance.
Due diligence on source of funds iesulting from the cash alternatives proposed is important to
ensure the AML Strategy is not undermined by providing a: means to convert illicit funds. In the
case of convenience cheques, the conversion would occur upon provision of a convenience
cheque by the service provideL In the case of international EFTs, BCLC would be relying
primarily on information pi·ovided to Canadian institutions from a foreign bank and ultimately
the robustness ofthat country's banking system, their AML legislation and, specifically, that
they will investigate source of funds; The Provim::e has previously provided written direction t.o
BCLC to es.tablish the source of funds prior to accepting cash at gaming facilities:
l. In the 2016/17 mandate letter to BCLC, the Minister of Finance directed BCLC to
provide a qliarterly report on implei1)e;iltat\◊n of the govemme11t's AML Strategy,
including''implementation of anti-money laundering compliance best practices with
appropriate consideration of evaluating the source of wealth and source funds prior
to cash acceptance within a risk based framework."

or

Ministry of
Finance

Gaming Policy ;md
Enfor.cement Branch

Malling)\ddress:
P.O BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT

Offfoe of the Assistant
Deputy Minister and
General Manager

Telephone: (250) 387-130.1
Facsimile: {250} 387-1818

VICTORIA BC V8W9N1

Locc1Udn:
· Third Floor, e10 G.ovemment Street
Victoria, BC

Web: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
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2. The .Janua:ry 2016 letter from Jt,hn J.\lfazure; GencrnL.l'vf}ma~er, GPEB, to Jim
Lightbody, CEO and J>resident,.BCLC, included the expectation that "BCLC
implement AML best practices with appropriate consideration of evaluating source of
wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance."
3. In the.October 2015 letter from the Honourable Michael de Jong, Minister of
Finance to Bud Smith, BCLC Board Chair, BCLC was directed to take the
following action in response to the prevalence of large and suspicious cash
transactions: "Enhance customer due diligence to mitigate the tisk of money
Jaundering in British.Coltimbia gaming facilities through the implementation ofAML
compliance best practices including processes for evaluating the source of wealth ai1d
source offunds prior to cash acceptance."
4. The Au.gust20l5 letter from .John Ma,zurc, General Manager, GPEB, to Jim
Lightbody, CEO an<i Preshlcnt, BCI:.C, asked BCLC to pursue specific activities
rel~tec::I to enhancing the AML Strategy, including: "Develop and implement
additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies a.nd practices constructed c1.round
financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) require111ents,
with a focus on identifying source of wealth and funds as integral components to
client risk assessment .. "

In providing comments to BCLC on the cash alternative proposals. I understand that FINTRAC
also emphasized the need to establish source of funds to ensure the proposed cash alternatives do
not introduce additional risks with respect to money laund(;:ring. ,
To ensure the Province is taking the steps necessary to eliminate the proceed~ of crime fn;m1 B.C.
gaming facilities and to support the AML Strategy and the integrity of gaming in B.C., BCLC
should contemplate not accepti:r:ig funds where the source ofthose funds cannot be determined or
verified, within a risk-based framework. This approa<.1h could include, for example, a source of
funds questionnaire and a threshold amount ove.rwhich.BCLC would require service providers
to re.fuse to accept unsourced funds, or a maximum number of instances where unsourced funds
would be a~tepteq from a patron before refusal.
I trust that BCLC will continue to work with GPEB to stipport the AML Strategy and the
integrity of gaming in B.C. by evaluating source of funds prior to acceptance at gaming facilities.
Yours sincerely,

Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Ministry of Finailc.e
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August 3, 2016

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria BC V8W 9N1
Attention:

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager

playing it right

Dear Mr. Mazure:
Re: Anti-Money Laundering Matters - Cash Alternative Proposals

I write in regard to your letter of July 14, 2016, and further to the two proposals we
provided to you for approval on April 20, 2016 dealing with new non-cash transaction
options at casinos.
At GPEB's request the proposals were submitted for approval however it is now the
common understanding as between our respective organizations, based on recently
acquired information, that GPEB approval is not required in regard to operational
gaming matters such as these. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
taking the time to review and comment on the proposals notwithstanding.
In your letter you have set out a number of excerpts from earlier correspondence
between you and I, and from the Minister to the BCLC Board Chair, reminding us of
the expectations of BCLC's anti-money laundering regime. I thank you for those
reminders and can assure you that BCLC's obligations under the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) are an ever present top
priority for BCLC. Furthermore, I can confirm that BCLC remains committed to
working with GPEB and FinTRAC to ensure our anti-money laundering program is
fully compliant and one of the most robust in the industry. I am very pleased to share
that just recently (June 2016) FinTRAC completed a comprehensive audit of BCLC's
anti-money laundering program and commented that BCLC was industry leading in its
anti-money laundering efforts.
I appreciate your suggestion that BCLC ensure its new proposals are conducted
within a risk based anti-money laundering framework, and specifically that on a risk
basis source of wealth and source of funds inquiries should form part of that
framework. I can confirm that source of wealth and source of funds inquiries are in
fact incorporated into the BCLC anti-money laundering program and will apply to the
proposals when implemented along with all the other program elements aimed at
countering money laundering.
With respect to the proposal on electronic funds transfers, you state that " .. .. BCLC
would be relying primarily on information provided to Canadian institutions from a
foreign bank and ultimately the robustness of that country's banking system .. .". I
believe some clarification is required here. BCLC will not be relying on the antimoney laundering efforts of foreign banks. BCLC will, however, be relying to some
extent on the compliance of Canadian banks with Canadian anti-money laundering
laws governing international transfers. Under our proposal, electronic funds transfers
must first be accepted by a Canadian bank prior to being transferred into a
customer's gaming account. BCLC will also subject transactions to its own anti-

74 Wes t Seymour Street
Kamloops. OC V2C 1E2

T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

29·10 Virlual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM OJ\6

T 604.215.0649
I' 604.225.6424
le.corn
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money laundering measures independent of the Canadian bank's assessment. This
will ensure that foreign transfers are subjected to two layers of anti-money laundering
screening.
Thank you again for taking the time to provide us with your comments and feedback.
Sincerely,

~r:~
im
Lightbody
President & CEO
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MNP.
1.0

TERMS OF REFERENCE

1.1

MNP was engaged by British Columbia's ("BC") Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch ("GPEB") on September 8, 2015. MNP was directed to work directly with senior
GPEB managers to:
a. Analyze current practices in respect of source of funds, source of wealth,
handling of cash, use of cash alternatives and overall Customer Due
Diligence ("COD") in gam ing facilities compared to financial institutions;
b. Analyze best practices in the gaming sector in relation to 'know your
customer' frameworks, particularly in respect of the regulatory framework in
British Columbia, as set out in the Gaming Control Act [S.BC 2002, c. 14];
c. Assess British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC's") Customer Due
Diligence ("CDD") regime and overall compliance with the above-noted
practices;
d. Receive information from the General Manager (as defined in the Gaming
Control Act) or delegate regarding certain transactions, and assess this
information in the context of compliance with a, and b above;
e. Identify immediate near term actions to be taken in order to address any
gaps and provide recommendations on longer term new solutions or
enhancements to current practices; and
f.

Provide any other recommendations to address any gaps identified in the
above-described analysis.

1.2

This engagement is not an audit and did not include any control testing. The findings
and recommendations are based on information obtained through interviews as well as
observations made at the River Rock Casino Resort ("RRCR" or "River Rock") and at
BCLC.

1.3

We have not independently verified the information provided to us from any source.
We reserve the right to review all information included or referred to in our report and,
if we consider it necessary, to revise our report in light of any new information which
becomes known to us after the date of the report.

1.4

Our findings and recommendations are based upon our observations and
understanding as at the completion of our field work on January 22, 2016. Actions
taken by GPEB, BCLC, or any other party to respond to matters described in our report
have not been assessed by MNP.

1.5

Our Report is intended to be read in its entirety. We caution against drawing
conclusions from any part of our Report in isolation. Our findings are based on
procedures performed and information available to us as of the completion of our field
work. Instruction to proceed with further analysis and information received subsequent
to this date may significantly alter our findings.

1.6

The field work, interviews and the corresponding report was prepared independently
and objectively by the authors.

MN P LLP Repo rt to GPEB
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2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch ("GPEB") Compliance Division compiled
a document which identified approximately $13.5 million in $20 bills being accepted at
RRCR in Richmond during July 2015. Information provided to MNP, containing
synopsis details indicated as being sourced from the iTrak system by GPEB, indicated
unsourced cash from unknown persons or persons believed to be connected to or
participating in illicit activity, was dropped off at the casino or "just-off' casino property
for patrons at unusual times, generally late at night. This information caused increased
concern and prompted action to be taken by GPEB to review the current practices
regarding large volumes of unsourced cash being accepted at RRCR.

2.2

Law enforcement intelligence has indicated that this currency may be the direct
proceeds of crime. The majority of this cash is being presented by persons commonly
referred to as high roller Asian VIP clients. Single cash buy-ins in excess of $500,000
with no known source of funds have been accepted at RRCR.

2.3

GPEB considers the regulatory requirements imposed by the Gaming Control Act and
the Federal Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
("PCMLTFA") and its associated regulations to be a minimum standard of conduct.
GPEB is mindful of its responsibility for the integrity of gaming including mitigating the
risks of money laundering in gaming facilities .

2.4

In addition to the regulatory reporting obligations imposed on BCLC by the PCMLTFA
in its operation of the casinos in British Columbia ("BC"), GPEB has an interest in
reducing the influx of unsourced cash into gaming facilities in BC to protect the integrity
of gaming in BC . In our view, this can only be accomplished through the
acknowledgement, from all parties, that the proceeds of crime may be being injected
into the gaming system despite the controls in place. The reduction of unsourced cash
and the expulsion of high risk patrons will contribute to the goal of maintaining the
integrity of the gaming system.

2.5

In conducting our review we identified that there are three distinct entities in the casino
gaming model in BC:

2.6

1

•

The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch;

•

The British Columbia Lottery Corporation; and

•

The Facility Operator/Service Provider.

GPEB1 regulates all legal gaming in BC. It ensures the integrity of gaming industry
companies, people and equipment, and investigates allegations of wrongdoing. This
mandate includes regulatory oversight of BCLC (which conducts and manages
lotteries, casinos, community gaming centres and commercial bingo halls), all gaming
services providers and gaming workers, BC's horse racing industry and licensed
gaming events.

https://www.gaming.gov.bc.ca/legislation-policies/
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2.7

2
3
4

In addition, GPEB is responsible for the following:
•

Conducting audits of charitable and commercial gaming activities to ensure
compliance;

•

Investigating regulatory offences and providing support to police of local
jurisdiction for the investigation of criminal offences connected to gaming
facilities 2 ;

•

Managing the Province's Responsible Gambling Strategy including the
Problem Gambling Program, in order to minimize harm and promote
responsible gambling practices; and

•

Distributing gaming funds to community organizations.

2.8

According to the BCLC website3 , BCLC is a Crown Corporation, owned by the Province
of BC it was established to meet the requirements of the Criminal Code of Canada, and
balance the need for revenue generation with a commitment to social responsibility and
integrity. In 1998, the Province added casino gambling to this mandate and made BCLC
responsible for the operation of the casino industry in BC.

2.9

BCLC is responsible for managing the following:
•

Setting and overseeing operating standards;

•

Creating policies and procedures for all gambling facilities , including security
and surveillance;

•

Monitoring private sector Service Providers to ensure they conform to
policies and procedures, to legislation, regulations and federal anti-money
laundering laws; and

•

Improving security systems, procedures and employee training programs.

2.10

According the BCLC website, Service Providers4 are the companies who own and
operate BC gambling facilities. They own or lease gambling facilities like casinos and
community gaming centers and maintain the facility operations on a day-to-day basis.
With respect to gaming, Service Providers enter into operational service agreements
with BCLC and earn commissions based on gambling revenues. They must operate in
strict adherence to the rules and regulations set out by both BCLC and GPEB.

2.11

Service Providers are responsible for:
•

Complying with terms of registration and reporting matters as required under
the Gaming Control Act and Gaming Control Regulations;

•

Providing and maintaining facilities;

•

Hiring qualified staff;

https://www.gaming.gov.bc.ca/legislation-policies/docs/regulatory-responsibility-gpeb-bclc.pdf
http://corporate.bclc.com/what-we-do/casinos/our-role.html
http://corporate.bclc.com/what-we-do/casinos/service-providers.html
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2.13

•

Following BCLC gambling standards, policies and procedures;

•

Implementing the anti-money laundering program as prescribed by BCLC;

•

Providing and operating surveillance equipment;

•

Managing slot machines, table games and bingo games;

•

Providing accounting and financial management; and

•

Participating in compliance reviews and audits .

Service Providers are paid a commission based on the net gambling revenue for
providing day-to-day services in casinos, community gaming centres and bingo halls.
There are two different kinds of commissions:
•

An operating commission for operating the facility; and

•

A facility development commission which provides incentive for Service
Providers to develop high quality facilities.

The Service Provider implements procedures in response to BCLC's policies, however,
as the profit of the operator would be adversely impacted by implementing any control
procedures that may reduce revenue, there is an inherent risk that the implemented
procedures are designed to meet minimum regulatory requirements. Any guidance
from the Province on the reduction of bulk cash will need to be implemented through
additional policy from BCLC .
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3.0

SCOPE OF REVIEW, APPROACH AND LIMITATIONS

3.1

MNP relied on the following documents and information sources for reference
throughout the engagement:
•

Background documents provided by GPEB related to the subject matter;

•

BCLC organizational charts (November 2015);

•

RRCR organizational charts (November 26, 2015);

•

BCLC Policies and Procedures (2015);

•

BCLC internal procedure documents (2015);

•

Data extracts regarding regulatory reports filed between September 1, 2013
and August 31, 2015;

•

Website information from BCLC;

•

Gaming Control Act BC ; and

•

PCML TFA and Regulations.

3.2

To obtain independent information on the current regime and the prevalence of bulk
cash, MNP conducted a total of 23 interviews with employees and management of both
RRCR and BCLC. These interviews, with the exception of one conducted with senior
management of BCLC, were all done in conjunction with a GPEB Compliance Division
auditor assigned by GPEB. Some interviews and operational walkthroughs at RRCR
were also observed by a second member of the GPEB Compliance Division . MNP also
conducted onsite observations at RRCR which included process walkthroughs for
activities relating to acceptance of bulk cash, record keeping and regulatory reporting.
MNP also conducted limited statistical analysis of cash transactions related to VIP
patron activity at the RRCR .

3.3

Information was gathered through 11 interviews with management level staff from a
number of relevant areas of the operations at RRCR including table games, slots, cash
cage, VIP Hosts, surveillance and security. Senior Management was interviewed to
obtain insight into the operations and policies of accepting large amounts of unsourced
cash from patrons. In addition to the interviews, we observed operations on the gaming
floor and in the cash cages on both the main gaming floor and VIP gaming areas (Salon
Prive and Salon Phoenix) asking questions of staff to confirm documented policies and
confirm information provided through the interview process.

3.4

12 interviews were conducted at BCLC to provide staff and management an opportunity
to provide feedback, clarify policies and procedures and gain insight into the issues at
hand.

3.5

Data regarding reportable cash transactions or play records·'was provided by BCLC for
trending analysis. The period of data used for trending was September 1, 2013 to
August 31, 2015. The data was used to identify trends and correlations between the
frequencies of Large Cash Transaction Reports ("LCTRs"), the filing of Suspicious
Transaction Reports ("STRs") and the ultimate banning of some players due in part to
large and frequent play with unsourced cash.
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3.6

During our analysis an error in the statistical reporting was identified and communicated
to BCLC. This error related to the over reporting of non-cash transactions deposited to
Patron Gaming Fund Accounts ("PGF") and the redeposit of funds from cashed out
chips back into the PGF. BCLC advised they were aware of the issue and was in the
process of obtaining a Policy Interpretation from the Financial Transactions and
Analysis Centre of Canada ("FINTRAC"). This error resulted in significant over
reporting of non-cash transactions to FINTRAC. As a result of the over reporting being
included in the produced statistical play records, MNP was unable to determine the
actual number and amounts of large cash transactions and as such this limited our
ability to obtain reliable resu lts from our data analytics. Due to the complexity of the
reporting issue, it is not possible to segregate and remove duplicate transactions.
There is no identifier to confirm new cash to the facility versus funds previously played
and retained in the PGF for future game-play.

3.7

This report does not represent a comprehensive review of all aspects of the existing
AML compliance processes. As such, we are not expressing an opinion regarding the
adequacy, completeness or effectiveness of existing compliance activities as they
relate to anti-money laundering or anti-terrorist financing activities. This engagement
was not designed to nor does this report provide any analysis about whether money
laundering or terrorist financing is actually occurring, nor does it provide any analysis
about the potential that money laundering or terrorist financing will occur through the
organization in the future.
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4.0

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS
GPEB:

4.1

Regulatory regimes for gaming typically seek to balance revenue generation with risk
mitigation . Contemplated changes to the gaming regulatory regime must recognize the
unique role of each of the main participants, as these roles may create conflicting
mandates. Specifically:
•

GPEB is the regulator, primarily responsible for ensuring that gaming is
conducted with integrity;

•

BCLC is the manager of gaming, primarily responsible to the Province for
revenue generation and risk management and responsible to Fl NT RAC for
regulatory compliance; and

•

The Service Providers are the gaming operators, and, via contract with
BCLC, are primarily responsible for revenue generation for both the
Province and the companies that own the casinos .

4.2

Currently, casinos are only required to report LCTRs after they have accepted the cash
transaction. GPEB should consider implementing a policy requirement that Service
Providers refuse unsourced cash deposits exceeding an established dollar threshold
or to refuse frequent unsourced cash deposits exceeding an established threshold and
time period until the source of the cash can be determined and validated.

4.3

GPEB should continue to work with BCLC to support cash-alternatives for Service
Providers to receive funds, strengthening the overall compliance regime with minimal
impact on revenue generation.

4.4

GPEB, BCLC, and to some extent the Service Providers should jointly evaluate the
resourcing and functioning of existing investigative units. Effective multi-agency units
would promote the sharing of information and resources.
BCLC:

4.5

If GPEB implements a policy regarding the refusal of large or frequent unsourced cash
deposits, BCLC's procedures to address the policy should include refresher training to
Service Providers pertaining to BCLC's reporting requirements of attempted
transactions to ensure reports are appropriately identified.

4.6

Although a specific compliance effectiveness review of gaming operations was not
within the scope of this review, MNP did review a number of processes and did not
observe anything material to suggest that the compliance program in effect at BCLC
and RRCR is not functionally suitable to meet obligations under the PCMLTFA and
implementing regulations.
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4.7

BCLC's COD process meets Federal regulatory requirements for standard risk patrons .
However, the process could be enhanced from both a risk management and revenue
generation perspective with modifications and additional resources to meet Enhanced
Due Diligence ("EDD") expectations for high risk patrons.
This may include
confirmation or verification of key customer data including: source of wealth; source of
cash; and occupation by the Service Provider or BCLC for higher risk patrons. The
gathering of this additional information may assist the Service Provider in providing
enhanced service to high valued patrons.

4.8

BCLC should consider whether its risk assessment process adequately reflects current
thinking around money laundering and terrorist financing risk. The risks associated to
specific facilities should be evaluated, rather than simply drawing geographic
boundaries for risk.

4.9

BCLC should review its EDD process to ensure it appropriately mitigates identified
risks. Additional resources may be required to clear the current backlog and support
timely completion of the EDD process as required. BCLC should also identify reliable
sources of information for persons and businesses based outside of Canada .

4.10

BCLC should prioritize and appropriately resource the ongoing SAS implementation
project to improve the quality of the data used for ongoing risk assessment and
compliance monitoring and reporting . Data from other sources, particularly slot
machine play, should be incorporated into the process. Improved data will support
province-wide monitoring of activities posing compliance risks.

4.11

BCLC should ensure that reporting forms used by the facilities are up to date and
include valuable information fields for mandatory completion for unsourced or high
volume cash transactions such as source of funds, source of wealth and purpose and
intended nature of relationship information. Facility staff should be regularly trained on
the completion of the forms. This will encourage consistent and appropriate reporting
across the Province.

4.12

BCLC's anti-money laundering training programs should be evaluated for up-to-date
content and effectiveness. Emphasis should be placed on behavioural red flags, as
facility staff have the direct customer interaction. Training should be provided in the
primary language of the candidate.

4.13

MNP identified instances where non-cash transactions processed to RRCR's PGFs
were over-reported to FINTRAC, and instances where mandatory fields in LCTRs were
left blank. Both issues are contrary to the PCMLTFA and require remediation and
disclosure to FINTRAC. BCLC advised they were aware of the over-reporting issue and
were working with FINTRAC to obtain a Policy Interpretation and determine action to
be taken regarding the issue.

4.14

While generally consistent with the regulatory requirements, the Know Your Patron
("KYP") framework at River Rock is a task-driven compliance activity rather than a risk
management activity. Given the Service Provider's inherent motivation to maximize
revenue, it should not be expected to lead compliance and risk management efforts
within the gaming industry. BCLC should provide further guidance as the manager and
responsible entity for AML regulatory obligations to enhance and enforce appropriate
KYP measures.
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5.0

DETAILED FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Staffing Observations
BCLC:

5.1

Operating levels for BCLC Investigators may need to be reviewed as the current staffing
levels assigned to River Rock do not appear to be sufficient to address the volume of
reports and incidents on a timely basis. In interviews with BCLC, investigators have
self-assessed that approximately 95% of their time is focused on AML reporting
activities. Non-compliance tasks which used to be completed by investigators located
at RRCR are now being assigned to other investigators with the Lower Mainland region.
Additional duties included in the mandates of the investigators at RRCR may not be
being completed or may not be adequately completed to manage the risk associated
with the activity at River Rock.
Service Provider:

5.2

Experienced managers and supervisory staff who are fully engaged and fully executing
on their entire position mandate are able to identify risks within their areas of
supervision and apply reasonable assessments and measures to address activity
which may be considered unusual. This becomes a first line of defense when
identifying potential compliance issues. However, due to high turnover at the Service
Provider, management level positions are held by incumbents who have been in the
positions less than one year. When asked about issues and risks related to large
volumes of unsourced cash being accepted, they advise they are still learning the
positions, and feel they are meeting all requirements associated with AML compliance.

5.3

Positions with recent turnover at RRCR include: Interim Chief Compliance Officer,
Table Games Manager, Cage Manager, Slot Director, and the Manager of Player
Relations. RRCR has undergone significant turn over in staff including three
terminations which further resulted in four additional resignations in table games
supervision. At the time of the onsite interviews eight of ten Relief Gaming Manager
positions were staffed.

5.4

RRCR employs VIP hosts who report to the manager of Marketing. VIP Hosts are
responsible for managing the client experience, which includes managing the amounts
of complementary items and services given to players (commonly referred to as player
comps), and providing custom gaming experiences with the intention of maximizing
patron play. VIP hosts have the most significant interaction and knowledge of the VIPs
and ability to flag instances of receipt and use of unsourced cash for suspicious
transaction reporting. Due to the reporting structure, we would expect that the VIP
Hosts have a primary responsibility for revenue generation rather than regulatory
compliance or a social responsibility to reduce illicit cash flow. Consideration should
be given to cross functional reporting lines to the Director, Table Games for a consistent
approach to compliance across all table game points of access susceptible to the
acceptance of unsourced cash.
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5.5

It was noted on the Service Provider Organizational Chart, dated November 26, 2015
that the Manager, Player Relations did not have a direct reporting relationship to Senior
Management. The Director, Surveillance does not show a reporting line to Senior
Management. A VP Compliance position reporting to the President and CEO also did
not exist on the Chart.
Compliance Program observations
GPEB:

5.6

GPEB should define its accepted level of risk for unsourced cash and then develop
clear roles and responsibilities for:
•

GPEB - Regulator, Enforcement

•

BCLC - Manage gaming and reporting entity

•

Service Provider - Risk identification

BCLC:

5.7

BCLC is the reporting entity for the purpose of compliance with PCMLTFR obligations
to FINTRAC. AML programs were the responsibility of the Casino Investigations Unit
up to 2013. The AM L unit was created in 2013 and at that time took over responsibility
for all aspects of the AML Program.
Enhanced Due Diligence ("EDD")
BCLC:

5.8

Through iTrak, BCLC has access to all Know You Patron/Player ("KYP") due diligence,
activity records and incident reports including Unusual Financial Transactions ("UFTs"),
Suspicious Transaction Reports ("STRs"), and Section 86 reports submitted to GPEB
regardless of the facility of play. This allows BCLC to identify patrons at a provincial
level who represent higher risks and then perform EDD, risk assessment and ongoing
monitoring of these patrons.

5.9

BCLC has identified two segments of patrons who have been assessed as requiring
EDD to manage the risk of the frequency and value of play. The first segment is
comprised of the Top 100 players by volume. The second list, known as the Conditions
List, relates to known associates of a high risk player who has been identified by law
enforcement to be involved in the provision of large volumes of unsourced bulk cash to
VIP patrons. In some instances, the lists overlap. For example, at the time of the
review, 36 patrons identified on the Conditions List also appear on the Top 100 list.

5.1 O

All EDD efforts undertaken by BCLC are manual investigations. At the current time,
systems do not identify higher risk patterns through an automated alert system. iTrak
does not have capabilities for business analytics.

5.11

The EDD or "Deep Dive Dossiers" are created using open source information to identify
owned properties and business ownership. The one file reviewed during the interviews
with BCLC did not include key information such as a synopsis of overall activity, play
value or frequency, determined or verified source of funds or wealth information, or an
indication of whether the player was cleared for play or had restrictions in place. The
file did not present any negative findings, however, the player was indicated as being
"on watch."
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5.12

There is limited open source information available for Chinese Nationals, which
comprise the majority of the identified high risk demographic at RRCR. As, most of the
VIP patrons are Asian and many are recent immigrants to Canada or Chinese Nationals
there is limited Canadian open source information on which to base risk assessment
determinations.

5.13

Based on staffing levels and time required to complete an EDD file in the current
manner there is a considerable backlog of files to be completed which may increase
the risk to all stakeholders as appropriate actions may not be taken in a timely manner.
It is anticipated that the volume of patrons requiring ongoing EDD will increase over
time.

5.14

The Service Provider facilitates gaming through slot machines as well as table games.
As at the time of the review, we were not made aware of any EDD on business
relationships created due to slot play. In addition there is no review or analytics on slot
play including ongoing review of Cash Disbursement Reports ("CDRs") to identify
possible anomalies which require further investigation.

5.15

BCLC's EDD program for high risk patrons was reviewed to identify if improvements
are warranted. EDD measures could be more qualitative, and a formal response to
specified risk ratings, similar to other jurisdictions such as Alberta, could be created.

5.16

Outsourcing the EDD process for higher risk patrons should be considered to clear the
current backlog.
Service Provider:

5.17

The Service Provider gathers required information from patrons at particular trigger
events during play. This would include when a patron reaches the threshold for the
reporting of large cash transactions, which is $10,000. The Service Provider is
responsible for requesting that an acceptable identification document be produced and
then recording the type, number and place of issuance as well as gathering mandatory
information required for BCLC to file regulatory reports with FINTRAC. Information
includes name, address, occupation and date of birth . Policy indicates that the ID
document is scanned into the iTrak system. Information gathered at the facility, other
than the ID document, is not verified by the Service Provider.

5.18

The iTrak system is universal to all facilities under BCLC's supervision. User access
controls limit the amount of KYP information visible to individuals at the Service
Provider level. This means that a Service Provider is unable to see the full picture of a
patron's activity across all BC casinos to assess the risk a player brings to a particular
facility.
Investigative Capabilities

GPEB:
5.19

The establishment of a dedicated, cooperative inter-agency AML investigations unit
comprised of GPEB and BCLC investigators would delineate the roles between
operational and AML investigations and regulatory compliance investigations. This
would allow for improved tracking of activities related to regulatory compliance and
ensure that employees tasked with compliance and risk management are suitably
resourced.
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BCLC:

5.20

BCLC has three onsite investigators at RRCR. This was a result of the recognition of
the increased risk at the facility as well as the volume of play that requires ongoing
BCLC oversight. These investigators have access to iTrak and the facility's surveillance
recordings which allow for prompt investigations. AML compliance investigations are
supposed to be a component of the investigators duties as defined by BCLC
procedures, however the significant volume of reportable transactions at RRCR and
the required reporting due diligence are consuming upwards of 95-100% of
investigators' time. Regional investigators not assigned to RRCR are now being
regularly assigned all non AML duties at RRCR such as theft or patron complaint
investigations as the local investigators do not have time to deal with non-regulatory
matters.

5.21

regularly provide information to law enforcement on ongoing

5.22

BCLC has entered into an information sharing agreement with the RCMP that allows
both parties to share intelligence on ongoing investigations and high risk patron activity.
Service Provider:

5.23

MNP has significant experience working with gaming operators and as such has
observed numerous surveillance operations including infrastructure and investigative
methodologies and procedures. The RRCR's infrastructure is comparable to other
large Canadian casino surveillance operations such as Casino Montreal or Manitoba's
combined provincial facility. The operators and supervisors have significant experience
in surveillance operations and utilize iTrak to monitor and report all suspicious activity.
iTrak is the most common investigative and operations management software utilized
by Canadian Casinos.
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iTrak
Systems and Data
BCLC:

5.24

BCLC identified a growing need for enhanced capabilities in relation to analytics and
the ability to conduct meaningful analysis on the data in its custody. As a result, the
AML Operational Analysis Group was formed in 2013 with the mandate to perform
statistical analysis of patron transaction data as well as to identify high risk patrons and
perform enhanced due diligence on those individuals. With the hire of an AML data
analyst in in February 2014 it was determined that the data analytics capabilities of
iTrak were limited and that exporting the data and using third party tools such as Excel
were the preferred method. These limitations led to the identified need for a formal
analytics solution and an RFP was issued. SAS was selected as the vendor. The
implementation of this software tool is ongoing and has been subject to numerous
delays and a work stoppage to clarify scope and estimate over runs. We understand
that SAS is scheduled for roll out in the fall of 2016. This is 18 months later than initially
anticipated. The successful implementation of this tool should be a priority for BCLC
as the current processes are contributing to delays in effectively conducting
transactional analysis.

5.25
This information was then shared
with law enforcement agencies for the purpose of investigating criminal activity related
to the large volumes of unsourced cash. After several attempts by BCLC to refer
information, law enforcement undertook an investi ation into the activities identified
through the BCLC analytics.
This is a
positive effort by BCLC to detect and report suspicious activity with the intent of
reducing unsourced cash from entering the gaming facilities.
5.26

BCLC provided data to MNP for the period September 1, 2013 to August 31, 2015 ("the
Period") to analyze transactional data regarding the volumes of unsourced cash being
accepted at River Rock. The analysis would also address efforts taken by BCLC and
the Service Provider to gather Know Your Player ("KYP") or CDD information and
perform EDD where appropriate; file STRs; and where appropriate impose bans on
high risk patrons for participating in suspicious activity. After conducting significant
analytical work it was determined, and confirmed by BCLC, that the data was not
accurate and included significant numbers over-reported LCTRs and CDRs making
trending analysis unreliable. For further details on the reporting issue, refer to 5.32.
We were able to make the following limited observations:
•

Play with significant volumes of cash was being conducted by patrons with
non-Canadian addresses and identification, primarily Chinese; and

•

While significant volumes of LCTRs were filed during the Period the number
of STRs filed was relatively small and the number of bans for potential
money laundering activity was few.
o
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o

1, 194 STRs filed during the period 5 ;

o

1,209 BCLC Prohibition Bans 6

.

5.27

The limitations of the current analytics tools and the time required to manually process
transactions diminishes the effectiveness of a monitoring program for slot
disbursements. The risk of money laundering is significantly lower with slots than with
table games, due to the limits on how much money can be fed into a machine in one
session as well as the limits on single payouts for Ticket In Ticket out ("TITO") ticket
redemption at Ticket Redemption Kiosk ("TRK") machines. Although the risk is lower
than table games, due diligence on large volumes of slot CDRs should be monitored
for suspicious activity.

5.28

Completion of the SAS implementation should remain a high priority for BCLC.
Improved data analytics and systems for transaction monitoring and reporting will allow
for the early detection of potential money laundering or high risk transactions .

5.29

The analytic capability of the iTrak system limits BCLC's AML Operational Analysis
group in its ability to identify suspicious activity. The reporting is primarily restricted to
the identification of thresholds that aid in the identification of mandatory record keeping
or reporting. BCLC has made significant investments in advanced analytics in the
proposed SAS solution . The continued development and rollout of this product needs
to be a priority for BCLC to allow it to conduct meaningful assessment of the data
collected in iTrak.
Reporting
BCLC:

5.30

5.31

5

6

Casinos are required the file the following reports with FINTRAC:
•

Large Cash Transaction Reports;

•

Casino Disbursement Reports;

•

Suspicious Transaction Reports; and

•

Terrorist Property Reports.

MNP did not conduct an audit of the processes surrounding reporting requirements, nor
of the accuracy or timeliness of the reports submitted to Fl NT RAC. Through interviews
and observation MNP is able to make summary comments on the reporting
requirements at the Service Provider and by BCLC, who is responsible for filing the
reports from information provided by the facility operators.

STRs identified by incident number which could relate to multiple people.
Bans are also based on incident numbers and could relate to multiple people and include site bans.
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5.32

Observed processes appear to be in place to track instances where cash transactions
require the completion and filing of reports. This may be done through buy-ins at the
table or through transactions at the cash cage. However, it was ascertained that funds
credited to a player's PGF , regardless of the source of funds (Cash, drafts or EFTs from
a Canadian bank) are being over-reported as cash. This is resulting in a significant
number of unnecessary LCTR and CDR reports. In addition, withdrawals from the PGF
account for play are being reported as CDRs and appear to be re-reported as cash
based on table buy-ins. Review of the transaction and reporting process for all PGF
enabled facilities should be done immediately to stop the number of unnecessary and
incorrect reports. This over reporting has been disclosed to FINTRAC .

5.33

During our interviews with the Service Provider, BCLC, and GPEB, there was ongoing
reference to a historical undocumented threshold of $50,000 which was the trigger
value to consider a transaction suspicious at the Service Provider location. The issue
of the threshold preceded this report. Fl NT RAC guidelines confirm there is no minimum
dollar value related to the filing of an STR. Suspicious transactions are financial
transactions where there is reasonable grounds to suspect they are related to the
commission of a money laundering offence. This includes transactions that you have
reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the attempted commission of a money
laundering offence. As a result, BCLC has undertaken a review of LCTR transactions
to determ ine if STR transactions had been overlooked. BCLC made a self-disclosure
to FINTRAC regarding the issue in December 2015.

5.34

BCLC's Internal Audit group conducts a Quality Assurance ("QA") of STR and unfiled
UFTs. Audit conducts a review regarding timeliness of filings on LCTRs. The BCLC
Investigations group also has a process and procedure in place to verify reports for
mandatory information. It was noted through our data analysis of the data provided by
BCLC that 385 (0.1%) of LCTRs did not contain one of the mandatory fields such as
address, occupation or a unique identifier. Of the 41, 187 reports contained in the data
file:

5.35

7

•

297 addresses were reported as Null

•

49 occupations were reported as Null

•

39 reports contained no unique identification number, but rather a generic
BCDL or similar descriptor.

A review of the BCLC policy and procedure documents allows for Service Provider staff
to accept cash transactions at the cash cage and submit files with certain missing
mandatory occupation information if the patron declines to provide full information 7 .
Currently casinos are only required to report LCTRs after they have accepted the cash
transaction. A directive from GPEB may support BCLC in the creation of a policy which
would mandate the Service Provider to decline a transaction or issue a stop play when
mandatory occupation data is not provided on the casino floor or at the cash cage.
Submitting reports with missing mandatory information is contrary to the PCMLTFA and
Regulations.

Reference to BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures section

1-2.3.
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5.36

BCLC should review all of the FINTRAC reporting (LCTR/CDR) for non-cash for all
facilities which offer PGF accounts due to over-reporting of LCTRs and CDRs in relation
to churn 8 within the patron gaming accounts.

5.37

Review of Terrorist Property reports was out of scope for the review.
Identification and Reporting of UFTs
BCLC:

5.38

BCLC is the reporting entity for gaming activities in BC and is responsible for filing all
required reports with Fl NT RAC. BCLC operates at an arm 's length from the facility and
relies heavily on the Service Provider to identify instances where UFTs should be
submitted for further review and decision making regarding suspicious activity that
would require filing. As the Service Provider only has visibility to the patron's activity
at its own facility (or facilities) within the iTrak system it may under- or over-report based
on restricted intelligence.

5.39

BCLC Internal Audit provided feedback that UFT/STR reports are inconsistent in the
assessment approach and narrative format from the Service Providers which may lead
to valid UFTs not being reported by BCLC.

5.40

The BCLC investigators assigned to gaming facilities are currently reviewing 10-15%
of LCTRs to determine if STR reports should be filed. This method of review does not
appear to be effective as it did not identify the existence of the ongoing practice of only
reporting transactions above an undocumented $50,000 threshold.

5.41

BCLC has access to complete patron activity records, however does not conduct facility
or province-wide monitoring and analytics due to system capability restrictions and
resourcing.

5.42

BCLC's and the Service Provider's monitoring and reporting activities did identify the
issue of large volumes of unsourced and unusual cash activity in October 2014, which
resulted in an ongoing law enforcement investigation and the 60+ high risk patron
registry.

5.43

Other industries, such as Money Service Businesses ("MSBs") have similar reporting
models. The reporting entity (BCLC) with access to full data information should be
conducting the bulk of the comprehensive monitoring and identifying transactions for
review based on analytical indicators. The Service Provider should be responsible for
filing UFTs that involve behavioural information or indicators for money laundering
activity to BCLC.
In many instances, the behavioural red flag information will
supplement the data report which will provide valuable and wholesome information to
FINTRAC when submitted by BCLC.

5.44

BCLC should create a template for UFT reports to ensure that all required information
is included and to create consistency in the quality of submissions between facilities.

8

Churn is the terminology where a patron buys in with the same cash which they previously played with
and cashed out. As a result, an active player can appear to be bringing in and cash ing out large amounts
of cash, which the iTRAK system records as new and separate funds for each transaction .
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Service Provider:

5.45

From observations and interviews conducted with RRCR staff, the majority of UFTs are
identified by surveillance rather than floor staff who have direct interaction with the
patron. Employees (floor staff) are not required to document UFT interactions or provide
narratives. Relying only on Surveillance observations increases the risk of missing
behavioral red flags from direct interactions.

5.46

UFT witness narratives (form/document) are not completed by floor staff. Floor staff
should have more active involvement in the reporting process as surveillance only has
limited information based on video surveillance.

5.47

The Service Provider indicated that additional guidance on UFT reporting would be
beneficial to meet the needs and expectations of BCLC and would make the process
more effective for both entities. Additional on-site training was provided by BCLC in
December 2015. Review of the training materials for the on-site training was not in the
scope of the current engagement.
Risk Based Approach
BCLC:

5.48

As the FINTRAC reporting entity, BCLC is required to take on the role of conducting
facility risk assessments. This is consistent with other Canadian jurisdictions. BCLC
has developed its risk assessments by region. RRCR is included in the Lower Mainland
risk assessment. This is not consistent with other jurisdictions in Canada who conduct
their reviews by facility. As facilities are not operated by a single vendor they have
inherent differences in their internal procedures. The patron base varies by facility as
well, including a wide variance in the number of VIP patrons and their volume of play.
We recommend that these risk assessments include factors specific to the facility .
RRCR, for example is unique in its VIP play and warrants specific attention to its risks
and the ongoing mitigation measures.

5.49

We also observed that the risk register is not as granular as other jurisdictions we have
reviewed. We recommend that BCLC consider if the risk register reflects the current
environment.
Know Your Patron (KYP) or standard CDD

9

5.50

Understanding the patrons using BC's gaming facilities is a line of defense against the
use of illicit funds. KYP goes beyond recognizing a frequent player or knowing the time
of day that they come into play and details about their family. It is about understanding
the potential money laundering risk the patron poses to the facility and managing that
risk accordingly.

5.51

PCMLTF Regulations 9 require the identification of business relationships, ongoing
monitoring and risk assessment of the business relationships as well as the
implementation of appropriate special measures to mitigate high risk relationships. One
measure is the gathering and verification of source of funds and source of wealth
information.

Reference PCML TFR 71.1
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GPEB:

5.52

GPEB, at the direction of the Minister responsible for gaming, should consider issuing
a directive pertaining to the rejection of funds where the source of cash cannot be
determined or verified at specific thresholds. This would then provide specific guidance
for BCLC to create policies and procedures for compliance by all operators.
BCLC:

5.53

BCLC investigators do not investigate to confirm the source of funds or source of wealth
unless specifically requested at the time an EDD file is created.

5.54

BCLC AML manuals and training content appears to be sufficient, however additional
training for employees in the VIP area focused specifically on suspicious indicators and
required actions to improve independent thinking would be beneficial.

5.55

It was observed that most of the employees in the high limits rooms at RRCR speak
Cantonese or Mandarin as a first language. Although the game play must be conducted
in English , the language of general communication amongst the employees was not
English. The mastery of a technical subject as defined in the BCLC Anti Money
Laundering online training may be impacted by the presentation of the materials solely
in English. BCLC should consider providing training in the primary language of its high
risk exposed employees.

5.56

Based on the results of GPEB and the Minister responsible for gaming's risk
assessment and risk threshold for large unsourced cash transactions, BCLC should
revise policies regarding tolerance of high risk play and consequences of unacceptable
high risk activity.
Service Provider:

5.57

From interviews and observations at the Service Provider, it is determined that source
of funds and/or source of wealth information is not gathered for high risk, high volume
cash players. Customer profiles do not require this information for continued play
except when opening a PGF.

5.58

KYP at the Service Provider is based on repetitive observation of high limit player
behaviour (no information is verified), and the expectation that BCLC is responsible for
all due diligence activities. Additional information on the player is not shared with the
Service Provider and is maintained in the iTrak system , to which only BCLC has full
access. This process, and the associated accountability gaps, may have contributed to
an organizational de-sensitization to cash through continued exposure to high volume
bulk cash, especially in the VIP areas.
Business Relationship Risk
BCLC :

5.59

BCLC is in the process of fully implementing the Business Relationship requirements
and has identified a list of 670+ high risk patrons. This list is in addition to the previously
referenced Top 100 list and the Conditions list which currently includes 75 patrons. The
AML and Operational Analysis team is in the process of doing deep dives, however
there is a considerable backlog.
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5.60

At the time of the review, the Top 100 list contained 36 names also appearing on the
Conditions list of 75 patrons. Of the 36 names, only 13 had received a comprehensive
EDD review. Of all the patrons appearing on Top 100 list, a total of 34 files had received
Comprehensive EDD review.

5.61

BCLC is working on enhancements to their loyalty program, "Encore" which is intended
to increase the amount of carded play which will provide additional KYP for analytics
especially for slot play.

5.62

As a result of the BCLC's identification of patrons associated to the criminal
investigation of unsourced cash utilization, 60+ individuals associated with the activity
have been identified for EDD, restricted play and interviews with the BCLC's staff.
Industry Practice

5.63

The objectives of the PCML TFA include:

"to implement specific measures to detect and deter money laundering ... ",
"to respond to the threat posed by organized crime by providing law
enforcement officials with the information they need to investigate and
prosecute money laundering or terrorist financing offences" and "to assist
in fulfilling Canada's international commitments to participate in the fight
against transnational crime, particularly money laundering ... ".
The PCMLTFA does not specifically legislate the requirements of an entity in relation
to how it handles high risk transactions outside of record keeping and reporting
obligations.
5.64

It is difficult to compare best practices for the management of AMUATF risk to other
industries. We do not believe that the banking sector is a good comparison as there is
a significant difference in how banks handle account based risk when compared to
transient casino play that is often anonymous. Where reportable transactions do occur,
the Casino often only has limited information on which to base its risk assessment. Due
to the significant volume of cash and the transient nature of its patrons Casinos are
most similar to MSBs in their AMUA TF risk management models. In the absence of
specific guidance, other industries regulated under the Act have developed controls
and measures to reduce or eliminate the risk associated to the receipt of unsourced
bulk cash .

5.65

The implementation of controls around bulk cash vary by industry:
•

MSBs - Money Services Businesses place limits on the amount of bulk cash
accepted from clients . This practice forces alternative funding such as bank
drafts, certified cheques or wire transfers.

•

Financial Institutions - Although most financial institutions will not refuse a
cash deposit they will close client accounts that exceed their defined risk
thresholds. Account based relationships also offer greater monitoring
capabilities which aid in managing risk.

•

Security Dealers - The majority of Securities Dealers place outright bans on
cash deposits. This is impractical in the gaming industry.
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5.66

In gaming models where casinos are provincially operated, the ability to implement
revenue impacting, socially guided controls and restrictions is simplified in that the
revenue of the private operator is not a consideration. Implementing cash controls on
private operated facilities requires a greater assessment of revenue impact and how
best to ensure the operators remain reasonably compensated.
Cash Alternatives
GPEB:

5.67

BCLC's mandate of revenue generation, and GPEB's mandate to ensure the overall
integrity of gambling in the province requires a balanced approach to support a
restriction or significant reduction in the amount of cash accepted at the casino facilities.
The review of proposed cash alternative solutions and the impact of these solutions
should remain a priority for both entities to promote gaming integrity and reduce the
amount of unsourced cash being used in game play.

5.68

We understand that a concept document addressing extension of credit to VIP patrons
has been put before GPEB. This concept has not yet been approved or denied as
additional information is required by GPEB. Once the information is provided by BCLC,
it should be a priority for GPEB to determine feasibility and the implementation criteria.

5.69

GPEB and BCLC should undertake a review of large cash transactions to determine if
a bulk cash limit can be reasonably set for transactions where no source of funds can
be determined. Currently patrons who have not been placed on a watch list can buy in
with unlimited cash until flagged for an interview by BCLC.
BCLC:

5.70

5.71

BCLC has staffed a position to investigate the viability of a number of cash alternative
options which need GPEB's approval to move forward . Considerations in developing
cash alternative programs and products should include:
•

The ability for non-Canadian players to fund PGF accounts if they are
subject to cash restrictions in their home country (i.e. China)

•

The ability for non-Canadian player to repay credit extended at facilities if
they are subject to cash restriction in their home country (i.e. China)

•

Allocating how defaults on repayments will be determined.(i.e. between
BCLC and Service Provider and potentially the tax payer)

It is understood that any controls placed on the acceptance of bulk cash may reduce
the volume of play and subsequently the revenue generated for both the operator and
the province. BCLC reports that high limit play is a small part of BCLC revenue. As
such, it will marginally impact BCLC revenues overall. However these controls may
have a significant impact on revenue for the RRCR operator, Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation. The level of acceptable risk, impact on revenue generation and reducing
the facilitation of layering of bulk cash must all be considered when determ ining
adequate controls.
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5.72

The implementation of cash alternatives is likely to bring the greatest reduction in
unsolicited cash while having the least impact on overall level of play for VIP patrons.
Although we cannot recommend specific options without additional analysis we do
acknowledge that the most common options are:
•

Domestic and international wires to fund PGFs;

•

The ability to transfer funds between PGFs;

•

Specified limits on chip passing amounts;

•

Front Money accounts and the extension of credit;

•

Removing the current limits for Convenience Cheques for non-verified wins
and return of funds.

5.73

The Cheque Hold program has been approved, developed and implemented as a cash
alternative. However, there has been no utilization to date by Service Providers due to
the risk of non-payments.

5.74

A verifiable source of funds determination for cash amounts above a defined threshold
to be obtained prior to game play should be mandated by GPEB and implemented by
BCLC. In our opinion, the only way to verify funds is to obtain documentation for the
withdrawal of cash from a financial institution (bank) or entity covered under the
PCMLTFA such as a MSB.
Environmental Factors

5.75

5.76

The issue of casinos, RRCR in particular, accepting large volumes of cash has been a
growing issue in the province for a number of years. The source of the cash is now in
question, and social and moral responsibility around the unsourced cash has resulted
in negative media around gaming operations in BC. A number of factors within the
regulatory and guidance documents can be identified as the root cause of the issue.
•

There are inherent conflicts between the mandates of GPEB and BCLC and
the Service Provider. GPEB is responsible for regulation and the integrity
of the gaming industry in BC . BCLC has statutory obligations under the
Gaming Control Act to GPEB, is accountable to the Province for revenue
generation, manages the Service Providers, and responsible to FINTRAC
for regulatory compliance. Service Providers, are not covered entities under
the PCM LTF A and therefore have limited regulatory obligations and
exposure, instead focusing on revenue generation.

•

From discussion with staff and management, examples provided by both
GPEB and BCLC identify a cultural difference regarding unsourced cash
and the potential AML activity occurring within BC casinos which
undermines collaboration and the sharing of ideas and information. This
has contributed to an increased risk of compliance short-falls, misaligned
priorities for implementing cash alternatives, and gaps in the oversight of
day-to-day processes.

The PCMLTFA and implementing regulations require that reporting entities report
prescribed transactions and identify suspicious transactions. There is no provision
within the regulation that requires that funds which may be associated with a predicate
offense to be rejected by a reporting entity.
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5.77

The ongoing investigation by law enforcement into the potential use of proceeds of
crime to fund VIP gaming activities prompted BCLC to implement a list of patrons who
would be restricted from playing using unsourced cash.

5.78

In other industries, such as banking, securities dealers and MSBs, internal policies and
procedures are developed based on the entity's risk based approach to determine when
transactions should be rejected. Through review of policies and procedures at GPEB,
BCLC and the Service Provider, it was noted that there has been no directives made
to reject funds where the source of the cash cannot be determined and verified.

5.79

Reasonable grounds to suspect Money Laundering activity through the use of
unsourced funds has been confirmed by the Service Providers and BCLC through the
EDD processes. Interviews have confirmed that players are indeed wealthy nonresidents, or business persons with interests both in Vancouver and China , coming to
Vancouver to gamble. While the patron may be bona fide, the unsourced cash being
accepted by the casino may be associated with criminal activity and poses significant
regulatory, business and reputational risk.

5.80

The use of possible underground banking operations using large volumes of unsourced
cash have become increasingly common and accepted as a convenience feature for
VIP players who may not be able to send funds to Canada due to currency restrictions
in their own country. The funding arrangements have been confirmed through
interviews conducted by BCLC investigators with targeted patrons. The patron advises
that they are provided with a contact in Vancouver, either locally or prior to arriving in
Vancouver. The contact the person via phone for cash delivery. The funds are later
repaid through cash holdings in China. This transaction flow forms an underground or
unregistered Hawala type operation using unsourced cash into the casino.

5.81

River Rock staffs have fostered a culture accepting of large bulk cash transactions.
Through interviews and conversations with facility staff, there is a false reliance of the
KYP process, which is developed through the frequency of transactions dealing with
large cash values rather than any verified information. This has resulted in a
desensitization to the inherent AML risks associated to cash transactions. This was
identified by a number of staff at various levels in GPEB, BCLC and the Service
Providers.

5.82

BCLC's current systems and technology do not allow for analytics or system alerts for
activity which is deemed to be suspicious or excessive. There is a reliance on the
Operator to file UFTs which may prompt the need for EDD. The implementation of SAS
has been significantly delayed due to vendor customization issues which has hindered
BCLC's ability to perform efficient and effective monitoring.

5.83

Staffing levels do not allow for EDD or deep dive investigations to be completed in a
timely manner which allows activity to continue at the facility supporting the apathy to
large cash transactions.
•

The EDD process should be reviewed to ensure that data collected and
information gleaned from various sources provide a clear picture of the risks
and profile of the patron for risk assessment and mitigation purposes.
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5.84

EDD "Deep dives" have indicated that the players who have been subject of UTFs are
themselves are not directly associated with criminal activity. Further actions or
reporting is then not deemed suspicious based on reasonable grounds to suspect
ML/TF activity. The use of bulk unsourced cash, and the possible use of proceeds of
criminal activity, is not clearly identified in the BCLC Risk Assessment.

6.0

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

6.1

This report is private and confidential. It is not intended for general circulation or
publication. For certainty, this report may not be disclosed, copied, quoted, or referred
to in whole or in part, whether for the purposes of litigation, disciplinary proceedings or
otherwise, without our prior written consent in each specific instance. It is not to be
distributed to any other persons without the prior express written consent of MNP. Such
consent, if given, may be on conditions, including without limitation an indemnity against
any claims by third parties arising from release of any part of our documents or reports.
We do not and will not assume any responsibility or liability for losses incurred by the
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch or their employees or by any other parties as a
result of the circulation, publication, reproduction, use of, or reliance upon any reports
or documents contrary to the provisions of this paragraph. Further, we understand that
this Report may be the subject of a request under the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Should a request be made, MNP will work with GPEB to fulfill
the request in accordance with the Act.

6.2

Comments in any document or report we produce in the course of this engagement
shall not be interpreted to be legal advice or opinion.

6.3

BCLC remains solely responsible at all times for adherence with all its compliance
obligations.
Yours truly,
MNP

LLP

MN?

LLf'

Gregory S. Draper, MBA, DIFA, FCPA, FCGA, CFE, ICD.D
Investigative & Forensic Services
Hayley Howe, CAMS
Investigative & Forensic Services
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DATE PREPARED: October 5, 2016
TITLE:

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB} and BCLC Roles and
Responsibilities - Update

ISSUE:

GPEB and BCLC continue to collaborate in defining each of their roles and
responsibilities

BACKGROUND:
In the 2015/16 BCLC mandate letter, the Minister required GPEB and BCLC to work
together to develop Key Principles that will inform respective roles and responsibilities.
Together, both entities developed and agreed upon nine Key Principles to guide and
frame their respective roles and responsibilities and reported back to the Minister once
these were finalized.
GPEB and BCLC continue to work collaboratively in order to better understand and
define each of their roles and responsibilities.
DISCUSSION:
Since 2015/16 GPEB and BCLC have cooperated on the development of a Roles and
Responsibilities document. This work is ongoing and has been a focal point of quarterly
joint executive team meetings between the two organizations. In 2016, GPEB and
BCLC undertook a joint executive team building process to contribute to a greater
understanding of their respective roles and responsibilities. This process has resulted in
joint identification of strategic issues requiring resolution between the parties. The
parties are working through these issues which include clarification of roles and
responsibilities in compliance and enforcement, responsible and problem gambling and
sharing and consideration of legal advice regarding their respective roles under the

GCA
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Introduction
The Gaming Control Act ("the Act") governs how gaming is regulated and operated in British Columbia.
The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is responsible for the overall integrity and regulation of
gambling, including horse racing, in British Columbia. This includes all gambling conducted, managed and
operated by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC). GPEB is expressly prohibited under the Act
from undertaking any activity related to the conducting, managing or operating of gaming.
BCLC is the Crown Agent granted exclusive authority under the Act to develop, undertake, organize, conduct
and manage commercial gaming on behalf of the Province. As such, BCLC Is responsible for the operation of
casinos, bingo halls, community gaming centres and commercial lotteries.

Purpose of Document
The purpose of this document is to provide clarity, at a high level, as to the respective roles and
responsibilities of GPEB and BCLC. In BCLC's 2015/16 mandate letter, there is a requirement for GPEB and
BCLC to jointly develop key principles to inform respective roles and responsibilities. The key principles have
been developed and this document will serve to clarify each party's responsibilities. GPEB and BCLC will
develop additional guidance on how roles and responsibilities will be operationally implemented.
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Vi sion, Mi ss ion Valu es and Rol es

)

GPEB

BCLC

The public has confidence in B.C.'s

Gambling is widely embraced as

gambling industry.

exceptional entertainment for adults.

Vi.c,ior1
To uphold the overall integrity of

To conduct and manage gambling in a

gambling by maintaining government's

socially responsible manner for the

gambling policy, regulating the gambling

benefit of British Columbians.

sector and providing support services

Mission

and programs that benefit British
Columbians.

Integrity, courage, teamwork, passion,

V"lues

Role

Integrity, respect, social responsibility

service, curiosity and accountability
GPEB is responsible for the overall

BCLC conducts and manages gambling in

integrity of gambling in British

a socially responsible manner for the

Columbia. GPEB defines impacts on the

benefit of British Columbians. BCLC offers

integrity of gambling to include all
actions, incidents or things which could

gambling entertainment through national

or may (either actually or by way of

commercial bingo and online gambling.

and provincial lotteries, casino gambling,

perception) corrupt the gambling
industry or any portions of it, or bring
the reputation of, or public confidence
in, the gambling industry into disrepute.

)
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Authority
GPEIJ

Part 4 of the Act identifies GPEB's purpose to carry out the responsibilities under the Act. The position of the
general manager and the authority given to that position are identified in s. 27 of the Act. Specifically, s.
27(1) makes the general manager responsible for the enforcement of the Act. The following sections of the
Act set out GPEB's role and authority:
27 (1) The general manager is the head of the branch and is responsible, under the direction of the minister
and with reference to the responsibility of the branch under section 23, for the enforcement of this Act.
(2) The general manager
(a) must advise the minister on broad policy, standards and regulatory issues,
(b) under the minister's direction, must develop, manage and maintain the government's gaming
policy,
(c) may establish criteria necessary for considering, reviewing and evaluating proposals for new or
existing gaming facilities, and
(d) may establish public interest standards for gaming operations, including but not limited to
extension of credit, advertising, types of activities allowed and policies to address problem gambling at
gaming facilities.
(3) The general manager may
(a) direct that the branch conduct an investigation respecting
(i) the integrity of lottery schemes or horse racing, or
(ii) the conduct, management, operation or presentation of lottery schemes or horse
racing,
(b) refer a complaint from a gaming patron to the branch if the general manager believes it is likely
that the patron or another person has been adversely affected by an irregularity in the conduct,
management, operation or presentation of gaming or horse racing,
(c) make inquiries or carry out research into any matter that affects or could reasonably be expected
to affect the integrity of gaming or horse racing, and
(d) do other things relating to gaming or horse racing that are authorized or directed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(4) In carrying out the responsibilities under this section, the general manager must not
(a) conduct, manage, operate or present gaming or horse races,
(b) enter into an agreement with Canada or the government of another province with respect to the
conduct, management, operation or presentation of lottery schemes or horse races, or
(c) enter into an agreement with a gaming services provider.
Details of GPEB's authority in each major area are contained in the individual Responsibilities sections of this
document.
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BCI.C
Part 2 of the Act establishes BCLC ands. 7(1) sets out its mandate to conduct and manage gaming on behalf

)

of the government.
The following sections of the Act set out BCLC's role and authority:

7 (1) The lottery corporation is responsible for the conduct and management of gaming on behalf of the
government and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
(a) may develop, undertake, organize, conduct, manage and operate provincial gaming on behalf of
the government, either alone or in conjunction with the government of another province,
(b) [Repealed 2010-21-90.]
(c) subject to first receiving the written approval of the minister, may enter into agreements, on
behalf of the government of British Columbia, with the government of Canada or the governments of
other provinces regarding the conduct and management of provincial gaming in British Columbia and
in those other provinces,
(d) subject to first receiving the written approval of the minister, may enter into the business of
supplying any person with operational services, computer software, tickets or any other technology,
equipment or supplies related to the conduct of

(i) gaming in or out of British Columbia, or
(ii} any other business related to gaming,
(e) may enter into agreements with persons, other than registered gaming services providers,

)

respecting provincial gaming or any other business related to provincial gaming,
(f) subject to subsection (1.1), may enter into agreements with registered gaming services providers
for services required in the conduct, management or operation of provincial gaming,
(g) may set rules of play for lottery schemes or any class of lottery schemes that the lottery
corporation is authorized to conduct, manage or operate,
(h) may monitor the operation of provincial gaming or horse racing and the premises and facilities in
which provincial gaming or horse racing is carried on,
(i) must monitor compliance by gaming services providers with this Act, the regulations and the rules
of the lottery corporation, and

0) must do other things the minister may require and may do other things the minister may
authorize.

(1.1) An agreement described in subsection (1) (f) must require the gaming service provider to provide the
services referred to in subsection (1) (fl under the control of the lottery corporation .
(2) However, the lottery corporation must not implement a new type of lottery scheme that was not in
operation on the date this section comes into force without first receiving the written approval of the
minister.

Rules of Ll1c lolfl'IY rnrporation
8 (1) The lottery corporation may make rules for the purposes of this Part, including but not limited to rules

)
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(a) requiring and governing books, accounts and other records to be kept by registered gaming
services providers, including but not limited to establishing time schedules for the retention of those
books, accounts and other records,
(b) limiting and regulating the sale of lottery tickets of the lottery corporation by persons other than
the lottery corporation and prescribing the fees, commissions and discounts in the sales,
(c) governing the manner of selecting prize winners under a lottery scheme or any class of lottery
schemes conducted and managed by the lottery corporation,
(d) imposing conditions and establishing qualifications for entitlement to prizes in a lottery scheme
or any class of lottery schemes conducted and managed by the lottery corporation,
(e) respecting the handling of money and money equivalents received from players of games of
chance by the lottery corporation, licensees and gaming services providers,
(f) governing the holding and disbursement of money received from players of games of chance by
the lottery corporation, licensees and registered gaming services providers, and
(g) respecting security and surveillance at gaming facilities or classes of gaming facilities.
(2) If a rule of the lottery corporation is inconsistent with or conflicts with this Act or a regulation made by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council, this Act or the regulation prevails.

Service Provider/or Licensecl Gambling
Until recently, BCLC has had no involvement in licensed gambling activities. With the Criminal Code of Canada
having been changed to allow for raffles to be run through a computer system, BCLC proposed to offer its
online gambling platform, PlayNow.com, as an option for charities to conduct raffles online. In December of

2015, ministerial approval was granted for BCLC to operate as a service provider for licensed gambling. This
approval is subject to the following terms and conditions:
•

BCLC must price the operational services such that BCLC will only recover reasonable expenses based
on the cost of providing the services and not earn a profit from the provision of these services;

•

BCLC must ensure that its opera~ional servi~es conform to all GPEB-licensed gaming policies,
procedures and standards, as they may be amended from time to time;

•

the approval is not to be interpreted as an approval for BCLC to act in a way that discourages
competition in the provision of services to licensees; and

•

BCLC will not be granted any special consideration or special exceptions in the licensed gambling
sector.

All gaming that falls under the charitable gaming sections on the Criminal Code must be conducted and
managed by the provincial licensee {the charity) and not by a service provider. This means that the charity
must be the operating mind of the lottery scheme.

SI
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Responsibil ities

)

Gaming poli cy, s ta 1111ory rcsponsihiliti£'s, corporate duti es a nd communica tion
The legal foundation for all gaming in Canada is the federal Criminal Code which limits what types of gaming
activities are legal in Canada and assigns the provinces the responsibility to operate, licence and regulate
legal forms of gaming.
Part VII of the Code prohibits gaming in general, while section 207 allows for a number of exceptions to the
general prohibition. Specifically, it permits " lottery schemes" provided that they are:
•

lottery schemes "conducted and managed" by the province in accordance with any law enacted by
that province (s.207(1)(a}) - called commercial gaming in B.C.;

•

lottery schemes "conducted and managed" by a licensed charit able or religious organization
pursuant to a licence issued by a provincial authority, provided that the proceeds of the lottery
scheme are used for a charitable or religious pu rpose (s.207(1)(bl);

•

Lottery schemes "conducted and managed" by a licensed board of a fair or exhibition or by an
operator of a concession leased by that boa rd (s. 207(1)(c)); and

•

Lottery schemes "conducted and managed" by a licensed person at a public place of amusement if
the value of each prize awarded does not exceed $500.00, and the consideration paid to secure a
chance to win does not exceed $2.00 (s. 207(1)(d)}.

The Gaming Control Act and Regulation establish the province's specific regulatory framework for gaming, in
conformance with the Criminal Code gaming provisions. As noted above, the GCA assigns GPEB the
responsibility for regulating commercial gambling and licensing charitable gaming in BC and assigns BCLC, on
behalf of the Province, the responsibility for conducting and operating commercial gambling in BC.
GPEB liaises with the federal and provincial governments on all national gaming issues t hrough a FederalProvincial-Territorial {FPT) Working Group on Gaming. GPEB also works with other provincial regulatory
agencies as a member of the Canadian Association of Gaming Regulatory Agencies (CAGRA).
GPEB develops and maintains a rigorous and transparent policy and regulatory environment for gaming and
horse racing that supports government's objectives for gaming in British Columbia.

GP[B

BClC

R, A

A,C, I

A

l,C

Gaming Policy

Develop, manage and maintain the government's gaming legislation,
regulations, policies, standards and directives
GPEB may be issued directives on matters of general policy by the
Minister {s. 26)
GPEB may issue directives t o BCLC on matters of general policy and
other reasons (s. 6 and 28 of the Act)

R,A

C*, I

Inform BCLC of written directives prior to their publication

R,A

C*, I

Power to make regulations under Part 10 of the Act

R,A

C, I

Location and relocation of gaming facilities

I

R,A

Annual reporting by GPEB

R,A

C, I

Annual reporting by BClC
GPEB must not conduct, manage, operate or present gaming or horse
races

C,1

R,A

R,A

C,I

Statutory Responsibilities

)
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Corporate Duties
Appointment to the BCLC Board of Directors

R,A

R,A

Annual Mandate letter to BCLC

R, A, C, I

R,A,C, I

Taxpayer Accountability Principles

C, I

R,A, I

Minister's quarterly meetings with BCLC chair
ILC - Shareholder (Minister's) Proxy

R,A
A, R, C, I

C, I

Publication of written directives to the lottery corporation

R,A

C*, I

Provision of information on process and timing of new directives
GPEB must publish written directives by the Minister of Finance and
the General Manager. The Community Gaming Manager (CGGM) is
responsible for publishing CGGM directives not the GPEB General
Manager.
Provision of advance notice on new BCLC initiatives that require GM or
Ministerial approval as required under the GCA
Provision of advance notice on new BCLC initiatives that can be
anticipated to impact or require a reciprocal GPEB operational or
business change to support BCLC's new initiative.

R,A

C*, I

R,A

I

C, I

R,A

C, I

R,A

Communications

R - Responsible, A-Accountable, C - Consulted, I- Informed
* In some cases, GPEB is not able to consult with BCLC due to an internal government requirement for
confidentiality

GPEfJ Responsihilities under th e Act
•
GPEB, under the Minister's direction, must develop, manage and·maintain the government's gaming
policy as outlined in section 27(2).
•

The Minister may issue directives to the lottery corporation on matters of general policy pursuant to
section 6 of the Act. The lottery corporation must comply with the directives (section 6(2)).

•

The Minister may issue directives to the General Manager as matters of general policy pursuant to
section 26 of the Act (matters of general policy). The lottery corporation must comply with the
directives (section 26(2)).

•

The general manager must not conduct, manage, operate or present gaming or horse races, enter
into an agreement with Canada or the government of another province with respect to the conduct,
management, operation or .presentation of lottery schemes or horse races, or enter into an
agreement with a gaming services provider pursuant to section 27(4).

•

The general manager may Issue directives establishing criteria for the review and evaluation of
proposals for new gaming facilities or for the relocation of existing gaming facilities.

•

The general manager may make inquiries or carry out research into any matter that affects or could
reasonably be expected to affect the integrity of gaming or horse racing pursuant to section 27(3)(c).

•

Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations related to (section 105);
o
o
o

respecting the conduct, management and operation of provincial gaming;
respecting the consultations on the location and relocation of gaming facilities;
governing conflict of interest for (i) the general manager and persons employed in the
branch, and (ii) the directors and employees of the lottery corporation;
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o

allowing the presence of minors at a gaming facility or a gaming event, in circumstances, or

)

on conditions, that may be set out in the regulations;

o
o
•

respecting types of lottery schemes that the lottery corporation may conduct and manage;
defining, for the purposes of this Act, words and expressions that are not defined in this Act.

An appointee to the BCLC Board must undergo a background investigation by the general manager
pursuant to section 55(1).

•

GPEB will issue a report annually for the Minister to table before the Legislative Assembly pursuant
to section 29(1) of the Act.

•

GPEB must publish written directives to the lottery corporation in one issue of the Gazette and on
the branch's website pursuant to section 6(3) of the Act and to Regulation 9(a) and (b).

•

GPEB must publish written directives by the Minister of Finance and the General Manager. in one
issue of the Gazette and on the branch's website pursuant to sections 6 (3) and 26(3) of the Act and
to Regulation 15.

BCLC Respunsi/Jililies 11111/cr the Act
Location, relocation or substantial change to gaming fa cilities
18 (1) Subject to first receiving authorization by a written directive of the minister under section 6,
the lottery corporation may
(a) develop, use or operate a facility as a gaming facility,
(b) relocate an existing gaming facility, or
(c) substantially change the type or extent of lottery schemes or horse racing
at a gaming facility.

)

(2) Despite subsection (1), the lottery corporation may develop, use and operate a facility as
a gaming facility without the authorization referred to in subsection (1) if the facility was a
lawful gaming facility in existence immediately before the coming into force of this section.

(3) A written authorization to develop, use or operate a facility as a gaming facility, to
relocate an existing gaming facility, or to make a substantial change to a gaming facility,
which authorization was in effect immediately before the coming into force of this section,
remains in effect until
(a) the date on which its term ends, or
(b) the date which is 24 months after the coming into force of this section,
whichever date is earlier.

(4) A written authorization described in subsection (3) that was in effect immediately before
the coming into force of this section ceases to have effect if the facility that is the subject of
the authorization is not ready for occupancy by the earlier of the dates referred to in
subsection (3).
Local government or first nation approval required for gaming facilities
19 (1) The lottery corporation must not, under section 18, develop, use or operate a facility, other
than as permitted under section 18 (2}, as a gaming facility, relocate an existing gaming
facility or substantially change the type or extent of lottery schemes or horse racing at a
gaming facility, unless the lottery corporation
8IPage
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(a) first receives the approval, in the prescribed form and manner, from the
host local government,
(b) is satisfied that the host local government has consulted with each
potentially affected local government with respect to the subject matters
prescribed by regulation, and
(c) is satisfied, in the case of the location or relocation of a gaming facility, that
any applicable requirements of Division 2 of Part 8 respecting the registration
of any proposed gaming services provider have been complied with.
(2) A host local government must not give an approval referred to in subsection (1) (a)

unless, before or concurrently with giving the approval, the host local government satisfies
the lottery corporation that adequate community input has been sought and considered.
Matters relevant to location or relocation of gaming facili ties
20 In deciding under section 18 whether to develop, use or operate a facility as a gaming facility, to
relocate an existing gaming facility or substantially change the type or extent of lottery schemes or horse
racing at a gaming facility, the lottery corporation may take into account factors that the lottery
corporation considers relevant.
•

BCLC has written approval under section 18 for the discretion to locate and relocate gaming facilities
for business reasons and substantially change the type or extent of lottery schemes in gaming
facilities in order to meet marketplace demand pursuant to a 2005 Directive.

•

The Minister may issue directives to the Lottery Corporation as matters of general policy pursuant to
section 6(1) of the Act (matters of general policy). The lottery corporation must comply with the
directives (section 6(2)).

•

The lottery corporation must not implement a new type of lottery scheme that was not in operation
on the date this section comes into force without first receiving the written approval of the Minister
pursuant to section 7(2).

•

BCLC will issue a report annually for the Minister to table before the Legislative Assembly pursuant
to section 11(1) of the Act.

•

BCLC will have no more than 9 directors, each appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council
pursuant to section 2(1) of the Act

Financial Responsibilities
GPEB provides financial advice to the Ministry executive on annual appropriations, is responsible for
effectively administering the Branch's budget and recoveries, and provides strategic financial support in
financial administration of new and existing gaming-related programs.
BCLC is responsible for ensuring the continued sustainability, and growth, of the business of gaming in the
province. BCLC provides net income to government, and is responsible for growing that income as directed
by the Minister of Finance. BCLC is responsible for maintain a comprehensive cost containment framework to
assist in achieving net income contribution goals.

GPEl3

l3CLC

Net gaming income to be paid to consolidated revenue fund

C, I

R,A,C, I

Distribution of gaming revenues to host local governments

R,A

C, I

Distribution of gaming and racing revenue to support the horse racing

R,A

C,I
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industry
Distribution of Community Gaming Grants*

R, A

Co-ordination of Treasury Board Submission from both GPEB and BCLC

A

)
R, C, I

R - Responsible, A - Accountable, C - Consulted, I- Informed
* The Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development is responsible for policy matters that impact
Community Gaming Grants. GPEB is responsible for the administration of the Community Gaming Grant
program.
The following sections of the Act are relevant to BCLC's responsibilities with respect to the financial budgets
and disbursement:
•

The balance of net income in each fiscal year of the lottery corporation, after the lottery corporation
makes provision in that fiscal year for payment under section 13 and 7(1)(c), must be paid into the
consolidated revenue fund at the times and in the manner directed by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council pursuant to section 14(1) of the Act.

Registration of 1.:ompanics am! individuals
Companies or persons wishing to provide goods or services which may have an impact on the integrity of
gaming in British Columbia must be registered with GPEB.

Determining when registration is required for corporations or individuals

( ;l ' l·:B

l~U. '.

R,A

C, I

C

R,A

R,A

C

R,A

I

Providing adequate information regarding any initiative where registration
may be required

)

Requesting clarification when there is ambiguity or a lack of understanding
related to an initiative where registratlon may be required
Registering corporations and individuals who will provide goods or services to
the gambling industry in British Columbia
R - Responsible, A-Accountable, C - Consulted, I- Informed

GPEl1 l?esponsi/Jilit ies wulcr Ilic 1kt
•
As delegated by the General Manager, the Licensing, Registration and Certification {LRC) Division has
sole authority for conducting background investigations of registrants and applicants for registration
pursuant to section 80(1) of the Act.
•

All Licensing, Registration and Certification Division investigators are authorized to conduct
background investigations pursuant to section 80(1) of the Act.

•

Under section 56(1} of the Act, the Branch must maintain a registry of all registered gaming services

•

Under section 56(3) of the Act, the Branch may attach conditions to registrations.

providers and gaming workers.

no.r Uesponsihilities 1111ller th e Act
•

Under section 55, it is a condition precedent to the appointment or employment that the
prospective appointee or employee must undergo a background investigation to ascertain the
suitability of the person for appointment or employment by BCLC. The registration of all Corporation
appointees and employees must be renewed every 5 years.

)
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•

Under section 86(1), BCLC must provide LRC Division Inspectors or Investigators w ith any
information, records or things requested by the Inspector or Investigator.

•

Under section 87 of the Act, BCLC and its officers and employees :

o

Must submit to an investigation or inspection conducted by the LRC Division;

o

Must not obstruct or interfere with an investigation or inspection conducted by the LRC; and

o

Must not withhold or refuse to produce any information, record or thing that is requested
by an Investigator or Inspector.

•

Under section 96 of the Act, BCLC cannot employ or engage a person unless they are appropriately
registered with the Branch.

Lit:enscd Gambling
Charitable gambling in B.C. requires a licence. A community group or organization may be eligible to receive a
licence to hold a gambling event that earns revenue to benefit Important programs and services or within
British Columbia. A licence must be applied for and issued in advance of the proposed gambling event.

GPEB
Issuing gambling event licenses to eligible charitable organizations

R,A

Creating standards, procedures and guidelines for gambling event licenses

R,A

Granting approval for the types of games allowed under a license

R,A

Acts as a service provider for licensed gambling events *

C,I

BC LC

R,A

R - Responsible, A-Accountable, C- Consulted, I- Informed
* As noted in the section titled Service Provider in Licensed Gambling, BCLC has obtained permission from the
Minister of Finance to operate as a service provider for charitable organ izations. This permission is subject to
the terms and conditions set out by the Minister.
GPHB l?cspo11sibilities under the Act
•
Section 30(2) and 30(3) of the Act allow the General Manager or his or her delegate to license
persons to conduct and manage gaming events in BC and to attach conditions to those licenses.

BCLC llespo11sihilities muter the i\ct
•

BCLC is not involved in the conduct o r management of licensed gambling.

Certification
All gaming supplies and lottery schemes must be certified by GPEB prior to being used or implemented within
BC. Gaming supplies and lottery schemes are subjected to a rigorous testing and review process to ensure
their integrity prior to GPEB issuing a Certificate of Technical Integrity.
GP l..: 13

IJ CLC

Providing advance notice of certification requests

I

R,A

Providing relevant documentation in a t imely manner to support requests

C,I

Granting of Certificates of Technical Integrity in a timely manner
Reporting equipment that has been repaired, altered, upgraded or has
malfunctioned

R,A

I

C,I

R,A

R,A

R - Responsible, A-Accountable, C- Consulted, I- Informed

GPEJJ Responsibilities 1111der the Act
•
Gaming equipment is defined under section 74 of the Act.

11
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•

Under section 75 {3} of the Act, the general manager may issue a certificate of technical integrity
only if satisfied that the gaming supplies and lottery scheme will be fair, honest, secure and safe,

j

individually or according to type, according to standards approved by the general manager.

UCU' Ucspn11sihilities under th e Act.
•

Under section 75(1) of the Act, BCLC cannot use, or permit the use of, gaming equipment in
connection with a lottery scheme unless the Branch has issued a certificate of technical integrity.

•

Under section 75(2) of the Act, BCLC must advise the Branch if any gaming equipment has been
repaired, altered or upgraded or has malfunctioned, and BCLC must not use the gaming equipment
until the use has been approved in writing.

Rcsponsihl c Gamhling
The Province of British Columbia is committed to ensuring that gambling in BC is conducted and managed
with integrity and that gambling events and products are offered in a socially responsible manner.
GPEB and BCLC share responsibility for responsible gambling in Brit ish Co lumbia, and in particular the
operation of the GameSense program. BCLC operates the program and GPEB manages the contracts with the
personnel who interface with gamblers offering information on the risks, myths, how the games work and
where to get help when gambling becomes a problem .
Cl'l ·: ll

IH: I.(

Operation and site management for GameSense

C,I

R,A

Contract management and procurement for GameSense
Development of location-based responsible gambling products (e.g. casino,
CGC, PlayNow)
Development of community-based responsible and problem gambling
products

R,A

C,I

C,I

R,A

R,A

C,I

,,.)

R - Responsible, A - Accountable, C - Consulted, I- Informed

Although the Act does not specifically set out responsibility for responsible and problem gambling, it is
mentioned in the following sections:
•

Under section 27(2)(d) the general manager may establish public interest standards for gaming
operations, including but not limited to extension of credit, advertising, types of activities allowed
and policies to address problem gambling at gaming facilities.

•

Under section 27{3)( a)(i) the general manager may direct that GPEB conduct an investigation relating
to the integrity of lottery schemes.

•

Under section 27(3)(c) the general manager may make inquiries or carry out research into any
matter that affects or could reasonably be expected to affect the integrity of gaming.

•

Under section 28(1}(k) of the Act, the general manager may issue directives applicable to GPEB, BCLC
or both as to the carrying out of responsibilities under the Act including establishing policies to
address problem gambling.

Ministerial and Genera l Manage r's Directives & /\pprnvals in Effect
The following directives have been included in this document to provide further direction and additional
clarity on each organization's role within the framework of the Gaming Control Act and its regulations.

12
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•

Minister's Directive - Gamin_g Control Act,3ection 28
(amended formula for gaming revenue)

•

Minister's Directive - Gaminq Control Act. Section 26
(limit on the number of horse radruLteJetheatres)

•

Minister's Directive - Gaming Control Act Section 18
(move casinos, change lottery schemes)

•

Minister's Directive - Approval to operate casino games online - July 24. 2009

•

General Mana er's Directive - Gami n

Control Act Section 28

(Internal Rev iew Procedures)
•

General Manager's Directive - Gaming Control Act. Section 28
(Technical Integrity of BCLC Lottery Schemes)

•

General Manager's Directive - Gam ing Control Act. Section 28
(BCLC Employees' Reporting Req ui rements Concerning Conflict of Interest) [PDF]

Publi c interest standards
The following standards provide guidance with respect to three key areas which face the public:
•

Advertising and Market ing Stan dards

•

Security and Surveillance Standards

•

Re__sQ_onsible Gambling Standards

Dispute Resolution
GPEB and BCLC will make all reasonable efforts to resolve disputes regarding their respective roles and
responsibilities and will follow the key principles document that has been agreed to between the parties. This
process will follow a standa rd escalation path where the relevant GPEB and BCLC executive team members
will discuss the issue and attempt to reach a resolution. In the event that they are not able to reach a
resolution at this level, the following process will be used to escalate and address the dispute:
•

GPEB and BCLC executive team members will escalate the issue to the General Manager of GPEB and
the CEO of BCLC who will attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute

•

if necessary, a facilitator or mediator may be used to assist in the resolution of the issue; and

•

if GPEB and BCLC are unable to successfully resolve the issue, it will be escalated to the Minister for a
decision.
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TITLE: Ministerial authority over the British Columbia Lottery Corporation
ISSUE: Under the Gaming Control Act, the general manager of the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch has limited authority to regulate the activities of the British
Columbia Lottery Corporation. The Minister responsible for gaming (the Minister),
however, has broader statutory authority, which is outlined below.
BACKGROUND:
The Gaming Control Act (GCA) articulates the roles and responsibilities of the Minister
responsible for gaming (currently the Minister of Finance), the general manager of Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB), and the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC).
The general manager's role is, in large part, that of a statutory decision-maker with significant
authority and discretion to regulate participants in the B.C. gambling industry. The general
manager has independent statutory powers to make certain decisions under the Gaming
Control Act (authorities s/he can exercise without Minister approval). However, with certain
narrow exceptions, the regulatory powers of the general manager do not extend to BCLC's
activities in its conduct and management of gaming. See Appendix I which outlines the general
manager's role and authorities under the GCA.
The general manager has some specific authority in relation to the activities of BCLC, such as
the authority to conduct audits and investigations to monitor BCLC's compliance with the GCA
and standards by which the corporation must abide. However, the general manager's role does
not regulate BCLC's conduct and management of gaming as the GCA assumes that the
Minister, GPEB and BCLC act in concert. BCLC's conduct and management of gaming does
not arise from or depend upon any statutory decisions made by the general manager as the
corporation is not a licensee or a registrant under the Act. Moreover, BCLC is not subject to the
offence provisions in the Act.
GPEB is "responsible for the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing" in B.C. The general
manager must, under the Minister's direction, develop, manage and maintain the government's
gaming policy. This is achieved mainly through the regulatory oversight of the gaming
industry, service providers and charity organizations engaged in gaming.
Because BCLC is the agent of the government and exists for the purpose of conducting and
managing gaming on behalf of the government, the government's powers relating to BCLC are
extensive. Specific sections of the GCA empower the responsible Minister and Cabinet in
relation to different aspects of BCLC's strategic direction and its operations.
BCLC is responsible for the conduct and management of gaming on behalf of the government
(section 7(1 )). BCLC's powers and duties arise from the GCA, and it is subject to:
•
•

Regulations made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council (LGC) under section 105(1 )(a)
of the GCA, and
Direction by the Minister under specific sections of the GCA.

On a policy level, BCLC is also subject to such matters as the annual mandate letter, Taxpayer
Accountability Principles, and government Core Policy.
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DISCUSSION:

Strategic Authority
Section 2
The Minister and the Lieutenant Governor in Council (LGC) influence the governance of BCLC
because under section 2 of the Act, the LGC has authority to appoint the members of the
board of directors of BCLC and to appoint one of those directors to be the Chair. The LGC also
has the authority, among other matters, to set the length of these appointments and to
terminate the appointments at any time.
Section 4
The government-appointed board members set the strategic direction for BCLC. They have the
responsibility to oversee the conduct of BCLC's business and to supervise management. In
an extreme case of disagreement, the LGC has authority to terminate the Board appointees
and name a new Board.
Section 3
Government has ultimate authority over the lottery corporation by way of section 3: the lottery
corporation is, for all purposes, an agent of the government. This section also states that the
Minister of Finance is the fiscal agent of BCLC. Section 3 is critically important as the Criminal
Code confirms that only gaming conducted and managed by a provincial government is lawful;
however, government can fulfill this requirement by having an agent of government conduct
and manage gaming.
Operational Authorities
The Minister's powers relating to BCLC's operations are extensive. Both matters of general
policy and certain operational matters can be directed to the lottery corporation through:
•
•
•

the Ministers' directive making authority under section 6;
the requirement for the corporation to seek Ministerial approval for certain aspects of its
business under section 7 and section 18; and
the LGC's regulatory making authority under section 105.

Section 6
Section 6 confers _on. the _Minister. the. authority to _issue_ written _directives. to. BCLC _on_matt~rs of
general policy.!
Solicitor Client Privilege
i
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·!.......................................................................................................~..... ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ----·-·-·----~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-'

1--

i

S<:>!.!~}!~-~-~-!!_~.!!~ Privilege

_J

The principal reason for this view is the fact that BCLC is an agent of the government and
exists for the purpose of conducting and managing gaming on behalf of the governmentlw•~,-~-j

It..---·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---Solicitor Client Privilege
Section 7(1)

In carrying out its statutory responsibility, BCLC is required to obtain Ministerial approval under
section 7 before it acts in the following circumstances:
•

•

I

----------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-;

Entering into agreements with the government of Canada or the governments of other
provinces regarding the conduct and management of provincial gaming in B.C. and in
those other provinces (s. 7(1 )(c))
Entering into the business of supplying any person with operational services, computer
software, tickets or other technologies (s. 7(1 )(d))
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BCLC must do other things the Minister may require and may do things the Minister
may authorize (s. 7(1 )U))

In the circumstances of its business under section 7(1 )(c) and (d) where BCLC is required to
seek Ministerial approval prior to acting, the lottery corporation has already been granted
approval.
•

•

In March 2010, approval was granted under section 7(1 )(c) through a letter to BCLC
that permitted the corporation to enter into an agreement with Manitoba to offer
PlayNow.com in that jurisdiction.
In another March 2010 letter, authority under section 7(1 )(d) was granted. These letters
are vague and further legal analysis is required to determine what, if any, other
authorities they convey.

The Minister may withdraw any or all of these approvals by notifying the corporation in writing.
However, doing so may be impractical as BCLC has already entered into agreements with
other entities or governments and reversing them would have significant impacts on its
business.
Subsection 7(1 )U) is very broad in its implications and provides the Minister with extensive
authority to direct BCLC in respect of its responsibility to conduct and manage gaming on
behalf of the government. No Ministerial Directives have been made under section 7(1 )U) to
date.
Section 7(2)
Under section 7(2), BCLC must seek Ministerial approval to offer a new type of lottery scheme.
This section of the GCA allows the Minister to be made aware of potential new gambling
offerings, assess any responsible gambling or integrity risks, and determine whether these
products and games should be available in B.C. The term 'new type of lottery scheme' is
sometimes unclear and open to interpretation. For that reason, GPEB and BCLC may not
always agree on what constitutes a new lottery scheme and thus when BCLC must seek the
Minister's approval.
Section 18
Section 18(1) requires BCLC to obtain Ministerial approval before it acts in relation to
developing and relocating a gaming facility and substantially altering the type of lottery
schemes at a gaming facility. In a 2005 Ministerial Directive, blanket approval was granted for
BCLC to 'locate and relocate gaming facilities for business reasons'. The Minister has the
authority to revoke or amend this directive.
Section 105
The LGC also has very broad powers to make regulations related to gaming:

105(1)(a) respecting the conduct, management and operation of provincial gaming
(i)

by the government or, on behalf of the government, by the lottery corporation

Section 105(1 )(a)(i) is very broad. The term "respecting" is understood to connote the widest
possible scope. The only restriction would be that a regulation under this subsection must have
some rational connection to the conduct, management or operation of gaming by BCLC. Also,
as with any regulation, a regulation under this subsection cannot serve to amend the Act, nor
can it contradict what the Legislature has provided for in the Act itself.
The only regulation that has been made under this section of the GCA is section 13.1 of the
Gaming Control Regulation. This section was added in 2006 and requires BCLC to seek local
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government approval before expanding the number of slot machines in a gambling facility
beyond a maximum limit established by the host local government.
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Appendix I - Specific provisions of the GCA that relate to the general
manager's authorities over BCLC
The general manager cannot be said to be a "regulator" of the lottery corporation; in its
conduct and management of gaming, its power and authority does not arise from or depend
upon any statutory decisions made by the general manager. The corporation is not a registrant
or licensee under the Act and is not subject to any offence provisions under the GCA.
BCLC is subject to certain statutory obligations that involve the general manager:
Section 28
Section 28 obliges the lottery corporation to comply with directives made by the general
manager (note - any such directives must first be approved by the minister). The types of
directive that the general manager may issue to the lottery corporation are outlined in Section
28 (a) through (I}.
Section 75
Under Section 75, the lottery corporation must not use, or permit the use, of gaming supplies
that have not been certified by the general manager.
Section 78(2)
This section gives the general manager the authority to conduct audits and investigations "to
monitor compliance of the lottery corporation with this Act and the regulations".
Section 86
The lottery corporation has an obligation to provide the general manager certain information
about criminal conduct, or about the commission of provincial offences occurring in connection
with a lottery scheme.

This is Exhibit "HH" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021 .
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A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
B arris1er & So liciLor
1519 Ameli a Street
Vic toria BC V8\Y/ 2Kl
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355179
Bud Smith
Board of Direct9rs
British Columbia Lottery Cotpomtion

74 Seymour Stteet
W~st Kamloops BC V.2C lE-2

Dear Mr. Sn:rith;

This Mandate Letter confli.·m$ your o:rganization,s mandate,.:i)rovides government's: annual
~trategic girectioQ ancJ sets out k~y. petfotmailce expectation~. for the 2017118 £seal year.
On behalf of the Provjnce of Bditsh Colwnbia) thank yoJl ;fpr ycmrleadership· and th~
conti:ibntions made bY. the.. British Columbia Lottery Corporation·over the past year in suppo1t of
govermnehfs objective of provfding legal ~i:uning_in a.safe. and responsible nianner benefiting all
Briti$h Columbians, In particul~r, congi:ah1fotions on the effo1ts ma:4e toward.~ the following·
Cfmtributions and achievements,
•

Contr~but~ng to the integrity of gambling through the couduct and m:anagement9f
gru.nbling in.a so.cial responsible 1nannet, while exceeding the 2015/16 net income target
·of$1.216-biU1011.by $97.5 million;
·
s Working with.gov~mment to combatilleg~l.gamfog.anci advancing gov~rnm.enfs Anti°lyloney l1atmdering srrategyt 1nchrding. ellhartcirig C1.1stomer Due Dlligenc~, and by
providiQg fun.ding for the Joint Illegal Ganiing Investigation Teru1). (JJGIT);
'11!1
Working w~th goyen1.mentfo implemeilt commitments fl'Oiil th~ Pl~n .for Public Health
:and Gambling _(Februat,'Y 2015), includfog completing three-and making significant
progress on four of'the commitments that pertain to the·Co1:poratio~1;• Attaining. a-Compr~hen~ive Cost R~tio of 42% and _surpassing tl}e 2015/16 'target of
·43.3%;-and,
111
Substantially completing the recommendations-made by Internal A~dit & Advisory
Services (IAAS).

..,/2

M<illiog ,\ddrcssi
PO.Box 904SStnlroVG.ovt
Victorl'nBC \'.BW !11{2

J...oc-ntlon1

'l'dep.ho11.~• .250 3!17-3751

wl!ti~itc!

l'~csiniilc:, 250 387•559,4

WWW;gt>\',l>c.~~/fin

l'.1r:i;i:mct\t llui!dint:s, \ii~t(lna
·
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B.C. ~s Corporate Oovemance Framework takes a pr111ciples.:based approach in pro-vidi.ng
direction for effective governam;e of ministries $').d Public.S"ecto:r Otgaoizations (P.SOs). · $incl;}
June 2014, the Taxp-i:iy~t AveountabiHty Prhlcipl~s-(TAP) have provided guitjanceto erisure that
the acdons taken, an(} ·servi.ces provided strengthen aGco-unta,billty and .promote cost control while
n1eetil)g t~e pQQlio policy objectives established,by·govcrnment on b.ehalf of the citizens of RC.
I would also 1ike. to. recognize the contributions BCLC makes to local ana regkmal ~co1.1on:iits. in
•British Columbia_. andfrt particular the impo1ta11ce-ofthe c.orp:oration·'s head offi~e t◊ the
Kamloops area.
ll i~ critk:al that public sector orgauizati~ns operate as·efficienlly·as possible,)~1 oid~(to Pnsut'e
Britis11 Columbians are 'provided with effective service$ ~t. the low~st cqst possjble. T~is :req"4ires
constant f<mus on: maintaining a cost,.c<;>nsc>ious ~nd pnncipled pJ.llture thrnt1gh the. efficient.
delivery o.f s~rvke~ that stand tbe te~t of public s_crntit1y- and help develop a prosperous .economY.
in ru.1 envi_rQI1.I11'entally $UStainal:,le._mann~i·. This is·critical to government's commitfnent'to
control spending and balat1ce the budget. For this reason, it is e.~seutial thatBCLC corttains:cos~
and meets its projected revenue targets.
Govetnment is i1,1ak..i.qg open information a:p1:ioriiy across the public sector to enhance
goverilment transparency a:nd accountabHity in fue use of public resources, the delivet-y of

programs and public services. With that in mind, it is govem.tmmt~s e')<pec.tation tha,t.UCLG wHI
foster a qulture ctftransparency and infQrmation sliati~g with gove1-riment.
Government seeks to deliver legal gaming in a sound ·and :resilonsibl.e manner.that promotes the
integrity of gaming and public.safety. Under th:~ Gaming Control A.cf, the Lott~ry Cotpo_rntion is
respo.nslbie for the c_onduct and management.of gaming on l;,eh:;tlf of government.
The Lottery. CorporaJion_ is dite.cte.d to conduct its busfoess in a mmmer that meets govermnent's
l';Xpectations-for social wspo1.1slbility; publio safety,..gaming integrity,_ and proJected fo1ailcra!
targets. This is achieved through a culture of innovation and cost contafnnient as wen as
coinmitmont to responsible gambling atid a.nti-money l.~undering· efforts.
To aohJeve this mandate; thtfBrit,1$11 Columpfa Lottery Corporation is specifically directed to
take the foJlowing strategic actions:

1. BCLC will optimize the Corporation:~s- financial petfot)nafict:) ai1d sust;lin, net re(urn to the
Pl'ovinc~ in acccnxlancc with goven.1.ment direction on cost. co:Qtainment, r~~ponsible
gamb.ling; and anti~in.oney laundering1 and in alignment with the Taxpayer Accountability
Pl'inciplcs by:
·
a) Continuing to seek bu.s1ri.ess oppoti.unities such as.1:i.ew gambling facilitfos mid
e.Ga,ming n:om a soci'al respon$ible pel'sp.ec(ive with pai1icular attentkin to 4ttpacts
on ptobl.ctn gatnl:/lii1g, nw1wy 'la11nderihg, public·s&.foty,. and s~lbsequen.tly
developing strategi~s to mitigate-risk;
b) Providing a long term·capital Plan to the·Ministry of Finance se.ttit'lKout the
co·rpotatlon's capital and spe.n"d.i:og and.I11anagemebt plans. inclu:ding significant.
IT ar.i.d Kamloops head pff1.c'e fadlity d~velopment proje~ts~ over the next five
yea,rs;
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c) Reviewing its appt:oaoh·to ponunissions:paid tq g~ming service, providers aml
implementi11g_char1ges-subji::ctto tlw approval oflts bo.ard ofdirepto1·s;d) Achieving financial targets as· approyed. by Treasury s·oard;
e) Reporting 011 the hnplementation bf t11e new PlayNow·subsidiary1 which will be
mm1aged hy"the .san1e contrtils and acco-µntabiiitles to BCLC's Board; -and
f) Provioing qu(irtedy reports to the Mihistry of Fln&n~ that pi:ovide fihanciai
forecusts, at)d discuss and identif-y Issues aud 1-isk~.
2, -Continue to support government in the implementation.of its Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) Strategy aJ1d..111itigation of rela.t~.d· iifogal activ.ities,.'including but not limited tp:.
a} Undertaking activiti.es to ·ensure the .Corporation's con:,.pliat}ce regiine-:is focus~d
on preservi11g·the integrity anq. reputation.ofB.C/.s ga!llng industry in th~ 1ntblic.
interest;
·b) Woi-king collabora:tiv\'!ly with GPBB to determine and in'lpleme:tit measures that
effectrv~ly c.ombat money·laundeling a.tid illegal aotivitles in B.C. gi:unbling_
facilities;
·
c). Funding, in accordance with gpvenunent's announced direction, theJoint-Ulegal
Gaming Investigation Teain (JIGIT).).a.dedicated,_ coordinated., multi"jurisdiotional
ihvest'i.gµtive ~nd ~nforce·merttt~ponse to unlawful activities within.RC. gamilig
faci1ities Md illpgal gamblh1g jn B;C.;
d) CoHecting:and shadng informatio.n anq d_ata wit4 GPBB-tltat ~upports·measures tp
address money laundedng_ in B.C. gaming:f.acilities, illeg~l gaming in·the
province, ,iild JIGIT operations; and
e) Enh~ming AML t,est practi.ces with appropr1ate c.onsi_dera.tion of ~val\1ating
source of fonds .pri.or tQ oasli' acceptarice with!rra risk~b.as~d frap-1eWoi'k;· and
f} Providing-a quarterly report·to·the Minister ofl?inance on Bcic}s ac.ti'vities
relatecl to- the above.

_3. lmplementtl_te fivey re.1u.ainiug comrrutm~nts tha.t. BCLC is 1'esppnsible for in the Plan/or
.Public Health and'.Gambling (February 2015). This i:ncludes offering ~ill-i,e ~nd JMlley
budgeting tools to.·Encore Rewards 11.1enibers and PiayNow.eom custome.r$ ;md
'implem:enting customized responsible gambling.messaging on PlayNow;cot'n. BCLC will
continue. to. partner wl(h GPEB in the h11plemei1tation the fm.u· remaining t:ommitments
for·which th~y are jointfy1'.e.sponsible, ir).cl~dh1g irµplel'nenting ·a:-Ga:me.Set1se Advisor
presence in Commuajty Ga_mi;ng Centres ·and undertaking key rcs~i:ch. projecfs ~lated to
online proolem gambling.and high-risk features of-Electronic "GamiIJg Machines. BCLC'
wili sub~it bl-ati.1).ual ptogi·ess reports to the Mirtistel' ofFlnan9e ai1d the General
.
.Man~ge1'., Gl>BB. on thl;} jmpleme11tati_o1i of 901ru'nitments und~r 'the .Pl~m.

of

4. BCLC will report out on the completion of-impt~mentation of the rec;Qm111endations from
the Review ofthe British Columbia Lottery. Corporation (December :2014) by Internal
Audit and· Advisory ·Sei:vk.;es.by June 30, ·2017.
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Tho ongoing culture shift to }Jrincipled public. sector govetnance reriiains a priority for
government, PS Os are expected to unde1iake 1nore. co1npre&ensive professi011al d~v.efopment.tQ
eiihan¢e odentation ofthefr board.members-and senior executives.· Govel'nmer1t wiH. b.e
providing ptogtf\mirimg· and resources· des~gti.ed 10 compl~ment components 9f ori:entation to
en.sui'e- undetstandir;g~Qf the accountab_ilities and expectations of pu:blic sector boards and
organizations. For detaile.d infonnation about TAP. dlrectives,.piease refer to the following lird<;,
Taxp_'.i)'.er Accountability Principles.

G_over.Qinetlt i.s. CQmt.1.1irt.ed to continue to revitalize the rel_ationship between Gover~ment and
PS Os. This strong foct~s ·on fooreased two,..way .comnmnieation.supports m\d ensures a common
understanding of Government's expectafa.ms. Thnely conm11tiifoation of 1?merging issues whi~h
may affecrtbe btJSiiiess of tbe:Britlsh Columbja Lottety Corp.oration an(l./ot the _fotel'Gsts. of
governmet)t is ci'itical to bµilding 'trust ~d the effeGUve delivery of pubHe sQrvices, jnc;Judhig
Jnfotmatioi1 on ~y risk& to a_chieving financial forec~sts-an~ performance targets. With. tbe TAP
.embedded in the Annual Service.Plans·and Rep011:s., thi~ wilf support board chairs in ~ssessing
and C()ruinunicat1ng the org~tifaatioh's overall ·p.ei:fomiance,
In ~ddition, it i.~ ·expected t4at·yogr organization w.m continue. to be diligent in ensuring.fa,m:iliar\ty with and adherence to statutory obligations and policies 'thathave broad a'p'plication
across the public sector. Please refer t◊ th.e followi11g link for a summat·i of thes.e
accounta,])iliti~, link to Crown Accout1tabilities.
Each board member is required to acknowledge:the direc.tion _provided in the. Mandate Letter by
signing this.letter, The . Mandate Letter ls to be posted pitbliclji on your organization~s wel:isite,
and a ¢opy sigri.ed by ~11 board: members ·proyided to the mihisu:y and made available tb the

:pql)Jic ui)on rldquest:
I look fonvard lo our regular-meetings focusit1t.on strategic p1'.iorities, performance.against TAP,
an:d working togethet tQ pi•Qte_ct the public interest'At t1m9s.

au

Sincerely,

Mi:ohael de Jong,_ Q.C.
· Jylinis.~er
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S{g,ned .by:

ti

mith~

tttl'

'.Gtltish Columbia 1ottl$ry·CqtpornHon

~
~.,
l31'1tis11 Co.hltnbfo ttel'y Gorp0.radop.
. ~uJQt./
Ttudj Brown1 Dir. ctot
British Ctlumbi;1 ottery Gorp,ora,tion

Date

~~
w,ol,,y-.--- ~t,f-_v,)

Robo.ttHoldcn, Dfrecta~
British-Coliunbia. Lottery Goi:p·orati9n

Wendr Lisogar-Co.cohfa.; Director
Britfsl1 ·columbia Lottery Co1'pomtion.

M

Brltl

· . 01

Da.to

Ion.

~-------Ma.tthew Watson, Dfreclor

Dec 5, 2016

Date

Bl'itish Cpluinb'ia Lotte~Y. CCil'poration

Andi: w· BrowJ11 Director
Bl'itish C.olumbia Lottery ·corporation

Date

'5 ~\ (o .
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cc:

Honourable Christy Clat:k
Ptemfor

~im Henderson
Deputy Minister to the Prelnier ai1d Cabin~t:Secre.ta,ry.

Athana Mentzylopoulos ·
Deputy Minister and Seoretuty·to Treasury Board
Mfnish'Y of Finance
Cheryl Wei1e.zenki., Yollai1d_
Assoc:iate Depttty Minis.ter
Mit1istry of Finance

Christina.Anthony
TnJdi .B:r:owrt

Robe.rt HoWen
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchiai
MomyKeith
Miitth!lw Watson
Andrew Bro\V}.1
Board Members.
Ptiblic S¢ctoi' Orgtinization

Jfm Lightbagy
Chief Ex:eoutive Officer
British Columbia Lemery Col'poration

John Mazure.Assistant Deputy Minister
.Gaming Policy and Ebforce1nent Branch

Attachment:·. Taxpayer Accountability Prhtciples
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2

Acco_untability

Tnmsparently manage.responsibilities according to a set of
common public seetor principleif in the best interest of the
cltizens ofth~ province. Byenhanoiug organizational effici~n:cy
and effeodven.ess in the pla.Mi_ng, repottirtg and d.eci~i~:rn :m.aldng,
publio ~ee~or org~Qizations wm ensµre-acticins. are aligned with
go.vernment:s strategic mandate.

4

Service

Maintain-a clear {ocus on positive outcomes for citizeiis. of
British Columbia, i:>y deliv~i'ing cos.t-efnejent, effectiv~, valu~.for-mof1ey, public :setvi"ces an!:t" pi:Qgr1:t.mS. •.
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6 Infogdty

Make depisio~s and take acU011s that are transparent, l;\thical and
free. from conflict of interest.. Reqµ1re the establishment of a
sh'ong ethical code of con.dtJct for all eni.ployees and executives.
Scrve'the. citizens of Bdtish Qoh.tmbi~ by ti::.si~cti:ng .tbe.sbared
publfo trust and acth1g ·in accordance with the taxpayer
·
accountability prln.c~ples.

This is Exhibit "II" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street

Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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Minister Accountability Statement
The Ministry of Finance 2017I 18 - 2019/20
Service Plan was prepared under my direction
in accordance with the Budget Transparency
and Accountability Act. I am accountable for
the basis on which this plan has been prepared.
I wish to thank the incredibly dedicated staff at
the Ministry of Finance. I am proud to work,
every day, with such a committed team of
professionals.

Honourable Michael de Jong
Minister of Finance
February 16, 2017
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Purpose of the Ministry
The Ministry of Finance plays a central role in managing government's fiscal, financial, information
management and taxation policies. Key responsibilities of the Ministry include:
•

Policy development, regulation and enforcement for specific sectors including gaming,
financial services, real estate and information management.

•

Developing forecasts of the provincial economy; developing and monitoring government' s
capital plan and three-year fiscal plan; and managing significant risks and opportunities
relating to the plan.

•

Oversight for financial, procurement and administrative governance as well as banking,
accounting, and risk and debt management services for the broader public service.

•

Identifying and collecting amounts owed to the government in relation to statutes the Ministry
directly administers, as well as statutes administered by other ministries.

•

Leading the cross-government implementation of the Taxpayer Accountabi lity Principles to
strengthen accountability, promote cost control and ensure that public sector entities operate in
the best interest of taxpayers.

•

Performance and financial management audits of ministry, agency and Crown corporation
programs and functions to help improve efficiency and ensure governance, management and
control systems are operating effectively.

•

Operation of the Government House and supervision of the BC Securities Commission, BC
Lottery Corporation, Partnerships BC, and Real Estate Counc il of BC.

Strategic Direction and Context
Strategic Direction
Sound fiscal management is the foundation for continued growth for B.C.'s diverse economy. The
Ministry supports Government's commitment to building a strong economy and secure tomorrow for
British Columbians. The Ministry will continue to deliver on both government-wide and ministry
specific strategic priorities and initiatives as outlined in the Province o[British Columbia Strategic
Plan 2016/ 17-2019/20 and the Minister's Mandate Letter.

Economic Context
The Economic Forecast Council (EFC) expects B.C.'s real GDP to grow by 2.3 per cent in 2017 and
2.2 per cent in 2018. Meanwhile for Canada, the EFC projects national real GDP growth of 1.9 per
cent in 2017 and 2.0 per cent in 2018. As such, B.C.'s economic growth is expected to outperform
Canada in the coming years. Downside risks to B.C.'s economic outlook include the potential for a
slowdown in North American economic activity, ongoing fragility in Europe, slower than anticipated
Asian demand (particularly in China), and uncertainty in the outlook for the Canadian dollar.
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Goals, Objectives, Strategies and Performance
Measures
In general, the Ministry strives to ensure that the Service Plan, and particularly its performance
measures and targets, remain consistent in order to provide citizens with a basis for evaluating our
performance over time. The majority of the Ministry's goals and objectives remain the same from
year-to-year with incremental changes in strategies to reflect progress and further actions toward
certain business goals. For example, we have added a strategy referencing the new anti-money
laundering program related to the regulation of gaming.
With regards to performance measures, two are being updated in this service plan to more accurately
reflect the Ministry's operations. The measure related to the effectiveness ofrevenue collection
programs is being refined in 2017 /18 and a new baseline will be established. An update has also been
made to the performance measure related to processing Freedom oflnformation (FOi) requests. The
new metric reflects a key attribute of service valued by clients of the FOi system - timeliness.
Two new objectives have been added to reflect oversight of the province's real estate and financial
sectors. This includes oversight of the Real Estate Council of BC, a crown corporation responsible for
licensing individuals and brokerages engaged in real estate sales.

Goal 1: Sound and transparent management of government
finances
Confidence in British Columbia's economy is important for attracting investment and creating jobs.
Responsible fiscal policies ensure that the government can maintain and enhance the delivery of key
public services and that the costs of public services are not passed on to future generations.

Objective 1.1:

Effective management of government's fiscal plan

The government's ability to achieve a sustainable fiscal environment relies on the development and
maintenance of a prudent and resilient fiscal plan. The Ministry plays a critical role in overseeing the
fiscal plan and works closely with the federal government, provincial ministries and other public
sector partners to ensure that government's annual and three-year revenue, and operating and capital
expenditure targets are met.

Strategies
•
•
•

Continuously monitor revenues, spending and debt set out in Budget 2017 and take corrective
action as required to meet targets.
Ensure effective cash management to minimize borrowing requirements and debt service
costs.
Undertake investor tours to promote and market B.C. as a good place to invest.
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111

111

•

Lead and/ or suppo1i trade missions as part of B.C.'s international engagement strategy to
increase the province's trade presence in key markets and support economic growth in priority
sectors as well as Plan objectives.
Support increased trade and investment with B.C. by issuance and promotion of local currency
bonds where strategic and cost effective oppmiunities arise.
Manage government's capital plan ensuring strategic investments in infrastructure across the
province, including hospitals, roads and schools, reflect the priorities of government.

Performance Measure 1:
Performance Measure

Provincial credit rating

Provincial Credit Rating
2016/17 Forecast

2017118 Target

2018/19 Target

2019/20 Target

triple-A

triple-A

triple-A

triple-A

Data Source: Moody's Investors Service and/or Standard and Poor's (Credit Rating Agencies).

Discussion
This measure is the provincial credit rating determined by independent credit rating agencies. TripleA is the highest possible rating and it is provided only to those public and private sector organizations
that are assessed as bo1mwers with excellent financial security and pose the lowest risk for investor
loss. Organizations with a triple-A credit rating are generally offered the lowest interest rates when
borrowing in domestic and international capital markets. British Columbia has benefited significantly
from our triple-A credit rating as the lowest-cost borrower among provinces in Canada. This is
illustrated by comparing B.C. to similar jurisdictions in Canada who have lower credit ratings and, as
such, higher borrowing costs. If B.C. had the same public debt charges as a percentage of revenue and
credit rating as these jurisdictions, the province would be paying, on average, an additional $2.23
billion in annual debt service costs. With government's continued focus on prudent fiscal
management, it anticipates maintaining its triple-A credit rating.

Performance Measure 2:
Performance Measure

Budget surplus

Budget Surplus
2016/17 Forecast

2017/18 Target

2018119 Target

2019/20 Target

$1,458M surplus

As set out in
government's fiscal
plan

As set out in
government's fiscal
plan

As set out in
government's fiscal
plan

Data Source: British Columbia Budget and Fiscal Plan.

Discussion
This measure reflects the Ministry's overall success in implementing the government's fiscal plan.
Government will continue to uphold its commitment to deliver a balanced budget in 2017 /18 and for
future years.
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Objective 1.2:

Accountable, efficient and transparent financial and program
management across government

The Ministry supports accountability and transparency through the public release of financial and
program information, and a variety of governance frameworks that apply to ministries and the broader
public sector. The successful implementation of effective governance frameworks supports increased
value for use of public funds and contributes to public confidence in government.

Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure appropriate financial and program management, systems and guidance are in place for
the broader public service.
Continue transformation of government's financial management monitoring and reporting
processes and systems.
Continue to leverage existing banking agreements, risk management and insurance services
across the broader public sector to reduce costs and improve services.
Provide advice to the broader public sector on the implementation of Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) frameworks in alignment with government ERM policies and resources.
Meet statutory reporting requirements and comply with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP).

Performance Measure 3:

Audit Opinion of Public Accounts

Performance Measure

2016/17 Forecast

2017/18 Target

2018/19 Target

2019/20 Target

Audit opinion provided by the Office of
the Auditor General

Public Accounts
will be in
compliance with
GAAP

Public Accounts in
compliance with
GAAP

Public Accounts in
compliance with
GAAP

Public Accounts in
compliance with
GAAP

Data Source: Release of the Public Accounts.

Discussion
This measure is an indication of government's transparency in accounting for its finances. In
preparing the Public Accounts, the Ministry strives to provide an open, accurate and fair
representation of the government's financial position in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP). To validate this position, government seeks an independent audit
opinion that offers an objective assessment of its financial reporting.
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Goal 2: A strong, competitive and vibrant economy
Objective 2.1:

A fair and competitive tax and regulatory environment

A tax system that is perceived by British Columbians to be fair increases their confidence in
government. Furthermore, the Province's ability to support a strong economy depends on a tax and
regulatory environment that is nationally and internationally competitive. Jurisdictions with
competitive tax regimes and regulatory frameworks are successful in attracting and retaining personal
and business investment.

Strategies
•

•
•
•

Support the BC Jobs Plan through tax initiatives, fiscal responsibility, and the elimination of
red tape in order to foster an environment that encourages economic growth and business
success.
Continue to support the development of a liquefied natural gas industry in the province.
Ensure financial services and real estate regulatory frameworks are efficient and effective, and
protect the public interest.
Continue to pursue with the federal and other provincial governments the establishment of a
Cooperative Capita l Markets Regu lator for Canada that protects and supports B.C.'s interests
and ensures the province's securities industry is not negatively impacted.

Performance Measures 4, 5 and 6: Provincial Income Tax Ranking
Performance Measure

2016/17 Forecast

2017/18 Target

2018/19 Target

2019/20 Target

Provincial ranking of corporate income
tax rates

Lowest

Remain in the
lowest four

Remain in the
lowest four

Remain in the
lowest four

Provincial ranking of personal income
tax rates for the bottom tax bracket

Second lowest

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Provincial ranking of personal income
tax rates for the second-from-bottom
tax bracket

Lowest

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Remain in the
lowest two

Data Source: Published legislation and budgets from all 10 provinces.

Discussion
The measure of the provincial ranking of corporate income tax rates compares the general corporate
income tax rate in B.C., as of March 31 each year, to those of other provinces in Canada. The targets
reflect government's commitment to maintaining a competitive tax environment that fosters economic
growth by encouraging business investment and promoting a business-friendly environment.
The two measures of the provincial ranking of personal income tax rates provide a comparison of
B.C.'s personal income tax rates for the bottom two tax brackets, as of March 31 each year, with those
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of the other nine provinces. These targets demonstrate government's commitment to maintaining low
tax rates for individuals and families living and working in the province.

Objective 2.2:

Responsive, effective and fair revenue, tax and benefit
administration that funds provincial programs and services

The Ministry manages revenue in relation to statutes it directly administers, as well as statutes
administered by other ministries. These revenues support the provision of important government
programs and services such as health care, education, social services and transportation infrastructure
for British Columbians. The Ministry is committed to identifying and collecting amounts owed to
government in a manner that is fair and respectful to citizens and taxpayers.

Strategies
•
&

e

111

Implement technology that fosters better engagement with citizens, provides taxpayers with
access to higher quality services and improves compliance and enforcement activities.
Help individuals and businesses to better understand their financial obligations and to pay the
correct amount on time.
Continue work on the Revenue Transformation Initiative to consolidate government's tax and
royalty revenue programs onto government's corporate tax administration system to reduce
administration costs and simplify and streamline services for businesses and citizens.
Collaborate across jurisdictions to help ensure tax revenue owed to the province is identified
and received in a timely manner.

Performance Measure 7:

Revenue Specific Measure

Performance Measure

Performance measure under development, baseline
measure will be established in 2017 /18

2017/18 Target

2018/19 Target

2019/20 Target

Establish baseline

TBD

TBD

Discussion
In coming months, as part of the ongoing Revenue Transformation Initiative, the ministry will be
developing a new measure to report on the efficacy of the province's revenue collection programs. A
baseline will be established in 2017 /l 8 and targets will be set for outgoing years.

Objective 2.3:

Public confidence in B.C.'s housing market

A well-regulated real estate market and access to affordable housing are critical to supporting
investment and jobs for British Columbians. Significant changes to the Real Estate Services Act were
made in 2016 to increase oversight of the real estate industry and enhance consumer protection. In
addition to legislative changes, to further enhance government's oversight, responsibility for real
estate was moved from the Financial Institutions Commission (FICOM) to the newly created Office
of the Superintendent of Real Estate. The Ministry manages policy development and regulation for the
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real estate sector while the Office of the Superintendent of Real Estate has direct oversight of the Real
Estate Counci I of BC, a crown corporation responsible for licencing individuals and brokerages
engaged in real estate sales.

Strategies
•
•
•
•

Strengthen consumer protection in B.C.'s real estate market through oversight of real estate
licensees as well as unlicensed real estate activity.
Administer additional property transfer tax, including compliance and enforcement activities.
Administer the Housing Priority Initiatives Special Account to increase access to affordable
housing.
Support policies that make home ownership increasingly accessible for B.C. families.

Objective 2.4:

Public confidence in B.C.'s financial sector

The Ministry has direct oversight of FI COM, a regulatory agency of government that administers six
statutes regulating the pension and financial services in B.C. FI COM safeguards confidence and
stability in B.C.'s financial sector by ensuring that institutions and pension plans in these sectors
remain solvent and by protecting consumers from undue loss and unfair market conduct.

Strategies
•
•

•
•
•
•

Administer legislation that regulates the province's pensions, financial services and mortgage
broker sectors.
Utilize a risk-based supervisory framework to proactively identify, and intervene to correct,
any imprudent or unsafe business practices conducted by regulated pension plans, credit
unions, insurance companies, and trust companies.
Protect consumers of financial services by implementing proactive market conduct strategies,
investigating complaints, and taking enforcement action where appropriate.
Conduct robust assessments of new industry participants, to ensure unsuitable parties do not
participate in the regulated markets.
Collaborate with government, other regulators, and industry partners to implement national
and international regulatory best practices and to improve protections for British Columbians.
Through the Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporation, administer the deposit insurance
fund that safeguards deposits placed with B.C. credit unions.
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Goal 3: Confidence in public sector organizations
The Ministry leads and promotes sound governance, accountability and social responsibility to ensure
confidence and trust in public programs and services.

Objective 3.1:

Government has effective oversight of public sector
organizations

Public sector organizations are established by government to serve the public interest and to advance
overall public policy objectives. These include Crown corporations, post-secondary institutions,
health authorities, school districts, commissions, and councils. Collectively, these organizations
manage billions of dollars in assets and liabilities and operate in many sectors of the provincial
economy, including transportation, energy and resources, and oversee the delivery of core services
such as health care, education, and public utilities. Effective oversight of these organizations is critical
to protect taxpayers, ensure strategic alignment with government's priorities and preserve public
confidence in the management of public sector programs and services.

Strategies
•
•

•
•
•

Ensure Crown corporations adhere to the fiscal responsibility and transparency guidance
outlined in the Taxpayer Accountability Principles.
Provide policy leadership and advice to ensure public sector organizations are fiscally
transparent, deliver effective and efficient programs, and adhere to accountability standards
within a principled governance framework.
Build and maintain a strong corporate governance capacity within government and the broader
public sector by providing tools, education and professional development opportunities.
Continue reviews of designated public sector organizations, ministry programs and Crown
corporations.
Continue to integrate corporate governance and financial management oversight between
central agencies and ministries.

Objective 3.2:

Public confidence in B.C.'s gaming sector

Commercial and licensed charitable gaming in B.C. is a $3.1 billion a year industry, contributing
$1.29 billion annually to government revenue to support health care, local governments and thousands
of community organizations.
The Ministry is responsible for the integrity and regulation of gaming, including horse racing, in B.C.
This includes regulatory oversight of the BC Lottery Corporation, licensed charitable gaming, and
problem gambling programs.

Strategies
•

Ensure policies and the regulatory framework for gaming and horse racing in B.C. is fair,
appropriate and transparent to support the integrity of gaming and provide a foundation for
assessing compliance.
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•
•
•
•

Align activities and services to reflect current and emerging gaming sector trends, and focus
resources on business priorities, and areas of opportunity and greatest risk.
Implement initiatives to enhance government's Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Strategy
including a risk-based cash acceptance framework.
Implement the second team in the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team to support of the
AML Strategy.
Ensure that commercial and charitable gaming is delivered in a manner that encourages
responsible gambling and informed choice.

Objective 3.3:

Ensure government is open and transparent

The Ministry provides corporate leadership across government to modernize and transform
government's information management legislation, policies, practices, operations and training. These
efforts focus upon improving the capacity of public service employees to effectively manage
government records, protect sensitive and personal information and provide timely and
comprehensive responses to freedom of information (FOi) requests.

Strategies
•
•
•

•
•

Provide timely and appropriate information to the public through FOi and proactive
disclosures.
Develop and implement service enhancements for freedom of information requests.
Oversee the implementation of all recommendations made by former Information and Privacy
Commissioner David Loukidelis, Q.C. on how best to implement the recommendations made
by B.C.'s Information and Privacy Commissioner, Elizabeth Denham in her October 22, 2015,
investigation report.
Ensure that government information stewardship is supported by effective information
management policies, practices and tools.
Work with stakeholders across government to develop and implement enhanced privacy
protection policies, procedures, training, compliance reviews and audits.

Performance Measure 8:

Performance Measure

Percent of Freedom of Information
Requests Completed On-Time

Productivity Improvements in Processing Freedom
of Information
2015/16
Baseline

2016/17
Forecast

2017/18
Target

2018/19
Target

2019/20
Target

74%

77%

79%

81%

83%

Data Source: AXIS System.
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Discussion
This measure is of significant interest to clients and provides an indication of government and the
ministry's annual performance in completing FOI requests within the due dates defined by legislation.
The measure includes both personal requests (e.g. an individual's request for their own records) and
general requests for non-personal information. The measure provides an outcome-based assessment of
the FOI operation's overall performance and adherence to legislative timelines.
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Resource Summary
Core Business Area

2016/17
Restated
Estimates1

2017/18
Estimatess

2019/20 Plan

2018/19 Plan

Operating Expenses ($000)
Treasury Board Staff

6,691

6,701

6,725

6,725

18,605

18,726

18,823

18,823

1

1

1

1

82,925

89,762

90,350

90,378

4,963

4,972

4,991

4,991

Financial Institutions Commission 2

1

1,334

1,399

1,399

Office of the Superintendent of Real Estate3

0

1

1

1

Public Sector Employers' Council Secretariat

16,634

16,637

16,646

16,646

Corporate Information and Records Management
Office

15,307

18,951

19,150

19,150

2,801

2,805

2,819

2,819

449

451

453

453

Executive and Support Services

30,569

29,448

29,982

29,983

Gaming Policy and Enforcement

19,055

19,146

19,220

19,220

4,178

4,180

4,199

4,199

Provincial Home Acquisition Wind Up special
account

10

10

10

10

Housing Priority Initiatives special account4

0

88,200

316,873

323,076

202,189

301,325

531,642

537,874

Office of the Comptroller General
Treasury
Revenue Division
Policy and Legislation

Policy and Legislation

Internal Audit and Crown Governance
Board Resourcing and Development Office

Insurance and Risk Management Account

Total

Ministry Capital Expenditures (Consolidated Revenue Fund) ($000)
Executive and Support Services
Total
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310

310

310

427

310

310

310
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Other Financing Transactions ($000)
Reconstruction Loan Portfolio

(8,000)

(5,000)

(4,000)

(3,000)

75

50

40

30

(7,925)

(4,950)

(3,960)

(2,970)

(115,000)

(115,000)

(115,000)

(115,000)

Disbursements

230,000

230,000

230,000

230,000

Net Cash Disbursed/(Received)

115,000

115,000

115,000

115,000

(13,000)

(13,000)

(13,000)

(13,000)

2,650

3,000

3,000

3,000

(10,350)

(10,000)

(10,000)

(10,000)

Receipts

(64,000)

(64,000)

(70,000)

(77,000)

Disbursements

132,000

132,000

145,000

195,000

68,000

68,000

75,000

118,000

Receipts

(5)

0

0

0

Net Cash Disbursed/(Received)

(5)

0

0

0

Receipts
Disbursements
Net Cash Disbursed/(Received)
Student Aid BC Loan Program

Receipts

International Fuel Tax Agreement (Motor Fuel Tax Act)

Receipts
Disbursements
Net Cash Disbursed/(Received)
Land Tax Deferment Act

Net Cash Disbursed/(Received)
Provincial Home Acquisition Wind Up special account

1. For comparative purposes, amounts shown for 2016/17 have been restated to be consistent with the presentation of the Budget 2017 Estimates.
2. The Financial Institutions Commission (FICOM) was approved for $1.4 million of funding in support of increased financial services sector oversight.
3. The Office of the Superintendent of Real Estate (OSRE) was established as a $1,000 vote under the Policy and Legislation sub-vote in the Ministry
of Finance Operations vote to enhance governance and accountability of the provincially-regulated real estate industry.
4. This special account was established under the Special Accounts Appropriation and Control Act effective July 28, 2016, for the purposes of
supporting housing, rental, and shelter programs as set out under the Act. Pursuant to the Act: expenses include acquisition, construction,
maintenance, renovation, support payments, and administrative costs; revenue and recoveries include transfers, receipts, and interest allocated;
receipts include repayment of loans issued and interest paid on those loans; and, disbursements include loans issued, support payments, and
payments in respect of loan guarantees.
5. Further information on program funding and vote recoveries is available in the Estimates and Supplement to the Estimates.
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"ects

Significant

Significant IT Projects

Targeted
Completion
Date (Year)

Approved
Anticipated Total
Cost of Project
($ millions)

2019

$45.816

Revenue Transformation Initiative (RTI)
Objective: Transform tax services across a broad range of tax programs; changing how
government conducts business, delivers services and achieves key strategic outcomes.
Benefits: Enhanced digital services to improve service quality and make it easier to do
business with government; improved access to government information and data for better
transparency and accountability; and, reduced costs, complexity and administrative burden.
Our Strategy: Reduce costs, complexity and optimize revenue by consolidating programs on
to the current strategic platform for tax administration. The plan is to roll out the initiative in
multiple phases:
1: Logging Tax, Insurance Premium Tax, Mineral Tax, Mine Safety & Health
" Phase
Inspection Fee, and Non-Tax revenue programs
Phase 2: Property Transfer Tax, Rural Property Tax, Home Owner Grant and
" Provincially
administered taxes
Phase 3: Oil and Gas Royalty
"
LNG: In January 2016, the scope of RTI was increased with the new LNG Income
" Taxation
Program
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Appendices
Appendix A: Ministry Contact Information and Links to
Additional Information
Ministry Central Office
PO Box 9417 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9Vl
Phone: 250 387-3184
Minister's Office
Honourable Michael de Jong
PO Box 9048 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2
Phone: 250 387-3751
Media Queries
Phone: 250 356-2821
Problem Gambling Help Line
For help in recognizing the warning signs of problem gambling and to get information on free
programs, services and resources available to assist problem gamblers and their families:
Call 1 888 795-6111 or visit www.bcresponsiblegambling.ca (confidential, free service available 24
hours/7 days, in multiple languages)

Tax Questions
For questions about British Columbia's Provincial Sales Tax, Motor Fuel Tax, Tobacco Tax, Carbon
Tax, Tax on Designated Property and Residential Energy Credit and Rebate program:
Toll-free anywhere in B.C. 1 877 388-4440 or email: CTBTaxQuestions@gov.bc.ca

Reports and Publications
For the Budget and Fiscal Plan, Estimates, Public Accounts, Quarterly Reports, Financial and
Economic Review, and other reports and publications of the British Columbia Ministry of Finance,
please visit: www.fin.gov.bc.ca/pubs.htm
For more information and other Ministry Service Plans and Annual Service Plan Reports, please visit:
http ://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/default.htm

Listing of Ministry Legislation
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/amr/amr/ 172897626
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The Minister of Finance is also the Minister responsible for the following Crown corporations,
Boards and Commissions:

Crown Corporations
• BC Securities Commission: www .bcsc.bc.ca/
• BC Lottery Corporation: www.bclc.com/
•

Partnerships BC : www.partnershipsbc .ca/

•

Real Estate Council of British Columbia: www .recbc.ca/

Boards and Commissions
• Financial Institutions Commission: www.fic.gov .bc.ca/
•

Financial Services Tribunal: www.fst.gov.bc.ca/

•

Insurance Council of British Columbia: www.insurancecouncilofbc.com/PublicWeb/

•

Public Sector Employers ' Council : www.fin .gov.bc.ca/psec/
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B.C. Public Service Agency
Purpose of the Agency
The B.C. Public Service Agency provides human resource leadership, expertise, services and
programs that contribute to better business performance of ministries and government as a whole.

Strategic Direction and Context
Strategic Direction
The B.C. Public Service is the largest corporate workforce in the province, serving all communities
across British Columbia. From frontline workers to accountants and architects, researchers and
analysts, information technology professionals and others, there is virtually no area of expertise
unrepresented. Public servants provide a wide range of services to British Columbians such as health
care, public safety, education, and environmental management, to name a few.
The B.C. Public Service Agency supports the work these public servants do by providing human
resource services such as hiring, payroll, labour relations and learning. In doing so, it helps ensure the
B.C. Public Service continues to have the right people to do that work.
This service plan includes the priorities and initiatives that were outlined in the Minister of Finance's
Mandate Letter. Additionally, the ministry is supportive of and compliant with the Taxpayer
Accountability Principles .

Strategic Context
The Canadian economy slowly continues to improve, with a brighter outlook for 2017 than
experienced in 2016. Most regions are forecasting economic expansion over the next couple of years.
In particular, British Columbia is expected to continue as one of the leading provinces for economic
growth. As the economy improves, so does the possibility for a tightening of the labour market, where
organizations can expect increased competition for skilled employees.
Changing demographics, such as an aging and increasingly diverse population, continue to influence
employers in many ways. An aging workforce is contributing to rising benefits costs through factors
such as higher benefit utilization, increased absenteeism and escalating health premiums. As benefits
costs make up an increasing percentage of the total cost of employment, the B.C. Public Service is
working to contain these costs through a proactive and preventative approach to supporting a healthy
and productive workforce.
While global economic influences delayed the retirement of many baby boomers, the oldest of this
cohort is now aged 70 and are exiting the workforce in growing numbers. This exodus is only
expected to increase, and when combined with fewer entrants to the workforce and greater demand for
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skilled workers, will bring about both labour and skill shortages. The increased competition will
require organizations to put greater emphasis on recruitment and retention.
Statistics Canada predicts that by 2030, net population growth in Canada will be due to immigration,
which will partially offset the effects of our aging population, but will not be enough to prevent the
tightening of the labour market. At the same time, the expected growth in immigration indicates the
Canadian public sector can expect increased diversity in both their workforce, as well as the citizens
they serve.
Recognizing this changing dynamic, the B.C. Public Service Agency is responsible for ensuring the
Public Service has the commitment, capacity and capability within its workforce to meet the needs of
British Columbians now and in the future.

Goals, Objectives, Strategies and Performance
Measures
Goal 1: A Public Service that attracts, enables, develops and
retains a highly skilled and professional workforce.
Objective 1.1:

Supports the B.C. Public Service to develop the commitment,
capacity and capability in the workforce to meet business needs.

Objective 1.2:

Support public service workplaces to be healthy, inclusive and
productive.

Strategies
•

•

•

•

Implement the new corporate plan Where Ideas Work with an emphasis on succession
management, employee development, knowledge transfer, recruitment of new talent, and
embedding innovation into our culture to address the expected increase in retirements and
shortage of skilled labour.
Build and implement a comprehensive succession management program focused on leadership
development and succession priority operational roles to ensure essential talent pipelines are
built and the depth of talent is improved across the B.C. Public Service.
Implement a Health Strategy 2.0 that takes a proactive and preventative approach in
supporting a healthy and productive workforce and avoiding B.C. Public Service benefit cost
increases due to illness and disability.
Seek opportunities to refine the delivery of human resource (HR) services to align with leading
practices, reduce HR transactional costs, improve service quality and redirect funding to
specialized services.
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•

•

•
•

Encourage the broader public sector to leverage the investment in the human resource, payroll
and technology services platform to create economies of scale and enable reinvestment in
workforce initiatives.
Continue supporting implementation of the corporate diversity strategy, Reflecting our
Communities, including a renewed focus on enhancing accessibility and engagement for
people with disabilities.
In partnership with the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations, develop a framework and support
initiatives to build public service capacity in Aboriginal reconciliation.
Keep investing in technologies to automate the capture and transfer of critical employee data
to improve the efficiency and integrity of data management to support improved evidence
based decision making and strategic workforce planning.

Performance Measure 1:

Performance Measure

Absences related to illness and injury
per FTE 1

Absences related to illness and injury days per Full
Time Equivalent (FTE)
2012/13

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Baseline

Forecast

Target

Target

Target

9 days

8.6 days

8.5 days

8.4 days

8.3 days

Data Source: B.C. Public Service Agency.
the purpose of this performance measure, absences refer to short term illness and non-occupational injuries.

1 For

Discussion
The B.C. Public Service recognizes that where employees are supported to optimize their health,
better customer service to the public is provided. However, a workforce with changing demographics
and the rising prevalence of chronic disease in the population in general are challenges faced not only
by the B.C. Public Service, but by all employers in British Columbia.
This measure identifies the number of days lost due to illness and injury. The number of days lost
over the last several years has stabilized and is expected to begin slowly declining as a result of
ongoing health and safety programming. The B.C. Public Service is committed to an emphasis on
earlier interventions and services which are expected to have long-term positive impacts on employee
health outcomes. Over time this will result in continued lower leave absences due to illness and injury
despite changes in workforce demographics.
The B.C. Public Service continues to compare favourably against the Canadian provincial public
sector average of 9 .8 days and the federal public sector at 11.9 days 1• The difference reflects our
ongoing focus on health promotion and prevention services, at-work supports for employees with
illnesses or injuries, and timely rehabilitation and return to work for employees who are off work due
to an illness or injury.

1

Data Source: Statistics Canada
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Performance Measure 2 and 3: Workforce utilization
Management of the BC Public
Service

FTE Utilization in the Public
Service
Auxiliaries as a percentage of the
workforce

2015/16
Actual

2016/17
Forecast ·

2017/18
Plan

2018/19
Plan

2019/20
Plan

27,192

27,455

28,000

28,100

28,100

7.6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

Data Source: B.C. Public Service Agency

Discussion
Full-time equivalent staff utilization is projected to increase from 27,455 FTEs in 2016/17 to 28,000
in 2017118 based on the need to increase various front line service positions across a few ministries
including additional social workers, records management, financial and real estate oversight staff,
park rangers, and employees for other environmental management, compliance and enforcement
activities. There has also been some investment in corporate IT projects requiring some additional
staff. Going forward, FTE utilization is projected to stabilize at around 28, I 00 in 2018/19.
The hiring of auxiliaries is intended to fill short-term business needs, either for an interim, cyclical or
seasonal basis. Monitoring the proportion of auxiliaries in the workforce helps to ensure hiring levels
support B.C. Public Service FTE utilization targets by maintaining an optimal balance between the
permanent and temporary components of our workforce.

Resource Summary
Core Business Area

2016/17
Restated
Estimates 1

2017/18
Estimates 2

2018/19 Plan

2019/20 Plan

Operating Expenses ($000)

50,861

51,019

51,245

51,245

Benefits

1

1

1

1

Long Term Disability Fund special
account

0

22,111

23,943

23,943

50,862

73,131

75,189

75,189

B.C. Public Service Agency

Total

Ministry Capital Expenditures (Consolidated Revenue Fund) ($000)

B.C. Public Service Agency
Total

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1. For comparative purposes, amounts shown for 2016/17 have been restated to be consistent with the presentation of the 2017/18 Estimates.
2. Further information on program funding and vote recoveries is available in the Estimates and Supplement to the Estimates.
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Appendices
B.C. Public Service Agency Contact Information
Public Service Agency
810 Blanshard Street
V8W2H2
PO BOX 9404 Stn Prov Gov't
V8W 9Vl
Victoria B.C.
Phone: 250 952-6296
For more information on the B.C. Public Service Agency, please visit our website at:
http ://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/

Legislation Administered by the Agency
Public Service Act
Public Service Benefit Plan Act
Public Service Labour Relations Act

2017/18-2019/20 Service Plan
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The Public Sector Employers' Council and
Employer Associations
Purpose
Public Sector Employers' Council Secretariat
The Public Sector Employers' Council Secretariat (PSEC) supports government in providing strategic
direction in human resource management and labour relations, including the administration,
development and implementation of labour relations policies for the broader provincial public sector.
PSEC also supports the Minister of Finance in directing employers to create compensation plans for
excluded and executive employees. PSEC represents government in its role as a partner in four
pension plans2 , working with other partners to ensure plan sustainability, monitor risk exposure and
provide policy advice to both government and public sector employers. PSEC's authority is contained
in the Public Sector Employers Act and its authority related to pension plans is based on the Public
Sector Pension Plans Act and joint trust agreements.

Employers' Associations
The mandates and purposes of employers' associations include coordinating compensation, benefit
administration, bargaining and labour relations within their respective sectors, as outlined in sections
6 and 7 of the Public Sector Employers Act. There are six public sector employers' associations:
• British Columbia Public School Employers ' Association (BCPSEA)
• Community Social Services Employers ' Association (CSSEA)
• Crown Corporations Employers' Association (CCEA)
• Health Employers Association of British Columbia (HEABC)
• Post-Secondary Employers' Association (PSEA)
• University Public Sector Employers' Association (UPSEA)
BCPSEA, CSSEA, HEABC, and PSEA serve as the accredited employer bargaining agents for their
respective sectors and their funding is provided by PSEC. CCEA and UPSEA play a coordination and
information-sharing role but do not serve as bargaining agents for their member employers.

2

The four pension plans contained in the act are: College Pension Plan, Municipal Pension Plan, Public Service Pension
Plan, and Teachers' Pension Plan. For more information see PensionsBC.ca
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Strategic Direction
Public Sector Employers' Council Secretariat
Current PSEC strategies include:
• Developing and maintaining bargaining and compensation frameworks that incorporate
government's fiscal and policy directions.
• Providing clear guidance and advice to public sector employers to ensure alignment with
government objectives.
• Improving the quality and reliability of data to support negotiations and management of
excluded and executive compensation.
•
•

Building capacity in government with respect to strategic labour relations advice and pensions
expertise.
Working with plan partners to accomplish the objectives of the Public Sector Pensions
Framework.

Resource Summary
Employer Associations Expenditures 3

Core Business Area

2017/18
Estimates

2016/17
Forecast

2018/19
Plan

2019/20
Plan

Operating Expenses ($000) 4
Employer Associations

35,408

35,256

33,526

33,386

Contact Information
PO Box 9400 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8V 9Vl
Suite 210, 880 Douglas Street
Phone: 250 387-0842
www.fin .gov .bc.ca/psec

3

See Ministry Resource Summary table on page I 5 for PSEC expenditures.
Expenditures are total forecast expenditure of employer associations included in the government reporting entity and are
funded through transfers from government, membership dues, and other sources.

4
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This is Exhibit "JJ" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC V8W 2Kl
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
Friday, January 13, 2017 9:31 AM
Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Henderson, Jeff FIN:EX; Hazel, Jillian GPEB:EX
FW: Request for today please

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Can we have a quick meeting at 12 to chat? We are all in meetings until then. Thanks.
Michele Jaggi-Smith
Direct:

I Executive Director Strategic Policy and Projects Division Gaming, Policy and Enforcement Branch
I Fax:
I Email:

-----Original Message----From: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 9:23 AM
To: Vear, Maureen FIN:EX; Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
Cc: Henderson, Jeff FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Request for today please
Just so we're all clear we need to make ourselves available for the meeting which will be at the convenience of CWY.
-----Original Message----From: Vear, Maureen FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 9:19 AM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
Cc: Henderson, Jeff FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Request for today please
At this point it appears the only common availability for all would be sometime Wednesday pm; will confirm.
-----Original Message----From: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 9:16 AM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
Cc: Vear, Maureen FIN:EX; Yu, Quinn FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Request for today please
Len/Michele,
at my 1-1 with CWY yesterday we discussed the response to the MNP report, including a potential directive regarding
actions to be taken re unsourced cash.
She is supportive of getting the response up to the minister asap. I indicated GPEB and BCLC do not agree on the
responses to the MNP report generally - she would still like one BN which shows BCLC's response and rationale and
similarly GPEB's response and rationale (I believe we had a table that depicted this info). As you can see below she
would like the note (and draft directive (to come from me not the minister)) and a meeting next week.

GPEB5083.0002

There is also a task to complete today re data on STR's/cash - see below. Let me know if this is doable.
This is good news.
Thx
-----Original Message----From: Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 7:07 AM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Cc: Olson, Lianna FIN:EX
Subject: Re: Request for today please
Ps. John also in regard to the directive we discussed yesterday. I would suggest this be drafted as it is coming from you. I
assume you team confirmed the authority with legal on this.
I believe this action would also be consistent with the direction the Minister has previously provided in the the BCLC
mandate.
Please bring the decision paper to this meeting next week as well.
Thanks
Cheryl
Sent from my iPhone
> wrote:
> On Jan 13, 2017, at 6:53 AM, Wenezenki-Yolland, Cheryl FIN:EX
>
> Hi John
>
> Do you have the December info re cash transactions?
>
> Also I would like an updated graph that shows the trends dating back over the past 24 months. Or as far back as you
have. Based on the info I have received in December from your team. I understand while the problem has not be fully
eliminated there has been and continues to be a significant decline in the activity. Which would seem to imply that
while more can still be done at least the efforts to date have had some positive effect.

>
> I would like this info today and I would like a briefing on this early next week with you and your staff.
>
> Sent from my iPhone

2

This is Exhibit "KK" to the Affidavit of Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
sworn before me at Victoria, in the Province of
British Columbia, this 8th day of April, 2021.

A Commissioner for taking Oaths
for the Province of British Columbia

CHRIS A. MASSEY
Barrister & Solicitor
1519 Amelia Street
Victoria BC VS\Y/ 2Kl
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Housekeeping amendment to the Gaming Control Act.
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A housekeeping amendment to the Gaming Control Act is required to clarify
enforcement authority.
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February 7, 2014
Housekeeping amendment to the Gaming Control Act.
A minor amendment to section 69 of the Gaming Control Act is necessary to
correct an unintended consequence of a 201 0 amendment that left the
Gaming. Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) without clear enforcement
authority over registrants under the Act

SACKGROUND:
The GPEB regulates all gaming in British Columbia and is responsible for ensuring
the integrity of the operation of the gaming industry. This authority stems from the
provincial Gaming Control Act, the Gaming Control Regulation and the federal
Criminal Code.
Section 69 ofthe Gaming Control Act allows the .GPEB to issue a warning; suspend
or cancel a registration;· or vary or impose new conditions on a registrant under the
Actwhere the registrant no longer meets the regulatory requirements, has breached
a condition of registration, has been refused registration or had their registration
suspended by a similar authority, has been convicted of an offence, orexhibits
conduct that calls into question the honesty or integrity of the registrant
In 2010, an amendment to section 69(1) was made to enhance enforcement against
lottery retailers. Prior to the 2010 amendment, enforcement could only be taken against
the "head office" lottery retailer registrant with enforcement action applying to all retail
locations .. This resulted, in some cases; in tbe unfair penalization of all retail locations.
For example, some lottery retailers are large corporations with a number of small
outlets, such as corner stores (e.g., 7/11, Shopper's Drug Mart).
The 2010 amendmentto section 69(1) enabled enforcementaction to be taken against
a registrant's specific gaming premise, but in doing so inadvertently created a significant
gap in the legislation. By focusing on "premises", the new wording appears to restrict
enforcement actions to be taken only against a specific gaming premise of a registrant
but not registrants themselves or gaming worker registrants. That is, the amendment
lacks clarity with respect to the authority of GPEB to cancel or suspend the registration
of the lottery retailer registrant, other gaming services providers, and gaming worker
registrants.
The language in Section 69 before and after the amendment is provided below; the
reference to gaming premises that creates the lack of clarity in GPEB's authority is
highlighted in bold.
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Section 69(1 ), Suspension of Cancellation of a Registration, before amendment effective June
3, 2010:

(1)

For any of the reasons under section 68, the general manager may issue a warning to a
registrant or rnay cancel, suspend for a period of time, impose new conditions on, or vary
existing conditions of, a registration of anyregistrant.

Section 69(1) after June 3, 2010 amendment:

69 ( 1) For any of the reasons under section 68, the general manager may
(a issue a warning to a registrant, or
(b) do any of the following in relation to one or more gaming premises of a registrant:
(i) cancel the registrant's registratien or suspend it for a period of time;
(iij impose new conditions on the registrant's registration or vary existing conditions of
that registration.

The gap in enforcement powers under the Gaming Control Act resulting from the 2010
amendment to section 69(1} came to lightwhen a British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC) service provider was suspended by the BCLC for lottery theft. The GPEB also
wanted to suspend the individual's registration under the Gaming Control Act given their
conduct and found that there was now a question about its legal authority to do so.
Despite the lack of clarity created by the 2010 amendment, the new provision can be
reasonably interpreted so asnotto prevent the GPE:B from·cancelling or suspending the
registration of a registrant GPEB is operating under this interpretation and continues to
apply the same enforcement practice under the new provision as it did prior to the 201 0
change. It is, however, aware of the risk of being challenged on this interpretation and
the possibility of a court finding thatthe current provision does not give it the authority to
suspend or cancel a registration of a registrant, leaving as the only option the issuance
of a warning.
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The amendment to section 69{ 1) of the Gaming Control Act is very straightforWard
involving reinserting the provision to allow the GPEB to suspend, cancel or impose
conditions on the registration of a registrant. This minor amendment if approved would
be appropriate for inclusion in a Miscellaneous Amendment Bill.
OPTIONS:

1.

Minister proposes an amendment to section 69 of the Gaming Control Act
for the Spring 2014 Legislative Session.
Pros:
Addresses the legal uncertainty inadvertently caused by a drafting oversight in
making the 2010 amendments to the Gaming Control Act regarding the
GPEB's authority to suspend or cancel or impose conditions on registrants
who are in contravention of the Act or who breach regulatory requirements.
Ensures that the GPEB has clear and effective enforcement powers to
promote compliance and ensure the integrity of gaming in the Province.
Straightforward, minor (housekeeping) legislative drafting required.
Cons:
Requires i.nclusion of an additional late legislative amendment to the
Spring 2014 Legislative program.

2.

Submit a RFL to amend section 69 of the Gaming Control Act for
consideration in a future legislative Session.
Pros:
•

No requirement to include an additional late legislative amendment to the
Spring 2014 Legislative program. (An RFL package can be prepared and
submitted for next Legislative Session.)

Cons:
Continued legal uncertainty regarding GPEB's authority to suspend, cancel or
impose conditions on the registration of gaming services providers and gaming
worker registrants.
Threat of potential judicial review and interpretation that no authority to
suspend, cancel or impose conditions on registrants if enforcement action
taken.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Option 1: Approve the proposal of an amendment to section 69( 1) of the
Gaming Control Actfor'the Spring 2014 Legislative Session, to ensure both
effective enforcement of the Act, and that the legal authority to suspend or
cancel or impose new or varied conditions on registrants is clear.

Michael de Jong, Q.C.
Minister

Date
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